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First nursing class completes entire program in Florida Hospital Hall
JUUABONNEY
OPINION

Eonn•

The December graduating nursing class will be the
first class to have completed
the entire program in Florida
Hospital Hall. Other classes
have graduated from the hall
since its opening in January of
2011, but this is the first class
that will have spent both years
of the program in the building.
Florida Hospital Hall was
built after it was decided that
renovations to Herin Hall,
the former nursing building,
would not sufficiently meet
the growing needs of the department. The new building
provided students with all
of the commodities the old
building offered while adding
a high-tech simulation lab.
"We think we had a good
program and good experiences for our students before, but
this facility and the equipment
we have been provided with
has bumped it up a few notches," Barbara James, dean of
the School of Nursing, said.
Members of the graduating
class are glad they got the opportunity to study in the new
building.
"Studying in this new
building is easier in comparison to the building before,"
Annah Okari, senior nursing and biology major, said.

OJ:31l

(Left to right): Josiane Vetiaque, Annah Okari, Brianna Berta in, and Bernice Bouzy stand in front of Florida Hospital Hall. They will graduate this December.

"There is more space available
and it's always quiet."
Jenna Edgerton, junior
nursing major, echoed Okari's
thoughts by praising the large
classrooms and new technology.
"The [simulation] lab technology is ridiculously modem," Edgerton said. "Having

a [simulation] lab with such
modem technology really
helped me feel more comfortable in the actual hospital setting."
The commencement ceremonywill be held Dec. 19 at 7
p.m. and a pinning ceremony
will be held the evening before.

The pinning ceremony is
"usually more meaningful to
students because this is their
cohort," James said.
Students are excited to be a
part of the first class to graduate exclusively from Florida
Hospital Hall.
"It's a real honor to be the
first graduating class of such a

wonderful nursing building!"
Edgerton said.
Saara Ruelas, junior nursing major, shared the same
sentiments, "It's actually
cool to think about, and I'm
pleased to be the first class
to graduate from the Florida
Hospital Hall."

Senate launches new fundraiser with Papa John'§..._.,.
.

GLENN WILKINS

SuuWama

Southern's Student Association Senate plans to
raise $13,000 by March and
has been working with Papa
John's to create a fundraiser
to do so.
Students already receive
a special deal from the restaurant-a large one-topping
pizza for $6.99 plus tax-but
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with Southern's students."
Cundiff continued to state
that the fundraiser would cost
students no extra money and
would be cheaper than purchasing pizza for $10at each
from the Papa John's employee that sells pizzas in Talge
Halllobby.
"[The fundraiser] will benefit the students as it goes back
into a fund for them," Cundiff
said.
The fundraiser, which is

-- ~

only valid for online orders
and at store #2055 at Four
Comers, will also benefit the
r~staurant by raising its quota
of online orders.
"I think ordering online is
easy," Paul Boccia, area director for Papa John's, said. "It's
the way of the future."
Southern creates a significant amount of business for
store #2055. Boccia said that
sales drop by 25 percent when
school is not-in session.

"We're always looking tor
loyal customers," Boccia s t~
ed of his willingness to negotiate the promotion. "Students
may be on fixed income now
but will eventually make up
our community. Loyal customers now means loyal customers years from now, as
long as we continue to do what
we say we will and give better
pizza with better ingredients."

days until
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if the fundraiser is approved,
when orders are made online
or through the Papa John's
mobile app using the coupon
code SAU699, 10 percent of
that money will go to SA Senate. Papa John's is still working with Southern to have the
fundraiser approved.
"We have several fundraising movements going," Lauren Cundiff, SA senator, said
in an email, "...but this is the
big push we are trying to make
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Kirsten Wolcott Men1orial sk Run draws large crowd
time for any runner.
A few of the runners remember when Wolcott lost
her life. Jeffrey Futcher, junior chemistry major and returned student missionary,
did not know Wolcott, but her
death solidified his decision to
become a student missionary
last year.
Most of the runners consisted of Southern students
running for credit in their Fitness for Life classes. Futcher
had never run a 5K before and
was excited about the event.
"I've always wanted to do
a 5K," Futcher said. "Fitness
for life gave me the excuse to
finally do it."
Not all students were out
there for class credit, however.
Jeffrey Brownlow, freshman
business major, placed second overall in the 5K. He said
he just loves to run and races
whenever possible.
"I do all the races I can
and really enjoy it," Brownlow
said. "Plus, it's really fun running around campus."

RYAN HAAs
The Kirsten Wolcott Memorial 5K Run was held last
week on an unusually warm
Dec. 7· This year the run had
a larger turn out than usual.
Mostly college students and
community members made up
the 359 participants.
The five kilometer run
starts at the duck pond then
twists and turns on an almost
tour-like trip through Southern's campus, eventually returning to the starting place.
The 5K is dedicated to the
memory of Kirsten Wolcott
who died serving as a student
missionary in Yap, Micronesia
on Nov. 18, 2009.
"Kirsten was an avid runner," Robert Benge, professor
at the School of Pe, Health and
Wellness, said during a speech
he made before the run. Benge
even went as far as to estimate
that Wolcott could have run
the 5K (3.1 miles) in about 21
minutes, a very respectable

By logan Foil
Runners race by one of the checkpoints in t'he Kristen Wolcott sJ(.

Brownlow finished the race
in a blistering 18:35.
Not all people who ran
the 5K plan ahead as much as
Brownlow. Moises Romero,
sophomore nursing major,

had not planned on running
that day.
"It's bulking season, so I
normally don't run, but I had
to check it out," Romero said.
"I saw everyone near the duck

pound and had to see what
was up; the next thing I knew,
I was running a 5K."
A 5K race is held at least
once every semester here on
campus.

Library reconstruction adds space to third floor
CoRINNE

to reconstruct the roof due to
leaking. The donor has had
a long-standing relationship
with Southern and McKee Library and on the 40th anniversary of the library in 2010,
pledged to put forth the donation to begin the construction
in the near future.
"The new addition to the
library, which will be 35,000
. sq. ft, will create a central location for all learning resources," Daniel Maxwell, interim
nor has made the construction library director of electronic
possible. However, the uni- resources, said.
Although the new addiversity did already have plans

space will be finished internally is not certain.
Southern has not put forth
any funds for this construction project. An unnamed do-

JORDAN

SuFFWame

Construction on the roof of
the library has been underway
since the start of the school
year. Not only is construction being done on the roof,
but also a section to add to the
third floor is underway.
The new roof is being built
to resemble and match all
the other roofs on campus.
The construction on the roof
itself is projected to be completed within the next couple
of weeks. However, when the

''-tter all is said
and done, it's
going to be re-

ally nice ' '

~nothern
sauaccent.com
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tion will be connected to the
library, the actual use for the
space has not been confirmed.
The executive team of the university will ultimately make
the decision, alongside Bob
Young, senior vice president
of academic administration.
An online -learning or academic technology center is said
to possibly reside in the new
space. There will also be extra
space for storage.
"It will enhance the scope
of the library services here at
Southern," Maxwell said. "After all is said and done, it's go-

ing to be really nice."
As for now, students at
Southern can continue to use
all services the library offers,
with the occasional sound of a
hammer or a saw coming from
above.
"I didn't know what the
construction was for," Fransheska Muniz, library desk
worker, said. "But if it's going
to make the library bigger, I
definitely think it will benefit
all the students here."
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Carol Harrison, circulation manager, stands in the area created by the new construction on McKee Library.
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Christmas abroad: Celebrating far from home
ANDREA ERHART

It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas in FTorence, Italy.

This Christmas while most
students will be home with
their families, there are some
who will be far from home.
There are over J.OO student
missionaries and Adventist
Colleges Abroad (ACA) students, most of which will be
celebrating Christmas in another country.
This year·in Florence, Italy,
the ACA students had their
own Christmas party with
Christmas music, a Secret
Santa gift exchange, hot chocolate and a viewing of "It's A
Wonderful Life."
"For a lot of us, it's not just
an exctise to have a cheesy party-it's a way to stick together
and be there for them as their
extended ACA family," Emily
Banks, junior mass communication major, said.
Trenton Thompson, junior
international studies major,
said he felt similarly.
"Although being away
from what is comfortable can
be daunting, the adventure
and knowing we have support
from across the pond by far
outweighs any negative aspect
there could be," Thompson

said.
Chelsea Glass, senior Spanish major, was an ACA student
last year. She traveled to Chile
for Christmas with other ACA
students.
"I had never spent Christmas away from home but I was
really happy I stayed because I
had experiences I never would
have had," Glass said. Glass
and her friends pooled their
money to buy ingredients for
Christmas dinner that they
cooked in the tiny kitchen of
the hostel where they stayed.
While some students were
traveling with friends during
the holidays abroad, others
stayed where they were to celebrate with the locals.
"We bought shoes for the
girls at the orphanage and
painted them," Shanti Hollis,
junior pastoral care major and
previously a student missionary, said. "In El Salvador, the
kids opened their presents at
midnight on Christmas Eve
and then watched the fireworks. It was hard to appreciate the greatness of it because
I really didn't want to be there.
It is difficult to be in a different
culture celebrating a familiar
holiday in a strange way."

European study tour encourages students to explore
JEANNIE HINRICHS

Su.FFW.ma

The European Study Tour
will take place May 6 through
May 30. The first of these trips
began in the 1980s, and this is
the fourteenth trip. The trip
usually brings about 15 to 20
students. Each trip lasts about
a month. During these three
and a half weeks, students will

travel to seven different countries including Holland, Belgium, France, Germany, Austria, England and Switzerland.
The cost to attend this trip
is $5,900. Students will receive
six credit hours chosen from a
variety of general education.
require1p.ents, including both
upper and lower division. The
cost of the trip includes transportation, events and half the
meals.
The trip takes students

to many places in each of the
countries. One of the goals of
the trip is to allow students to
go out and learn on their own.
"Students have time to do
their own things," Ed Lamb,
an adjunct for the social work
department, said. "We tell
them to get lost, do your own
thing. We want you to explore
on your own. Don't go to tourist areas."
The tour also involves
scheduled events and guided

tours. Some of the scheduled
activities are Westminster Abbey for an evensong service,
visiting Anne Frank's home,
going on the Sound of Music
Tour to visit the locations of
the movie and visiting a concentration camp from World
War II.
"The students don't want
to take pictures of the crematorium, but I tell them they
should. 'Least we forget,' I
want them to show their fami-

lies and friends." Lamb said.
"The students learn a lot, so
much you soak in without
even realizing it."
The trip is open to anyone
who wants to go.
"Anyone can go, a parent
can go, and we would love it
if a parent came," Lamb said.
"A friend from back home can
go. You don't have to be a student."

CampUS Talk provides
student feedback options
DuSTIN JOHNSON
STAFF Wama

•

Campus Tall{ is a page on
Southern's website where one
can find a variety of ways to
share and discuss university
news and information.
One of the web pages offered on Campus Talk is Student Suggestions. Here students can make suggestions
to administration on ways to
save money and make efficient improvements. The page
began in 2010 but less than
a dozen students have made

suggestions.
Another item included on
Campus Talk is a classifieds
page where faculty and students can post items to sell,
offer rides or apartments for
rent, among other things.
Also included is Undergraduate Student Information that
includes important messages
usually received by most students and faculty via email. To
find Campus Talk, visit southern.edu and click on current
students and then campus
talk.
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Questions answered about US Marine leaking information

A demonstrator holds a sign in support ofArmy Pfc. Bradley Manning outside of Fort Meade, Md., Thesday, Nov. 27, 2012,
where Manning is scheduled to appear for a pretrial hearing. Manning is accused ofsending hundreds of thousands of classified
Iraq and Afghanistan war logs and more than 250,000 diplomatic cables to the secret-spilling website WikiLeaks while he was
working as an intelligence analyst in Baghdad in 2009 and 2010.

FORT MEADE, Md. (AP)
- For the past two weeks, a
military hearing has focused
on
c. Bradley Manning's
treatment in a Marine Corps
brig after he was arrested and
accused of leaking a massive
amount of classified information to the website WikiLeaks. Here are some questions
and answers about Manning's
case, and this hearing in particular.
Q: What is pfc. Bradley
Manning accused of doing?
A: The 24-year-old native

of Crescent, Okla., is accused
of leaking hundreds of thousands of classified Iraq and Mghanistan war logs and more
than 250,000 diplomatic
cables while working as an intelligence analyst in Baghdad
in 2009 and 2010. He's also
charged with leaking a 2007
video clip of a U.S. helicopter
crew gunning down 11 men
later found to have included
a Reuters news photographer
and his driver. The Pentagon
concluded the troops acted
appropriately, having mistak-

en the camera equipment for
weapons.
Q: What is the pretrial
hearing about?
A: Manning is trying to
get the charges dismissed because he believes the military
made him suffer through unduly harsh conditions for nine
months at a Marine Corps
brig in Quantico, Va. He was
confined to his cell 23 hours
a day and sometimes stripped
of his clothes, eyeglasses and
reading material. He was also
made to wear a suicide-pre-

vention smock made of stiff,
thick fabric. Manning said he
stood naked at attention one
morning for a prisoner count
after a guard ordered, or implied, ihat he should drop the
blanket he was using for cover.
"I had no socks, no underwear, I had no articles of
clothing, I had no glasses," he
testified.
Q: Why did the military
think Manning was a suicide
risk?
A: Manning had fashioned
a noose from a bedsheet while
confined in Kuwait shortly
after his 2010 arrest. While
in Kuwait, he also wrote that
he was considering suicide.
In · a written statement he
made upon arrival at Quantico in July 2010, Manning
said he was "always planning
and never acting" on suicidal
impulses. SiK months later,
he remarked that if he really
wanted to hurt himself, he
could have done so. ·
"I was venting a little bit,"
Manning testified Nov. 29.
He said he told the guard, "If
I really wanted to hurt myself,
wouldn't I just use the things
that are here now - the underwear, the flip-flops? They
could potentially be used as
something to harm oneself or
others. Where does it stop?
Does it stop with removing walls? Does it stop with
padding? Does it stop with a
straitjaoket?"
Q: Where is Manning now?
Have his conditions changed?

A: After nine months in
maximum security at Quantico brig, Manning was transferred to medium-security
confinement at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., in April 2011.
Q: What happens next?
Will Manning go to trial?
A: Legal experts say Manning has a very slim chance of
getting the charges dismissed
based on the allegations of
mistreatment, but he may get
extra credit for the time he
has already served. The judge
hasn't said when she will
rule. Manning's trial has been.
scheduled for March.
Q: What is this overall significance of Manning's case?
A: Outside experts say
President Barack Obama's
administration has aggressively prosecuted leaks of classified information, sending a
strong message they will not
be tolerated. Manning's is the
most notable case. He faces 22
charges, including aiding the
enemy, which. carries a maximum of life behind bars.
Manning supporters consider him a whistleblowing
hero whose actions exposed
war crimes and helped trigger the Middle Eastern prodemocracy uprisings known
as the Arab Spring in late
2010. In an online chat with a
confidant-turned-government
informant, Manning allegedly
said he leaked the material because "I want people to see the
truth.

Social work .department distr_ibutes gifts and coats to community
EUZABETH CAMPS

Sun

WRITER

Students gathered ·on Dec.
7 and 8 at the Coat and Toy
drive that was organized by
the Social Work Club who
partnered with Breakaway
Outreach, an international
youth ministry based in Chattanooga. The purpose of the
event was to help families in
the community by providing
gifts and coats for the winter
season.
Students who came to the
wrapping event were in charge
of sorting, organizing, wrapping, tagging and boxing the
donations which not only included coats but Bibles and
toys as well.
Annette Heck, assistant
professor for the social work
department and one of the coordinators of the event, said,
"There were many donations

to sift through and there were
many layers required to prepare the donations for delivery. For the past month, the
Social Work Club had sponsored a coat/toy drive for a
local high-needs comiJlunity.
All donations had to be sorted,
wrapped and prepared so they
could be delivered on Sabbath
to the families."
Katherine Rodriguez, junior social work major and
member of the Social Work
Club, said there were about
25-30 students in attendance
on Friday night and 35-40 students on Saturday.
On Friday night, the students prepared all of the gifts
at Heck's house. On Saturday,
students went to the Acres of
Shade mobile home community and spent time delivering
the gifts. Students also spent
some time playing with the
children.

Social Work C:l~b participates in gift and coat drive on Dec. 7 and 8.
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Replace textbooks with spiritual reads during break
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Eorm•

"It's All About Him" by
LeeVenden
"It's all about Jesus. Only J esus. Ever Jesus. And He wants
to make friends with you," is
the tag line of this book, and
if you have read it, you know
why. If you are wondering
what you have been missing
in your "getting to know you"
process with Jesus Christ, it
might be the concepts this
book has to offer. "It's All
About Him" communicates to
its reader that Jesus loves and
saves regardless of what we
do or how we live in respect to
His authority. It proceeds to
clarify that He does feel pain,
however, and that the empathy that Jesus has for us is real.
Through this book, we come to
better understand the tender
heart behind the sacrifice of
the cross, and the persevering

heart that rose again to give us
hope-both of which can describe Jesus' love towards us:
tender and persevering.
"A Million Miles in a
Thousand Years" by Donald Miller
Author of book and recently
turned movie, Blue Like Jazz,
Donald Miller hits another
homerun with this book. He
unravels the secrets of unlocking and living God's magnificent plan for our lives the
first time around. It's filled
with laughs, vulnerability and
transparency on the author's
part that conveys the com-.
pelling message: live the best
story you can.
"Redeeming Love" by
Francine Rivers
Over 1 million copies of this
1850 modernized version of
Hosea and Gomer have been
sold. With a few graphic
scenes and an underlying sto-

ry of prostitution, it may not
qualify as a bedtime storr for
the nieces and nephews, but it
certainly gives us insight into

unfaithful, and helps us understand where We may fall
short in our relationships with
God. The ending is romantic

Photo from sxc.hu

God's unconditional love for
us. The story gives us a clearer
insight into why Gomer was

in the sense that it is not biblically based, but the message
of love and acceptance is still

there.
"Revive Us Again" by
Mark Finley
This book is neither long,
nor complicated. In fact, it's
quite simple. With references to the Bible and Ellen G.
White, alongside historical examples, it pulls your heart into
a state of urgency for the work
that needs to be done. It's the
perfect read for the week in
between Christmas and New
Years, especially since it only
has seven chapters_, so a chapter a day and you're done! The
message is simply this: help us
to want spiritual revival, help
us to revive, help us to keep reviving. In an age where nothing seems urgent, I think this
book is very much relevant to
us as Christians. Did I mention
the quality writing? It's simple
and clear-not a hard read to
digest. The points, however,
may bring you to a pause.

Angus T. Jones: the half man steps up
JESSICA

GoNZALEZ

CONJRIBIITQR

According to recent media
reports, a few months ago, AngusT. Jones-child star from
CBS's hit sitcom "Two and a
Half Men"-was baptized. On
Dec. 27 of last year, the journey started for Jones after a
conversation about business
with a friend. While talking,
he found himself claiming
that God would be the center
of their project. It was at this
moment he felt he had accepted God into his life as he
stated he felt the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit. About a month
later, he was speaking with
another friend about whether
or not to continue acting on
"Two and a Half Men." Jones
pondered over the thought of
being a witness for God since
he was in the public eye. His
friend probed him with questions that caused him to reconsider his lifestyle; Jones
believes it was more than just
his friend talking to him. The

following week Jones was
moving forward in his faith,
but by the weekend had returned to his negative habits.
Convicted to change his ways,
which included using weed
and acid, he began his search
for a church.
Having many friends that
went to church, the celebrity
visited three to four churches each Sunday. One of his
friends mentioned Valley
Crossroads Church, a predominately black Seventh-day
Adventist church not far from
his hom,e in Pacoima, California. When he went to church
that Sabbath, Jones felt as if
the message was made just
for him; he even recounts the
pastor saying ''I'm speaking to
someone right now." That day
Jones knew he had found his
church. He began Bible studies and states that, although
he had been attending Christian schools his whole life, he
was learning so much in a way
that he never had before. He
eventually got baptized on the
Friday night on the weekend

of his high school graduation.
Although Jones has been an
active member of the church

''Jt was at this
moment he felt
he had accepted
God into his life
as he stated he
felt the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit

''

for several months, it is not
until now that media buzz
has surrounded the situation. This is due to a now viral
video interview by Christopher Hudson, the face of the
Fc;>rerunner Chronicles, an
independent organization affiliated with the Seventh-day

Adventist church. Jones gives
his testimony and · towards
the end goes on to say, "If you
watch Two and a Half Men,
please stop watching Two and
a Half Men. I'm on Two and
Half Men, and I don't want
to be on it." Jones tells viewers to research the negative
effects television can have on
a person and that such "filth"
is not good. Since then, many
media outlets have attacked
the actor and have connected
the SDA church with the views
of Hudson, w:ho is described
as a r,adical and fanatic. Many
commentators view Jones as
a hypocrite since he has made
millions of dollars ($350,000
per episode this year) off the
show and now slanders it.
The church has responded
by stating it does not operate
Forerunner Chronicles and
that Hudson is not a pastor, so
· there is no connection between
the video-and other ideas the
YouTube user expresses-and
the church. Jones released a
statement where he apolo- gized for his remarks and ex-

plained he did not mean to
disrespect his colleagues since
they are an extension of his
family. He also expressed he
did not intend to show a "lack
of appreciation [for] the extraordinary opportunity" and
thanked Chuck Lorre and others at Warner Bros and CBS.
Most sources remain unclear
if whether or not Jones will be
returning to Two and a Half
Men, but one states he will be
but not as a main character or
for another season. Also, many
point out that he may be under
breach of contract. Executives
at WBTV and CBS have yet
to release public comments.
Hope Channel aired their interview with the actor last Friday November 30, 2012.

Jessica Gonzalez is a junior
English major.
Southern Accent chooses
to neither agree nor disagree
~ith the above claimed facts.
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OPINION EnrroR: JUUA BoNNEY

Christmas on campus is lacking Christ
J UUA'BoNNEY
OPINION

Enno•

Like many here at Southern,
I grew up in a Christian horne.
I was raised by Christian
parents and was taught
Christian beliefs. I celebrated
Christian holidays and went
to Christian schools. Bible
stories were told over and over
until I knew ever little detail.
Everyone had their favorites,
whether it was Esther or David
and Goliath. Mine was always
the birth of Jesus.
I remember dressing up like
Mary as a child, while forcing
my siblings to play other, less
glamorous roles. Then I grew
older and began to realize
how truly great of a story it
is. It's grace, forgiveness, and
redemption. It's adventure,
fear, and victory. It's love,
amazement, and joy. And all
of this is wrapped around one
tiny child. When you think
about it, it is really the greatest
story ever told.
But we have forgotten
that. We have pushed it aside

for brighter, shinier things.
Yes, we have a whole season
that we claim is dedicated to
celebrating this great event,
yet we end up placing it last on
our list of importance. We sing
half-hearted carols at church
before rushing horne to write
our wish lists and spread holly
around the house.
Being at a Christian college,
I had hoped that Southern
would take interest in
celebrating the spiritual side
of Christmas. Unfortunately,
I was wrong. With break fast
approaching, I looked around
for an event of meaning."
Perhaps a convocation or
vespers dedicated to that
side. Yet our only Christmas
celebration
was bringing
in Santa and handing out
cookies. There was no manger,
no Christmas pageant, no
group prepared to go out and
spread the word.
We have become lackluster,
lazy even. We have pushed
away the truth and embraced
the side with the brighter
lights and more upbeat songs.

We have pushed away what it
all means.
I'm not saying there is
anything · wrong with putting
up a tree, hanging decorations,
and singing carols. I'm not
saying we need to shun the
bright lights and candy canes.
But maybe we should take a
moment and push that all to
the side. We should embrace

the story and celebrate it. We
should, if only for a moment,
focus our thoughts away from
the things we want and the
gifts left to buy and think on
what it's really all about.
This is ~challenge that I need
to accept, too. I understand
how easy it is to get caught
up in all of the excitement
that surrounds this time of

the year. Yet I can't help but
thinking that if we all joined
together, we could change the
way people see this season.
Maybe, just maybe, we could
bring a new meaning to the
word Christmas. Maybe we
could tum our focus back to
the very beginning: way back
at the start of the greatest
story ever told.

Reflecting on precious
moments with God
NAME WITHHELD
CONJRIIIITQI

Fo.o tprints in Monterey, California .

With the hustle and bustle
of everyday life, it is sometimes hard to find God in
events, places, or even in yourself. Sometimes life gets overwhelming, and a God moment
is needed. For me, one of the
places I find my God moments
is at the beach. He knows
exactly how many grains of
sand are under my feet with
each step I take towards the
ocean. I love watching the
waves fighting for His attention as they rise up towards
the heavens and then crash
back into the sea. The colors
of grey, blue, and green mix
together in the water to create
peace, the coarseness of the
sand exfoliates the hardships,
and the salt in the air cleanses
all anxiety. Whether the water
is rough or calm, there is always something beautiful to
be found. Storms on the ocean
can cause much damage to sea

travelers and even to land that
is near, but it shows the mighty
power of God. A calm day at
the beach shows the stillness
and patience of God. It is the
place where some marine
wildlife goes to find protection
for their young; it is where I go
to feel the protection of God.
To see His beauty in every aspect, from the sand to the sea,
brings tranquility to my heart
and feels with my eyes with
tears of delight. There has to
be a reason why most of His
earth is covered with seawater, instead of land. There is a
gift there for His creatures to
discover and enjoy.
God moments can be found
in many different circumstances. Everyone has a place
where they can hear God most
often. It can be found in everyday situations, faith challengers, and personal encounters with other people. Even
in complete silence, God is
there. Waiting for us to reach
out and ask for His care. God

moments are necessary in our
lives to heal our souls and give
us the strength we need to
keep going. They are important, and must be taken often.
As Christians, we are called
to be examples of the mighty
ocean Creator. In order for us
to do this, we need to know
who He is. What better way to
be models for God than to listen to what He is trying to tell
us? The closer we are to Him,
the more we strive to find His
attention, the more love we
will have for ourselves and to
give to those around us. Seek
God moments, and He will
find you.
When you're in over your
head, I'll be there with you.
When you're in rough waters, you will not go down.
When you're between a rock
and a hard place,
it won't be a dead endBecause I am God, your personal God,
Isaiah 43:2.

·:
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Trip to the ballet: A review of"The Nutcracker"
INGRID

HERNANDEZ

COI\IDIIUJOI

The last time I saw "The
Nutcracker," a two-act ballet
featuring Russian composer
Tchaikovsky's score, I was
about 10. It was my first real
play, and I was a little ball
of excitement getting off the
school bus in the middle of
Boston. I have slight memories
of sitting in the middle of the
theater, eyes aglow, watching
pretty ballerinas twirling
under the lights.
And that's as far as my
memory of the ballet goes. As
you could imagine, I was just
as excited as my 10-year-old
self when my friends and I
made plans to see Covington
Regional Ballet's production ot
"The Nutcracker" in Georgia.
This was no Broadway
production, but it was magical
nonetheless. The show was
well worth our $10 Groupon
tickets and the two-and-a-half
hour drive to the town outside
of Atlanta.
My friends and I were able
to sit in the front section of
the general admission seating
area, and the show promptly

began at 7 p.m.
The first act of "The
Nutcracker" begins in the
Silberhaus home on Christmas
Eve. Here we find the main
character, Clara, who receives
a toy nutcracker from the
visiting magician. Between
graceful
pirouettes
and
bounding leaps, Clara wears
herself out and at the strike
of midnight the audience is
taken through her dream,
where the nutcracker becomes
a handsome prince.
I won't spoil the rest of the
ballet for those who've never
seen it, but I assure you the
entire show will make you feel
inspired to become a ballerina,
or at least buy yourself a
nutcracker.
So, for those who've been
intrigued enough by this article
and would like to see "The
Nutcracker" for the first time,
or maybe even the seventh for
those of you who are fans, here
are some upcoming shows you
might-want to catch:
Knoxville, Tennessee:
Tennessee Theater.
December 22, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville, Tennessee:
TPAC's Jackson Hall.
December 15-23, 2..p.m. and 7
p.m.
Atlanta, Georgia:
Fox Theater.
December 13-26,

various

times.
Middle School.
Duluth, Georgia: Gwinnett . December 16, 5 p.m.
Performing Arts Center.
December 14-16, 2:30 p.m. Statesboro, Georgia:
Koger Center for the Arts.
and 7:30p.m.
December 14-16, 3 p.m. and
Fayetteville, Georgia:
7:3op.m.
Bennett's Mill

How to n1ake unattainable New Year's resolution attainable
JESSICA GoNZALEZ

As the year is coming to a
close, 2013 is bringing a fresh
batch of opportunities and
possibilities. Many of us are
thinking about how we will
approach the following year
and are considering adopting
a New Year's resolution. Psychologists say it is easiest for
people to make life-changes
during times of transition, and
the New Year has been a hallmark date for people to break
old habits and make new
ones. However, the amount
of people that accomplish
the goal they have set up for
themselves starting Jan. 1 is
only 8 percent. The good news
for college students is that 39
percent of those who were
successful were in their twenties. Regardless of age, what
is more important is the strategy a person uses to reach his
or her target. Here are some
tactics to help you obtain your
goal this new year:

1. Make a resolution
now. If it's during the ball
drop that you decide on how
you will change your life for
the better, your chances of
making that change are very
slim. You need to be truly invested in the decision you
are making in order for the
thought to become a reality.
Spontaneity, in this situation,
will mostly likely have a negative effect.
'
2. Break it up into smaller steps. Just like looking at
a 20 page paper is overwhelming, some of the goals we make
are too big altogether. When
you segment- your paper, it
doesn't seem that terrible.
When you establish smaller
goals, the process to achieve
them is easier.
3· Reward yourself. If
you have set up steps that lead
up to your overall objective,
rewarding yourself once you
have hit certain benchmarks
will help you keep moving forward. We are all aware of the
positive effects of a reward
system-we have mostly like-

ly used it at one point or another-so implementing one
would be a wise decision.

''starting to
work
towards your
goal from
now on will
mean you
will face the
trial period
earlier''
4· Keep a record. Signing
your name at the end of an assignment always adds a weight
to ·it-there is just something
about writing things out. Writing your objectives will help

you remember what they are
in the long run. Also, making
notes of your progress will
be a great help since you will
be able to look back throughout the year and see how far
you've come.
5· Talk about it. Having someone to talk to about
your advancement and having
someone talk to you will help
ensure you are actually working. If you don't have a buddy
to team up with, at the very
least talk to your friends and
family about your goals and
what you've done. Just sharing about how you've been
approaching your target, or
failing to do so, will make it
something more common in
your life.
6. Be positive. This one
seems like a no-brainer, but
it really is imperative to have
a positive outlook. 78 percent
of people that fail at keeping
their New Year's resolution
fail because they focused too
much on the negative. It is expected for you to slip up sometimes or maybe have a faulty

start, but move on from your
mistakes and grow from them.
At least you actually made a
New Year's resolution-not
everyone does.
7· Start early. This suggestion is not as common, but
it could be the key to your success. It takes 21 days to make
a habit of something, and the
first few days are typically the
hardest. Starting to work towards your goal from now on
will mean you will face the
trial period earlier. Therefore,
when Jan. 1 rolls along, you
can tackle your goal headstrong. Also, you will be able
to use winter break to your advantage.
Having a New Year's resolution can be a great way to
stimulate a positive change in
your life. However, if you are
serious, make sure you strategize properly in order to be
successful; people who follow
strategies, like those above,
are 50 percent more likely to
succeed. So make a positive
change now and let it follow
you into the New Year!
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Upcoining NFL_playoff gaines you should be watching
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EDITQR

The NFL is a sport of
chances. The playoff picture
is shaping up and there are
several games that will help it
make more sense to us. There
ara. only three weeks left in
the season, and these are the
games I think you shou~d
watch and why.

Week15
Colts vs. Texans: This will
be a competitive American
Football Conference (AFC)
· matchup. The Texans are
coming off an embarrassing
loss to the Patriots on national television. Will their defense be able to stop the surprising Colts and what they
have been able to accomplish
with a rookie quarterback?
The Colts were a team that
won two games last season,
and is now tentatively in
the playoffs.

Packers vs. Bears: The
Bears are in the playoff picture right above the surging
Washington Redskins. This
means that as long as the
Redskins keep winning, the
Bears need to keep winning
in order to stay in the playoff
picture. If the Bears can steal
this game from the Packers
(9-4), they will be in great
shape going into the final two
weeks of the season. For the
Packers, they want to continue to play well in order to
go with some momentum. It
always seems like the Packers thrive off of that and this
game will help them do so
against a very good Bears
defense.

Week16
Bengals vs. Steelers: These
are two AFC teams trying
to keep their playoff hopes
alive. They are currently both

Indianapolis Colts' Jerrell Freeman
reacts to the fans after their win
(7-6) but if the Bengals take
this game, it would put the
Steelers in a very bad position. Both of these teams have
had their struggles but h!lve
shown that they are capable
playoff teams throughout the
regular season.
49ers vs. Seahawks: The
49ers are already in the

playoffs but the Seahawks are
not locked in yet. They need
this victory along with a win
in week 15 to secure a spot
in the postseason. They are
trying to hold off the Redskins, which would love to see
the Seahawks lose this game
to enter their name in the
playoffs.

Week17
Ravens vs. Bengals: Considering that the Bengals win
their week 16 matchup with
the Steelers (whith is not certain by any stretch), this game
will be a great one. The Ravens just fired their offensive
coordinator, which is kind of a
sign of desperation. If the Ravens have a meltdown these
last few weeks, that opens the
door for teams like the NY
Jets. I'm sure Mark Sanchez
would love to see the Bengals
win this one at home.
Cowboys vs. Redskins: A
divisional rivalry that could
determine whether or not one
of these teams gets into the
playoffs. The Cowboys aren't
out of it yet. If they run the
table for the next three weeks,
they could be looking eye to
eye with another wildcard
team.

Talking women's hockey with Icy Hot's goalie, Geraldine Dry
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON

Nicole Recinos, Jane Mashburn, Beth Hartman, Sophie
Anderson to name a few,
and better defense like Yora
Quiambao, Beth Corn, Reyna
Torrez, Kelsi Curnow, just
to name a few. The big thing
for us is to play as a team no
matter what."

SPORTS EDITOR

Icy Hot has finished an undefeated regulpr season. We
·sat down with Geraldine Dry,
goalie for Icy Hot and referee
during the hockey season, to
· discuss the team's success.

4· What are the keys to
floor hockey?
"Passing, passing, passing
and, of course, clearing the
puck out of your defensive
zone. And when the puck
passes over the blue line on
the offensive lines, everyone
has to remember to get back
over the line, so the play is
not stgpped or a goal called
off because a player is offsides. n

1. Why is the naine of
your team Icy Hot?
"Well, because hockey is
usually played on ice and all
of the girls on the team are
hot! But probably after the
pain reliever."
2. Have you ever won•
hockey before? If so
when?
"As a team, Icy Hot has
won two championships
back to back, starting from
Fall2010. I wasn't there that
year, but I was on the team
last year. Last year was the
first time we had b85t out of
three because ourselves and
Fantasticks were the only
teams that signed up for
Division A. It was a great
series; Fantasticks won the
first game, a nil we came back
to win the second game. Then
in the third game, it was tied
at zero, and we went into
over time, and Nicole Recinos
delivered the golden goal

PHOTO BY

CouRTNY BECKWITH

Geraldine Dry refs at a hockey game in Iles P.E. Center.
for us to ·win a second time.
Now, we are trying for our
third one against Fantasticks
again."

3· Why has your team
been so successful?
"Our team has been successful because we have had
great offensive lines such as

5· Who is the leader of the
team?
"Nathalie Mazo. She is
our captain this year, and
during this whole season she
has been the person telling
us what to do and now we
can get better a( our game.
Even in the playoffs, when we
suffered our first lost of the
season against Fantasticks,
she kept telling us to keep gur
heads in the game and pass,
pass, pass."

6. You have only allowed
one goal all season; is defense the key to a championship for your team?
"Yes, it is. Offense can
score at any time but the
object of the game is to not let
the other team score, which
means offense most times
come down and help our
defense. if needed. n
7. Has this been the best
your team has been or
have you had a better
team in years passed?
"During my hockey career,
in intramurals this has been
the best team I have been on
and will be known for years
to come."
8. Why do you love hockey so much?
"Because it is a fast-paced
game, the greatest workout
ever in all intramural sports,
and I have the best seat in the
house. As goalie, you get to
watch the game unfold even
when a puck is flying in your
face. Another thing that is
great is that you can see how
the momentums shift becatJ.se
of one goal scored. It's a
great game, and I would encourage people to try it out."
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[ The Calendar]· [Student Life A1:1nouncements]
Thursday,Dece01ber13

11 a, Convocation: Departments/ Schools, Various
Locations
10a-3p, Stre.ss Awareness Week
7:30p, Convocation: Christmas Stories with Gordon
Bietz, Thatcher Chapel
Friday, Dece01ber 14

7:45-lOa, SA Senate Surprise Day (Promenade)
8a-Noon, Sign-up for free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall)
9a-Noon, MSN Presentation (Florida Hospital Hall)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart trips for those who signed up
(leaves Wright Hall ever~ hour)
2p, Outreach opportunities (Wright Hall)
West Side for Jesus - Flag Football
5:30p, Sunset
8p, Vespers, School of Music (Church)
After Vespers- Mterglow (Church)
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)

ss2u Got questions? Sheila Smith from the Student Success Center is coming to you
in the Knowledge Commons area of the McKee Library to answer as many ques- .
tions as possible. Want to know how to figure your GPA, what happens to mid-term
grades, what is the difference between learning and memorizing, how to do better on exams, and/or how to talk to professors? Bring your questions this week on
Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday between 8:00 & 9:30pm.
Something missing? In the last couple of weeks, Campus Safety. has received at
least 3 reports of textbook thefts.
Please don't leave your textbooks out in the open or unattended.
If you have your books taken, you can call the office 2417 at 423.236.2100,
email us at campussafety@southern.edu, fill out a.crime form on
www.southern.edu/campussafety, or come to the office.

[SA Announceinents]

Saturday, Dece01ber 15

8:45 &10:15a, Adoration, David Smith (Cl}urch)
9:30a, The Fountain: White Oak Room (Thatcher
"#SAUbikes: See it, need it, use it, leave it for the next person. Like the Facebook
South)
page!"
.
Boundaries in Dating: Wolftever Room (Thatcher
Sandy
Relief
Project:
Has
been
cancelled for this semester; it will be next semester
South).
starting
after
classes
on
January
17-21,2013. This trip will be free and classes will
9:45a, Falling in Love with Jesus- Women Only (CA
be excused.
·
library)
Living Free: Insight (Room 109 CA)
lOa, One Accord (Student Center)
Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Chapel)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
Esther: It's Tough Being a Woman- Women only
(Room 103 CA)
11:30a, Connect, Christmas musical, "A Baby Changes
Everything" (CA)
11:45a, Renewal, Dave Smith (Church)
MyJeila Velasco, Kristien
Debora Kim, Andrew
Dece01ber 13-Dalton
2p, Outreach Opportunities (Wright Hall)
Knittel, Jane-Mashburn,
Brunot, Grace Dart, Joe
Wright
6:30p-9p, KR's Place will be open (Student Center)
Frescino, TYson Hall, Me- Victor Paez, Jacqui Reed,
4p, School of Music Christmas Concert (Church)
Dece01ber 18- Cullen
. gan Jewell, Sarah Miller,
Morgan Williams.
8-llp, Diversions: Open Gym
Black, Chris Brown, Kelsi
Gabrielle Olson.
Sunday, DeceEDber 16
Curnow, Kimberly FuDece01ber 16- Loren
Semester Exams (16-19)
gate, Shante McKiiiley,
Barnhurst, Kevin Fox,
Dece01ber 14- Jeffane
No Field Trips or Tours (16-19)
Josh Fraker, Alexandria
Bernardin, Nicholas
Jorge Rivera, Breanna .
Noon-Midnight, McKee Library Open
Schachet, Anjila Stewart,
Holman; Becky Keyes,
Bragg, Eric Drab, Hasan
1:30-10p, Student Center Open
Katlan Stricklin, Brittany
Greg King, Greg ManeEl-Tayyeb, Christopher
Monday, Dece01ber 17
Webster
star, Timothy Mitchell,
Ennis, Joshua Istueta,
7:45a-Midnight, McKee Library _Open
Beverly Orrison, Chase
Nicholas Johnson, Me9a-5p, Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
Decem,ber 19- Benjamin
Sebring, John Willis.
gan McCollum, Terrica
Tuesday, DeceEDber 18
Bobbitt, Luisa Casallas,
Mixon, Jamin Moon~ Cliff
7:45a-Midnight, McKee Library Open
Mike Hill-, Miss Chih H.
Olson, Ken Parsons, Mat- Dece01ber 17- Triana
9a-5p, Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
Abarca,
Mark
Cloutier,
Hsu, K,.Yle Long, Allison
thias Tenold.
5:30p, Rho Iota Induction (Church)
Jennifer Enevoldson,
Mitchell, Katelyn RobiLast day to make up Winter & Summer 2012 incomDaniel Fisherman, Aison, Holley Rogers, Kelly
Dece01ber 15- Collin
Brownlow,
Hendel
Butoy,
mee
Garver,
Jan
Haluska,
Seymour,
Lee Spencer
pletes
7p, School of Nursing Dedication, Church
Christopher Hudson, Julie Horacio Hernande~, AnWednesday, Dece01ber 19
Hyde, Lori Ann Hypolite, drea Keith, Cassy Leonor,
9a-5p, Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
5p, McKee Library Closes
7p, Winter Commencement (Ties)

[Birthdays]
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Teeccino creates coffee shop VI~~okt.KR's

Soutnem Ar;von!ist University
Buble.
!"' .d.::lr·., TN 37~~\.•.",
Student marketing manNOW KK S
ager for KR' s Place, Roxana
Martinez, wants to make KR's
the place to be and change the
ambiance to more of a coffee
shop feel.
"Now KR's is more of a bistro lounge for students that
just want to relax get a sandwich and some Teeccino,"
Martinez said.
Teeccino (pronounced teacheeno) is an all-natural coffee
substitute and is new to KR's
Teeccino's website claims
this semester. This herbal cof- that the added minerals and
fee is made of carob, barley, nutrients from its source of
dates, figs and almonds that fruits and nuts "gives you enare roasted and ground to ergy" much like real coffee
brew and taste just like coffee. would but without th~ harmful
''We wanted the students to effects. It comes in hazelnut,
have a hot drink option besides vanilla and mocha.
hot chocolate," said Yolanda
A cup is $1.49 and includes
Abril-Ocsai, KR's shift super- creamer and sugar. Breakfast
visor. "It fits the new setting at KR's has been condensed to
and atmosphere we are trying a cup of Teeccino and a scone
to achieve."
for $2.29 from 10 to 11 a.m.

is more of a
bistro lounge
for students
that just want
to relax, get a
sandwich and
some Teeccino

'

Jeremy Grabiner pours a hot cup ofTeecino at KR's Place.
ANNALYSE HASIY
MANAGING EDITQR

The on-campus bistro, KR's
Place, has revamped its menu,
music and mayonnaise. This

popular campus eatery, located in the student center, is all
new this semester.
Among the KR's favorites
like the besst wrap or the hot
mac n' cheese, other sand-

Sou~~ern's
Cot RTNEY BECKWITH
.N£WS £.Dooa_

Final decisions will be made
on Sept. 16 for a new road that
will "loop" around campus. It
will help to alleviate traffic,
ensure tudent safety and provide more convenient and welcoming access to the biology
ail system that runs through
"W hite Oak Mountain. This is
the first stage of a much bigger
plan for Southern's campus.
Vinita Sauder, vice president for strategic initiatives,
said, "The .redesign of Southem's campu ha been undery for more than 10 years."
The strategic planning committee decided to do a loop
road around campus due to
the continuous growth of the
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wiches have been given more
veggies and better cheeses.
Chipotle mayonnaise is also a
new option and Jack Johnson
has been replaced with more
upbeat music like Michael

10-year plan begins with the loop road

student body.
"I think the road is a fantastic idea, because the campus is
changing and evolving," said
Garrison Hayes, student association president.
The purpose of this new
road is to create a steadier
flow of traffic around campus.
The plan is for this to make it
easier for students, faculty and
locals to travel around campus
during the busy hours of the
day and still get to their destinations on time.
Industrial Drive and possibly University Drive will both
be shut down at the comple,.
tion of this new road. The loop
road will allow people to travel
at 35 mph, which will also help
cut down on travel time.
Univer ity Drive has 8,785

cars traveling the road each
day. That is one,.third the car
count that travels on Gunbarrel Road each day.
''There was a community
frustration when we built the
round-a-bout," President Gordon Bietz said. "It will only increase when the student traffic increases across University
Drive and at the same time the
traffic increases through the
campus."
Many students and faculty
were concerned· that the new
road would destroy the biology trails because there was
originally a loop that would
have taken out several of the
trails, but this new loop road
will only intersect with two
points on the Biology Trail.
"As long as the new road

check out our
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does not mess up the bio trail I
think it is a fine," said Daiyana
Noa junior nursing major. "1
just love the biology trail because when I'm stressed it is
just like a little bit of heaven
forme."
Students are not the only
ones to enjoy the Biology
Trails. Many faculty and staff
are frequent users of the miles
Qf trails running throughout
the mountain.
Christopher Carey, vice
president of advancement,
uses the biology trail . "I love
the trails, and I love the forest. It is important to who we
are. I think this plan improves
the access and safety as well as
helps encourage outdoor activities."
The loop road will create a
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more inviting entrance for the
Biology Trail and will be paid
for by fundraising campaigns.
If the road plan is passed, it
will be the· starting point for a
continuous change for Southem. They are al o planning
a new dorm, a new student
center, a new building for the
School of Visual Art and Design and a two or three story
parking garage.
"It is our job to think ahead,"
Sauder said.
In the employee town hall
meeting that was held on Sept.
4 the vote was predommantly
for the lower loop road. This
choice allows for the necessary
changes to be made to accommodate the growing campus
while still preserving most of
the biology trail.
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Garrison Hayes's presidential address
that I know God will inspire Friday night vespers. Camp
me to write.
is special, life changing, and
I spent a large portion of eye-opening.
my summer at Mt. Aetna
This summer, our theme
Summer Camp (the best was "Live like Him!" Three
camp) this summer. If very simple words that, for
you have ever attended or most of the summer, I reworked at a summer camp, cited carelessly. I mean livthen you are fully aware of ing like Him-Jesus-is a
what an amazing blessing it simple idea, right? For one
can be. There's just some- to live like Him, one would
thing about doing hand- just live a good life of sacrimotions to every word of a fice, humility, purpose and
song, or playing three-way- the criterion would be met.
soccer with as much zeal Right?
and fervor as Abby WarnI suppose that those
bach playing in the Olympic things are partially true, but
Being Studen.t Association President comes with Final! There's just some- that can't be all. There has
a few perks; one of which thing special about a kid to be more.
pouring their heart out to
As much as I sometimes
is this space to express my
thoughts, feelings and opin- you, or watching the same- wish we did, we do not serve
old, tired and worn-out skit a God of formulas. I enjoy
ions. I plan to take full ad.
k
d
I
evoke
such pure spiritual formulas; one plus one will
ant age of th1s per , an
emotion in a camper during always equal two. Simple.
hoRe ou enjoy--=th:;;.e.::..._w:.:-=.o::.:rd=s=----~~~~~-~--~~~~----

Set. Reliable. Good. However, there is no set formula
to living a life like Jesus'.
Wearing a robe plus feeding a few thousand people
does not equal walking on
water. It just doesn't work
like that.
To live the way Jesus
lived is simple, yet extremely complex all at the same
time. Jesus lived His life
constantly connected to His
Heavenly Father. He was in
a continuous conversation
with God. Consulting the
Creator with every breath.
So often we live our lives
around plans, dates, and
appointments. All the while
neglecting to take a moment
to ask God if our perfect and
pre~ise plans match up with
His Master Plan. To live like

Jesus is to constantly live in
the moment. To live like Jesus is to know where you're
going, but to allow God's
redirecting to take precedence over your predetermined paths. To live like
Jesus is to be empathetic to
the seemingly insignificant
when they pull at the hem
'Of your garment. To live like
Jesus is to recognize that
a kind word may be worth
a thousand meal plans to
someo.ne and that a short
prayer could be greater than
double convo credit!
Instead of living our lives
with Jesus as an add-on,
perhaps we should simply
let Jesus live our lh es for
us. Total surrender - THAT
is livmg like Him!

Renovations underway for Summerour Hall
JAIME JACOBSON
EDITOR

In June 2012 Southern
Adventist University be. gan renovating Summerour
Hall, School of Education
and Psychology. Plans for
the building include an additional 6,ooo square feet
and a complete new look for
the front of the building.
The projected cost of the
renovation is $4 million.
Plans began when a donor

hoped to see upgrades. Demolition began last February and the team has spent
about a year making plans
and blueprints, which were
submitted June 1.
Renovations were put on

' 'We're putting in
study rooms for
the students as
well as improved
technology

,,,

hold over summer while ·
focus was moved to finishing the Upper Stateside
apartments so that students
could move in this fall.
Other issues were addressed concerning the ·
structural safety of the
building
and
asbestos
abatement, as well as finalizing design drawings,
-which have all been completed.
"We're getting back on it
now that the apartments are

done," said Marty Hamil- - second floor. Building plans
ton, associate vice president show that tall glass windows
will surround this room.
of financial administration.
Hamilton said, "The TMC
Hamilton says the target
completion date is not until is a very active place; lots of
June 2014 because of other students and current teachprojects happening such as ers come in and use it, so
staff offices, student apart- it is getting some nice imments, KR's, McKee Li- provements. Also, we're nobrary, the softball field and ticing small rooms are very
popular so we're putting
others.
One of the major plans for in study rooms for the stuSummerour is the enhance- dents as well as improved
ment of the Tea<:_hing Mate- technology and audiovisual
rials Center (TMC) on the upgrades."
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I,mglad the

trUth came
'
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com, Contepclon•a attorney, Meredith Ziebold, said,
"The allqed victim caBed
Mr. eoacepcion•s phone
fev times iii the 'f~Pt of
.,_u_.· eneoliJ.lter.

SA welcoine .party sends students '.' back to the future"
ANNALYSE HAsrY
MANAGING

E0rm•

Rolling in the zorb, playing lazer tag, singing karaoke, glow in the dark twister, and photo booths were
only some of the activities
found in Iles P.E. Center on
Sept. 1, 2012. This year the
Student- '1\.ssociation (SA)
welcomed students to the
future at the first SA party
of the year.
This futm:istic theme was
complete with fog, black
lights, and money throwing.
Students came dressed in
their most flamboyant futuristic fashion to compete
in a costume contest. The
top two winners received
brand new bicycles.

SA Social Vice President, 1st place rap called 423
Andrea Erhart, said she was For Life: Part Three. Talhappy with the Welcome ent Show 3rd place winners,
Party because it totally dance group, Hakke Matte,
transformed the gym and also performed.
there was something to do
At the end of the perforeverywhere you turned.
mance, SA officers scat"This year we want to in- tered throughout the crowd
cr~ase school spirit and get
and members on stage
students involved instead of threw money for students to
waiting for entertainment," catch. Nine hundred dollars
Erhart said.
was divided into mostly one
To draw students in to dollar bills with some fives,
stay until the end, a sur- twenties and even a few fifprise reveal was planned at ties. Students dove to catch
the end of the event and a as bills rained down around
large countdown screen was · them.
displayed on the stage. At
"It was the first reprethe end of the countdown, sentation of SA for the new
2012 Talent Show winners and returning students. It
Brandon Wilson and Mark had to be epic," said GarriWalters performed their son Hayes, SA President. "I

''It was the
first repre.sentation of
the SA for
thenewand
returning
'

students. It
had to be

.

epic

'

mean have you ever thrown
money? Exactly! "
It may seem hard to top
throwing money, but SA
feels that they can. The next
event is the Joker Release
Party on Sept. 22. Hayes
hopes that every event
this year can have its own
unique flow and says that
taese parties are more of a
ministry than people realize.
"If SA can throw an amazing party and keep one student in the gym and not
out drinking, doing drugs,
or wasting their life in the
dorm-then by all means,
let's throw money," Hayes
said.

Students reach for falling money after the surprise preformance at the SA welcome party.
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anaging Editor

Editor in Chief
Name· .Jaime .Jacobson _ _ _ _
Major .Journalism, Pre-Law

Nap1e· Annalyse Hasty
Major Ma~s Communication
Writing and Editing
Year Senior
Career.Plan.s.: To be a millionaire
or editor, Whichever comes first
Hobbies; Horseback riding..eating__
volleyball, banging out with friends
an.dlong walks on the beach

Year:_Sen.im:__

Career Plans· Public Defender
Hobbies· writing, swimming
reading, cooking, shopping

and_softbalL. ~

___
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_

ews Editor

Copy Editor

Name: Courtney Beckwith
Major: Mass Communication
Photograph}:
Year.: Senior
Career Plans.: Photojournalism
Hobbies: traveling, photography
white water rafting, anything
outdoors

Name: Avery ..McKinney
Major: Mass Communication
Writing and Editing
Year: Junior
Career Plans: writing... and editing
Hobbies: writing, learning,
reading, sleeping and playing
the piano

Religion Editor

hoto Editor

Name· Simone Marshall
Major .Journalism/ Pre-Law

Name· Logan Fall
Major Mass Commnnicat;ion
Media Production
Year .Junior
Career Plans· Phot(ljonrnalist
Hobbies· Photography, camping
rock climbing, cliffjnmping and
footba11

Year.:_Senior_

-- -

Caret;r=Plans· Criminal .Justice,
court judge or wherever G-od
needs me
Hobbies· Writing, reading, tennis,
biking (by force)

If you'r 1---

y,

kfor h
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inion Editor
Name: Julia Bonney
Major: Social Work

Year: Sophomore
Career Plans: Advocate for
Children & continue to write
Hobbies: writing, camping,
reading, sports (mostly football).
SOille_ photography

Sport Editor
Name· Omarl.opez-Thismon
Major Broadcast .Journalism
Year Senior
Career Plans· ESPN
Hobbies· Talking about movies
and playing basketb ........._ __
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·festyle Editor
Name: Depeah Nyakondo
Major: Public.Relations
Year: Senior
Career Plans: Work for major
PR firm inNew York or
Los Angeles
Hobbies: eating, playing
volleyball, shopping

umor Editor
Career Plans· Photojournalist
Hobbies· Photography, travel,
Mt biking, cliffjumping
football and camping

ew Media Editor

•

es1gner
Name: Maxum Tier
Graphic Design
Year: Senior
Career Plans: Editorial Design
Hobbies: Skiing, .rot. biking,
climbing and many more

Name: Sarah Ruf
Major:.. International Studies
Year: Senior
·
Career Plans: Journalist
Hobbies: Reading the news,
psychoanalysis, spontaneous
adventures

Major~

•

•

es1gner

es1gner

Name· Arleny Papoteur
Major· Public Relations

Name· Lexi Alvidrez
Major Public Relations and _
Graphic.Design_ _ _ _
Year: .Junior
Career Plans· Small PRfum and
design
Hobbi~ Photography, baking.
shopping and basketball

Yea.L_Senior

Career Plans· Event Coordinator
Hobbies· Planning_act:iYities_ _
working. out and eating_

•
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REUGION EDITOR: SIMONE MARsHALL

The Controversy of the The Great Controversy
SUZANNE OcsAI
CoNTRIBliTQR

Before I begin, let me say
that I love Ellen White and
the Spirit of Prophecy, and I
don't have a major issue with
either one. That said, allow
me to clarify why I dQ not
believe our Church should
invest millions of dollars and
hours into printing and mass
distributing the "Great Controversy."
For those of you who are
unfamiliar with what the
Great Controversy Project
(GCP) is, let me explain. The
General Conference (GC) began the GCP as a way to mass
distribute Ellen White's book
so people outside the Seventh-day Adventist church
could know what is going to
take place at the end of time.
The Church is encouraging
members to buy copies of the
"Great Controversy" and distribute them.
GC President Ted Wilson
was reported in a Review
and Herald Publishing Association (RHPA) news article
titled "2012: Big Year for the
Great Controversy" as saying
that he has pledges from the

world divisions to send out
more than 170 million copies.
I believe we should
care about our neighbors and friends enough
to let them know what
will happen at the end
of time. However, I do
not believe this particular method of distribution is the best way to
accomplish our goal
of reaching others for
Christ. I do believe that
this book is a great resource that should be
shared and read, but the
"Great Controversy" and
this method should not
be our primary mode of
reaching out to people.
Is our number one goal
as a Church to share with
others what will happen
at the end of time? Or is
it to share what Christ's
character is like and
what He accomplished
on the cross? I believe
it is the latter. So, perhaps, if this was just a matter
of which book to distribute we
should think about giving out
copies of the "Desire of Ages,"
which is a great book about
Jesus. However, this discus-

''

sion is not about which book
to distribute.

I believe we

It is the method and reason-

ing behind the GCP that I take
issue with.
When my father was a
young man growing up
in communist Hungary,
a layman sold his house
and printed s,ooo copies of the "Great Controversy." My father was
allowed to read a copy
at a friend's horne, and
although he had been
raised Adventist, after
reading the book, he ful.ly converted.
One difference from
this story and what the
Church is doing now is
that the layman sacrificed everything he had
for something he believed in. Honestly, how
many of us are sacrificing everything we have
for this message?
More importantly, the
books in Hungary were
not blindly mass distributed. They were given to
trusted friends and acquaintances; people who would value. and cherish the book and
its contents.
When I was a canvasser,
the "Great Controversy" was

should care about

our neighbors and
friends enough to

let them know what
will happen at the
end of time.

By mass distributing, we
are in effect cheapening a
valuable message. I may not
agree with mass distribution,
but I do agree with getting the
message into people's homes.

•

my favorite book to place in
homes. It was one of my most
highly distributed books. I
would tell them my father's
story each time. They could
see I was passionate about
it and wanted to read it for
themselves. That is how you
share any message you want
people to hold onto and make
their own.
With the free mass distribution of the "Great Controversy," the Church is also
cheapening the canvassing
work and making it harder
for students working their
way through school using
this method of employment.
If our Church is mass distributing the book, not only are
they demeaning ~ message,
but they are also weakening
the industry and influence .of
canvassers and their personal
testimonies.
White wrote in "Testimonies for the Church" Vol. 4
page 392, "God calls upon
His people to act like living
men and not to be indolent,
sluggish, and indifferent. We
must carry the publications
to the people and urge them
to accept, showing them that
they will receive much more

Guarding .the Well spring
SIMONE MARsHALL
REuc1oN

Eono•

The power of words is often
underestimated, especially in
today's world. We simply add
an "lol" or "jk" after indignant words and loose phrases
spill out of our mouths to the
offenses of others. But the
principle in question is not ·
whether we utter rudenessthat is inevitably true-but
rather, from where these
words originate. The answer
is simple and found in Matthew 12:34, which lends us
the familiar phrase: "For out

ofthe abundance of the heart
the mouth speaketh." In this
verse, we find our answer.
The mouth can only voice
what is within our hearts,
and Proverbs 4:23 encourages us to guard our hearts
above all else because it is the
wellspring-or source-of our
life. I challenge you to take a
closer look into your heart's
and mouth's utterances. They
may tell you more about who
you have become than you
would expect.

•
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OPINION EorroR: JuLIA BoNNEY

We are humans first, voters second
JOHN BUTLER
CONJJ!!BlliOR

In less than two
months, millions of Americans will flood voting booths
throughout the country, casting ballots for what is "the
most important election of our
lifetime," as Newt Gingrich
called it before dropped out of
the election.
And on that day,
behind every curtain, in the
fleeting intimacy each voter
will share with their choice
of butterfly ballot or Diebold
machine, Americans will demonstrate their division-for
that is what this election is all
about.
You can hear it in
every convention speech, in
every sound bite flowing from
the mouth of every pundit
from Fox to MSNBC: if the
other side wins, America will
be destroyed. The Republicans
will leave the old to die in the
streets, and the Democrats will
reenact the· October Revolution.
When did American

political discourse sink to this
level? When did people stop
acknowledging the key similarities between Republicans
and Democrats, and the harmless, non-committal nature of
campaign promises? When
did "sanity" vs. "insanity" become a way of describing the
differences between candidates?
I'd like to think that
this is all a recent phenomenon-that it possibly started
in 2004, when Kerry was
criticized for "looking French"
and Bush was caricatured as a
chimp. But harsh words and
absurd reasoning have been
around since the beginning of
politics.
Even the founding fathers engaged in mudslinging;
Jefferson and Adams's campaigns against one another in
1796 got so vitriolic that they
went from close friends to enemies.
Considering
the
amount of religiously-charged
rhetoric flying about this election season, it is important to
consider that politics often

make people behave in highly
un-Christian ways, be it politicians breeching ethics or random civilians escalating innocuous political discussion to
an exchange of bitter personal
insults.
This year we are told
that our choice will make or

break the nation, and whether
or not that is true, we are feeling the pressure. We reflect
it in the passionate political
discussions we may have from
time to time. But as election
day nears, I urge each and every one of you to not let the
competition between two mere

human beings get in the way of
your civility, nor intrude upon
your fraternity. There are
more important things in our
lives than who oversees the inevitable end of the world, and
though it is great to be politically involved, we are humans
first, voters second.

I

* *

*

Maintaining a black and white mentality
MARcus

KEENAN

COND!IBllJOR

The smell of peanuts and
barbecue fills the air. The roar
of the crowd that surrounds
you is so loud you can't even
talk to your neighbor. Your
view, along with thousands of
others, is concentrated on the
next move that one person will
make. You've waited all week
for these few hours of entertainment and you are enjoying
every second of it.
Sports has always
been a large part of nearly any
culture being entertained by
sweaty men has reached an
all-time high in influence and
priority in America. But more
from sports than just baseball
caps and Monday evenings
has permeated our culture
and way of life. The dualistic,

nature of sports has made its
way into many other areas
with dangerous results. My
team versus your team; win or
lose; good versus bad; this can
be seen almost anywhere you
look.
One of the most obvious places is politics. A sportslike attitude has made itself
quite at horne in our political
system of corporate democracy. This was not always the
case. When this country was
first founded the presidential
candidate with the secondmost votes would become the
vice-president. Can you imagine that happening today? Can
you imagine what would happen at the White House? Can
you imagine how you, the voter, would react? We register
and sign our loyalty to a political party, picking a "team",

and completely throw away so
much of the power that could

''

LET US BE

AWARE OF
OUR BLACKAND-WHITE
THINKING
belong to "we the people".
A black-and-white,

dualistic attitude has also affected our religion and spirituality. If you don't believe so,
think of how mind-blowing
and counter to our nature the
ideas of righteousness by faith
and saved by grace seem to
be. Think of how often we say,
"They're a good person" or,
"Oh, they're not a good person. Stay away from them."
This has been a gross
simplification, but I believe
it is still true. Worst of all,
it eventually affects how we
think about ourselves. Things
like ''I'm right and he is
wrong" and "I will only accept
my best and nothing else"
come into our heads. This is
an unhealthy way of thinking
that can be very detrimental to one's emotional, mental, spiritual and eventually,
physical health. Life isn't all or

nothing, good or bad or black
and white. In fact, most of life
happens in the gray area. If we
see things as only one.way we
miss so much. We will end up
frustrated, pessimistic, judgmental, angry and discouraged with low-self worth as
the rest of our beautiful lives
pass us by.
Let us be aware of our blackand-white thinking and not
jeopardize the incredible opportunities and responsibility
to love and serve that we've
been given.

• t
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LIFESTYLES EDITOR: DEPEAH NYAKONDO

A look into the roommates situation
DEPEAH NYAKONDO
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Picking a roommate for
the year can be a daunting decision. Will they get
annoyed by me? Are they
clean? Are they a morning
or night person? These
are all questions that
might have run through
your brafu during your
roommate selection process. Whether you meditated over your choice for
a long time or were set up
last minute, we all want to
live in a comfortable atmosphere and get along
with our roommate for
the most part.
Here is an inside look
into two sets of roommates on Southern's campus. We'll check back at
the end of the semester to
see how things are going.

Roommates: Macy Adams and Ashley Mitchell
Location: Thatcher
Relationship: Friends
Length of relationship:
Life
Year: Both freshmen
Roommates: Branden
Voignier and Chris Adkins
Location: Talge
·
Relationship: Set up by
Talge
Length of relationship:
Less than a month
Year: Both freshmen

Roommates: Garrison
Hayes and Laurence Clayton
Location: Upper state
side apartments
Relationship: Friends
Length of relationship:
Three years
Year: Both seniors

Left to right
Above: Raquel
Levy and Jennifer
Camps"'-

Roommates:
Raquel
Levy and Jennifer Camps
Location: Southern Village
Relationship: Friends
Length of relationship:
Seven years
Year: Both seniors

Left: Laurence
Clayton and
Garrison Hayes

New loans changes could affect financial aid
SARAH RUF
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

New student loan changes
made by Congress in July
could affect student borrowers this year at Southern.
While Congress voted to
keep the Stafford student
loan rate at 3-4 percent, the
six-month grace period after
graduation with no payments
required is gone for loans
issued after. July 1, 2012.
Graduate students will have
to start paying interest from
their government loans while
still in school and no longer
qualify for subsidized Stafford loans.
As for Pell Grants for lowincome students, it is now
harder to qualify for the maximum award and the number
of semesters students can
receive them is now limited.
To find out more, visit www.

projectonstudentdebt.org or
http:/ f studentaid.ed.gov I
about/ announcements/recent-changes.
You can also find out
more information from
your financial aid counselor. Before you make the
pilgrimage to the student finance office to work on that
$25,808 debt to Southern,
prepare with some basic
questions to take with you.
Here are a few to consider
this time around to make
sure you are covering all of
your bases:
What happens if I miss a
payment?
You receive a late fee of
$25 which is added to your
account after the due date.
If this is not taken care of by
the end of a semester you
could have holds placed on
your account that impede
registration.

What is the 75/25 payroll
split?
When you have an on-campus job, 75% of your earnings

'' Financial
aid has a
policy
granting
$24
autimatically goes to your

school bill and the remaining
25% to your personal bank
account. You can email your
counselor to request custom percentages if you
please.
What are the different
ways I can make payments on my account?
Online, in the Cashier's office, over the
phone to 1.8oo.Southern, or by mailing in a
check.
What if my email is
never answered?
Financial aid has a
policy granting $24 for
every extra 24 hours
that your email goes unanswered.
How do I ensure my .
parents receive _(or not
receive) a copy of my
bill?
You can set this up
online during the registra-

tion process or in the Student
Finance Office by granting
permission for others to view
your information.
Why do I need to speak to
my finance counselor before
dropping a class?
If you drop below what is
considered a full load you
may lose your eligibility for
loans. It's important to find
out if aid is still available.
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Games to watch in division A softball
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EorroR

Sometimes it is hard to
judge which softball games
will be good. There can be so ·
many different aspects to softball that can enhance games
to a whole new level. While
going through the Division
A softball schedule, I have
highlighted six games that
should turn out to be quite
entertaining.

Blitzkrieg vs. Venom
Sept. 16 - 6 p.m.

Fuzzy Box of Kittens vs.
Fowl Play
Sept. 18 - 6 p.m.
I watched Fuzzy Box play
against Venom and was
impressed with their ability to
score ·runs against a solid defensive team. Although Fuzzy
Box lost the game, I noticed
that with minor adjustments,
they can be a powerful team.
In this matchup, Fuzzy will
have their hands full with an
up-and-coming .Fowl Play
team, Once Fowl Play gets the
bats going consistently they
will be a threat to Division A

My experience at Southern
has taught me to always take
every Blitzkrieg team
s~riously because they always
put a solid team on the field.
This year, ~th the
leadership of Isaac Tyman
and the consistency and
fielding of Brad W alz,
Blitzkrieg will once again be a
handful for opposing teams.
On the other hand, Venom
also has a lot of talent on the
field as well. Evan Taylor is a
reliable batter in the line-up,
while David Schilling is great
on the mound. When these
teams go at it, I expect to see
a lot of smart softball, a lot of
great base hits and maybe a
homerun or two.

Fresco vs. Venom
Sept. 27 - 9 p.m.

No Fearvs. Lucky 13
Sept. 16 - 5 p.m.

This matchup is the one
The level of competition in
that should most excite
this game will be out of this
world. No Fear has some big
people. This is a rematch
between the two teams that
bats in their line-up and smart
have met in the championship players on defense. Their
game of all-night softball for . experience is key for them
the past two years. Fresco is
this year. No Fear is always
a powerhouse, both in hitting
!liilong the favorites in Ladies
Division A teams. Let's see if
an.d fielding. Fresco are the
reigning champions of SAU
they can seal the deal this year
softball intramurals. Can
in the tom:nament. L~cky 13,
anyone dethrone them?
however, i$ a complete team
with great leadership and
knowledge in Cassie White.
This game will be a close one.
You won't want to miss it.

No Fear vs. Diamond
Dominators Oct. 3 - 8
p.m.
Now that we know a little
more about what No Fear
can bring to the table, I want
to watch them play against
the Diamond Dominators.
Another thing I have learned
in my extensive career at SAU
is that most teams with JP
Mathis are contenders. This
game will include two of the
front-runners in Ladies
Division A teams.

Photo hy Log

~

Alex Antonio makes contact on the first night of softball il1l'ramurals.

Stories to develop in the National Football League
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EDITOR

Football has arrived and is
in full swing. This NFL season
is full of developing stories
that may prove to be quite
entertaining to follow.
Will the Cowboys
finally reach their potential?
While watching the NFL
season opener be~een the
Dallas Cowboys and New York
Giants, we saw
something different in
Tony Romo. With the game
in crunch time, we saw poise
from Romo, something never
before seen in his important
games. The Cowboys seem

to always be in Super bowl
discussions until something
goes terribly wrong. Can they
finally reach the
mountaintop? I think they
can even though they are in
arguably the toughest
division in the league. If
Romo can keep his emotion
and the team's emotions in
check, they will be. able to
grind out tough wins against
tough opponents like they did
against the Giants. Continue
to watch"the Cowboys to see if
they can break through.

repeating that is nearly
impossible. The loss to the
Cowboys in the opener
shouldn't be a big deal
because the Giants usually
do not play well during the
beginning of the season. What
does worry me about the
Giants is health and the
fact that if they do not play
consistently well during the
season, they might not make
the playoffs because the NFC
East is full of teams with great
potential. Let's see if the Giants can make a great run this
year.

Can the Giants repeat?
Someone once said that
winning a championship is
the hardest thing you will ever
have to do and

Which rookie starter will
fare the best this season?
For the first time in NFL
history, there are five teams

that will start rookie
quarterbacks this season.
Which rookie QB will have the
best season? Russell Wilson
(Seattle Seahawks) will
probably have the best season
due to the quality of his team.
The Seahawks are also in
the NFC West, which is also
home to the Arizona Cardinals and St. Louis Rams, two
teams that are expected to be
subpar.
The fact that the Seahawks
are in a "bad" division and
have a solid team around
Russell Wilson makes me
think that he might not have
the best statistical year, but
perhaps the most success in
his rookie campaign ..

How will Tebow do in
New York?
The plans that the Jets have
with Tebow are a bit
uncertain because they say
they want to run a wildcat
type offense but during the
pre season he was
usually under-center.
Perhaps the Jets did not
want to reveal the!r strategy
during the pre-season, but
even if their wildcat works for
one or two games, I doubt it
Will carry them through the
entire season. Bottom line is
that although Tebow is a great
player aRd a winner, he can't
throw the football and that
won't translate to wins.

"":w~
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[The Calendar]
Thursday,Sept.13
11 a.m. Convocation,
Departments/Schools,
Various Locations
11 a.m. - 11 p.m. SA Senate
Elections, Various Locations,
Last day to add a class
3:30 p.m. Graduate Council
7 p.m. Modern Languages
Film Series, Miller Hall 201
Friday, Sept.14
Last day to return textbooks
with a drop slip, Campus
Shop Student Missions ,
Re-Entry Retreat (14-15)
Board of Trustees Retreat
(14·16)
2,.p.m. West Side 4 Jesus
8 p.m. Vespers Church, Rob
Lang

9:30p.m. Hymn Sing
(Talge Chapel)
7:49 p.m. Sunset

southern.edu/intramurals
Jesus
(Women Only: CA Library)
3:30p.m. Undergraduate
Living Free: Insight
Council
(CA room 109)
5 p.m. Student Organization
Applications Due
8:45 & 10:15 a.m.
Adoration, William Hurtado
(continuing & returning),
Student Life & Activities office
cliurch
10:15 a.m. Esther, it's tough
7:30 p.m. SA Senate
being a woman.
Orientation, White Oak Room
(CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect, Andy · . Tuesday, Sept.18
NashCA
6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
11:45 a.m. Renewal, William
Hurtado Church
7:30p.m. Vocal Ensemble:
2 p.m. Outreach
Sones de Mexico, Ackerman
(Convocation Credit)
Opportunities
(Wright Hall Steps) Flag
VVednesday,Sept.19
Camp (Children's Ministries)
Patten Towers
(Door to Door ministries)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship,
7:30 p.m. Evensong, Kinges
Thatcher Chapel
Quire, Reader: Carol Loree
Church
Thursday, Sept. 20
9 p.m. lles Open Gym Night
Sunday, Sept. 16

Saturday,Sept.15
8 a.m. Depart for DEEP
Sabbath (Oakwood)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain
Sabbath School
(White Oak room)
Boundaries in dating
(Thatcher South)
10 a.m. Falling in love with

Latin American Month begins
. (16-0ct. 14)
Board of Trustees Meeting
10:30 p.m. Student Center
Open
Monday, Sept. 17
Futsal Intramural Sign-up
Begins,

CH·JN
•

11 a.m. Convocation: Constitution Day, Rick Biondo (lles)
Last day for So% tuition
refund
3 p.m. Immigration workshop
.(Lynn Wood)
5 p.m. Futsal team meeting
(Hulsey)
7:30p.m. M~eum lecture
series, Aaron Burke (Lynn
Wood)

FOUR.

COR.NER.~
~UN

Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon:
The 29th Annual Sunbelt
Cohutta Springs Triathlon
will take place on Oct. 7at
Cohutta Springs Conference
Center. For further details
visit the website:
www.southerntriathlon.
com Applications are
available online or by
registering on
www.SetUpEvents.com
Rates for students under
24 years of age is $30 for
individuals and
for relay
teams until Sept. 18 and $45
for individuals and $75 for
relay teams until Sept. 24·
For registration information
contact, Karl Shultz, Director
of Student Life & Activities
and for general race
information contact Bob
Benge in lles P.E. Center.
There is a race day
registration but the price
is higher.

•6o

Needing to shop?
There will be a sign-up sheet
for the )Valmart shopping
trips at the Wright Hall Front
Desk ·on Fridays until
12:30 p.m. Sign-ups will
only be accepted in person
with your Southern ID card.
Free transportation leaves
every lh hour beginning at 1
p.m. Please arrive 10 minutes
before your sign up time.

[S.A. Announcements]
DEEP Sabbath:
If you signed up in the SA
office to go to Oakwood this
Sabbath, remember to be in
front of Wright Hall at 8.a.m.
Saturda)', September 15.
Green VVater bottles:
Come visit the SA office and
you will get a free green water
bottle!

ITCH EN

9408 API~ON PIKE, ~UITE A3
OOLTEW..A.H, TN 37363

MONDAY-

[Student Life Announcements]

DAY II ..A.M- 10:30· PM

423.396.9898
PLCKUP- 10% DISCOUNT WITH -SAV ID
DELIVER..Y- FR..EE DEL1VER..Y ON C.A.MPUS.
OVER.. $10 PUR..SCH.A.5E
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HUMOR EDITOR:
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RYAN HAAS

How to be a responsible humor editor.
1. NO CAT PICTURES!
Create/Steal Funny Media Online.
Except this one.

3. Encourage Chaos.

Support Economicai_Spending Habits.

Draw all over one of the
staffs faces in the "Meet
our Staff' section of this
Accent. The .best one
will be featured on the
humor page next week.

5. Give spiritual insight into the word of God.
The Cruzin' Cooler. Just imagine all the Nakeds
you could buy and transport to class in this baby.
At 13 miles per hour.

If a man loudly blesses his neighbor early
in the morning, it will be taken as a curse.
Proverbs 27:14

SOUTHERN ADVENTIST UNIV. McKee Lib.

Vol. 68 No. 2
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Southern's website to be remodelertlo.zo1Z
KARA HoLLAND
STAFF WRITER

After five years of its current web design, Southern's
website is undergoing a
complete makeover. Jason
Bryner, web development
assistant for marketing and
university relations, and
Isaac James, ecommunications manager of the same
depa,rtment, are crefl.ting
a new website that is projected to launch in January
2013.

The current ·content management system,
Share
Point, is very hard to update and edit, causing
much of the website content to become quickly out
of date. Not only is the current website cumbersome
to manage, some students
have expressed that it is
frustrating to navigate.
"It's hard to find stuff,"
says Christopher Lopes, a

· junior biochemistry major.
The new website will be
using the Omniupdate system from OUcampus, a
leading web ~c--ontent management system used by

over more than 500 colleges
and universities worldwide.
The layout of the new website will be easy to navigate
with pages that are covered
with photos that focus on
the natural be-a uty of the
campus.
Some other changes to
look for on the new website include more colors
to complim~rit Southern's
iconic green color-scheme
and more student testimonies scattered throughout
the site.
Because. marketing and
university relations wants
the new website to capture
Southern's unique spirit,
they will not be outsourcing any of the work but
will be handling all website
updates and design themselves.
"They aren't as familiar
with Southern as Isaac and
I are," said Bryner. "We
didn't think any outside
contractor would be able to
grasp the right feel."
Those who want to take
a sneak peek at the website
can go to www.Forest.com.
So far, the sample designs

have elicited nothing but
positive responses.
"Finally, Southern's webpage will' be more dynamic," said Jaclyn Cubero, a
senior health science major.
iPhone; iPod and iPad
users should note that the
Southern app may be deleted. The new website will
format itself according to
the device it is accessed
on; because of this, there
will be no need for an app.
Those who access the website on a mobile device will
see a different home page
than those accessing it on
desktops.
Additionally, the website
will adjust its home page
content depending on the
location of the user. For
example, those viewing the
website from out-of-state
will be able to find things
further from Southern,
while those who view it
from campus will be able to
quickly access local weather, the latest intramural
scores, and even what is on
the menu.
Another important fea-

Concept design

ture to the new website will
be increased unification.
Every department will be
controlled under one management system. This will
be a change from the current management system in

which each department has
been in charge of its own
section. Unification will
make the website easier to
update and more streamlined.

New Origins Curriculum Coordinator to inform about "beginnings"
"We think it's important for kids to learn to
think carefully about these
things," Raney said. "Sooner or later our kids are going to be exposed to evolutionary ideas. If they can be
exposed to the data and the
different
interpretations
early on in an environment that values the Biblical story of creation, hopefully their faith will remain
strong later on when they
hear something different."
Raney says that student
involvement in this project
has been considered.
If the project is approved,

SARAH SCHOULTZ
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students skilled in web design, creating video clips
and in other media related
ways could be hired.
Raney said that being
educated about creation
~s vital. For any Christian,
creation ties in with other
doctrines. For Seventh-day
Adventists, it is tied in with
most, if not all of the doctrines. Raney believes that
the conflict with creation
and evolution is likely to be
an end time loyalty issue.
"Satan is doing a good job
deceiving in this area. We
need to be well-educated to
be protected from his lies."

SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY
SEE LIFESTYLES PAGE 8
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SIFE's projects challenge studentS
MYRON MADDEN

The mission of one student organization this year
is to protect the environment, defend the duck pond
and vanquish unnecessary
energy consumption.
"The members of the SAU
chapter of Students in Free
Enterprise (SIFE) are hoping that two of their projects, Valuing our Voltage
and the Campus Rain Works
Challenge, will have a huge
impact on the university
and student awareness,"
said Chelsea Coston, SIFE
president.
Valuing our Voltage is
a project to encourage responsible energy consumption by sparking a competition between the guys and

the girls to see which dorm
can lower their power consumption the most. If effective, the project will lower
the amount of energy used
campus-wide, thereby lowering tuition.
"There was a three percent rise in tuition between
this year and last year, and
one percent of that came
from increased energy,"
said Jonathan Armstrong,
financial management major and the graduate assistant for SIFE. "It's our
responsibility
to
make
Southern more affordable."
Steven Biondo, SIFE vice
president for team sqstainability, urges students to
turn off their lights· when
they leave a room, shut
down unattended computers, unplug hair dryers that

are not in use and occasionally switch off air conditioners - small actions that
could save Southern a lot of
money.
''Even if [the money] isn't
used to lower tuition, it
will help to pay for a new
program or a new building
or benefit the students in
some way," Biondo said.
Sub meters, devices that
measure electrical usage,
were installed in the dorms
over the summer and will
be u~ed to give students
a "tangible grasp on how
much energy they spend
each day," Coston said.
The Campus RainWorks
Challenge is a project to
discover the most effective
method of managing storm
water, especially because of
its effe~t on the duck pond.

Lindsay Gardner, junior
biology major and the science coordinator for SIFE,
said that much of the water that pools on campus
after a storm runs to the
duck pond. This rainwater
erodes the topsoil, allowing
toxins that could cause major illnesses for the ducks
to rise up.
But the ducks are not the
only ones in danger. Gardner said that "nasty, nasty
diseases" and "nasty, nasty
parasites" not only lurk in
~he pond, but also ooze into
the surrounding soil.
"I always see people playing by the pond," she said.
"But there are a lot of things
they need to know about
it - especially if they're
wearing flip-flops."
The goal of the project

is to get the duck pond
cleaned out and develop a
draining system. Students
can get involved by pitching creative solutions for
managing the storm water
and by helping to implement these solutions.
"Two heads are better
than one," Gardner said.
"There are minds sharper
than mine on campus and
having suggestions from
other minds would be really
helpful."
Students can also get involved by joining a team
to research the pond or by
looking out for a possible
community service project
related to the duck pond in
the future.

Campus Safety hires female officer
Southern Adventist Unt
versity's.Campus Safety Department has recently hired
a new patrol officer. Kara
Patroon is the first female
patrol officer in the department in more than five
· years. Patroon works shoulder to shoulder with five
full-time male officers. Repo.usi,bilities of the patro
officers include responding
to alarms and calls placed
to the department, making
ure the campus is secured
each night and, yes, ev:en
writing parking tickets.

men in the d~
partment · include Blai
Adams, office manager
and several dispatch officers. According to Adams,
many students are surprised when they find out
that women are working in
the department, something
that is changing due to Patmoo.
Patroon is a former
Southern student and she
says · her favorite thing
about working with Campus Safety is getting to interact with the students.
"I still remember what it
was like to be a student at
Southern," she said.
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One of the largest benefits of having females
working at Campus Safety
is that it expands the department's diversity. This
diversity makes it easier for
the community to find an
officer they are comfortable
talking to when they are in
need of help. Having Patmoo on the force may help
females feel safer or more
comfortable if they need to
report a crime committed
against them. Women can
find it difficult to report
assaults, · committed by a
strong male personality, to
a strong male patrol officer.
"I don't really think about

being the only female patrol officer," Patmon said.
"The people I work with
are great. They don't treat
me differently, and I am
held to the same high standards." .
The department had preiously not hired a female
officer due to a lack of willing applicants with the necessary skill sets. Kevin Penod. campus safety director
~hat he wants to have
within the depart~
ment "in ~r to reflect the
community it-serves.
"The departlbent will
continue looking at-ways to
diversify its staff in the·fu-

ture, including niring more
female employees," Penrod
said.
Penrod said that the officers do not just look at
their duties as a job but
a mission. He said they
are passionate about that
mission regardless of their
background, and that they
want to be there for the
community of Southern.
The officers' missions comcide with the mission of
the department', "Protect
ing the people and property
of Southern Adventist UniversitY.''

as

"\

TANNER THOMPSON
CIRCULATION MANAGER

For questions or comments, please e-mail accent@southern.edu. For all
advertising inquiries, please e-mail Emily Hammond at emilyhammond@southern.edu

Campus Safety Officer Stephanie Patmon stands proudly next to her patrol vehicle.
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Presidential debate continues as election nears
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)- Romney said he didn't inPresident Barack Obama tend to write off any part
declared Tuesday night the of a deeply divided electoroccupant of the Oval Office ate, including seniors who
must "work for everyone, are among those who ofnot just for some," jabbing ten pay no taxes. Instead,
back at Mitt Romney's jar- he repeatedly sought to
ring statement that as a reframe his remarks as a
candidate, he doesn't worry philosophical difference of
about the 4 7 percent of the opinion between himself
country that pays no in- and Obama.
come taxes.
"I'm not going to get
Romney
neither
dis- votes from Americans who
avowed nor apologized believe government's job is
for his remarks, which in- to redistribute wealth," he
cluded an observation that said, adding that was somenearly half of the country thing Obama believes in.
believe they are victims and
He also s.aid he wants to
entitled to a· range of gov- be president so he can help
ernment support. Instead, hard-pressed
Americans
Romney cast his comment find work and earn enough
as evidence of a fundamen- so they become income taxtal difference with Obama payers.
over the economy, adding
Romney didn't say so,
the federal government but the U.S. income tax is
should not "take from some designed to be progressive,
to give to the others."
so those who earn the most
As the rivals sparred with theoretically pay the most.
seven weeks remaining in Through programs as dia close race for the White verse as Social Security,
House, two GOP Senate Medicare, health care and
candidates publicly dis- food. stamps, the governavowed Romney's remarks ment collects tax revenue
and Republican officials and pays it out in the form
openly debated the impact of benefits for those who
that a series of controver- qualify.
sies would have on the parObama responded during
ty's prospects· of winning an appearance on the David
the presidency.
Letterman show.
Top Rep'tlblicans in Con"One thing I've learned as
gress
declined through president is that you repreaides to offer their reac- sent the entire country," he
tion to Romney's remarks said. As for Romney's state- just as they generally re- ment about the 47 percent,
frained from commenting a he said, "There are not a
week ago when he issued a lot of people out there who
statement that inaccurately think they are victims or
accused the Obama admin- simply entitled."
istration of giving comfort
At the same time, his
to demonstratars after they campaign released a new ad
breached the U.S. Embassy saying that if Romney wins
in Cairo.
the White House, he might
The most recent contro- seek the ·elimination of a
versy in a campaign filled series of tax breaks used
with them was ignited by by millions of middle class
the emergence of a vid- Americans. "Mitt Romney,
eotape, made last May, in he's so focused on big busiwhich Romney told donors ness and tax cuts for the
at a fundraiser that 47 per- wealthy, it- seems like his
cent of Americans pay no answers · to middle class
income taxes. They "be- America are just tough
lieve the government has -luck," says a woman in the
a responsibility to care for commercial.
them . .. believe, that they
For his part, Romney reare entitled to health care, ferred to vjdeotaped comto food, to housing, to you ments Obama made in 1998
name it. That's an entitle- as-evidence he favored govment."
ernment redistribution of
He said, "!11 never con- wealth. As an Illinois state
vince them they should take senator at the time, Obama
personal responsibility and said he believes in it "at
care for their lives."
least to a certain level to
In a next-day interview make sure everybody's got
on Fox, the network of a shot."
choice for conservatives,
Privately, some Republi-

Photo by Carolyn Kaster

President Barack Obama boards Air Force One, Thesday, Sept.18, 2012, at Andrews Air Force Base, Md., en route to New York.

cans were harshly critical
of Romney's most recent
comments and his overall
campaign to date, saying he
had frittered away opportunities. They also noted that
with early voting already
under way in some states,
the time to recover was
smaller than might appear.
Linda McMahon, the Republican candidate for a
Senate seat in Connecticut, was open with her
criticism. "I disagree witli
Governor Romney's insinuation that 47 percent of
Americans believe they are
victims who must depend
on the government for their
care," she said in a statement posted to her website.
Sen. Scott Brown, in a
tough race for re-election in
heavily Democratic Massachusetts, said of Romney's
comments: "That's not the
way I view the world."
Still, with high-profile
presidential debates and
seven weeks of campaigning yet ahead, others said
those concerns were overstated.
"I don't expect the negative headlines of this week
will be what we're talking
about a week from now,"
said Fergus Cullen, the former Republican state chairman in New Hampshire
and a close ally of Romney.
Like other Republicans, he
said, "It's incumbent on
the Romney campaign to
make it (the election) about
Obama's handling of the

economy."
In recent days, Republicans have grumbled that
Romney needed to sharpen his appeal to struggling
middle class Americans by
stating more clearly what
he would do as president to
help them. That effort began overnight with a new
ad designed to appeal to female voters.
The
new controversy
blazed as opinion polls suggested that a narrow lead
Obama gained nationally
and in some key battleground states in the wake
of the Democratic National
Convention might be ebbing.
The sluggish economy and
lingering high unemployment are by far the overriding issues of the election,
and Romney's case for the
presidency is based on his
claim that his success as a
businessman has left him
the skills needed to create
jobs in a nation where unemployment is 8.1 percent.
Obama and the Democrats have tried to counter
by depicting the president's
challenger as a multimillionaire who has some of
his wealth invested in the
Cayman Islands and elsewhere overseas, and is out
of touch with the needs of
middle class Americans.
In his original reaction
to the video, posted by
the left-leaning magazine
Mother Jones, Romney told
reporters Monday night

that his fundraising remarks were ".Dot elegantly
stated." But he offered no
apologies and did not answer directly when asked
if he felt he had off~nded
anyone.
He also called for the release of the entire video,
rather than selected clips,
and Mother Jones did so
Tuesday afternoon.
By then, the magazine
had already posted another
excerpt in which Romney
offered an unvarnished assessment of the chances for
peace in the Middle East.
"The Palestinians have no
interest whatsoever in establishing peace," and "the
pathway to peace is almost
unthinkable
to
accomplish," he said.
"You hope for ·some degree of stability, but you
recognize that thli is going to remain an unsolved
problem," he said, "and we
kick the ball down the field
and hope that ultimately,
somehow, something will
happen and resolve it."
On another topic, he also
noted that his father was
born in Mexico and suggested humorously that
"I'd have a better shot at
winning this" if George
Romney had been born to
Mexican paren.ts. "But he
was unfortunately born to
Americans living in Mexico.
... And I say that jokingly,
but it would be helpful to
be Latino."

•
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Film spurs protests in Libya and EgYPt
.

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
Islamic militants sought
Tuesday to capitalize on
anger over an anti-Islam
video that was produced in
the United States, saying a
suicide bombing that killed
12 people in Afghanistan .
was revenge for the film
and calling for attacks on
U.S. diplomats and facilities in North Africa.
The attempt by extremists across the region to
harness Muslim fury over
a film that denigrates the
Prophet Muhamm~d posed
new concern for the United
States, whose embassies
and consulates have been
targeted, and in some cases
breached, during riots and
protests over the past week.
At the same time, Western leaders welcomed statements by Middle East governments that condemned
the violenc~ against diplomatic facilities on their
soil, even as they expressed
anger over the video. Some
of those governments replaced autocratic regimes
in popular uprisings that
swept the region, allowing
for greater leniency tow-ard
protest.
At least 28 people have
died in violence linked to
the film in seven countries,
including U.S. Ambassador Christopher Stevens
and three other Americans
killed in a Sept. 11 attack
on the U.S. Consulate in
Benghazi, Libya. The toll
also includes 12 protesters
killed in riots over the film

bility for the dawn attack
last week.
Some officials in Libya and said it was carried out
have said the attack on . by a 22-year-old woman
the consulate was planned named Fatima. Suicide
in advance by militants. bombings carried but by
However, the White House women are extremely rare
said Tuesday the assault in Afghanistan, where few
appeared to have been if any Afghan women drive
sparked by anger over the cars.
"The anti-Islam film hurt
film, though the investiga;
our religious sentiments,
tion continues.
The crisis has become a and we cannot tolerate i't,"
major foreign policy chal- spokesman Haroon Zarglenge for Washington in the hoon told The As~ociated
final weeks of a presiden- Press. "There had been sevtial election campaign that eral young inen who wanted
has largely focused on eco- to take revenge, but Fatiina
nomic challenges. The up- also volunteered, and we
roar over the video, "Inno- wanted to give a chance to
cence of Muslims," which a girl ... to tell the world
was made by an Egyptian- we cannot ignore any antiborn American citizen and Islam attack."
Also, al-Qaida's branch
posted on YouTube, reflects
seemingly intractable ten- in North Africa called for
sion between Western prin- attacks on U.S. diplomats
ciples of free speech and and an escalation of proIslamic beliefs that have tests, against the anti-Isno insult directed at the lal)l film. Al-Qaida in the
prophet.
Islamic Maghreb praised
The crisis offered fresh the killing of Stevens and
impetus for Islamic mili- urged Muslims to pull down
tants who have long plotted and burn American flags at
and carried out attacks on embassies, and kill or exWestern targets.
pel American diplomats
Tuesday's attack in Ka- to "purge our land of their
bul, the Afghan capital, filth in revenge for the honwas carried out by a suicide or of the Prophet."
In a statement, the group
bomber who rammed a car
packed with explosives into condemned the
United
a mini-bus c~rrying foreign States for "lying to Muslims
aviation workers to the for more than 10 years, sayairport. At least 12 people ing its war was against terdied, including eight South rorism and not Islam," and
Africans, three Afghans and threatened attacks in Algea citizen of Kyrgyzstan.
ria, Tunisia, Morocco and
A spokesman for the Af- Mauritania.
ghan militant group, HizbYemen-based al-Qaida in
i-Islami, claimed responsi- the Arabian Peninsula re-

cently issued a similar call
for attacks on U.S. diplomatic facilities. It is al-Qaida's most active branch in
the Middle East.
In Tunisia, Foreign Minister Rafik Abdessalem
pledged to bring to justice
those behind protests outside the U.S. Embassy in
Tunis that saw cars burned
and classrooms at a nearby
American school trashed
and looted.
"Violence is not tolerated,
no matter where it comes
from, and can in no way
be justified," he said. "We
will strictly enforce the law
against those implicated in
the ongoing investigation."
Britain's foreign secretary, William Hague, told
Parliament's Foreign Affairs committee that the
film was contemptible but
that it was no ·excuse for
violence.
"I therefore welcome the
clear condemnation (of the
violence) from leaders, including what are generally
termed Islamist leaders,
across the region," he said.
He characterized the crisis
as a difficult step in a democratic evolution that will
last generations.
In Pakistan, hundreds
of angry protesters broke
through a barricade outside
the U.S. Consulate in the
northwest city of Peshawar,
sparking clashes with police that left several wounded on both sides, said police officer Arif Khan.
In Kashmir's main city

.

of Srinagar, a strike shut
down businesses and public
transportation as marchers
burned U.S. flags and an
effigy of President Barack
Obama. Police fired tear
gas and used batons to
disperse protesters, who
hurled x:ocks at the troops,
according to police.
In Indonesia, about 200
people from various Islamic groups torched an
American flag outside the
U.S. Consulate in the city
of Medan. Some unfurled
banners saying, "Go to hell
America," while others
trampled on dozens of paper flags.
Also, 100 Muslim students in Makassar, in central Indonesia, called for
the death penalty against
the filmmaker, Nakoula
Basseley Nakoula. Some
400
people - P.rotested
peacefully outside the U.S.
Embassy in Bangkok, Thailand's capital.
The government in .6angladesh blocked YouTube
to prevent people from seeing the video. YouTube was
also inaccessible in Saudi
Arabia after King Abdullah
ordered the blocking of all
websites with access to the
film. Google has blocked
access to the video in Libya,
Egypt, Indonesia and India
because it says the video
broke laws in those countries.

New faculty Illeiilber in School of Visual Art and Design
JESSICA ANzAI

The School of Visual Art
and Design has a new employee, Nick Livanos. Livanos was an assistant professor in the film department
last year before learning
that a full-time position
had opened up.
"1 have always thought
that I would hke teaclung
and then last fall David
George was slrooting a feature," Livanos said. "I had
the opportunity to taste
and see whether teaching

was something I enjoyedand I loved it."
Livanos has lived in the
Chattanooga area since
2002 and graduated from
Southern ~th a degree in
visual arts and film production.
He now has a full-time
position at the university
and teaches Intro to Film,
Screenwriting I and Post
Production.
"Story is king in filmmaking. More than anything
else, I want to give the students tools to create better
stories," Livanos said.

I had

opportunity
totasteand
see whether
teaching was
something I
enjoyed-and
I loved it

His goal in the s~en.- ' In January Livano bewriting class is to make the g_an his Masters. o£ Arts m
students better screenwrit- Film and tv P-roduction
ers, no matter wnat level at Savannah College of Art
they are in.
aJ1d Design University and
Livanos mcorporates hts finished in August
teaching ~th more than
This summer, Ltvanos
just inlormatJon. He wants took a directing class where
the students to actually ad- he had the opportunity to be
vance in learDing pnnctples a wnter, director and pnr
of film as wetl u develop ducer of hiS own film. The
meaning in their sptritual film is now close to ptcture
life.
lock, meaning the edits are
"How tfoes this story fit aU concrete before moving
into your life story? Ltva- on to the next phase which
nos satd "What kind of ·s color and sound editing.
character are you in the
story of Jesus Christ?"
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Clash of the Titans brings deeper spiritual einphasis
AuSALUBY

Snu Warrn

As another school year begins, so does the battle between the Titans. According
to the posters put up by the
student deans ofTalge, "Clash
of the Titans" is a yearlong activity that incorporates competition, teamwork, responsibility and active involvement.
The Ultimate Frisbee tournament and No Shave November are two of the many
battles that will cause the Titans to clash throughout the
year. These activities strive
to build sportsmanship, build
camaraderie among the halls
and to uplift the spiritual relationships of the residents.
This year there is a more
spiritual approach to Clash of
the Titans by including events
such as "The Good SamariTitan."
This is a drive in which
residents can participate by
collecting or donating money

and personal care items to
give to the nearby Samaritan
Center. This is only one of
the many tasks the residents
hope to accomplish.
"Talge is not just a hotel
service," Samuel Nadarajan,
student dean, said. "We have
a long-term vision that cannot all be accomplished in
one year."
The most favorable aspect
of Clash of the Titans is the
purpose as .stated by Nadarajan. "It builds community,"
he said. E~iy hall has a name
after one of the nine Titans
of the Bible: Moses, Gideon,
Abraham, Noah, Samson, Joseph, Jacob, Samuel and David.
With each activity or competition, the gentlemen of the
hall are able to bond with one
another where they may not
have if Clash of the Titans did
not give them the opportunity.
Brad Walz, a junior marketing major, lived in Talge for
his first two semesters. The

Seth Sutherland throws a pass during his ultimate frisbee game last week
Photo by: Logan Foil

game he remembers most is
tug-of-war. He remembers
the experience as fun and
quick.
"It gave me an opportunity
to meet new people," Walz

said.
With the purpose-driven
leaders, and the activities
lined up, Talge residents have
plenty to look forward to in
this upcoming year.

"It adds to the life of being
a resident at Talge," Kevin
Pride, associate dean of men,
said. The legacy of the Titans is now beginning its new
chapter.
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The controversy of the The Great Controversy: Part 2
SUZANNE OcsAI
CONDIBUJQR

Previously discussed: I do
not believe our church should
invest millions of dollars and
hours into printing and mass
distributing "The Great Controversy" for several reasons.
Some of those being that I
do not believe a book or this
particular method of distribution is the best way to accomplish our ultimate goal of
reaching others for Christ. By
mass distributing the book,
we are in effect cheapening a
valuable message, and with
the free mass distribution of
"The Great Controversy," the

church is also trivializing the
canvassing work.
The most effective way to
reach a person is not a book,
but an example. You are the
best example to this world of
what Christ is like. You know
the old cliche, "I'd rather see
a sermon than hear one?"
Well, I would also rather see
Christ than read about Him.
Reading comes second. First,
people need a reason to read.
Which is more effective:
love or fear? At first: fear. But
only love can accomplish lasting results. I see our church
focusing on the last days as .a
fear tactic. It is like our own
hell fire and brimstone mes-

sage. Going back to Sept. 11,
a lot of people returned to
church because they were
scared, right? But did they
stay? Sure, some did, but the

'' I see our

church
focusing
on the-last
days as a
fear tactic

majority did not.
Liz Harrison, co-anchor of
Action News at 11 in Fresno,

California, wrote an article
titled "9/11 attacks led Americans to church like never before" that was published on
Sept. 7, 2011. In the article,
she mentions a study done by
the Barna Group that tracked
spirituality in the United
States.
"A new study tracking spirituality in this country reveals
the terror attacks of 9 I 11 did
little to boost attendance at
churches and synagogues
over the long haul," Harrison
said.
Why? Because fear brings
them in initially, but it cannot keep them there. If you
are motivated by fear to do

something, just forget about
it. It is not genuine, and it will
not last.
Harrison ended her article
by saying, "Both the Barna
study and the pastors agree
catastrophic events will get
our attention but long term
changes take place in the
heart."
The Bible says in 1 John
4:18 that perfect love casts
out fear. Jesus is perfect love,
and we should all try to be like
Jesus. When we understand,
love and trust Jesus, we will
not be afraid of what will
come at the end of time-and
that is when we will be ready
to read about it.

Do not hit snooze: allow God to awaken your heart
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION EDITQR

Judging from the amount of
times I've hit my snooze button, I should have the biceps
of a goddess. Similarly, by the
number of times I have ignored
God's call on my life, you'd
think He would stop trying. But

''Let us 1·1ve
today and
respond to
God's alarm
He hasn't, and never will.
God has a specific purpose for
each and every one of us. Some
of us may not have embraced it
or acknowledged it, but still His
purpose remains. And it's not
that God is trying to dominate
us with His will. In fact, quite
the contrary-God is trying to
transplant purpose and confidence, joy and peace from His
heart to ours. He wants to share
with us the joy of fulfillment and
success. He wants to share with
us the best that He has to offer.
But just like most of us don't
value the few extra minutes we
lose when we press snooze on a
school day, we don't acknowledge the time wasted in between
the time God calls us to the time
we respond. We ignore the fact

that God has already given potential to fulfill right now. Not
in five minutes. Not in ten. Not
later. Not tomorrow. Today.
Procrastination, however, is
not tbe only fear to be had in the
reality of snooze-button-hitting.
I know I am not the only one
who has reached for snooze and
turned the entire alarm off insteiid. What I am trying to say is
that not every opportunity can
be postponed or delayed. You
may be unintentionally closing the door to something you
judged could be delayed. But
a friend who has made himself
or herself vulnera:ble in a moment may not retain that same
vulnerability until you're willing
to listen.
So what am I trying to say?
"Come now, you who say, 'Today or tomorrow we will go into
such and such a town and spend
a year there and trade and make
- a profit'- 14 yet you do not know
whattomorrowwill bring. What
is your life? For you are a mist
that appears for a little time and
then vanishes," James 4:13-14.
Let us live today and respond to
God's alarm like there is no tomorrow. Carpe Diem. Seize the
Day. Seize the moment that God
impresses upon your heart to do
something. Don't hit snooze on
God. Don't hit snooze on your
potential. Rise up. Allow God to
awaken your heart so you might
awaken the hearts of others.
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If you believe you are a Christian, believe it as a fact
RYAN BECKER
CoNDJBtnDR

"We are living in the time
of the Judges, where every man does what is right
in his own eyes." These
words, spoken in passing
by one of mY professors after class, are very true in
our culture. We are living
in an age where no man is
held at fault for his beliefs
and where everyone can be
right "in their own way."
I am challenging that because too many are afraid
to speak their beliefs as
truth.
To be a Christian is to
believe that Jesus Christ is
the Way, the Truth and the
Life, and that only Jesus
saves. When you believe
those things, you automati-

cally imply by omission
that any belief that contradicts or is out of line with
those facts is wrong. This is
true for any religion in existenc·e. When you believe
one religion, you are saying
that all others are wrong.
After all, how can you say
Jesus is the only one who
saves and then say an atheist who does not believe in
Jesus will be saved? That
statement is 'a contradiction.
"But that's disrespectful
to other religions and could
offend someone!"
To say someone else is
wrong is not outright disrespectful, and last I checked,
Jesus calling the Pharisees
vipers was not exactly a
compliment. If we believe
in Christ, then we believe in
Him by faith as fact. Every-

one cannot be right, and we
need to stop acting like everyone is. This is dangerous
thinking and in our fear to
say what we know as truth
hinders our mission as a
Church.
It's a nice sentiment to
think no one is wrong, or
that everyone is right in
"their own way." My best
friend is not a Christian
and while every part of me
wants to believe she will be
saved, the truth is, she will
not be unless she accepts
Christ. That is the cold reality of the matter, but it is
one nobody likes to think
about because it means we
have the responsibility of
telling someone else they
are wrong.
We want everyone to be
in Heaven, but we are not
often willing to do what it

takes by the Spirit's power
to get people there.
Accept what you believe as truth. This does
not mean to disrespect every other belief system; it

Weare
living in
the time of
the Judges
where every
man does
what is right
in his own
eyes

means accepting that others are wrong, and in conversations and actions, it
means you must be tactful
in showing Christ to others.
Christianity is offensive to
non-Christians. After all,
no one likes to be called a
sinner, but the Truth we
have is so great! It is filled
with hope, mercy, grace
and love! There is no need
to be afraid to share those
things! Share the truth you
have and fulfill the great
commission. Do not be
afraid to say that you have
Truth and that Muslims,
Jews, Atheists, Hindus and
Buddhists are w'rong. This
may be offensive to some,
but it is what we say every
time we profess to be Christians. If you believe you are
a Christian, believe it as a
fact.

Studing abroad is more than learning a language
CoNTRIBtnDR

Imagine walking through
the streets of Florence, visiting the world's oldest zoo
in Vienna, watching the Eiffel Tower sparkle on New
Years and sledding through
the Swiss Alps.
All of this may sound too
good to be true, but because
of the Adventist Colleges
Abroad (ACA) program,
during my year in Italy, I
was able to do all of that.
And you can, too!
Studying abroad is an
amazing opportunity that
is at your disposal.
Besides being able to
travel and experience various cultures, you have the
opportunity to learn another language, counteract the
preconceived notions about
other countries and grow as
an individual.
To learn another language may seem like an ob, vious reason, but it is also
one of the most difficult
and most rewarding to obtain.
It goes without saying
how vital it is to know two
languages in today's world
and a lot of the time the
preferred language to learn
is Spanish or French.

However, I find that the
most important thing is to
commit to a language that
you have an interest in
learning; it makes the process a lot easier.
Learning another language opens doors to new
experiences, movies, books,
music and people. You have
the opportunity to expand
your world.
Another reason to study
abroad is to counteract the
preconceived notions about
other countries. What does
that mean exactly?
Well, in the United
States, there are a lot of
ideas about how certain
countries will be. We gather these ideas through the
media and a lot of the time
they are not accurate.
It is important to learn
about a culture and a country for yourself because in
my own experience, the
true culture is always more
rewarding.
The last reason to study
abroad is to grow as an individual.
While abroad, you are exposed to a plethora of new
things that you would have
never known before. Things
such as a new culture, language, food, art, music and
people.

Exploring all that a new
country has to offer results
in a well-rounded person.
You find new music or a
new way of thinking and
carry it with you the rest of
your life.
By learning about a new
lifestyle, you learn about
yourself.
Studying abroad gives
you the opportunity to
learn a new language, learn
the truth about other countries and learn more about
yourself.
To study abroad is not
just a fun experience, it is
also a time to realize the
differences between countries and to celebrate that.
But more importantly you
will realize that we all share
a common ground-that
through the miles, borders
and cultural differences,
we are all human. Studying abroad is a chance to
broaden your horizons and
to enrich your life. As St.
Augustine said, "The world
is a book, and those who
do not travel only read one
page." There is so much to
explore, see and learn. The
world is at your feet and
studying abroad is the first
step.
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Graduates employed outside of degree area
JEREMY

MooRE

COII!D!BUTOI

Being a college student is
occasionally an intimidating
experience. Freshman and Seniors have more in common
than most realize. Both are in
a phase of transition. Have I
chosen the right major? What
am I going to do? Will I be employable? There are discouraging myths floating around,
too:
You should not be here if
you don't know what you want
to do.
You need to have a life plan.
You cannot do anything with
a degree in _ _ _ _ _ __
The economy is horrible!
There are no jobs out there . .
Your parents love and want
the best for you. Unfortunately, that often comes across
with expectations high enough
to leave you feeling that you'll
be a failure if you do not earn
as much as mom and dad your
first year out of college. To a
certain extent, your parents

share in your anxiety. They
want you to be happy and successful.*
During times of stress, we
need to lean on those who can
help us and have less of an
emotional investment in the
outcome of our circumstances.
We do not advocate cutting
parents out of the loop but
rather preparing them for dialogue. The key to minimizing
stress in important conversations is setting the right tone.
Career counseling is a process
that goes beyond assessments
to include preparing for important career conversations
with loved ones, exploring
your network, resume development, job/internship search
and interview preparation.
Life is filled with significant
events. Consider your education thus far. You have graduated from kindergarten, fifth
grade, eighth grade and high
school. Each level has prepared
you for the next. Your career
will be the same. Preparation

goes a long way. One way to
thoroughly frustrate yourself
is to plan your life as if there is
a "point of arrival." Education
makes an individual eligible
without making guarantees.
The question .really becomes:
are you brave enough to step
out on your own, be yourself
and fulfill your calliQg? Landing your dream job not only
requires courage but patience
as well.
What is it you feel the need
to do?
Some of us have a vague
idea of what we need to do
while others explore for a few
years. Persistence, patience
and preparation will pay off.
You can discover your occupational passion in the same
fashion you discovered your
call to a major. It is a process
that is unlikely to resolve itself
overnight. Career assessments
break the narrow tunnel vision
and expand the perception of
where one might seek employment. Keep in mind, your call-

ing may not be as closely related to your education as you
anticipate.
Bill Millard, endowed chair
of life calling and career development theorist at Indian
Wesleyan University, uncovered an enlightening, if not
liberating, trend:

educational experience.
There are three resources
we would like you to look at
on the Career Services website
(www.southern.edufcareers):
Discover Your Calling, What .
can I do with this major?, and
CAREERlink. These resources
can help you gain insight and
t
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In other words, you are not
expected to do the same thing
for the rest of your life. Your
skill-set can and probably will
change. It is possible to attain
your passion, your dreams,
your calling. And after you
have done so for an extended
period of time, you may eventually find yourself with a
new vision and a new calling.
Change does not devalue you

60

80

appreciation for your unique
experience.
When you are ready, Dessie
Hoezel, Sergio Moreira and
myself (Jeremy Moore) will
be ready to assist you. Our offices are loeated on the third
floor of Lynn Wood Hall with
Counseling & Testing.
*Whatever that means. Results vary.

Business students to launch social Inedia tool: Spottlife
SARAHRUF
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Brandon Mihai wants to be
the next Mark Zuckerberg.
Well, at least try.
The ambitious· 21-year-old
senior international business
major plans to launch Spottlife, a social media integration tool, on Sept. 27, and he is
dreaming big.
"Scott and I really want to
bring something to Chattanooga to put it on the map,"
Mihai said.
That is Scott Gammenthaler, another international business major. The two have set
out to create something big in
business.
Spottlife strives to ease the
clutter of multiple social networking sites into one clean
platform.
"We want to make Spottlife
your hub for social media on
the fly," Mihai said, demonstrating with a flick of his finger how you can instantly post
to one, some, or all of your
networks at a time.
Developers created different
categories, ranging from news
to photography to faith, into

which Mihai manually inserts
status updates, links and photos from four social networks:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Google Plus (with plans to
integrate more sites soon).
"We have fifty people
around the world testing it,"
Mihai said. But other Southern faces have contributed,
too. The clean design interface
was created by Lance Matthews junior graphic design
major. Film alum Kristine
Barker made the product trailer for the website.
Mihai plans to use sponsored in-house advertising to
earn a profit. Spottlife is taking a page from Twitter with
sponsored category advertising.
"It will look like it's a part of
Spottlife," he said. "We want
to implement a form of advertising that won't deter from
the user experience."
"We have thousands and
thousands of words that we've
manually picked to put into
different categories," Mihai
said. "Every single day I spend
hours looking at this. I see
words and hashtags that I've
never even seen before. I have

Contributed

to put it into a category and
weigh how important I think
it is."
It is a lot of work; Mihai
devotes eight hours a day to
working on the project.
Mihai has also learned the
many challenges that come
with an ambitious start-up
business.

"So many problems come up
that we never would have expected," he said.
They delt with problems
like losing a few thousand dollars when an outsourcing plan
didn't work. Mihai and Gammenthaler also learned the
real-life difficulty of telling a
friend that he could no longer

be their business partner.
Mihai's next step is convincing investors that Spottlife will
be a hit.
Spottlife has been lucky
enough to avoid loans:..._so
far. Mihai did not want to
divulge exact expenditures,
but implied a figure around
$100,000.

- .
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Training camp stories to watch.·in the upcoming NBA season
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON

theNBA Finals. Who will
be there from the West to .
meet them?
With the NBA season on
Lakers vs. Thunder
the horizon, there are tons
The Thunder are still the
of stories to watch. Will
team to beat in the Westthere be a repeat chamem Conference. People
pion or will a new te.am
are saying that the Lakers
be crowned champions of have a better team with
the basketball world? Will the addition of Steve Nash
teams that were previand Dwight lfoward. The
ously irrelevant rise to ·
Thunder are the Western
contention? How will the
Conference champions
new collective bargaining and rightfully so because
agreement affect teams'
. they earned every bit of
rosters for years to come? the.title and deserve reThe Miami Heat
spect. However, if the Los
The Miami Heat have
Angeles Lakers can get
milde some key acquisithe chemistry on the right
tions in the off-season
page and play as a team
that makes them a more
without so much drama,
connected and consistent · they will be a very scary
team. There are some
opponent. A pick and roll .
teams in the eastern
combination with Steve ·
conference _that can give
Nash and Dwight HowMiami.a run for their
ard while Kobe Bryant
money but, all in all, Miand Pau Gasol patiently
ami should have enough
wait for their shots will
depth, speed, -experience
be something to watch.
and talent to get back to
The question in everySPQRTS EDITOR

to compete for a champiLos Angles Clippers, the
one's mind is will Bryant
onship for the next four
Sari Antonio Spurs and I
let Nash nin the offense?
Will he be okay with tak- • think a surprise team will
or five years. Their bench
be the Minnesota Timber- and their experience in
ing 14 shots per game as
opposed·to 21 or 22 ~
wolves. All of these teams .winning this year will
carry them to a repeat.
have made significant
How can the Lakoff.:season moves to make The Heat have all the iners defend a Durant and
themselves much better in gredients of a dynasty, but
Westbrook combination?
there is·one thing left to
order-to contend with the
Russell Westbrook is one
be seen: do they have the
of the most explosive
big boys.
players· in the league and
The Finals ·
hunger? Do they want it ·
more than everyone else?
Nash will not be able
Will the Heat repeat?
That will separate the best
The Heat have placed
to stop him. All things
themselves in a position · from the rest.
considered and assuming
these two teams meet in
the WCF, I take Thunder
in seven because I think
the matchups favor them
slightly. What teams will
be in the way-of these .
three teains making it to
their goals?
Underdog Stories
The teams to watch out
for, in my eyes, are the
New York Knicks, The
In this June 6, 2012,jile photo, Oklahoma City Thunder power
Boston Celtics, Indiana
forward Serge Ibaka (9),jrom the Republic of Congo, dunks
against the San Antonio Spurs during the second half of Game
Pacers, The· Philadelphia
6 in the NBA basketball Western Conference finals in Okla76ers, the Charlotte Bobhoma City. (AP Photo/ Sue Ogrocki)
cats (just kidding), the

Division A softball teall)s step ·up their game as seas_o n progresses
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPQRTS EDITQR

Men's Division A this season is evenly
. spread. However, even with a level playing
field there are teams that have shown to have
poise that exceeds the rest. I have looked at
Men and Women's Division A to analyze the
teams that have stood out.
•

Men's Division A
Fresco: This team seems to have it all: a
combination of placement hitting, power and .
intelligence. The entire team at any given
inoment can muster up some runs. For the
most part, they have not been hitting as many ·
homeruns as years past, but they are getting
timely hits. What makes this team really
stand out is their discipline in tangible areas such as defensively holding the ball and
llase-running. Fresco makes throws that mat-

ter. Will any team be able to knock Fresco off
their "thrown"?
Fowl Play: After losing their first game to
the Flip Flops and only producing four ·runs,
Fowl Play has. averaged 9.5 runs in the rest of
their games. With their .solid offensive_attack
led by Zach Anderson (with three homeruns
in three games) they have been able to produce runs. With their consistent defense and
pitching, they have been able to maintain
leads and win games. They have yet to play
Fresco which will be a match to watch.
Blitzkrieg/ Venom: These two teams are tied
for third place. They have both shown a great
deal of hitting potential and defensive discipline. Both teams are able to achieve runs
almost at will. Men's Division A is so evenly
distributed that anything can happen during
all-night sqftball.

Women's Division A
Diamond Dominators: The Diamond Dominators have been doing just that, dominating.
Their attacks and ability to score runs has put
them head and shoulders above the rest of the
Ladies A Division. This team is loaded with
talent and defensive-savvy players. With the
surprises of all-night softball, we will see if
the Dominator can hold their lead.
The Runs/ Lucky 13: The Runs and Lucky 13
are tied for second p~ace in Ladies A Division. Both of these teams have played close
games and have been able to pull out wins.
They have done it with hits and well-disciplined defense:
Home Run Chase
Plaver
Zach Anderson
1.
Michael Giampa
1.
3.
Michael Butler

HR
3
3
2

Team
FowlPlav
Flip Flops
Fresco
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[The ·calender]
Thursday, September 20
lla, Convocation: Constitution
Day, lles, Rick Biondo
..
Last day for 80% tuition refund
3p, Immigration Workshop, Lynn Wood
5p, Futsal Team Meeting, Hulsey
. 7:30p, Museum Lecture Series, Lynn Wood Chapel, Aaron Burke,
Convocation Credit
Friday, September 21
8p, Lawn Concert Vespers, Goliath Wall
After Vespers, Outreach Ministry Expo/Praise&Worship at Goliath
Wall
Patterson Brownies, Student Park
8:30p, Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
9:30p, Talge Hymn Sing
9:45p, Prayer at the Flagpole (Center of campus)
7:38p, Sunset
Saturday, September 22
8:45 &10:15a,Adoration, Dave Smith, Church
9:30a, The Fountain Sabbath School (White Oak room)
Boundaries in dating (Thatcher South)
•
9:45a, Portuguese-Brazilian
Sabbath School (Student Center Confer
ence Room)
lOa, Falling in love with Jesus. (Women Only: CA Library)

Living Free: Insight (CA room 109)
One Accord Sabbath School (Student Center)
10: 15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (Fellowship A&B)
Fundamental Beliefs Sabbath School (Fellowship C)
Esther, It's Tough Being a Woman: Women only (CA Room 103)
11:30a, Connect, William Hurtado, CA
11 :45a, Renewal, Dave Smith, Church
2p Outreach Opportunities, Flag Camp and Patten towers, Meet at
Wright Hall Steps
7:30p, Evensong, Church
9p, SA Joker Release Party, lies
Sunday, September 23
8a & 2p, Dave Cress Memorial Golf Tournament, Nob
North Golf Course
6p, Faculty Appreciation Evening
Monday, September 24
ViewSouthern (24-26)
Faculty Portfolios Due, VP Academic Administration office
4p, University Assembly
5p, New Student Organization Application Due, Student Life &
Activities office
Thesday, September 25
11 :30a, BRIDGE Luncheon, Presidential Banquet RQQpl
Wednesday, September 26
7:30p, SA Senate, White Oak Room
9: 15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship

[Student Life Announcements]
Sunbelt Cohutta Springs Triathlon: The 29th Annual· Sunbelt Cohutta Springs Triathlon will take place on Oct. 7 at Cohutta Springs Conference Center. For further details visit the website: www.southerntriathlon.com. Applications are available online or by registering on SetUpEvents.com. Rates for students under 24 years of age is $45 for individuals and $75 for relay teams until Sept. 24. For registration information contact, Kari Shultz, Director of Student Life & Activities and for general race information contact Bob Benge in lies P.E. Center. There
is a race day registration but the price is higher.

[S.A. Announcements]
Joker Release: Saturday night at 9pm come to the Goliath Wall for SA's annual release of the Joker featuring Superhero vs. Villians.

[Birthdays]
Sept 23-Anthony Easton, Brenden Dodd, Helen Lowry, John Paradis, Jonathan Vital, Jud Lake, Melanie Yoon, Orlando Garcia, Robert
Reiber, Sara Santos, Tiffany Chavez, Trevor Silva, Tyler Duff, Yizelle
Fernandez
Sept 24- Michael Huisman, Stephen Cruz, Terry Evans
Sept 25- Briana Lyons, Dasha Kulakov, Derrick DosSantos, Heath
Carroll, lillian Ballard, Jonathan Fisher, Jonathan Santucci, Julie Vincent, Kaitlyn Anderson, Kevan Evans, Lincoln Duff, Lindsey Wood,
Phil Garver, Rachel Byrd, Wayne Jn Baptiste
Sept 26- Aaron Gunther, Andrea Putman, Ben Gonzalez, Brock
Murphree, Christy Lipscomb, David Soeharsono, Kirsty Rosendo,

Logan Coon, Maria Valenca
Sept 27- Caleigh Teasley, "Chris Hernandez, Crystal Cwodzinski, David Otis, Ely A. Fuentes, Heather Logan, Jan Cathey, Judy Dedeker,
Paula Montrose, Reed Nerness, Shaila Meharry
_
Sept 28- Annette Heck, Emily Henson, James Carpenter, Joshua
Farnsworth, Morgan Preston, Richard Sassone
Sept 29-Alex Buchanan, Brandon Strachan, Caitlin Campbell, Cathy
Lockwitz, Edison Carrick, Kelly Cla~dio, Kevin Bonilla, Nikki Ross,
Paula Walters, Sukie Myers, Tony Trimm

.
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Win or Fail?

Yeah sure bra, we believe you.

"This was my favorite album when I was a youngster." -Nobody

Don't say I never hooked you up. Cut this bad
boy out and you can be one of the first to have
an iPhone s. Plus check it, you got a call from
Dr. Bietz. You da (Wo)Man!

Winning entry from last weeks contest by Jessica Anzai
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Heroes and villains gath~at~il.sker 1{

Logan

Tim Gosser, dressed as the Joker, laughs menacingly during the costume contest for the Joker Release Party.
GLENN WILKINS

The joker Release Party,
designed to celebrate the
release of Southern's yearly
student directory, is usually held in Iles P .E. Center. This year's Student Association (SA) officers and
Duck Squad brought the
event outdoors to the Goli-

ath Wall.
Craig Foster, junior biology major, dressed in a
bright red cape, promised a
waiting crowd "a night like
no other" and used his super strength to de troy the
caution tape blocking the
torch-lit entryway to the
Goliath Wall.
Many students wore costumes to the event for the
hero-villain theme. There

were a variety of characters
including Captain America
to the Powerpuff Girls.
"I came to dress up," said
Jeremy Pastor, senior nursing major, dressed as Ash
Ketchum of Pokemon. "The
opportunity just couldn't
be passed up."
Some surprises throughout the event included a
character artist who drew
caricatures of attendees,

fresh donuts provided by
Tennessee's own Monkey
Town Donut Company and
a musical performance by
Both Directions.
Later on, a "speed meeting" activity was held in
which students faced each
other in two gender-separate circles and had one
minute to chat with the person in front of them before
one of tlie circles rotated.
Following
the
speed
meeting, students sat on
the grass and watched as
Dasha Kulakov, sophomore
nursing major, and Michael
Cain, junior business major, participated as contestants in "The Dating Game."
Though there was a strong
emphasis on dating and relationships throughout the
evening, some students did
not think it a bad thing.
"I think it was harmless,"
said Daniela Muniz, freshman social work major, of
the speed dating activity.
"It was more of getting-toknow-you than dating."
Kulakov volunteered to
participate in "The Dating
Game," which she claimed

was
unscripted.
Victor
Paez, junior long-term care
administration major and
winning candidate of Kulakov's choice, said that the
event was " ... super fun and
brought students together
on another level. "
The biggest surprise of the
night came at the end of the
costume contest. Pastor, as
Ash Ketchum, and Timothy
Gosser, sophomore history
major, as the Joker, were
both declared winners and
each was awarded a Kindle
Fire tablet.
"It's totally awesome,"
Gosser said.
Andrea Erhart, SA social vice president and senior international studies
and public relations major,
said, "We kept [the prize]
a secret because we didn't
want people to dress up
just for the prize. Our goal
this year is to make every
event different from the
one before. We hope to set
the precedent for future
years and gradually bring
change."

Updated technology increases involvement during Lawn Vespers
CovRTNEY BECKWITH
~.Eurma.

The Road to
was the theme

s love with ase eryone could
to hroughout the
prog m which was done
with meamngful scripture
and ongs
Gabriel Trujillo, as i tant
chap ain, a1d that planning the event began Aug
28. Hours of work went into

the evening in the form of
brainstorming, advertising,
auditions and the setting
up of audio visual equipment
Campus ministries had
38 auditions in three days.
On n n arti t w re chon t p ri rm a th conert What the e auditiOnmg students did not know
was that there w s a certam
criteria that was expected
to be met. Not only did they
have to be talented, but
their ong of choice also
had t tie into the theme of
the evening.
Kevin Kibble a si tant
chaplain said that the Lawp
Ve pers "i the most time

intensive ve per , a far as
preparation goes.
Having the Lawn Vespers
once a semester has become
a part of the Southern culture. Many students look
forward to having vesper.
out de here they c n rela and enJOY the m r informal en ironment
It gi es a spe i
Ity to ur Frida
Kibble said Havmg
riety of wa s to ha e
pers
is important to the fabnc of
our communit at outhern.
This wa the flr t year
that the concert was run
wirelessly which gave a
cleaner look to the entire

production.
Kaitlyn Anderson, junior
financial management/ accounting major has performed at Southern's Lawn
Vespers twice.
"I thought thi year was
better than it has been in
the past Anderson aid.
..Audio visual did a really
good job and everything
was wireJess which was a
big deal."
Having vespers at the Goliath Wall allows students
to worship in a more ca ual
emironment. Trujillo said
that thi was viewed as a
possible challenge because
the more casual atmosphere
could cau e student to be
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more irrcveren • but that
was not a p ublem "ith this
vesper .
"People lik J ho ' tight
the program wa , " Trujillo
said. We have been getting
good feedback.
Th1 La\ n e per. was
the fir t to ha"e a creen
set up next to the stage with
scnpture ver e and song
titles on it.
"The worship service was
more involved, and the
crowd was more into it,"
Anderson said.
Kibble, who ha
been
working here for eight
year
aid that it wa • " ...
bv far the best w have ever
had."
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Oban1a -weighs in on Seaha-wks v. Packers final call
WASHINGTON (AP) The embarrassing NFL referee saga and the disputed
call that gave the Seattle
Seahawks a victory over
the Green Bay Packers on
Monday night has reached
the campaign for the White
House,
with
President
Barack Obama deeming it
"terrible" and declaring it
was time to get regular officiating crews back on the
job.
"I've been saying for
months we've got to get our
refs back," Obama said as
he returned to the White
House from an appearance
before the United Nations.
In a tweet that went out under his initials, Obama said:
"NFL fans on both sides
of the aisle hope the refs'
lockout i settled soon."
In a rare moment of
agreement with Obama,
presidential
rival
Mitt
Romney and GOP running

mate Paul Ryan, a Wisconsin native, also said it was
time to bring back the "real
ref . " The NFL locked out
the officials in June after
their contract expired. The
league has been using replacement officials, who
have come under increasing
criticism over the way they
handled some games.
"I sure would like to see
some experienced referees,
with NFL experience, come
back on to the NFL playing
field , " Romney said in an
jnterview with CNN.
Ryan added a partisan
note, using the referee imbroglio to make a case for
kicking the president out of
office.
"It reminds me of President Obama and the economy," Ryan said in Cincinnati. "If you can't get it right,
it's time to get out. I half
think that these refs work
part-time for the Obama

administration in the budget office .... They're trying
to pick the winners and losers, and they don't even do
that very well."
Seattle won 14-12 over
Green Bay after referees
ruled a Seattle receiver
caught the ball amid a pile
of bodtes in the end zone

''NFL fans
on both sides
of the aisle
hope the refs
lockout is
settled soon
on the game's last play. The
NFL conceded that a Seattle

penalty in the course of the
play went uncalled and cost
the Packers the victory, but
the league upheld the catch
itself and the Seahawks'
victory. Legions of·football
fans watched the play and
the referees' call in disbelief, and buzzed about it all
day Tuesday.
Typically, Obama, a diehard Chicago Bears enthusiast, is not one to wish the
rival Green Bay Packer
well.
But besides being an avid
sports fan, Obama recently
has redoubled efforts to win
in the Packer s home state
of Wisconsin. His campaign
recently tarted airing ads
in the state and Obama held
a rally Saturday in Milwaukee, his first visit to the
state since F bruary.
White House spokesman
Jay Carney told reporters
aboard Air Force One that
Obama watched the Mon-

day night game and "thinks
there was a real problem
with that call."
"He said that what happened in that game is why
both sides need to come
together, resolve their ifferences so that the regular
refs can get back on the field
so we can start focusmg on
a game that so many of us
love rather than debating
whether or not a game was
won or lost because of a bad
call," Carney said.
Obama said in a phone
interview Tuesday wtth The
Des Moines Register that
he doesn't blame the replacement refs.
"They've been put in a
tough situation," the president said. "But the fact is
this is a fast tough game
to control. And it doesn't
make sense to me for a
league that s been. so successful not to want to put
their very best QAt there."

Golf tournament raises scholarship funds
JULIA BONNEY

Two hundred alumni and
students of Southern Adventist University gathered
· for the annual Dave Cress
Memorial Golf Tournament at the Nob North Golf
Course in Cohutta, Georgia.
The
event,
formally
known as the Alumni Golf
Classic, has been held for
close to 20 years and has
come to be what Evonne
Crook, director of the advancement
department,

called a "Southern tradition." The date was changed
to Sept. 23 to accommodate
the staff and less time constraints.
The tournament was created to raise money for student scholarships and has
kept that focus over the
years. The funds from sponsors go into the Dave Cress
Memorial Endowment and
help multiple students with
tuition each year.
This · scholarship was
founded in memory of Da-

vid Cress, a Southern alumnus and former Georgia
Cumberland
Conference
president, who died in a
plane crash in late 2004.
It was this opportunity of
furthering Christian education that brought most of
the players out for the day.
"I like to golf," David
Lacy, Southern alumnus,
said. "I like what's being done with [the money]
they're raising."
The tournament had two
tee-off times: 8 a.m. and 2

p.m. From here, teams of
two and four cruised off to
take on the lush, 18-hole
course. Jason's Deli catered
lunch while winning teams
received awards. Attendees
also had a chance at showing off their putting skills
in a one-shot chance to
compete for a $s,ooo prize.
Most of the players were
local residents, but a few,
such as Kelly Pettijohn, a
Southern alumna,· drove
from out of state to attend
the event. Tournament vet-

erans, some who have attended for more than 1.5
years, mingled with newcomers as instructions were
given and golf carts were
filled.
Michael Weis, a Southern
student and former player,
came for the chance to play
a round of golf and socialize with friends.
"It helps Southern students overall," Weis said.
"It's just kind of been a tradition."
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American confidence in economy improves

•

WASHINGTON (AP) Americans are more confident in the economy than
they have been in seven
months, an encouraging
sign for President Barack
Obama with six weeks left
in the presidential race.
A new survey of consumer confidence rose Tuesday
to its highest level since
February on expectations
that hiring will soon pick
up. And a separate report
showed home values rising steadily, signaling sustained improvement in
housing.
"This is like an opinion
poll on the economy without the political parties attached," said John Ryding,
chief economist at RDQ
Economics, a consulting
firm. The confidence survey "says people are feeling
better. If so, they are less
likely to vote for change. "
The Conference Board's
index of consumer confidence shot up in Septem-

ber. The jump surprised ident Bill Clinton might
many economists because have helped boost conthe most recent hiring and fidence with his rousing
retail sales figures have speech on Obama's behalf
been sluggish.
at the Democratic National
The increased confidence Convention in early Sepcould help explain recent tember. The Conference
polls that show Obama with Board's consumer confia widening lead over Mitt dence survey was conductRomney in some battle- ed Sept. 1-13.
ground states.
Clinton "rekindled memThe consumer confidence ories of better economic
index is closely watched be- times" and assured voters
cause consumer spending that the U.S. economy was
drives nearly 70 percent of on the right track, Vitner ,._
economic activity. · The in- said.
dex jumped from 61.3 for
The consumer confidence
August to .,70.3 for Septem- survey polled soo people.
ber. It remains well below - The part of the survey that
90,,he level that is thought · gauges consumers' confito signify a healthy econo- dence in the econoq1y now
my.
and the part that gauges
"The economy is per- their outlook for the next
ceived in relative rather six months both rose. Conthan absolute terms," not- sumers were · much more
ed St. Louis University po- optimistic about the shortlitical scientist and pollster term outlook for business
Ken Warren.
conditions,
employment
Mark Vitner, a senior and their financial situaeconomist at Wells Fargo, tion.
The rising home prices
suggests that former Pres-

could also help Obama's
prospects. Prices are rising in many large cities in
swing states such as Florida, Colorado, Michigan and
North Carolina. Prices have
risen -3.6 percent in Tampa,
Fla., in the past year, for
example. And they're up
5·4 percent in Denver, 6.2
percent in Detroit and 2.2
percent in Charlotte, N.C .
A Washington Post poll
out Tuesday showed Obama
leading Romney among
likely voters in Ohio, 52 to
44 percent. The president
also had a slight edge in
Florida, 51 to 47 percent
among those most likely to
vote.
Obama is also gaining the
upper hand on which candidate is better able to handle
the economy. Registered
voters in Ohio preferred
'Obama on the economy by
so percent to 43 percent,
and in Florida by 49 percent to 45 percent.

New SIFE program links students to community jobs
JEAN HINRICHS
SunW.ma

GenLink is a program
that has been established
by the Students in Free
Enterprise (SIFE) to help
Southern students get offcampus jobs.
The premise for GenLink
began last year: Chelsea
Coston, manager of the
project, decided to work on
making that idea a reality.
"There has been and still
is a lot of working being
done to make this project
come to life," Coston said.
GenLink staff talked to
many community members
and Southern students to

see if the people would be
interested in the program.
The target audience is the
retirement
communities
around Collegedale. Many
people in these communities need help with jobs and
look for college students to
help them. Tlie name, GenLink, was chosen because
the agency is hoping to link
different generations together.
To be a part of GenLink,
students will interview to
become an employee. Back- ·
ground checks will be done
to ensure that each student
is a good candidate.
A profile will be built

for the student with their
interests and skills which
will be placed on the home
and web databases that will
match students with jobs
that best fit their interests,
skills and schedules.
"The premise is to establish a temporary work environment here at Southern. We want to provide ·a
guarantee between both the
employee and employer,"
Coston said.
The agency wants to be
another way for students
to pay their way their way
through college. The payroll will be handled through
Southern. The employ-

ers will send the money to
Southern, and Southern
will in turn send students a
check.
The agency wants
make getting a job for
types of students easier, so
for students without cars,
the agency wants to give
a relatively close distance
with the jobs. This way a
student could walk or ride
their bike to the job site.
"If we experience the
success we are looking for,·
we might expand," Coston
said.
SIFE hopes to start accepting applications before
the end of the school year.

Adventist Colleges Abroad provides program in Middle East
ANDREA ERHART
Sun Warn•

S udents now have the
chance to study in the Middle East as part of the new
addition to the Adventist
Colleges Abroad (ACA) program that celebrated its soyear anniversary this year.
Sigorney Creighton, junior intercultural communications major, is the first

student to study Arabic at
the new ACA College in Lebanon. Although bordered
by Syria and Israel, Carlos
Parra, chair of the modern
languages department, said
that Middle Eastern University is safe for students
to attend. The University is
located on 74 acres of green
hillside, overlooking Beirut
and the Mediterranean Sea.
The University in Lebanon is ju~t one of many

abroad programs that ACA
offers. Others include programs in Greece, Japan,
England and the Ukraine.
This year Southern has
more than so students
studying abroad all around
the world. Spain was the
top destination for Southern students this semester
with 15 students enrolled.
"The program has held
strong and developed into a
wider scope little by little, "

Parra said.
What started with just
one ACA college in the
1960s, Cologne in France,
has expanded to include
more than 10 different locations. Cologne was the
college that Southern's
President Gordon Bietz attended. Earlier this month,
Parra presented Bietz with
an award for his support of
the ACA program.
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University networking assists student with physics prototype
DuSTIN JoHNSoN
5DFFWmu

Gregory Ngirmang, senior physics major, is working on a particle physics
prototype.
It began as a ummer reearch project for his upcoming Scientific Writing
class but has now turned
into an internship that will
likely last until Christmas.
Nginnang had app1ied for
multiple projects but they
required that he have pre-

vious hands-on experience. ing, learned that Ngirmang
Ngirmang began work on was having trouble finding
this project at the begin- a project, he spoke with
ning of the summer and he a colleague who was consays that one of the bigge t nected to CERN, an acrothings he was thankful for nym for the French Conseil
was the connections that Europeen pour Ia RecherSouthern provided for him. che Nucleaire, a European
"With my foot in the door, . Organization for Nuclear
it will be easier to get into Research located on the
grad school," Ngirmang Franco-Swiss border. This
laboratory is the birthplace
said.
When Ngirmang's advi- of the World Wide Web.
One of the teams at
sor, Chris Hansen, the dean
of physics and engine~r- CERN focuses on creating

a multi-purpo e detector
that can detect things like
light and matter. cientists
and researchers around
the world do much of the
testing and resea.rch. The)!
shipped Ngirmang parts for
his project in order to test
and create a prototype that
would detect cosmic rays.
The prototype uses the
newest technologies such
as fiber optics an high
tech photo multipliers.
"WOI"king on a project of

this size has allowed Gregory to do things we cannot
do here at Southern," Hansen said.
When te ted and completed,
girmang's prototype will be built to scale
and multiplied by the
thousands to detect large
amounts of cosmic rays.
"You can learn about it
in a textbook," Ngirmang
said. "But when you do it
hands on, it' much more
real to you."

Annual InTents n1eeti'ng features speaker :pavid Achata
RYAN HAAS

This year's InTent meetings will take place every
evening from Oct: 1 to 5 at 7
p.m. and will feature Pastor
David Achata. The theme is
"Real Security and the Call
of God."
Achata recently left his
job at Florida Hospital
Church in Orlando where
he worked as a counselor,
teacher and coach for students and their families. As

he described in his blog, he '
headed west to pursue an
"Abraham-like calling."
Achata now works as an
executive coach at Achata
Coaching
Inc.
conv.icting others that everyone
has strengths they can use
in order to thrive in their
personal and professional
lives.
He states in his blog that
he and his family have
watched as the Lord opened
doors for them to move,
start a business and live

When the InTents speaker
comes, I know
that they went
out of their way
to come here to
speak to us

'

in the Pacific Northwest
as they learn about church
planting and how they
might best serve people.
Along with Acliata's talks,
InTents will include various
musicians and bands such
as the group Reconciled
led by Christian Pinango,
junior medical labscience
major, Misael Dominguez,
and Rick Andersen as well
as the group Engage Ministries. There will also be
a blue grass group playing
during the week.

Brandon Wilson, jvnior
religious studies major,
said he appreciates the personal atmosphere that the
InTents meetings bring to
campus and that they give
one a place to go find what
may be lacking spiritually
in school or g~_urch experiences.
"When
the
InTents
speaker comes, I know that
they went out of their way
to come here to speak to
us; the student body,,. says
Wilson.

MASTER'S DEGREE
IN NURSING
Get an MSN on Tuesdays
You succ

Your llfi •
Classes meet one day each week. so
you can manage work and other
responsibilities on your time.

You choos •
Full- and part-time options allow for a
customized study plan that works for
you. We also offer accelerated RN-toMSN programs, post-master's certificates, and a dual MSN/MBA degree.

Graduate Studies

d.

MSN graduates from Southern
Adventist 'Un1versity have I00 percent
job placement 1n their chosen field.

C II or vi It online to find out
how you can get tarted.
M ster of Sci nee in Nur lng
• Acute Care Nurse PractitionerAdult/Gerontology
• Adult/Gerontology Nurse Practitioner
• Family Nurse Practitioner
• Nurse Educator
(available on campus and online)
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Debate follows NYC schools' contraception provision
NEW YORK (AP) - It's a
campaign believed to be unprecedented in its size and
aggressiveness: New York
City is dispensing the morn7
ing-after pill to girls as young
as 14 at more than so public
high schools, sometimes even
before they have had sex.
The effort to combat teen
pregnancy in the nation's
largest city contrasts sharply
with the views of politicians
and school systems in more
conservative parts of the
country.
Valerie Huber, president of
the National Abstinence Education Association in Washington, calls it "a terrible case
once again of bigotry of low
expectations" - presuming
that teen girls will have sex
anyway, and effectively endorsing that.
But some doctors say more
schools should follow New
York's lead.
Emergency contraception
is safe and effective "if you
use it in a timely fashion.
It provides relief or solace
to a young ·woman or man
who has made a mistake but
doesn't want to have to live
with that mistake for the rest
of their lives," said Dr. Cora
Breuner, a Seattle physician
and member of an American
Academy of Pediatrics' committee on teen health.
Plan B emergency contraception is about 90 percent
effective at preventing pregnancy iftaken within 72 hours
after unprotected sex.
New York's program was
phased in at health clinics
at about 40 schools in the
1-million-student school system starting about four years
ago. Since January 2011, it
has expanded to 13 additional
schools that don't have clinics. The little-known program
was reported on Sunday by
the New York Post.
Nurse practitioners or physicians dispense the pills, and
parents can sign an opt-out
form preventing their daughters from taking part. Only
about 1 to 2 percent of parents
have opted out, according to
the city Health Department.

.'.... .

The program is seen as
a way to reduce a startling
number: More than 7,000
New York City girls ages 15
to 17 get pregnant each year.
More than two-thirds of those
pregnancies end in abortions.
"We are committed to trying new approaches ... to improve a situation that can
have lifelong consequences,"
the Health Department said
in a statement.
In the 201l-1.2 school year,
576 girls got the pills at the 13
added schools, said Deborah
Kaplan, an assistant health
commissioner.
Felicia Regina, Parent Association president at Port
Richmond High on Staten
Island, has two teens at the
school, a junior and a senior,
and said she has never heard
any parents voice objections.
"I do think it's a good idea,"
she said. "The children nowadays are not going to abstain
from sexual intercourse. How
many unwed mothers do we
need?"
But Mona Davids, president
of the New York City Parents
Union, a volunteer group, opposes the program. She has
a daughter who attends Laguardia High, not among the
schools where Plan B is available.
She said parents should
have to sign an "opt-in" form
granting permission for Plan
B instead. "When your daughter has gone on a trip, didn't
you have to sign that it's OK
for her to go on a trip?" she
said.
Davids said emergency
contraceptive is too serious
a drug to give without parents' permission: "They can't
even give our kids aspirin
or Motrin without informed
consent. This is a chemical
hormonal drug cocktail."
Anne Leary, a conservative blogger in Chicago whose
children are in their 20s, also
said the idea is ill-advised and
undermines parents' authority. Her own children attended high school in a Chicago
suburb and were not offered
emergency contraception at
school.
"These kids are under 16,

which is the age for statutory rape in most states. I
just think it's subsidizing and
encouraging behavior that's
probably not healthy for kids
that age," Leary said.
New York City's schools already offer regular birth control pills and condoms, just as
many other schools around
the country do. But emergency contraception is especially
controversial.
Many scientists say Plan B
works by blocking ovulation
or fertilization. But Plan B's
label says it may also prevent
a fertilized egg from implanting in the uterus, and conservative activists who believe
life begins at conception contend it amounts to an abortion pill.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics says Plan B does
not cause abortion or encourage risky sex, and it has called
for the sale of the morningafter pill over the counter to

help prevent teen pregnancies.
Last year, however, the
Obama
administration
blocked plans to put the pills
on drugstore shelves, keeping
them behind the pharmacy
counter. The contraceptive
requires a prescri,Ption for
those under 17 but is available to older women without
a prescription if they show
pharmacists proof of age.
Opposition to making Plan
B available over the counter
came mostly from conservatives and religious groups
who said such a step would
promote underage sex.
At least one high school in
a Los Angeles neighborhood
with a high teen pregnancy
rate also offers emergency
contraception in a partnership with Planned Parenthood.
Teen pregnancies have declined in recent years nationwide, a trend attributed partly

to increased use of birth control.
The most recent government figures show the rate
was about 70 pregnancies per
1,000 girls ages 15 through 19
in 2008. New York City's rate
was 82 per 1,000 girls that
year, and dropped to 73 per
1,000 in 2010. Nationwide,
about 43 percent of girls ages
15 to 19 have had sex.
Some students on their way
Tuesday to New York's Fashion Industries High School
said they knew emergency
contraception was available
there, while others did not.
Glenesha Fernandez, a
ninth-grader, said her mother
opted out. "I said 'OK, I don't
care,'" Glenesha said.
Yerenia Aybar, another
ninth-grader, said girls her
age shouldn't get the pill. "It
might make students think
it's OK to have sex," she said.

Collegedale 423-396-4433
Order online @ www.papajohns.com
Not vaUd •klr. a•y otiNr c011pou.,. 11-..•ts.

U~ttU«d. ~liwry am. clr.a'l. . . .y apply.

sPEciALTv PizzAs

CIISIMit-r

~IbM

Menu

Small- $11 Medium- $13 Large- $15 X-Large $17
The Works- Pepperon~ !Jam. Spocy Italian Sausage. F""'h Baby
Portabella Mushrooms. Onions. Green Peppers and Black Olives

The Meats- Pewero~ Ham. Beef. Bacon and sauSag.
Garden Fresh- Musluooms. Green Peppers. Tomatoes, Onions and
Black OIM:s

Spinach Alfredo- Blend of Spinach and Garlic·Pormesan Alfrodo
. auce.

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- Barbeque Sauce Topped with Grilled
All \\'hile Chicken. flacon and F"'sh Oruons. Go JlawaUu- Add
PinHppk!

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mo728l'<lla. Pannesan. Romaoo. Asiago.

$6

$7.5
$6

$5
$4

Dipping Sauce & Extras
$.50
Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buflalo. Blue Cheese, BBQ. Ranch and Pizza Sauce
Extras- Pepperoncinis. Anchovies. Jalapeno Peppers
and Banana Pepper.>.

DESSERTS

CREATE YOUR OWN
Small

siDEs

Cheesesticks (14pe)
Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chickenstrips (7 pe)
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks
Original Breadsticks (lOpe)

Provokme and Fonuna.

Cheese Pizza $7
Toppings
$.75

for aU app&iubk taus.

Medium

$9
$1.00

Large X-Large

$1 I
$13
$1.25 $1.50 each

TOPPINGS: P pperon~ Ham. Beef, Docon, Chickrn, llaliaa Sau.'"&•• Port..
Sauu.gt, Onion, GrHn Ptppen. Mu brooms, Bluk Olh·es, Greeo: Olh:es,
TomaiO<S, Pin .. ppk, JU.(l<no Peppers. Banana Peppers. Ancbo>l

Fresh Cinnapie

$4

BEVERAGES
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Mn, Mountain De,., Diet Mountain
Dew,. ierra Mist, Aqualina, Mug Root Beer
'two Liter
2.SO
20 oz. Bottle
I.SO
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Blessed in the terminal: God's timing is perfect
BERNICE Bouzy
CnNTRIBIJTOR

My five days of Thanksgiving vacation sped by quickly,
and soon I fourtd myself on a
plane heading back to school.
Little did I know that this airplane ride was the beginning
of an amazing story.
. After stuffing my suitcase
into the overhead compartment, I took my seat at the
window, squeezing passed
two ladies. As the plane ascended into the air, the lady
next to me began making
small talk. Our plane was
headed to Atlanta, but after a
few minutes of talking we realized that we both had a connecting flight headed to Chattanooga, TN. Upon learning
that I attended a small university near Chattanooga, she
told me that her sister, who
was across the aisle from us,
lived in Chattanooga. I smiled
and thought to myself, "What
a coincidence."
It was not too long until I
was making my way through

the Atlanta airport searching for the terminal where
I would be making my connection. I arrived at the terminal to find the ladies from
my previous flight just as expected. I waved and took a
seat in the waiting area. The
lady I had been sitting next to
approached and introduced
me to her sister who lived in
Chattanooga. Her sister, Sandra,* was a friendly middleaged woman and gave me her
number to keep in touch in
case I ever wanted a homecooked meal. I thanked her
graciously and asked her if
she ever attended church. She
named a small Baptist church
that she attended and I recognized it. When it was time to
board, we said our farewells
and went to our respective
seats.
Soon, I was back into the
hurried pace of college life.
Preparing for final exams
took the front seat of my mind
and Sandra was soon forgotten. I thought- about her on
my flight home for Christmas

break and made a mental note
to contact her when school resumed in January. The week I
got back to school I wanted to
call her and invite her to go to
church with me, but Sabbath

God had
'' used
me to
bring her to
my church on
the very day
that she need-·
ed to hear the
message
came and went, and I forgot.
The next week I resolved to
call her but it slipped my mind
again. I felt impressed to call
her and even though I was already on my way, I picked up
the phone and invited her. To
my pleasant surprise, she remembered me vividly and was
very happy to hear from me. I
invited her to church, but she

had been out late the night
before and she was not sure if
she could come. My school's
gospel choir was performing
at the church that day and as
we took our places on stage,
I scanned the congregation
for her face, not even knowing if I would recognize her.
I spotted her later during the
service and we smiled at each
other.
After a beautiful church
service, I saw her talking with ·
the pastor and · his wife and
went to greet them. Sandra
gave me a huge hug, and her
eyes radiated with joy. She
was sharing with the pastor
that his message was exactly
the subject of conversation
between her and her friend
the previous evening. She
had asked God for continued
guidance in this area of her
life and prayed for His leading.
The next morning she woke
up to my phone call asking
her to go to church with me.
Sandra had gotten lost several times on her wa.y to my

church and after asking a
couple people for directions
to no avail, she was close to
giving up. However, the third
person she had asked led her
straight to my church. Sandra was so happy and felt
that beyond a shadow of a
doubt that God had used me
to bring her to my church on
the very day that she needed
to hear the message. She was
moved to tears and could not
stop thanking me. She even
told me to call her each Sabbath so that she can come too.
Turns out, the days that I had
thought about her and had
forgotten had not been the
right time yet.
In all my weeks of attending that church I had never
heard him say anythiiYg-about
widows, but part of Sandra's
story is that she was healing
from the recent death of her
husband. God had been planning this before either of us
knew. His timing is perfect. I
am persuaded that my God is
not a God of coincidence.
*name changed for privacy

Finding your own meaning in the Sabbath
SUZANNE OCSA.I
CQNTRIRIJIOR

Frustrated, I walked into my
room and shut the door. It was
a mess . .I desperately wanted
to clean it, but I coulan't. It
was Sabbath.
I had been so busy that
previous week with classes,
homework, projects and extracurricular responsibilities that
brought me home late each
night, including Friday night,
and forced me to leave early
each morning.
As I sat there looking at everything I could be doing but
"couldn't because it was Sabbath," I didn't understand; if
"Sabbath was made for man
and not man for the Sabbath"
(Mark 2:27) and cleaning and
decorating my room actually
relaxed me after a tough week,

why was I just sitting here? I
could not come up with an answer to that question. It was
then that I realized I really diP,

The deeper I
''went,
the more
I understood

that Sabbath
is not about all
the restrictions
not know what the Sabbath
was all about. "We can't ·do
this, but we can do this," not
all the rules and obligations
made logical sense and they
sure didn't answer my ques-

tion about where the Sabbath
came from. Why was it instituted and what is its purpose?
I decided right then that I
was going to throw out everything I ever knew or believed
about keeping Sabbath ex-·
cept for the fact that it was on
Saturday. I told God that He
was going to have to teach me
what it really meant to keep
the Sabbath holy. Whatever
belief I was going to come to in
the end on what the Sabbath
meant had to be one I could
first defend to myself.
Immediately, I started organizing my room. While
putting things away, I found
a Bible study on the Sabbath
and starting going through
it. From there, I found other
verses and texts. The deeper
I went, the more I understood
that Sabbath is not about all

the restrictions people placed
on it. There was and is a lot
more freedom involved when
we understand the prini:iples
behindit.
"
I discovered that the Sabbath is about having a relationship with God. Think of
it this way: the Sabbath is like
a wedding ring. What does a
wedding ring signify? A commitment to an intimate relationship. That is what the
Sabbath means for Christians.
It shows the world that we are
committed to the God who
made the heavens and the
earth. To have a relationship
with God means that we've
been justified which means
that we have told God we believe He is the only way we can
be saved. When we do that, He
places His robe of righteousness onus.

With His robe covering
us, He then sees us without
sin, even though we still sin,
if we ask for forgiveness the
robe covers us. Sabbath is a
reminder that we are seen as
spotless and that we are saved
as long as we ~tay in a rela· tionship with God. The beautiful thing is that all of creation
points to that one day.
For me, the Sabbath is now
not about a list of do's and
don'ts, · but about building
my relationship with God in
whatever way He leads me to
do that. The great part about
Sabbath is that just as every
human-to-human
relationship is different, everyone has
their own unique relationship
with God-therefore, keeping
the Sabbath may look differently to everyone.

•
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Young love: beware of early marriage
ALEc JACKSON

Couples. You see them
everywhere-on the promenade, in front of Thatcher
after joint worship, in the
cafeteria, in class holding
hands (c'mon guys, really?
You know who you are; we
see it and it is gross). Eventually, there comes a time
when we get the good news:
that a couple that has been
together since (insert pseudo-impressive time frame
here) are going to get married right after their sophomore year in college. HOORAY!

Many people like to make
the argument that we were
supposed to be married
young. After all, look at the
Bible; boys and girls were
getting married SUPER
young back then. That is all
well and dandy, but unless
you are going to herd sheep
for a living or grow crops to
sell at the market and need
as many hands as you can
to help- ax;.o'\.md the farm,
your argument is invalid
and out of.context.
Some may counter with
the ever-popular, "Well,
it was that way a hundred
years ago, too! Not just
in Bible times." False. In
1900, the median age for a

man to be married was closer to 26 and 22 for women.
In the 18oos, the median
age was also around 26 for
men and a little under 22
for women. Would you like
to know why? It is because
people would take the time
to work until they could afford to set up a house together (not making this up,
check for yourself).
Today, most marriages
fail because of a lack of maturity, be it infidelity (I am
not grown up enough to tell
myself, "No"), communication (I do not know enough
about
communication
styles to send or receive
meaning), abuse (I do not

know how to handle being
told "No"), or finances (I do
not know how to balance a
check book). Many young
people do not know enough
about how to take care of
themselves as adults, yet
they want to take on the
responsibility of another
person. Seems legitimate
(sarcasm).
I think that we young
people-need to take more
time to develop ourselves
spiritually,
emotionally
and financially before we
decide, "Hey, let me spend
the rest of my life with this
person I have known for a
while." Please do not misunderstand my belief for

cynicism-I'm a romantic at
heart, but I want to be able
to know more about myself,
God and the world before I
decide to take on another
person in my life.
If you are thinking about
getting married and have
not experienced paying
rent, bills, or taxes, or you
still do not know what a personal spiritual life is, and
you do not know whether
or not the toilet paper rolls
towards or away (towards),
maybe you should reconsider. If your bases are covered, go for it! But please,
stop holding hands in class.

Better time management can. resolve late nights
ELIZABETH CAMPS
CONJRIBIITOR

Staying up late at night
is probably one of the most
common things that students do i1l_college. More
often than not, it is because
we are cramming for that
big test the next day or putting the finishing touches
on that project we were
supposed to finish hours
ago. Sometimes, we just
stay up late out of habit.
Then the next day, you see
everyone sleepily trudging
along the promenade, eyes
open just enough to walk
without bumping into anyone.
Many people think that
the obvious solution to this
problem is simply to go to
sleep earlier. But what people may not realize is that
sometimes we do not have
a choice and have to stay up
late to finish a paper or turn
in a Computer Concepts assignment before midnight.
The solution is a little more
than just going to sleep earlier. What we really need is
better time-management.
It may seem silly to you (I
know it did to me), but the
truth is that if you manage

your !ime wisely through·out the day, you will not
have a reason to stay up
late. In fact, you will be so
tired from everything that
you did in the day that you
will actually want to go to
sleep earlier.
When I first heard this, I
found it really hard to believe. How could it be that
by doing my assignments
and finishing my projects
during the day, I would
then want to go to sleep at
night? So, I tried it out for
a couple of days, and before
I knew it, I was going to
bed at 11 p.m. and waking
up at seven in the morning,
wide-awake and ready to go
to morning meditation.
It may seem like a crazy
idea to you, but when you
get to your dorm room or
Southern Village apartment
and realize you do not have
to stay up late, it will be a
great feeling. I challenge
you to try it out-just for a
week. I truly think that it
. will be worth it in the end,
and there will be no more
late nights.

Photo credit: sxc.hu
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This season fall in love with your five senses
RAQUELLEvY
LIFESIYI ES EpiTQR

Every year around the end
of September, something wonderlul happens. The weather
gets cooler, the leaves tum
orange and the pumpkin latte
returns to Starbucks. Forget Christmas; autumn is the
most wonderlul time of the
year! With all the changes in
the air, the ground and at the
table, fall is the perfect season to be aware of everything
around you. Here is a gendercoded guide on how to make
the most of this fall season.
See: When rushing to class
at 7:59 a.m., studying frantically before your 8:01 quiz, it
is hard to notice how beautiful
the campus looks covered in
shades of orange. Instead of
rushing, finish all your work
the night before and leave five
minutes early so you can enjoy
the natural decor. But don't
stop there-the inside is important, too. Get into the fall
spirit by decorating your dorm
or apartment.
Gals: It should not cost an
entire paycheck to give your
room a fall feel. If you are the
do-it-yourself t)ipe, invest in
some fake leaves, ribbons, a
couple of mason jars and Pinterest away the season. If that
sounds too complicated, buy
a fall wreath, hang it outside

your door and pat yourself on
the back for your resourceful
decorating.
Guys: How cool would a
scary scarecrow look right by
your dorm room? Very.
Hear: Crunchy leaves, the
crackle of wood on a bonfire,
wind blowing through the
trees, the crushing of apples
for Dr. Bietz's famous apple cider at Fall Festival. Cure your
headphone-ears and sharpen
your listening skills by paying
special attention to the sounds
this season.
Gals: Do not let your brand
new fall boots stop you from
skipping through the leaves.
The boots you will have for a
year, the sound you will tell
your kids about.
Guys: Do not pretend you
are too cool for crunchy leaves.
Everyone knows they are awesome.
Smell: Sights and sounds
are sweet, but do not let your
eyes and ears get all the love.
Often the fondest memories
come in the form of a smell, so
take a deep breath and soak in
the autumn awesome-ness.
Gals: Here is a fun Pinterest trick to create a fall scent:
boil some orange peels in a pot
with 112 teaspoon of cinnamon
on medium heat.
Guys: Glade Plugins Fall
Collection, $4.88 at Wal-Mart.
Done and done.

Taste: Let's face it; food is
the best part of fall. This time
around, do not make your
mom do all the work.
Gals: Easy No-Bake Pumpkin Pie Recipe
1 8" or 9" graham cracker
crust
1 cup canned pumpkin
1!2 cup cold milk
1 pkg. vanilla instant pud-

ding mix
1 tsp. pumpkin pie spice
3 112 cups whipped topping,
thawed
Combine pumpkin, milk,
pudding mix and pumpkin pie
spice in a small mixer bowl.
Blend with wire whisk or electric mixer on low speed for 1
minute. Fold in 2 112 cups of
the whipped topping. Spoon

into the crust. Freeze or refrigerate until firm, about 4
hours, then top with remaining whipped topping.
Guys: Fall means football
season, and very few things
are manlier than football. Except bean dip.
1 can refried beans
1 package processed American cheese, cubed
112 cup chunky salsa
hot pepper sauce, to taste
Combine refried beans,
cheese, salsa and hot pepper
sauce in a large saucepan.
Cook, stirring, over medium
heat for about 5 minutes or
until cheese melts and the
mixture is well blended and
hot.
(Recipes courtesy of allrecipes.com)
Feel: Fall comes through
your somatic sense first. (For
us non-nursing majors, the
somatic senses are those we
feel with our bodies). By the
time you see orange, hear
leaves, smell pumpkin or taste
tofurky, it is already fall. This
season, take time to feel the
breeze, jump into a big pile
of leaves, or take a hayride.
We are blessed with senses
and seasons, so let's make the
most of it. Gals and guys, that
goes for both of you.
Disclaimer: Gender stereotypes in this article are not to
be taken seriously.

Your very own guide to the meme phenomenon
RAQUEL LEvY AND
INGRID HERNANDEZ
liHSJl'l f EDDOI! ANQ CONIR!8UJQR

Do you ever find yourself
sitting next to your roommate
while browsing Facebook and
suddenly they burst out laughing at the sight of a meme?
Now, think to yourself, in this
scenario are you laughing
along or are you utterly confused, thinking "Is this supposed to be funny?"
If you do not know about
memes, you might be living
under a rock, be over the age
of 40 or actually have a life.
But if you do not know about
memes, you may experience

occasional
embarrassment
and confusion if everyone but
you is laughing at the Accent's
humor page. Here are five
things you need to know about
memes in order to survive in
today's world.
1.
"What in the world
isameme?
The word meme (meem)
was coined by biologist Richard Dawkins in his book, The
Selfish Gene, to explain the
spread of ideas and cultural
trends, like fashion or catchphrases. An "Internet meme"
is an idea that spreads through
the Internet, like a viral video.
2.
How did it even
start?

As most things on the Internet, it is a safe bet the memes
we see today began with cats.
Many believe the earliest
meme is the "lol cat," the most
popular of which is the "I can
has a cheezburger" cat. Lesser
known, but equally ·amusing,
cat memes are basement cat,
ceiling cat and lime cat.
3How can I understand all these super hilarious jokes?
In order to avoid the embarrassment of not catching a meme reference, here
is a non-comprehensive list
of memes you need to know:
Overly Attached Girlfriend,
Bad Luck Brian, Condescend-

ing Wonka, High Expectations
Asian Father, Imminent Ned,
Anti-Joke Chicken, The Most
Interesting Man in the World,
Ridiculously Photogenic Guy,
all the Ragefaces (including
Forever Alone, Me Gusta, True
Story), First World Problems,
Futurama Fry and, oh, so
many more.
4·
"Where the heck do
memes come from?
Anywhere! Memes can be
just about anything and can
become popular overnight, like
in the case ofZeddie Little, aka
Ridiculously Photogenic Guy,
who was photographed during
a marathon by a stranger and
became an Internet sensation

for being good-looking. Little
and the man who snapped the
photo even appeared on Good
Morning America.
5·
How can I make a
meme?
It is easy; just pick one of
the many meme-making websites, like quickmeme.com,
memegenerator.com or ragecollection.com. You can either
upload your own photo or
choose an existing meme and
add your own caption. Now
you, too, can fit in with your
friends!
There you have it, the embarrassment-proof guide to
memes. Now there is just one
question left: Why is there not
already a Bietz meme?
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Keep an eye out for this "Week's key NFL matchups
OMAR LoPEZ-ThiSMON
SroKIS EDnoR

Redskins (1-2) vs.
Buccaneers (1-2)
The success of each team
in this game rests solely on
the performance of two of
the leagues most promising
young quarterbacks (QB).
Both Josh Freeman and
Robert Griffin III are playing
at a very high level to start the
season. Freeman has been
able to fly under the radar as
a quarterback for some time
now, despite the Bucs having
only a few successful seasons.
On th~ other side, RGIII has
been under the microscope in
the opening weeks of the NFL
and has performed at a very
high level. Both his efficiency
and decision-making have
impressed fans, critics and
nay-sayers alike. Both squads
have pretty strong defensive

schemes as well, which will
give both QB's a hard time.
Who will come out victorious?
Saints (0-3) vs. Packers

(1-2)

New Orleans vs. Green
Bay! Brees vs. Rodgers! This
is a match up of two Super-

Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback Josh Freeman warfns up before an NFL football game against the Dallas Cowboys, Sunday,
Sept. 23,2012, in Arlington, Texas. (AP Photo/LM Otero)

other every time they face
bowl caliber teams, along
with arguably two of the best
one another. The Giants are
quarterbacks in the NFL. New on a two game win streak
coming off of a thrashing of
Orleans started off the season
on shaky ground, going 0-2
the Carolina Panthers (36-7).
in their first games, as well
Eli Manning has thrown for
as being under the stress of a
a combined 700+ yards for
sideline without Sean Payweeks two and three. The
first half of the Giants seaton. Can they bounce back
to get their season back on
son is usually a tough one,
but with a win in Philly, they
track before it gets away from
them? Green Bay is playing in
could be off to one of their
their normal strong fashion.
best beginnings yet. Philly,
on the other hand, is off to a
Rodgers is throwing well and
good but peculiar start. They
both the offense and defense
have been playing with a great won their first two games
pace. Will they take out the
by one point each, despite
Michael Vick (QB) throwing
Saints in an easy fashion or
seven turnovers. They are
will this game be an upset for
playing decently, but I believe
the Packers?
Giants (2-1) vs. Eagles (2-1)
they have not played their
This is my favorite matchbest ball yet. A win for either
team would mean a good start
up for this week. Not only
for the season and a boost in
because it is in my teams'
the standings in the NFC East.
division, the NFC East, but
This will be a great Sunday
because both of these teams
.football matchup for sure.
always go hard against each

Division B softball tean1s bring a ~trong gan1e to the field
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
Srom EonoR

Division :ij, just like Division A, is an iiitense battle and
highly competitive. There are
so many teams competing for
a number one seed in the allnight softball tournament.
1. Home Bound
This team'~ high-powered
offensive attack has led to
most of their victories. Home
Bound has been just that by
'scoring fifty-nine runs in just
three games. That adds up to
about 20 runs per game. That
is an. incredible rate. They
have scored the most runs in
ladies intramurals, Division A
or Division B. This team has
not just scored runs, they have
played a very solid defense as
well. They have only allowed
13 runs the entire season.
Can this powerhouse Division B team compete in the
tournament against division A
teams?
2. Bat Girls
These undefeated girls are
an all-around team. The Bat
Girls beat their division rivals,
Dip and Shine, 8-s earlier in
the season, putting them on
top in the power rankings.
This team has scored 29 runs

and allowed only 11. By being
on top of their division, they
give themselves a better seed
in All Night Softball and a better chance to go farther in the
night.

fense has kept them in close
games. This team is a sleeper,
but the only game they have
lost is to an undefeated team ·
that only beat them by three.
Do not sleep on this team

Old School, Bat to the Future,
Bravos and Flying Rhinos are
all good teams to watch out for
in Men's Division B. Let's concentrate on run differential for
now, and we will reevaluate

is up to 36 runs, only one run
ahead of their division rivals,
Old School. Can this be the
team to eliminate a Division A
team during the tournament?
2. Old School
These guys have scored 59
runs in three games during
this season. Old School plays
with incredible fundamentals.
Their bats are also very much
alive and on fire during this
season, recording almost 20
runs per game through their
first three games.
3· Bat to the future
This team has a run differential of 30, which is third in
their division. Because of the
rain last week, we will not be
able to see the three teams in
' this column play against each
other. We will just have to wait
until All Night Softball to see
which team will stand out.

1.

Karissa Knobloch, player for ladies division B Bat because they
Girls, kisses a softball after winning her game.
will surprise
Photo by Logan Foil
you.
3· Dip and Shine
Currently there are five
This team won their double
teams in Division B with the
header on Sunday to bring
same record that happen to
their record to 5-1. Their ofbe undefeated. Team Dye,

these teams before All Night
Softball.
t. TeamDye
This is a very high-powered
offense that has scored 56 runs
in their first three games of the
season. Their run differential

2.

3.
4.

5.

Player
Jimmy
Bunch
Michael
Butler
Zach
Anderson
Michael
Giampa
Chris
Lovato

HR Team

5

Fresco

4

Fresco

3

Fowl
Play
Flip
Flop
Fresco

3
2

-

- --
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Chemistry, Math, Physics Fall Outing
9P LAC Night, Iles

Thursday, September 27

Sunday, September 30

na, Convocation: Elections,
Iles, Tom Womack ·
5:45p Student Organization Presidents Orientation, Presidential Banquet Room

1-10:30p Student Center open

· 8a-12:30p Sign up for Walmart trips (Wright ?all)
_
1-3:30p Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up- Leaves
Southern every 112 hour. (Wright Hall)
7:30p, Ministerial Candidate Recognition, Thatcher Chapel,
John Nixon II
·
8p, Vespers, Church, Latin American Heritage
8:30p Star Watch(Hickman Parking Lot)
After Vespers: Afterglow- Student testimonial (Church)
9:30p Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
7: 28p Sunset
Sabuday, September 29.

..

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,2012

[The Calendar]

Friday, September 28 ·

8:45 &10:1sa, Adoration, Dave Smith, Church
9:30a The Fountain Sabbath School (White Oak room)
Boundaries in d3:ting- (Thatcher s·outh)
9:45a Portuguese-Brazilian Sabbath School (Student Center
Conference Room)
10a- Falling in love with Jesus. (Women Only: ~A Library)
Living Free: Insight (CA room 109)
One Accord Sabbath School (Student Center)
10:1sa Collegiate Sabbath School (Fellowship A&B)
· Fundamental Beliefs Sabbath School (Fellowship C)
Esther, It's Tough Being a Woman: Woman Only
CA Room 103)
11:3oa, Connect, Jackie James CA
·u:45a, Renewal, Dave Smith, Church
2p Outreach Opportunities, Flag Camp and Patten towers,
Meet at Wright Hall Steps
7:30p, .Evensong, Church

[Birthdays]

---,----~

· Monday, October 1

Football Intramural Sign-up Begins, s·o uthern.edu/intramurals
3:30p Undergraduate Council
7P InTents Meetings, Tent, David Achata
Tuesday, October

2

·Student Organization Advisers Meeting, Noon, Presidential
Banquet Room
Tornado Siren Test, Noon
7P InTents Meetings, Tent, David Achata
Wednesday, OctOber 3

Domestic Violence Awareness Day, 10a-3p
InTents Meetings, 7P~ Tent, David Achata

[Student Life Announcements]
/

The Rousing Musical: The Rock and the Rabbi, The Story Of A
Fisherman And A Teacher.
·
Oct 9, Iles Physical Education Center ·
7:3op (Door Open at 6:3op) Tickets: $to- Adults, $20- Families, Free with SAU ID
Come by the Student Services Office TODAY and pick up your
free ticket
Original contemporary music sets the stage as Simon, a simple
fisherman, draws audiences of all ages into his story. See how
he becomes Peter and begins his journey with Jesus from the
Sea of Galilee, to the agony of the cross, to the Miracle of the
Ages ...A truly inspirational musical experience.
http:/ fwww.therockandtherabbi.com/The_Rock_%26_The_
Rabbi/YouTube.h'tml

[S.A. Announcements]

.

JOKER- Stop by the SA office to pick up your Joker!

September 30
_
•
Alex Lopez, Kristina Forberg, Reyna Torrez, Veronica Garcia,
Vonda Underwood

wirth, Armand Devoir, Bethany Luliano, Betty Garver, Brett
Schaeffer, Constance Dawes, Curtis Prevo, Daniel Gonzalez,
Nick Lindsey, Pricila Bernal, Sergio Moreira, Stephru:l:ie Sutton,
Ursula Luckett, Vivian Grabiner

Octobert
Alyana Williams, Arlene Moreno, Beaver Eller, Carlos Parra,·
Jonathan McPherson, Keolani Dinglinius, Linda Lechler, Marcus Sheffield, Marius Serban, Mary Anne Poulson, Masanari
Sakugawa, Rachel Parrish, Rachel Van Allen, Troy DeWind.

October4
David Huisman, Gloria Byerley, Harlod Avila, Kaylee Vaughan,
Seth Sutherland

.October 2
Anna Tennyson, Barb Edens, Barratt Schichtel, Betsie Ortiz,
Courtney Manning, Jacqueline JackSon, Joel Miller, Kevin
Johnson, Linda Wilhelm, Linsey Strack, Mia Nusantara, Mi- '
chelle Walker, Natalie Montaldi
October3
Alexander Smith, Alexander Wicklund, Amy Blake, Ariel Frau-

October 5
Adam Weighley, Bill Lyons, Hector DeJesus, Isaac Caza, Jean
Hinrichs, Roy Simpson
October6
Carol Moratti, Cindy Johnson, Cindy Robinson, David Harris, Fairlyn Ditta, Jared Manasco, Jefferson Clark, Lela Duvall,
Lorraine Parreno, Magdiel Gutierrez, Megan Pauls, Sara Sinz, ·
Thomas Olsen
·
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The Quid Bro Quo

~~~~
P-3~
11>e D<>Jlll Tent\ For the balllain price ol
$150.00 you can bave prlva<:Y in your donn rootn·
No, \t won't block any sound. but beY· il you can't
see the problem (aka your roorotnate yeUingJ>t
you lot not cleaning since AUgust) it is not tbere.
Mso, it can be ttanslonned into a sweet lort. And
who doesn't like lorts7 Attractive leroale not
included, especiallY in Talge.

Written by mY Bro about bros in the
Bible and lessons we can take from them.
Hence the natne,

:Ibe-~QJUh-

~n't bave to part the Red sea
lor a 11ro, but you could alwaY,• no\d
the do<>' in Tatge so he aoesn t bave

to swiPe b\S card·

a

s
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nerican club creates a night full of cultu-r e
COURTNEY BECKWITH

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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The Latin American Club
(LAC) provided Southern
students with an evening
of entertainment last Saturday night, displaying the
Hispanic culture through
food, dance and even a student-made novela.
. Arleny Popoteur, junior
public relations major and
president of LAC, said they
had been planning this evening since April.
"Considering that LAC
night is scheduled at the
very beginning of school,
we do have to hustle to get
everything done within the
first few weeks of school,"
Popoteur said.
The event was held in
Iles P .E. Center which was
transformed with decorations of flags and lights.
Balloons bounced around
at the feet of students and
the smells of different
foods being cooked wafted
through the gym.
The LAC served students
Hispanic cuisine to .show
what the different cultures
are like. There were booths
with food from Columbia,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, El
Salvador and Argentina.
"My two favorite things
of the night were the hanging flags and the food,"
Popoteur said. "It was so
yummy."
This year the LAC night
had a good turnout, with
many sitting on th e floor
during the show.
"Compared to last year
there was a lot more people
who attended," Popoteur
said. "I am glad we put a lot
of work and time into this
event. I loved the simplicity
yet' creativeness of it all. "
Lillyana Toscano, sophomore nursing major and social vice president for LAC,
knew they wanted to make
the event as enjoyable as
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possible.
"We wanted to do something different," Toscano
said. "That is why we wanted to do a Spanish novela."
Sebastian Lopez, sophomore
theology
major,
played Alejandro in the
novela .
"I think it was great to see
the different cultures," Lopez said. "It brings Southern together and you learn
a lot."
Along with the food and
the novela, LAC night provided entertainment with
cultural dances that were
performed by students. The
three dances were from El
Salvador, Columbia and the
Dominican Republic.
Julianna Amegan, sophomore intercultural communications major, said she
thought that LAC night was
too short this year.
"The
production
was
much smaller than last year
which was kind of a letdown," Amegan said . "But
the performanceL
were
good."
Silvana Riano, sophomore busines s administration major , is one of the
two social vice presidents
for LAC.
"We want to show Southern what it is to be Hispanic," Riano said. "And even
though we are generalized
as one, each culture is distinct. "
According to Popoteur,
LAC night. is more than just
a means of entertainment.
It is a time and place to
learn more about different
cultures.
"I think the most s ignificant part of LAC night was
the fact that everyone got to
experience, eat and watch a
little bit of what the Hispanic culture has to, offer, "
Popoteur said.
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Couple on tracks forces train to n1ake en1ergency stop

'

Campus Safety Officer Stephanie Patmon stands proudly next to her patrol vehicle.
LoGANFOLL
Puoro EmroR

Near sundown on Sept.
Campus Safety Patrol
Officer Peter Emig discovered a male Southern
student and a female community student talking to
Officer Chat Harbour after
22,

they played "chicken with

a train." Emig declined to
name the individuals.
When Emig inquired of
the situation, Harbour said
that the individuals had
stood on the railroad tracks
near the Greenway for
so long that ;he engineer
had to use the emergency
brakes to keep from hitting
them.

Kevin Penrod, director
of Campus Safety, said,
"Standing between the rails
on a railroad track can be
considered to be a criminal offense. Campus Safety
is always concerned about
the welfare of our students
and the scenario these students put themselves in is
certainly not illustrative of

safe behavior."
Harbour said that the individuals would probably
be arrested because they
had committed a federal
crime and that he was detaining them at the scene
until a federal officer arrived.
"When I spoke to the
male individual, he stated
that he and his girlfriend
were 'just hugging' on the
tracks and that they did not
hear or feel the train coming until the last minute,"
Emig said.
In an interview with the
male individual, he said,
"We were hugging as the
train approached. We were
both pretty ashamed of the
incident. It was unwise and
inconsiderate, particularly
on my part. We failed to use
common sense and got lost
in the moment."
Emig spoke to them of the
potential personal hazards
of standing on the tracks
while a train was coming.
He went on to describe
the potential disaster that
could occur if a train car
derailed while trying to
avoid them.
Emig said the most dan-

gerous part of this situation
occurred as soon as the engineer pulled the emergency brake. Trains are quite
stable when moving and
when slowing down gradually. However, they will become highly unstable when
an emergency brake is applied, making it much easier for train cars to derail.
While waiting for the
federal officer to show up,
Corporal Matt Spears arrived to tell them that the
federal office was unable to
make it to the scene. Spears
advised Emig and Harbour
to make sure the couple understood the consequences
of their actions, then release them.
After releasing both individuals, Collegedale police
and Emig cleared the scene.
Penrod wants to make
sure students realize how
dangerous trains can be
and has advised students
to use caution around them ·
in order to avoid harm to
themselves and others.
"Stay off the tracks at all
times. Cross only in clearly
marked crosswalks. Adhere
to all warning devices and
signage," Penrod said.
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The Rock-and the Rabbi musical group to perform at Southern
AuSALUBY
STAFF WIUTEil

..

The Rock and the Rabbi, an 18 member musical
group, will continue celebrating its 14 year anniversary by making its first
appearance on campus Oct.
9- CWith talent from Broadway and Disney, they will
perform for not only Southern students but for the
surrounding community in
lies P.E. Center.
This musical group will
be performing the story of
friendship between Peter
and Jesus with original music and storytelling according to author and co-writer
of the musical, Gary Richardson.
Danny Hamilton, composer and musical director

of The Rock and the Rabbi,
said, "This [musical] is a
different approach to Pop,
Broadway, or even Christian music. The -original
concept was a small show
with a guitar and percussionist for a bluegrass feel;
that was Gary's vision."
Today that vision has
expanded to multiple guitarists, two percussionists
and 18 v9calists. One member, Craig Uppercue, was
the head percussionist in
the Broadway production,
Beauty and the Beast.
"We start with the entertainment factor, with music," Hamilton said. "But
you add the story aspect
which creates passion."
Richardson narrates this
90-·minute musical from
Peter's standpoint.

"If we do our job right,
the people will visualize the
story close to how it originally happened," Richardson said.
Richardson said "pure"

TQ.e [mu-sical] is a.
.

different approach to
pop, Broadway, or even
Christian

.

IDUSIC

storytelling should not
limit the understanding of
the audience. Everyone will
interpret the .story differently.
·
He believes the best audiences are the audiences
that become engaged, and
students are the best for
that because they engage
quickly and are more joy.ous than most other audiences.
'
"I'm curious to see their
perception of Jesus and Peter," lsaura Torres, junior
nursing major, said.
The department of studeht services has been trying to secure this group for
several years and have finally been able to.
According to The Rock
and. the Rabbi's website,
they have traveled from

the east to the west coas~
The show in Johnsonl::ity,
Tennessee sold out all three
performances that were
held in their venue.
Pam Dietrich, administrative assistant of student
services, said, "We want to
give Southern students an
opportunity to experience
cultural and diverse experiences."
Students get in free and
will receive double convocation credit with ID
as long as they have also
signed up at the Student
Services office. If students
receive a ticket b"ut do not
attend, they wiU be charged
for the event.
"We rely on tlie Spirit to
use our words," Richardson
said. "Beyond that, we have
no control."

Housing departn1ent recruits ne"W faculty llleinber
JESSICA ANzAI
Snu Warn•

before taking the offer.
"I was very impressed
with the team of deans and
John Willis is a new as- the family oriented atmosistant dean for Talge and sphere of Southern," Willis
the Southern Village apart- said. "That's what sold_ us
ments.
on it."
Willis has experience
Willis and his famworking for high school ily moved to Tennessee in
· academie~J but this is his July. He has worked for
first time working for a uni- Talge and Southern Village
versity.
for three months.
Willis grew up in Boise,
Never having worked as a
Idaho and graduated from college dean before, Willis
Boise State University with has noticed the differenca major in physical educa- • es it is from his academy
tion and a minor in Science. work.
For the last eight years,
"I enjoy being able to
Willis was a dean at Upper help and work with stuColumbia Academy (UCA) dents," Willis said. "-But I
located just outside Spo- don't have to always check
kane, Washington. Before and see if they are doing
UCA, he worked at Sunny- their homework."
dale Academy in Missouri
and also Gem State Academy in Caldwell, Idaho.
Willis and his wife, Jennifer, have four children:
Kassondra, 11, Mckayla, 8,
Christopher, 3, and Monika, 1.
·one of the hardest things
for Willis was deciding
where his children would
attend school. He always
imagined that they· would
go to boarding school; however, after living here, his
family became impressed
JP Mathis, associate dean
with the quality of Colleg- of Southern Village, said
edale Academy.
Willis always helps her and
Willis was interested in other deans with paperthe job at Southern but work, night checks, planwanted to make sure it was ning activities and alterthe best thing for his family

I don't have

to always
check and
see if they are
doing their
homework

Photo by logan Foil

•

nating work shifts.
"I really appreciate his
spiritual commitment and
caring personality," Mathis
said. "It's nice to have
somebody else there to
help."
Willis and Mathis want to
establi6h a better community for Southern Village
students.
The deans have a weekly newsletter, "The Village Times," informing

~n Willis works on his tfOmputer in his office in Tatge Hall.

residents of convocations,
birfhdays, upcoming events
and spiritual thoughts for
the week.
Last Friday, Southern
Village hosted a bonfire
vespers complete with worship and s'mores. Upcoming events also include a
potluck for residents this
Saturday.
The Southern Village
deans are also responsible
for the addition of two for-

mer Stateside apartments,
Virginia and Kentucky.
They are now a part of the
village.
Currently, Willis, his wife
and their four children are
enjoying the "southern" life
by doing a lot of family activities and drinking sweet
tea. While he enjoys working as a dean, the one thing
he loves most is spending
time with his family.
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Memorial opened in commemoration of Apison tornado victims

by Colin Willumson

Firefighters and police officers help raise the flag at the dedication of the new tornado memorial in Apison.
TIM WILLUMSON
STAFF WRITER

On April 27, 2011, tornadoes ripped through the tristate area damaging homes
· and businesses, along with

the lives of those who lived
in the area.
In the Apison-Cherokee
Valley community the tornadoes took 15 lives. Their
deaths are ho.nored with
a new memorial that was

placed at the corner of East
Brainerd Road and London
Lane in Apison, Tennessee
where Apison's welcome
sign stands.
Friends and loved ones
gathered at the ribbon cut-

ting ceremony that was
held Sept. 23. ·
The families sat together and others stood and
watched as members of the
Tri-Community Fire Department raised the American Flag. The families then
stood as the flag was lowered to half staff and the
names of those who were
taken by the storm were
read aloud. Every member
of the families was then
able to take a pair of scissors and cut a piece of the
dedication ribbon to keep
for themselves .
Those who will be remembered infinitely include Holly Lea Readus,
JoAnn Darnell, Adam Carroll, Joshua Poe, Brenda
Prescott, Mary Hullander
Raper, Bobby Ray Raper,
Chris Black, Pam Black,
Cody Black, Chelsea Black,
Robert Jones, Jack Estep,
Donald Christian and Dorothy Christian.

Bill Hullander, member
of the Apison-Cherokee
Valley Relief Committee
played a large role in planning the monument as well
as helping victims after the
storms. Hullander indicated that the monument
was finished on Sept. 5 and
the stone and area around
the monument was finished
soon after. Hullander said
that when the committee
voted to construct the memorial, "It passed unanimously."
The monument was made
possible through donations including ones from
The Salvation Army, The
Samaritan Center and the
community.
"Melody Makes," a band
made up by former Collegedale mayor, Bill Hulsey,
and other retirees, were •
present at the ceremony
and played several gospel
hymns to close the service.

New physics professor finds innovative ways to engage students
SARAH &HOUI.T2
SnuW.ma

Some people may have
noticed a strange sight
along the promenade last
week - ~udents taking
General Phy';ics were outside e ·ploring a more creative side of science.
Blake Laing, assistantprofessor for the phystcs

department, said he is try·
ing to get students to see a
different side of science.
"It's a little silly-looking., Laing satd. "I call 1
the whirly-gig."
Instead of doing e.·periments in a typical lab etting, the students were able
to enjoy the fall weather
while learmng about modelmg relat10nships by wing-

mg a tennis ball above their
heads m order to suspeJ,ld a
hanging mas
Ryan Davt
bto-chiHfitst ma or: JO ed
"Sixty peiJ:ent of th
it works every time
more sertous note Davts
said, "We re actually obser mg phystcs tn the ph •sica! world itself I think it's
great that Professor Latng

took us outside."
Obadiah Groft, sophomore chemtstry major,
agrees.
•It's rejuvenating to be
outside
while
learning
about physics," Groft said.
"All this fresh air i helpmg
me learn better."
Professor Laing said that
he got the idea for the experiment from another

professor and then took it
outside. When asked if students can look forward to
more exciting experiments
in physics, he said, "Every
experiment is exciting. My
students get one every week
in physic . They will most
likely be back in the lab
though."

Presidential address: The state of our union

GARRISON HAYES
CONUIBl/IOR

This week, Pastor David
Achata has pushed us to
redefine the way we look
at God and our approach
to having a successful rela-

tionship with Him. This has thew 6:33 speaks directly
caused me to not only take to this issue, "Seek ye first
a solemn look at my own the kingdom of God and
spiritual life, but to take a His righteousness and ALL
prayerful look at the spiri- these things will be added
tual atmosphere on this unto you." But what does
campus. It is time we take it mean to seek? How can
a moment to truly analyze we be a campus family that
the state of our union, us seeks Him first? The an4
swer is simple: prayer.
and God:
•
A familiar author I adAs
a
Christ-centered
University, it is ultimately mire, Ellen White, wrote ·
important for us to delib- that prayer is the breath of
erately keep Christ at our the soul. This, to me, helps
core. In the rush to make to better expll!,in' 1 Thessagood grades, lasting friend- lonians 5:17, which comships and staining memo- mands us to "pray without
ries, we often times forget ceasing." Prayer connects
to make a connection with · the soul to God-The NevGod. We have, for far too er-ending Life Source. It allong, sought out ways t.o lows us to be one with {lim,
increase school spirit when breathing His heavenly atwe should be focused on mosphere, truly creating a
school spirituality. Mat- union.

The questions must be
asked: "Is God's heavenly
atmosphere present on this
campus? Are we connected to Him as a university,
a student body, a family?
What is the state of our
union?"
I believe wholeheartedly
that God lives and breathes
ori this campus. His Spirit
moves every Friday night
after Vespers; after every
LifeGroup Bible study; after a heart-to-heart . with
Pastor Kibble. God's spirit
lives here! He works here!
But what about those lonely moments? What about
when the temptation to
click is stronger than desire to kneel? Where is God
then?
He's waiting to hear from

us. Waiting for us to call on
Him, together, as a family.
They say a family that
prays together stays together-not just with each other, but with God. It is time
for us to step out of our
"security zones," as Pastor
Achata calls them, and look
for opportunities to pray
with each other. Although
it may not be in your comfort zone to pray with your
friends, a faculty member,
or a peer you have not met
yet, do it anyway! Take it
upon yourself to start the
change within your own social group. I ell:courage us,
as a family, to take time to
pray together as we truly
create a union with our
Heavenly Father.
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Masters of social work nears accreditation
ANDREW CLEMENTS

STA.EE Wlllml

The School of Social Work
is in the final stages of having
their Masters of Social Work
(MSW) program accredited.
A representative from the
Counsel on Social Work Education is scheduled to evaluate the program from Oct. 28
to Oct. 30.
Laurie Cooper, a research

and office assitant for the social work department, said,
"As we're starting the third
year, it's clear that the framework is in place and the students are well-equipped to
lead in the social work profession."
Cooper went on to describe
that the program has been
on a "trial run" and that the
representative coming next

month will focus mainly on
how the course has prepared
graduates for work in the
field·. The course is a hybrid
program that has elements
both online and in class. The
MSW is especially tailored
to students already working
in the field by having classes
meet Sunday afternoons, all
day .Monday with the rest online.

Alyssa Velbis, junior social
work major, said, "Because
the MSW program is about to
be accredited, I feel confident
in planning to do my graduate school here at Southern. I
wasn't planning on doing my
grad school at Southern specifically because they didn't
have a Master's, but now I
can enjoy the work I've put
into my education and friend-

ships here without needing to
adjust to a new school."
The program will be available for Bachelor of Social
Work or undergrads with social work minors. The MSW
for those already working in
the field and for those considering Social Work as a major the accreditation goes a
long way in improving career
plans.

Thatcher South in midst of basement transformation
I<ARA HOLLAND
STAFF WRITER

From the basement to the
fourth floor, Thatcher South
is in the middle of a major
renovation plan.
The process began three
years ago when the basement rooms were renovated
for extensive mildew damage.
However, while the moldy
carpets in its basement may
have started the Thatcher
South makeover, they were
not the only things to undergo a facelift. 'More changes
came in spring 2011 when the
Wolftever Room was renovated-complete with leather
couches, patterned carpet and
a large pool table. Although it
has been two years, students
are still vocal about the renovated lounge room.
"It's like a home away from
home," Hannah Leonard,
sophomore nursing major,
said.
This semester, Thatcher
South has seen changes on
the main floor. No longer do
Southern Village students
haYe to get their mail from
private P.O. boxes at the
Fleming Plaza, they now have
their own personal mailboxes.
located in the Thatcher South
mailroom.

"Putting the mailboxes for
Southern village in Thatcher
South has been a win-win
for us, and the post office"
JP Mathis, associate dean of
women, said.
Hassle was eliminated for
Southern Village students
who previously had to sign
up for a post office box before
leaving for the summer, and
then had to stop by 'the post
office to get their mailbox

numbers before signing in to
their new apartments.
The fourth floor will also be
experiencing changes by the
end of this year. Residents
can expect a- prayer room
across from the White Oak
Room, where a supply closet
now stands.
"Some. students don't feel
comfortable · in their rooms,"
Mathis said. "We want to provide a place where they can

in Thacther
get away by themselves, with "family room" for the Thatchtheir own thoughts."
er South residence. Specifics
Major renovations stand on for exactly how and when the
the horizon for the main floor lobby renovations will take
and third floor lobbies of the place are undisclosed.
With the focus being on
building as well. Chamra Anthony, associate dean of worn- finishing the new State Side
en, would like to see a more apartments during the sumcomfortable atmosphere in mer, Thatcher Souths' renothe lobbies. She envisions vation plans were stalled.
the lobby as a type of "liv- However, this year will see
ing room" while the Wolfte- several updates for the buildver Room is somewhat like a ing.

If you're looking for a place o stay,

k fi r h- ou h rn r t
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Letter to the editor:
STAFfWRRER

Before starting out, let me
say that this article is not attacking Suzanne or the articles
published the last two weeks
in the Southern ·Accent titled,
"The Controversy of the Great
Controversy." This article is
simply my opinion of what
the author wrote. The author
states that she does not believe the Seventh-day Adventist church "should spend milliqns of dollars and hours into
printing and mass distributing
The Great Controversy." After
reading the articles, it sounds
to me that mainly colporteurs
and literature evangelists

respons~

should do the distribution
of The Great Controversy, as
they will get it into the homes
of folks that actually have an
interest in reading The Great
Controversy.
Ellen White herself says
that The Great Controversy
is the one book that should
be heavily distributed, "The
Great Controversy should
be very widely circulated. It
contains the story of the past,
the pres-ent, and future ...! am
more anxious to see a wide
circulation for this book than
for any others I have written;
for in The Great Controversy,
the last message of warni~g to
the world is given more distinctly than in a,ny of my other

to The Great Controversy

books."
If we were to rely only on
those who feel called to do literature evangelism, we could
be here for another millennium. Instead of "demeaning
the message and weakening
the influence of canvassers
and their personal testimonies," I see The Great Controversy Project as a way for all
laypeople in the church to have
a part in spreading the word of
Christ's life and his message of
salvation to the whole world.
The author states that when
her father was in communist
Hungary, a layperson sacrificed greatly in order produce
5,000 Great Controversies,
and how these books were not

mass distributed; of course
not. Had they been, the communist government would
have cracked down on the individual and local church in
that region. Thankfully, we
live in a country where we are
not faced with that problem.
We have the luxury of handing out to w1tomever we meet
a copy of The Great Controversy.
In the second article, lhe
author states that, "I see our
church focusing on the last
days as a fear tactic.. .like our
own hell fire and brimstone
message." While Ellen White
says that " .. .in The Great Controversy, the last message of
warning to the world is given

more distinctly than in any of
my other books." The Great
Controversy is more than just
a doomsday book-it is the
history of the world starting
before creation and showing·
how down though the ages
Christ has waged a war on behalf of our salvation. For example, when a professor says
that finals are coming, are
they saying that to scare us
into. studying for thein? No!
They are trying to prepare
us for whllt is coming. The
same is true with The Great
Controversy. We need to let
others know about God's love
for humanity and His plan of
salvation whether it is through
actions or by the printed page.

Video of Inissing journalist in Syria posted online
BEIRUT (AP) --, An Ameri- pear Tice was being held by
can freelance journalist who extremists. Previous reports
has been missing in Syria have indicated that Tice is
since mid-August has been in government custody, alshown in a video clip posted though President Bashar
online, blindfolded and say- Assad's regime has not acing "Oh, Jesus" in a fright- knowledged holding him.
ened voice- in the custody of
In the weeks after Tice went
missing, the Czech governarmedtnen.
The video, which came to ment - which represents
light Monday, was the first American interests in Syria
sign of Austin Tice's condition - said it had information that
since - he disappeared more Tice ·was in Syrian governthan seven weeks ago. Tice, ment custody but had yet to
.a 31-year-old former Marine, get confirmation from Syrian
had been reporting on Syria's authorities.
civil war for The Washington
The video was posted onPost, McClatchy Newspapers · line Sept. 26, but it went unand others.
noticed until Monday when
The Tice family confirmed a pro-government Facebook
to several media outlets that page called the Media Chantheir son appears in the video. nel for Assad's Syria posted
In the 47-second clip, Tice it with a caption that reads:
tries to recite the Muslim dec- "To those who accuse the Syrlaration of faith, or shahada, ian army, American journalist
but then switches to English Austin Tice is in the hands of
and says, "Oh .Jesus. Oh .Je- al-Nusra Front and al-Qaida
sus" and rests his head on a gangs in Syria."
captor's arm.
Jabhat al-Nusra, or VicThe Associated Press could tory Front, and other extremnot independently confirm ist groups release videos that
the origin or the 'content of are clearly labeled with logos
the video clip. Although the and have a higher production
footage shows a group of cap- value, unlike the shaky and
tors dressed. like Islamic ex- amateurish footage in which
tremists and shouting "God is Tice is seen. Extremist videos
Great," the clip lacks the cus- usually are released on jihadtomary appearance of jihadist ist websites, not on YouTube
videos.
by unknown users.
The discrepancies have
The captors also are wearraised concerns that the vid- ing clean and crisply pressed
eo was staged to make it ap- Mghan clothing similar to

those worn by militants in Mghanistan and Pakistan -but
which have not been seen. in
Syria.
The SYJ:ian government
says the uprising against
Assad is being driven by foreign terrorists and extremists
trying to destroy the country.
U.S. State ~ Department

that may have been Staged."
"You know, there's a lot of
reason for the Syrian government to duck responsibility,
but we continue to believe
that, to the best of our knowledge, we think he is in Syrian government custody," she
said.
McClatchy and The Wash-

Syria to the rest of the world.
We ask in the strongest possible terms for his immediate
release," said Anders Gyllenhaal, McClatchy vice president for news.
Marcus Brauchli, executive editor of The Washington Post, said Tice should be
released promptly and un- ·

spokeswoman Victoria Nuland said Monday she could
not verify whether the video
"represents an actual scene
that happened or something

ington Post appealed for
Tice's release.
"Austin Tice is a journalist, risking his life to tell the
story of what's happening in

harmed. "Austin is a journalist who was doing his job," he
said. "He should be allowed to
return to his family."
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NYPD uses Facebook to crackdown on gangs
NEW YORK (AP) - Police
investigating two gangs called
the Very Crispy Gangsters
and the Rockstarz didn't need
to spend all their time pounding the pavement for leads.
Instead, they fired up their
computers and followed the
trash talk on Facebook.
"Rockstarz up 3-0," one
suspect boasted - a reference to the body count from
a bloody turf war between
the Brooklyn gangs that ultimately resulted in 49 arrests
last month.
Authorities in New York
say a new generation of gang
members -is increasingly using social media to boast of
their exploits and issue taunts
and challenges that result
in violence. And police and
prosecutors have responded
over the past several years by
closely monitoring Facebook
and other sites for leads and
evidence.
On Tuesday, New York
Police Department Commissioner Raymond Kelly announced plans to beef up the
NYPD's cyber crackdown by
expanding the use of aggressive online investigative tactics and doubling the size of

the department's gang unit to
300 investigators.
The reinforcements will focus less on established gangs
like the Bloods and Crips and
more on loosely knit groups
of teenagers who stake out a
certain block or section of a
housing p"foject as their turf
and exact vengeance on those
who trespass or fail to show
the proper respect.
"By capitalizi,pg on the irresistible urge of these suspects
to brag about their murderous exploits on Facebook,
detectives used social media
to draw a virtual map of their
criminal activity over the last
three years," the commissioner said in remarks prepared
for delivery at a law enforcement convention in San Diego.
Examples of the public
displays of digital bravado
abound. In the Brooklyn case,
suspects sought to intimidate informants by posting
court documents containing
their names, authorities said.
In another throwdown, the
Rockstarz posted a photo of a
Very Crispy member and the
comment, "He is scared. Look
at him."

Police say much of the potentially incriminating material they gather can be found
on Facebook profiles that are
public.
But as part its new, steppedup efforts, the department
will refine and expand use of
a tactical instrument in the
three-year Brooklyn gang investigation - having officers
adopt Internet aliases, create phony profiles and seek
to "friend" suspects to gain
access to nonpublic information, officials said.
Donna Lieberman, executive director of the New York
Civil Liberties Union, said the
NYPD "has the right, indeed
the obligation, to pursue effective avenues for investigating criminal gang activity,
and that includes using Facebook and other social media."
But she said such methods
must be closely monitored so
they don't become "a vehicle
for entrapment or unauthorized surveillance."
Police and prosecutors insist they are following strict
legal protocols.
"When we meet with the
police and we talk about ·investigative techniques, when

they are on these social media
sites, we'll give them· certain
dire.ctions," Ed Carroll, head
of the Gang Bureau of the
Brooklyn district attorney's
office, said Tuesday. "We
don't want to set up any situation where anyone is being
entrapped or put in a position
where they're going to agree
to commit a crime."
Police officials from San Diego and J\tlanta who attended
the California gathering on
Tuesday said their departments also monitor Facebook
and other social media to
learn what gang members are
saying about shootings and
other crimes.
"It's no different than interviewing a witness or knocking door to door, doing canvasses," said Carlos Campos,
spokesman for the Atlanta
Police Department. "Technology has just given us another
angle for investigating."
In Chicago, police also built
a database of the city's gang
members and provide commanders with software that
allows them to send officers
to spots where they expect a
gang to retaliate for a shooting.

A federal judge in New York
has already weighed in on
the privacy issue, siding with
prosecutors in a gang case in
the Bronx.
In that case, federal investigators infiltrated the private Facebook posts of a suspected leader of a drug crew
leader by using the account
of a "friend" who became an
informant. Court papers says
the posts included comments
about cocaine deals such as,
"I'm tryi~g to see the man for
like 6oo grams," and photos
of the suspect making gang
hand gestures.
Defense attorneys tried to
have the material thrown out,
arguing it was obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment
protection
against
unreasonable search and seizure.
In a decision last month,
U.S. District Judge William
H. Pauley wrote that defendant Melvin Colon's "legitimate expectation of privacy
ended when he disseminated
posts to his 'friends' because
those 'friends' were free to use
the information however they
wanted - including sharing it
with the government."

Keep an open mind about what you read
If you have not heard of
Suzanne Collin's novel entitled "The Hunger Games,"
you are probably living under a rock in Timbuktu. The
young-adult read exploded
into a multi-million dollar franchise not long after
its debut in 2008 and put
out a film starring Jennifer
Lawrence earlier this year.
Even today, one can walk
through the halls of an average high school (and even
some colleges) and see one
of the three books in the
trilogy being pulled out
of a backpack or stored in
a locker by a row of textbooks.

"The Hunger Games"
contains many elements
that young readers look
for: love, adventure, betrayal and the occasional
death scene. Being that this
book appealed to millions
of children and adults, I
thought I might look into it
for myself.
I have seen reading since
the age of 4 and throughout
the years, have seen book
trends come and go. While
book A will be a bestseller
for a few days, book B will
come along soon after and
take its place for three
weeks. However, one of my
summer reads was on the
New York Times bestseller
list for 216 weeks!
Though I thoroughly enjoyed the quality of the

book, I cannot say.that other bestsellers share these
traits, which is why I usually do not read teen picks.
When
"The
Hunger
Games" first came out, I
made the decision to stay
away from it. Considering
that the last few popular series only consisted of vampires and bad taste, I -ilSsumed that the quality had
not improved with this new
book. However, after much
convincing from friends
(even my parents told me
to read it), I bought the
paperback and started to
read it. Despite my closedminded attitude towards it,
I was surprised to find myself sucked into the story of
Katniss Everdeen & Peeta
Mellark and their fight for

survival. I was also surprised at the poor writing
style of Suzanne Collins.
Not only was the first person, present-tense format
hard to follow in the middle
of a fight scene, but there
was a shocking amount of
poor grammar throughout
the riovel. While one must
consider the likelihood of
Katniss' poor education,
it just does not seem to
fit well. This flaw aside, I
found the book amusing.
Whether you have read
the book(s), seen the movie, or neither, you have
been exposed to "The Hunger Games" franchise in one
way or anot~er. Soon it will
pass, and another popular
trend will come along to
take its place. In the book

of Proverbs, Solomon encourages us to "Guard your
heart above all else, for it
determines the course of
your life," (Proverbs 4:23
NLT).
In conclusion, I would
like to encourage whomever is reading this article to
be open-minded, but simultaneously discreet, about
what you read and watch.
Just like the traps that
Katniss set m "The Hunger Games," Satan tries his
hardest to catch us when
we are least expecting it.
So keep your guard up, may
the odds ever be in your favor, and let the gam·e s begin.
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What your favorite show says about you
JESSICA GoNZALES
CONDIBU]DR

A new season is here, and I
do not just mean the weather!
After a summer-long break,
America's favorite box has become exciting again. Most fall
1V shows have already started- and if they have not, their
season premiere is just around
the corner.
There are so many different shows and all you marketing majors know that each
is tailored to a different demographic. Even if you are
not a marketing major, you
can probably see that certain
shows attract particular personalities. In this article, we
are going to take a look at the
most talked about fall shows
and certain characteristics
found in their viewers. Maybe
you fall under one of these!
"How I Met Your Mother"
CBS Monday at 8 p.m.
Alright, if you have been following TeQ and his search for
love for seven whole seasonsand now you're pushing into
eight-then you are a roman-

tic. And you definitely have
a funny bone because these
comical characters. and their
witty one-liners can have you
laughing all-show long. Better
yet, if you do watch HIMYM,
you might be legen-wait for
it-daryl
"Modern
Family''
ABC
Wednesday at 9 p.m.
The sitcom that has· been
hoarding Emmy awards for
the past few seasons appeals to
many different typ_es of people
because it features many different types of people. If you
have been watcbing M.F., you
like unexpectedness, freedom
and Sophia Vergara. Also, you
have a secret desire to talk to
cameras in between changes
of events for commentary.
"Revenge" ABC Sunday at 9
p.m.
This ABC drama has gained
a great deal of attention since
its debut date in 2011. If you
are a Revenge follower, you
probably appreciate the deep
emotional complexities in life
and ponder on social interactions and ethical consequences. Also, you tend to learn

from the mistakes of others,
since you have most likely
learned that taking revenge
on people may not be the best
thing to do.
"The Walking Dead" AMC
Sunday 9 p.m. (Premieres October 14)
AMC's
post-apocalyptic
thriller, based on a graphic
novel series, is definitely not
for the faint of heart. If this
is part of your show list, then
you have acquired a great
deal of knowledge on what to
do when the end of the world
comes. Do not be surprised
when friends flock to you for
help in a dire situation.
If 1V shows are your thing,
do not forget to give yourself a
break from studying and catch
up on the tube! This will not
only help your stress levels,
but it will prevent you from
having to frantically run away
with your hands over your
ears when spoilers are near.
Besides, we all knpw that television shows provide interesting sources of knowledge
-sort of.
Photo credit: sxc.hu

HoW-to survive your first year of college
RANIJUN RuADO
CONDIBUIOR

My freshman year at Southern was nothing less than a
rollercoaster ride. There were
times when I felt like I was on
top of the world. I was an independent adult, in control of
my life, and I was doing well.
At other times, I felt like giving
up. I felt worthless and that
college was not right for me
at all. There were days when I
just wanted to pack up and go
home.
But like any rollercoaster
ride, your first year of college
is soon over, and at the end
you can only think of how
much fun it was and cannot
wait to go back for round two.
In the meantime, here are
seven tips I learned from I!lY
freshman year that I think
would help any student.

Take the Initiative to
Learn

In one of my classes, a
guest lecturer brought up an
excellent point. In college,
you do not call your instructors "teachers," you call them
"professors." That is because
their job is not to teach you.
That is now your job as a college student. They are there
to help you and answer your
questions, but they will by no
means walk you through every single thing you have to
know. You may have to teach
yourself sometimes, and this
means: read your textbook!
Get Enough Sleep
I know everyone says this,
but sleep is important for retaining information. If you
do not get enough of it, you
are probably not going to remember anything you studied the night before. This is
especially true in finals week.
I believe that having a good

nights sleep-at the very least
five hours-is more important
than trying to cram your brain
with information. It is like trying to fill a bucket with water

''Don't sweat
the
small stuff...
everything is
small stuff."
This is college.
Have fun!
when it has a hole. It simply
does not work.
Ration your Meal Plan
Nothing is worse than having to depend on others to
provide you with sustenance.
Keep track of how much

money on your meal plan you
spend each day, and try to cut
back if you see you are spending too much. It is better to be
over the meal plan than under
at the end of the semester.
Become a Master· of
your Own Campus
I could have saved a lot of
time last year walking to my
Brock Hall classes if I had
known that there was a back
exit in the boys' dormitory.
Explore a little bit and find out
the best route to get where you
are going.
Register as Soon as you
Can

I learned this the hard way;
registration opens at midnight
the day of, so be prepared. Do
not make your schedule at
the last minute, have it ready
ahead of time so that all you
have.to do is click a button and
have the classes you want.
Be Content
Do not beat yourself up over

every grade you may consider
bad. You are probably doing just fine. An A- is not an
F, so calm down. A wise professor told me, "Don't sweat
the small stuff... everything is
small stuff." This is college.
Have fun! Grades are only a
fraction of the experience.
Rely on God
Honestly, that is the only
way you are going to make it
through your college years.
There really is not anyone else
who can help you. Frie~ds
come and go, but God will always be there for you. Even at
an Adventist institution, it can
be frighteningly easy to forget
about God. The only way you
can keep your relationship
with Him strong is by personally putting effort into it. You
cannot rely on weekly vespers,
church or worship credits tb
maintain your relationship for
you. There is no other way but
to do it yourself.
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Squirrel Tails are kings of the court
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
Srous EDIJOB

Black Christian Union
(BCU) hosted its second King
ofthe Court basketball tournament on Sunday. Twelve
teams entered the tournament, but only one team took
home the $100 cash prize:
Squirrel Tails.
The winners carne in to the
tournament with seven players and all of them contributed to their victory. Part of
their success was due to Mark
Knutson who played center.
Knutson is 6 feet 9 inches tall
and makes the game frustrating on both ends of the court
for any team. He blocks shots
on defense and forces teams
to double team him on offense
leaving knock-down shooters
such as Adam Rodgers open.
Squirrel Tails ~ point guards,
Diego Constante and Brad
Walz, controlled the tempo
of the game at their will and
attacked the paint to free up

Monic Undsey

Hubert Maitland (center) defends the ball against Adam McQuistan (left) and Jimmy Bunch (right) during King of the Courts.

shooters and allow Knutson to
The second place winners,
get rebounds and put backs.
Kumbuka, were able to beat
"In the championship, we
the Squirrel Tails once in
were undersized so I felt like
the final round but could not
our zone defense helped out
pull out the second victory to
a lot, along with our speed.
crown themselves champiWe played great weak side
ons. Kumbuka, which means
defense," Constante said.
remember in Swahili, had
Sam Thomas added an
many tall players on their
attack mentality on offense
team including Jimmy Bunch
· and Adam McQuistan. Evan
along with an unmatched
toughness on defense.
Taylor handled the ball on of-

fense for Kumbuka, and they
were constantly running up
and down the court, making it
difficult to defend them.
Cedar Boys carne in third
place in the tournament.
Their array of shooters propelled them to the semifinals,
but they were unable to get
passed Kumbuka's defense.
With Michael Lopez handling
point guard duties, Kevin
Reynolds shooting the ball,
Kim Quiambag slashing the
rim and Lawrence Spencer
and Junior Francica grabbing rebounds, the Cedar
Boys shot their way to three
straight victories until they
played the Squirrel Tails.
Their undersized front court
had a hard time handling
the height of Mark Knutson,
Jimmy Bunch and Adam
McQuistan.
Junior Francica, Cedar
Boys power forward, said,
"We had great shooters but
it was difficult to rebound
against guys that are so much

taller than you."
The tournament was used
as a fundraiser for BCU. Every
player was charged a $5 cash
fee to enter the tournament
and more than 72 players
participated. The One Praise
Gospel Choir sold refreshments at the tournament as a
fundraiser as well.
Laurence Clayton, BCU
vice president and referee of
the games, said, "This time of
year is perfect for a tournament like this one. People
are making their teams for
basketball (intramurals) and
want to see if the guys they
choose can play together. You
get a glimpse of the season.
BCU does not have trained
referees, but I think we did a
pretty good job of giving them
a feel of an officiated game.
It also gives us a chance to
promote our club and put our
name in people's mouths. An
event fully run by our officers
gi~es BCU a personality. It
puts faces to the name."

Looking for top teams in upcoming tournament

OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
Srom Eooo•

All-Night Softball has
always been a tournament of
endurance and surprises, with
it coming up this weekend,
let's take a look at the teams
to watch in the tournament.
Men's Division A
Fresco: Division-leading
· Fresco has a distinct advantage entering the tournament
as the number one team
in softball. However, with
great power comes great
expectations. Because Fresco
will come into the tournament this weekend as heavy
favorites to win, the pressure
will be through the roof. On
the other hand, the pressure
does not take away from the

fact that this team plays very
smart defense and has good
hitters for their offense.
Fowl Play: Before the
season began, many people
thought this team was going
to be good. As Fowl Play
finishes second in the division.
they are in a very good position to make tbeir way into
the finals and beat Fresco for
the championship. However,
it is yet to be seen how this
team responds under pressure. One of the most interesting statistics about this
team is their 47 runs allowed
for the season. A combination
of good pitching from Tony
Anobile and great outfielders,
including Jonathan Sanchez
and Ben Lacy, anchor the
defense. Their defense is

backed up by the great bats of
Ben Lacy, Zach Anderson and
Tony Anobile to name a few.
Ladies Division A
Diamond Dominators: The
Dominators have been on
a tear of women's division
A with a 6-o record and a
55-point run differential. They
nave allowed the fewest runs
of 16 total and simultaneously
produce the most runs with 71
total. Can they pull out all the
victories necessary to win the
tournament?
Lucky 13: Lucky 13, after
getting so close to the championship last year, hopes to get
over the hump and win the
tournament. Their offense has
been elite this year and they
hope to oontinue that trend.
Do they have what it take

to take down the Diamond
Dominators?
Men's Division B
Bat to the Future: With
the way this team has dominated the B division field, they
should have been an A division team. They have the potential to put out a Division A
team in the tournament. Their
consistent hitting has allowed
them to have a 72 point run
differential (best in all of softball). They have only allowed
15 runs ih 5 games which

1.
2.
2.
3.
3.

Player
JimmvBunch
Michael Butler
Zach Anderson
Michael Giampa
Chris Lovato

calculates to 3 runs per game.
Talk about great defense. Do
they have what it takes to beat
a Division A team?
Flying Rhinos: This team
has produced 115 runs in 6
games, which is the most in
Division B Their offense has
allowed them to win every
game with a comfortable
margin. It has yet to be seen
how this team will fair against
Division A teams with better
defense. How will they match
up on Saturday night?

HR

5
4
4
3
3

Team
Fresco
Fresco
Fowl Play
Flip Fl~
Fresco

.
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[ The Calendar]
Thursday, October 4
ga-4p, National Depression Screening day (Student
Center)
11a, Convocation: Latin
American Heritage, Des PE
Center, Marlon Shirley
Last day for 6o% tuition
refund
PreviewSouthern 101
3.: 30P Deans/Chairs Advisory
sp, Football Team Meeting,
(Hulsey)
s:30p, Student Organization Treasurer's Orientation,
(Presidential Banquet Room)
7P, InTents Meetings, David
Achata, Tent
Friday, October 5
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free
Walmart Trips (Wright Hall
Front Desk)
1-3:30p Free Walmart Trips

for those who signed upleaves Southern every 112 :hour
2p, Outreach opportunities:
(Wright Hall)
West Side 4 Jesus-Playing flag
football
Hungry 4 Jesus- Feeding the
Homeless
Facelift Chattanooga- Random Acts of Kindness
Chattanooga 4 Christ- Evangelism
8p, InTents Vespers, David
Achata, (Tent)
After Vespers"AfterGlow
(Tent)
9:30p Hymn Sing (Talge
Chapel)
7:19p, Sunset
Saturday, October 6
8:4s &10:1sa, Adoration, Sam
Chetty, (Church)
9:30a The Fountain Sabbath

and One Accord joined Sabbath School (White Tent)
Boundarie~ in dating(Thatcher South Wolftever
Room)
9 :4sa Portuguese-Brazilian
Saboath School (Student Center Conference Room)
10a- Falling in love with
Jesus. (Women Only: CA
Library)
Living Free: Insight (CA room
109)
10:1sa Collegiate Sabbath
School (Fellowship A&B)
Fundamental Beliefs Sabbath
School (Fellowship C)
Esther, It's Tough Being a
Woman: Woman Only (CA
Room103)
11:3oa, Connect, Brennon
Kirstein, (CA)
11:4sa, Renewal, Sam Chetty,
(Church)

2p Outreach Opportunities,
Flag Camp and Patten towers,
(meet at Wright Hall Steps)
s:30p Expression of Praise
Hymns of Praise Concert
(Lynn Wood Hall)
7P, Evensong, Organist: Lori
George, Reader: Ozzie Walker
(Church)
8:30p, All Night Softball
Tournament, (The Summit)
Sunday, October 7
10:30-11:4sa, 29th Annual
Sunbelt,. Cohutta Springs
Triathlon Registration
12:30p Race Begins
1-10:30p Student Center
Open
7:30p, Symphony Orchestra
Concert, Church (Convocation
Credit)
Monday, October 8

ga-sp, Mid-Semester Book
BuyBack
Campus Shop
3:30p University Senate
Tuesday, October 9
ga-sp, Mid-Semester Book
Buy
Back, Campus Shop
Mental Illness Awareness
Week
(g-11)
7:30p, Musical Drama:
The Rock & the Rabbi, lies
(Double Convocation Credit:
Must have free ticket)
VVednesday,Octoberto
LSAT Exams, Lynn Wood
Hall
7:30p, SA Senate, White Oak
Room
9:1sp, Residence Hall Joint
Worship, Thatcher Chapel

[Student Life Announcements]
The Rousing Musical:
The Rock and the Rabbi, The
Story Of A Fisherman And A
Teacher.
Oct 9, 2012 lies Physical Education Center_
7:30p (Door Op(m at 6:3op)
Tickets: $10- Adults, $20Families, Free with SAU ID
Come by the Student Services
Office by FRIDAY and pick up
your free ticket
Original contemporary music
sets the stage as Simon, a
simple fisherman, draws audiences of all ages into his story.
See how he becomes Peter
and begins his journey with

Jesus from the Sea of Galilee,
to. the agony of the cross, to
the Miracle of the Ages .. .A
truly inspirational musical
experience.
http:/ /www.therockandtherabbi.com/The_Rock_%26_
The_Rabbi/YouTube.html
Fall Break Plans! Do you
have any yet? Here's an
idea -take a trip to New
England, enjoy the fall colors, see Adventist Heritage
historical places, and re-live
the founding of our church.
The bus leaves on Wednesday, October 17, at 4 p.m. You

will spend the nights at the
beautiful Camp Winnekeag
in Massachusetts, travel as
far north as Portland, Maine,
and stand on ascension rock
at the William Miller Farm
in upstate New York, among
other things. You would arrive
back on campus on Monday
afternoon. There is one hour
of academic credit given for
keeping a daily journal during
the trip. There are a few seats
available on the bus, so email
sbrown@southern.edu for an
application an&more information. A $so deposit saves
your seat on the bus, and the

GYC- October 11-13 with
guest speaker Doug Batchelor,
theme for the weekend is
"Ultimate Purpose" All of our
meetings will be at the gym
with overflow seating in the
church for Friday's meeting
and also overflow seating in

Burgess-Robbinson
October to
Angela Weaver, Brittany
Gilman, Christopher Burns,
Jordan Marin, Joshua Toppenberg, Keri Mau, Linda
Marlowe, Mandana Mobasseri, Martha Philips, Rachel
Burchell, Sarah Bon~t. Scot
Andersen, Victor Plasencia,
Vinita Sauder

October·u
Alistair Huong, Blake Laing, Brooke Wade, Courtney
Brown, Elizabeth Paiva,
Jordan Hill, Lisa Williamson,
Patrick Hayes, Steven Kim.
October12
Deanna Baasch, Edy Sosa,
Genevieve Wood, Isaac
Tyman, Jamie Hall, Joey
Eugene, Martha Lajpop, Paul

trip cost of $soo is charged
to your student account when
you register for RELT 139 A.
It's a lot of fun and you will
learn something new in the
process. Deadline to join the
group is Monday, October
8. Come with us, it will be a
great experience!

Thatcher. The seminar meetings which will be for Sabbath
afternoon will be held in the
classrooms located in the
church.
VVant your vote to count?
National elections voter registration forms are located in
the Student Services office or
the Student Center front desk,
If you want your vote to count
and you have not registered
, register today. Your forms
MUST BE IN by spm Thursday.

[Birthdays]
October7
Adam Girma, Annah Okari,
Annie Munoz, Arthur Theodore, Carmay Leerdam,
Ceaser Pimentel, Dennis
Steele, Hai Vo, Heidi Ruckle,
Jessica Gutierrez, Joylynn
Scott, Katie Robidoux, Mackenzie Ogan, Michelle Ferris,
Rusty Gorbenko
· OctoberS.

Amir Davis,Andrea Wilhelm,
Michael Perryman, Nathan
Clute, Ruth Bonet, Tulsi
Bolwari-Montez
October9
Alexander Erskine, Ana
Copaceanu, Anita Wilson, Bill
Rawson, Brittany Elias, Cierra
Prouty, Dusty Sauder, Fredrick Maehr, Jung Pyo Hong,
Matthew Gunther, Zaire

Byrkit, Paula-Jo Scavella,
Zach Goldstein
October13
Andres Palacios, Clinton
Olson, Dennis Campbell, Esther Lee, Jackie Wollemberg,
Jeanna Stewart, Jeffery Garrett, Joanna Hernandez, Judy
Sloan, Wynona McClendon
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Photographer &
Videographer:
Portraits, engagement, weddinganything you need. www.cobosmedia.com. (423) 762-3245

Missing:
Henry Kuhlman has retired after
44 years of walking the floors of
Hackman, Daniells, and Hickman; and it would seem he has
lots of time on his hands, but
he cannot lay his hands on his
cream-colored Baby-Ben alarm
clock -last heard ticking in Hickman Science Center room 1105.

Off-Ca:mpus Job:
We live four miles from campus
in a beautiful setting. Looking
for a reliable and experienced individual to assist us with household duties once a week with
flexible hours and competitive
wages.. Experience required with
work re1erences. Please call 706264-9441

Photographer
For Hire:
Photographs for weddings, engagements, portraits or graduation pictures. For more information go to matthadleyphoto.com
orcall(828)329-9876

Attention all
Graduating Seniors:

Collegedale 423-396-4433
Order online @ www.papajohns.com

Not "alkf "'itll ..) othtr ~oupoas or dlKo.nts. UmltH d~liver)' •~a.charza ••)' ap~. c ...totner rnPQI' lbW for

sPECIALTY PIZZAs

CMenu~. j

Small- Sll Medium- $13 Large- $15 X-Large Sl7
The Works- Pepperoni. Ham. Spicy Italian Sau'"¥"· Fresh Bab)
Portabdla Mushrooms, Onions. Gr<<n Peppm; and Black Olives

The Meats- Pepperoni. llam. Beet: llacon and Sausage
Garden Fresh- Mushrooms. Green Peppers. Tomatoes. Onions and
Black Olives

·

1llappJicab~ tiUt.

siDEs

Cheesesticks (14pc)
Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chickenstrips (7 pc)
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks
Original Breadsticks (lOpe)

$7.5
S6
SS
$4

Spinach Alfredo- Blend of Spinach and Garlic·Parmesan Alfredo

Dipping Sauce & Extras

Sauce.

Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and Pizza Sauce

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- Barbcque Sauce Topped "ith Grilled
All White Chi<ken. Bacon and Fresh Onions. Go Hawaiian- Add
Pineapple!

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mozzarella. Parmesan. Romano, Asiago,

Extras- Pepperoncinis, Anchovies, Jalapeilo Peppers
and Banana Peppers.

Pro\IOlone and Fontina.

DESSERTS

CREATE YOUR OWN
Small

Cheese Pizza $7
Toppings
$.75

Medium

Large X-Large

$9
$1.00

Sll
$13
$1.25 $1.50-each

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Ham, Bed,Dacon,Chicken, Jtalian Sausage, Pork
SAOJOg•, Onion, Grotn Pcpptrs, Mushrooms, Dlatk OUves, Grten Oli>cs,
Tomatoa,

Pineapp~,

$.50

Jalapeno

P~ppns,

Fresh Cinnapie

$4

BEVERAGES
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Max, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain
Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mug Root Beer
Two Liter
$2.50
20 oz. Bottle $1.50

Banan1 Ptppers.. Ancho,·i

[Community Service]
Chattanooga Ronald McDonald House
Charities Needs Adult Volunteers for Autumn
Children's Festival on October 6-7. ·
Chattanooga Ronald McDonald House Charities is seeking volunteers-both adults
and students-to assist in the operation of the 23rdAnnualAutumn Children's
Festival on October 6- 7 at the Tennessee Riverpark. Those willing to help with
set-up, clean-up, supervision of carnival games, inftatables and parking are needed
to ensure the success of this year's event. Volunteer shifts are available on Saturday,
October 6th, 9:00a.m. until 2 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. until 6 p.m. and on Sunday, October 7th, from 12:00 p.m. until5 p.m. Contact Morgan Capps (423) 902-4205
morgan .capps@rmhchattanooga.com

If you are looking for a photographer to take your senior porThe Chattanooga Down Syndrome
traits, look no further. Book your Society Buddy Walk®
senior portraits. To see my work Encourages Participants to Take Strides Towards Acceptance and Inclusion for
please Visit my blog http:/ /shaf- People with Down Syndrome. The 12th Annual Chattanooga Buddy Walk® will
take place at AT&T Field, home of the Chattanooga Lookouts on Saturday, October
ferphotography.wordpress.com
13,2012. More than 1200 people are expected to attend the event, which is one of
over
250 Walks across the country this fall to raise awareness and funds for proor call 423-84 7-7790 or email
grams that benefit people with Down syndrome and their families.
sshaffer@southern.edu

..,
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Southern alumnus reappears on national television
Linda began this fall. After
living in his truck for three
days and traveling 2,400
Hans von Walter, . a miles, he entered the audiSouthern
alumnus,
is tion where he endured exknown by many on campus tensive testing.
as the student who placed
"There were about 200
third on "Jeopardy!" Now, people at that particular
he will appear on the popu- session (they had already
lar show; "Who wants to be held four other sessions),
a Millionaire." The episode and only about 30 of us
will air Oct. 26 at 10 a.m. passed the 30-question
local time.
multiple choic~ test," von
After coming in third out Walter said. "Afterwards,
of fifteen students and win- we were each interviewed
ning $25,000 on Jeopardy! by a producer, in which I
Hans graduated in 2012 talked extensively about
from Southern with a bach- the so hour journey I'd
elor's degree in biochemis- just completed and the
try. He is now in his first sixty pounds I'd lost in the
year of medical school at previous year. That imLoma Linda University.
pressed her enough to send
"I've always been ex- me to a second interview,
tremely interested in game this tfme taped and with a
shows, ever since I was lit- higher-ranking producer.
tle," von Walter said.
I was told to pretend as if
Von Walter has used this I were on the show and inknowledge to his advan- terviewed and asked trivtage. The process of getting ia questions to see how I
onto trivia games shows would work it out."
is not a simple one. It inAfter all this, he was
volves applications, test- sent away with hundreds
Contributed~ on walm- Family
ing; auditions, beating out of other hopeful applicants
Hans Von Walter poses outside the ABC studio after the filming of the show.
the competition "and having and told that he would be
good television charisma.
informed within three to
"The whole experience getting on TV, and already aftermath (like the viewHe began hl·s trl·p from four weeks. Ultimately, von is just incredibly surreal," I've done it twice before the ing party for Jeopardy! at
Avon Park, Florida to Las .Walter received word that von Walter said. "I mean, age of 22. The whole expe- Southern) that seals it so
· t e on th e most people dream their rience of actually being on memorably."
Vegas Where .he audl.t1·_oned h e wou ld par t"1c1pa
before his classes at Lorna show.
whole lives of getting on a these shows goes by in such
~----~-----~~~~~-~---~~--- game show or even just of a blur, thoug~h~·:....a=n~
d...:.i~t~
's~t;;.:.h:::..e=--~---~~----~
CoURTNEY BEcKWITH
NEWs Emma

Student and driver unharn1ed in long boarding accident
o one was seriou ly injured when a long boarder truck a car as he was
crossing the intersection
on the corner of University
Drive and College Drive on
the morning of Oct. 15.
David Garner, a enior
nursing and outdoor lead
er hip major w riding hi
long boa d from hi hou e
on l'niversity Drive around

''I

believe
the driver
attempted
to avoid
hitting the
student

lW
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to avoid hitting the student, but she ended up hitting him in the oppo ite
traffic lane," Katie Henderson, a junior mass communications major. said in an
email.
Other than a couple of
scrapes and bruises, Garner is uninjured. His long
board, however. is now m
two pieces, and his iPhone
suffered a cracked screen
from his hip smashing into
the side of the car.

"I jumped off my board,
hit her car , nd landed on
my feet. I didn't even hit
the ground, Garner said,
who walked away from the
accident and continued on
with his classes insisting to
the driver and police that
he did I}Ot require an ambulance.
The car suffered a dent
on the right front quarter
panel and a broken mirror.

check out our

11 'DEX
Religion

7:30 a.m. when he ran into
a car while crossing the
street next to the Stateside
Apartment complex. Garner
said that he had seen that
all of the car were stopped
at the intersection. He said
that the driver in the black
Ford Taurus must not have
seen him on the crosswalk
and went on through causi~g him to hit the front
right side of the car.
An eyewitness said, "I believe the driver attempted
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Doug Batchelor shares Accent 2011-2012 staff awarded
best student newspaper
testimony at GYCSE
TIM WILUUMSON

Sun WRITER

Southern hosted a series
of televised meetings in the
lies P.E. Center named Ultimate Purpose, with the
goal of sharing the importance of making good life
decisions.
The meetings, that started on Oct. 11 and finished
on Oct. 13, were made possible through a partnership
between
Southern-sponsored Generation of Youth
for Christ Southeast, Amazing Facts and the Three Angels Broadcasting Network.
The presenter for the
meetings
was
speaker
and president of Amazing
Facts, Doug Batchelor. The
programs were broadcast
on 3ABN live and also rebroadcast at later times.
Batchelor spoke on truth,
creation versus" evolution,
reason for evil and how to
know God's will. Batchelor
spoke from his experience
and shared some of his testimony. When he was college-aged, Batchelor lived
a lifestyle that reflected decisions that he now speaks
out against. He used his
. own experiences as reasons
why you_should make positive decisions as you make
your way towards your ultimate purpose.
Friday night and Saturday morning the gym
reached capacity during the
meetings, and attendees

had to be sent to different
venues to safely accommodate everyone such as the
Collegedale Church where
an overflow room had been
setup.
Some of the students
that attended the services
thought that while the message was good, the atmosphere that the live production created reduced its
spiritual effectiveness.
Justin Delhove, senior
international business major, asked, "Since when is it
a requirement to ask people
to smile in the crowd and
nod in agreement in a spiritual service?"
Major distractions due
to technical difficulties included one at the Late Night
Live program on Thursday night. Several viewers
at home said they did not
have a picture on their televisions, only sound for the
first several minutes of the
program on 3ABN.
During the last meeting on Saturday night, the
lights in the gym began
to simultaneously change
colors and intensity all
on their own. As a result,
the lights normally used
for sporting events had to
be used as a backup. Nick
White from Southern's Audio Visual Department said
that one of the cables under the audience that controls the lighting went bad
"probably from a shoe stepping on the cables.

Contributed by the Society of Adventist Communicators

New Media Editor, Sarah Ruj, accepts Accent award at SAC conuention in Albuquerque, NM.
INGRID

HERNANDEZ

Cwmwnn:o.l.___ -

-

-

-

Eight students anq two
professors from the School
of Journalism and Communication attended the
Society of Adventist Communicators (SAC) Convention in Albuquerque, New
Mexico ·on Oct. 17 to 21.
During the convention,
Southern students received
the Best Student Newspaper award for the Southern Accent, Best Video TV I
Internet Show award for
Just Claim It and Best Video Story/Project award for
Kneel. The university also

received recognition for
several other publishing accomplishments, including
Best Print Newsletter, Best
Project D"esign and Best Editorial.
·
The Accent was judged on
quality, design, timeliness,
organization, audience appeal and consistency. Judges called the newspaper
noteworthy and exemplary
awarding it Best in Class
commending it on its "content that includes university matters with external
vision."
Program highlights of this
year's convention included
keynote speakers DeVon

Corrected facts concerning Master of Social Work
LAtRI
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1]Je student voice since 19:16

. jAIME jACOBSON
EDITOR

ANNALYSE HASTY

COURTNEY BECKWITH

ANDY ASH

MANAGING EDITOR

NEWS EDITOR

FACULTY ADVISER

AVERYMCKINI\'EY

LOGANFOLL

SPORTS EDITOR

COPY EDITOR

PHOTO EDITOR

SARAHRUF

SIMO EMARSHALL

RAQUELLEVY

NEW MEDIA EDITOR
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JULL'\BONNEY

RYAN HAAS

EMILY HAMMOND
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TANNER THOMPSON
CIRCULATION MANAGER

For questions or comments, please e-mail accent@southern.edu. For all
advertising inquiries, please e-mail Emily Hammond at emilyhammond@southem.edu

Franklin, senior vice president of production at Columbia Pictures, and Julia
Duin, writer for The Washington Times. The School
of Journalism and Communication has attended the
SAC Convention since its
start as the Southern Society of Adventist Communicators Convention in 1989.
The trip is funded, in part,
through generous subsidies
from the Southern Union's
communication
department. Next year's convention is scheduled for October 24 to 26, 2013 in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
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eatured the
of Social Works Ma ter of
Social Work (MSW} degree
and Its progress towards
achieving initial accreditation. While the article
shared some basic information about the degree's
status, some Important
facts were m1s mg and a
few tatement might be
misleadmg to reader . The
School of Social Work appreciate thi
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four years
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of the program' graduates
wil hold an accredited de-
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Apison Pike renovation to ease student commute
JESSICA ANzAI
5DEEWRmR

Construction to widen
Apison Pike to a new five-lane road will start October
2013,. making commute for
Southern students and the
community residents easier.
Jennifer Flynn, regional

communications officer of
the Tennessee Department
of Transportation (TDOT)
said the widening of Apison
will include .two lanes in
each direction, a continuing turn lane, bike lanes
and sidewalks on either
side of the road.
The widening of Apison Pike will start on Old

Lee Road and travel two
miles to the intersection of
Ooltewah-Ringgold
Road
and Apison Pike.
The new road will make
it easier for Southern students to commute to and
from the Hamilton Place
Mall.
"As a community student,
sometimes it can be tough

getting back and forth to
school," Eric Strong, junior
business major, said. "I
think the new road will really help."
The TDOT has yet to determine the contractor but
detours and roadblocks will
never be used during construction.
"We will start by build-

Stut:knt

Missi'i~

])ept.

t0-29-12

' >1/~ to Get Zwa/ved'

s

ing one side [of the road],
then another side," Flynn
said. "That way students
shouldn't see too much disruption in their commute."
Construction will take at
least two years to complete.
The TDOT has a threephase reconstruction plan,
all in some way affecting
Southern students and the
community.
The first phase was creating access from Apison Pike
to I-75 Exit 9, Volkswagen
Drive. This was completed
.february 2012.
The second phase is now
the widening of Apison
Road.
The TDOT will begin
its final phase to widen
Ooltewah-Ringgold to East
Brainerd Road complete
with sidewalks and bike
lanes all the way to the
Volkswagen Plant by 2015.
The new bike lanes will
make it safer for cyclists
and give students the option to bike to their destinations anywhere between
Ooltewah-Ringgold Road to
East Brainerd Road.
"I've found that if you put
sidewalks on a project, it's
amazing how many people
will use them," Flynn said.
Students will soon be able
to have a safe alternative to
travel around Collegedale.
·"You can now exercise
and get from point A to
point B," Flynn said. "You
are killing two birds with
one stone."
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English Department hires new teacher

illllopl

Clarise Nixon discusses a group P!Oject with her students.
EuZABETH CAMPS
SuuWarna

Clarise Nixon is a new instructor for the English Department.

Nixon sl:udied at Oakwood University and received a bachelor's degree
in English professional
writing and an associate's
degree in commercial art.

She received her masters in
English from Belmont University.
·
"The thought of becoming a teacher crossed my
mind many, many times
growing up and I always
said 'No, I will never do
that,'" Nixon said ..
As her relationship with
God matured, Nixon said
that His desires became her
desires.
'"I told God I wanted to
do what was in His will for
me to do and He led me to
the classroom," Nixon said.
"I've loved every second of
it."
Nixon currently teaches
English 101 and English
102. She says tqat her number one emphasis is to help

her students gain better
writing skills. Her secondmost important emphasis
is to help students better
understand how to. manage their time and follow
instructions.
"Basically,"
Nixon said, ''I'm teaching
them to be better students."
Nixon heard of a job
opening at Southern in the
English Department and
applied, only to find out
that someone else had been
chosen for the job. She continued ·to apply for other
jobs, but a few months later
Nixon received an email
from ;Jan Haluska, chair of
the English Department,
informing her that there
was another opening. He
invited her to come inter-

view, to which she agreed.
"Looking back, all those
other job interviews pre-

' ' I told God I
wanted to do
what was in His
will for me to do
and He led me to
the classroom
pared me for this interview," Nixon said.
Before coming to Southern, Nixon worked in the
English
Department at
Oakwood University where
she .taught freshman composition.

Adventist movie executive talks real-life faith
DeVon Franklin is a Hollywood movie executive,
who helped to create films
such as "The Karate Ktd""
and "Jumping the Broom."
He is also a Seventh-day
Adventist, who preaches on
weekends for fun.
A viral clip of Franklin appea ng on Oprah's
"Super Soul Sunday" show
sharing his Sabbath beliefs, along with a summer
wedding to actress Meaga.,.
Good, solidified this man
among Adventist young
people as someone who has
made it in the secular world
while being open about his
faith.

Sev·eral Southern communication students got
the chance to meet Franklin at the Society of Adventist Commumcators conference m Albuquerque, New
Mexico during fall break.
Franklin sat down with the
Southern Accent to share
more about his in-the-limelight faith and his recent
book Produced by Faith.
The book emphasize keeping true to your Christian
faith even as you aim for
the top in your career.

Q: What have been
some of the responses
you have received since
your book Produced by
Faith was published last
year?
A: The responses have

been amazing. As we were
writing the book I really
felt like God was sp.eaking about what was needed
and what he wanted to say.
My prayer was that there
would be an impact, so the
response that I've gotten
has been incredibly positive. People that read it of
all denominations have·really been embracing the
message. They've spoken
to lne about where they are
m thetr hfe, how to transition from one scene to the
next, really how to trust
God again. A lot of times,
having faith, you get dt
couraged and you need to
embrace your Fath.er again
God loves you attd he's try
mg fo dtrecryou ... tt's humbling to be a vessel to put

this into the world.
Empowered faith is bigger than any denomination,
any religion. When we allow God to put his plan m
our life into action it will
blow our minds.
Q: Do you think Christian young people know
that?

yourself.
Q: You attended a
public university. Your
brother went to an Oakwood University. What
challenges or advantages do you see in the
workplace for students
from Christian schools?

A: You. know, the world
ts full of different ideas.
Sometimes you have to be
open to understanding a
new environment and get in
the world because 1t s gomg
to be different. You have to
be open to different pomts
of view and ways of hvmg.

Parents able to view student grades and finances online
AusALUBY

Sun Wama

In early October, a new
program called Parent Portal was launched allowing
parenfs to have online access to student's grades and
other vital information.
With a simple click of a button, parents can have access to what is considered a
students' private property.
According to the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERP A), the
federal law protects the
privacy of student education records, even against

parents if the student is in
college, thus making this
new program completely
optional.
"I like that's it's optional," Alexandra Tesheira,
junior allied health major,
said. "Because it's my decision to let my parents see
my grades or not; not the
school's."
Any students that are interested in participating are
asked to visit their profile
page. From there, they can
click the link that will send
an email to their parents
inviting them to the parent portal. The invitation

will include ins'tructions
for setting up an account
and viewing the student's
grades, GPA, advisers, office managers and deans
and many other features.
There are also instructional
videos that can be viewed
to help with this step-bystep process.
This program is incant to
help students by including
their parents.
Herdy Moniyung, director of information systems,
security and compliance
said, "This is a university
that strives for success, and
parents play an important

role in this journey."
Some students agree with
Moniyung's idea for the
program.
"I think this would influence students to try to do
better in school due to the
fact that parent portal is
now available," Paula-J o
Scavella, sophomore nursing major, said.
Parent Portal was attempted last year, but only
if requested by the parents
at the records office. Parents had to acquire a pin
and a username. This year
parents or guardians can
only view their student's

grades and/or a PDF form
of the student's financial
statement. This is only the
beginning of parental interaction online.
"We want to start building features in the next
phases," Moniyung said.
"Parents may even be able
to start adding money to
student's ID cards."
If students would lika to
alter the type of information, such as grades and/ or
financial statements, that
parents can view when visiting the Parent Portal, they
can check or uncheck tbe
individual items.
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Dining hall implements innovative n1enu options
l<ARA HOLLAND AND
COUR1NEY BECKWITH
STAFF WRITER AND

NEWS EDITOR

Southern's dining hall
hired several new staff who
have brought changes to the
layout, the assortment of
foods, the music and competitions held to increase student
· interest.
One of the main changes
that the cafeteria is aiming
for is the idea of a "world
wide website," that will allow
all of the different Adventist
schools to share recipes.
Greg Cook, associate director of food services, said that
the goal is for everyone to
submit 10 of their best recipes
(from each school) from
around the world to share
with other schools.
"This is something that
has never been done before,"
Cook said. "It would give a
broader range of ethnicities
represented here on campus
and we would have authentic
recipes from all around the
world."
This idea would encompass more than 113 Adventist
universities and more than
1,678 secondary schools, such

as Collegedale Academy. This
is just one of the bigger ideas
that Cook and others are
working on.
"Tyson Hall, a professor
in The school of computing, is
looking into developing this
website for the cafeteria,"
Cook said.
The new cafeteria system
also has more variety. The
taco bar, the cereal bar, the

waffle bar and build-yourown-pizza every Wednesday
night are all new for this year
and have added variety available at every meal. The cafeteria plans to have a cupcake
bar open on Friday or Satur-day nights, where students
will be able to choose among
several flavors of cupcakes
and decorative toppings.
A new flavored water bar

was put in this week. The zero
calorie water comes in four
different flavors (strawberry
kiwi, lemon lime, tropical
mango and blueberry pomegranate) and is located next to
the soda fountain.
The benefits do not come
without a cost, however. Some
of the students surveyed said
the payment system for food
at the cafeteria seems to be

the only drawback.
Last year, food was charged
by the pound. In the years
before that, it was charged
based on the portion. Under
the current system, food is
weighed in ounces at a cost of
39 cents an ounce.
"We want to have the best
food and best quality," Cook
said. "Because we are unique
and we are a family."
Natalia Gomez, a junior
human resources management major, said the secret
to economical eating at the
cafeteria is eating lots of light
foods.
"I don:t eat there that often," Gomez·said; "But when I
do, I go straight for the salad
bar."
One of the things Cook
focuses on is the fact that
the cafeteria is a vital source
of work for many Southern
students.
"The most important thing
to me is teaching the students
a great work ethic," Cook said.
"I really love the students
here, and I want people to
recognize us as being responsible."

Ecol~gy class plans to

-~tudy ~on Andros Island
SARAH SCHOULTZ
. STAFF WRITER

The field ecology class is
taking a trip to the Bahamas
next summer during Smart
Start and the students will experience ecology, the branch
of biology that deals with the
relations of organisms to one
another and to their physical
surroundings, during their
visit to Andros Island, the
largest in the Bahamas.
Valerie Lee, an instructor
for the Biology Department,
said, "Students will be exploring different islands and marine habitats firsthand. They
will also have the chance to go
snorkeling and even diving if
they are certified."
· This will be a three week
course - two weeks in the
classroom and the final week
in the Bahamas. Lee will
teach the course with Ben
Thornton, a professor for the
Biology Department. The time
spent in the classroom will
cover the major principles of
the regular ecology class, so

students can take field ecology for the same credit, with
the added bonus of a trip to
the Bahamas. The class will
consist of 12 to 16 students,
enrolled on a first-come firstserved basis.
Lee said that a lab fee is
required.
"It is very small, consider- ing what you'll be doing and
where you'll be going, plus
- you're getting three credits,"
Lee said.
·
This tropical biology trip is
every other year, so students
wanting to go to the Bahamas
this year should sign up, Lee
said. The class plans to go .to
Indonesia in two years.
During the four months
she spent on the island, Lee
did research on the bird, Bahama Oriole, and is familiar
with the field station that the
class will be working with.
"Although the island is the
largest, it is also the least
populated," Lee said. "The
natives are very friendly and
curious because they aren't
used "to tourists."
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Expanding the ways to grow closer to God: part 2
SIMONE MARsHALL
REIICIOf!ll

Eo1mR

I realized through this
experience how hard it was at
that time to hear God when
everyone and everything else
was talking. Even if it was
just a whisper of homework
assignments, a glance at a
tweet or a notification check
on Facebook, in the moments
I was trying to connect with
God, technology was not
helpin)!i. Am I saying that all
technology is bad and dooms
us to the pit of a broken relationship with God? No. But
just as a child learns that too
much candy causes a stomach
ache, I realized that too much
technology can cause heartache and can interfere with
God's line to me.
In Psalm 46:10, the Bible
says, "Be still and know that

I am God." And stillness is
more than silence. You might
be silently reading a tweet,
but your mind will naturally
process what your mind is
reading first. Stillness is a
choice-you have to chose
to put down whatever you
are pondering and listen for
a voice that might be louder
than you expected. Even
though the Bible says that
God is a still small voice,
I have heard Him be very
loud. Rgt sometimes, when
we drown Him out with
the prizes of the world, He
gets soft in contrast, as if to
show us that He is not to be
compared. And I am sure
His voice probably does seem
small in comparison to our
loud music, Skype calls and
Facebook e-vites. But His
voice will be loud when you
are ready to hear it; when

we are ready to give up your
technology to hear Him.

how
''HeImagine
feels, totally
in love with a
generation of
amazingly advanced people
who are seeking each other,
not Him
In a generation that feeds
off of social connection and its
constant presence, I challenge
you to tap endlessly into the
reservoir of knowledge, wis-

dom and love. There is not
a problem He cannot solve
or a tear He cannot dry. All
He wants is for us to listen.
Imagine how He feels, totally
in love with a generation of_
amazingly advanced people
w~o are seeking each other,
not Him. His heart must
yearn for a moment where we
disconnect with the world just
to talk a little.
We are searching for Him
too. In fact, we get frustrated
when we cannot find Him.
So, I challenge you to put the
phone down and take some
time to find God. All it takes
is a moment or two alone to
figure out what you have been
missing.
The day I put my phone
away, I felt immense relief. I was disconnected to
the world and connected to
my God. When I looked for

Him wholeheartedly, I found
Him. We cannot hear Him
amongst the noise of an R&B
song or thro~gh a phone's
annoying buzz, but we can
hear Him through stillness,
in a quiet place where only
you and Him meet. It is worth
the sacrifice of a few phone
calls to gain peace; it is worth
missing a meeting or emailing a classmate a little late if
you are gaining your mental
and spiritual health back; it is
worth missing a mention on
Twitter. In fact,.Christians
should be the example to the
world. We should be the ones
trending phrases like, Be right
back. #FindingGod.
"Ask and it will be given to
you; seek and you will find;
knock and the door will be
opened to you." Matthew 7:7

The root of true love: surrender for God
MICHAEL DANT
CONIRIBl/IOR

Have you ever wondered
where passionate love for
Christ comes from? For over
thirty years of my Christian
experience, my love for God
was tepid, at best. And )'et, I
sincerely followed Christ. I
accepted Him as my Savior
and I behaved as I thought a
"good" Christian should.
Love for Christ is the defining characteristic of Christians. The Great Commandmentis " ... Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all
your mind," (Matthew 22:37).
By that definition, I was not a
Christian for the greater part
of my life.
How do I know that I did
not love the Lord passionately? One of the most compelling proofs was that I did
not enjoy prayer. I found it
difficult to pray for any length
of time, and my prayers were
motivated by a "should do"
rather than a "get to" attitude.
When we truly love someone,
we do not seek excuses to
avoid them, and meeting with
them is our highest priority
each day. That was not my
sentiment towards Christ.
Where, then, does love for
God come from? The stock
answer is by spending more
time in prayer, Bible study

and outreach. But that did not them anyway, telling myself
work for the Pharisees. They
it was okay because God was
prayed extensively, studied
not finished with me yet.
scripture assiduously and
One of those pleasures
traveled, "over land and sea to was allowing entert~inment
win a single convert" _(Matthew 23:15).
But forcing ourselves to
pray more when we do not
already enjoy prayer is not the
answer. Prayer, Bible study
and outreach are wonderful
activities, but they alone will
not produce a passionate love
for God.
So, what will? The answer
is found in the story of the
rich, young ruler. Here is a
man who just like myself,
grew up in a godly home and
kept the commandments from
his youth. But he also had a
love problem. Ellen White
writes, "Only one thing he
lacked, but that was a vital
principle. He needed the love
of God in the souL. That he
might receive the love of God,
his supreme love of self must
be surrendered" (Desire of
Ages, p. 519).
Therein lay my problem as
well. This "love of self" kept
me from growing naturally
into a passionate love of God
during the many years of my
tepid Christianity. For me,
"love of self" manifested itself
in pleasure seeking. There
were pleasures in my life that
I knew were not part of God's
to become an active part of
plan for me, but I welcomed
. my everyday life. As I read

the Accent, I see a number of
articles about good books of
fiction, outstanding television sbows and great movies.
My heart is saddened as I

read these articles because
these are the very things that

inhibited my love for God for
so many years. From experience I can tell you that as long
as we indulge in "innocent"
pleasures, our love for Jesus
cannot fully flourish .
After thirty years of spiritual poverty, I finally real~
ized that the Lord and I had
a relationship problem. By
God's grace, He helped me to
understand the problem and
to surrender the "little" bad
choices that were keepir~g me
chained to the world.
After that true surrender,
my enjoyment of prayer skyrocketed. Prayer quickly became a "get to" experience for
me. This transformation did
not come from learning a new
prayer technique. It was the
direct outcome of-unlike the
rich, young ruler-choosing to
do whatever it took to love the
Lord whole-heartedly.
In order for us to reach
this high ideal [holiness],
that which causes the soul to
stumble must be sacrificed.
Often it seems to us that to
surrender the will of God is
to consent to go through life
maimed or crippled. But it
is better, says Christ, for self
to be maimed, wounded,
crippled, if thus you may
enter into life. "That which
you look upon as disaster is
the door to highest benefit"
(Thoughts from the Mount of
Blessing, 60-62.).
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JUUA BONNEY

Adventist movie executive talks real-life faith
SARAH RUF
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Continued from p. 4

Sometimes people graduate
and it's hard because they
say,"It's like this." Well, the
world operates a different
way and we're called to love
and understand ... sometimes
that requires us to go beyond
our religious mindset. A lot of
times we are afraid to go out
into the world. We just stay
in our own communities and

preach our own gospel. But
Jesus told us to be missionaries, to go out into the world
and preach the gospel.
Q: Why do you think so
many young people leave
the Adventist church?

A: I think that youth leave the
church because of relevancy.
They don't understand, "Why
does the church matter with
what I want to po?" They
don't understiDd that a 'rela-

tionship with God is essential
to survive. They don't understand the real life application .
of faith. When you've been
distant and you're not really sure, faith is very easy to
discard.
·
I try to model in my own
life the value of having faith
and what that looks like
played out in real time. As
much as you're concerned
about what job or position
you want, your faith and
believing in God is essential

to achieving that. Why? God
created us. How could we
become all he's created us to
be if we distance ourselves
from him? The peace and fulfillment and the success that
we're aspiring to achieve is
tied up in being closer to him
and allowing our faith and our
belief to bring into life all the
things God has made us to be.
De Von Franklin speaks for at
Society ofAdventist Communicarors (SAC) convention.
Contributed by SAC

God's call t<? ministry is not restricted by gender
ANNALYSE HAS1Y
MANAGING EpJTOR

As a female member of
the Seventh-day Adventist
church, I find it important
to educate myself and form
an opinion on the question
of women's ordination. This
has been a topic of concern to
many in the Seventh-day Adventist church and ther~ are
very conflicting convictions in
respect to ministerial ordination for women that extend to
our global fanii .
First and foremost, I
believe that the passage of
time without finding satisfaction for the tensions on this
question have given rise to
frustration and diminishing
confidence in church leaders.
I also believe that our General
Conference (G.C.) is finally
actively attempting to find a
timely and mutually satisfactory resolution.
In June 2012, the world
leadership of Seventh-day
Adventists issued an "appeal
for unity" to regional administrative units of the church
that had either taken or were
considering independent action regarding the ordination
of women to gospel ministry.
The appeal reminds both
the union conferences and
the church~s wider membership that the entire subject
of ordination is under study
by the worldwide Adventist
family. The results are due in
2014. Once those results are
received, the document states,
the G.C.'s Executive Committee, the highest authority
of the church, will decide
whether to make further
recommel).dations on the

Photo by Josef Kissinger/ Adventist News Network.

The newly elected president ofAdventism's General Conference, Ted N.C. Wilson, addresses the church on Saturday, July 3, 2010.

ordination issue to the 6oth
General Conference Session
in San Antonio, Texas, in July
2015.

Until then, the GC wants
conferences to wait and "to
change or modify ordination
practices because the decision is global and necessitates
a decision from the world
body," the document stated.
The appeal was in response
to actions by several union
conferences, including two
in North America. The two
conferences went ahead without the GC's advice. In July
of 2012 the Columbia Union
Conference voted a resolution: "The Columbia Union

Conference authorizes ordina- . hopefully resolve to one common answer. The Pacific and
tion to the gospel ministry
without regard to gender."
Col'umbia Unions should have
The Pacific Union Conference, waited for the world church,
and made the change as one
which includes California and
family in Christ.
four other Western states,
The division on this issue
also adopted this change in
·policy in August 2012.
stems from the interpretation of some of Ellen White's
In response, the GC said
the action "represents a
writings (Councils on Health
rejection of this key value in
p. 405). White never directly
deals with the issue of women
denominational life."
I believe that the GC was
being ordained because of
tensions in her day but does
right to request that the
mention women as medical
church make this decision as
a whole. Although it has taken missionaries working in the
field equal with men. There
too many years for this policy
is also evidence that supports
to be attended to, it finally
equal pay between men and
is formally being decided
women in the ministry. Genand the in depth study will

esis 1 and 2 are also interperated differently and brought
up as support for the subordinate treatment of women.
I also do not currently see
a reason to prevent women
from holding equal positions
in ministry as men do. Ellen
White was a woman, and I
believe that the Lord calls
whomever He will and assigns
people to His work whenever
He will. Therefore, the church
should take a position to
listen to God's call on people's
hearts and not rely on their
own gender-based policy for
whom will do His work.
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Using comic relief for life's more difficult times
brother always liked oatmeal.
It was breakfast time and, for
whatever reason-I like to
"Charles, am I going to
think because of my superior
have to move you again?" My
status-my mom deCided
third grade teacher Ms. Lynch to make my grits first. My
probably repeated this phrase
brother took exception; in
to me more than a valet asks . fact, he shrj.eked in anger. In
for keys. I was laughing again
response to his frustration, I
laughed.
and disrupting class in the.
Some of you are already
process. From a_veryyoung
age, I realized I couldn't stop
thinking, "How could you be
laughing.
so insensitive to your baby
My mom tells a story of
brother?" Thinking back, it
when I was four years old
probably was a tad insensiand she had just had my
tive, but at the same-time, I
think it is funny in"the same
younger brother David. I am
a huge fan of grits, while my
way the YouTube video,
CHARLES CAMMACK
CoNTRIBtiTQR

"Charlie Bit My Finger" is
- thought that we should somehow reflect together out loud
funny. It is the same reason
Kevin Hart named his comedy over my grandfather's life. Before worship began, I decided
show, "Laugh at My Pain."
My grandfather passed ·
to break the ice. "Remember
away last summer, and it was
when ... " I started and went
one of the toughest things for
off into a story about my
grandfather's extreme love
me to accept. I went to the
for watermelon. One by one
funeral, the burial and the
dinner afterwards numb with- members of my family would
chime in with their own
out emotion. The night of the
funny stories of grandpa until
funeral our family gathered
at his house to spend time
we were all effectively belly
laughing. Laughter was healtogether and reflect. It was
ing our pain.
getting late and, per tradition,
Chances are, if you have
we all gathered in the family
room to have family worship.
had class with me, you know
The entire day I had the
little has changed since I h;ft

Ms. Lynch's class, though
I try not to cause too many
disruptions with my laughter.
But laughter is more than a
disruption, it can help us cope
with the-challenges life throws
at us (and can even be a belly
workout).
Like the great Bill Cosby
once said, "Through humor,
you can soften some of the
worst blows that life delivers.
And once you find laughter,
no matter how painful your
situation might be, you can
survive it."

Affording college fall and harvest activities
pumpkin seeds at allrecipes.
com.
3· Find the most outrageous
Halloween is not the most
Halloween lawn decor. Take a
drive around the community
celebrated holiday on the
with your friends and search
Adventist calendar. Sonie
people stick to fall and harvest for the most ridiculouslycelebrations, others venture a
decorated yards. Take your
camera and snap photos of
little farther into the bizarre,
your posse posing like the
but most Adventists are left
wondering what they can do
skeletons and zombies you
find. Embarrassing memories
for October 31. The search
for "safe" activities gets even
forever preserved.
4· Rake leaves. Jumping into
tougher when you are a college student with the financial them is mandatory.
prosperity of a 3-year-old. Ad-. 5· Host a bonfire. Cover
sweet potatoes in foil and
mit it. You get excited when
roast them under the coals,
you find a penny, too.
Fear not. I have compiled
and toast marshmallows
a list of 16 "spook-tacular"
activities. Select your favorites
based on how much money ·
you want to spend and what
you feel comfortable with.
RACHEL pARRISH
CONTRIB\ITQR

On the Cheap
1. Carve a pumpkin. Visit a
pumpkin patch or good old
Wal-Mart and pick a pumpkin. Because we cannot all be
art majors, visit Martha Stewart's web site for free, printable templates you can tape
onto your pumpkin for help
when carving. Get a flameless
candle, put it inside your hollowed out pumpkin and enjoy
the glow.
2. Roast the seeds. After ,
taking the goop out of your
pumpkin; clean the pulp off
the seeds. Throw the seeds
into a bowl with a tablespoon
of olive oil, a dash of salt and
fresh-ground black pepper.
Spread onto a baking sheet
and roast in a 350 degree
oven for 45 minutes. Pat yourself on the back for being such .
a resourceful hipsfer.You can
find other recipes for roasting

for s'mores. Swapping scary
stories once it gets dark is
optional.
6. Host a game night. If trickor-treating or haunted houses
are not your thing, round up
your friends, make a pot of
chili and play some classic
table games. Adventist staples
like Rook, Pit and Dutch Blitz
are always crowd-pleasers.

IfYou Have Some Dough
1. Take a train ride. Enjoy
rolling through the colors of
fall and crossing four bridges
on the Missionary Ridge Local
ride on the Tennessee Valley
Railroad. Round trip is less

a beautiful two hour drive
than an hour and follows a
route oyer one hundred years
away, Pikeville, Tennessee
is home to Wooden's Apple
old. Tickets are $16 each. For
Barn, perched atop Walden's
times, visit tvrail.com/pages/
Ridge. The apple hous~ is in
missionary-ridge-local. .
2. Pick your own apples . .
full swing during October,
Located in Cleveland, Tennes- and you can find an endless
see, the Apple Valley Orchard
selection of apples, pumpltins,
has been in operation for over · cider, homemade pies, cob~
blers, and donuts, souvenirs
fifty years. Take a wagon ride
and crafts. I visited the apple
through the orchard, drink
house last fall and nearly ate
apple cider, and savor the
my weight in apple cobbler.
fresh-baked apple fritters,
The cobbler alone is worth the
apple turnovers, fried apple
drive. Trust me.
pies or cinnamon rolls. Or
Why not turn it into an ophave one of each. For tour
portunity to welcome autumn
times and operation hours,
and make memories With
visit applevalleyorchard.com.
3· Take a mini road trip. Only friends?
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OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON

Predictions.about the underdo te.ams in the NBA

Minnesota Timberwolves forward Dante Cunningham (33) controls the ball during an NBA preseason game in Chicago, Oct. 19, 2012. ·
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
Srom

EDITOR

As you may have noticed,

the NBA is my favorite professional league in the world.
Because of this, I thought I
should give my underdog predictions for the season. Everyone has certain teams picked
in the eastern and western
conferences that they think
will give the big boys a run for
their money. This article is
about the teams that no one is
talking about that will actually
have a very productive season.
Philadelphia 76ers:
This team is not on anyone's radar. Let me remind
people that this is a" team that
went to the eastern confer-

ence semi-finals and took
the Boston Celtics to seven
games. Granted, they lost
their defensive anchor by
trading Andre Iguodala, but
they added the "second" best
big man irt the league: An- .
drew Bynum. Andrew Bynum
has much more offensive skill
than Dwight Howard and is ,
an up and coming defender.
If Bynum matures and learns
to be a leader on this team,
they can go far. They also
have young explosive talent
in J rue Holiday, Evan Turner
and Spencer Hawes (although
I should not call Hawes "explosive"). Not to mention the
great coaching of Doug Collins. Look out for these Sixers,

they will be around
for a while.
Atlanta Hawks:
Danny Ferry made some
very good moves this offseason, setting his team up
for additional salary-cap
space while at the same time
keeping the team competitive.
With the release of Joe Johnson, Josh Smith has the opportunity to become a leader
and take this team to new
heights. Not to mention that
this is a contract year for him,
so he should do pretty well.
With their core made of Jeff
Teague, Al Horford and Josh
Smith with the additi<lJ}s of
Kyle Korver and Devin Harris,
this team can be a legitimate

play-off team. Considering
that they are. in a division with
only one realistic playoff team
(Miami Heat), they should
finish second in the Southeast
division and make a little
splash in the post-season.
Golden State Warriors:
Talk about talent-this
team has it everywhere you
look. If this team can stay
healthy and play solid defense, they will not only make
it to the post-season, they will
upset a "big team." Andrew
Bogut is an underrated big
man; they also have David
Lee, Klay Thompson and Steph en Curry. Even if Stephen
Curry cannot keep his ankle
healthy this season, the War-

riors added Jarrett Jack, who
is an underrated point guard
a lot people do not recognize.
Watch out for. Mark Jackson's
Warriors, they are coming.
Minnesota Timberwolves:
This team is deep. Kevin
Love is the best power forward in the game. His ability
to spread the floor on offense
and grab boards on defense
makes this team dangerous.
Ricky Rubio, Brandon Roy, JJ
Barea, Nikola Pecovic; what a
team! Once again I say, if they
can stay healthy and listen
to Rick Adelman on both
ends of the court, the western
conference better beware of
the Wolves because they are
howling.

Talking futsal with Diego Constante
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
Srom

EDITOR

Throughout this futsal season, Division North
intramurals futsal team,
Galacticos, have been able to
find a way to win, and Diego
Constante has been a big part
of the team's success. Another
futsal team, Inter, has probably been the most successful
team this season in futsal.
However, as we all know, just
because a team has been the
best throughout the regular
season does not mean they
will win a championship. So,
with the playoffs just around
the comer, I sat down with
Constante to find out how he
feels about indoor futsal and
how he sees this season ending for his team.

How long have you
been playing soccer?
I have been playing soccer
ever since my freshmen year
in high school. So, not too
long but long enough to
enjoy it.
Is it a big change from
playing indoor to outdoor
soccer? If so, what is the
biggest change?
There is a big change in ·
transition from outdoor to
indoor. The main difference
is touch and footwork. People
that play outdoor just boot
the ball down and just chase
it down. You can't do that in
indoor, you need touch and
good footwork.
Who is your favorite
soccer player and why?
I don't really have a
favorite soccer player, but I
enjoy watching (Andres) Ini-

esta play from Barcelona and
(Angel) Di Maria from Real
Madrid
How has your futsal
team been able to have so
much success?
Our futsal team has had
great success mainly for two
reasons. A: we pass the ball
well and know where the
other person is without looking, and B: our amazing goal
keeper, Kaleb Curnow. He is
great.
' What do you expect for
the playoffs?
We expect a lot of succes
and competition in the playoffs. People always come out
and try their best and there
are some good teams out
there. I just want to win.
Do you think you can
win the title?
Of course I think we can·

win the title. We are very good
and hard work pays off.
Who is your biggest
competition?
Our biggest competition
would probably be Inter. They
won last year and have been
playing together for years.
They are very fundamental
and precise.
What's been your
favorite memory of this
season?
My favorite memory of
this season would be all of oui:
games. But watching Sebastian Lopez play on our team
is probably one of the favorite
memories. He is super good.
Let's see how the remainder of the season will play out
for the Galacticos and how
they will perform tlrroughout
Photo b)l Caleb Johnson-Siaw.
Constante battles for the goal.
the playoffs.
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[Student Life Announcements]

[ The Calendar]
Thursday, October 25
na Convocation: Showcase or
S~rvice & Philanthropy, Iles
5-6:30p Alumni Homecoming
(25-28) SA Supper Promenade
6p Lynn Wood Alumni Banquet, Dining Hall
Last day for 40%
tuition refund
No tuition refund after today
Friday, October 26
Deadline to request December/May Graduation, Records
Faculty winter textbook adoptions due, Campus Shop
8a-12p Walmart Sign-ups,
(Wright Hall)
2p Outreach opportunities,
(Wright Hall) .
4:30p Convocation: Mark
·Twain Celebration, McKee
Library
·
6p Southern Scholars Dinner,
Robert Merchant Room
8p Vespers, Iles, Committed
Concert (BRING ID CARD)
8p Alumni Vespers, Church,
Gary Thurber
8:30p Star Watch, Hickman
Parking Lot
Afterglow-Provided by BCU
(Student Center)
6:25p Sunset

Saturday, October 27
8:45 &10:15a Adoration, Bob
Folkenburg, (Church)
9:30a The Fountain Sabbath
School (White Oak rooni)
Boundaries in dating(Thatcher South)
9 :45a Portuguese-Brazilian
Sabbath School (Student
Center Conference Room)
10a Falling in love with Jesus.
(Women Only: CA Library)
Living Free: Insight (CA-room
109)
One Accord Sabbath School
(Student Center)
:t0:15a Collegiate Sabbath
School (Fellowship A&B)
Fundamental Beliefs Sabbath
School (Fellowship C)
Esther, It's Tough Being a
Woman: Women Only
(CA Room 103)
11:30a Connect, Andy Nash
(CA)
B,CU Alumni Church (Lynn
Wood Hall Chapel)
11:45a Renewal, Bob
Folkenburg (Church)
2p Outreach Opportunities,
Advent Home & Westside for
Jesus (meet at Wright Hall
Steps)
'
6pGospel Choir Reunion con-

cert (Lynnwood ·Hall chapel)
6:30p Evensong, Church, .
Alumni Concert Honoring Dr.
Orlo Gilbert (Church)
8p Alumni Program, Iles
9:30p Southern Shuffle, Wood
11:30p BCU Skate Night, $6
for non-members (Hamilton
Skate Place)
Sunday, October 28
lOa Beyond the Columns
Brunch, seniors only (Student
Center)
na-2p 9th Antique/Classic
Car Show, Wood/Talge
Parking Lot Transportation
6-9p SA Fall Festival, Hidden
Hills Farm
Monday, October 29
Intram~ral Sign-up Begins:
southern.edujintramurals
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
& Floor Hockey Intramural
SM Emphasis Week
(29-Nov. 3)
Wednesday, October 31
10a-6p Senior Portraits, Presidential Banquet Room
Symphony Orchestra Tour
(Oct. 31-Nov. 3)
5P 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament Meeting, Hulsey
9:15p Residence Hall Joint
Worship, Thatcher Chapel

Student Missions Expo
November 3, 2-spm. Thirty
booths will be representing
different countries. Many
organizations will have informlj.tion about where there is
a need for missionaries. Past
student missionaries will be
available to talk and current
student missionaries will be
on Skype.
Calendar of Events:
Monday, October 29
Donuts on the Promenade.
8-12
Tuesday, October 30
Send a message and a smile on
the Promenade (send notes/
pictures to <_;urrent Student
Missionaries.) 8-12
Cultural Dress Day: Dress in
your cultural attire
Wednesday, October 31
Hot drinks (Promenade) 8-12

Thursday, Nove:mber 1
Convocation: Andrew Michell,
uam (Church) and 7:30pm
(Thatcher)
Thursday, Nove:mber 1Golf cart rides on the promenade. 8-10 and 1-3.
Friday, N ove:mber 2
Vespers: Andrew Michell,
8pm (Church)
.Sabbath, Nove:mber 3
Student Missions Expo:
2-spm in Student Center.
CONVOCATION CREDIT: Your chance to see the

library's special collections!
Join us for our annual Mark
'!)vain Celebration in McKee
Library Friday, October 26 at
4:30 pm. Meet rare book appraiser John Henley and view
first editions, signed copies
and Mark Twain artifacts.

[S~ Announceme~ts]
Supper on the pro:menade
Thursday 5-6:30p, FREE
FOOD, so come eat! (Food
sei-vices will be closed due to
alumni banquet)
FALL FESTIVAL:
This Sunday is the SA ann\lal

Fall Festival join us in the fun
on Sunday, October 23 at 6p.
(Hidden Hills farm)
Transportation for Fall Festival will be provided; the bus•
will leave every 15 minutes
from of Wright Hall starting
at5:45p.

.MASTER'S DEGREE
COMPUTER SCIE CE ,
Leam the Technology that Shapes the Future
The Master of<:omputw Sdence

cle&ne puts 10111 on the I'CMid to
a career ln a wttlr.,..MI:I~
A buRt-in ach111fttqe
This degree provides recent B.S.
graduates yvith the equivalent
of five years of work experience.
Time relativity at its finest

PoUt.lft out:c.OCI""
Position yourself for job growth .and
enhancement and straight-forward
access to administrative roles.

Finllndal ........
Graduates can expect to earn
up to an additional $12,000 to
· $20,000 annual salary-a feather
in your cap and money in your p<;>cket

of
• Software architecture, engineering
a11d development
• Network security
• Distributed systems - cloud computing
• Embedded systems- small electronics
in all new technology
• Algorithms

11
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Student Association Senate profiles continued

Lora Kim
I'm a biology major and
enjoy playing tennis, soccer,
basketball, and volleyball. My
goal for senate is to benefit
this school in some way, even
if it's something minor.

Mario Ezra
I am SA senator for district
19. I plan to serve the student
body in every'way I can, so
feel free to share your comments, suggestions, or questions. I am looking forward to
a great school year!

Sarah Graham
As a Senator, I plan on being

there for the student body
as their voice so they may be
heard. If you have suggestions
or want to be heard, I have an
open ear to you!

Yeshara Acosta
I'm from southern California
and am a super-senior social
work and international studies major. I want to interact
with you get to know you
and your passions. Let's
make your ideas a reality and
see the face of this campus
change for the better.

Timeshare opportunity:
How would you like a built-in, annual,
one-week-per-year vacation spot with
no need to find vacancies or make reservations? I have a timeshare good for a
luxury resort in Orlando the second or ·
third week in December (depending on
how the year in question flows). $6,500.
Contact RonaldMillsaps@yahoo.com with
any questions or comments.

·Photographer/
Videographer:
Portraits, engagement, wedding, event
-anything you need. www.cobosmedicom. (423) 762-3245

Preston Palm
I'm a sophomore biochemistry major. I represent district
2 at senate meetings and I'm
the chairman for projects
committee. I hope that by being active on senate I will be
a part of an organization that
improves campus-life.

Melissa Harrison
I am a freshman psychology
major. I enjoy being involved
in a community that promotes
friendliness, good change and
dedication. My goal for this
year is to show SAU the immense number of opportunities and resources that Senate
provides.

Sapphira Ford
I am a junior medical lab science major. I was born and

raised in New Britain, Connecticut, and I'm the senator
for district 13 (3&4 floor of
Thatcher South), and this lear
I want to make sure every
student's voice is heard. If
there is something you think
SAU can improve on, it can be
done!

Attt:ntion graduating
seniors:
If you are looking for a photographer to

take your senior portraits, look no further. Now is the time to book your senior
portraits for graduation. To see my work
please visit my blog http:/ /shafferphotography.wordpress.com call (423) 8477790 or email sshaffer@southern.edu

Psychology Symposium:
On Oct. 26 in Herin Hall at 9 am-2 pm.
PSI CHI chapter will be featuring guest
speakers Dr. Michael Butters, Dr. Phil
Johnson and Dr. Ruth WilliamsMorris.

EXTRAVAGA
- :::SOAV
E THR
BGHT-THIRlY I

THE
STUDE
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0 TRICKS, JUST FU

let the laughter begin!

·If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-

423-591--850
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Fall Festival kicks off season's coldest weather
JUIJA BONNEY
O PINION

Eprroa

Chilly temperatures did
not stop many Southern
students from showing up
for the annual Student Association (SA) Fall Festival
on Oct. 28.
Bright lights and live music greeted students as they
arrived' at Hidden Hills
Farm in Ooltewah. Tickets
were handed out at the entrance and from there students spread out to visit the
various booths.
Many of Southern's clubs
participated by setting up
stands and providing entertainment for guests.
Games included every-

It's
cold.
That's
exactly
how Fall
Fest
should

be
thing from a car smash
to eating doughnuts off a
string while some booths
gave away prizes or did caricature drawings. Visitors
could also take a picture on
a tractor, go on a hayride or
check out our

INDEX
News... ......•.. ......... ...... ..•....

have a friend put in j~il.
Gina Campos, freshman
elementary education major and vice president of
Communications for Eye
Witness, enjoyed watching the enthusiasm of the
doughnut-eating race.
"A lot of people have
come," Campos said. "We
are almost out of doughnuts."
Food was provided by SA
and attendees lined up all
evening to receive a variety
of treats. Popcorn, funnel
cakes, fresh squeezed apple
cider and boiled peanuts
passed out by university
president, Gordon Bietz,
were just a few of the items
on the menu.
"I like how the food is
free," Catalina Gil, junior
nursing major,. said. "It's
definitely a good touch."
Three large fires were
set up in the center of the
field and provided warmth
to many visitors standing
around them.
Nicole Strauss, sophomore allied health major,
said the fires added to the
mood of the event.
"I like the atmosphere,"
Strauss said. "It's very fes.tive."
SA President Garrison
Hayes, said that SA has
been planning Fall Fest
since the beginning of the
school year and was pleased
with the outcome.
"I definitely feel great
about how many people
came out," Hayes said. "It's
really cold out here, you
know, and I love that it
doesn't deter people from
coming."
For some students, it was
the weather that helped
make the event memorable.
"It's cold," Simone Marshall, senior journalism
major, said. "That's exactly
how Fall Fest should be."
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Student Association launches bike sharing progralll
GLENN WILKINS
STAFF WRITER

At convocation on Oct.
25, Student Association
(SA) announced that it purchased bicycles for students
to use around campus. SA
is starting this program because thc:y want to provide
students with a more efficient way to move around
campus.
"I know, for me, having to
walk everywhere,. it would
be really nice if I could just
ride a bike to class," Garrison Hayes, SA president,
.said. "It's an awesome way
to get around."
Currently, there is no set
process for borrowing a bicycle. If one is available, a
student can simply use it.
Hayes said he wants to
focus on the dynamics of
the student body, encourage teamwork and create
a community among students. He said that this
program would be a good
way to do so.
·
"There's so much value
in sharing," Hayes said.
"When ·you have to take
turns with something, you
naturally want to take care
of it because everyone has
to use it."
Maintenance of the bicycles is on~ concern that SA
has been contemplating.
To start off the program,
·only a few bicycles have
been purchased. If these
bicycles are properly cared
for, SA plans to purchase
more, making a collection
of bicycles available for

Photo by Logan Foil

Luis Torres enjoys a ride on Southern's bike, courtesy of the Student Association.

students to use.
''I want everyone to know
that if you take care of the
bikes, more will come,"
Hayes said. "If I could say it
a thousand times, I would.
Abuse or neglect [of the bicycles] means no program."
Hayes also expressed that
he has faith in the student

body and does not believe
the}· will misuse the bicycles. ·
"Another goal of this
project is to decrease our
carbon footprint, which
is in line with established
green initiatives of the uni.v ersity," said Hayes.
Safety is a11other cop.cern

of the program because if
it became fully-fledged, it
would increase traffic on
the promenade.
Josh Fraker, campus safety patrol officer, said that a
good step for Southern to
take would be to create a
lane along the JijiOmenade
for bicycles. Until proper

accommodations are made,
he advised that to help prevent accident and injuries,
students on bikes should
call out and make pedestrians around them aware of
their presence.

~outhmt 9-ccmt
accent.southem.edu
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Alumni Weekend hosts annual antique car show
JEANNIE HINRICHS AND
JASHLENE REY

STAFF WattERS

Southern graduates returned to Southern's campus on Oct. 25 to 28 to
partiCipate
in
Alumni
Weekend. The theme for
Alumni Weekend was "Celebrating the p·ast, sl}aping
the future." The featured
classes were 1942, 1952,
1962, 1967, 1982, 1987
and 2002, according to the
Southern website.
Alumni, as well as current Southern students,

attended the vespers on
Friday night, where Wind
Symphony performed. The
speaker for vespers was
Gary Thurber, a 1982 graduate. Bob Folkenberg Jr.,
a 1987 graduate, spoke for
Collegedale's three church
services on Saturday.
One of the favorite elements expressed by participants during Alumni Weekend was the food.
"Eating lunch yesterday
was my favorite part," Jan
Rushing, class of 1958, said.
·"There was good food!"

Rushing said that another great part of coming opt
to Alumni Weekend was being able to come back and
experience the campus and
see people from the past.
~I've had a good time
meeting old friends and old
classmates," Rushing said.
"It's the old dudes who
come back."
Southern's campus has
transformed over the years,
and 'Alumni Weekend is a
chance for former students
to come back and see the
changes that are taking

Jan Rushing (left) talks with Rodger King (right) while they admire the other cars in the show.

Alumnus Milton Norrel talks about Ford engines with Steven
Osldns,junior business administartion major and adjunct faculty
for the Technology Department.
place.
original Mustang tires and,
"It's [Southern] evolving; in some cars, the. trunk init's like the leaves chang- teriors were or:iginal as
ing," William (Bud) Platt, well.
class of 1963, said. "They
Anderson said most of
slowly change and then one the original parts of the
day, they are gone." ·
cars, like the fenders and
Part of Alumni Weekend bolts, had been replaced or
was showing the alumni the painted to keep the car in
future plans for Southern. good shape.
"We got to see the plans
"You can probably just
for the future. They looked about build a brand new car
good," Platt said.
out of these parts," AnderOne of the final events son said.
of the weekend was the anMany alumni like to come
nual antique car show. This and experience the car
event was open to both stu- show as well as interacting
dents and alumni.
with current Southern stuHoward Anderson, · an dents. "It's not the model
attendee of the car show, year that· matters. It's the
commented on the high mileage that counts," Rushpower status of some ve- ing said.
hicles and the maintenanceThe oldest models includof those cars. Although the ed a 1929 4-door Ford and a
automobiles did have some 1929 Chrysler Coupe.
parts .replaced, there were

Library hosted annual Mark Twain celebration o~ literature

CoRINNE JORDAN

Southern, an institution of been a major contributor
higher education, can be of the library's extensive
enhanced by the books that Mark Twain collection.
On Oct. 26 at 4:30 p.m. it holds in its library.
. He has been sending the
the library hosted their anThere were people on library Mark Twain literanual Mark Twain Celebrature from his own personal
collection.
tion.
'
There were various piec"He has been donating
es of first editions, signed
these works to us for the
copies and manuscripts of
past three years," Katie
Twain's on display. Many
McGrath, reference and
of these pieces of literature
instruction librarian, said.
can only be found in a few
"He has a very strong pasplaces around the world.
sion for literature."
John Henley, a rare
It is common for literabook appraiser who is well
ture collectors like Duane
known for his extensive
Bietz to donate books to
work, spoke at the event.
universities. Many college
As a book appraiser, he
and university libraries
verifies the value of books hand at the display inter- gain extensive collections
and determines why and preting Mark Twain's work of work from collectors in
how they are significant. and explaining and answer- the same way that McKee
He spoke on why the Mark ing questions on the arti- Library gains theirs.
Twain literature that was facts.
As Mark Twain once said,
on display is important and
Duane Bietz, brother of "All schools, all colleges,
ho~ to go about appraising
president Gordon Bietz, at- have two great functions: to
them.
tended the. event along with confer, and to coneeal valuHe also spoke on how his wife, Eunice. Bietz has able knowledge."
SuuWanu

I schools, all
colleges, have
two great fu:q.ctions: to confer,
and to conceal
valuable knowledge

PhQt!l'by

n full

Duane Bietz proudly &plays a photo autographed by Twain.
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Student arrested for Paraphernalia found in car
TIM WILLUMSON
SlAFFWDJU.

Collegedale Police arrested Bradley James Schweizer, a student under
disciplinary review, on Oct.
8 on charges of unlawful
drug paraphernalia and
possession of a prohibited
weapon.
The arrest took place after a trpffic stop for speeding on Ooltewah-Ringgold
Road in Collegedale. Sergeant Jack Sapp of the Collegedale Police Department
gave the driver a warning
citation for the speeding
violation, according to the
incident report.
When asked if the-officer
could sea-rch the car, the
occupant refused, according to the report. Officer

Sapp then made contact
with Corporal Holloway
and requested he respond
with his canine. Upon an
exterior search of the vehicle, the canine alerted
the officers to narcotics. A
search of the vehicle folHld
marijuana pipes, a homemade bong, a nine-inch
hunting knife, along with
several bags on which there
was marijuana resid-qe.
After the subject was taken to the Collegedale Police
Department for booking,
officers Sapp, Spears and
Holloway went to Southern to search the student's
residence hall room. Campus Safety Officer Trenton
Schwarzer and Dean John
Willis accompanied the
offi~ers to the student's
fourth floor room in Talge

Hall.
According to Campus
Safety's incident report,
Dean Willis opened tl\e
room and officers searched
along with the canine,
which alerted them to the
air conditioner and some
suitcases. A digital scale
with marijuana residue
was found and taken as
evidence by the police department. A water bottle
filled with whiskey was also
found in the room and was
taken by Campus Safety to
dispose of.
After his arrest, Schweizer was transferred to silverdale correctional facility.
When contacted, Jeff
Erhard, associate dean of
men, was unable to confrim
or deny the enrollment status of the student.

Campus Safety officer, Trenton Schwarzer and John Willis,
tigo,te student's room.

SDA recording group Committed performs at Southern
SARAH RUF
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Committed, the Adventist
recording group and champions of NBC's "The SingOff' competition, sang for
a packed vespers . on Oct.
26. The six-member group
blended their a capella harmonies on hymns, praise
songs_ and inspirational
numbers.
Rochelle Clarke, sophomore clinical psychology
. major and public relations
· manager for One Praise
Gospel Choir, owns the
group's self-titled album,
which was released under
Epic Records in Aug. 2011."
Clarke said she loved
watching Committed on
The Sing-Off two years ago
but did not find out the
group's beliefs until after they won the contest.
parke said she appreciated
the concert.
•"I was really blessed," she
said. "I got to meet them afterward, so 1t was a really
enjoyable con"cert."
Members shared stories
from their "The Sing-off"
experience, including how
producers considered kicking the group off the show
for their refusal t~ rehearse
secular songs on Saturday. Committed told Friday night's crowd that the
head producer sympathized
with their dilemma because
he held Jewish beliefs. Because of this, executive
producers agreed to switch

Photo

When they
sang [the wor.ship medley], I
just had to stand
up and give God
the praise. I just
felt th~ spirit

rehearsal days.
"God worked it out that
they could stay [on the
show] because they were
true to what they believed
in," Clarke said.
While all members of
Committed graduated from
Oakwood University, it was
a return to Collegedale for
tenor Maurice Staple, who
attended Southern for a
year and a half, beginning
in 2004.

logan

Committed during their opening song for their concert Friday night
"I was major-ing in mu- Usher and Chris Brown.
Senior biology major,
sic, and Julie Penner was
my music teacher. She's a Woosly Calixte, said he we
great, great singer, and I glad Southern staff brought
got to give her credit be- a famous gospel group on
cause she's part of the rea- campus, something he said
son why I do what I do to- had never happened in his
four years here.
day," Staple said.
"When they sang [the
The group formed in
worship medley], I just had
2003 and sang mainly gospel music until "The Sing~ to stand up and give God
Off." Their first album con- the praise," Calixte said. "I
tains a few spiritual songs just felt the Spirit."
but also covers of songs by

NEWS
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Collegedale Church begins new n1entoring progran1
DUSTIN JOHNSON

The Collegedale Church
has started a new program
aimed towards encouraging middle and high school
students to serve and become
a part of the church. The program, termed iServe, was an
idea of a church member that
was presented to the youth
pastors.
Carole Verrill, children's
ministry pastor, says her
vision is to see the youth

serving in all areas of their
church.
The program is in an early
stage but is quickly gaining
interest. The name iServe was
chosen because it fits their
aim to get young students
to serve. If a young person
feels a part of the church, the
hope is that they will stay in
the church. The idea quickly
grew from there, adding on
co-leaders, Nolan and Konika
Wright.
"When kids come through
the door and are interested in

serving, we are here, they are
part of this church," Nolan
Wright said.
On Saturday, students can
find the iServe desk in the
church lobby. Volunteers will
then assist them in finding a
place to serve in the church
immediately or will direct
them to a ministry leader that
can become their personal
mentor. That mentor will set
up times and dates for when
the student can help on Sabbath.
Students can find oppor-

tunities to serve in Sabbath
schools, assisting the deacons
with the offering, helping the
greeters, passing out literature, or helping with video or
audio.
Students from the fourth
to the twelfth grades are the
particular focus, but children
younger than that are allowed
to participate if accompanied
by an adult.
Verrill said, "This program
is a positive opportunity for
students to become part of
their church, but it will only

work if the adults catch on to
this, not just the kids. Our vision goes beyond this church
building. It means serving
wherever you are, so even
when you're not in church, my
role is to serve. "
Volunteers, including university students, are needed
on a weekly basis to staff the
iServe desk. They can also get
involved in the iServe ministry to act as a mentor for an
iServe student.

Response to DeVon Franklin question and answer
ADRIEN

CHARLES-MARCEL

Cmmuauma

Editor's note: The following
is an opinion and should not
be equated as endorsed by
the Southern Accent.
Would you believe that
making a movie like The Karate Kid is ministry? According to DeVon Franklin, who
helped make it, it is.
DeVon Franklin is a
Seventh-day Adventist and
works with Columbia Pictures
as senior vice president of
production. Making movies
was his chil~ood dream, but
it was not alW'ays supported
by others in the A ventist
community. Yet he had
"faith that God would take
him'where He wanted him
to be," according to Lauren
Annstrong and Larry Pefia,
who wrote "Devon Franklin:
Produced oy Faith."
"God is still writing my
script, still directing my movie," Franklin said, according
to Mark Kellner who writes
for the Adventist Review,
thereby suggesting that God
wants him where he is, doing
what he is doing. Apparently, he has been doing well,
because Tyler Perry endorses
Franklin as "true to God," according to Mark Moring with
Christianity Today.
oring said" that Franklin plans to make a movie of
Heaven Is for Real:A Little
Boy's Astounding Story of His
Trip to Heaven and Back. This
brings up. a potential problem.
As an Adventist, Franklin
should disagree with the main
underpinnings of the book. Its
description on Amazon. com
says that the child in the story, Colton, "during emergency
surgery slips from conscious-

ness and enters heaven." It
cites as evidence that "he met
his miscarried sister, whom
no one had told him about,
and his great grandfather who
died 30 years before Colton
was born." This is the doctrine
of the immortality of the soul,
which is incongruent with

fun' Amore
damental
question must
be asked:
Would an Adventist believe
that God inspired a story
with false doctrines?
the Seventh-day Adventist
understanding of the state of
the dead. As such, Adventists
would consider it false doctrine. Maybe Franklin plans
to edit out those elements.
But even if he does, a more
fundamental question must
be asked: Would an Adventist
believe that God inspired a
story with false doctrines?
If life has negative elements, then watching and
making movies with negative
elements is acceptable, right?
Not exactly. Ellen White,
in an article in The Signs of
the Times, said, "We may be
placed in trying positions, for
many cannot have their surroundings what they would;
but we should not voluntarily
expose ourselves to influences that are unfavorable
to the formation of Christian
character."
,

Do the movies that Franklin has been involved in have
any of those "influences"
referenced by Ellen White?
Moring says that Franklin
"has overseen such projects
as The Pursuit of Happyness,
The Karate Kid and this summer's Jumping the Broom."
What Kellner calls "the
family-friendly movie The
Karate Kid" actually contains,
according to Adam R. Holz, a
"sensual dance scene," some
"surprisingly savage" fighting
and inappropriate language.
Holz has also reviewed The
Pursuit of Happyness, which
he reports as showing a wornan in intimate apparel and in.eluding multiple curse words.
Paul Asay reports that Jumping the Broom has "about a
dozen misuses of God's name"
and shows "sexual content,"
including showing one of
the main characters "in her
underwear twice." Asay clarifies that this sexual content
is supposed to' be for a good
purpose, according to producer T. D. Jakes. But Asay also
says that "Jumping the Broom
has issues aplenty-that cannot be swept aside." Though
the movies all have "positive
elements," according to Paul
Asay and Adam Holz, they
contain the very influences
that Adventists need to avoid.
And Seventh-day Adventist
DeVon Franklin was voluntarily involved.
The following verse clearly
shows that Franklin's movies are wrong: "But among
you there must not. be even
a hint of sexual immorality,
or of any kind of impurity,
or of greed, because these
are improper for God's holy
people" (New International
Version, Ephesians 5:3).
His movies have that "hint."

Kellner, in his article about
Franklin, made a point
about the Church Manual
"implor[ing] Adventists to
exercise discernment in their
entertainment choices." But
it seems that DeVon Franklin is not discerning enough.
Even he seems to know this,
for he says, "There is going
to be some trial and error in
navigating these waters, but
let's do it together knowing
that we have each other's
trust, instead of being quick
to condemn." Why would he
sav this if he didn't think that
he" might be making some
mistakes?
Some will say that Adventists don't have .to follow the
Church Manual. After all,
"Fundamental Beliefs" says
that "Seventh-day Adventists
accept th{! Bible as their only
cre~d .... "Yet the Bible itself
speaks against the "influences destructive of Christian
standards" spoken of in the

Adventists
''should
recognize the inconsistencies in
Franklin's life
and stand up
against these
misleading presentations
Church Manual. Philippians
4:8 says, "Finally, brothers
and sisters, whatever is true,
whatever is noble, whatever
is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever

is admirable-if anything is
excellent or praiseworthythink about such things"
(New International Version,
Philippians 4:8).
Others might defend
Franklin on the grounds that
he is "keeping the Sabbath,"
according to Mark Kellnar
with the Adventist Review,
and influencing people in
Hollywood. But he is also
helping to produce entertainment that has objectionable
content. In this case, the end
does not justify the means.
To the casual observer,
DeVon Franklin might
seem to have a good reason
for working in Hollywood,
but a close examination of
the scene shows that Tyler
Perry was wrong when he
said that "Franklin lives his
faith beautifully and without
compromise." Franklin claims
to be doing God's work, yet
his work proves that he is not
being a faithful Seventh-day
Adventist. The framework
that Adventist doctrine puts
God in wouldn't allo:w Him
to call Franklin to do all that
he's doing. Worse than this,
Franklin has been featured in
several Seventh-day Adventist
venues, apparently as a good
church member. These venues include Pacific Union College, two Adventist churches
and the pages of the Adventigt
Review, according to Kellnar,
Armstrong and Peiia.
Adventists should recognize the inconsistencies
in Franklin's life and stand
up against these misleading
presentations. They should
examine their own lives
and make sure they are not
making !he same mistakes
Franklin is making-not by
producing bad movies, but by
watching them.
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How visiting a shelter strengthened n1y belief in prayer
SHANA BROWNE
(:nNTIIIILilDI

There is power in prayer.
David spoke to the Lord saying, "You are my God. Lord,
listen to my prayer for help."
Psalm 140:6. My journey has
grown into daily missions.
God asks, and I say yay or
nay, but how am I able to really do His will without asking
for help? I am not going to
pretend like I am capable of
truly doing things for the Lord
on my own. I need help. Then,
when He calls I can answer,
"Here I am Lord, use me."
Midterm break was approaching, and my plans
were falling apart. "Come on
Lord, I have been here in the
423 for quite some time now.
Can we hook a sister up and
get her out of Tennessee?"
The Lord smiled at me and
said, "Be patient." Although
patience can be a daunting
assignment, I accepted the
challenge and began to pursue
a new mindset. "Lord," I said,
"I know you have plans for
me, so I am making this Your
break."

As I surrendered, He took
the reigns. It started 'Yith day
one.
Thursday I went into
hibernation. I could not seem
to keep my eyes open for but
a few hours throughout the
day. When Friday morning
arrived, I was determined not
to sleep my day away.
Mid-morning I received a
call from a friend of mine. After exchanging our usual silly
greetings, she inquired about
what my plans were for the
evening (veSpers at a friend's
house, of course!).
"Would you like to go to a
women's shelter with me?"
she asked. A women's shelter?
I was not expecting that, but
I accepted the offer before
really considering whether
or not it was wise. When the
clock struck 3, I was no longer
in a happy-go-lucky mindset
about my decision. What
would the .shelter be like?
Were we staying overnight?
Would I be safe? How many
women would be there? The
questions reeled, ending with
a familiar grand finale: "What
are you doing, Lord?"

6:30p.m. The heavy door
to the shelter shut behind me.
The time baa come when no
one else was allowed in or out
of the building. My nerves
were racing. We walked into
the living room to meet a
small group: five women and
one child.
All except for one were
at the kitchen table eating
dinner. The other woman
was curled up on the couch
with her eyes glued to the 1V
screen. The room felt weird.
There was an essence of sorrow despite the home-like
decor. As I searched each
face, I saw more than eyes,
noses and mouths; I saw the
struggles that plagued them
daily. "Lord, it's time for You
to take the lead," I thought.
My friend and I joined
them for the last leg of dinnertime and then split up to
begin connecting with the
different ladies. I quickly saw
that there were a lot of needs
and only two of us, but then
I heard a familiar voice. Jeremiah 51:15, "The Lord made
the earth by his power .... "
Couldn't a God who made this

earth enter into it and fill any
space with his presence? Two
humans and God equals the
ability to handle all the needs
of the woman at that shelter. I
received peace.
At 9 years old, I would
crawl into my double bed
at night and enjoy my mom
tucking me in and reminding
me of how much she loved me
and how much greater God's
love was.
At 9 years old, the little
girl before my eyes was in a
shelter unsure of whether or
not anyone truly loved and
accepted her for who she was.
She was not in a home, but
in the basement of a church
with women many times older
than she-No friends, no toys.
She yearned for attention and
affection. We played, talked,
played, sang songs, played
and talked some more. Her
eyes would light up when I
laughed with her, complimented her or gave her a hug.
At the end of the night, she
knew that I loved her. Despite
getting in trouble a couple
of times for disobedience,
I loved her and told her so.

More importantly, God was
using me to impact this little
girl's view of who He is.
Prayer is powerful. Prayer
is more than a simple talk
between you and the Lord;
prayer is a vulnerable conversation-a conversation that
reveals your weaknesses and
God's strengths. I thank God
with all my heart for speaking to me every day of my life.
I know His voice. It is like
honey to my ears. I thank God
for showing me how weak I
am so that I might realize that
I cannot make it without Him.
I may have my own bed and
loving family and friends, but
like those women, I have pain
and God sees it. He comes
into my life and fills it with
laughter, compliments, and
lots of hugs. That night has
changed my life. I was used to
bless someone and was more
greatly blessed in return. I
was privileged enough to meet
six women and a beautiful
child. I am honored to know
more of God's children. I am
humbled because I see that
praying on that lonely day
before break gave me power.

Using your greatest ally in times of war
SIMONE MARSHALL
REa actoN Eonne

As the semester resumes,
and we are .stuck with midterm grades and, potentially,
a lot of catching up to do, I
think it is important to reconsider a source of strength that
is both new and old.
Isaiah 40:6 says, "All flesh
is grass ... The grass withers,
the flower fades ... " From that
we can learn that not only
are we seasonal, but we are
quick to wither in a drought
of Living Water, and are quick
to wither in the cold frost of

discouragement, tribulations
and depression. Our withering ability has been proven:
people pass away, taking all
the knowledge and wisdom
they attained with them to
the grave. The issue of our
fragility is revisited every
time we look into the eyes of a
newborn baby-innocent and
pure, helpless and mild. So,
if the old, who retain the most
wisdom and strength seldom
get to impart their knowledge
on the younger who can spend
the most time practicing it,
why do we even attempt to be
wise?

1 Peter 1:22-23 says," ...
Love one another with a
pure heart, having been born
again ... through the word of
God which lives and abides
forever." Our hope for betterment, wisdom and success is
in God's word. It is the only
thing which endures foreverthe only thing that never dies
(Isaiah 40:8). Our wisdom
should not find its root in the
wisdom of others who lived
before us, but rather it should
be rooted in what we have
proven true through the Word
of God.
The Bible has seen refor-

mations, plagues, wars and
elections galore. It has also
seen inexpressible gratefulness, joy and peace. It is our
oldest friend-our greatest
ally to have in the war against
Satan. It is the best life-coach,
the wisest old friend we could
ever ask for. True, we are like
grass that withers away, but
just because we wither once
under the intense heat of life
does not mean everything
does. It is hard to grasp, too,
the concept that one book can
hold it all.
Even though it is hard to
believe, we should not scorn

the perfection of a book that
has endured both the good
and the bad while still remaining relevant. This book
is strong, enduring, powerful,
wise, all-telling, straight to
the point, entirely from the
mouth of God, through his
servants to you and me. It
is where the young can find
wisdom and hope. It is where
you can find life. So I invite
you that when times get rough
this semester, or if you ever
need advice, to pick up life's
manual and give it a chance.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800

O'SPRINGS
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Reasons to join me in becoming a Democrat
DANNY CoLLINS
CONDIBlaQR

When I moved to Collegedale a few years ago, I
considered myself an Independent. The only problem
was that the passionate
conservatives thought that
our political viewpoints were
identical, when in actuality, I
leaned liberal. The more they
considered me a Republican,
the more I pushed back, until
I finally decided that I am a
Democrat.
When it comes to the issue
of abortion, many accuse
democrats of being "baby
killers," and even though I am
pro-choice, I do not support
abortion. I do not understand how a group of people
who say, "abortion is killing a

human," are the same people
who kill doctors who perform
abortions, and support the
death penalty. Taking a life is
taking a life. Why is killing a
fetus considered wrong, but
murdering someone with a
family and loved ones suddenly accepted? I think that
all wemen should have the
choice to do what they feel is
best for their situation. Todd
Akin, a six-term Republican
congressman said, "If it's a
legitimate rape, the female
body has ways to try to shut
that whole thing down." I
am sorry... legitimate rape?
I would hate to tell a rape
victim, "Ma'am, that is not a
legitimate rape, and that is
why you are pregnant."
I believe that God gives us
free choice; therefore, I do not

want to impose my beliefs on
others. Just because I believe
that a man should marry
a woman does not mean I
should prohibit someone else
from marrying whomever he
or she loves. In our culture,
we are supposed to marry
someone of the opposite sex,
but what if there was a law
that stated we had to marry
someone of the same sex?
"I'm sorry, sir. You cannot be
with your wife. It is against
the law." Just because there is
a law, doesn't mean it changes
our sexual orientation. It
sounds psychotic, but I feel
like there should not be a law
saying whom we can and cannot love. I did not choose my
sexual orientation and neither
can anyone else.
Finally, I believe in the

health care plan presented by
President Obama for the following reasons. First, individuals have gotten more than a
billion dollars in refund from
insurance companies. This
is because the law requires
that So to 85 percent of our
premiums go to our health
care and not to their profits
or promotion. The gains are
even greater because many
insurance companies have
lowered their rates to comply with that requirement.
Second, more than 3 million
young peopfe from ages 19 to
25 can have health insurance
because they are covered by
their parents' policies. "But,
it's robbing Medicare!" they
claim. Not true. There was
no cut to Medicare benefits
at all. Actually, the President

took recommendations from
professionals to cut unwanted
subsidies to providers and insurance companies that were
not making people healthier
and were not necessary to
provide the service. This added eight years to the Medicare
trust fund, enabling it to last
until 2024. President Obama
did not weaken Medicare; he
strengthened it.
We all know politicians are
corrupt. However, I cannot force myself to believe a
campaign that says "We are
not going to let our campaign
be dictated by fact-checkers,"
which is what Romney
pollster Neil Newhouse said
at a panel organized by ABC
News. These are just a few
of the reasons why I am a
Democrat.

Why you should vote Republican in'2012
ANDREW

DURBY

CONTRIBIITOR

I remember hearing my
dad commenting during the
2000 election that this was
the most important election
in his lifetime. In 2004, my
grandfather made.._a similar
comment. In 2008, I believed
it for myself. I think we all can
admit that the first bi-racial
candidate endorsed by a major party definitely made the
election of 2008 a big deal.
Once again, I believe that
the 2012 election will be the
most important election in
our history but for other reasons. We are at a pivotal point
in our nation's history.
There are two roads we can
choose to take as a nation. We
can continue down the road
we are currently on, or we can
move on and try something
different.
President Obama has not
spent his time in office in
the most appropriate way.
He spent the first two years
of his presidency trying to
force a partisan healthcare
bill through Congress (a bill
which was "so important" that
he basically said it needed to
be passed yesterday, but it
does not even take effect until
2014). I find it hard to believe
that his time could not have
been better spent when there
was an unemployment rate
of7.8 percent when he took
office, which later peaked at

Associated Press

Oct. 2012, Republican candidate Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama talk after the first debate at the University ofDenver.

10 percent and never dipped
below 9-4 percent until the
Republicans regained control
of the House in 2010. In addition, he has played golf over
100 times since taking office.
That is about once every two
weeks-more than any other
president.
Obama also claims that
he has cut taxes on middle
class families and they have
approximately an additional
$3,700 in their pockets as a
result. This is far from relief,

however, as health care costs
rose to the amount he said
they would drop by, ( $2,500)
and gas prices have doubled
during his time in office. We,
as students who have little
to no spending money, have
been greatly affected by gas
prices. That extra trip home
or a weekend get-a-way is less
likely to happen now because
we pay twice as much to fill
our tank.
I'm not saying Obama's administration has completely

failed, but I have some great
concerns about reelecting
him. My first major concern
is how much more nioney
will be given to green energy
companies? Green energy
companies have received $90
billion, many of which were
Obama campaign donors and
half of which are now bankrupt. My second concern is
how much more will the deficit increase? Obama promised
to cut it in half during the
2008 campaign but instead,

it doubled·. Third, with his
proposed tax increases how
can more jobs be created?
With less capital to work with,
companies will be looking to
cut back. This means fewer
jobs created and more jobs
lost. Obama has also failed to
remove tax loopholes allowing
tax breaks for companies that
ship jobs overseas. In short,
he has done little but spend
money and fail to turn the
economy around. It is time for
a change.
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N onconventional ways to avoid lapses of sanity
RA.QUELLEvY
ltEF5JYI E

Eprroa

Between Sunday and Monday this week, I spent almost
$300, traveled 1,546 miles to
four different cities, missed
two classes, two quizzes and
five hours of work just to sign
and initial one piece of paper.
Okay, a car loan is kind of
important. But maintaining
my car came at the expense
of stressing about the two
books I had to read almost
in their entirety, the essay I
had to rework and the five
articles I had to write. Added
to the stress was that each of
these things had to be done
between the rows of a car or
an airplane.
If you know me at all,
you're probably thinking,
"That's what you get for
procrastinating, Raquel." I
know my reputation precedes
me, but it feels like I have not
stopped working or writing or
running around in weeks.
Let's be real for a second.

Articles on how to manage
stress all say the same things:
time management, do not do
tomorrow what you can do
today, wake up early, exercise.
All good things. B~tw~t happens when stress 1s not JUSt
~pping your air out in frustration anymore because there's
too much to do and too little
time? What happens if you've
been stressed for weeks, even
after the big test?
The stresses of a college
student go bey~nd tests and
papers and proJects. Most
of us work, some of us have
more than one job, some of us
are graduating and have no
idea what we're going to do
after graduation. Others are
still deciding on a major, one
of the most important decisions we'll ever make. Some
of us have financial troubles,
relationship troubles, family
troubles.
Stress can become too
much to deal with and suddenly we're dragging our feet
around, forcing ourselves to

half-heartedly do our assignments when all we really
wanna do is lie on the floor,
take a nap and make the

''You reserve the
right to whine
'
be a baby slump
'.
•
on a chair' h~
d
th
own on e
floor hit your
'
head on the wall
or whatever
works for you
world go away.
Not all of our problems can
be solved by "buckling down
and getting to it," and not
everything will be magically
better if we "stop procrastinating" but here are three
things I've realized can help

with the stress.
1. Do something that
will make you feel like
yourself. This is probably
not going to be anything productive. This will probably be
a waste of time. But it's probably the most important thing
you need to do. For weeks
of dragging my feet around,
I kept telling myself "I need
a break." I got small breaks,
but they were never enough.
It took staying up until 3am
helping my housemate and
two walks in the rain to finally
make me feel refreshed and
ready to take on my stress.
2. Talk/complain to
someone. Such a simple
concept, but not always easy
to do. We don't want to bother
anyone, we don't want to give
up our "strong" image, and
it is hard finding someone to
actually listen. But the more
we bottle things up, the more
we have to carry. You reserve
the right to whine, be a baby,
slump on a chair, lie down on
the floor, hit your head on the

wall or whatever works for
you. Find a person who you
think will let you complain
to no end. And if that person
tells you to stop complaining
and do something about it, get .
up, dust yourself off and find
another person to complain to
(my email is rlevy@southern.
edu if anyone needs it). Then,
you can get on with your massive to-do list.
3· Look on the bright
side. Same as the last one:
easy concept, but oh so hard
to do. But this is what's going
to get you through the stress
and on to happier times. Even
though I was angry that I
had to spend so much money
and get behind on my work
to go home, I tried to focus
on my excitement to see my
baby cousin whom I'd been
missing. If you can find an
immediate bright side, focus
on that. If you can't, just
remember it probably won't
matter in five years. This, too,
shall pass.

SAD:
Celebrating
beards
since
1976
.

...

CHARLES CAMMACK

Allow me a moment of
transparency, Southern: I
have been waiting for "No
Shave November" probably
since last November. In fact,
my brother teased me last
year saying I sho~d do "No
Shave Winter" because my
ability to grow facial hair is
rather weak. Nonetheless, 'tis
the season to grow a beard
and Talge Hall is incorporating it into their "Clash of the
Titans" activities.
The question is: When did
the facial hair phenomenon
start at Southern?
From the mid 1960s to the
mid 1970s, all men at Southern were required to be cleanshaven; they could not even
have hair over their ears.
To some, this may sound
ridiculous and extreme,
maybe even legalistic, but it
is important to understand
the full context of that time
period and the biblical take on
beards to see the full picture.
The early 1960s was the
height of the hippie movement. Dennis Pettibone, pro-

fessor of history and political
studies, said, "The movement
seemed to be consciously
objecting middle class values,
the war, promoting drugs
and free love." The defining
characteristic of most of the
people involved in that movement was the growth of facial
hair and beards.
Some probably wondered
if the Bible also influenced
Southern's decision to ban
beards at that time. Donn
Leatherman, a professor in
the School of Religion, has
not shaved since 1979. He was
medically advised to refrain
from doing so after his doctor
found that the razors caused
bleeding from the follicles.
Leatherman has researched scripture on the
subject of beards. "Outside of
the military and upper-class
Romans and Egyptians, it was
not common to shave in biblical times. In fact, it appears
normal for men to allow their
facial hair to grow," Leatherman said.
The faculty in Southern's
senate, along with support
from the nursing department
at that time, made sure that

Southern's guidelines prohibited men from growing facial
hair. This was not because
it was against biblical teaching as evidenced above, but
because they wanted to guard
against Southern students being associated with the hippie
movement.
The movement died down
in the late 1960s, but Southern's guidelines were not officially changed until1976. The
handbook now simply states,
"Beards and mustaches clean
and well groomed."
For the most part, this
standard is followed nowadays and there are many
who embrace the opportunity to sport beards and even
consider it a lifestyle, such
as Brandon Wilson, a junior
religious studies major.
"To me, having a beard
is just short of the ultimate
expression of manliness,"
Wilson said. "If I was unable
to grow a beard, I would feel
a great deal of sadness and
would have to try and compensate for a lack of masculinity in some other way."

Photo by Matthew Hadley

Southern alumnus, Brandan Roberts, proudly sports his beard.
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Giants sweep Tigers to win World Series
DETROIT (AP) - Smart
pitching. Clutch hitting. Sharp
fielding. Plus an MVP Panda.
All the right elements for a
sweet World Series sweep for·
the San Francisco Giants.
Nearly knocked out in the
playoffs time and time again,
and finally pressed by the Detroit Tigers in Game 4, Pablo
Sandoval and the Giants
clinched their second title in
three seasons Sunday night.
Marco Scutaro-who
else?-delivered one more key
hit this October, a go-ahead
single with two outs in the
10th inning that lifted the Giants to a four to three win.
"Detroit probably didn't
know what it was in for," Giants general manager Brian
Sabean said. "qur guys had a
date with destiny."
On a night of biting cold, stiff
breezes and some rain, the
Giants combined the most
important elements of championship baseball. After three
straight wins that looked relatively easy, they sealed this
victory when· Sergio Romo got
Triple Crown winner Miguel
Cabrera to look at strike three
for the final out. ·

"Tonight was a battle,"
Giants star Buster Posey said.
"And I think tonight was a
fitting way for us to end it because those guys played hard.
They didn't stop, and it's an
unbelievable feeling."
Posey, the only player who
was in the starting lineup
when San Francisco beat
Texas in the 2010 clincher,
and the underdog Giants
celebrated in'the center of the
diamond at Comerica Park.
They built toward this party
all month, winning six elimination games this postseason. ·
In the clubhouse, they hoisted
the trophy, passed it around
and shouted the name of each
player who held it.
_
"World Series champions!"
Giants outfielder Hunter
Pence hollered.
A total team triumph.
"When pitching is your
strength, you want a good defense," manager Bruce Bochy
said. "That shows up every
day.... Hitting sometimes,
it comes and goes. But as
long as you can stay in more
games, the better chance you
Associated Press
have of winning them, and
San Francisco Giants celebrate after they defeated the Detroit
that's how we play."
Tigers, 4-3, in the World Series Sunday, Oct. 28, 2012.

.•

Benched during the 2010.
Series, Sandoval, nicknamed
Kung Fu Panda, went 8 for
16, including a three-homer
·performance in Game 1.
"You learn," Sandoval said.
''You learn from everything
that happened in your career.
... We're working hard to enjoy this moment right now."
Cabrera delivered the first
big hit for Detroit, interrupting San Francisco's run of
dominant pitching with a tworun homer that blew over the
right-field wall in the third.
Posey put the Giants ahead
3-2 with a two-run homer in
the sixth and Delmon Young
hit a tying home run in the
bottom half.
It then became a match up
of bullpens, and the Giants
prevailed.
Ryan Theriot led off the
10th with a single against Phil
Coke, moved up on Brandon Crawford's sacrifice and
scored on a shallow single by
Scutaro, the· MVP of the NL
Championship Series. Center
fielder Austin Jackson made a
throw nome, to no avail.

Divisio·n A football power rankings
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPQBU E~!I2B

As football season comes to
a close, let's take a look at the
powerhouses that have been
created this season on the
field. Let's begin.

Ladies Division A:
October Crush
October Crush has been on
the field in the cold weather,
crushing their opponents on
their way to a 4-0 record.
Their offense has produced
more than 6o points this
season, but that is not the impressive part. The impressive
part is the fact that they have

produced this many points
while only allowing 19 points.
Their undefeated record is living proof of their dominance.
-Let's see if they can keep it up
during the playoffs.
End Zone Divas
This team has the best
point differential in the division. Their dominance has
come on both ends of the
field, and they have been doing it with class. Quarterback
Myjeila Velasco has lifted the
team with her outstanding
plays, and their defense has
held opponents to about six
points per game. Watch out
for the Divas, they
are coming.

defense has been tight which · plays with one of the fastest receivers in the league,
has made it very difficult for
teams to score on them. They
Andrew Knecht.
are undefeated and may have
Blitzkrieg
one of the top seeds going into
This team has been playing
theplayoffs. Beware of their
together so long that they no
laterals, they might get you!
longer have to huddle-they
just keep going whether the
Gravity
With a quarterback like
defense is ready or not. They
Jimmy Bunch, this team can
have an amazing combination
Men's Division A:
do almost anything. Although
of runners with Brad Walz
people may think he is slow,
and Isaac Tyman. Their deWhite Cheddar
he is actually very mobile in
fense has been great as well,
This team has tricked every . the pocket and has the arm to
holding opponents to just
opponent they have faced.
throw on his back foot or in
so points. Let's see how they
They lateral and pitch the ball
motion. He is a very dynamic
make out in the playoffS, but
so much that it has made it so
quarterback that can pick a
in the meantime, this team
difficult for defenses to know . defense apart. This team does
is coming down the field and
who to cover and whose flag
well on both ends of the field
you better be ready.
to pull. Not to mention their
_and can make game changing

ChicaBoom
. Here is another impressive
team in this talent studded
division. This team has scored
incredibly and soared to a
playoff record. Their chances
to win some playoff games
are great. Do not sleep on this .
team-They will surprise you.

..

..;:..--
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, November 1
·10a-6p, Senior Portraits, Pres. Banquet
na, Convocation: Student Missions, Church, Andrew Michell
Last day to drop a class & automatically receive "W"
.
Non-refundable Commitment Deposit of $250 due for New/Transfer Students
for Winter 2013
3:3op, Deans/Chairs Advisory
7:30p, Conv?cation: Student Missions, Thatcher Chapel, Andrew Michell
Friday, November 2
.
Withdrawals through Dec. 7 receive "W" or "WF"
I Cantori Tour (2-4)
8a-12p, Walmart Sign-ups, (Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities, (Wright Hall)
8p, Vespers, Church, Student Missions: Andrew Michell
9:30p, Hymn Sing, Talge Chapel
After vespers, SM testimonies, Church Gospel Chap~l ··
6:45p, Sunset
Saturday, November 3
8:45 & 10:15a, Adoration, David Smith (Church)
10a, One Accord (Student Center)
9:45a, Brazilian Sabbath School: (Student Center Conference Room)
9:30a; The Fountain: White Oak Room (Thatcher South)
9:3oa, Boundaries in Dating: Wolftever Room (Thatcher South)
11:30a, Connect, Andy Nash, (CA)
11:45a, Renewal, David Smith (Church)
1:30-5p, Cave Open, Student Park
. 2p, Outreach Opportunities- Hungry 4 Jes,us
2-5p, Student Missions Expo
6:30p, Evensong, Church
7:15p, 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament, Iles
Sunday, November 4
·Daylight Saving Time Ends, set clocks back one hour
SAT Exams, Lynn Wood
1p-10:30p, Student Center Open
Monday, NovemBer 5
Student Wellness Week-(5-10)
Last day to order December Graduation regalia online, www.cbgrad.com
PRAXIS Exams, Lynn Wood
3:30p, Undergraduate Council
Tuesday, November 6
ga-8p, Election Day, Transportation to polls (Wright Hall)
Online Winter Registration for Returning Seniors >93 hours (6-7)
Noon, Tornado Siren Test
Wednesday, November 7
7:3op; SA Senate, White Oak Room
g:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship, Thatcher Chapel

THURsDAY,

NoVEMBER 1, 2012

School of Physical Education, Health and Wellness: This coming
weekend, November 2 to 4, camping at Cohutta Springs Camp. You can either
cycle to the campsite or ride the shuttle that will be provided! For those not
cycling (between 1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m.); the SAU van shuttle will leave on the
side.oflles PE center at 4:00pm! Cost of this trip, which includes hot showers,
four meals, as well as plenty of fun and memories, is $5 for members and $10
for non-members. Payment deadline was Oct. 31. Payment should go to Katie
Schuen's office in Hulsey Wellness Center on the second floor. For questions,
email Samantha Paul at samanthapaul@southern.~du ASAP.
BCU: Students are encouraged to attend AYS at Orchard Park SDA Church in
Chattanooga, Tennessee this Sabbath at 6:oo p.m. -

GYC Southeast is continuing the Ignite prayer initiative daily at 7 a.m. in
Thatcher lobby by the piano (Monday-Friday), and 7 p.m. in the Student Center
prayer room.
ENACTUS invites you to a vespers on Nov. 9 at 6:30p.m. in the White Oak
Room. Come enjoy music, hot chocolate and vespers credit!
.National Election Day: Let your voice be heard. Vote in the National Election. Free transportation will be provided in front of Wright Hall to the Collegedale City Hall f~r those who have registered to vote in Tennessee. Transportation will begin at 9 a.m. and go until 8 p.m. The van will be making continuous
trips all day and plan to leave every 15 to 20 minutes from Wright Hall and
,..City Hall. Polls.open from 8 a.m. until8 p.m. if you plan to drive yourself to the
polls.
Acceptable forms of ID include:
.
· Tennessee driver license with a photo (current or expired);
A driver license issued by another state (current or expired);
U.S. passport;
U.S. military ID

[SA Announcements]
#SAUbikes: See it, need it, use it and then leave it for the next person. Like the
Facebook page! http:/ fwww.facebook.com/SauBikes

[Birthdays]
November 1- Rachel Boggess, Andrew Durby, Enrique Garin, Henry Kuhlman, Omar Lopez, Makenzie Loveridge, Laurie Minner, Rhya Moffitt, Deanna
Moore, Katelyn Pauls, John Sufficool, Trevor ~utherland, Nathan Thomas
November 2 - Ayarri Brisbane, CJ Fischer, Sarah Franche, Melissa Giebel,
Dustin Kelley, Anna Mericonchini, Leanne Minimo, Vicky Moore, Sonia Moral,
Travis Purcell, Stacy Whitehead
November.-3- Hannah Lust

·[Student Life Announcements]
Student Missions Expo: Nov. 3, 2-5pm. Thirty booths will he representing
countries from around the world. Many organizations will be present with information about where there is a need for missionaries. Past student missionaries and taskforce workers ·will be available to talk to about their exr)eriences and
current student missionaries will be on Skype from various locations.
Calendar Events for Student Missions
Thursday, Nov. 1 - Convocation: Andrew Michell, na in Church, and
7:3op in Thatcher Chapel
Thursday, Nov. 1 - Golf cart rides on the promenade. 8-10a and 1-3p
Friday, Nov. 2 - Vespers: Andrew Michell, 8pm in Church
Satbrday, Nov. 3- Student Missions Expo: 2-5p in Student Center.
Communion will be held November·3. The ordinance of humility will be observed in the Fellowship Hall on a continuous basis from 8:30 a.m. to noon. .
Worshipers are inw~ ~oarrive at least 20 minutes before the service of their ...
choice at 8:4s, 10:15, or 11:45 a.m., and take part in the foot-washing ceremony.

November 4- Bradly Bennison, Jordan Bruso, Steven Crosby, Jonathan Dant,
Ryan Ernst, Jackelline Fuentes, Janet Gray, Isaac Hermens, Mindi Hudson,
Sam Knight, Greg Merchant, Caroline Neil, Jason Pendergrass, Samantha Salyers, Danielle Suansing, Brianna Taylor, Rashida Tsoka, Kristiana.Wrate
November 5- Sara Blount, Rebecca Dahlberg, Liane De Souza, Timothy Feig,
Jeffery Futcher, David George, Lars Hamer, Alisa Luby, Sebastian Mayer, Kevon
Nicholson, Andres Ochoa, Randy Rahming, Moses Romero, Donna Ros~berry,
Nicholas Scheuermann, Lewis Szerecz, EmilY: Taylor, Dalin _Williams ,
November 6- Kyle Atkins, Lisa Becker, Celestine Bell, Astrid Conibear,
Honathan Corbett, Timothy Davis, Rebecca Gates, Crystal Liedke, Will Meyer,
Sara Mirucki, Emily Moses, Anastasia Oliver, Sarah Park, Gabriel Parra, Teresa
Severance, Nithya Thomas, Philip VanArsdale .
November 7- Alexi Bellchambers, Laurence Clayton, Wes Donesky, Scott
Kornblum, Michael Wies

CLASSIFIEDS
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Historical hike:
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park invites the public to
participate in a free, historical hike at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 3, 2012. Join
the hike to the Union artillery positions on Moccasin Bend to learn about the
soldiers who defended the city against their
Confederate foes.

WSMC Youth-Oriented Program:
WSMC premiered a new program on Oct. 26 called Classical Community, which
features youtb-oriented music organizations in the greater Chattanooga area.
WSMC hopes to bring more attention to the wonderful work that these organizations are doing, as well as to bolster support for them from the community by
featuring upcoming concerts and performances. Listeners can tune in to 90.5 FM
Sundays at 10 a.m.

Run for-Reece:
Registration for a sk run/walk to raise money for a little boy with a heart
defect opens Oct. 17. The event is scheduled for Sunday, Nov. 18 at 8 a.m.
at the Chattanooga River Park Pavilion 3· Registration is $25 by Nov. 16 and
on the day of for an additional $5. Participants can register online at www.
runforreece.com and questions can be directed to Emily Yong at (423) 3166225.

SAVES7
on an oil
change
Show your
Southern
Adventist
University ID

Timeshare opportunity:
How would you like a built-in, annual, one-week-per-year vacation spot with
no need to find vacancies or make reservations? I have a timeshare good for
a luxury resort in Orlando the second or third week in December (depending
on how the year in question flows). $6,500. Contact RonaldMillsaps@yahoo.
com with any questions or corpments.

Ooltewah
9051 Old Lee Highway
(next to Burger King)

Hours:
Mon- Fri Bam -6:30pm
Saturday Bam - 5:30pm
Sunday 11 am - 4pm

Coll~gedale

423-396-4433

Order online @ www.papajohns.com
1\ot

\a ltd with tA) otMr coupo~tt or dt.cOMts. llmhf'd df'lh·tl'} am, tbrJU Wit) appl). CtiStotner rnpoo iblf' for allappfiub~tn.n.

SPECIALTV PIZZAS . ( . :

M.e~n~u .

Small- $11 Medium- $13 ~arge- $15 X-Largc $17
The Works- Pepperoni, Ham. Spicy Italian Sausage. Freoh Baby
l'ortabclb Mushrooms. o"nions, Gn.--cn ~pper. and Black Olives

The Meats- Pepperoni. llam. Beet: Bacon and Sausage
Garden Fresh- Mushrooms, Green Pepper.<. romatoe>;, Onions und
Black Oli\es

Spinach Alfredo- Blend of Spinach and Garlic-Parmcsan Alfredo
Sauce

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- Barbcque Sauce TopfX.-d Y.lth Grilled
All White Chicken. Bacon and fresh Oniono. <co Hawaiian- Add
Pineapple!

,_

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mozzarella, Parmesan. Romano. Asiago.

"

SIDES

Cheesesticks (14pc)
Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chickenstrips (7 pc)
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks
Original Breadsticks (lOpe)
Dipping Sauce & Extras

DESSERTS

CREATE YOUR OWN
Cheese Pizza $7
Toppings
$.75

$.50

Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and_Pizza Sauce
Extras- Pcpperoncinis, Anchovies, Jalapeno Peppers
and Banana Peppers.

Provolone and Fontina.

Small

$6
$7.5
$6
$5
$4

Medium

$9
$1.00

Fresh Cinnapie

$4

Large X-Large

$11
$13
$1.25 $1.50 each

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Ham, Beef, Bacon, Chicken, ltatian Sausage, Pork
Sausage. Onion, Grun Peppers, Mushrooms, Black Oti•es, G.-..n Olives.
Tomatoa.. Pineapple, Jalapeno Peppen, Baoana Peppcn, Aacbol"ies

BEVERAGES
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Max, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain
Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mug Root Beer

Two Liter

$2.50

20 oz. Bottle

S 1.50

_________ T~H
. URSDAY '
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...Beard Heroes .

'fh\s \s boW Santa styles h\s bea<d \n the off-season. Oh, a ,einde<', ,eal original Santa.

\~s

Oh yeah.
thatthne of yea<. A beautiful time. A tinie fo< men to have an e>CUSO
to be more of a man than nonnal and flex the\< facial baii muscles fo< all theY<" worth·
YoU JmOW what I'm tall<inll about... No Shave Novembe<. odo< those of us who want
to be a 1\ttle clasS\<' and a\50 suppOrt a worthY oause, the<e's Movembe<. F.\th<' waY,
Novembe<'s a p<eltY fantastic month to be a guy, but h<Y,""' don't want to fo<get ou<
ladY counte<Parts· 'fhe ones who will be dealing with ouduui<' that nonnal selves. putting up with our admittedlY maDIIY face quaffs, and. fo< some of us, having to look at the
th<ee, maybe lou< ha\<S on ou< chin and telling us eve,yth\ng'S going to be alt\\')>t and
that one daY we will have b\g and beautiful bea<ds just like Aslan's mane. Cou<h• ""'""'
freShiDan• oough- ;.nywa'f,
not focUS on that. Let us focUS on the beauty that \s""
bea<d· '!'he majesty that \s the mustach•· Whatever you choose men,
gonn•

le~s

be gorgeous.

1\ere's a little somethlng to get you off to a good start- II you'<"
ala<lY jUSt wea< this the whole month of Novemb«. Machin•
Washable. 'fulllble-drY on loW·

\~s
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Another pedestrian hit in sMSBWa1R zorz

Police direct traffic after Prof Michael Cafferky was struck by a car last Thursday.

He noticed "headlights to
Attempts to contact the turned no respons.e. Also in
the right" and the sound driver, Kirsten Russell, ju- · the car was passenger Dalof the approaching car was nior allied health major, re- ton Vaughn, junior chemisMichael Cafferky, profes- louder than usual.
''
try major, who when consor for the school of busi"The nex~ thing I knew
~
tacted, had no comment.
ness and management, was I was wakmg up on the
The Collegedale Police
struck Nov. 1 while cross- · ground," Cafferky said.
•
Department issued an uning University Drive at 7:33
Rachel Parrish, senior ·
Ill
official traffic crash report
a.m.
public relations major,
of the incident saying that
Cafferky is the second came approximately 7:45
•
it was an accident.
professor to be hit in .the a.m. and saw emergency
Officer Brian Desmond
past year.
vehicles.
was the investigating offiHe was hi~ by a black
"I couldn't really see him;
cer who wrote the report.
Toyota Avalon and was tak- I could only see his feet
"I was dispatched to 4820
en to Erlanger Hospital for because of so many emerUniversity Dr:lve for a reinjury examination.
gency responders," Parrish
port of a pedestrian struck
Cafferky said he was said.
by a vehicle," .he said. "I
walking from his home to
Cafferky said he was diarrived and found a black
work like he does almost agnosed with a closed head
Toyota Avalon parked in
every day. When he reached injury (concussion) and a
the 4800 block of Univerthe intersection, he stopped. chest wall injury but was
sity Drive in the middle of
to make sure the crosswalK released from Erlanger
the cross walk. I observed
was clear and proceeded. within the same day.
'
a white male, Michael CafCOURTNEY BECKWITH
N EWS E DITO R

t is a dan_
gerOUS
terseCtlOfl,
and there
is not ade· _
quate traffic
controI

ferky, lying on the ground
in front of the vehicle."
Early in the morning,
there was still frost on many
of the car windows, and it
was due to this that Russell
claimed not to see Cafferky
in the crosswalk, as stated
in the report.
Desmond wrote, "I obsenred the Toyota to have
frost on the windshield.
I also observed what appeared to be hand marks in
the frost on the hood of the
vehicle.
Russell stated, 'I never
saw him. Dalton started
yelling, Stop, Stop, Stop
and I hit him."'
Cafferky said that this is
one of the two most dangerous intersections in all of
Collegedale.
"There needs to be some
form of traffic signal at this
intersection," Cafferky said.
"It is a dangerous intersection, and there is not adequate traffic controL"
Rachel Byrd, professor
in the English department,
feels strongly that changes
should be made to the intersection to ensure the safety
of pedestrians.
In an email to officials,
Byrd said, "A pedestrian
can look to see that no cars
are coming from any direction and begin to cross.
This is what I do. But even
though no cars are coming
when I begin to cross, a car
can be swerving around my
body before I have time to
get across the street."
In response to her email,
Marty Hamilton, associate vice president of financial administration, said,
"Efforts are being made to
improve the safety for all
pedestrians and this ·will
require everyone to rethink
their routes and adapt to
some changes."
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Volkswagen hosts Chattanooga Sytnphony and Opera

. Photo..,.. w--..
Chattanooga Symphony & Opera perform$'at Volkswagen plant.
4· The performance was
the second in the Volkswagen Concert Series that is
co-sponsored by Southern
Adventist University and
WSMC classical 90.5.

TIM WILLUMSON
STAFF WRITER

The Chattanooga Symphony & Opera (CSO)
played at the Volls:swagen
(VW) plant Sunday Nov.

The CSO usually plays at non-venue.
the Tivoli Theatre in downFree ticket were availtown Chattanooga, but this able for Southern students.
series brings them to a new Twenty of the t1ckets were
settmg at the vw plant in used by 10 couple Y.ho had
Fastern Chattanoog.1. The gotten together on blind
Convention Center is part dates and u ed the concert
of The Volkswagen Acade- as a fun -way to spend their
my, an education a"nd train- Sunday afternoon.
ing facility at the plnnt.
Lisa Poirier, junior music
Samantha Teter, director ·education major, said she
of marketipg for the CSO, likes that with' the concert
told the Southern Accent being close to Southern,
that an advantage of having there is not as much of a
the series at the Volkswa- time commitment to go to
gen Convention Center is the concert, compared to a
that it allows people in the concert at the Tivoli.
Ooltewah and Collegedale
Antonio Dvorak's Symarea an easier way to attend phony No.6 in D major, Op.
CSO Performances.
60 W"as the featured work
Boyd Buhl, corporate at the econd concert. The
sales manager for WSMC, other two works performed
said that having the series were Maurice Ravel's Introat VW draws Southern stu- duction and Allegro as well
dents to attend because it as Michael Daugherty'1?
is near campus and allows Sunset Strip.
attendees to view the new
All of the concerts in the

series are conducted b)
Kayoko Dan, the music director and conductor for
the cso. rhe soloists for
the concert included harpist Caroline Brown Hudson,
flutist Janet Hale, and clarinetist Robert West.
Teter indicated that there
are currently no plans for
any concerts beyond the
three left in the series and
the planning for next year's
season has not started.
The concerts of the series
are rebroadcasted on WSMC
the followi11g Wednesday.
The next concert will be
Joaquin Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez on Jan.
13. Tickets are available at
the door as well as online at
chattanoogasymphony.org.
A limited number of tickets
~re available for Southern
students for free at student
services.

GPS program teaches agriculture at first summit
I<ARA HOLLAND
STAFF WRITER

The new Global Policy
and Service Studies (GPS)
program held its first summit meeting this past Sunday, Nov. 5, with Mindi
Rahn, GPS director and instructor for the history and
political studies department, guest speaker Byron
Smith, Southern students
and guests from the community.
Smith, an organic tomato
farmer from Arizona, spoke
on sustainable agriculture,
veganic growing and the
dangers of overusing pes-

ticides. Following Smith's
presentation, Rahn spoke
about the benefits of locally grown foods, the university's community garden
progress and the opportunities available to improve
the quality of life. After a
brief testimony from Leroy
Abrahams, senior biology
major, who is participating in GPS classes, the floor
was opened for community
suggestions about how the
program can be more effective and of greater service
to the local community. ·
· Mindi Rahn, leader of the
emerging program, gave an
update -on her class Sus-

tainable Studies, which
spends half of its class time
with on-the-field training
at Southern's community
garden. Using the garden
plot that was formerly used
by Southern's Garden Club,
the Sustainable Studies
class gets on sight training
and first-hand experience.
Abrahams said he did not
know he would be doing
actual gardening until the
first day of class.
"I'm thinking of pursuing
a masters degree in public
health, and working in the
garden has been a great opportunity," Abrahams said.
Students of the GPS

~

program were given extra
credit if they attended the
summit. Those not in the
Sustainable Studies class
were able to experience
gardening second hand
through the presentation
by Smith and Rahn.
"After listening to Mr.
Smith talking about the
nasty pesticides, it made
me want to go organic,"
Moses Maier, freshman
GPS major, said. "I never
really thought of it as important before."
The GPS program focuses
on communicating to students an understanding of
different cultures and gov-

ernments so that they can
effectively start non-government organizations to
help in areas of need. Areas
of study include agriculture, gfobal policy, human
rights and service.
"I like the mission oriented aspect of the program,"
Cassie Matchim, sophomore GPS major, said. "I
can't save the world, but
I can help create a better
quality of life for my brothers and sisters."
When asked what she
took away from Sunday's
presentations, Matchim replied, "I jus·t decided I want
to be vegan!"
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"Seventh-Gay Adventist" filn1 scree-ns in Chattanooga
' ANNALYSE HAsrv
MANAGING Eono1

Filmmakers chose Diller
because of her relatives' experiences.
"I have gay family memhers, and they were interviewing people who had gay
loved ones regarding what
their hopes for the church
might be," Diller said.
Diller was also involved
with announcing the filmmakers coming to the Chattanooga area.
"When Daneen told me
they were going to come
nearby, I let students know
it was going to be offered at

"Seventh-Gay
Adventists: A film about faith on
the margins" was screened
Nov. 4 at The Well, an Adventist church in downtown
Chattanooga. The film attracted a mix of community
members, Southern students and professors.
According to sgamovie.
com, this feature-length
do~umentary follows three
Seventh-day Adventists gay
and lesbian couples and
their struggle between "the
church they know and love' ,.
and their desire to be fully
accepted for who they are."
.Filmmakers Daneen Akers and Stephen Eyer held a
Q and A session afterwards.
They talked about making the film and amount of
cutting due to interviewing
cha'Ilenges on such a sensitive topic.
The audience was very
responsive to the film and
laughed throughout, with
much applause at the end.
After the screening, students from Stanley Stevenson's Human Sexuality
class handed out 100 surveys concerning the church
and homos.exuality. The
filmmakers..also took up a a nearby location," Diller
donation. said.
The camera crew had
George Babcock, an Adfilmed
interviews . with ventist educator who used
religion professor Donn to be the academic de-a n at
Leatherman and history Southern, is featured in the
aad p.olitical studies pro- film with his wife. One of
fessor Lisa Diller. However, the film's three main prothose did not make it into • tagonists is their lesbian
the final cut.

It-a·oesn 't
do any harm
to enlighten
yourself about
a subject
instead of
making your
opinions from
something
you've heard

Photo by Sarah Ruf

Filmmaker Daneen Akers answers questions from the audience after the screening.

daughter and her two kids.
the church.
Senior Spanish major
"It doesn't do any harm
Chelsea Glass attended the ·to enlighten yourself about
showing and went to gain a a subject instead of making
better understanding about your opinions from somegay and lesbian tensions in tiling you've heard," Glass

said.
The documentary has
been sho~n over. 20 times
since Feb. 2012. Ten more
screenings are scheduled in
2013.

November begins the season of giving for Talge
AuSALUBY

SuuWwm•

The season for gtvmg is
rapidly approaching and
the Talge Titans are preparing to tackle anything that
comes their way, including
the Personal Care Drive for
the 'Samaritan Center. This
event allows the residents
of Talge Residence Hall to
have an opportunity to give
necessities to people in
need.
"Sometimes they give $3,
and sometimes they give a
tube of toothpaste," said
student dean Adrian Perez,
senior nursing major. "Last
year a guy gave a $100." ·
The driv~ begins the first

week of November and lasts
until Thanksgiving. Donations include clothing, personal items and sometimes
cash donations. The deans
collect the donations and
the cash is used to purchase more care items. All
the collected items go to
benefit ·the Samaritan Center who then packages the
items in order to hand out
to those in need.
"(The Samaritan Center]
pretty much counts on us,"
Carl Patterson, associate
dean of men, said. "They
are extremely grateful and
[the donations] go a long
way."
The entire men's dorm

participates in this drive.
The deans and resident assistants (RAs) go door-to- .
door several times a week
to ask for donations.
"People are willing to
give; they just need an outlet," Brody Wiedemann,
student dean and senior
mathematics major, said.
"If we told the guys to
take their stuff to the Samaritan Center, I doubt any
of them would go, but if the
opportunity presents itself
and ~t's easy, they'll do it."
Wiedemann also said that
he appreciates Talge deans
and RAs for bringing the
opportunity to donate directly to the men's dorm

rooms, so that they have a
chance to give in an efficient way.
Perez said the goal for
this year is to exceed last
year's amount of giving.
The drive is not only bringing help .to the community
but also bringing community to the residents of Talge.
Clash of the Titans, the
annual ongoing dorm competition, is making this
drive an opportunity for
competing halls to gain
points towards winning the
overall competition at the
end of the year.
First, spare change is collected and the points are
awarded by weight. Sec-

ond, hygiene products are
collected and points are
awarded by the number of
individual products each
hall collects. Last, larger
dollar amounts are donated by halls and the monetary value collected in total is the amount of points
awarded.
Patterson said the drive
has progressed since the
time he arrived here, and
they have been receiving a
lot more than previously.
"We encourage friendly
competitions," said Patterson, "The guys respond
well, and it's a positive impact for the guys to be involved in this mission."
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Young Americans for Liberty-advocate alternative political views

JESSICA ANZAI
STAFF WRITER

A new student organization, the Young Americans
for Liberty (YAL) at SAU,
formed this year with the
intention of increasing political awareness.
Club president Christopher Hudson, junior industrial ·
organizational
psychology major, and vice
president Daniel Wahlen,

to their political views than
just two major · parties,"
Hudson said.
Jonathan Sackett, a senior biophysics major, said
be benefits from the club
because it gives him a way
to find peoRle who have
similar political beliefs.
"The [club] provides an
outlet for a growing movement of people who are
realizing that our political
system is not one that accu-:
rately reflects the opinions
of our people," Sackett said.
The club is doing more
than just raising political
awareness. They are also
trying to inform students of
what the values and principles of a Libert~rian are.
"There are a lot of students out there who ha.ve
not heard of Libertarians,"
Sackett said. "Then when
I start explaining to them
what Libertarians believe,
they find that they actually agree with me and feel
much the same way."
·
YAL at SAU has now been
co-opted by the national
chapter of Young Americans for Liberty, according
to Wahlen.
"We can now have access
to grants, premotionals and
literature. This happened
Photb'by U!gahFoll
about two weeks ago,"
The officers of the Young Americans for Liberty at SAU showing their support of both parties. Wahlen said.
Southern has h~d other
junior film production rna- er registration booth at the students could play a pinjor, combined resources to student center and cafete- the-tail game called "Ele- political clubs in the past.
start the Young Americans ria. About 150 people reg- phonky," a mix between the Kari Shultz, director of
for Liberty at SAU.
istered within three hours.
Republican and Democratic student life and activities
"Right now, we r.eally just
. "I really enjoyed the op- political party symbols of a for Student Services, sgid
through email that both the
want to be a promotional, portunity to get more stu- donkey and an elephant.
informational outlet," Hud- dents involved," Wahlen
Students also had the. Young Republican Club and
son said. "A lot of people said.
chance to win a $20 Star- the Democratic Club were
don't even know what a
The club currently has bucks gift card and take a formed in the last national
Libertarian is."
30 regular members and a short quiz to see where they election but did not apply
The club's first initiative Twitter and Facebook ac- were on the political spec- to be a student organization
this year.
was getting people on cam- count with 140 members.
trum.
pus to register to vote. On
For Fall Festival, the club
"I want to show people
Oct. 3, the club set up a vot- had their own booth where that there's more options

Long term care administration major seeks more students
JuUABONNEY
OPINION E DITOR

The School of Business
and Management is looking
to expand its Long Term
Care Administration major
by reaching out to new and
undecided students.
The four-year program
gives . students business
classes as well as 16 credit
hours that specialize in the
type of administration required to run a long-term
care facility. Graduates
leave the program "pre-

pared to manage a skilled
care facility for the elderly," Verlyne Starr, associate professor for the School
of .Business and director of
the Long Term Health Care
program, said.
Despite being around
since 1978, the program is
relatively' small with less
than 20 students currently
studying the degree. Starr
has been working to expand the program and inform more students about
the degree.
"[We are] seeking to

build the major and build
While the program is for
an awareness of the major," anyone business-minded,
Starr said.
some may enjoy the degree
Nathan Thomas, masters more than others.
student in health-care ad"If a person enjoys manministration and graduate aging people, managing fiassistant to Starr, said that nances, if they enjoy workthe small number of stu- ing with all ages of people,
dents does not come from a then they will enjoy the
dislike of the program but . · challenge of being an adrather a lack of knowledge ministr_ator of a long term
about it.
.care facility," Sta.rr said.
"Alumni seem to enjoy it
Samuel Thomas, a senior
and current students enjoy in the program, agrees with
it, too," Thomas said. "Its Starr's statement.
just not enough students
"If you have good fnterknow about it."
personal skills and are a

people person, then go for
it," Thomas said.
Laura Boyer, another senior in long-term care administration, added that
the program is good for
those seeking job security.
"LTC is a great field to get
into because of job security
with the growing number
of baby boomers going 'into
retirement and needing
more care," Boyer said. "It
is necessary that one has
the heart to care for the elderly."
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Obama wins re-election as 44th president

WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack Obama won
re-election Tuesday night
despite a fierce challenge
from Republican Mitt Romney, prevailing in the face of
a weak economy and high unemployment that encumbered
his first term and crimped
the middle class dreams of
millions.
"This happened because

of you. Thank you" Obama
tweeted to supporters as he
secured four more years in
the White House.
The president sealed his
victory in Ohio, Iowa, New
Hampshire and Colorado, .
four of the nine battleground
states where the two rivals
and their allies spent nearly
$1 billion on dueling television commercials. ·
Ultimately, the result of the
brawl of an election campaign
appeared likely to be the
political status quo. Democrats won two more years of
control of the Senate, and
Republicans'were on track to
do likewise intheHouse.
The two rivals were close in
the popular vote.
Romney had 45.2 mil- ·
lion votes, or 49 per:cent.
Obama had 45 million, also
49 percent, with 65 percent of

precincts tallied.
But Obama's laser-like
focus on battleground states
gave him the majority in the
electoral vote, where it mattered most. He had 284, or 14
more than needed for victory.
Romney had 200.
Yet to be settled were
battlegrounds in Florida,
Virginia and Nevada.
The election emerged as
a choice between two very
different visions of government - whether it occupies
a major, front-row place in
American lives or is in the
background as a less-obtrusive facilitator for private
enterprise and entrepreneurship.
The economy was rated the
top issue by about 6o percent
of voters surveyed as they left
their polling places. But more
said former President George

W. Bush bore responsibility
for current circumstances
than Obama did after nearly
four years in office.
About 4 in 10 said the
economy is on the mend, but
more than that said it was
stagnant or getting worse
more than four years after the
near-collapse of 2008. The
survey was conducted for The
Associated Press and a group
of television networks.
Democrats got off to a quick
start in their bid to renew
their Senate majority, capturing seats in Indiana and Massachusetts now in Republican
hands.·
The president was in Chicago as he awaited the voters'
verdict on his four years in office. He told reporters he had
a concession speech as well
as victory remarks prepared.
He congratulated Romney on

a spirited campaign. "I know
his supporters are just as engaged, just as enthusiastic and
working just as hard today" as
Obama's own, he added.
Romney reciprocated,
congratulating the man who
he had campaigned against
for more than a year.
Earlier, he raced to Ohio
and Pennsylvania for Election
Day campaigning and projected confidence as he flew
home to Massachusetts.
"We fought to the very end,
and I think that's why we'll be
successful," he said, adding
that he had finished writing
a speech anticipating victory
but nothing if the election
went to his rival.
But the mood soured
among the Republican high
command as the votes came
in and Obama ground out a
lead in critical states.

Psychology research presented by students at Syn1posiun1
MYRON MADDEN
STAFF WRITER

Students gathered in Herin
Hall on Oct. 26 for Southern's
annual Psychology Symposium, a scholastic event that
aims to inform students of
various fields in psychology.
In order'f<thelp students
· find their passion, professionals from the Chattanooga area, such as clinical
psychologist Philip Johnson
and educational psychologist
Ruth WilliamsMorris, came
to share their experience and
knowledge during the event.
Among the group of professionals was Michael Butters,
a licensed psychologist and
health service provider, who
said that he had been impressed with Southern for
sometime.
"There was an impressive
group of students [at the symposium],'; Butters said. "They
asked very informed questions, and th~y knew about
the challenges people face in
psychology."
·
Tawanna Howard, senior psychology major and
organizer of the symposium,
realized that inviting profes-

sionals to the event was very
,
important.
"Psychology students have
shown great appreciation for
people in the field,'; Howard
said. "There is a great benefit
when they hear first-hand experience from people who are
doing what they want to do."
Two psychology students aJ.so
had an opportunity to share
their own research and experiences by giving brief presentations. One of the presenters
was Venetia-Ann Bignall, senior psychobiology major,
who discussed the value of her
internship experience.
"A couple of students came
up to me and said it was insightful to hear from someone
their age doing what they've
thought about doing," Bignall
said.
Students were able to
further explore the research
being done by psychology
undergraduate and graduate
students by viewing the poster
boards displaying their work
in the hallway.
Stan1ey Talley, sophomore
psychology major, noted that
the boards added a level of
tangibility to the symposium.
"The purpose of a graphically

designed poster is to show
you information as opposed
to just saying 'this, this and
this,"' Talley said. "It's meant
to show you rather than just

to the event, but Howard
said she wanted to stress that
the symposium was open to
everyone.
"We want students to come

duce confident, educated officials, whether it's in psychology, nursing or biology."
Howard hopes to have the
symposium in Lynn Wood

Students listen to Venetia-Ann Bignall as she gives a presentation on different fields in psychology.
tell you."
so that they can be inspired
Hall next year in order to hold
The lore of student refor research they might want
a larger audience of both psyto do or just come to observe," chology and non-psychology
search1 professionals and
Howard said. "As Christian
majors.
refreshments was intended
to draw psychology students
educators, we want to pro-

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for th

outh rn rate.

423-30 ·6800

423·591 ~ssoo
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Gracefully accepting God's blessings SDAs and
RITA ORDAZ
CONIJtiBIITOW

The prodigal son-we all
know the story. A spoiled kid
demands money; spoiled kid
runs away; spoiled kid comes
back and then everyone is
happy. Well, almost everyone.
The older brother sneaks
into the picture and we know
from Luke 15:28 that he is not
happy about the party taking
place upon return of his way• ward brother.
It does not seem fair that
someone who had wasted
his family's money should be
allowed to come back and of
all things receive a party. The
older brother confronts his father but his father defends his
actions. "And he said to him,
'Son, you are always with me,
and all that is mine is yours.
It was fitting to celebrate and
be glad, for this your brother
was dead, and is alive; he
was lost, and is found'" (Luke
15:31-32).
When I was in middle
school I received a higher
grade than what I deserved.
I returned the paper to my

teacher expecting to get a
lower grade. Instead of taking
away the points, he let me
keep them. Fast-forward to
college and the same situation
occurred again. I was given a
paper back with extra points;
I showed my professor his
mistake expecting him to tell
me not to worry about the
extra point but he didn't. He
took away my point without a
remark. Needless to say, I was
slightly annoyed. There was
no pat on the back or approval for doing the right thing.
I got an inkling of what the
older son must have felt like
me when he heard !fle party
occurring. Perhaps he had
initially thought the party was
two-fold, but mostly for him
since he had been so faithful
to his father while his brother
was entirely unfaithful. But
when the servant told him
it was for his brother-the
prodigal- he could not contain his anger.
What is it we are expecting
from God? Are we expecting
God to throw us parties-to
lavish us with gifts just because we are faithful? If we

follow this mentality, we are
in the same boat as the older

''God is telling
us today·that
we always
have been
and always
will be with
Him-that
everything He
has is ours
brother. The father comforts
his son by saying "Son you
are always with me." Are we
not content with just being in
the presence of God as David
was in Psalm 26? Do we need
blessings and parties, festivities and carnivals to make us
feel loved? God is telling us
today that we always have
been and always will be with
Him- that everything He has
is ours. The fatted calf that

was slaughtered in celebration of his brother's return;
the beautiful robe put on the
prodigal's feet; the sandals
placed under the calloused
heels of the wanderer were
all his. "All that is mine is
yours," (Luke 15:31). The oldest son could have asked for
a fattened calf. He could have
thrown his own party with
the blessing of his Father. But
instead, he spent the time of
his brother's absenc:;e overthinking his next step. Maybe
he spent it wallowing in lonely
self-imposed misery. The
possibilities are endless, but
one thing is certain: he was
not celebrating.
How are we living our
lives? Are we grudgingly following all the rules to receive
a reward? Do not forget why
you embarked on this Christian journey. Remember to
experience the presence of
God daily. In God, we are
offered so much more than
what we could ever imagine.
Don't allow yourself to be the
older brother dismissing the
blessing you have right in
front of you.

Chr-ist even cares about my ID card
l<Aru:E MAcPHEE
CONJRIBIJTQR

You know that thing you
have with you all the time?
The thing you check your
pockets for to make sure you
can still get into your room,
buy food and pay for prints?
The thing that lets you buy
textbooks?
Yes, that-your ID card.
Well, I readily admit that I
am a stubbornly proud senior
who has locked her ID card
in her room four times in her
entire Southern experience
and has never, ever, lost her
ID card. (Misplacing it in my
room doesn't count; I always
know it's in there- somewhere.)
Today, I was extremely
excited while in the student
center and bounced my way
down to Thatcher to chat with
the deans. While down there,
I realized the unthinkable had
happened: I had lost my ID
card.
I checked the offices, retraced my steps to the student
center, talked to Pam Dietrich, and checked my notebook

at least three times.
I went back to my apartSitting on the stairs, I
ment and I told my RA about
emptied out the pockets of my . losing my ID card for the first
binder, checking every postime. She said not to worry,
sible hiding spot. Well God,
someone would find it and
I thought, I have absolutely
turn it in. "Yeah, okay... " I
no idea where it went. I lqlow replied, not believing her too
You have a thousand- milmuch.
lion other things to be doing.
Sitting on my couch,
And I'd rather You save a
I opened my laptop and
starving child in Africa than
checked my email.
"Hello Karie, your Southern ID card has been found
and turned into the Student
Center Reception desk. Feel
free to stop by and pick up
your ID card as you need. A
worker will be at the desk
M-Th u:ooam- 10:30pm and
uam- 1:oopm on Friday,"
typed Anthony Whitlow from
the student center reception
desk.
help me find my ID card. But
Ecstatic, I grabbed my
at the same time, I know that
phone and headed out the
You can multi-task. So, I'm
door - texting my friend and
just kind of wondering ... if we
RA that my card was found! I
could do a combo save those
rushed to the Student Censtarving children and help
ter, bumping into one oi my
me find my ID card, whose
friends on the way there.
geographical coordinates you
Smile covering my face, I exknow exactly, that would be
citedly told her how I'd never
pretty awesome. If not, that's
lost my ID card before, but I
fine
just had, and that someone

''It's my God
smile for the

day-my
hug from
You today

had found it and turned it in.
Hey Jesus. Thanks. I
know it was small and super
easy for You, but thanks. It's
my God smile for the daymy hug from You today. You
are so awesome for managing to keep the planets frotn
hitting each other and yet still
find the time, the compassion,
to locate and return my ID
card, too.
Walking into the Student
Center, the desk worker handed me my ID card. "Thanks
so much," I said with a smile.
''You have no idea."
"Thank the person who
turned it in. I just emailed
you." He replied.
I smiled. I can't. I ·
thought. I don't have a clue
who turned it in. Otherwise I
would thank them.
I walked out and returned
to the Promenade. Southern
was taking pictures for its donors and a group of students
were writing three words to
summarize their Southern
experience on green streamers and holding them in the
picture. I contributed.
"Christ. ALWAYS. Cares."

Voting
BRENDA ADELEKE, ANNALYSE
HAS1Y, SHANA MICHALEK AND
LAUREN SWAFFORD
CONQtBtaQRS

As Seventh-day Adventists
we believe God is in control of
our lives and the powers that
govern the world. Romans
13:1 says, "Let every person
be subject to the governing
authorities. For there is no
authority except from God,
and those that exist have
been instituted by God." If
we believe this to be true,
should we exercise our right
to vote?
The position held by the
General Conference states:
"Adventists should take
civic responsibilities seriously. We should participate
in the voting process available
to us when it is possible to do
so in good conscience.. .Adventists should not, however,
become preoccupied with
politics, or utilize the pulpit or
our publications to advance
political theories."
Andy Wildman, senior
management major, brings up
when Jesus tells the Pharisees
to give to Caesar what belongs
to Caesar and to God what
belongs to God.
"God is in control, but He
uses people to accomplish His
will," Wildman said. "Jesus
advocated civic duty... and
voting is us fulfilling our civic
duty."
Donn Leatherman, professor of Religion, believes that
Adventist people should look
at candidates through a lens
of morality. "There are times
that I cannot conscientiously
support either of the major
parties. In that case, I either
do not vote or vote for the minor party," Leatherman said.
Ellen White said in Fundamentals of Christian Education that Christians have the
responsibility of keeping immoral men out of positions of
power. "The people of God are
not to vote to place such men
in office; for when they do
this, they are partakers with
them of the sins which they
commit while in office."
Seventh-day Adventists
should only vote when the
morals of the politician coincide with the morals of the
voter. Don't settle with choosing the lesser of two evils.
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Crosswalks shouldn't.be life or death risks
JIMMY CLOSSER
CONIRIBIJIOR

The crosswalks at Southern
Adventist University have
been a visible presence on
campus for quite some time
now. New lighted crosswalks
were installed between Talge
Residence Hall and the Fleming Plaza this past summer.
Crosswalk safety is a concern to Southern Adventist
University administration and
Campus Safety.
According to Tennessee
Code Title 55, Chapter 8,
"every pedestrian crossing a
roadway at any point other
than within a marked crosswalk or within an unmarked
crosswalk at an intersection
shall yield the right-of-way to
all vehicles upon the roadway."
At Southern students will
freely cross the street far from
any crosswalk. Some students

expect cars to stop for them in possible. Hickman's message
the middle of the street.
to students on campus was
I spoke with Collegedale's
this: "Please make eye contact
Chief of Police Brian Hickman with vehicles before stepping
regarding the issue.
out into the crosswalk and
vice versa with drivers.".
"Students need to know
I think that the majority of ·
they don't have the right
of way in the middle of the
students do not understand
street," Hickman said.
the serious nature of crossIn response to a recent
ing the road. Go to any other
campus in Tennessee like
accident on our campus
involving Michael Cafferky,
the University ofTeimesa professor for the School of
. see Chattanooga (UTC). You
Business, officers have written will not see students walking
out in front of cars because
over 30 warning citations to
pedestrians moving in front of they know the vehicles will
traffic when not on crosswalks not stop for them. Have we
and atso to vehicles not yieldbecome so complacent and
ing to pedestrians.
confident that we are unaware
of possible consequences?
"The Collegedale Police
I have personally seen dozhas received complaints from
drivers as well as pedestriens of skateboard/long boardans," Hickman said.
ers traveling at high speeds
He also stressed that both
through crosswalks causing
the university and the city of
drivers .to lock their tires to
Collegedale have been in cobarely avoid accidents.
operation 'to make the streets
Some students walk into
through campus as safe as
the middle of the road not

caring if a vehicle is coming or
not. How many people getting
hit by cars in the middle of
the road will it take for people
to realize they need to watch
where they are walking? Be
courteous and be aware of
where traffic is and plan appropriately to not interrupt
the flow of traffie.
For pedestrians that think
the vehicles are at fault the
majority of the time, I say

this: do not assume a car is
going to yield to you. Prepare
for the worst possible situation. As a pedestrian, treat vehicles how you would want to .
be treated if you were driving
the car. Think twice next time
before you walk out in front
of a moving vehicle because
the next thing you may see is
the bright lights of a level one
trauma center's exam room.

Logan

Student skateboards across campus road.

Game officials: fhe e:Ktr.a players on the field
Bo KocaENOWER
It was an electric night in
October and the Major League
Baseball postseasOn was on
the radio. The first ever wild
card playoff game was being
held in Atlanta, Georgia, and
it caused excitement between
fans of ~e Atlanta Braves and
the St. Louis Cardinals alike.
I was listening to the game on
the radio and imagining the
green field, the crisp crack of
the bat hitting the ball and
the umpire with his courtesy
statement of "Strike!"
As the game progressed, ·
Atlanta was losing ~2 in the

bottom of the 8th inning.
Atlanta was batting with two
on base with one out. Andreiton Simmons was up to the
plate when he popped the ball
up into the shallow outfield.
about 75 feet past the infield
track. The shortstop backed
up to the outfield and seemed
to lose the ball or either
thought that he was being
called off. The ball dropped
and everyone thought that
the Braves were in "business
with the bases loaded and
only one out, but the umpire
called an infield fly rule in the
shallow outfield; This was a
major error in judgment by
the outfield referee and no

one corrected his mistake.
If the umpires had made the
right call the game may have
turned out differently, but the
umpires would ~ave made the
right call.
My-issue is that umpiring,
and all officiating of sports,
}}as become emotional and
more about the integrity and
saving face of the official than
getting the right call.
Officiating at any level has
become controlled by emotions and, in some cases, favoritism shown toward team~.
When favoritism is shown, it
is not necesSarily about liking
a team better but about placing calls on teams that are not

liked by the officiating staff..
I have been a part of some of
these games where the official
has called it based on one
of these categories. I know
that it is difficult to officiate a
game; I have friends that are
officials. Calling the game is
not an easy task and I would
not like to be in their position
but they chose to do it and it
is expected to be done right.
Emotion is a very hard thing
to overcome in the realm of
sports because sports are
emotional but officials need
to keep it out of their play
calling.
I .
The integrity of the of-·
ficials should never have to

be questioned, even if they
get the call wrong. A good
official will recognize when
he is wrong and own up to it
or converse with his fellow
friend in stripes and make the
right call. Yes, I know that the
officials are human and they
make mistakes, but please
own up to them. This is all
that I ask. It is not that hard
to take a minute and go over
the call on replay or discuss
the call with other officials
on the field. A good game is
one where the officials are
barely noticed. The game is
not about them; it is about the
players on the field.

Where's the passion? Southern's response to the election
LEx:r ALVIDREZ, ANNA
BARTLETI, AsHLEE CHISM AND

ARLEN¥ PoPOTEUR
CONTRIBUTORS

'Have you registered to
vote?' Professor Diller passionately directs her question
to the passing students in
front of the History Club's
booth at the Organization
Showcase. 'College students
are the most unrepresented ·
voting demographic. Come
fill out an absentee ballot!'
Lisa Diller, professor of
history and political science,

represents the people on
Southern's campus who are
excited about politics and
getting students involved.
This campaign year, the History Club and the School of
Journalism and Communication worked together to host
viewings of the presidential
debates. The History Club
and the Young American's for
Liberty Club also held registration drives. On Election
Day, Student Association (SA)
provided a shuttle service ·
to transport students to the .
voting site. Southern believes

that students·have a right to
voice their opinion and make
a difference for this country.
Is the little that our campus is
doing in support of this cause
enough?
John Butler, junior film
production major, thinks so.
He felt Southern involvement
this year was sufficient.
The faculty encouraged
student involvement without
being too pushy or forcing
their opinions on students,
Butler said. Southern helped
him become more passionate about a new political way

of thinking because of class
discussions, moving him to be
more vocal about his opinions
by becoming an officer for the
Young American's for Liberty
Club.
However, Sarah Ruf, senior
international studies and
Spanish major, said, "I've
been disappointed in the lack
of political involvement on
campus.compared to past
years." Ruf strongly believes
that Southern has the capability to drive student's motivation in presidential elections
by providing mock debates,

more articles in the student
newspaper and more registering drives. She noticed that
Southern didn't do much to
promote the election, possibly causing the minimal
.anticipation and excitement
in students.
Despite the fact that the
amount ofinvolvement and
hype this year is low, Southern incorporated the class
Media and The Elections this
semester. Southern can only
do so much to get students ·
involved, the rest is up to us.

~
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Celebrate the ho-bo-holidays on a college budget
Alu.ENY POPOTEUR

It's that time of year again!
All the holiday festivities are
beginning and, of course, you
want to take part in them. But
how can you, a college student, afford to host a fun and
exciting holiday party? I have
come up with a few simple
guidelines for a successful
event.
Before we go in-depth on
how to plan your next party,
there are a few things you
should know. First, start
planning your holiday party at
least a month in advance-no
need to procrastinate. Second,
don't feel like you are expected to throw an elegant, highclass party; you are a college
student. Thira, you don't have
to do it alone. Make a committee of your most trusted
friends. Most importantly, try
not to stress yourself out- it's
supposed to be fun.
Count your pennies.
Before making any decisions,
you have to set a budget.
It's easy to get excited when
you go to the store and buy
a bunch of things you do not
need. Your party committee
can agree on a bndget, and
you can divide it into categories like food, decoration,
games and invitations. Once
you have a clear list of where

your money will go, it will be
simple to plan your holiday
party.
Theme parties are the
best parties. You might
think, "Have a theme party?
That's lame." On the con-·
trary, having a theme for your
party will give you direction.
A popular Christmas party
theme is the "ugly Christmas
sweater" party. This one
gives your guests a chance to
come d;essed up and always
provides a good chuckle.
Having a theme will also give
you an idea of how to decorate. Although it will not be a
sophisticated party, you don't
want it to be tacky. It's easy to
stray away and attempt to do
it all, but that won't end well
for you, your guests or your
pocket.
Naughty and nice: the
guest" list. Since you are on
a budget, do not go overboard inviting everyone you
know. Have a simple list of
all your close friends. Also, in
the invitation make it clear
to your guests not to invite
extra people without clearing
it with you. Have a set RSVP
date to make sure you know
how many people you will
need to feed.
Since you can't have
the North Pole, choose a .
location wisely. It should be a
comfortable place for you and

your guests. You do not want
to pack a bunch of people into
a small room, nor do you want
your huge location to make it
seem like no one came. If you
are having a Christmas party
and are exchanging gifts, have
a gift table.
If you are having a dinner party, make sure to have
extra chairs. You never know
who might show up unexpectedly- even though you
told them to tell you ahead of
time. Make sure the way to
the bathroom is clear to your
guests and that you supply
enough toilet paper. It can be
easily forgotten. When.you do
your shopping, grab enough
paper towels, disinfecting
wipes and trash bags. You
want to make sure the place is
cleaner at the end than before
the party.
The final plans. Now you
can focus on what is going
on at your party. Will dinner
be the main event or will you
have a movie playing? No
matter what you decide, make
sure you have an itinerary for
the night. With a theme like
the ugly Christmas sweater
party you can have a contest.
For Thanksgiving, dinner
might just be the whole entertainment. If you are having a
dinner, be aware that some of
your guests might have allergies or special food needs. If

you can, have somewhere on
the invitation where guests
can state such needs and you
can make the menu accordingly.
There you have it! Keep

these guidelines in mind and
you are guaranteed to have a
memorable holiday party to
which Santa himself will want
to be invited.

Photo from sxc.hu

A student's update on Southern's coinmunity garden
SETH SHAFFER
CONJRIBUIO

Last year the history
department announced a
new major and minor called
Global Policy and Service. The
main thing that interested
me about this program was
the practical applications
that would be taught, such as
sustainable gardening.
Today, we as a society
depend too much on super
markets and convenience
stores to supply our food.
Throughout this semester,
Sustainability Studies has
been learning a,bout the food
industry in America and how
to garden organically.
Every week the class arrives at the garden behind the
Alabama state apartment full
of excitement to see how the
. garden is growing and to learn

Leroy Abrahams and Jane Takahashi pick radishes from garden
behind stateside apartments Alabama.
what we will be doing that
class. The nice thing about
this class is that while we may
day. Mindi Rahn and Jane
Takahashi, both of whom are
be pulling weeds or moving
plants, the atmosphere is
forces of nature, teach the

cheerful. None of us see it as
work that has to be done, it
is a time to get together with
friends and learn more about _
God and His creation and how
we as faculty and students can
become better stewards of His
creation.
So far, the garden has produced some very good ukra,
tomatoes and corn. Each week
we have been planting new
items like spinach, kale, carrots and lettuce. As you have
probably noticed, the days are
unfortunately getting colder
and shorter. To take care of
this problem, we put up low
tunnels, hoop supported row
covers, and are working on
putting up a high tunnel. A
high tunnel, or hoop house, is
just like a greenhouse without
heating. Like a green house,
it is covered in a thick clear
plastic, which allows light to

enter in, and forms a warm
environment for the plants to
grown in. With these additions to the garden, we can
continue to grow produce
in the coming months even
though the temperatures will
be dropping and frost will be
on the ground.
Last week, we got the exciting opportunity to pick the
first harvest from the garden.
We gathered turnip greens
and arugula. We decided that
we would give a sampling
of the produce to those who
helped make the garden a
possibility, so we took produce to the Service Department, Plant Services and Academic Administration. I look
forward to harvesting more
produce as it ripens in the
coming weeks and learning
more how we can improve our
campus through gardening.

'
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1996 Chicago Bulls: J;Jest NBA team of all time
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EDitoR

Throughout the history of
the National Basketball Association (NBA), there have
been some outstanding teams
and dynasties that changed
the 'game. For example, the
Minneapolis Lakers dynasty
of the 1950s ~as an incredible team. With their center,
George Mikan, they were able
to win five NBA titles in six
seasons. They were the NBA's
first dynasty. The Boston
Celtics of the 1960s with William Felton "Bill" Russell won
11 titles in 13 seasons. The
Lakers and the Celtics of the
1g8.os shared the decade with
outstanding play and a rivalry
that will forever resound in
sports history. However, the
Chicago Bulls of the 1990s
stand out the most.
How can the sports cmnmunity determine which is
the best team of all-time?
Well, let's begin with therecords for the season. The 1996
Chicago Bulls hold the best
record with an pnpr:ecedented
72 wins and 10 losses in the
regular season. However,
more impressive than their
regular season record was
their combined regular season
and_post-season record: 8713. They only lost one game

en route to the NBA Finals
and dropped two games in the
finals to the Seattle
Supersonics.
Those 10 victories did
not come easy for the other
teams. The Chicago Bulls led

Laked ,posted a tad better
mark than the Bulls at 12, but
when a team averages an impressive 121 points per game
but gives up an unimpressive
109 on the defensive end, the
12 is more impressive, and

and is the best player in NBA
history. According to an
_
encyclopedia article published
on NBA.com, "by acclamation, Michael Jordan is the
greatest b'asketball player of
all time-although a summary

the NBA in scoring, averaging
105 points per game. And they
ranked second in defense,
allowing only 93 points per
game, a 12 point differential.
The differential for the 1967
Sixers was 9 and the 1986
Celtics was also g. The 1972

it was all thanks to the Bulls
defense. Out of the 13 losses
that the Bulls suffered during
the season, in_cluding playoffs,
five of the losses were by less
than five points.
Michael Jordan, of course,
was the leader of this team,

of his basketball career and
influence on the game inevitably fails to do j"qstice to the
man. A phenomenal athlete
with a unique combination
of fundamental soundness,
grace, speed, power, artistry,
improvisational ability and an

unquenchable compe*ive desire, Jordan single-handedly
redefined the NBA superstar."
Without the leadership and
dedication of Michael Jordan,
the Chicago Bulls would have
never been a dynasty.
In this 1996 Chicago Bulls
team, Scottie Pippen, Dennis Rodman, Steve Kerr, Ron
Harper, Toni Kukoc and many
more played a huge part in
the success of the team.
The Bulls dominated the
league's annual awards.
Jordan captured the trifecta
of regular season MVP, AllSta,r MVP and Finals MVP,
joining Willis Reed, 1.970, as
the only men to d~ so. Jordan
and Pippen were voted to the
All-NBA First Team, and Rodman joined them on the AllDefensive First Team. Kukoc
' won the Sixth Man Award,
Jackson was voted Coach of
the Year and GM Jerry Krause
was named Executive
of the Year.
After the previous facts
there is no doubt that this
1996 Chicago Bulls team has
·been the best that the NBA
has ever seen. No other team
in liistory can hold a candle to
the Chicago Bulls.

David Arvizu speaks about Inter winning ·c hampions-h ip
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EDitoR

Inter has now won
back·to-back futsal intramu;al championships, which is
probably the last appearance
of this dynasty. This team led
the men's league points with
nearly 30 goals and was able
to limit goals against them
to a mere 35. It is incredible
to think that this team has
not lost a single game in two
seasons of playing futsal. We
sat down with David Arvizu
to discuss his last sea~on with
Inter.
How does it feel to have
an undefeated season?
"Itfeels great: Not many

people can say they haven't
lost a game in two years and
have back-to-back
championships."

"Pretty sure it was Josue
Bahena. The guy scores on command."

if not more.- Haven't won a
championship in soccer, but
we'll see if that changes this
year."

What was the most difOnce the clock hit zero
What allowed you to have ficult game you played in
so much success?
the playoffs and why?
and you won the champi"Geo Quintero has the stron_"Against Fuego in the semionship, how did you feel?
. finals. Their team is just full
"Relieved, it was a close final
gest kick I've seen. Israel
Gonzalez is one of the toughof talent. They were winning
game. We were losing by one
est players to get around.
by two, and at one point, I
with less than three minutes
Josue Bahena has the best
thought we were going to
to go, and we came back and
ball control out of anyone at
lose, but we came back, tied
won, so it was very
Southern. Josh Condado is
with a little over a minute left . exhilarating."
the best goalie and the goalie
and won in penalties~"
Do you plan on keeping
with most goals, and Everson
the same group of guys
Marcondes and Stephen Cruz How does futsal 'di:ffer
are Brazilian, enough said."
from soccer?
. for nex,t year?
"Futsal is a lot faster and you "Most of us graduate in Mny,
so this was the last hoorah
Who led your team in
need more control of the ball,
goals made?
for
us."
but socc~r is equally as fun

When did you first start
to play soccer/futsal?"Conception."

Inter dominated the season
from beginning to end.
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[The Calend~r]
Thursday, November 8
ua, Convocation: Student Association, lles, Leon Bates
Online Winter Registration for Returning Juniors >54 hours & Seniors (8-9)
PreviewSouthern 102 CB-9)
3:30p, Graduate Council
sp, Floor Hockey Team Meeting, Hulsey
7P, Modern Languages Film Series, Miller 201
7:30p, Piano: Leon Bates, Ackerman (Double Convo<;ation Credit)
Friday, November 9
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Walmart Trips (Wright Hall front desk)
1p-3:30p, Free Walmart trips for those who signed up. Leave every 30mins.
from Wright Hall
_
2p, Outreach Opportunities (Wright Hall)
West Side 4 Jesus-Playing Flag Football
8p, Vespers & Pierson Weekend, Church, Shawn Boonstra
s:39p, Sunset
'

Saturday, November 10
8:45 &10:15a, Adoration, David Smith (Church)
9:30 & ua, Pierson Weekend, Thatcher, Shawn Boonstra
10a, One Accord (Student Center)
·
9:45a, Brazilian Sabbath School: (Student Center Conference Room)
9:30a, The Fountain: White Oak Room (Thatcher South)
9:30a, BoUildaries in Dating: Wolftever Room (Thatcher South).
11:30a, Connect, Andy Nash, (CA)
11:45a, Renewal, David Smith (Church)
1:30-5p, Cave Open, Student Park
2p, Outreach Opportunities- Hungry 4 Jesus
2-5p, Student Missions Expo
5:30p, Evensong, Church, Reader: Brennon Dodd, Organ: Sarah Fernando
7:30p, Extreme Dodgeball, lles
Sunday, November 11
6:30-9p, KRs Place Open
7:30p, Symphony Orchestra Concert, Church (Double Convocation Credit)
1-10:30p, Student Center Open
Monday, November 12
SA Spirit Week (12:16)
·
.
Online Winter Registration for Returning Sophomores >23 hours, Jumors &
Seniors (12-13)
GRE Subject Exams, Lynn Wood
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
3:30p University Senate
Tuesday, November 13
8:30a-4p Florence Oliver Anderson Nursing Seminar,
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
12p, Dean's ~uncheon, Presidential Banquet Room
Wednesday, November 14
Online Winter Registration for Returning Freshman <24 hours, Sophomore,
Juniors & Seniors (14-16)
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
3p, Senior International Workshop, Lynn Wood 320
9:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship, Thatcher Chapel

[Student Life Announcements]
School of Education and Psychology: Recent Psychological Symposium
was a great success. Several professional psychologists from the surrounding
area came out to speak. This event was held from 9a-2p last Friday. With over
200 students in attendance, and the support of the School of Education and
Psychology we are pleased with the turn out!
SA Convocation: While growing up, Leon Bates divided his time between two
disparate passions: the pursuit of music and the physically demanding spo~
of body building. According to Karima A Haynes, Leon Bates grew up defying
stereotypes. Bates claims that the two disciplines have syner~stic benefits. ~The
last piece on the program is the one that is the most demanding and dynamic.
You don't want to run out of energy as you are coming to the piece that demands the most from you." Leon Bates will be tellmg his story at ua in the Iles

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 8 ' 2012

P.E. Center and then performing a piano concert at 7:30p. Due to the limited
seating in Ackerman Auditorium we only have 200 tickets available. Stop at the
Student Services Office today and pick up your ticket. It is free with your SAU
ID. DOUBLE CONVOCATION CREDIT.
Futbol Club will be having a soccer convocation this Sunday, Nov. 11 in the
gym at 4P· Southern's Futbol Club will be organizing a futsal tournament the
night of Nov. 17 (Saturday).
We have space for a maximum of 16 teams
Each team is guaranteed two games
Cost: $2.00 per person
All players must be current students of Southern Adventist University
Each team must have at least one female
Games will consist of 12-minute halves (will change if less than 16
teams registered)
Time: 6p-12a
Deadline to register a team: Nov. 16 (by 3 pm)
All proceeds will be used to buy Bibles that will be donated
Prize: Papa John's dinner for the winning team
To register, please contact either Trevor Silva (818-438-4189;silvatrevor@
southern.edu) or Adrian Benna (817-690-1782;adrianbenna@southern.edu).
Please have ready the registration fee and your roster.
*Rosters must have first and last name of players and their student ID number.
"Praying Together" (students praying for students )Each Tuesday, ua at the
amphitheatre behind Hackman Hall
"Refreshing Word" (students encouraging students with God's Word)Each
Thursday, 6:30p at the promenade patio

The Friends of White Oak Mountain need your help
Sunday, November 11 from 9arn to 1pm.to help us
build three banked comers and Improve two
out-~loped tums. Get on your bke and ride the Blue
Loop to the build locations. Learn more on the

While Oak Mountain Facebook page.

[SA Announcements]
"#SAUbikes: See it, need it, use it, leave it for the next person.
Like the Facebook page!"

[Birthdays]
November 8- Yolanda Abril- Ocsai, Crystal Case, Jaclyn Cherne, Marvelle
Davis, Jed Hyde, Dylan Milmine, Malik Samaniego, David Sanchez, Braden Way
November 9- Jenni Adams, Julian Armstrong, Jonathan Blackburn, Adam
Brown, Christen Case, Jenna Dedeker, Donny Laws, Jonathan Sanchez
November 10- Asha Daniel, Jessica Drahozal, Christopher Emerson, Jorge
Hernandez-Pleitez, Victoria Mitchell, Alan Parker, Carl Patterson, Sydney Reed,
Carolyn Smith, Andy Smith, Denise Tate, Brittney Wearner, Anna Wijatyk
November 11- Richard Aldridge, Josue Alvarez, Linda Applewhite, Mallory
Garcia, Sebastian Lopez, Colleen Mitchell, Jim Parks, Elizabeth Pujols, Melissa
Pujols, Amy Rains, Cecilia Simmons, Daniel Wahlen, Janelle Wong, Autumn
Wurstle, Autumn Zapara
November 12- Isaac Boateng, Brad Cosby, Leighanie Diaz, Jonathon Duman,
Rebecca Garvin, Emil Harty, Ruth MacLafferty, D'arce Peter, Julianne Pictou,
Aspen Welch
..
. .
November 13- Crystal Bueno, Michelle Carmona, Marty Ha,rmlton, Christian
Pinango, Joan Seitz, Scott Simon
November 14- Marcos Bernal, Destiny Brand, Janelle Glass, Ashley Gomez,
Ashley Hollenbeck, Cindy Lerch, Vivian Smith, Chris Valenzuela, Joshua Whidden
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Film Chattanooga sound
recordi:t:tg seminar:
Film Chattanooga is holding a seminar that focuses on sound recording techniques for film and
video production Thursday, Nov. 15 at 6:30p.m.
at the downtown Chattanooga YMCA. Attendance
is FREE for Chattanooga Film Society members
and $5 at the door for non-members. This seminar is geared toward independent filmmakers
interested in improving their projects by increasing their knowledge of sound production and is an
opportunity to network among local film. industry
professionals and peers.

Collegedale 423-396-4433
Order online @ www.papajohns.com
~OUJwms

Not \1llid wUb •ny uthcr

or di!t(ounts. Limited dtli~uy •~•. thlli"J."t'> tru.~ •PI)Iy. C'w:lomtr respcmsiblf' for all •pplkable ta~ts.
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SPECIALTY PIZZAS

Small- $11 Medium- $13 Large- $15 X-Luge $17
The Works- Pepperoni. Ham. Spicy hulian Saus:~ge. Fresh Baby
Ponabella Mushrooms. Onions. Green Peppers and Black Olhes

The Meats- Pep[)'!rmtf. l lam, Lket Bacon and Sau..,..agc
Garden Fresh- Mushrooms~ Green P\!p(:M!rS. Tomatoes. Onions and

SAU Orchestra performance
Nov. 11: .

lllack Oli'es

South~rn Adventist University's Symphony Orchestra will perform on Nov. 11 at 7:30p.m.
at the Collegedale Churc;h of Seventh-day Adventists. Highlighted pieces include Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov's Russian Easter Overture, op.
36; Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring; and
Felix Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 4 in A major, op. 90, "Italian." For more information, call
423.236.2000.

""'"'""
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SIDES

Cheesesticks (14pc)

$6

Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chiekenstrips (7 pc)

$7.5
$6

Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks
Orig.inal Breadsticks (tOpe)

$5
$4

Spinach Alfredq- fllcnd ofSpirn~ch un<l Garlic-Parmcsan Alfre<lu

Dipping Sauce & Extras

Sauce. •

Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and Pizza Sauce
Extras- Pepperoncinis, Anchovies, Jalapeno Peppers
and Banana Peppers.

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- l1arbcquc Sauce Topped with Grilled
AU White Chicken. Bacon and fresh Onions. Go Hawaiian- Add
Pineapple!

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mozzarella. Parm<·san, Romano. Asiago.
Pro\·olone and Fontina_.

DESSERTS
Medium

Cheese Pizza $7
$9
Toppings
$,75 · $1.00

$4

Fresh Cinnapie

CREATE YOUR OWN
Small

$.50

Large X-Large

BEVERAGES

$1 I
$13
$1.25 $1.50 each

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Ham, Beef, Bacon. Chicken, Italian Sausage. Pork
Sausage, Onion, (;reen Peppers, Mushrooms, lJiack Olives, (;n.-en Olh·es,
Tomatoes, Pineapple, Jalapeno Pcppe~ Banana Peppers, Antbovies

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi. Pepsi Max, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain
Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mug Root Beer
$2.50
20 oz. Botti• $1.50
Two Liter

MASTER'S DEGREE
IN COUNSELIN G
Let Us Help You Help Others

The counseling program at
Southem Adventist University
is focused_on Christ, the
Wonderful Counselor.
Scheduled for Your Convenience.

Grounded in Christian Principles.
The training you receive af Southern
will be grounded in Christian principles,
but designed to prepare you fo: work
in a variety of settings.

Classes are held in the evenings to
accomodate your work schedule.

Call or visit online to find out
how you can get started.

Designed for Your Success.

Master of Science in Counseling

Southern's program prepares students
for state licensure and provides
practical knowledge and clinical
experience.

• Clinical Mental Health Counseling
• School Counselir:~g

• .

il'
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lh\ngs to spend Your Meager

Paychec~ on:

'fhe }Austacbifter. 11 you just"' happen to havefiind a ohild, you can
noW helP them beeome a man faster with the }Austacbifter. What a sir.

for the Lad\es:

"d~ent\st R~an Gos\\ng
HeY g\r\,
\ \(now E\\en
Wh\te wrote \he
bOO\(, bUt

actua\\Y, \ tn\n\(
you're the
oes\re oi Ages.

Beard Hero 2:

'the Beardklin Bridge?

Harald Fredheim and Clay Perez move a large boulder out of their square at the dig
DusTIN JoHNSON
STAFF WRITER

,A standing room-only
crowd received Dr. Michael
Hasel's "Battle"'over King David" lecture last week, ushering in a new exhibit at the
Lynn H. Wood Archaeological
museum.
Recent discoveries have
been made by Southern Adventist University in partnership with the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. They
have found evidence showing
that the biblical King David

could have, in fact, ruled a vid and Goliath.
Hasel presented an issue
large kingdom as the Bible
describes. The excavation site brought to light by the findof these findings · is termed ings of the excavation team
Khirbet Qeiyafa and is located that may disprove beliefs by
at the border of Philistia, an critical scholars who claim
ancient region on the coast of that due to lack of evidence,
southwestern Palestine.
the biblical King David did not
Hasel is also the director rule such a large kingdom as
for the institute of archaeol- described in the Bible.
ogy and has led the summer
Hasel points out that withdigs on their site since 2009. out the story of David, not only
Khirbet Qeiyafa is believed to are you removing David from
be a Judean city that goes back history, but you are removing
to the time of Saul .and David . the basis of all Judeah history.
mentioned in the story of Da- Many ask what this site, Khir-

3,000. years," Tony Anobile,
junior theology and near eastern archeology major, said.
"To them, it was nothing, but
to us it's God reaching down
and showing us His word is
truth."
Since Khirbet Qeiyafa is
located on the border of Philistia, many come to wonder
whether this was a Philistine
camp or if it was Judean. Hasel
brought up an important point
that supports Khirbet Qeiyafa
. being a Judean city. In current
excavations of Philistine cities archaeologists will usually
find 17-30 percent of the excavated bones to be pig bones. At
Khirb.et Qeiyafa, they have not
found even one pig bone.

1. In 2008 the team discovered a piece of a jar with Hebrew writing on it that dates
back 8oo years before the
. Dead Sea Scrolls. _This fragment, known as an ostracon,
is now believed to be the oldest known Hebrew inscription.
2. The pieces located in the
museum are on loan from the
Israei Antiquities Authority.
Because the artifacts found in
the dig site, belong to Israel,
what is brought to the US is
shipped in special packaging
and is very eXpensive. The
current artifacts in the museum will remain until April
2014.
3. Khirbet Qeiyafa is .a
small city built with double
walls and two large gates. The
construction of two walls was
believed to be a 'huge step in
being a strong fortification.
The entire wall structure
around the city is believed to
be more than 200,000 tons
of stone. Many stones are believed to wejgh between 5 to 6
tons and the stone placement
is extremely precise for its .
time.
4. Scott Anderson, associate professor in the School of
Computing created a new software to be used in mapping
out the dig site. This technology allowed the excavators to
easily identify every single artifact discovered without paperwork. The data could also
be accessed from anyWhere.

Can1pus n1ourns loss of nursing student, Cherise Miller
JAIME JACOBSON
EDITOR

Southern Adventist University is grieving the loss of
sophomore nursing student
Cherise Miller.
In a statement sent out Friday by Lucas Patterson, ediINDEX
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torial manager for Marketing
and University Relations. students were notified that Miller
had returned to her hometown
in Georgia for health reasons
and passed away_Wednesday
night.
The statement declared
that
information
wasn't

days until
Thanksgiving

BREAK

6

shared until Friday, as permission from the family was needed to make this news public.
A small service was organized in the Thatcher Hall
Chapel immediately following
vespers, which included a life
sketch, open share and scripture read by Chaplain Bren-

non Kirstein.
"Tonight, we come to hon~
or our friend, remember our
classmate, reflect on the life of
our student and grieve the loss
of Cherise Miller," Kirstein
said during the service.

Tribute on page 5
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School of Religion hosts evan elism weekend
CoRINNE JoRDAN
Sn.u WRITER

On the weekend of Nov. 9,
the School of Religion hosted
its twenty-fourth annual Robert H. Pierson Evangelism and
Missions Weekend. The weekend kicked off with vespers
followed by an early church
service in Thatcher Hall Chapel.
Pierson Weekend is one
out of the four major events
each semester that religion
students must attend. It is
under the support of the Robert H. Pierson Institute of
World Missions and Evangelism. Each event has its own
emphasis such as this year's
awareness of evangelism.
The School of Religion 'usually brings in various speakers who have vast knowledge
and experience that correlates
with the weekend's emphasis.
The speaker for this weekend was Shawn Boonstra, associate ministerial director
from the North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists. Boonstra was a part of
"It Is Written" International
Television prior to joining the
North American Division.
"He is a very well known
speaker," Carlos Martin, pro-

fessor for the School of Religion, said. "He is young, talented, and will inspire."
On Friday night, Boonstra
used many stories and personal experiences to illustrate
his point on why we should
not hesitate to go out and witness to others. He used Paul's
letter to the Corinthians in
comparison to a wedding. He
asked this question: Who suffers the most stress during
a wedding? In this way, he
compared Paul to the father
of the bride. In the letter, Paul
was deeply concerned for the
spiritual health of the Corinthian chun;h, much like a father of a bride's concern for
his daughter. Boonstra used
this illustration for us to act
on our concerns and witness
to others.
"If you have found Jesus,
don't keep him to yourself,"
Boonstra said.
On Saturday morning,
Boonstra spoke on "The Harvest Principle," emphasizing
that we are to finish God's
work here on earth. He also
said we should believe not because we see but because we
have faith.
The Evangelistic Resource
Center (ERC) is linked to the

Photo

By Courtney Beckwith

Shawn Boonstra speaks on witnessing at vespers.

School of Religion and closely
linked to the Pierson Institute.
In the past, the ERC could be
described as a "one man institute." However, over the
past four years, it has grown
tremendously. It was originally intended for students in
the School of Religion, but it is
now open to all who are willing.
"I was inspired prior to this

weekend to go and do mission
work," Marc-Anthony Pierre,
freshman theology major,
said. "There's a greater need
for evangelism than there is
for a lot of other things, and
it gets to a point where people
think that only theology majors can go out and evangelize.
I think it's a lack of responsibility on others to hold up
their end."

Throughout the whole
weekend, the emphasis on
evangelism was very prominent
through
Boonstra's
words. In all three services the
audience was very responsive.
"If you want to know if
God is real, go out and do His
work," Boonstra said at vespers. "I guarantee you will see
Him."

WSMC involves youth in new programs
COUR1NEY BECKWITH
NEWs Emma

The Classical 90.5 WSMC
FM station is taking the initiative to reach young people
with classical music through
four different outreach programs.
These programs are being
compiled under one name and
WSMC is holding a competition for the new name. Who-

ever provides the winning
name will receive a prize of
$25 worth of pizza.
"Come up with something
fun and creative," Daiyana
Noa, junior nursing major
and student office manager at
WSMC, said.
The four programs are
called "From the Top,"
"Southern Spotlight," "Classical Commute" and the fourth
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program, a used instrument
drive, is still being designed.
"From the Top" is a nonprofit event that is broadcast
on National Public Radio. The
weekly show allows for individuals ages 8 to 18 tb audition and perform. By partnership with WSMC, the program
came to the Tivoli Theatre
in Chattanooga on April 26,
2012.
This was the largest event
that Southern has ever held.
The event partnered with Delwood Elementary and had
three iocal talents performing
as well as holding nationwide
auditions.
Boyd Buhl, the underwriting sales representative for
WSMC said, "'From the Top'
wasn't just one night at the
Tivoli. It impacted so many
lives."
WSMC is working with
Southern to make "From the
Top" happen again locally in
January 2014. It is still in the
planning stages, but so much
work goes into this event that
it requires an extreme amount
of time.
Melissa Turner, commu-

nications director for the city
"After seeing this commuof Chattanooga department nity's support when WSMC
of education, arts and culture .brought 'From the Top' to
said, "It is such a great fit with Chattanooga to celebrate our
Southern and WSMC working 50th birthday, we are extogether."
cited to be able to provide a
"Southern Spotlight" is a program that continues this
program that highlights stu- passion by and for young perdents who have senior recitals. formers," Scott Kornblum, diThese recitals will be recorded rector of the WSMC, said in a
and broadcasted over the In- press release.
ternet allowing for students,
The used instrument drive
family and friends to view is the fourth event of the new
idea of youth-oriented proWe are working
graming. It is working towards
supplying instruments to kids
on making clasat underprivileged schools
sica! music more
and giving them the opportunity to learn something that
accessible and
they would never be able to do
otherwise.
inspiring lives
"People view classical
music as white, listless and
stuffy," Kornblum said. "We
them even if they were not are working on making classiable to make it.
cal music more accessible and
"Classical Community" is inspiring lives, both young
one of the newest additions and old."
to the outreach programs that
To submit a name for -the
WSMC is working on incorpo- new outreach program you
rating into its programming. can call or email Scott KornThis features music organiza- blum. His number is 423-236tions from the Chattanooga 2426, and his email is scottk@
southern.edu.
area and upcoming concerts.
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Modern languages .film series continues

Students gather in Miller Hall to watch "Arranged," the third film in the series.

ANDREA ERHART

Modern languages professors held a panel about culture
and conquest after the screening of the third film in this semester's cultural film series.
"Conquest (ideal or Illusion of power)" is the official
theme of the series. The most
recent movie the department
showed was "Arranged," a film
that most students would not
otherwise have the opportunity to see. This film was the
third in a series of four.

Southern does not review
these films. Instead, the faculty of the modern languages
department reviews and approves them.
"The films are culturally focused and departmentally appropriate, so it gives us more
latitude" Adrienne Royo, associate professor of Spanish,
said when discussing how the
department chooses the movies.
Students receive . convocation credit for attending twice
a semester, and students taking a ~lass in the department

Iflwatch a
movie, I wa_n t it
to be of quality. I
prefer these types
of movies over
movie theaters
because it really
makes you think
differently

can receive extra credit,
Krista Mattison, senior
social work major, had originally attended for convocation
credit, but when she realized it
was not being given, she still
decided to stay.
"If I watch a movie, I want
it to be of quality," Mattison
said. "I prefer these types of
movies over movie theatres
because it really makes you
think differently."
The film was about two
women, one an orthodox Jew
and one Muslim who lived in
New York. Both women were

,

employed as teachers at the
same school. They became
friends as they dealt with the
struggle to find a balance between their religious culture
and New York's expectations.
The next film to be shown
is in French and it is based
on the 24-hour truce that
happened during the Second
World War. On Christmas
Eve, two armies in the midst
of battle called a truce and celebrated Christmas together.
It will be shown on Dec. 6 at
7:00p.m. in Miller Hall.
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Graduate students help at risk groups
RYAN

HAAs

HUMOR EDITOR

Counseling and testing
graduate students are helping
at risk groups across campus
for the second year in a row.
There are four new graduate students this year: Amanda Tortal, Cecilia Luck and
Brenda Fischer, who are social work majors, and Daniel
Hamilton, a clinical mental
health counseling major.
Their specific job description is case management,
meaning they meet with specific students to figure out
what services are needed and
how to incoq)orate them.
The addition of the graduate students to the Counseling
and Testing Center staff has
increased their ability to reach
more of the campus. With the
graduate students, the staff
has been abfe to serve almost
three times as many students.
"Without the grad students
it was crazy," Renita Klischies,
first year experience coordina-

tor and allied health advisor,
said. "We would just have to
take a number, we couldn't
serve everyone."
The addition of the graduate students has greatly increased the publicity of the
programs that the Counseling
and Testing Center offers.
''The number of at risk
students and the issues and
the problems each year as society takes a tum equals a lot
more students with issues,"
Klischies said. "We are very
thankful and grateful to have
so ..much help from the grad
students. The professionalism
. that they have brought to the
table is just awesome."
All four graduate students
help the entire student body,
but each has their own niche
to which they are assigned,
such as: the freshman class
and southern connections students, Gym-Masters, married
students, international · students and returning students
from studying abroad and being student missionaries. Luck
focuses more on the interna-

Photo By logan Foil

Amanda Tortal counsels a student at the Student Service Center.

tional students and returning
students nnsswnaries. She
said she really epjoys helping the students who come to
Southern fit in and feel comfortable here.
"Students come from dif-

ferent backgrounds, whether
it be homeschool, academy,
public school or students who
didn't come from an Adventist background or some who
have, but hate it. It can be a
real shock, so we try to cover

all those bases," Luck said.
"We want them to know that
they're not just sitting in the
crowd at convocation, we actually care about every single
student."

Internationally known pianist, Leon Bates perforn1s

Photo By logan Foil
Leon Bates plays an arrangement by one of his favorite composers.

GLENN WILKINS
Sn.FF WR!IFR

Students were greeted with
live classical music as they entered lies P.E. Center for con-

vocation on Nov. 8.
Leon Bates, an internationally known concert pianist and
bodybuilder, came to Southem to share his talent.
The Philadelphia native

started playing piano and violin at age 6 and later played
the tuba. He loves the piano
because of the instrument's
beauty.
"It has all these keys,"

he said. "I was fascinated by
their smoothness, their beauty
and how many of them there
were."
Bates
has
performed
around the world with many
prestigious symphonies. Rilearts.com calls him "one of
America's leading pianists."
In an interview after the
performance, Bates said he
was also always into athletics,
and approximately 17, he became interested in developing
his body. Through this experience he learned that training
for bodybuilding is similar to
training for music.
"You have to train yourself to be a pianist,." Bates
said. "Just as you have to
understand the body to be
a bodybuilder. You have to
understand the physical and
mechanical parts [of an instrument] if you want to be a
musician. My interest in music made everything as far as
bodybuilding much· clearer
and vice versa."
During the presentation,
Bates spoke of various African-American composers and
sampled some of their work for
the audience, even performing
a few of the pieces himself. He
explained the history of each
composer, pointing out much

of the African-American cuiture within the pieces, and the

You have to train
yourself to be a
pianist, just as
you have to
understand the
body to be a
.bodybuilder.
audience reacted positively to
the experience.
"He gave a lot of information," Simone Marshall, senior
journalism major, said. "It
helped me learn a bit about
classical music."
"The music varied," Shana
Bro\\'Ile, senior nonprofit administration and math major,
said. "It wasn't just one type of
song, and we got the opportunity to learn about what's behind the pieces instead of just
hearing a piece."
Bates performed a concert
that evening in the Ackerman
Auditorium. Student attendees were given double convocation credit. Due to limited
seating, tickets were required.

:·
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Tribute to Cherise Miller·
I exchanged numbers and I
would have never guessed that
us exchanging numbers would
I've been struggling to find mark the beginning of an inthe 'words. The words that will credible journey.
truly reflect the person I've
After that encounter, Chercome to call sister. I know I'm ise and I attended the "awknot alone with the struggle to ward welcome back party'' and
find words because I hear. it in shortly after she introduced
the voice of every person that me to her roommate, Lindwalks past me._Many people sey. One thing I will always
walk past me with puppy dog remember is how Cherise's
eyes and some utter the infa~ face lit up whenever she intromous line, "I'm sorry for your duced me to someone. Soon,
loss."
Lindsey, Cherise and I became
I wonder why people are inseparable. Of course, there
responding to the death of my were times when we were
friend like this but I was re- not all together, but that was
minded that it's just a part of mostly when schoolwork beour culture. But, in the Bible, came a priority.
Last October, after only three
God admonishes us to rejoice
in death because our loved . weeks of knowing her, Cher. one is no longer in this world ise invited me to her house.
of sin. That's just how I feel. Again, her face lit up as she
I miss Cherise terribly, but I introduced me to her parents,
am at peace knowing that she her siblings and the rest of her
is no longer in pain. I know no family. Whenever her mother
other way to get through this came to visit, Cherise always
time other than to rejoice in reminded her that she had to
the life that Cherise lived.
come and see me. Cherise and
For a lot of people, Cherise I rarely texted each other but
is remembered for her smile. when she did, it almost always
Her smile showed not only her said, "Are you in your room?"
beauty but ~er strength. What As soon as I responded, she
I remember "'cherise for the would be at my door.
We spent a lot of time laughmost is her dedication to wh_a tever she was doing, in par- ing together. I told her evticular our friendship. I met erything that was troubling
Cherise while mini-golfing last me and many times she refall. I was with a few friends sponded, "Be calm and carry
and she sat alone in the seat on." That saying was her backright across from me. Initially, ground on her computer. We'd
I was hesitant to speak with make peanut butter and jelly
her, but I felt impressed. We sandwiches together. We'd
golfed, although neither of us sing, "I Want It That Way,"
really knew how. Cherise and by the Backstreet Boys. We'd
I<HANEISHA HAREWOOD

CONTRIBUTOR

go to vespers together. We'd
laugh until both our heads
hurt. We'd sit next to each other in Hymn Sing. We'd share
each other's successes and
encourage each other through
the failures. Cherise was my
encourager, She encouraged ··
me to do my very best and was
there to cheer me on at every
one of my EOP performances.
After the performances were
over, Cherise was always there
with her arms outstretched
wanting to hug Cherise was
a "gleek," always willing to
convert someone who did not
watch -"Glee." One of the first
things she asked me was if I
watched "Glee." When I told
her no, her mouth dropped.
We never did watch "Glee"
together but the one time I did
watch it, she screamed. She
was so excited.
I will never get a chance to sit
next to Cherise in vespers, Renewal or even InTents again. I of Joshua 1:9, "Have I not
will never get to listen to her commanded you? Be strong
stories about her crush or sim- and courageous. Do not be ·
ply be in her presence here afraid; do not be discouraged,
on this earth again. However, for the Lord your God will be
there is no doubt in my mind with you wherever you go."
that I will see Cherise again. A Her life testified for her befew days ago I stumbled upon lief in this Scripture. Cherise
Jeremiah 31:13. It was not taught me to have faith that
by coincidence. " ... I will tum God will work things out the
their mourning into gladness; way He saw fit. She taught
I will give them comfort and me to be content with what r'
joy instead of sorrow." That's had. She taught me to cherexactly what God is doing in ish friends and·their spiritual
my life right now, and if this gifts. She taught me to laugh
promise is true, there is no and enjoy life. Most of all, she
reason to doubt God's other taught me what it looks like
promises.
to tnist in God. Trust that His
Cherise breathed the words plan is the best plan.

Cherise's life reminds me
of a tree. Trees die when they
run out of energy and so did
Cherise. Trees always produce
leaves and in the springtime
we see them blooming. In
. Cherise's lifetime, she helped
so many people learn of Christ
by barely speaking a word, she
"blossomed" for Christ. Both ·
Cherise and the trees we see
every day are a testament of
God's amazing creations and
His never-ending love. We too
can produce leaves by sharing
Jesus with everyone we meet,
_even if it's just a smile.

In.loving memory
LINDSEY BROWN
CmrrRIBUTOR

Cherise Miller was more
than. just my roommate; she
was my best friend and confidant. Like most young girls,
we talked about everything. I
remember when I would come
- back to our room from class
and we'd talk about the boys
we liked and "Glee," well she
would. I would just listen, and

then we'd go on and on about
God's word. It's absolutely
crazy how much you could
miss someone.
The other day I was reading an article online and immediately thought, "I must
tell Cherise." It wasn't until I
looked away from the screen
that I had remembered.
I remember a lot of things
that me and Cherise did together, a lot of the time with
our friend Khaneisha, but

most of the time it was at night
when we were done with the
majority of our school work
that we would sit together and
watch really corny 1V shows,
like "Married to Jonas."
I remember every morning
we would get ready for class,
and I would sing the most random songs from musicals and
I would hear Cherise go, "Oh
my gosh! Really, Lindsey?!"
Because it often came out of
nowhere, and I would jus.t sing

Khaneisha Harewood, Lindsey Brown and Cherise Miller

the song while I got ready.
Some mornings we would be
so tired, and we would just sit
in our chairs until a full thirty
minutes before class and then
rush to get to class.
Now that she's gonei am

hurting because I miss her a
lot, but I know God's words.
Even though we made so
many plans, I know she's only
resting now and that I will see
her again.
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Learning to_let God open my arms and stretch out my heart
CHRIS JANETZKO
CONQIBliU)R

The honeymoon period of
my time being a student missionary in Egypt has passed.
Everything is not as magical
and new as it once seemed.
The normal frustrations of being a student missionary have
started to kick in. I wake up
every day, though, feeling that
there is so much good that I
can still do here. This feeling

causes me to look past the moments of frustration I experience as a teacher at Nile Union
Academy.
There are around 130 students here, many of whom are
constantly demanding my attention.
There are times when I am
literally surrounded by kids
trying to hug me, shake my
hand or even give me a kiss
on the cheek. More often than
not, I doq't know what to do

because I am so exhausted
from work that I feel I have no
more energy to give the students that desire to be loved so
much. Sometimes, I just want
to disappear from the crowd
like Jesus did.
I am constantly praying to
God, asking him to show me
how to love like He did-how
to love everyone equally. Some
students make it so easy to
love them and others make me
feel like a ticket back to Amer-

Photo by Chris Janetzko
Chris janetzko takes a picture with his students in Egypt.

ica might not be a bad idea. of service God calls all His
God always answers prayers, children to share and though
though, and I constantly feel I am not the perfect missionmy heart being stretched ary or Christian, I know there
to make space for 130 stu- is no better place to be than
dents that come from broken where God has placed me.
I wonder sometimes what
homes; ones who rarely see
their fathers because they I'll do when I come back to
are out of the country work- America with a heart that is
ing since there are no jobs in stretched so wide with love
Egypt; ones that live in what for so many students that are
we, as Americans, would view eager to reciprocate that love.
as unlivable conditions; even What will America be like?
some that have no one to show
How am I going to fill my
them the love of their Father heart up with that much love
in Heaven.
again? No one in America deSo, I try to do everything mands my love and attention.
possible to show them this Or maybe they do-my friends
love: I try to spend time with and family-and I have never
them in the dorms. I search taken the same time to invest?
Then r" wonder, are we betfor kids that look like they are
having a bad day and stop by ter at putting on masks? Do
their rooms before I go to bed we just hide the pain that we
at night just to show them that all seem to face, the emptiness
I love them and genuinely care of not understanding the mesabout them. It is a lot of pres- sage of a God that spends His
sure and I might be one of the days trying to love us, comfort
few to show them an example us when we are hurt, but never
and hopefully show them what · has a harsh word for us when
God is really like. Many times I we screw up? Probably, yes.
So, for now, I spend my
do screw up. I might say things
too harshly or irritably, and I days trying to return to my
wonder if I am giving them students the love they desire
the opportunity to see the and maybe, just maybe, by
same picture of their Father returning the love they desire
in Heaven as I have-the one from me, they won't forget to
in which I've fallen in love. It return their love to our Father
helps knowing, though, that I in Heaven.
am not alone-this is the kind

Electing our King over -our candidates
DANIELLE QUAlLEY
CON"QIBIUOR

It is the day after the 2012
presidential election, and I am
far from pleased. Is it because
the man I voted for didn't win?
Is it because I didn't like a particular party? Is it because I
feel that America is on its way
to economical ruin? Not in the
least bit. My feelings of sadness and disgust go far deeper
than a political issue, down to
a social issue that has caused
some of our student body to
forget our spiritual responsibilities to God and to our fellow man in the wake of this
election.
The impact the results have

had on this campus has been
astonishing, but the ugliness
and hostility that have been
spewed from both sides of the
political spectrum are even
more shocking. Facebook and
Twitter have become platforms of hatred-filled with
obnoxious boasting, racial
slurs and blatant disrespect.
The words I have heard from
students who claim to be Seventh-day Adventist Christians
would shame the foulest of
mouths; there are some students who have lost friendships and experienced bitter,
painful arguments over this!
It's sad to think that a presidential election can cause us
to forget the most important

ruler of all: Christ Himself.
Whatever happened to the

''The words
I have heard
from students
who claim to
be Seventhday Adventist Christians
would shame
the foulest of
mouths '

school-yard principle of being
a humble winner and a gracious loser? Have tact, poise
and respectfulness taken the
backburner as a result of this
political race? In 1 Peter 2:17,
the Bible tells us to, "Show
proper respect for everyone:
love the brotherhood of believers, fear God, honor the
king." Jesus calls us to this
task, whether or not we agree
with another's political views.
The way some of us have been
acting is barbaric and the complete opposite of what God requires.
This is not an article written to discourage freedom of
expression, but to remind us
that with that freedom comes

responsibility. There is a difference between courteously
giving your opinion and attacking yo~r brothers and sisters in Christ over a politician
who doesn't even know your
name. We have to remember
that we are Christians first and
Democrats, Republicans, Libertarians and Independents
second, and as children of the
Most High we must raise ourselves to a higher standard.
No matter who is president,
Jesus Christ is king, and our
allegiance should be given primarily to Him and His character of grace and love. God
bless America!
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Act like a college student, especially when it comes to politics
MAlloRY MIXON AND
RACHEL pARRISH
CQNDIBtrrQRS

The last time we checked,
everyone at Southern is in
college. However, actions
speak louder than words, and
this assumption can arguably
be called into question based
on a series of events that took
place recently.
In the span of 48 hours after
placing a Romney/Ryan sign
in the yard at Southern Village,
it was pulled out of the ground
twice, covered with paper,
taken apart and finally stolen.
The sign was placed so that
it was obvious to see which
apartment it belonged to and
it was purposefully not placed
in a section of the yard that
made it look like everyone in
the building were supporters.
Our generation (Generation
Y) is known for being more
accepting and tolerant of
differing belief systems than
previous generations. We
take pride in the fact that we
are not like Generation X,
who is known for being more

comfortable with stereotypes.
It is disheartening to
encounter such intolerant,
disrespectful behavior from
fellow students.· Being a

aside, this type of behavior is
disgraceful.
Part of being in college and
becoming an adult is learning
to accept people where they

Believe it or not, Southern
does not represent the real
world. When we leave this
campus we will be working
with people from all walks

Assosiated Press

Christian university we are
held (or should be) to a higher
level of civility. As Christians
who profess to be accepting of
all people, witnessing actions
displayed in this manner
is
unacceptable.
Politics

are and respect them and
their beliefs, especially if those
beliefs are not your own. Part
of being an adult is having
the decency to live with and
work with people who believe
differently than you.

of life and we need to start
accepting them now.
This kind of behavior is
expected from teenagers-not
college students.
To live in Southern Village
one has to have good grades,

be of a certain credit level and
show good citizenship.
America was founded on
the Constitution. Just in case
you were wondering, the First
Amendment states: "Congress
shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a
redress of grievances."
this
gives
Basically,
us the freedom to speak
publicly about our political
and religious beliefs. This
amendment is the reason the
Seventh-day Adventist church
exists today. We as Adventists
should be especially respectful
of those that choose to exercise
this right.
In the future, we hope our
fellow students will realize
how important it is to respect
others' freedom of speech and
learn to be tolerant of people
who are not exactly like they
are.

Seventh-Gay Adventists: it's not our place to judge
DANETIE SUTTON
CONDIBliTQR

I have struggled with the issue of homosexuality and the
Seventh-day Adventist church
for a long time. It has always
perplexed me that our church
takes such a strong stand
against homosexuality and
those who practice it.
Lesbian and gay individuals
and couples who want to be a
part of the church are treated
with suspicion, reserve and
sometimes even contempt and
hatred.
Through my research, I
have seen, many different angles to this dilemma. All sides
use the Bible to justify their

standpoint, often sighting the
same verses with different
cultural contexts. Through all
of my searching and studying
and talking to those whom
this affects, I could never find
an answer that was both biblically sound and settled with
my conscience.
Recently, I attended the local screening of "Seventh Gay
Adventists," a documentary
that follows the lives of three
lesbian/gay individuals and
their partners as they attempt
to reconcile their life with the
Adventist church. Each couple
sought acceptance and inclusion within the Adventist
fold. One found a warm family that allowed them to not
only participate but to lead

If you're ooking for

s

or

e Sou

out. Another found that they
were not welcome because of
their lifestyle choices and the
third was compelled to create
a church family of their own
that was safe to worship with.
All wanted so desperately to
be able to hold on to the faith
of their youth, but each faced
challenges and for some the
negative attitudes and judgment drove them away.
After the showing, the film's
creators provided a short time
for Q&A. During this time, I
gathered insights that have
cleared up this issue for me.
When Jesus was faced with
the adulterous woman in John
8, he does not offer her up to
the church leaders to punish or judge her. He silences

pi ce to stay,

er rae

them by reminding them that
all have sinned and then he
spoke to the woman privately.
So often I see myself wanting
to step up and remind all the
people around me that they
are sinners and they need to
fix this or that in their life.
Jesus never gave authority to
us to judge each other or to
take it upon ourselves to fix
the speck in our neighbor's
eye. He has sent us out to seek
hurting souls and to represent
His character of love.
I no longer question the
morality of the homosexual
lifestyle. For now, God has not
given me a calling to cleanse
the church or send away any
sinner because their sins are
more visible or less accept-

ed than mine. Honestly, it
doesn't even matter if a homosexual lifestyle is a sin. My job,
and the job of the church as a
whole, is to love people where
they are and let God deal with
the conscience and transformation oflives.
We are to open our doors to
everyone. And by open, I don't
mean just allow someone to
sit in our pews. We need to
provide opportunities for fellowship and worship. The purpose of the church is to feed all
the hungry children of God,
not just the ones we agree with
or with whom we are comfortable.

·:
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Styles for the fall: leave your sweats at home
JACQUEUNE

OuvAS

CONIRIBIIIOR

Winter is the time for hot
chocolate, sledding, Christmas
on the Promenade and lazy
fashion. When the air gets
cooler, it's more tempting to go
to class in sweats and a hoodie
without a care as to what

you're wearing. However, it's
important to remember that
dressing well makes you feel
good.
Dressing up can motivate
you to do better because
you're not constantly focusing
on how bad you look. Every
time I have a test, I wake up
earlier than I normally would

and take time to make sure
I am dressed for success. It
im;reases your confidence and
prepares you for the real world
where sweatpants are just not
an option. (It may also help
you land your first vespers
date ...but I can't guarantee
that.)
For those of you who don't

have a Pinterest, I'm here to details that count. It's not
help. I've put together soine just about the big coat and
looks for both guys and gals pair of pants, its about the
that are comfortable and accessories. Accessories are
stylish at the same time. You cheaper and add a pop of color
can use these ideas as a guide to any old outfit. You don't
or buy the complete outfit at need to break the bank to look
the stores listed below.
presentable (or datable), you
When creating an outfit, just need a little creativity.
let's not forget it's the little . Happy shopping!

For the Gals

For the Guys
Metallic Knit Infinity Scarf.
. Forever 21 - $11
Mixed-stitch Cardigan. The
Gap- $24.00
Pleated Skirt. Forever 21 $20

Gap Sheer Dot Tights. The
Gap- $15 or 2 for $20.

Neff Daily Black Beanie.
Zumiez.com ~ $18
Columbia Men's Baddabin
Scarf. RockCreek- $18
Mens Crew Neck Sweater.
Forever 21 - $18
Mens Everyday Classic
Regular Fit Shirt- $25

How to not mind your own business
on minding your own busi- "Are you alright?" will do wonness, the art of minding my . ders for someone who seems
own business, etc. When I to be going through a tough
English poet John Donne searched "how to care for oth- situation. I don't mean askonce wrote "No man is an is- ers," besides a parenting site ing people how they are as you
land," but lately it seems too and an organization, the ar- pass them on the promenade
many of us are acting like we ticles I found only told me why with your headphones on; I
are. Most of us are minding I shouldn't care what others mean purposefully ask.
our schoolwork, our academ- think, how not to care about
Ryan Becker, sophomore
ic petitions, our convocation what others think, taking care theology major, said he
credits and our career plans. of others by caring about your- doesn't feel like asking someWe've completely forgotten self first and how to take care one what's wrong is an invathat we share this planet with of yourself while taking care of sion of privacy as long as it's
6,999,999,999 other people.
others. Is it possible that our done in the right way.
Most people use the ex- · "minding my own business"
"Not just asking in passpression "minding my own attitude is making us apa- ing, but asking a question like
business" to mean that they thetic? And, if so, does anyone 'How are you?' and being willdon't judge others. To me, it prefer it that way?
ing to address their response,"
means something like walkI've asked a few of you what he said. "That shows you gening around with metaphorical you think and it seems the uinely care."
horse blinders, looking for- consensus is for all of· us to
Be random- Not everyward and nowhere else. The be absorbed in others while .one is going to specifically
words themselves say it: we remaining considerate. Here ask you for advice, but that
care about nothing but our are a few guidelines on how doesn't mean it wouldn't be
own happenings.
to involve yourself with those welcomed. It's been my exWhen I did a Google search around you while still remain- perience that when someone
for ideas on how not to mind ing courteous.
is going through something,
our own business, I got just
Be purposeful- A simple they usually just want to feel
the opposite: a million tips
RAQUELLEVY

l!FESTYI f EDITOR

cared for. Most people don't
want others to mind their own
business when they need help;
they want someone who will
listen to them and offer advice
if possible.
Morgan Preston, junior
graphic design major, remembers the time when one of her
friends made her feel like she
was thought of.
"I was just having a really
bad day and one of my friends,
who I don't see often, randomly came up and asked what
was up," she said. "It made me _
feel cared for."
Be attentive- Traditionally, when a question is asked,
it's implied that someone will
be there to listen to the· answer. So why have we gotten
into the habit of asking people
how they are as we're passing by them? We know what
the answer will be: fine/good/
great/it's sunny outside! Are
we really asking or just mak-

ing small talk?
'!A lot of people ask, but
they don't listen. It's like 'How
are you?' 'Well, I'm sad.' 'Oh,
okay, see you later!'" Sarah
D.ahlstrom, junior pastoral
care major, said. "It wouldn't
be an invasion of privacy,
we're supposed to bear each
other's burdens.''
Granted, not asking people
how they are is a small crime,
but if we get used to being
indifferent, we can miss the
more important things that
require attention.Robert Coombs, professor
in the School of Education and
Psychology,'believes there are
times when minding your own
business isn't the best policy,
especially when abuse is involved.
"I think integrity at times
means making a statement,"
he said. "Silence also communicates; sometimes we need to
speak up.".
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Can't Touch This wins dodge ball
0MAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EDITQR

Every year, the dodgeball
tournament draws hundreds
of students to one of the most
fun activities of the year. I
have been fortunate el}ough
to win the event three times
in four years with my team
"Can't Touch This." This
year my team was composed
of Lawrence Spencer, Evan
Taylor, .Jimmy Dale, Joanne
Fontanilla and, of course,
Jaqueline Ruiz. I sat down
with my long time teammate
J aqueline to talk about her
extreme dodgeball experience.
How many years have you
won dodgeball?
I have won ·three out of the
four years I have played at
Southern.
What made you join the
team?
My freshman year afriend
asked me to play. To be honest, at first I didn't want to
play and I had said no, but
after a couple of times being
asked, !finally said yes.
In which year has ·your
team been the most dominant?Why?
Well, every yearwe have
had a dominant .team but I
feel that this year we have

been the most dominant.
That's because this year we
~id not lose any game.

How did you feel this year
before the tournament
started?
I had mixed feelings before
the tournament. I wanted
to play and was excited to
p{ay, but after a long week of
school, I also wanted to just ·
stay in and watch some movies at home.

Which of the championships means the most to
youandwhy?
My sophomore year be-.
cause that was the year that
we were in the loser bracket,
and during a game, we had
to win in order to go into the
final round. On the opposing
team they had one person
standing, and on our team
I was the last one Standing.
All I remember was this fast
.ball going towards my face
and when I looked back up
I had the ball in my hands. ·
That win advanced us to our
championship, and this year
meant a lot because this year
iuas the last year for "Can't
Touch This." You, Lawrence
and I have played the last
four years together, and this
will be our last year.

How did you feel when it
was finally over and you
had won again?
I
so excited! At that
point, I said to myself the
bruise on my leg was well
worth the $so.

was

What are you going to
do with your newfound
wealth of $so?
I'm going to spoil myself
and buy myself a game for
my Wii or some boots. I'm
not really sure, but I do
know it's going to be spent on
myself.

Ho~ much do you enjoy
the tournament?

I had a lot offun at ~his
· tournament-watching the
games and the different costumes teams had.
Will you play again in
years to come?
..
Next year will be my senior year, so I hope to play.

PHOTO BY CoURTNEY BECKWITH

Who is the best dodgeball player you have ever
played with at Southern?
I would have to say Jimmy
Dale. He was a beast; there
was no match. He pretty
much took out the whole
team by himself.

Jimmy Dale launches shots during dodge ball tournament

Celebrating intramural football champions
OMAR LoPEZ-THISMON

Division B) won Southern's
kept 1ateralling all the way to
into the pocket almost at
will
and sacking the Takis
flag
football
intramurals.
the
end
zone.
On Thursday morning,
October
Crush
What
most
impressed
may
not
quarterback.
Their defense
eight teams woke up with the
did
so
well
have
lost
a
game
the
enthat
they shut Hot
me
about
these
teams
winhopes of winning an intramuCheetos and Takis out.
ning the championships is
tire season, but they did tie
rals championship. Only four
Call of Beauty finished the
against the End-Zone Dithe level of dominance these
accomplished their goal by
vas.
Ironically,
teams
showed
throughout
they
played
season
s-o on 108 points ~nd
that night. Teams strategized
the End-Zone Divas in the
only allowing 13 points talk
the season. All four of these
teams were undefeated during championship game and won. about defense. Their defenTheir dominance of the seasive proficiency continued
the regular season, won their
division and were eventually
son continued on the field last throughout their playoff run
champions of their leagues.
week against the Divas. Their
when they_beat Okay Go, 24-0
White Cheddar went the
defense stopped the Divas and and Lady Lightning 6-o.
These teams were amazing
entire season lateraling their
was constantly forcing the
way to victory game in and
to watch and exerted their will
Divas to play in long yardage
situations. The mobility and
. on their opponents all season
game out. Just when you
thought you had them figured
accuracy of JP Mathis played
and all Thursday night.
This column cannot begin
an important role in their
out, they did something
victory: ·
to describe the excitement
different to make the deStarke, a team that should
fense start wondering again.
and the level of energy the
They played the game with
have probably played in
night brought so next year I
an amazing combination of
hope to see everyone perform. division A, took advantage of
ing under the bright lights of
athleticism and intellect. In
their strengths and continued
to play amazing defense last
the football field.
the championship game, they
PHOTO BY
kept Blitzkrieg guessing and
week. Their rusher, Jordan
October Crush celebrates after winning the championship game. · trying to pull flags as they
Chedalavada, was getting
SPORTS EnrroR

and planned their victories.
Fans came out to watch in the
blistering cold. White Cheddar (Men's Division A), October Crush (Ladies's Division
A), Starke (Men's Division
B), and Call of Beauty (Ladies
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[ The Calendar]
Thursday, November 15
ua, Convocation, Church, Tim Gillespie
America Recycles Day
Senior Exit Exam (Lynn Wood)
Friday, November 16
7:45-10a, SA Senate Pancake Breakfast
(Promenade)
8a-12:30p Sign-up for free Wal-Mart Trips
'
(Wright Hall)
1-3:30p, Free Wal-Mart Trips for those who signed
up - leaves Southern every 30mins.
(Steps of Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach opportunity (Wright Hall)
West Side 4 Jesus (Flag Football)
Senior Exit Exam (Lynn Wood)
·6:30p, Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot)
8p, Vespers, Tim Gillespie (Church)
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
_5=34P, Sunset
_ Saturday, November 17
8:45 &10:15a, Adoration, David Smith (Church)
9:3oa, The Fountain: White Oak Room
(Thatcher South)
9:30a, Boundaries in Dating: Wolftever Room
(Thatcher South).
1oa, Falling in love with Jesus- Women Only
(CA library)
Living Free: Insight (Room 109 CA)
One Accord (Student Center)
Brazilian-English Sabbath School: (Talge Hall
Chapel)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
Esther: It's tough being a woman- Women only
(Room 103 CA)
11:3oa, Connect, Praise Team (CA)
11:45a, Renewal, David Smith (Church)
2p, Outreach.Qpportunities- Hungry 4 Jesus
5:30p, Evensong, I Cantori (Church)
6-9p, Studio 4109 LIVE, Dining Hall
(Cafe open unti19:15p)
New York Tour Begins
Sunday, November 18
9:30a, Senior Exit Exam (Dining Hall)
5p, International Student Thanksgiving Party
5p, President's Circle 100 Reception, (Lynn Wood)
5:30-7:30p, Ackerman Lobby Cowboy Jubilee
(WSMC), Ackerman
Monday, November 19
3:30p, Undergraduate Council
5p, We Give Thanks, Lynn Wood Chapel
Tuesday, November 20
5p, McKee Library Closes
6p, Tornad~ Siren Test
Wednesday, November 21
THANKSGIVING BREAK
(21-25) No Classes
McKee Library Closed (21-24)
University Health Center Closed (21-25)
Offices Closed, Noon ·
Thursday, November 22
*THANKSGIVING DAY*
3p, Thanksgiving Dilrner
(Presidential Banquet Room)
Friday, November 23
Offices Closed
5:31p, Sunset

THURSDAY,

Rosales, Dylan Thorne, Monica Tolentino, David
Tryon, Christianna Walter, Nicole Yun

Saturday, November 24
8:45 &10:15a, Adoration, Sam Chetty (Church)
11:30a, Connect, Andy Nash (CA)
11:45a, Renewal, Sam Chettey (Church)
Sunday, November 25
5-9p, Symphony Orchestra Concerto Competition
Finals (Ackerman)
6-up, McKee Library Open
Monday, November 26
Senior progress grades for December grad\lates due
and deadline to finish incompletes & home study
correspondence
Online Registration open for New/Transfer Student
(26-Jan.15)
Begin purchasing 2nd Semester textbooks,
Campus Shop
4p, University Assembly

November 23- Karoline Benedicto, Kaylyn Black,
Tamra Cox, Mario Dean, Lillian Disla, Josh Dunham, Jeron Estwick, Elden Ford, Elizaneth Hart,
Bethany Otis, Jeremy Permaul, Bert Ringer, Stefan
Zafiu,
November 24-Jarla Aviles, Janiel Byrkit, Paris
Christodoulides, Stacy Cox, Emmanuela Michel,
Yadiel Munoz, Edward Richburg, Stephan Rogers,
Jason Smith, LJ Spencer, Josiane Vetiaque, Janesta
Walker
November 25- Don Hart, Natalie Moretta, Tyler
Muse, Bryan Rivera, Philip Samaan, Erica Schneider, Michael Sikora
November 26-Leah Castellano, Mina Farrer,
Briana Keizer, Tom Mattson, Shana Michalek, Jyra
Mitra, Daniella Muniz, Shanti Ollivier, Jared Ryan,
Sarah Shelburne, Sherry Wallmarker

Tuesday, November 27
6:30p, Christmas on the Promenade, Begin at
Taylor Circle
Wednesday, Novem.b~r 28
.
7:30p, SA Senate (White Oak Room)
9:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship
(Thatcher Chapel)

-
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November 27-Christian Dye, Dajoung.Joung,
Jennifer Kay, Jeff King, Yonique McNeil, Kimberly
Miller, Astrid Rodriguez, Cameron Van Buten

.

[Birthdaysl

November 28- Dina Avila, Joyce Azevedo, Felipe
De Jesue, Tyler dos Santos, Logan Foil, Rachael
Hankins, Frances Johnson, Roy Mendizabal, Robert
Montague, Karly Pratt, Percy Rogers, Katherine
Stone, Eric Swanson, Liza Tang, Kimberley Hutapea, Samuel little, Bradely Russell, Kenneth Scott,
Austin Tillman, Shut on Wan

November 15-Charlotte Athey, Helen Boram,
Sierra Campbell, Joyce Clark, Zach Dye, Jim Gearing, Kelsie Grady Victoria Hope, Doug Jacobs, Chris
Lamarca, Stacy Leonard, Krista Mattison, Daniel
Morgan, Johannes Myers, Josef Myers, Samantha
Paul, Stuart Prewitt, Rachel Rupert, Lynzee Stewart

[Student Life
. Announce01ents]

November 16- Kaity Clements, Tim Cwodzinksi,
Melissa McCauley, Richard McNeil, Deborah
Reeves, Adrienne Royo, Anthony Simon
November 17- Nathanael Alius, Earlene Baxter,
Shana Browne, Edith Gonzalez, Cynthia Griffey,
Lorri Merchant, Tekoa Penrose, John Reece, Rachel
Smith, Taylor Walmer, April Wilson
November 18- Elshell Bertus, Chris Bolton, Kaylie
Dobbs, Soyeon Kim, Marcella Morales, Alisha Ottati, Kaitlynn Toay, Jim Wampler
November 19- Anna Bach, Meg Jeffers, Aubrey
Lang, Matt McUmber, Jacob Mertz, Sean Robinson,
Grant Stephens, Dori Trivette, Kindra Waite, Jordan
Webster
November 20- Karrie Barnett, Mariah Gage,
Shaina Guines, Rebecca Hernandez. Jamie Higgines, Barbara James, Paola Lopez, Miranda Nash,
Lisa Poirier, Bryan Stitzer
November 21- Naya Allen, Diego Ballesteros,
John Butler, Lauren Christensen, Brianna Church,
Sabrina Church, Kyle Humphrey, Kayleen Hyde,
Dustin Louder, Adam McQuistan, Russ Orrison,
Sharon Pittman, Len Raney, Felicia Soedargo, Tanner Thompson, Marcos D. Torres, Claressa Wilcox,
Amy Wren, Bob Young
November 22- Crystal Campbell, Shari Cherenfant, Magadly Dominquez, Andrea Erhart, Anne
Kelley, Nathaniel McKee, Brooke Ray, Carlos

Choral Evensong : Presented by Bel Canto & Die
Meistersinger SabbatH, Nov. 17 at 5:30p Collegedale
SDAChurch
Celebration of Thanks: This service will be held at
the Collegedale Church this coming Sabbath! We
encourage everyone to bring some nonperishable
food items to the services to be shared with our
community this Thanksgiving season!
Psychology Club: From now until Thanksgiving
break we are delivering thank you cards for $1 on
campus and $3 for postal delivery. Send a Thank
you note to: friends, professors, significant others, student workers. Cards will be sold from Herin
Hall (Psyc Resource Room). For more info. Contact
Tawanna Howard (howardt@southern.edu)

[SA Announcements]
"#SAUbikes: See it, need it, use it, leave it for the
next person. Like the Facebook page!"
It's about that time of the year: Ugly Christmas
Sweater Party!: Join SA on December 2 at 8:30p
for our annual Christmas party! Corne expecting
something out C1f the ordinary! Don't forget to wear
an ugly sweater!
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Collegedale· 423-396-4433
Order online @ www.papajohns.com
Not valid with any other coupons or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer responsible for all applicable taxes.
"'

sPEciALTY PizzAs

,,

~

" "'~"'

Men u=-~,3·
'~

Small- $.1J Medium - $13 Large- $15 X-Large $17
The Works- Pepperoni, Ham, Spicy Italian Sausage, Fresh Baby

~

siDEs

"'"*'"'"'~)......

$6

Black Olives

Cheesesticks (14pc)
Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Pap~' s Chickenstrips (7 pc)
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks
Original Breads ticks (lOpe)

Spinach Alfredo- Blend of Spinach and Garlic-Parmesan Alfredo

Dipping Sauce & Extras

Sauce.

Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and Pizza Sauce

Portabella Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers and Black Olives

The Meats- Pepperoni, Ham, Bee~ Bacon and Sausage
Gardep Fresh- Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Tomatoes, Onions and

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- Barbeque Sauce Topped with Grilled
All White Chicken, Bacon and Fresh Onions. Go Hawaiian - Add
Pineapple!

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mozzarella, Parmesan, Romano, Asiago,
Provolone and Fontina.

$.50

Extras- Pepperoncinis, Anchovies, Jalapefio Peppers
and Banana Peppers.

DESSERTS

CREATE YOUR OWN
Small

$7.5
$6
$5
$4

Medium

Cheese Pizza $7 - $9
Toppings
$.75 $1.00

Large X-Large

$11
$13
$1.25 $1.50 each

Fresh Cinnapie ·

_$4

BEVERAGES

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Max, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain
. TOPPING~: Pepperoni, Ham, Beef, Bacon, Chicken, Italian Sausa~e, Pork _ Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mug Root Beer
Sausage, Onion, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, Black OliveS, Green Olives,
Two Liter
$2.5020 oz. Bottle $1.50
Tomatoes, Pineapple, ~alapeno Peppers, Banan3: Peppers, Anchovies
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lhe name's B\etz.
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-

Just \n case ~ou're
a Utt\e beh\nd on No
Sha"e No"ember

Quick~ call eam-pus
Safety~ 1 need a
mustache, stat~

11 \hi' i' anY indioation about what i' happening in \hat
neW Ab<aham Lincoln movie by Stephen Spielberg, well,

let's just saY fm in. .

Students flaunt tQeir ugly sweaters at Christn1as party
SOUTHERN ADVENTIST UNIV. McKee L1b.

Vol. 68 No. 10

105905-2650

Photo By Courtney

Savannah Maxwell holds a platter of cookies during the SA Christmas Party.

full of surprises.

AuSALUBY
STAFf WRITfR

Student Association (SA)
held an "Ugly Christmas
Sweater Party" in the dining
hall on Dec. 2 at 8:30p.m.
This unconventional · kick
off to the holiday season was

The dining hall was lit with
green and red lights and candy
canes hanging from the lights.
"We are trying to make it
different from previous years,"
Jacqueline Olivas, senior business marketing major and SA
Public Relations officer, said.

'We wanted to make it
more interactive."
Games, a photo booth with
instant pictures, cookie and
ornament decorating, karaoke
and live music were just a few
of the activities that SA had to
offer.
Gordon Bietz made a guest

appearance that featured the
reading of the nativity scene
from the Bible, a prayer and
a solo performance of "Silent
Night."
Marcus Keenan, junior
general management major,
has beei1 to four SA Christmas parties and felt this was

a very joyful event with lots of
laughs.
"This is the best Christmas
party by far," Keenan said.
Santa, who looked very
similar to SA president Garrison Hayes, carried a big bag
and was followed by elves who
carried gifts that were given
to the first so festive students
dressed in ugly sweaters. Gifts
ranged from DVDs to a popcorn maker and gift cards to
Menchie's.
"In the past, they u~ually
watch a movie, and it's really
chill," said Andrea Erhart, SA
social vice president and senior international studies and
public relations major. "This
year, we decided to re-vamp
and have a lot of new activities."
The satisfaction from the
party was very apparent in the
room.
Paiva has been to all the
Christmas parties since her
freshman year and appreciates the change from the typical mundane parties.
"This is an awesome new
idea they had," Elizabeth Paiva, junior nursing major, said.
Olivas thought the open
house that happened right
before the Christmas party
would be a possible drawback, but the crowded room
filled with laughter and smiles
proved otherwise.

Missing pilot and plane ·f ound in crash near airport
JAIME JACOBSON

& ANNALYSE

HAsTY
EDIIOR & MANM:ING

EQIJQII

A single engine plane, piloted by Clarence AndreWs,
82, was found upside down in
the woods behind a home near
the intersection of McDonald
Road and Tallant Road late
Tuesday morning.
Andrews was reported
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missing by his daughter approximately 12:49 a.m. Tuesday after he had not returned
to his car at the Collegedale
airport or answered his cell
phone.
At a press conference
Tuesday at noon Amy Maxwell, public information officer, reported that the Collegedale Police Department
began searching that morning
around the 4400 block of Ala-

bama Rd. after they received a
ping from his cell phone from
that area.
Mark Landrum, government relations advisor of Civil
Air Patrol, said the pilot "left
Collegedale airport Sunday
afternoon. He announced his
departure and his intentions,
and acco,rding to policy and
procedure, he was not required to follow a flight plan."
"The pilot did not have a

destination or a confirmed
flight and route and did not
know when he was going to
return. For right now, we do
not have any additional information as far as how the crash
occurred, and we don't have
any information on who owns
the aircraft ... We are waiting
for additional information to
come in," Maxwell said.
Andrews was piloting a
single-seated aircraft, approx-

imately 15-18 feet in length,
with a narrow body and wingspan of 15 feet. This type of
aircraft is not required to have
an emergency locator transmitter, nor does the pilot have
to carry a personal locator.
Hazardous
materials
around the crash site were being cleaned up on Tuesaay afternoon.
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Southern students march in Move: DC protest
about how they were going
~o stop the conflict, and tlie

Photo By S; rah Ruf
Southern students support Invisible Children in Washington, D.C.

JEANNIE HINRICHS
STAFF WRITER

Southern students participated in Move: DC, a movement associated With Kony
2012 and Invisible Children,
on Nov. 17 at the Walter E.

Washington Convention Center in Wasington D.C.
According to the website,
more than 12,000 people
showed up to help learn how
to stop the Lord's Resistance
Army and to hear from leaders
about what their plan of action
is.

Move: be was split into
three parts and lasted an entire day. The morning was a
summit of world leaders from
the. Lord's Resistance Army
conflict areas and other places
such as America, the United
Nations and the International
Criminal Court. They talked

power they had to do so. The
afternoon was a march to the
White House and the Washington Monument.
"This was to show that we
were committed to stopping
the LRA," Savannah Maxwell
junior nonprofit management
and international communication relations major, said.
The evening was a Global
Dance Night.
Many people were encouraged by this event because it
showed the Invisible Children
team that the movie· Kony
2012 was more than a passing
craze, and that this generation really is concerned about
helping make the world a better place.
Approximately five Southern students joined more than
6,ooo protestors in marching on New York Avenue with
hopes of stopping Joseph
Kony.
·
Sarah Ruf, senior international studies major, said in an

SAU News report, "Protestors
thought that they had permits
allowing them to protest on
the sidewalks, but the guards
didn't believe them, resulting
in the protestors staying in the
street."
Change of plans did not
damper the protesters determination to the cause; they
simply stayed off the sidewalks.
Megan Sutherland, Southern alumna, has been involved
with "Move for Uganda ~vents
for five years and has been
working with Southern to help
raise money for schools in
Uganda.
According to an interview
with SAU News, Sutherland
said, "This is the first huge
Invisible Children, Move for
Uganda event that I've been
to, which is really exciting to
see everyone here."
Some Southern students
were so dedicated to the cause
that they were some of the
first in line at 2 a.m. to join the
rally.

All ages gather to celebrate on the promenade
SARAH SCHOULTZ
5TAEEWRJTER

On Tuesday Nov. 27
Southern's campus was filled
with stUdents and community members celebrating the
holiday season at the annual
"Christmas on the Promenade."
Though it is a long-standing tradition, there are always
new students and people from
the community that add to the
excitement as they experience
the event for the first time.
"I'm really excited about
Christmas on the Promenade,"

Angelica Perez, freshman public relations major, said as she
was waiting for the Christmas
tree to light up. "I kept hearing
good things about it, and now
that it's here, I can't wait to see
everything."
After the lighting of the
tree, music could be heard
up and down the Promenade.
The event showcased some of
Southern's best talent: Southern Ringtones, Jazz Ensemble,
Naked Voices and Silver Brass
all performed along the Promenade. To add to the attractions, Collegedale Adventist
Middle School String Ensem-

ble performed as well as the
Collegedale Academy band.
Students appreciated the incorporation of the nearby
younger institutions.
"It's really cool how all the
schools come together and
play at the same event," Miranda Nash, freshman nursing
major, said. "It shows we're
not really that separate after
all."
Across from the Student
Center, children lined up to
see Santa Claus and tell him

their Christmas wishes. Even
a few college students enjoyed
sitting on Santa's lap.
Christopher Lamb, sophomore nursing major, said, "I
really like how this is a familyorientated program. The kids
are having fun, the parents are
having fun, man I'm even having fun! It draws the community in and gets the students
involved."
One of the more popular
performances was that of the
Jazz Ensemble, directed by

Ken Parsons. Large groups
of people stopped to listen to
their holiday tunes.
"I came all the way from
Texas to see my nephew perform in the jazz band. I'm really impressed at how well of
a show Southern puts on. I'm
a surgeon and had to put my
work aside for this, but it was
worth it," Michael Czajkowski,
a relative of a Southern student, said.

~nothern ~cccnt
sauaccent.com
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Sociology students on New York study tour help Sandy victims

Volunteering students sort through donated items before they are giuen to Hurricane
JESSICA ANZAI
STAFF WRITER

The sociology study tour
class made their annual trip to
New York during Thanksgiving break, bur-this time they
had the unique opportunity
to help Occupy Sandy, a coordinated group of volunteers
helping people affected by the
recent super storm that swept
across the Northeast.

Hurricane Sandy caused ' '
power outages and floods in
many parts of New York City.
Events that normally happen
on the study tour were not
available this year, but it gave
the class a chance to help out
in a service outreach.
Chaperone Kristie Wilder,
assistant professor for the
social work department, and
her husband Tron an adjunct profess~r for the School

It gave me a
chance tO See
that what little
we can do
can impact so
many people

of Education an~ Psychology,_ re~earched different organ1zations that would get
the students involved. They
discovered Occupy Sandy . in
Brooklyn to be the most willing and flexible in terms of the
class' schedule.
Students g~thered with local volunteers m a ~burch ~at
held all of the rehef supphes
for the area. Some students
started by organizing clothes

''

Officer to direct traffic at dangerous intersection
ous and busy time of day for
the intersection, 7:30 a.m. to
8:30a.m.
Crossing the street can be
Kevin Penrod, director of
a dangerous process at South- campus safety, told the Accent
ern. With at least three acci- that a Collegedale police offidents within yards of the Uni- cer will begin directing traffic
versity Boulevard and College at the intersection of UniverDrive East intersection this sity Boulevard and College
year and even more close calls, Drive East. The officers startthe University and other com- ed directing traffic on Dec. 3
munity leaders are working on at a cost around $u,ooo to
ways to make street crossing $12,ooo which is to be split
safer.
between Southern and SpaldTraffic lights, crossing ing Elementary.
guards and more flashing
A police officer must direct
lights have all been discussed traffic at the intersection, not a
as ways to improve pedestrian crossing guard or trained persafety. A meeting on Nov. 29 sonnel in traffic control since
between Campus Safety and the intersection is city properCollegedale Police resulted in ty and the city's insurance will
a plan to ease traffic problems not cover anyone other than
and increase safety at what . the officer.
seems to be the most dangerPenrod indicated that the
TIM WILLUMSON

SuuW11n1

and blankets, loading food
trucks full of bread and giving people kitchen supplies to
distribute to the surrounding
neighborhoods.
"I didn't know what to expect," Madeleine Udonta, senior biochemistry major, said.
"But it turned out to be something that we could all do and
participate in."
Wilder said she wanted the
class to understand the community's resiliency of getting
New York back together, especially in time for the holidays.
"We gave some of our touristy time to just be with them
and acknowledge where they
were at," Wilder said.
Ed Lamb, an adjunct professor for the social work department, taught students
about the various cultures of
each area in New York City.
The class traveled to a different part of the city every day,
including the Jewish community in Lower East Side, Chinatown, the Belmont Italian
Community, Harlem and the
Bronx.
Caleb Ho-A-Shoo, senior
biology major, said he not
only enjoyed spending time
in New York, but he also really enjoyed the experience of
being involved with Occupy
Sandy.
"It gave me-a chance to see
that what little we can do can
impact so many people," HoA-Shoo said.

Corrections for
Issue 9, Nov. 15
Page 9 in the article en' titled "Celebrating intramural
football champions" the correct winning team for Ladies
Division B flag football intramurals should have been
"Can't Touch This."

Photo By

Hasty

Collegedale police officer directs traffic at University Boulevard and ~/lege Dr!ve
, East mtersectzon

plans for a traffic light with
crosswalk controls at the intersection have not had much
support from the City of Cob
legedale.
The last two accidents at
the intersection of University

and College, which have been
attributed to driver error, happened at around 7:30 a.m.,
right about the time the officer
will from now,on arrive to aid
commuters.

Page 7 in the article entitiled "Seventh-Gay Adventists:
it's not our place to judge", we
apologize for the misprint of
the author's name; the correct
spelling is Danette Hutton.
Page 1 article entitled "Archaeology museum displays
new finds from Philistia"·
should have read, "Archaeology museum displays new finds
from Judean city" to accurately describe the article.
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Enactus begins project for W omeJ;l at the Well
MYRON MADDEN
STAFF WRITER

New name. New project.
Same goals.
The SouUlern chapter of
Enactus, formerly known as
SIFE, has recently received a
combined amount of $3,000
from two grants in order to
work on its newest project.
The members of Enactus
will use the grant money to
strengilien the business practices of the Women at the Well
ministry, an 18-month resi·dential program that rehabilitates women with life-controlling problems and helps them
re-enter society as productive
Christian citizens.
The Enactus team plans to
improve the programs's marketing and public relations
strategies, enhance its recruitment and retention methods
and increase its revenue intake and management.
Robin Nation, the founder
and director of Women at the
Well, said that she recognized
a need for growth and is glad
that an Enactus member discovered her ministry while
the women were selling homemade jewelry outside of WalMart.
"[The Enactus team] has a
lot of good ideas for fundraising," ,Ntttion said. "And we
would like to work smarter,
not harder."
Although the women will
receive most of the benefits
from the project, Chelsea Cos-;
ton, Enactus president, pointed out that Southern students
could also benefit from volunteering.

More than

By Logan

Enactus officers Jonathan Armstrong (left) and Chelsea Coston (right) display the old and new pins for the organization.

Coston said the project re- - ''You'll have real life e"xperi- and you get experience doing
quires students from a wide ence to draw from."
-something you're actually pasvariety of majors to lend their
Along with gaining experi- sionate about."
talents; art and graphic design ence, students can also fulfill
Although the Enactus team
majors could enhance pre- their level three service learn- could win up to $5,000 from
sentation, accounting majors ing through Christian service each grant if the Women at the
could assist in managing rev- requirements necessary for Well project is superior toothenue and business, comput- students who entered after er schools' Enactus projects,
Coston said that winning the
ing, advertising, communica- 2011.
"It's like killing two birds cash prize was not the main
tion and masters social work
students can also offer their wi.t h one stone," Joel Petgrave, . goal.
sophomore finance major and
"It's not about the money,
skills.
"There's a tremendous op- volunteer for Enactus, said. · it's about helping people,"
portunity to apply what you've ''You get community service Coston said. "It's about helplearned in class," Coston said. hours that you can't easily get, ing someone else and knowing

200

that you can impact their life
for good."
The grants were provided
by Sam's Club Step Up for
Small Business Project Partnership and Wal-Mart Women's Economic Empowerment
Project Partnership.
Enactus is an international
nonprofit organization whose
new name communicates that
"entrepreneurial" "action" and
"us" can make a difference in
the community.

students attend first campus debate

Colton Adams, junior hisThe Southern Debate was , to hear the debate. The panel
held in Brock Hall on Tuesday, consisted of students repre- . tory major, said, "It_was nice
Dec. 4. The room was packed senting three points of view: to see the different perspecwith students, squeezing in the liberals, the libertarians tives that we have on campus
and the conse~atives. Gar- and see the different political
rison Hayes, Student Asso- ideas too."
Each student was given
ciation president, led out the
oebate.
one minute to- answer each
The . questions in the de- question and' give his or her
bate varied from thoughts on point of view on the topic.
the health care system, points
Christopher Hudson, juof view on same-sex marriage, nior industrial/organizational ·
the legalization of the recre- psychology major, was one of
ational use of marijuana, and the student participants in the
even the federal governments debate, representing the liberrole with student loans and tarians.
debt. Despite the many con"It was encouraging to see
Josef Ghosn (left), Sarah Ruf (center) and Christopher Hudson (right) speak at first
troversial topics discussed, the how many people·showed up,"
campus debate.
Hudson
said.
"I'm
glad
that
students in the debate panel
but just caring about the po- derstand that the government
remained frieqdly, allowing even if they just came for con- litical system. At the end of the works for us, not the other way
their fellow debate panelists to vo, I hope people left, not nec- day, I think people need to un- around."
give their .point of view.
essarily with my view points,

' 'It was nice to
see the different perspectives that we
have on campus and see
the ·different
political ideas
too ''

:·
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Thatcher opens their
doors for Christmas
year in the men's residence
hall. She ~aid that though she
enjoyed both, there were elThis year, Thatcher Hall and ements to last year that she
Thatcher South opened up missed this year.
"Last year the students got to
their doors to the public for the
annual Christmas open house. vote for the best room, so that
The women and men's resi- was cool," Anzai said. "Also, so
dence halls trade the oppor- many more people went last
tunity of entertaining mixed year. I don't know about any.one else, but I felt like no one
company every other year.
The residents had a room- really came to our hall."
decorating contest that was
Angelica Perez, freshman
judged by various faculty public relations major, and
members who selected rooms Grace Danaher, freshman
they believed to have the best business administration madecorations. Each hallway had jor, also won one of the hallits own competition with first way contests. They spent all
place residents receiving a day cutting out paper snowflakes to hang from their ceilprize of $8o.
Jessica Anzai, sophomore ing and with the addition of a
public relations major and life-sized lamp post, their goal
of recreating "Narnia" proved
winn~r for one of the halls in
Thatcher South, said that she worthwhile.
enjoyed the open house beSarah Camp, junior history
cause it felt like throwing a major, said she enjoyed viewsmall house party.
ing all the decorations in the
. "it was really fun to have rooms.
"It gives me ideas on how to
people come over," Anzai said.
"I gave people free candy, and decorate my room next year,"
there was Christmas music Camp said.
playing on the record player.
Photo by Caleb Josh
It was just a really good time."
Angelica Perez and Crace
Danaher's Narnia-insprired
Anzai al~(i"'participated in
room won Thatcher decorating
the Christmas open house last

I<ARA HoLLAND

STAFF WR!IEJ!

contest.

Letter to the editor: Response to article in issue 9
EDWARDPINO
CONJR!BIUQR

A few weeks ago, an article
was published in the opinion
section that seemed to make
the case that we should tolerate the practice of homosexuality in the church because
anything less would be judgmental. Now, I agree that we
should riot say that anyone is
going to miss out on heaven
based on the specific sins they
grapple with, and I do not feel
that we should stop anyone
from attending church services; however, I do not feel that
we should tolerate the ongoing
practice of any open sin from
any of our members.
Think about it, should we
extend membership to someone who knowingly, willingly
and openly continues to sin?
And if a person continually rejects the freedom that comes

through Christ Jesus, and we
act like that's OK, do we really
love them? In answering this
question, we need to remember that Jesus loves the sinner
but hates the sin and we are
to follow His example. To the
woman caught in adultery Jesus said, "'Woman, where are
those thine accusers? hath no
man condemned thee?' She
said, 'No man, Lord.' And Jesus said unto her, 'Neither do
I condemn thee: go, and sin no
mor~,"' (John 8:10-11 KJV).
We are all sinners and we
have all fallen short of the
Glory of God. As with all of
us, God invites every homosexual to come to Him as they
are but, as with every human,
they are not to remain in sin.
In speaking of people who do
leave their old sinful ways at
the foot of the Cross of Christ,
Ellen White says, "Every soul
that refuses to give himself to

God is under the control of or ostracize someone because their feasts and their councils,
another power. He is not his they are a sinner. We are all where God does not preside.
own. He may talk of freedom, born with sin in our mem- Such a course, so far from
but he is in the most abject bers and we all have different benefiting them, would only
slavery" (DA, 466).
battles to fight (Romans 7=23 cause them to doubt the realThere is a grave danger in KJV). We need to hate the sin ity of our religion. We should
having among our numbers and love the sinner. Contrary be false lights, by our example
those who refuse to surrender to popular belief, it's possible leading souls to ruin" (28M,
all to Jesus. By tolerating open to love someone and hate his 128.2).
We are not to hate or missin among us, we sanction it or her lifestyle. For example,
and make a mockery of the if a fgther is okay with his son treat homosexuals, but we are
word of God. The Bible is very living a sinful lifestyle, does not to sanction the practice of
clear on this topic. Paul writes, that father really love his son? homosexuality by allowing it
"I have written unto you not to A good father would have is- to take place in our churches.
keep company, if any man that sues with such a lifestyle, as Christ gave His life to set us
is called a brother be a fornica- would a loving church family.
free froJl! sin; do we really
So then, if we accept or honor His sacrifice when we
tor, or covetous, or an idolater,
or a railer, or a drunkard, or ' even tolerate the homosexual tell others th~t it's okay for
an extortioner ... Therefore put lifestyle do we really love ho- them to continue in sin? And
away from among yourselves mosexuals? Or are we just if we sanction sin, aren't we
that wicked person" (I Corin- placating them and ~eading really saying that we love sin
them into an even bigger de- and hate the sinner?
thians 5:ll-13 KJV).
However, we are also told ception? Ellen White has this
to "count him not as an en- to say about the company we Edward Pino is a sophomore
emy, but admonish him as a keep in life: "We cannot sanc- psychology and theology
brother" (II Thessalonians tion their· course by associat- .major.
3:15 KJV). We are not to ~ate ing with them, partaking jn
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Yet praise the Lord in times of trouble
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION EDITOR

"Though the fig tree does
not bud and there are no
grapes on the vines, though
the olive crop fails and the
fields produce no food, though
there are no sheep in the pen
and no cattle in the stalls, yet I
will rejoice in the LORD, I will
be joyful in God my Savior."
Habakkuk 3:17-18 (NIV).
When I went home for
break, my pastor preached a
sermon called "Yet Praise." It
spoke a principle that I think
is especially relevant to college students: praising God in
spite of our circumstance. As
students, employees, friends,
significant others, family, we
all face times where our plan
has failed: no money left for a
friend's birthday, we've gained
more weight than we expected, our kids don't appreciate the sacrifice we make for
them, and we are left in awe
and destitute in light of this
experience.

It is how we handle this
large portion of misfortune
' ' d adversity that will deter-

just believing
that God is worthy to be praised
in whatever circumstance is
enough to make
us think back
on all the times
He ·has already
. brought us
through disaste
mine how long our misery will
last. It will determine the last
line of this chapter of our life
book. Habakkuk says that he
will praise the Lord anyway.
Though a declaration of praise
may seem preposterous in
the midst of his dark hour, I
guarantee it was this decision
that helped him understand

the sovereignty of God as he
expresses in Habakkuk 3:19:
"The Sovereign LORD is my
strength; he makes my feet
like the feet of a deer, he enables me t~ go on the heights."
It is on this last note of
praise that Habakkuk ends his
book, leaving me wondering:
What if Habakkuk had chosen not to praise? What if he
got angry .or frustrated-impatient and emotional-and
determined that he was better
off without God?
The answer is simply this:
if Habakkuk had asked more
questions-if he had wanted more from God-I doubt
the story would have ended
there. Habakkuk would have
searched for the next few hours
for a breakthrough he could
have already had: praise. And
praise simply because God
is always working. Acknowledging God as our Sovereign
King, all-powerful, worthy of
all praise at all times, allows us
to let go of the storyline, and
allow the unpredictable Mas-

ter of stories-the Author-to
regain full controL It allows
us to let go of our will to see
things change, and i~ allows
God to do the changing as He
sees fit. It allows us to get off
our knees after hours of tearful, heart-bearing prayer in
confidence knowing one thing:
God is worthy to be praised,
not because someone says so,
but because of His record.
Didn't He wake you up this
moriiing? Didn't He allow
you the joy of reading? Hasn't
He warmed your heart with
love before? Hasn't He given
you life and health enough to
make it through a tough class?
Hasn't He been your comfort
when a friend died and no one
else understood your pain?
Just believing that God is
worthy to be praised in whatever circumstance is enough to
make us think back on all the
times He has already brought
us through disaster. If you are
going through something right
now, dear Southern student,
employee, affiliate, or Accent

reader, this is surely not the
first misfortune you have gone
through, and know that neither will it be the last.
Despair is ever-present, but
instead of believing the despair, believe that God is worthy to be praised because He is
and will always be good, great,
marvelous, worthy. He is Sovereign on the throne no matter what billows of wind blow
through the crowns and tiaras
of His sons and daughters here
on earth. He is King and Lord.
He is Abba Father, Beginning
and the End. He is miraculous,
saving, glorious. And He is
waiting for us to realize that in
the face of despair, He is still
in control; He is still God.
Our praise should negate
the negative things occurring
and should tum our despair
into an overwhelming peace.
We are taken care of, therefore our praise should be a
"yet praise."

Leaning on God while mourning a friend
showed me her picture. Seeing her smile-her happiness
The residents' assistants with life-made me sick to my
and student deans were called stomach. My cheeks became
in for an emergency meeting. - wet with salty water, and I
As I ran down the steps to immediately texted my friend
Thatcher, I went through all trying not to shake. I left the
the possible scenarios in my dean's office, my body heaving
head. I did not see firetrucks, in silent sobs. I did know her.
Soon my friends heard the
so I ruled out a fire. A fellow
news,
and we were in KhaRA said we might have to
neisha's
room. The counselcheck every room for a boy,
ors
came
in and talked to us,
but I really hoped that was not
but
all
I
could
see beyond my
why were called in; the last
tear-filled
eyes
was my old
time that happened . it was 3
roommate
silently
cryinga.m., and I was barely lucid.
my
roommate
who
had
introWe waited for what seemed
me
to
Cherise.
duced
like forever, and my stomach
I saw Cherise next to Anchurned in anxiousness. The
niece
laughing about somedeans finally announced the
thing
they
said one day in the
news: Cherise Miller had died.
cafeteria;
the
sunlight shining
Th·e realization was slow.
on
Cherise's
face
highlighted
I told myself I did not know
her
smile.
I
saw
her in the
this person and that it did not
lobby
laughing
with
friends
affect me. It was no one that
slowly
turning
to
say
'hi'
to me
I knew. I could cry tears for
as
I
rushed
to
class.
She
always
the loss of this person, but I
did not know her. I believed took the time to acknowledge
this until one , of my friends her friends even if she was
RITA ORDAZ

CoNTRIRIITQR

having a bad day or if we swept
past her. She would never forget someone new she met. She
was vivacious and a fighter.
She constantly clung to her
faith in God and encouraged
others to do the same, claiming Joshua 1:9. Even in the

chest burned with pain, but I
was too far from the dorm to

''Tt has been a 1eW
c

1

weeks now and I
•
'
Still have moments
iri which I feel life

hospital she c~eered everyone
else up. That IS not someone
who dies.
should stop. I can't
Friday was a blur, and I
breathe or feel, the
could barely take notes in
class. By the time my last class
tears come unexstarted, I just stared at the
pectedly, and the
white wall hoping everything
would just stop. I had to fight
pain is evident but
my body to not run out of the
room screaming for people to
so is the hope
understand, to mourn. Life
was moving on, and no one
understood that I needed to . stop walking. I screamed to
mourn. I wanted to be angry, God in my head, "Why?" I am
not strong enough; none of us
and I wanted life to stop.
Saturday came and some- are. We can't go on living like
how I was able to dress myself this. r feel like we are trying
and go for a walk. All I wanted to walk forward but we don't
to do was stop walking, but I even have the energy to crawL
inched my way forward. My It was then that I felt Him

there. I almost stopped walking, but I continued, scared
that the feeling would go away.
I almost held out my hand in
the sunshine to touch Him. He
was right there, walking and
crying beside me for His lost
child. He told me, "I heal the
brokenhearted and bind up
their wounds," (Psalm 147:3).
It has been a few weeks now,
and I still have moments in
which I feel life should stop. I
can't breathe or feel, the tears
come unexpectedly, and the
pain is evident but so is the
hope. I have the hope and
the joy that I will see Cherise
again. We have hope that we
will see loved ones again. "For
the Lord himself will come
down from heaven, with a
loud command, with the voice
of the archangel and with the
trumpet call of God, and the
dead in Christ will rise first,"
1 Thessalonians 4:16. Until
then, Cherise Miller, sleep in
peace.

•
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Before b~nning breeds, reconsider how you treat dogs
JESSICA ANzAI
CONTRIRIITQR

Sometimes, I think of how
long I could get away with
keeping a dog in the dorm.
How would I feed it if I were
low on the meal plan? How
would I keep it quiet during
room check? Maybe it's better
not to try it this semester. The
dog I would want is deemed
"too dangerous" anyway-it's
a pit bull.
Pit bulls are frequently
viewed as fierce animals,
when in reality they are as
kind and happy as any other
dog. Many of these dogs end
up in the pound because of
their stereotype. According
to The American Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ASPCA), pit bulls
make up 33 percent of the
animal population in shelters
across the United States.
The media fuels many of
these negative stereotypes
about pit bulls. Fear and
negativity sells and the media
will often pick out the worst
cases to report on, some of
them without accuracy. Cities
such as Miaini, Denver and
even a town · iin hour away
from Southern now have a ban

on pit bulls.
The City Commission in
Etowah, Tenn. recently passed
a ban on pit bulls by a 3-2 vote.
There was even an opposition
campaign, and people from
around the country rallied
against the ban.

in liability insurance and keep
the pits muzzled and leashed
when outside. What the
commission seemed to forget
was how owners have an affect
on the behavior of their pit
bulls.
When animals are aggressive,
they are often placed with all
the blame for their actions.
However, many times a dog
can be reacting to previous
abuse and neglect, which
.causes it to be violent. The
breed is not the problem; it's
how owners raise their dogs.
There is plenty you can do.
Understanding how a pit bull
interacts is a start. When a dog
approaches you, don't stick
your hand in its face. Instead,
check your surroundings and
use your common sense to
figure out if it is a safe animal.
If the dog is on a leash, check
with the owner to make sure
it is okay to approach the
animal. Lastly, leave a dog
alone if it seems to feel sick or
bothered.
Visiting an animal shelter
and other rescue centers
wm help you understand the
abuse and neglect some of
these animals come from. The
nearest place to campus is
the McKamey Animal Shelter

' ' Pit bulls are
frequently viewed
as fierce animals,
when in reality
they are as kind
and happy as any _
other dog. Many
of these dogs end
up in the pound
because of their
stereotype ' '
The ordinance that the
comm1ss1on passed stated
that "the mere possession of
pit bulls poses a significant
threat to the health, welfare
and safety of Etowah citizens."
Owners that want to keep the
dogs must obtain $10o,ooo

in
Chattanooga.
Instead
of buying a dog, consider
adopting one. Many will
already be vaccinated and
spayed or neutered.
According to humanesociety.
org, 4 million cats and dogs
are put down each year. That
is about one in every eight
seconds. Most of these animals
are fine and nothing is wrong
with them.
·

Attitudes and stereotypes
are tough to change. By being
informed about the initial
instinct of the pit bull, we
can begin to lose the fear that
surrounds them and make
informed decisions about how
we will treat them.

Jessica Anzai is a sophomore
public relations major.

Setting rules early for raising a family
JosUE ALvAREZ
CONTRIBIJTOR

,

"Oh, my kids are definitely
getting spanked," I said to myself as I started typing up my
constitution. I found myself
on a Wednesday night of my
first year at Southern typing
up rules and regulations for
my future household instead
of writing an important paper.
Well, I found th~t writing up a
constitution was more fun and
entertaining than typing up a

six page paper.
Throughout the year, I kept
thinking about the future instead of the present. Many
different ideas and thoughts
came to my head every day
as I thought about what kind
of a father I would want to be.
During church on Sabbath, I
would glance around the congregation and my eyes would
come across the sight of children banging their toys on
the bench and also giggling
under the pew. I told myself,

"Nope! Not my kids, even if
I have to tie them down on
the pew, they aren't moving a
muscle!" Okay, perhaps that
is too harsh of a thought, but,
realistically, what would I do if
I were the father to get them to
sit quietly next to me?
Growing up in a Hispanic
family, my mother was not
afraid to praise the Lord and
try to take my life with her
hands at the same time. I can
still feel that piercing pain
from the pinch on my thigh. I

tuned out the preacher as an- a bad idea to have such things
other thought rushed to my written down in preparation
head. "Hmm," I thought in my for the fUture. Perhaps writmind, "sharing bedrooms?" ing it on a weekend or break
Yep, I think they need to share would be better than the night
bedrooms just like I did my you should be working on your
whole childhood life. They research paper. Things will
need to learn how to be re- not always go like I plan it, but
spectful and how to share with · there's always a rule for that
each other.
too.
The year went on and here
and there I jotted down my
Josue Alvarez is a junior
thoughts and built what I call nursing' and health science
"My Constitution." Although it major.
will never be finished, it is not

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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How to get gifts for everyone on your list and keep your sanity
INGRID

HERNANDEZ

CoNTRIBLITQR

Oh, the joys of Christmas
shopping-the long lines, the
rude shoppers, and, of course,
the stressful process of trying
to guess what those on your
list would actually like. And,
honestly, no one gets excited
about receiving gift cards.
Well, stress no more! Here
are some ways you can get
your holiday shopping done
without a single gift card and
keep your sanity at the same
time.
Use
the
power
of
Pinterest. Secret boards are
here! This handy upgrade on
the popular social networking
site lets you create a board just
you, or you and another friend
you choose, can pin to and see.
This makes online Christmas
shopping much easier. You can
pin whatever you find while
browsing the net, or under
Pinterest's "Gifts" section, and
pin it to a board none of your
other friends will see.
Even better, with secret
boards you can visit your
friends' and family members'
Pinterest profiles, go through
things they've already pinned,
and rep in it to ... your own
Pinterest secret board. This

Photo from sxc.hu

little bit of stalking will pay
off when your friends cry tears
of joy at receiving something
they had already pinned onto
their "Dream Closet" board.
Get creative. Long gone
are the days when crafts
seemed like cheap, lastminute ~ifts for friends and
family. With countless online
resources, and craft stores
like Michael's, Hobby Lobby

and Jo-Ann Fabric, _making layaway. Yes, ladies and
something meaningful from -gentlemen, layaway is back.
scratch can be an enjoyable - Now you won't have to pass up
experience.
getting your mom or dad that
Look up ideas, get inspired, really good gift you thought
shop for glitter, glue and· you couldn't afford.
the like, and schedule a
Instead of racking up debt
craftemoon to create a with your credit card, visit
masterpiece that will surely any of the following retailers
capture the hearts of those on that Rieva Lesonsky lists on
your list.
her Groupon Merchant blog
Take
advantage
of for great layaway deals. These

are Sears, K-mart, Best Buy
and Toys"R"Us. Walmart
also brought back layaway
for the second year in a row
since it abandoned it in 2006.
According to a September
"Time" Business & Money
article, Walmart customers
- can put items on layaway with
a $5 fee which is refunded
to the customer when the
transaction is complete.
Swap lists. This is a
clever idea Caitlin Schwarz,
senior nursing major, and
her family use. Instead of
playing a stressful guessing
game, Caitlin and her family
members each make a list of
what they want and put it on
display. Then another family
member secretly picks up a
list and buys a desired gift. It's
a twist on Secre.t Santa, but
it guarantees your friend ·or
family member will get exactly
what they want.
"It really works for us,"
Shwarz said. "You don't have
to think very hard about what
they want because it's all
there."
If you want to create new
memories and spend more
quality time with loved ones
this holiday season, get your
Christmas shopping done with
these simple tips.

Debunking some major stereotypes
RAQUELLEVY
LIFESTYLE EDITOR

Going home for break usually means the same things
for me: a 12-hour drive, loud
Hispanic music everywhere
and correcting family and
friends who . believe incorrect
things about my major. As a
communication major, I get
three typical reactions: people
thinking I'm an English major,
people telling me my major is
easy, and people thinking I
picked my major because I like
to tweet and dian't want to be
undecided.
I know a lot of you feel -my
pain; there are stereotypes for every major, and (gasp)
they're not always true. Check
_out what a few of your fellow
students said about some of
the most stereotyped majors
on campus.
Art Majors
"A lot of people think any
kind of art major is easy be-

cause we're not necessar- be theologians or chaplains.
ily studying for things or we There's also a lot of pressure
don't have a whole textbook to and high expectations to never
memorize. They say 'Oh, that's make a mistake; you're supnot a real major, you can just posed to be a perfect person."
teach yourself that.' People
Andres Palacios, senior the-·
don't realize how much time ology major.
and skill actually goes jnto
making a piece that they'll just
- now a
ot
look at for a second and then
look away, but that took some- ' ' o f y o u f e e l
body hours.''
•
Hanna Melara, senior
ffi p a i n ;

Ik

Y

graphic design major.
Religion Majors
"If you're a religion major,
you automatically become
the only spiritual influence
around. If people know you've
been a theology major for a
while, they'll place more importance on what you say
rather than their own study
of the Bible. Also, if there's a
need for a speaker, people go
directly to a theology major~
But theology majors are not
always going to be pastors,
sometimes they're going to

I

t

h ere are

Stereotypes
for

every

door leadership, I felt like outdoor leadership majors were
know-it-all's and over confident, but that's not always the
case. We're really helpful and
willing to jump in if somebody
needs help with something:
Also, we're not all going to
work at camp. With outdoor
leadership you can be a naturalist, a park ranger, a guide,
you can work in a museum
and lots of other things. There
are eight emphases offered
here and it really depends on
what you want to study.''

Jessie Ewing, senior outdoor leadership major.

Nursing Majors
"One ster~:otype is that we
only befriend other nursing
t
eyre not
students, and, no, that's not
t
true. My best friend is not a
a w a y s r u e , , nursingmajor,andiknowother nursing students that have
really close friends from other
Outdoor
Leadership majors. We hang out a lot in
Majors
classes and clinicals, so we de"When I first got into out- velop-close ?onds, b~t th~~'re

majOr, a n d

h

·-1

, -

not my only friends. We also
don't always talk about nursing while eating lunch-we're
normal human beings not just
medical nerds:"

Erica Singh, senior nursing
and religious studies majors.
Science Majors
"There's definitely a lot of
stereotypes with science majors. First of all, that we're
nerdy. I don't think of myself
as very nerdy, but some people
perceive me that way. Also,
people say 'Oh, ·you're a bio
major? So what kind of doctor
are you going to be?' We're not
all pre-med. Some science majors want to go into research
and do other things. There's
also - the stereotype that we
have no life, and that's definitely not true. I think it takes
a lot of different types of people to make our world complete and make us see things
from different perspectives.''

Craig Foster, junior health
science major.

'
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Steroid users .i n baseball Hall Of Fame
0MAR LoPEZ-THISMON
SPORTS EDITOR

The 1990s were a Golden
age led by outstanding pitchers like Maddox, Smolts,
Glavin, Randy Johnson, Pedro
Martinez and Roy Halladay.
However, this same era has
been tainted and darkened by
, steroid allegations and suspicions. Now the moment has
come where players like Barry
Bonds, Roger Clemens and
Sammy Sosa, all suspected of
using performance enhancing
drugs (PEDs), are on the Hall
of Fame (HOF) ballot for the
first time. Should these players suspected of usin~ PEDs
be allowed into the HOF?
I am here to argue that the
use of steroids in that era of
baseball should not halt these
players from being celebrated.
Baseball cannot have it
both ways. You can't count the
wins, the championships and
the division titles and then reject the players who got their
teams in that position. This
was an era where the use of
these drugs was so prominent
that there is no clear indica-

.
(AP PHOTO/FILE)
Left, in June 23, 2011,jormer San Francisco Giants baseball player Barry Bonds leaves federal
court in San Francisco. At center, in July 14, 2011,jormer Major League baseball pitcher Roger Clemens leaves federal court in Washington. At right in May 13, 2009,jormer baseball player Sammy
Sosa attends the People En Espanol "so Most Beautiful" gala in New York.
tion as to who used them and
who didn't. How are we going
to punish players that we
suspect used PEDs but have
no real proof? What about the
players. that also used these
drugs but aren't suspected of
it? The point is that we don't
know who did it and who
didn't (except the ones who
have admitted to it).
I completely agree with the

statementthat taking steroids
is wrong and is cheating the
sport, but especially in baseball, steroids were not going
to make one a good hitter or
a good fielder. Players still
had to put in the work to be a
great athlete. The casual baseball fan hasn't heard of every
player fuat has admitted to or
has been suspected of using
PED's. So what benefit did

the drugs have for them? One
still has to put in the work
to become a great hitter like
Barry Bonds or a great pitcher
like Roger Clemens.
The baseball world can also
try not to punish these players for something that was
their fault from the start. The
rule of not using PEDs was
in place but was very vague.
Also, Major League Baseball

had absolutely no testing in
place to stop these players
from taking drugs. This problem was widespread. Even
managers, batting coaches ·
and pitching coaches knew
that these players were doing
this. That is like having a cur- •
few but not doing night check
to see if everyone is there and
then punishing the student
that violated curfew after they
graduate. That makes .
no sense.
The point of this article is
not to say that all the PEDs
users on the Hall of Fame ballot deserve to be in the Hall
because I don't believe that
to be true. I think that Barry
Bonds and Roger Clemens
were Hall of Famers long
before they were suspected
of using these drugs. Sammy
Sosa is another case altogether. I do not believe he
deserves to be in the Hall.
The mere fact that players
are suspected of using these
drugs should not prevent
them from entering a Hall
that they worked and as players, deserve to be in.

Redskins have shot at winning division
JosEPH WHITE,
AP SPORTS WRm;R

LANDOVER, Md. (AP) Robert Griffin III went down,
the ball popped out, and the
Washington Redskins scored
a touchdown.
Look out, New York Giants
and the rest of the NFC East.
If Griffin keeps getting these
kinds of breaks, it'll be hard to
keep him out of the title hunt
for years to come.
As it is, RG3 has the
Redskins within a game of
first place after leading a
fourth-quarter rally in a 17-16
Monday night victory over the
Giants.
Washington has a threegame winning streak in which
it has dispatched each of its
division rivals - Philadelphia,
Dallas and now New Yorkone by one.
"We know that our backs
are against the wall," Griffin
said. "And even though we
won tonight, our backs are
still against the wall."
But it'll be hard to count
them out whenever he's on
the field. It was his sixth game

this season was to win
with a 100-plus passer
more games than last
rating, his eighth
without an intercepseason's s-n team.
"You can put a check
tion - and his second
by that one, but
in which one of his
there's a lot more
fumbles turned into a
goals that this team
Redskins score.
is stretching for and
On the way to the turf
striving for," Griffin
after a 12-yard run,
said.
Griffin was stripped
by Stevie Brown - but
With the Giants cithe ball flew right to
S) losing three of four
and the Cowboys (6-6)
teammate Joshua
also at .soo, the NFC
Morgan 3 yards upfield. Morgan then ran
East is up for grabs.
"They've got a great
13 yards for a firstquarter touchdown
opportunity to win the
division," Giants deno one would ever
diagram on a whitefensive lineman Justin
Tuck said, "just like
board.
we do ... We let one
"We didn't run it in
slip away tonight, but
practice because we
wanted to save it for
if we handle business,
we'll still win this divithe game," Griffin said
sion."
with a grin. "I knew he
They were ahead
was going to be there
(AP PHOTo/NicK WASS)
13-10
at the break
for it ... Joshua did a
Washington Redskins quarterback Robert
Monday against the
good job being in the
Griffin III points skyward after throwing a
Redskins, but they
spot where he was sup touchdown pass.
failed to finish the
posed to be.~
be after they appeared out of
By Griffin's reckoning,
job for the first time since
the running at 3-6 a month
the Redskins (6-6) are $o
blowing a 21-0 halftime lead
ago. One of Griffin's goals
where they're supposed to
in a 24-21loss to Tennessee

in 2006.
There was also some mayhem after another Redskins
fumble, this one by Morris in
the third quarter. New York
defensive tackle Linval Joseph
yanked at Redskins center
Will Montgomery's leg while
players were fighting for the
ball in a pile. Montgomery
kicked at Joseph in response,
and Joseph stomped at
Montgomery. Joseph and a
Redskins player were whistled
for offsetting unnecessary
roughness penalties.
Notes: Redskins coach
Mike Shanahan got his 171st
win (regular and postseason),
tying him with Redskins' Hall
of Fame coach Joe Gibbs for
12th all time ... NewYork's
Tyler Sash left the game with
a hamstring injury, and RT
Sean Locklear was carted off
in the fourth quarter with a
laiee injury... The Giants were
uncharacteristically penaltyprone, getting flagged nine
times for 73 yards ... The Redskins have won three division
games in three weeks for the
first time since 2005.

-
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[ The Calendar]
Thursday, December 6
Convocation: Student Association Town Hall
Meeting, ua, lies
3:3op, Deans/Chairs Advisory
5P Basketball Team Meeting, Hulsey
7P, Modern Languages Film Series, Miller 201
Friday, December 7
Withdrawals after today receive "F"
Sa-12:30, Sign-up for free Walmart Trips
(Wright Hall)
9a-Noon, MSN Presentation, Florida Hospital Hall
1-3:30p, Free Walmart trips for those who signed up (leaves
wright hall ever 112 hour)
2p, Outreach Opportunities (Wright Hall)
West Side for Jesus
3p, Kirsten Wolcott MemorialsK Run, Duck Pond
8p, Vespers (Church) Kevin Kibble
Mterglow (Church) ·
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
5:29p, Sunset
Saturday, December 8
8:45 &10:15a, Adoration, David Smith (Church)
9:30 a, The Fountain: White Oak Room
(Thatcher South)
9:3Qa, Boundaries in Dating: Wolftever Room (Thatcher
South)
9:45a, Falling in Love with Jesus- Women Only
(CA library)
Heartbeat Sabbath School (Improv)
Living Free: Insight (Room 109 CA)
10a, One Accord (Student Center)
Brazilian-English Sabbath School
(Talge Hall Chapel)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
Esther: It's Tough Being a Woman- Women only
(Room 103 CA)
11:30a, Connect, Andy Nash (CA)
11:45a, Renewal, David Smith (Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities- FLAG CAMP
(Wright Hall)
5p, Evensong Organist: Heather Peel, Reader: Sarah Bailey
(Church)
6p-9p, KRs Place will be open, Student Center
8p, Wind Symphony Christmas concert
(lies PE Center) (CONVO CREDIT)
Sunday, December 9
1:30-10p, Student Center Open
Monday, December 10
3:30p, Undergraduate Council
Tuesday, December 11
Stress Awareness Week
(11-13)
Wednesday, December 12
10a-3p, Stress Awareness Week
7:30p, SA Senate (White Oak Room)
7:30p, Biology Expo (Hickman Atrium)

[Student Life Announcements]
School of Music Christmas Concert. Friday,
December 14 at 8 p.m. at Collegedale SDA Church
Celebrate the joys of the season with Southern's choirs, symphony orchestra, brass ensemble and handbells. The repertoire
will feature Ralph Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on Christmas
Carols.

[SA Announcements]
"#SAUbikes: See it, need it, use it, leave it for the next person.
Like the Facebook page!"
Sandy Relief Project: Has been cancelled for this semester, it
will be next semester in January.

6,2012

. [Birthdays]
,

.December 6Linnea Burke, Austin Cole, Judy DeLay,
Julie Kretschmar, Moises Machado, Charity
Matandiko, Zeiza Ramos, Brandi Reynolds,
Betsy Roberts, Jerryn Schmidt, Sarah Thomas,
Katherine Uhrik, Amanda Uribe.

December toPriscilla Amaya, Dan Boyd, Olivia Cole, Jay
Delgado, Cassie Evans, Liz Fernandez, Ana
Kim, Hans Lee, Emily Lopez, Angela Mainord,
Fransheska Muniz, Zachary Myers, Christina
Shin, Dawn Slatton, Teresa Spangenberg

December 7Michael Babienco, Zack Barrow, Devin
Bowyer,Barbara Beckett,Dustin Eisele, Mercades Evans, Brenda Flores-Lopez, Eva Frias,
Hollis James, Jonathart LOwery, Cherie Lynn
Milliron, Reuben Plasencia, Beverly Rawson,
Bill Wohlers

December 11Jonathan Castells, Connie Charles, Gyrlene
Dalge-Registre, Jennifer Hernandez, Christopher Marshall, Januwoina Nixon, Dayra
Olson, Levi Parrish, Alex Ronin, Laurie Stankavich, April Threlked, Alyssa Williams

December 8Danny Alvidres, Andrew Ashley, Christopher
Carey, Ken Caviness, Kayla Ewert, Trisha
Isom, Elizabeth Leffew, Jill Rouse, Beth Snyder, Xavier Sutherland, Natasha Trevilcock,
Jessica Zavala.

December 12Jenny Cineus, Rocky Emig, Elizabeth Hankins,
Carol Harrison, Tim Korson, Sheeva Lotfian,
Taylor Mittleider, Alberto Montes, Gaynard
Taylor, Fred Turner, Chelsea Walters

December 9Brooklyn Bell, Zoraida Cuminins, Jonathan
Freese, Lisa Goolsby, Beto Jimenez, Jennifer
Nordell, Suzanne Ocasi, Emily Smith, Kin Yee
Wan, Becki Wilson

Collegedale 423-39.6-4433
Order online@ www.papajohns.com
ot nlld -.u• II) otkr ~ 01 dilc:ou&s. IJMited delher)' •~a. dlaf'IH'IdaJ'Ippt)'.

sPEciALTv PizzAs

c....., rttpouibk for JU appUuW. taJt

Menu

Small- SIJ Medium- U L~rge- SIS X-Large $17
The Works- Pepperoni, Ham, Spicy Italian Sausage. Fresh Baby
Ponabella Mushrooms. Onions. Green Peppers and Black Oti\<-s

The Meats- Pepperoni. flam. Beef. Bacon and Sausage
Garden Fresh- Mushroom.'- Gn:cn Pc:ppc:n. Tomatoes. Onion:. and
Black Olives

siDEs

Cheesesticks {14pc)
Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chickenstrips (7 pc)
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks

7.5
S6
SS

Original Breadsticks (lOpe)

$4

6

Spinach Alfredo- Blond ofSpu>och and Gotlie-Pormeoan Alfredo

Dipping Sauce & Extras

Sauce.

Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and Pizza Sauce

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- B;unequc Saw:c Toppc'<l "'ith Grilled
All White Chicken. Bacon and Frail Onions. Go lla" iian- Add
Piaeapple!

Tuscan Six Cheese- M~aareiiA. Parmesan. Romono, A:iiago,
Provoln~

Extras- Peppcroncinis, Anchovie~. Jalapei'io Peppers
and Banana Peppers.

DESSERTS

anJ Fontina.

CREATE YOUR OWN
Small

Cheese Pizza $7
Toppings
$.75

S.SO

Medium

$9
SJ.OO

Larg• X-Large

$11
$13
$1.25 SJ.SO each

TOPPINGS: Pepperoai, Ham, Bed, Bacon, Chkk<n, Italian SaUJage, Port.
Sausage, Onloa, G,...n Peppers, tu brooms, Bla<k Otive!l, G....., Olha,

Fresh Cinnapie

S4

BEVERAGES
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Max, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain
Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mug Root Beer
2.50
20 oz. Bottle SJ.SO
Two Liter
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Christmas Concert The School of Music Stolen Textbooks
Christmas Concert
Second Life of Chattanooga and
Asian Aid USA along with a group
of Southern students will be having a Christmas concert on Saturday, Dec. 8 at S:30 p.m. at the
Collegedale Community church.
These groups are committed to
aid overseas and to helping orphans and victims of sex
trafficking.
Come be blessed and inspired,
as they share what true religion is
in James 1:27. This event will be
'live streamed' at collegedalecommunity.com click on 'live broadcast'.

In the last couple of weeks, CamThe School of Music Christmas pus Safety has received at least 3
reports of textbook thefts.
Concert will be Friday, December
Please don't leave your text14 at 8 p.m. in the Collegedale SDA
books out in the open or unatChurch.
tended.
Come celebrate the joys of the
If you have your books taken,
season with Southern's.choirs,
symphony orchestra, brass ensem- you can call the office 24/7 at
423.236.2100, email us at camble and handbells.
pussafety@southern.edu, fill out a
The repertoire will feature
Ralph Vaughan Williams' Fantasia crime form on www.southern.edu/
campussafety, or come to the ofon Christmas Carols.
fice.

Pr

Because what's nearby, matters.

·Wish you knew what was holding up traffic?
· Ever wonder about that new restaurant?
· Need more info about an event?
·Want to tell everyone about a cool spot?
·Forget what assignment is due in class?

·-

ProxTalk is the new way to stay
in touch with what's going on
around you-in real time!
· Have something to sell (or need to buy)?
· Simple to use, completely free!
· No friends or groups to manage!
· No hashtags or check-ins!
·Created by an SAU alumnus!

·ProxTalk allows you to communicate with people around you, in a
safe and fun format! Get it today!
GOT ANDROID?
Download ProxTalk from the Google Play Store now-it's easy and free!
T
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The BRO-ly sp\rlt- You don't have to always enter a Bro'' roonl \n
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seca~se nothing
gets m~ in the mood
tor Christmas Uke
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:lass completes entire program in Florida Hospital Hall
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The December graduating nursing class will be the
first class to have completed
the entire program in Florida
Hospital Hall. Other classes
have graduated from the hall
since its opening in January of
2011, but this is the first class
that will have spent both years
of the program in the building.
Florida Hospital Hall was
built after it was decided that
renovations to Herin Hall,
the former nursing building,
would not sufficiently meet
the growing needs of the department. The new building
provided students with all
of the commodities the old
building offered while adding
a high-tech simulation lab.
"We think we had a good
program and good experiences for our students before, but
this facility and the equipment
we have been provided with
has bumped it up a few notches," Barbara James, dean of
the School of Nursing, said.
Members of the graduating
class are glad they got the opportunity to s.!Udy in the new
building.
~
"Studying in this new
building is easier in comparison to the building before,"
Annab Okari, senior nursing and biology major, said.

,

Photo By Logan

(Left to right): Josiane Vetiaque, Annah Okari, Brianna Bertain, and Bernice Bouzy stand in front of Florida Hospjtal Hall. They will graduate this December.

"There is more space available
and it's always quiet."
J enna Edgerton, junior
nursing major, echoed Okari's
thoughts by praising the large
classrooms and new technology.
"The [simulation] lab technology is ridiculously modern," Edgerton said. "Having

a [simulation] lab with such
modern technology really
helped me feel more comfortable in the actual hospital setting."
The commencement ceremonywill be held Dec. 19 at 7
p.m. and a pinning ceremony
will be held the evening before.

The pinning ceremony is
"usually more meaningful to
students because this is their
cohort," James said.
Students are excited to be a
part of the first class to graduate exclusively from Florida
Hospital Hall.
"It's a real honor to be the
first graduating class of such a

wonderful nursing building!"
said.
Saara Ruelas, junior nursing major, shared the same
sentiments, "It's actually
cool to think about, and I'm
pleased to be the first class
to graduate from the Florida
Hospital Hall."
~dgerton

Senate launches new fundraiser with Papa John's
GLENN WILKINS
SuuWRUER

Southern's Student Association Senate plans to
raise $13,000 by March and
has been working with Papa
John's to create a fundraiser
to do so.
Students already receive
a special deal from the restaurant-a large one-topping
pizza for $6.99 plus tax-but
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Classifieds. .... ...
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.................................. 10
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only valid for online orders
and at store #2055 at Four
Comers, will also benefit the
restaurant by raising its quota
of online orders.
"I think ordering online is
easy," Paul Boccia, area director for Papa John's, said. "It's
the way of the future."
Southern creates a significant amount of business for
store #2055· Boccia said that
sales drop by 25 percent when
school is not in session.

"We're always looking for
loyal customers," Boccia s~t
ed of his willingness to negotiate the promotion. "Students
may be on fixed income now
but will eventually make up
our community. Loyal customers now means loyal customers years from now, as
long as we continue to do what
we say we will and give better
pizza with better ingredients."

1[[

Christmas

BREAK

. .. 8

Sports. ·······-·····················-······

Chattl'r..... .....

with Southern's students."
Cundiff continued to state
that the fundraiser would cost
students no extra money and
would be cheaper than purchasing pizza for $toat each
from the Papa John's employee that sells pizzas in Talge
Hall lobby.
"[The fundraiser] will benefit the students as it goes back
into a fund for them," Cundiff
said.
The fundraiser, which is
days until

INDEX
Opinion.................. .... ..

if the fundraiser is approved,
when orders are made online
or through the Papa John's
mobile app using the coupon
code SAU699, 10 percent of
that money will go to SA Senate. Papa John's is still working with Southern to have the
fundraiser approved.
"We have several fundraising movements going," Lauren Cundiff, SA senator, said
in an email, "...but this is the
big push we are trying to make

···········-···
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Kirsten Wolcott Men1orial sk Run draws large crowd
RYAN HAAs

time for any runner.
A few of the runners remember when Wolcott lost
her life. Jeffrey Futcher, junior chemistry major and returned student missionary,
did not know Wolcott, but her
death solidified his decision to
become a student missionary
lastyear: .
Most of the runners consisted of Southern students
running for credit in their Fitness for Life classes. Futcher
had never run a 5K before and
was excited about the event.
"I've always wanted to do
a 5K," Futcher said. "Fitness
for life gave me the excuse to
finally do it."
Not all students were out
there for class credit, however.
Jeffrey Brownlow, freshman
business major, placed second overall in the 5K. He said
he just loves to run and races
whenever possible.
"I do all the races I can
and really enjoy it," Brownlow
said. "Plus, it's really fun running around campus."

HuMoR EorroR

The Kirsten Wolcott Memorial 5K Run was held last
week ·on an unusually warm
Dec. 7· This year the run had
a larger turn out than usuaL
Mostly college students and
community members made up
the 359 participants.
The five kilometer run
starts at the duck pond then
twists and turns on an almost
tour-like trip through Southern's campus, eventually returning to the starting place.
The 5K is dedicated to the
memory of Kirsten Wolcott
who died serving as a student
missionary in Yap, Micronesia
on Nov. 18, 2009.
"Kirsten was an avid runner," Robert Benge, professor
at the School ofPe, Health and
Wellness, said during a speech
he made before the run. Benge
even went as far as to estimate
that Wolcott could have run
the 5K (3.1 miles) in about 21
minutes, a very respectable

Runners race by one of the checkpoints in the Kristen Wolcott !j](.

Brownlow finished the race
in a blistering 18:35.
Not all people who ran
the 5K plan ahead as much as
Brownlow. Moises Romero,
sophomore nursing major,

had not planned on running
that day.
"It's bulking season, so I
normally don't run, but I had
to check it out," Romero said.
"I saw everyone near the duck

.

pound and had to see what
was up; the next thing I knew,
I was running a 5K."
A 5K race is held at least
once every semester here on
campus.

.

Library recOnstruction adds space to third floor
· space will be finished internally is not certain.
Southern has not put forth
Construction on the roof of any funds for this constructhe library-has been underway tion project. An unnamed dosince the start of the school
year. Not only is construction being done on the roof,
but also a section to add to the
third. floor is underway.
The new roof is being built
to resemble and match all
the other roofs on campus.
The construction on the roof
itself is projected to be com- nor has made the construction
pleted within the next couple possible. However, the uniof weeks. However, when the versity did already have plans

CoRINNE JoRDAN
SxAFFWama

'~er all is said
and done, it's
going to be re-

ally nice ' '

~outhrrn
sauaccent.com

2lccrnt

to reconstruct the roof due to tion will be connected to the
leaking. The donor has had library, the actual use for the
a long-standing relationship space has not been confirmed.
with Southern and McKee Li- The executive team of the unibrary and on the 40th anni- versity will ultimately make
versary of the library in 2010, the decision, alongside Bob
pledged to put forth the dona- Young, senior vice president
tion to begin the construction of academic administration.
. An online learning or academin the near future.
"The new addition to the ic technology center is said
library, which will be 35,000 to possibly reside in the new
sq. ft, will create a central lo- space. There will also be extra
cation for all learning resourc- space for storage.
"It will enhance the scope
es," Daniel Maxwell, interim
library director of electronic of the library services here at
Southern," Maxwell said. "Afresources, said.
Although the new addi- ter all is said and done, it's go-

ing to be really nice."
As for now, students at
Southern can continue to use
all services the library offers,
with the occasional sound of a
hammer or a saw coining from
above.
"I didn't know what the ·
construction was for," Fransheska Muniz, library desk
worker, said. "But if it's going
to make the library bigger, I
definitely think it will benefit
all the students here."
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Christmas abroad: Celebrating far from home
ANDREA ERHART

It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas in florence, Italy.

This Christmas while most
students will be home with
their families, there are some
who will be far from home.
There are over 100 student
missionaries and Adventist
Colleges Abroad (ACA) students, most of which will be
celebrating Christmas in another country.
This year in F1orence, Italy,
the ACA students had their
own Christmas party with
Christmas music, a Secret
Santa gift exchange, hot chocolate and a viewing of "It's A
Wonderful Life."
"For a lot of us, it's not just
an excuse to have a cheesy party-it's a way to stick together
and be there for them as their
extended ACA family," Emily
Banks, junior mass communication major, said.
Trenton Thompson, junior
international studies major,
said he felt similarly.
"Although being away
from what is comfortable can
be daunting, the adventure
and knowing we have support
from across the pond by far
outweighs any negative aspect
there could be," Thompson

said.
Chelsea Glass, senior Spanish major, was an ACA student
last year. She traveled to Chile
for Christmas with other ACA
students.
"I had never spent Christmas away from home but I was
really happy I stayed because I
had experiences I never would
have had," Glass said. Glass
and her friends pooled their
money to buy ingredi~nts for
Christmas dinner that they
cooked in the tiny kitchen of
the hostel where they stayed.
While some students were
traveling with friends during
the holidays abroad, others
stayed where they were to celebrate with the locals.
"We bought shoes for the
girls at the orphanage and
painted them," Shanti Hollis,
junior pastoral care major and
previously a student missionary, said. "In El Salvador, the
kids opened their presents at
midnight on Christmas Eve
and then watched the fireworks. It was hard to appreciate the greatness of it because
I really didn't want to be there.
It is difficult to be in a different
culture celebrating a familiar
holiday in a strange way."

European study tour encourages students to explore
JEANNIE HINRICHS
Suff.WRmR

The European Study Tour
will take place May 6 through
May 30 . The first of these trips
began in the 19 sos, and this is
the fourteenth trip. The trip
usually brings about 15 to 20
students. Each trip lasts about
a month. During these three
and a half weeks, students will

travel to seven different countries including Holland, Belgium, France, Germany, Austria, England and Switzerland.
Th~ cost to attend this trip
is $5,900. Students will receive
six credit hours chosen from a
variety of general education
requirements, including both
upper and lower division. The
cost ~the trip includes transportation, events and half the
. mealThs.
.
ak
d
e trip t es stu ents

to many places in each of the
countries. One of the goals of
the trip is to allow students to
go out and learn on their own.
"Students have time to do
their own things," Ed Lamb,
an adjunct for the social work
department, said. "We tell
them to get lost, do your own
thing. We want you to explore
on your own. Don't go to tourist areas."
The tour also involves
scheduled events and guided

tours. Some of the scheduled
activities are Westminster Abbey for an evensong service,
visiting Anne Frank's home,
going on the Sound of Music
Tour to visit the locations of
the movie and visiting a concentration camp from World
War II.
"The students don't want
to take pictures of the crematorium, but I tell them they
should. 'Least we forget,' I
want them to show their {ami-

lies and friends." Lamb said.
"The students learn a lot, so
much you soak in without
even realizing it."
The trip is open to anyone
who wants to go.
"Anyone can go, a parent
can go, and we would love it
if a parent came," Lamb said.
"A friend from back home can
go. You don't have to be a student."

CampUS Talk provides
student feedback options
suggestions.
Another item included on
Campus Talk is a classifieds
Campus Talk is a page on page where faculty and stuSouthern's website where one dents can post items to sell,
can find a variety of ways to offer rides or apartments for
share and discuss university rent, · among other things.
news and information.
Also included is UndergraduOne of the web pages of- · ate Student Information that
fered on Campus Talk is ~tu includes important messages
dent Suggestions. Here stu- usually received by most students can make suggestions dents and faculty via email. To
to administration on ways to find Campus Talk, visit southsave money and make effi- ern.edu and click on current
cient improvements. The page students and then campus
began in 2010 but less than talk.
a dozen students have made
DUSTIN JOHNSON
SuuWama
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Questions answered about US Marine leaking information

A demonstrator holds a sign in support of Army Pjc. Bradley Manning outside of Fort Meade, Md., Tuesday, Nov. 27, 2012,
where Manning is scheduled to appear for a pretrial hearing. Manning is accused of sending hundreds of thousands of classified
Iraq and Afghanistan war logs and more than 250,000 diplomatic cables to the secret-spilling website WikiLeaks while he was
working as an intelligence analyst in Baghdad in 2009 and 2010.

FORT MEADE, Md. (AP)
- For the past two weeks, a
military hearing has focused
on Pic. Bradley Manning's
treatment in a Marine Corps
brig after he was arrested and
accused of leaking a massive
amount of classified information to- the website WikiLeaks. Here are some questions
and answers about Manning's
case, ana this hearing in particular.
Q: What is Pfc. Bradley
Manning accused of doing?
. A: The 24-year-old native

of Crescent, Okla., is accused
of leaking hundreds of thousands of classified Iraq and Mghanistan war logs and more
than 250,000 diplomatic
cables while working as an intelligence analyst in Baghdad
in 2009 and 2010. He's also
charged with leaking a 2007
video clip of a U.S. helicopter
crew gunning down 11 men
later fo\lnd to have included
a Reuters news photographer
and his driver. The Pentagon
concluded the troops acted
appropriately, having mistak-

en the camera equipment for
weapons.
Q: What is the pretrial
hearing about?
A: Manning is trying to
get the charges dismissed because he believes the military
made him suffer through unduly harsh conditions for nine
months at a Marine Corps
brig in Quantico, Va. He was
confined to his cell 23 hours
a day and sometimes stripped
of his clothes, eyeglasses and
reading material. He was also
made to wear a suicide-pre-

A: After nine months in
vention smock made of stiff,
thick fabric. Manning said he maximum security at Quanstood naked at attention one tico brig, Manning was trans· morning for a prisoner count ferred to medium-security
after a guard ordered, or im- confinement at Fort Leavenplied, that he should drop the worth, Kan., in April 2011.
blanket he was using for cover.
Q: What happens next?
"I had no socks, no un- Will Manning-go to trial?
derwear, I had no articles of
A: Legal experts say Manclothing, I had no glasses," he ning has a very slim chance of ·
testified.
getting the charges dismissed
Q: Why did the military based on the allegations of
think Manning was a suicide mistreatment, but he may get
risk?
extra credit for the time he
A: Manning had fashioned has already served. The judge
a noose from a bedsheet while hasn't said when she will
confined in Kuwait shortly rule. Manning's trial has been
after his 2010 arrest. While scheduled for March.
Q: What is this overall sigin Kuwait, he also wrote that
. he was considering suicide. nificance of Manning's case?
In a written statement he
A: Outside experts say
made upon arrival at Quan- President Barack Obama's
tico in July 2010, Manning administration has aggressaid he was "always planning . sively prosecuted leaks of clasand never acting" on suicidal sified information, sending a
impulses. Six months later, strong message tliey will not
he remarked that if he really be tolerated. Manning's is the
wanted to hurt himself, he most notable case. He faces 22
charges, including aiding the
could have done so.
"I was venting a little bit," enemy, which carries a maxiManning testified Nov. 29. mum of life behind bars.
Manning supporters conHe said he told the guard, "If
I really wanted to hurt myself, sider him a whistleblowing
wouldn't I just use the things hero whose actions exposed .
that are here now - the un- war crimes and helped trigderwear, the flip-flops? They ger the Middle Eastern procould potentially be used as democracy uprisings known
something to harm oneself or as the Arab Spring in late
others. Where does it stop? 2010. In an online chat with a
Does it stop with remov- confidant-turned-government
ing . walls? Does it stop with informant, Manning allegedly
padding? Does it stop with a said he leaked the material bestraitjacket?"
cause "I want people to see the
Q: Where is Manning now? truth.
Have his conditions changed?

Social work department distributes gifts and coats to community
EUZABETH CAMPS
Suff WRrnR

Students gathered on Dec.
7 and 8 at the Coat and -Toy
drive that was organized by
the Social Work Club who
partnered with Breakaway
Outreach, an international
youth ministry based in Chattanooga. The purpose of the
. event was to help families in
the community by providing
gifts and coats for the winter
season.
Students who came to the
wrapping event were in charge
of sorting, organizing, wrapping, tagging and boxing the
donations which not only included coats but Bibles and
toys as well.
Annette Heck, assistant
professor for the social work
department and one of the coordinators of the event, said,
"There were many donations

to sift through and there were
many layers required to prepare the donations for delivery. For the past month, the
Social Work Club had sponsored a coat/toy drive for a
local high-needs community.
All donations had to be sorted,
wrapped and prepared so they
could be delivered on Sabbath
to the families."
Katherine Rodriguez, junior social work major and
member. of the Social Work
Club, said there were about
25-30 students in attendance
on Friday night and 35-40 students on Saturday.
On Friday night, the students prepared all of the gifts
at Heck's house. On Saturday,
students went to the Acres of
Shade mobile home community and spent time delivering
the gifts. Students also spent
some time playing with the
children.

Social Work Cl'{b participates in gift and coat drive on Dec. 7 and 8.
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Special thanks to all the
hardwor 1ng news reporters
Corinne Jordan
Myron Madden
Ryan Haas
Sarah Schoultz .
Tim Willumson
Elizabeth Camps
Andrea Erhart
Jeannie Hinrichs
J U:.LI~_.~".::I.IV~I.~jp;,~'Y':·

Dustin Johnson
AJisa Luby
We wish you all the
J ashlene Rey
.best with your
Glenn Wilkins
journalistic
Jessica Anzai
endeavors.

Great job this
semeSter!
(

MASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Adventist University
Our 1oalls to help you
reach yours.
C-onvenient and Flexible. ·
Classes are designed to coordinate
with your work schedule.. Many

classes, and some entire degrees,
are available online.

Affordable.
Graduate tuition at Southem is
competitlV.ely priced. In fact, you may
be surprised at how comparable our
tuition is to public universities.

Master's De1rees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Computer Science
Counseling
Education
Nursing
Religion
Social Work

Call, visit online, or stop by
Graduate Studlea In Wrl1ht
Hall to find out more about
the I' duate pro1ram that
workt for you.
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Replace textbooks with spiritual reads during break
SIMONE MARsHALL
REa•c•oN

Enrro•

"It's All About Him" by
LeeVenden
"It's all about Jesus. Only Jesus. Ever Jesus. And He wants
to make friends with you," is
the tag line of this book, and
if you have read it, you know
why. If you are wondering
what you have been missing
in your "getting to know you"
process with Jesus Christ, it
might be the concepts this
book has to offer. "It's All
About Him" communicates to
its reader that Jesus loves and
saves regardless of what we
do or how we live in respect to
His authority. It proceeds to
clarify that He does feel pain,
however, and that the empathy that Jesus has for us is real.
Through this book, we come to
better understand the tender
heart behind the sacrifice of
the cross, and the persevering

heart that rose again to give us
hope-both of which can describe Jesus' love towards us:
tender and persevering.
"A Million Miles in a
Thousand Years" by Donald Miller
Author of book and recently
turned movie, Blue Like Jazz,
Donald Miller hits another
homerun with this book. He
unravels the secrets of unlocking and l}ving God's magnificent plan for our lives the
first time around. It's filled
with laughs, vulnerability and
transparency on the author's
part that conveys the compelling message: live the best
story you can.
"Redeeming Love" by
Francine Rivers
Over 1 million copies of this
1850 modernized version of
Hosea and Gomer have been
sold.
With a few graphic
scenes and an underlying sto-

ry of prostitution, it may not
qualify as a bedtime story for
the nieces and nephews, but it
certainly gives us insight into

unfaithful, and helps us understand where we may fall
short in our relationships with
God. The ending is romantic

Photo from sxc.hu

God's unconditional love for
us. The story gives us a clearer
insight into why Gomer was

in the sense that it is not biblically based, but the message
of love and acceptance is still

there.
"Revive Us Again" by
Mark Finley
This book is neither long,
nor complicated. In fact, it's
quite simple. With references to the Bible and Ellen G.
White, alongside historical examples, it pulls your heart into
a state of urgency for the work
that needs to be done. It's the
perfect read for the week in
between Christmas and New
Years, especially sine~ it only
has seven chapters, so a chapter a day and you're done! The
message is simply this: help us
to want spiritual revival, help
us to revive, help us to keep reviving. In an age where nothing seems urgent, I think this
book is very much relevant to
us as Christians. Did I mention
the quality writing? It's simple
and clear-not a hard read to
digest. The points, however,
may bring you to a· pause.

Angus T. Jones: the half man steps up
JESSICA GoNZALEZ
CoNUIBLJTOR

According to recent media
reports, a few months ago, AngusT. Jones-child star from
CBS's hit sitcom "Two and a
Half Men"-was baptized. On
Dec. 27 of last year, the journey started for Jones after a
conversation about business
with a friend; While talking,
he found himself claiming
that God would be the center
of their project. It was at this
moment he felt he had accepted God into his life as he
stated he felt the outpouring of'
the Holy Spirit. About a month
later, he was speaking with
another friend about whether
or not to continue acting on
"Two and a Half Men." Jones
pondered over the thought of
being a witness for God since
he was in the public eye. His
friend probed him with questions that caused him to reconsider his lifestyle; Jones
believes it was more than just
his friend talking to him. The

following week Jones was
moving forward in his faith,
but by the weekend had returned to his negative habits.
Convicted to change his ways,
which included using weed
and acid, he began his search
for a church.
Having many friends that
went to church, the celebrity
visited three to four churches each Sunday. One of his
friends mentioned Valley
Crossroads Church, a predominately black Seventh-day
Adventist church not far from
his home in Pacoima, California. When he went to church
that Sabbath, Jones felt as if
the message was made just
for him; he even recounts the
pastor saying "I'm speaking to
someone right now." That day
Jones knew he had found his
church. He began Bible studies and states that, although
he had been attending Christian schools his whole life, he
was learning so much in a way
that he never had before. He
eventually got baptized on the
Friday night on the weekend

of his high school graduation.
Although Jones has been an
active member of the church

''It was at this
moment he felt
he had accepted
God into his life
as he stated he
felt the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit

'

for several months, it is not
until now that media buzz
has surrounded the situation. This is due to a ·now viral
video interview by Christopher Hudson, the face of the
Forerunner Chronicles, ~n
independent organization affiliated with the Seventh-day

Adventist church. Jones gives
his testimony and towards
the end goes on to say, "If you
watch Two and a Half Men,
please stop watching Two and
a Half Men. I'm on Two and
Half Men, and I don't want
to be on it." Jones tells viewers to research the negative
effects television can have on
a person and that such "filth"
is not good. Since then, many
media outlets have attacked
the actor and have connected
the SDA church with the views
of Hudson, who is described
as a radical and fanatic. Many
commentators view Jones as
a hypocrite since he has made
millions of dollars ($350,000
per episode this year) off the
show and now slanders it.
The church has responded
by stating it does not operate
Forerunner Chronicles and.
that Hudson is not a pastor, so
there is no connection between
the video-and other ideas the
YouTube user expresses-and
the church. Jones released a
statement where he apologized for his remarks and ex-

plained he did not mean to
disrespect his colleagues since
they are an extension of his
family. He also expressed he
did not intend to show a "lack
of appreciation [for] the extraordinary opportunity" and
thanked Chuck Lorre and others at Warner Bros and CBS.
Most sources remain unclear
if whether or not Jones will be
returning to Two and a Half
Men, but one states he will be
but not as a main character or
for another season. Also, many
point out that he may be under
breach of contract. Executives
at WBTV and CBS have yet
to release public comments.
Hope Channel aired their interview with the actor last Friday November 30, 2012.

Jessica Gonzalez is a junior
English major.
Southern Accent chooses
to neither agree nor disagree
with the above claimed facts.

•
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Christmas on campus is lacking ChriSt
JULIA BONNEY
OPINION EDITOR

Like many here at Southern,
I grew up in a Christian home.
I was raised by Christian
pafents and was taught
Christian beliefs. I celebrated
Christian holidays and went
to Christian schools. Bible
stories were told over and over
until I knew ever little detail.
Everyone had their favorites,
whether it was Esther or David
and Goliath. Mine was always
the birth of Jesus.
I remember dressing up like
Mary as a child, while forcing
my siblings to play other, less
glamorous roles. Then I grew
older and began tQ... realize
how truly great of a story it
is. It's grace, forgiveness, and
redemption. It's adventure,
fear, and victory. It's love,
amazement, and joy. And all
of this is wrapped around one
tiny child. When you think
about it, it is really the greatest
story ever told.
But we have forgotten
that. We have pushed it aside

for brighter, shinier things.
Yes, we have a whole season
that we claim is dedicated to
celebrating this great event,
yet we end up placing it last on
our list of importance. We sing
half-hearted carols at church
before rushing home to write
. our wish lists and spread holly
around the house.
Being at a Christian college,
I had hoped that Southern
would take interest in
celebrating the spiritual side
of Christmas. Unfortunately,
I was wrong. With break fast
approaching, I looked around
for an event of meaning.
Perhaps a convocation or
vespers dedicated to that
side. Yet our only Christmas
celebration was bringing
in Santa and handing out
cookies. There was no manger,
no Christmas pageant, no
group prepared to go out and
spread the word.
We have become lackluster,
lazy even. We have pushed
away the truth and embraced
the side with the brighter
lights and more upbeat songs.

We have pushed away what it
all means.
I'm not saying there is
anything wrong with putting
up a tree, hanging decorations,
and singing carols. I'm not
saying we need to shun the
bright lights and candy canes.
But maybe we should take a
moment and push that all to
the side. We should embrace

the story and celebrate it. We
should, if only for a moment,
focus our thoughts away from
the things we want and the
gifts left to buy and think on
what it's really all about.
This is a challenge that I need
to accept, too. I understand
how easy it is to get caught
up in all of the excitement
that surrounds this time of

the year. Yet I can't help but
thinking that if we all joined
together, we could change the
way people see this season.
Maybe, just maybe, we could
bring a new meaning to the
word Christmas. Maybe we
could tum our focus back to
the very beginning: way back
at the start of the greatest
story ever told.

Southern displays Christmas tree in the certain of campus.

Reflecting on precious
moments with God
NAME WITHHELD
CON'QIBIITQR

Footprints in Monterey, California .

With the hustle and bustle
of everyday life, it is sometimes hard to find God in
events, places, or even in yourself. Sometimes life gets overwhelming, and a God moment
is needed. For me, one of the
places I find my God moments
is at the beach. He knows
exactly how many grains of
sand are under my feet with
each step I take towards the
ocean. I love watching the
waves fighting for His attention as they rise up towards
the heavens and then crash
back into the sea. The colors
of grey, blue, and green mix
together in the water to create
peace, the coarseness of the
sand exfoliates the hardships,
and the salt in the air cleanses
all anxiety. Whether the water
is rough or calm, there is always something beautiful to
be found. Storms on the ocean
can cause much damage to sea

travelers and even to land that
is near, but it shows the mighty
power of God. A calm day at
the beach shows the stillness
and patience of God. It is the
place where some marine
wildlife goes to find protection
for their young; it is where I go
to feel the protection of God.
To see His beauty in every aspect, from the sand to the sea,
brings tranquility to my heart
and feels with my eyes with
tears of delight. There has to
be a reason why most of His
earth is covered with seawater, instead of land. There is a
gift there for His creatures to
discover and enjoy.
God moments can be found
in many different circumstances. Everyone has a place
where they can hear God most
often. It can be found in everyday situations, faith challengers, and personal encounters with other people. Even
in complete silence, God is
there. Waiting for us to reach
out and ask for His care. God

moments are necessary in our
lives to heal our souls and give
us the strength we need to
keep going. They are important, and must be taken often.
As Christians, we are called
to be examples of the mighty
ocean Creator. In order for us
to do this, we need to know
who He is. What better way to
be models for God than to listen to wh~t He is trying to tell
us? The closer we are to Him,
the more we strive to find His
attention, the more love we
will have for ourselves and to
give to those around us. Seek
God moments, and He will
find you.
When you're in over your
head, I'll be there with you.
When you're in rough waters, you will not go down.
When you're between a rock
and a hard place,
it won't be a dead endBecause I am God, your personal God,
Isaiah 43:2.
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Trip to the ballet: A review of"TheNutcracker"
.
.

INGRID

HERNANDEZ

CONTRIRUJDR

The last time I saw "The
Nutcracker," a two-act ballet
featuring Russian composer
Tchaikovsky's score, I was
about 10. It was my first real
play, and I was a little ball
of excitement getting off the
school bus in the middle of
Boston. I have slightmemories
of sitting in the middle of the
theater, eyes aglow, watching
pretty · ballerinas twirling
under the lights.
And that's as far as my
memory of the ballet goes. As
you could imagine, I was just
as excited as my 10-year-old
self when my friends and I
made plans to see Covington
Regional Ballet's production of
"The Nutcracker" in Georgia.
This was no Broadway
production, but it was magical
nonetheless. The show was
well worth our $~o Groupon
tickets and the two-and-a-half
hour drive to the town outside
of Atlanta.
My friends and I were able
to sit in the front section of
the general admission seating
area, and the show promptly

began at 7 p.m.
The first act of "The
Nutcracker" begins in the
Silberhaus home on Christmas
Eve. Here we find the main
character, Clara, who receives
a toy nutcracker from the
visiting magician. Between
graceful
pirouettes
and
bounding leaps, Clara wears
herself out and at the strike
of midnight the audience is
taken through her dream,
where the nutcracker becomes
handsome prince.
I won't spoil the rest of the
ballet for those who've never
seen it, but I assure you the
entire show will make you feel
inspired to become a ballerina,
or at least buy yourself a
nutcracker.
So, for those who've been
intrigued enough by this article
and would like to see "The
Nutcracker" for the first time,
or maybe even the seventh for
·those of you who are fans, here
are some upcoming shows you
might want to catch:

a

Knoxville, Tennessee:
Tennessee Theater.
December 22, 7:30 p.m.

Nashville, Tennessee:TPAC's Jackson Hall.
December 15-23, 2 p.m. and 7
p.m.
Atlanta, Georgia:
Fox Theater.
December 13-26,

various

times.
Duluth, Georgia: Gwinnett
Performing Arts Center.
December 14-16, 2:30 p.m.
and 7:30p.m.
Fayetteville, Georgia:
Bennett's Mill

Middle School.
December 16, 5 p.m.
Statesboro, Georgia:
Koger Center for the Arts.
December 14-16, 3 p.m. · and
7:30p.m.

How to Inake unattainable New Year's resolution attainable
JESSICA GoNZALEZ
CONJRIRUJDR

As the year is coming to a
close, 2013 is bringing a fresh
batch of opportunities and
possibilities. Many of us are
thinking about how we will
approach the following year
and are considering adopting
a New Year's resolution. Psychologists say it is easiest for
people to make life-changes
during times of transition, and
the New Year has been a hallmark date for people to break
old habits and make new
ones. However, the amount
of people that accomplish
the goal they have set up for
themselves starting Jan. 1 is
only 8 percent. The good news
for college students is· that 39
percent of those who were
successful ~ere in their twenties. Regardless of age, what
is more important is the strategy a person uses to reach his
or her target. Here are some
tactics to help you obtain your
goal this new year:

1. Make a resolution
now. If it's during the ball
drop that you decide on how
you will change your life for
the better, your chances of
making that change are very
slim. You need to be truly invested in the decision you
are making in · order for the
thought to become a realitJ.
Spontaneity, in this situation,
will mostly likely have a negative effect.
2. Break it up into smaller steps. Just like looking at
a 20 page paper is overwhelming, some of the goals we make
are too big altogether. When
you segment your paper, it
doesn't seem that terrible.
When you establish smaller
goals., the process to achieve
them is easier.
3· Reward yourself. If
you have set up steps that lead
up to your overall objective,
rewarding yourself once you
have hit certain benchmarks
will help you keep moving forward. We are all aware-of the
positive effects of a reward
system-we have mostly like-

ly used it at one point or another-so implementing one
would be a wise decision.

''starting to
work
towards your
goal from
now on will
mean you
will face the.
trial period
earlier ' '
4· Keep a record. Signing
your name at the end of an assignmenf always adds a weight
to it-there is just something
about writing things out. Writing your objectives will help

you remember what they are start, but move on from your
in the long run. Also, making mistakes and grow from 'them.
notes of your progress will At least you actually made a
be a great help since you will New Year's resolution-not
be able to look back through- everyone does.
out the year and see how far
7· Start early. This suggestion is not as common, but
you've come.
5· Talk about it. Hav- it could be the key to your sucing someone to talk to about cess. It takes 21 days to make
your advancement and having a habit of something, and the
someone talk to you will help first few days are typically the
ensure you are actually work- nardest. Starting to work toing. If you don't have a buddy wards your goal from now on
to team up with, at the very will mean you will face the
least talk to your friends and trial period earlier. Therefore,
family about your goals and when Jan. 1 rolls along, you
what you've done. Just shar- can tackle your goal heading about how ·you've been strong. Also, you will be able
approaching your target, or to use winter break to your adfailing to do so, will make it vantage.
Having a New Year's resosomething more common in
your life.
lution can be a great way to
6. Be positive. This one stimulate a positive change in
seems like a no-brainer, but your life. However, if you are
it really is imperlJ.tive to have serious, make sure you strata positive outlook. 78 percent egize properly in order to be
of people that fail at keeping successful; people who follow
their New Year's resolution strategies, like those above,
fail because they focused too - are 50 percent more likely to
much on the negative. It is ex- succeed. So inake a positive
pected for you to slip up some- change now and let it follow
times or maybe have a faulty you into the New Year!
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Upcon1ing NFL playoff gan1es you should be watching
OMAR LoPEZ-TinSMON
SPORTS EDITQR

Th.e NFL is a sport of
chances. The playoff picture
is shaping up and there are
several games that will help it
make more sense to us. There
are only three weeks left in
the season, and these are the
games I think you should
watch and why.
Week15
Colts vs. Texans: This will
be a competitive American
Football Conference (AFC)
matchup. The Texans are
coming off an embarrassing
loss to the Patriots on national television. Will their defense be able to stop the surprising Colts and what they
have been able to accomplish
with a rookie quarterback?
The Colts were a team that
won two games last season,
and is now tentatively in
the playoffs.

Packers vs. Bears: The
Bears are in the playoff picture right above the surging
Washingfon Redskins. This
means that as long as the
Redskins keep winning, the
Bears need to keep winning
in order to stay in the playoff
picture. If the Bears can steal
this game from the Packers
(9-4), they will be in great
shape going into the final two
weeks of the season. For the
Packers, they want to continue to play well in order to
go with some momentum. It ·
always seems like the Packers thrive off of that and this
game will help them do so
against a very good Bears
defense.
Week16
Bengals vs. Steelers: These
are two AFC teams trying
to keep their playoff hopes
alive. They are currently both

Indianapolis Colts' Jerrell Freeman
reacts to the fans after their win

-

(7-6) but if the Bengals take
this game, it would put the
Steelers in a very bad position. Both of these teams have
had their struggles but have
shown that they are capable
playoff teams throughout the
regular season.
49ers vs. Seahawks: The
49ers are already in the

playoffs but the Seahawks are
not locked in yet. They need
this victory along with a win
in week 15 to secure a spot
in the postseason. They are
trying to hold off the Redskins, which would love to see
the Seahawks lose this game
to enter their name in the
playoffs.

Week17
Ravens vs. Bengals: Considering that the Bengals win
their week 16 matchup with
the Steelers (which is not certain by any stretch), this game
will be a great one. The Ravens just fired their offensive
coordinator, which is kind of a
sign of desperation. If the Ravens have a meltdown these
last few weeks, that opens the
door for teams like the NY
Jets. I'm sure Mark Sanchez
would love to see the Bengals
win this one at home.
Cowboys vs. Redskins: A
divisional rivalry that could
determine whether or not one
of these teams gets into the
playoffs. The Cowboys aren't
out of it yet. If they run the
table for the next three weeks,
they could be looking eye to
eye with another wildcard
team.

..

Talking women's hockey with Icy Hot's goalie, Geraldine Dry
OMAR LoPEZ-TH1SMON

Icy Hot has finished an unde(eated regula~: season. We
sat down with Geraldine Dry,
goalie for Icy Hot and referee
during the hockey season, to
discuss the team's success.

Nicole Recinos, Jane Mashburn, Beth Hartman, Sophie
Anderson to name a few,
and better defense like Yora
Quiambao, Beth Corn, Reyna
Torrez, Kelsi Curnow,just
to name a few. The big thing
for us is to play as a team no
matter what. n

1. Why is the nan1e of
your tean1 Icy Hot?

4· What are the keys to
floor hockey?

SPORTS EDITQR

~

'Well, because hockey is
usually played on ice and all
of the girls on the team are
hot! But probably after the
pain reliever. n
2. Have you ever won
hockey befm:.e? If so
when?

"As a team, Icy Hot has
won two championships
back to back, starting from
Fall2010. !wasn't there that
year, but I was on the team
last year. Last year was the
first time we had best out of
three because ourselves and
Fantasticks were the only
teams that signed up for
Division A. It was a great
series; Fantasticks won the
first game, and we came back
to win the second game. Then
in the third game, it was tied
at zero, and we went into
over time, and Nicole Recinos
delivered the golden goal

PHOTO BY COURTNY BECKWlTII

Geraldine Dry refs at a hockey game in Iles P.E. Center.
jar us to win a second time.
Now, we are trying for our
third one against Fantasticks
again."

3· Why has your terun
been so successful?
"Our team has been suc-

cessful because we have had
great offensive lines such as

6. You have only allowed
one goal all season; is defense the key to a chanlpionship for your team?

"Yes, it is. Offense can
score at any time but the
object of the game is to not let
the other team score, which
means offense most times
come down and help our
defense if needed."

"Passing, passing, passing
and, of course, clearing the
puck out of your defensive ·
zone. And when the puck
passes over the blue line· on
the offensive lines, everyone
has to remember to get back
over the line, so the play is
not stopped or a goal called
off because a player is offsides."

7. Has this been the best
your tean1 has been or
have you had a better
team in years passed?

5· Who is the leader of the
tean1?
"Nathalie Mazo. She is

"Because it fs a fast-paced
game, the greatest workout
ever in all intramural sports,
and I have the best seat in the.:.
house. As goalie, you get to
watch the game unfold even
when a puck isflying in your
face. Another thing that is
great is that you can see how
the momentums shift because
of one goal scored. It's a
great game, and I would en_courage people to try it out. n

our captain this year, and
during this whole season she
has been the person telling
us·what to do and now we
can get better at our game.
Even in the playoffs, when we
suffered our first lost of the
season against Fantasticks,
she kept telling us to keep our
heads in the game and pass,
pass, pass."

"During my hockey career,
in intramurals this has been
the best team I have been on
and will be known for years
to come."
8. Why do you love 'hockey so much?
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[ The Calendar] [Student Life Announce01ents]
Thursday, December 13

-

lla, Convocation: Departments/ Schools, Various
Locations
10a-3p, Stress Awareness Week
7:30p, Convocation: Christmas Stories with Gordon
Bietz, Thatcher Chapel
Friday, December 14

7:45-10a, S~ Senate Surprise Day (Promenade)
8a~Noon, Sign-up for free Walm¥t Trips (Wright Hall)
9a-Noon, MSN Presentation (Florida Hospital Hall)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart trips for those who signed up
(leaves Wright Hall ever Y2 hour)
2p, Outreach opportunities (Wright Hall)
West Side for Jesus - Flag Football
5:30p, Sunset
8p, Vespers, School of Music (Church)
After Vespers- Afterglow (Church)
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)

ss2u Got questions? Sheila Smith from the Student Success Center is coming to you
in the Knowledge Commons area of the McKee Library to answer as many questions as possible. Want to know how to figure your GPA, what happens to mid-term
grades, what is the difference between learning and memorizing, how to do better on exams, and/or how to talk to professors? Bring your questions this week on
Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday between 8:00 & 9:30pm.
Something missing? In the last couple of weeks, Campus Safety has received at
least 3 reports of textbook thefts.
Please don't leave your textbooks out in the open or unattended.
If you have your books taken, you can call the office 2417 at 423.236.2100,
email us at campussafety@southern.edu, fill out a crime form on
www.southern.edu/campussafety, or come to the office.

[~A Announce01ents]

Saturday, December 15

8:45 &10:15a,Adoration, David Smith (Church)
9:30a, The Fountain: White Oak Room (Thatcher
South)
Boundaries in Dating: Wolftever Room (Thatcher
South).
9:45a, Falling in Love with Jesus- Women Only (CA
library)
Living Free: Insight (Room 109 CA)
lOa, One Accord (Student Center)
Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Chapel)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
Esther: It.' s Tougli 'Being a Woman -Women only
(Room 103 CA)
11 :30a, Connect, Christmas musical, "A Baby Changes
Everything" (CA)
11 :45a, Renewal, Dave Smith (Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities (Wright Hall)
6:30p-9p, KR's Place will be open (Student Center)
4p, School of Music Christmas Concert (Church)
8-llp, Diversions: Open Gym
Sunday, December 16

Semester Exams (16-19)
No Field Trips or Tours (16-19)
Noon-Midnight, McKee Library Open
1:30-10p, Student Center Open
Monday, December 17

7:45a-Midnight, McKee Library Open
9a-5p, Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
Tuesday, December 18
·~:45a-Midnight, McKee Library Open

9a-5p, Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
5:30p, Rho Iota Induction (Church)
Last_day to make up Winter & Summer 2012 incompletes
7p, School of Nursing Dedication, Church
Wednesday, December 19

9a-5p, Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
5p, McKe~ Library Closes
7p, Winter Commencement (lles)

"#SAUbikes: See it, need it, use it, leave it for the next person. Like the Facebook ·
page!"
Sandy Relief Project: Has been cancelled for this semester; it will be next semester
starting after classes on January 17-21 , 2013. This trip will be free and classes will
be excused.

[Birthdays]
December 13-Dalton

Brunot, Grace Dart, Joe
Frescino, Tyson Hall, Megan Jewell, Sar~ Miller,
Gabrielle Olson.
December 14- Jeffane

Bernardin, Nicholas
Bragg, Eric Drab, Hasan
El-Tayyeb, Christopher
Ennis, Joshua lstueta,
Nicholas Johnson, Megan McCollum, Terrica
Mixon, Jamin Moon, Cliff
Olson, Ken Parsons, Matthias Tenold.
December 15- Collin

Brownlow, Hendel Butoy,
Christopher Hudson, Julie
Hyde, Lori Ann Hypolite,

Debora Kim, Andrew
Knittel, Jane Mashburn,
Victor Paez, JacquiReed,
Morgan Williams.
December 16- Loren
Barnhurst, Kevin Fox,
Josh Fraker, Alexandria
Holman, Becky Keyes,
Greg King, Greg Manestar, Timothy Mitchell,
Beverly Orrison, Chase
Sebring, John Willis.
December 17- Triana
Abarca, Mark Cloutier,
Jennifer Enevoldson,
Daniel Fisherman, Aimee Garver, Jan Haluska,
Horacio Hernandez, An- •
drea Keith, Cassy Leonor,

MyJeila Velasco, Kristien
Wright
December 18- Cullen
Black, Chris Brown, Kelsi
Curnow, Kimberly Fugate, Shante McKinley,
Jorge Rivera, ~reanna
Schachet, Anjila Stewart,
Katlan Stricklin, Brittany
Webster
December 19- Benjamin

Bobbitt, Luisa Casallas,
Mike Hill, Miss Chih H.
Hsu, Kyle Long, Allison
Mitchell, Katelyn Robison, Holley Rogers, Kelly
Seymour, Lee Spencer
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Chattanooga Zoo Celebrates Holidays in
Lights:Chattanooga Zoo Celebrates Holidays in Lights
Dec. 14, 15, 20 & 21 Come enjoy the Chattanooga Zoo
as it is c]:tanged into a magical winter wonderland for the
annual Holiday Lights event taking place on Dec. 14, 15,
21 & 22 from 5:30 - 8:oop.m. See the entire zoo lit
up with festive lights while sipping on hot cocoa and walking through a festival of trees. Visit with the animals and
watch them open their many Christmas presents and get
your picture taken with Santa Claus. Attendees will have the
opportunity to work on a variety of holiday crafts such as
popsicle ornaments, cookie decorating and more! Admission is $8.95 for a:dults, $5.95 for children (ages 3 - 12) and
free for children 2 and under. Come enjoy a fun, affordable
holiday evening with the family while making memories
that will last a lifetime.

Connect's Christmas musical:
Connect's -Christmas musical "A Baby Changes Everything" will be in the Collegedale Academy auditorium
on Friday Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m. and on Saturday Dec. 15
at u:oo a.m.
Students and community welcome!
Christmas Concert:
The School of Music Christmas Concert will be Friday,
Dec. 14 at 8 p:m. in the Collegedale SDA Church. Come
celebrate the joys of the season with Southern's choirs,
symphony orchestra, brass ensemble and handbells.
The repertoire will feature Ralph Vaughan Williams'
Fantasia on Christmas Carols.
WANT A NEW LIFE?
Up to $1000 cash for

multiple winners!
Do you want to:
- Lose weight?
- Get better grades?
- Feel vibrant?
- Improve relationships?
EMAIL:
choosewellnesstoday@gmail.com

-~·

-Collegedale 423-396-4433
Order online @ www.papajohns.com
Not ~'lllid -.·ilh any other CO'*PWS

&f

diKOUnts.

Limit~d ddh~ry aru, ~Urges

sPECIALTY PizzAs

mal apply. Cu.stMt.tr rapoaslble ror allappUubk taus.

Menu

siDEs

Small- $11 Medium- $13 Large- SIS X-Large $17

Cl!eesesticks (14pe)

The Works- Pepperoni, Ham. Spicy Italian Sausage, Fresh Baby
J>ortabelln Mushrooms. Oriions. Green Peppers and Black Olives
The Meats-1'epperoni, Ham. Beef. Baeon and Sausage

Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chickenstrips (7 pe)
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks

Garden F .r esb- Musluooms. Green l'eppers, Tomatoes. Onions and

Original Breadsticks (lOpe)

Blnek Olives

$.50
Dipping Sauce & Extras
Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and ·Pizza Sauce

Spinach Alfredo- Blend of Spinach and Garlic-Pannesan Alfredo
Sauce.

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- Barbeque Sauce Topped with Grilled
AU White Chicken. Bacon and Fresh Onions. Go HawaUan- Add
Pine»pple!

Extras- Pepperoncinis, Anchovies, Jalapefto Peppers
and Banana, Peppers. .

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mozzarella, l'armesan, Romano. Asiago,

DESSERTS

Provolone and Foniina.

$4

Fresh Cinnapie

CREATE YOUR OWN
Small Medium
Cheese Pizza $7
$9
Toppings
$.75 $1.00

$6
$7.5
$6
$5
$4

Large X-Large

BEVERAGES

$11
$13
$1.25 $1.5_0 each

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Ham, Bed, Bacon. Chicken, Italian Sausage, l'ork
Sausage, Onion, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, Black Olives, Green Olives.
Tomatoes, Pineapple, JAlapeno Peppe~ Banana Peppers, Anchovies

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Pepsi Max, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain
Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mug Root Beer
Two Liter
$2.50
20 oz. Bottle $1.50

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305·6800

O'SPRINGS
;

j

I
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Comn1unity Service Day participation count breaks new record
JAIME JACOBSON
ED!JQR

Southern Adventist University broke new records
during the 2013 Community
Service Day when more than
one thousand students were
recruited to participate in over
forty project sites.
This was the twentieth year
that Southern students joined
together to serve the community.
Volunteers, club members,
faculty members and site coordinators organized into different groups to help serve a
number of non-profit organization and businesses such
as the Chattanooga Zoo, West
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glad I went; I enjoyed myself
and I'm glad I went to that
site-it was a large group of
people so we had fun. And we
got to pet the camels."
Another project site that
students served at was St.
Barnabas Senior Living Services doing room visits and
art, which was sponsored by
Young Americans for Liberty
atSAU.
Jordan Marin, senior nursing major, described his favorite part of St. Barnabas as listening to the funny stories that
residents told.
"This one woman's story
was really funny," Marin said.
"We were mostly there for the
people to have someone to talk
to. The opportunity is good becheck out our
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Side for Jesus, Flag Camp, The
Samaritan Center, Chattanooga Girls Leadership Academy,
Avondale SDA, St. Barnabas,
Chattanooga
Arboretum,
Chattanooga Theatre Centre
and many others.
The largest project site,
Chattanooga Zoo, hosted a total of 100 Southern students
as both Latin American Club
and Black Christian Union interacted with the animals and
worked on preparing the zoo
grounds for spring.
"I did some cleaning in
the education building and
some mulching around the
grounds," Ryan Plater, sophomore graphic design major,
said. 'This is my very first year
doing community service. I'm
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cause that's our mission-we
show by our actions."
This year's Community
Service Day had a new theme:
Intersect. The branding of the
theme helped improve the
participation in the event.
"The entire idea of rebranding service-the idea of
intersect, is more about creating relationships instead
of just doing service and that
creates a really big difference," Garrison Hayes, senior
film production major and SA
President, said.
Savannah Maxwell, community service director, said
she felt that the day was successful.
"I heard really good things
from participants, and we had

record breaking numbers, so
[it was] definitely successful.
When we hit every 100 mark
of student sign-ups-that was
huge," Maxwell said.
Maxwell and fellow manager Melissa Tortal, Christian service program director,
were able to visit various project sites around the area after
sending site coordinators and
their teams out with breakfast
and instructions.
"We went to different sites
to see all the volunteers," Tortal said.
Seeing the participants in
action after months of preparation and planning proved
the events' success.
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SA welcome party brings spring break early to Southern
ANNALYSE
MANAGING

nic. Over break, we weren't
fully sold that the pancake
picnic was the most fun that
we could have, so we blended
the two ideas, the spring break
idea and the fun of the time
period with the pancake picnic."
The party was close to the
beginning of the school year;
therefore, Hayes said most students found out about
the event at convocation the
Thursday before.
"It was definitely difficult
coming into it," Hayes said.
"There is a lot of work to do
for any event and the fact
that classes start on Tuesday
and the party is on Saturday
night-so much work, so little
time."
Despite the limited time,
plenty of students showed up
and stayed until the end.
"I noticed that a lot of the
people that came, stayed," said
Hayes. "As a matter of fact, we
kind of had to encourage people to leave because we had to
clean up."

ffAsry

Ennn•

The Student Association
(SA) gave students a 1967-style
spring break this winter.
On Jan. 21 in Iles P.E. Center. Southern's first winter
semester welcome party provided a summer time oasis to
kickoff the new year.
Complete with palm trees,
volleyball and a pancake picnic, the party's budget came
from the former mid-winter
SA party and was repurposed
to the new welcome party.
Garrison Hayes, SA president, said that he had the idea
of repurposing the event, but
Andrea Erhart, social vice
president, and the Duck Squad
came up with the theme.
"We came up with the idea
of having 1960s spring break
a few months ago, but over
time you lose your excitement for the new and fresh,"
Hayes said. "After some time
the Duck Squad came up with
something new, a pancake pic-

Students that attended
agreed with Hayes' assessment of the night.
"The decorations were on
point, and I really enjoyed the
music videos they were playing along with all the different stations. "Over all, it was
a pretty fun night!" Kristopher
Candamil junior psychology
major, said.
The first 150 students received a free pair of sunglasses
that read "The Duck Squad" on
the side. Students also enjoyed
a 50 foot obstacle course, balloon animals, sack races, pinatas, limbo and ping pong.
"I really enjoyed the bouncy house," Erhart said. "I also
liked the mini golf because we
actually made it ourselves. The
whole set we built and painted."
In Hayes' opinion, the
event was made great because of the relationships that
people have formed with their
friends.
"That's really awesome to
see everyone creating their

By Logan
Students enjoy the homemade mini-golf course ot the winter welcome party.

own fun and being able to
make it their event," Hayes
said. "It wasn't the most extravagant event. There wasn't
smoke, and we didn't throw
money and all that crazy stuff,

but the fact that you already
have a semester under your
belt and you have made your
friends and come with your
friends [makes] anything fun."

Wright Hall coinpletes renovation of presidential wing
ministration, said the renovation did not take priority for
Southern, so they worked on
renovating other faculty offices and student-based renovations instead.
"President Bietz was always letting others get their
offices first, so the staff decided to renovate his office for
him before he retires," Hamilton said. "It was a fun project for my office to do for the
president."
Bietz's original office had
a leaking roof as well as other
problems. The renovation for
the entire wing consisted of a
new roof, windowsills, air con-

CouRlNEY BEcKWITH
NEWS EDITOR

A dedication service on
Jan. 11, 2013 marked the
completion of the presidential wing renovation in Wright
Hall. The renovation process
began in September 2011.
The presidential wing had
been in need of renovating
since Gordon Bietz took office
15 years ago. Southern's enrollment growth caused renovations to be made throughout
the rest of campus but not to
the presidential wing.
Marty Hamilton, associate
vice president of financial ad-

ditioningfheating system, and
the wiring and plumbing of the
facility. It cost $334,000 dollars and was paid for by Southern. Hamilton said he felt the
university spent their money
wisely by making it mostly an
inside job.
"It would have been double
that if we had hired outside
workers," Hamilton said. "It
was stuff that we either had
or built, and it was the biggest
bang for the buck."
One reason to renovate was
the outdated look of the wing.
The last renovation had been
completed in the 1960s.
"We don't want people to

come into spaces that reflect
the age," Hamilton said. "This
renovation was extensive, but
it will last for at least 20 years.
It is long term."
The dedication service
consisted of several speakers,
music by the Ordination of
Humility and the Emmanuel
Quartet and a foot washing
ceremony to symbolize Southern's mission of serving others.
It is because of this service
mindset that Southern faculty
felt the need to make this renovation happen sooner rather
than later.
"I've always felt the re-

sponsibility to make those
around me successful," Bietz
said. "We need to serve others
because it is a reflection of the
kingdom of God."
When looking at the design
of the renovation, the theme
of service is clearly portrayed
throughout the wing. Each
room has different styles of
art, and in some cases, it is art
that was created by the staff in
the office. Gregory Johnson,
a
university-commissioned
sculptor, unveiled his sculpture during the dedication,
which he called "Servant
Leader."
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Students compete in cardboard boat race
LoGAN FoLL
PHOTO Emma

Twelve teams gathered in
Iles P.E. Center on Jan. 19,
2013 for the seventh annual
Cardboard Boat Race.
In the first hour, students
gathered as much cardboard
as they could and teams were
limited to two i"olls of duct
tape and two pair of box cutters.
"It's as good as organized
chaos can get," said Andy Glas,
outdoor leadership graduate
assistant.
After the boats were constructed, a panel of six judges
evaluated the overall look of
the boats. Once reaching the
water, two team members
maneuvered their boats in order to complete as many laps
as possible before sinking.
Teams received a coin to document how many laps tbey had
. completed. When the water
came in from the sides of the
boat, it was considered sunk.
One of the incentives to
enter the competition was
the large cash prizes offered
to those who built the best
boat, had the best costumes
and stayed afloat the longest.
The Incredible Vikings won
the category for boat design
creativity with their Vikingthemed warship complete with
dragon mastliead. The Poppits won the costume contest
for their Popeye-themed costume complete with Popeye
and a crew member dressed as
a can of spinach. After 50 laps
in the swimming pool, the Kinetic Cardboard Corporation
won the distance competition.
"We added lots of cardboard on the bottom for buoy:.

ancy and durability," Seth
Sutherland, sophomore nursing major and captain of the
Kinetic Cardboard Corporation, said.
Sutherland recruited ·a
team of science and engineering majors to help win the race
through physics and mathematics. Andrew Donesky, a
freshman engineering studies
major and member of Sutherland's team, said he would not
reveal his secrets but mentioned that knowing math
formulas definitely came into
play. The entire team had not
participated in the race in the
past.

Photos By logan
Top: Members of team Poppit bail out as·their boat begins to sink. Bottom: Team Swift construct their vessel.

Despite bad flu season, some students are wary of vaccine
SARAH RUF
NEW MEDIA Eorma

Getting the sniffles can be
annoying. Getting the flu can
be much worse.
In the midst of the worse
flu season in years, the number of Southern students receiving vaccines is up from last
year, but it's not clear if this
is due to higher enrollment,
larger nursing classes, or increased vigilance due to media
coverage.
According to Google Flu
Trends, Tennessee is listed as
an "intense" area for flu outbreak during the 2012-2013
season, and January and Feb-

ruary are peak months for the
viruses.
"We never have enough
students to get the vaccine,"
said Betty Garver, director of
University Health Services.
She said nursing majors are required to get the shots. "Other
than that, we have a very low
number [getting them]."
Exact dosage numbers
handed out by the UHC frQm
the last two years were not
available at press time.
Many Southern students
have decided not to get a vaccine. One flu myth floating
around campus indicates the
vaccine itself can make you ill.

"It's a dead virus, so it
won't make you sick," Garver
said. "If'you already are getting sick when you takejt, it's
not going to keep yoY from
getting sick right then because
it takes at least two weeks for
your immunity to be built up."
Sophomore Alyana Williams, an international business major, said her family is
skeptical over the push for flu
vaccinations by the government. "I only ever got the required vaccines, like for polio
and tuberculosis," she said.
"[Even] if everyone around
got sick, I don't know, I don't
think I would get [the vac-

cine]." Williams said she has
faith in her daily charcoal pills
to keep her well. She can't remember a time when she ever
had the flu.
Family beliefs are al.s o important for freshman Moses
Maier, a global and political
studies major.
"I grew up in a home
against standardized shots, especially flu shots," Maier said.
He tries to stay healthy by taking Ricola, garlic, and lemon
and by exercising.
"I believe sweat releases
toxins inside the body," he
said. Still, Maier said he gets
the flu once every two years.

Freshman Preston Palm,
a biochemistry major, said he
teceived flu shots regularly
his whole life, but hasn't gotten one this year. He doesn't
think he'll get sick, and can't
remember if he has ever come
down with the flu in his life.
"My parents have told me
several times to get [the shot]
and I tell them, 'yeah, yeah,'"
Palm said.
Garver said although many
students think keeping healthy
alone is enough to ward off the
flu, it's better to be safe than
sorry. "One little shot isn't bad
to keep you from getting re•
ally, really sick," she said.
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Students compete in cardboard boat race
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came in from the sides of the
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Despite bad flu season, some students are wary of vaccine
SARAHRUF
NEW Mm!A Epmw

Getting the sniffles can be
annoying. Getting the flu can
be much worse.
In the midst of the worse
flu season in years, the number of Southern students receiving vaccines is up from last
year, but it's not clear if this
is due to higher enrollment,
larger nursing classes, or increased vigilance due to media
coverage.
According to Google Flu
Trends, Tennessee is listed as
an "intense" area for flu outbreak during the 2012-2013
season, and Januar:Y and Feb-

ruary are peak months for the
viruses.
"We never have enough
students to get the vaccine,"
said Betty Garver, director of
University Health Services.
She said nursing majors are required to get the shots. "Other
than that, we have a very low
number [getting them]."
Exact dosage numbers
handed out by the UHC frQm
the last two years were not
available at press time.
Many Southern students
have decided not to get a vaccine. One flu myth floating
around campus indicates the
'('accine itself can make you ill.

"It's a dead virus, so it
won't make you sick," Garver
said. "If'you already are getting sick when you takeit, it's
not going to keep you. from
getting sick right then because
it takes at least two weeks for
your immunity to be built up."
Sophomore Alyana Williams, an international business major, said her family is
skeptical over the push for flu
vaccinations by the government. "I only ever got the required vaccines, like for polio
and tuberculosis," she said.
"[Even] if everyone around
got sick, I don't know, I don't
think I would get [the vac-

cine]." Williams said she has
faith in her daily charcoal pills
to keep her well. She can't remember a time when she ever
had the flu.
Family beliefs are al.so important for freshman Moses
Maier, a global and political
studies major.
"I grew up in a home
against standardized shots, especially flu shots," Maier said.
He tries to stay healthy by taking Ricola, garlic, and lemon
and by exercising.
"I believe sweat releases
toxins inside the body," he
said. Still, Maier said he gets
the flu once every two years.

Freshman Preston Palm,
a biochemistry major, said he
t'eceived flu shots regularly
his whole life, but hasn't gotten one this year. He doesn't
think be'll get sick, and can't
remember if he has ever come
down with the flu in his life.
"My parents have told me
several times to get [the shot]
and I tell them, 'yeah, yeah,'"
Palm said.
Garver said although many
students think keeping healthy
alone is enough to ward off the
flu, it's better to be safe than
sorry. "One little shot isn't bad
to keep you from getting really, really sick," she said.
'
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Collegedale police continue Supervising intersection
CoURTNEY BECKWITH

The intersection at University Drive and College Drive E
has been a recurring problem
area for commuter!) and pedestrians in the past. Due to
several accidents in this area,
changes have been made to
help ensure the safety of all
involved.

Because of the accidents
that happened at this intersec-tion last semester, the Collegedale Police Department has
worked to enforce safety by
having a police officer present to direct t}le early morning
rush hour traffic.
Assistant
Police Chief
James Hardeman of the Collegedale Police Department

said they have an officer on
site from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30
a.m. with the busiest time between 7:45 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
, "The officers only direct
the traffic during this busy
time/' Hardeman' said. "Otherwise they just stand on the
corner and make sure· everything flows smoothly."
The officers treat'this posi-

tion like an extra job. ·
"The shifts are not assigned
to officers," Hardeman said.
"Whoever wants to work can."
Michael Cafferky, professor for the School of Business
and Management was struck
while crossing this intersection last semester and has
since recovered from his injuries. He said having a police

officer at the crossing is not
the most cost affective choice.
"It is an expense to someone-be it Southern or Collegedale, and over time that cost
is going to add up," Cafferky
said. "I think the best solution
is a four way stop sign."
Hardeman said the safety
guards are paid by the Greater
Collegedale School System.

The Student Finance office searches for solutions
ANNALYSE HASTY
MANAGING

Emma

The impressive glass front
welcomes you into the Student Finance office. Located in
Wright Hall on the first floor,
the waiting room seems to always be full and CNN is always
on the TV. Despite its normality, this has become the center of student frustration and
a negative topic in discussion
over the past few semesters.
This growing opinion is born
out of a breakdown in communication.
In an informal online survey, current students were
polled about their interactions
with Student Finance. Out of
nearly one hundred completed
surveys, about seventy percent
of respondents said that their
financial aid · adviser ... is not
timely with e-mail responses
and· reported having trouble
meeting with their financial
adviser during office hours.
A third of the participants
provided written responses
and described their experiences. Stephany Smith, senior
nursing major, replied to the
survey saying that the department is simply understaffed.
"I think that they are helpful, but there are just way too
many students and a poorly
staffed financial department,"
Smith wrote. "It is also difficult because on more than
one occasion my advisor has
left for vacation around registration time and when certain
deadlines are due. I understand that they need time off,
but I think that there should
be a schedule of days when
students will need the advisors."
Some students have also
complained about the new
organization the office has adopted. The department has a
total of six counselors; one for
prospective stud~nts, one for
graduate students and four for
the rest of the student body.

Those four counselors are split
into two groups; each taking a
half of the alphabet. For each
half, one counselor is in charge
of email~ for certain students
while the other is in charge of
face-to-face meetings with the
same students.
. "I am extremely dissatis-.
fied with the new dual-counselor system. My parents
speak with one counselor; I
speak with the other. Neither
seems to know what the other
does. It also makes it so that
fewer counselors are on duty
for walk-ins ... even during
busy times such as the beginning of a semester," said Curtis Prevo, senior computer sys-·
terns administration major.

ce I started here five
years ago,
we have
been asking for more

hfti ..

personne~
These complaints across
campus are followed by a specific question: what is being
done about it? Since June, a
company called Ed Financial
located in Knoxville, Tenn.
has become an option for callers. When a counselor does
not pick up a call, a caller can
choose to either leave a voice
mail or speak with phone
counselors from Ed Financial.
Under a contract with Southem to pick up a call within 45
seconds, the theory is that any
caller is 45 seconds 'away from
a live person that can answer
So percent of their finance
questions or make a payment.
Marc Grundy, marketing
and enrollment services vice
president, says the systems'

six month trial run is up, and
out-sourcing these calls may
not have proven to lighten the
load on the finance counselors,
"At this point, the preliminary
results from it are not seemingly that positive," Grundy
said. "I've put the company on
notice that we will be evaluating our 6 month trial and we
may be turning in our-30 day
letter to discontinue that contract."
Though these improvements seek to relieve stresses,
the most obvious solution it
seems is a· fifth finance counselor.
•
An average of 250 students
per counselor is typical for a
private school that has a system similar to Southern's. The
counselors currently working·
in the Student Finance department now deal with over 550
students each.
Adding a new counselor
would take the student load
from · 550 per .counselor to
470. The approval for another
counselor was presented on
Dec. 17 to Strategic Planning.
They then decided to wait to
see the enrollment numbers in
January before finalizing any
decisions on non-faculty positions.
Lillian Loza, , associate
director of student finance,
agrees that more staff seems
to be the best answer.
"Ultimately we need more
staff members," Loza said.
"That's the ultimate goal, to
get more people to help answer all the calls. Since I started here five years ago, we have
been asking for more personnel."
This solution, however,
will not provide immediate
relief for the students. If approved, the individual chosen
would start this position this
coming summer. More immediate steps to relieve stress on
students include the 24-for-24
policy. If a student or parent
emails a financial aid adviser

•

and does not receive a reply
within 24 hours or one business day, they Will receive a
Phase one of this three
$24 credit to their account.
se project has already been
But this policy does not
sed. Students now have
include .voicemails or call!?.
"There is not a good way, at the ability to get PDFs of their .
this point, for us to be able to statements. Parents are now
offer a guarantee on a voice- able to be linked in to their
mail because the reliability of student's accounts. This step
the voicemails are very low," has been e.ight years in the
Grundy said. "Anybody who making.
has an email that was not responded to within 24 hours,
one business day, email it to
Ppase two is ecommerce.
me and we will get them a
se two is going to have
credit be<>ause that is a guarantee· that we want to stand payments online, automated
payments, payments through
behind."
This monetary credit is your checking account. It
not the only reward a student will allow us to do automatic
can get from waiting. Student payments from checking acFinance also has a 15 minute counts, credit cards. It will alguarantee for someone who low students io automatically
walks in. If a student is not get a budget worksheet. It's
seen within 15 minutes after going to advance the self-ser. they enter the office, Grundy vice abilitY for our students on
promises that the office will my access," Grundy said.
Timeline for completion of
give that student a lunch certificate to any of the eateries phase two is six to 18 months.
"We are looking at outsourcaround town.
.
ing
[phase two] and if we outBut these policies only provide temporary relief. The Par- source, it would probably be
ent Portal is the new long-term ready by this next school year,
solution finance has come up but.if we do it internally it will
with to ease the work-l~d probably either be second seon their limited staff and to mester of next school year or
provide students with easier the following school year. Outaccess to their financial re- sourcing it would speed it up,"
•
cords and their counselor. The Grundy said.
The estimated $50,000
portal is a three phase online
project that will result in a ful- for a fully functioning service
ly functioning ecommerce site website would save finance in
for parents and students (see postage costs would pay for
the outsourcing of phase two.
sidebar).
These major improvements will ease the pressure
on students and counselors.
ase three will include
Unfortunately these solutions
ervice on financial aid
are months away and students
continue to struggle against and admissions. It will give
the communication break- students the ability t<? go ondown, becoming their own line in real time and see what
financial advocates. The of- paperwork they are missing.
fice waiting area may remain The timeline for this final
packed with students, but the phase has not been set and it
promise of a free meal may has not yet been approved.
help them see finance as a two
way street.

The Parent Portal
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Don't let your passion for His return decrease
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

EonnR

The devil has a way of
minimizing his presence in
our lives. Over the last year or
so, I have noticed a decrease
in passion for ·Christ's second
coming. And you know what?
I knew that one day it would
happen; a lot of us knew that.
It says in 1 Thessalonians
5:3 that while people are
proclaiming peace and safety,
the Lord will come like a thief
in the night. And if Christ is
the thief, we are in danger of
being robbed.
I can't think of a time in
my life where the concept of
Christ's surprise return has
been more ignored or pushed
aside than now. We are taught
to be apathetic. And even for
those who may not be a part
of the post-modernism craze,
our exposure to ambiguity
and self-interest has made us
more susceptible to accept and
abide by it than ever before.
We are distracted everyday
by TV, music, school and
work, which make us feel like
the world is too busy for God
to come-that we are nowhere

Photo by )ai'fne Jacobson

close to His much anticipated
arrival. But I want you to look
around at your life and say
whether the struggle with sin
has waned or if it has become
all the more familiar. Has sin
continued to be a scorn or have
we acclimated our everyday
lives to accommodate it?
But alas, this is not a
challenge to your spiritual life.

It is, however, an invitation
to challenge your awareness.
Are you aware of the devil's
deceptions? Do you care?
Are you in touch with God's
voice enough to' know when
He is whispering for you to
get ready? Remember, God's }
voice is still, and His method
is love. So, He won't yell O'ver
your favorite TV show 6~ your

future career plans into an
open heart. Actually, take that
back, Jesus would do anything
to win you, but you won't be
able to hear Him over the
arguments with your parents
or your gossiping tongue.
Christ is coming sooner
than we think, Southern, and
though we are praised for
being youth in Paul's letters

to Timothy, we are still easily
distracted. My prayer is that
our attention be gained for the
cause of Christ and that His
second coming be foremost
on our mind; that we would
encourage each other and win
souls for Jesus; that our minds
would forever be heightened
to the thought of His soon
second coming.

Making our community_.t{Iittle more like heaven
MICHAEL HADLEY
CoNDIBIJTOR

Do you ever feel like there
are unimportant parts of the
Bible? Like certain things
just don't matter? We've kind
of grown a culture of "prooftexting." We use the Bible to
prove or disprove beliefs or
theology. But the Bible isn't
just for "proof-texting"; it's a
book, a narrative and a story.
There's reason God chose to
communicate with us throug)l
a book with a lot of seemingly
meaningless stori~s. You can't
just pick one, cllapter out of a
book an<! use it to define the
whole book; you have to use
the whole book. Sometimes,
the stories we know by heart,
when read without the burden
of all the previously gained
knowledge, can show us new
things.
I'm trying a new devotion
this year. I'm going through

a

"The Message: SOLO." The
one I read this morning was
Genesis 3:1-10. "SOLO" encourages lectio divina, which
is a method of reading scripture. You read carefully, think
on it and pray. After reading
Genesis 3:1-10 today, something struck me.
Genesis 3:1-10 is the story
of the serpent tempting Eve. I
know you've heard it a million
times, but go back and read it
and then co1me back here. I'll
wait.
Okay, so Eve and the serpent are talking, and he's asking about what God says they
can and cannot do. He lays out
an argument about the Tree
of Life saying "God is wrong,"
etc. But the thing I want to
draw attention to is verse five.
For God knows that when
you eat of it your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like
God, knowing good and evil."

(Genesis 3:5, ESV)
The serpent hits on a fundamental longing in every human's heart, even ones that
are newly created: exclusion.
He tells Eve that she will
be like God. Basically, what he

''At our most
basic we are all
the same. ' '
says is this: there's an important circle, and you're outside
of it. And Eve, like every other
human, wanted to belong. She
didn't like to be excluded and
neither did her husband.
No one wants to be left out
in the cold.
We all hate feeling excluded. Like we're not good
enough or we just don't fit in
with a certain group. And we11
do almost anything to be ac-

cepted. Or we'll rebel against
the other group, start our own,
and exclude them. We make
the divide deeper ~nd wider.
You see this everywhere, from
schools to churches and especially in politics. There's an
"us" versus "them" mentality.
This doesn't have to happen. Every one of us has the
power to include and exclude.
We get this because we're included. God has let all of us
into His group and never excludes anyone. We just have
to accept His inclusion. To the
same end, we have to accept
that we don't need to exclude
anyone.
At our most basic we are
all the same. We may all look
different, sound different or
think differently, but when
it all comes down to it, we're
made of the same stuff. We
all have the same fears and
doubts. We all want the same

things. It reminds me of a
quote by John F. Kennedy:
"Our most basic common link
is that we all inhabit this small
planet, we all breathe the
same air, we all cherish our
children's futures."
As Christians, we're called
to build community-to make
the places we live better. To
do this, we have to include everyone. We have to make the
effort to love others and at the
very least be civil to everyone.
We can't do it alone either; we
need God's help. If heaven is
our ultimate goal, then maybe
our calling is to make earth a
little more like heaven. We
need to create communities
that do good-that help the excluded, the marginalized and
the outcast. We need to work
on bringing the opposing sides
together, to make this place a
little more like where we want
to be.

•
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Gun control: the Nehemiah option
JAN HALUSKA, PH.D.
CoNTRIBWDR

Imagine an old woman
shuffling along one of Chicago's
mean streets. Two thugs with
baseball bats leap out of an
alley to rob and kill her. Many
people would say that her duty
as an American is to spend
the last 10 seconds of her life
screaming for the police. In
Chicago, a "gun-free city," she
has no choice.
The Supreme Court has
ruled differently, holding
that the Second Amendment
empowers her to defend a
piece of this nation (herself)
with deadly force if necessary.
Most states recognize that
right by allowing citizens who
are not felons or mentally
unstable to carry concealed
weapons legally.
Since criminals and
homiCidal monsters do get
hold of some of this country's

280 million guns, it would
be folly to leave the rest of us
helpless before them. Chicago
elites know this. Officials and
rich folks there can get special
carry permits or bodyguards.
Ordinary people can't.
Meanwhile, virtually every
American community has
gun-free zones inviting mass
murder. The carnage at Sandy
Hook is only the latest example.
Last July's Colorado theatre
killer is said to have chosen
the one movie house in his area
which banned. firearms. The
bloodbaths at Virginia Tech in
2007 and the Amish school in
2006 also happened in gunfree zones.
The same thing occurs
overseas. In 2011 a fiend
spent a full hour killing 69
people and wounding 110
others on a remote Norwegian
island until police arrived
by helicopter. According to

Wikipedia, "When an officer we could improve security
yelled 'Surrender or be shot!' greatly by making our own first
he laid down his weapons." If responders capable of dealing
one person on that island had directly with an attack.
Kevin Penrod, director of
been able to fire back, many
lives could have been saved. Campus Safety, is a former
Instead his victims had to wait, law officer. He and others
in his organization could
terrified, for rescue.
In August 2010 at a become reserve members
Tennessee school, the resource of Collegedale's police
official's pistol stymied a department. Similarly, trained
gunman. Neither fired until individuals could take up
police arrived and shot the posts at Spalding Elementary,
man. Last December a killer Collegedale Adventist Middle
in an Oregon mall fled and School and Collegedale
committed suicide when a Academy. ~If the presence of
customer simply showed a armed officers in our schools
pistol. Such stories fail to were known to the public, the
danger would decrease. Why
make national news.
Adventists, like those not do it?
"Because it isn't Biblical,"
Amish in Pennsylvania, have
a reputation for nonviolence, some say. Let's look at that
making Collegedale an briefly.
Yes, Ezra's bringing the
especially inviting target. Even
though majority opinion would temple treasure back from
probably prevent concealed Babylon without weapons or
carry for Southern facu~ty, military escort is an inspiring

story, yet Nehemiah's men built
the wall with swords at their
sides. When the disciples told
Jesus they had two swords, He
answered: "That is enough!"
Luke 22:38 (NIV), not "Get rid
of those terrible things!" In
Gethsemane He did tell Peter
" ... Put up thy sword into his
place: for all they who take the
sword shall perish with the
sword," Matthew 26:52 (KJV).
But that statement needs
interpretation because the
disciples knew that King David
had died of old age. We should
remember that Peter was
challenging an armed, devilinvested mob with one sword,
which amounted to suicide
unless God were to intervene.
God wasn't going to.
So the Bible endorses the
Nehemiah option too, subject
to God's direction. Let us pray
that Collegedale leaders will be
open to whatever His leading
is.

President pushed to tackle his pledges
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Barack Obama's
lofty ideals from his inaugural
address ran smack into reality
Tuesday on the first working
day of his secortd--term.
Twenty-four hours after
Obama pledged to tackle
climate change and called for
gays and lesbians to be treated
equally under the law, the
White House struggled to back
up his sweeping rhetoric with
specifics, ra1smg questions
about how much political
muscle he'll put behind both
issues.
Republicans were already
signaling their unhappiness
with Obama's agenda.
"The era of liberalism is
back," said Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell. "If
the president pursues that
kind of agenda, obviously
it's not designed to bring us
together."
Obama, standing before
hundreds of thousands of
people on the National Mall,
had vowed to "respond to
the threat of climate change,
knowing that the failure to do
so would betray our children
and future generations."
But in the White House
briefing room a day later,
Obama spokesman Jay Carney
said he couldn't speculate
about future actions. He said
that while climate change was

a priority for the president, "it
is not a singular priority."
On gay rights, the president
had·declared that the nation's
journey is "not complete until
our gay brothers and sisters
are treated like anyone else
under the law, for if we are
truly created equal, then
surely the love we commit to
one another must be equal as
well."
But Carney said the
president was speaking about
his personal views and would
not take federal action on
same-sex marriage, which
he continues to see as a state
issue.
Even with his last election
behind him, Obama has
politics to weigh as he
considers just how much
effort he'll put into pursuing
climate change legislation
and a gay rights agenda.
Both issues are backed by the
president's liberal base but
opposed by many Republicans
and conservative Democrats.
Obama already is asking
lawmakers for a lot as he starts
his second term. He needs
their votes to increase the
nation's borrowing limit and
approve billions of dollars to
keep the government running.
And he has pledged to pursue
stricter gun legislation and
comprehensive immigration
reform quickly this year,

neither of which can pass
Congress without some GOP
votes.
For environmental groups
and gay rights supporters,
Obama's inaugural address
provided fresh hope for
progress on issues that were
stumbling blocks for Obama
in his first term.
While Obama put into
effect tougher fuel efficiency
standards for vehicles, his
efforts to pass a cap-andtrade bill failed on Capitol Hill
due to bipartisan opposition.
And despite Obama's many
actions to bolster gay rights
in his first term - including
repealing the military's ban on
openly gay service members
- his reluctance to back gay
marriage frustrated many of
his liberal supporters until he
ultimately voiced his support
for same-sex unions last year.
Supporters of both issues
say Obama will quickly have
opportunities to demonstrate
his commitment to their
causes in his second term.
The Supreme Court will
soon take up Proposition 8,
a California's ban on samesex marriage, a case that
could give the justices the
chance to rule on whether
gay Americans have the same
constitutional right to marry
as heterosexuals.
Opponents of the ban

have called on the Obama
administration to file an
amicus, or friend-of-thecourt, brief to overturn the
measure.
"We view the president's
filing of an amicus brief
in this case · as the next
natural step to his inaugural
remarks," said Fred Sainz,
vice president of the Human
Rights Campaign, the nation's
largest gay rights groups. "His
call for equal justice under
the law for gay and lesbian
Americans including in their
committed relationships is the
centerpiece of th~ argument
ag~jnst Proposition 8."
The White House has so far
refused to take a position on
the Supreme Court case.
For environmental groups,
Obama's next best chance to
make good on his inaugural
address is a looming decision
on the Keystone XL pipeline
running from Canada to the
Gulf Coast.
Obama blocked the pipeline
last year, citing uncertainty
over the project's route
through
environmentally
sensitive land in Nebraska.
But on Tuesday, the state's
Republican governor, Dave
Heineman, gave his approval
to a revised route for the
pipeline, a widely anticipated
move that nonetheless added
to the political pressure for

the Obama administration
to approve or reject the new
route without delay.
"If we are going to get
serious about climate change,
opening the spigot to a
pipeline that will export up to
830,000 barrels of the dirtiest
oil on the planet to foreign
markets stands as a bad idea,"
said Anthony Swift of the
Natural Resources Defense
Council.

(AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin)
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H ipster alert: out with the new, in with the old
LEx! ALVIDREZ
DESIGNER

Record players. Wingtips.
Film cameras. What used to
be toys we played with when
visiting grandparents are now
items we marvel over in thrift
shop windows.
History seems to repeat
itself when it comes to fashion
and trinkets. Even as society
becomes more technologically
advanced,stores like Urban
Outfitters sell revamped film
cameras and vinyl records.
There's no doubt the chunky
and vibrant retro and the worn
and lacy vintage styles are
coming back, but what makes
this way of life so appealing to
young people?
The infamous term
"hipster" originated in the
1950s as a name for innovative
jazz musicians. Today, the
term is used to describe the
unconventional vintage, retro
and generally unique emerging
subculture.
Vintage inspired products
reflect different eras while still
looking modern. ModCloth.
com is a popular online
company known for supplying
vintage, retro and indie
products. Tracy Vaughan,
customer advocate, product
knowledge specialist and
"modstylist" for the company
recognizes that our generation
is more likely to incorporate
our parents' clothing into our
own wardrobe. She believes
every kind of fashion is
represented in all generations;
some are just more prominent

than others.
"Fashion is about saying
something about yourself by
taking pieces of everything
that you like and putting it
together," Vaughan said.
People are associating
themselves with past eras
and expressing individuality
through dress. The irony is that
people are just as eager to fit
in as they are to be themselves.
While we search for ways to
stand apart by wearing absurd
outfits from a different decade,
we also pressure ourselves to
belong. Pretty soon, we're all
searching for the same red
oxfords and thinking that no
one else is doing so also.
As an advocate for retro
fashions, I sometimes find
myself wondering where my
sudden interest in saddle shoes
and other obscure items came
from.
Jordan Sager, senior
graphic design major and
lover of vintage fashion,
believes the emerging trend
is a subculture that's new and
different and attracting the
more mainstream clothing
brands. "I think it's more
personal and authentic," Sager
said. "[Vintage fashion] is just
another avenue of expression."
Dillan Forsey, a sophomore
film production major
who once sported a curled
handlebar moustache, said,
"It's hard to say why 'hipster'
is in right now. Perhaps it's
our generation striving to hold
onto something from the past
while we plummet deeper and
deeper into the ?igital age."

"Mainstream is like the
enemy," Samantha Paul,
junior social work major and
dedicated thrift shopper, said.
"For this specific subculture,
I think it's apparent that the
stereotype that comes with it
is, 'it's cool to be different.'"
Thrift shopping supplies an
outlet for people to be creative
by taking something used and
worn, adding it to their outfit,
and tailoring it to themselves.
Forsey has worn secondhand clothes for the majority of
his life out of necessity and
now chooses to continue doing
so. Since budgeting is
important to college students,
thrifting
provides
an
inexpensive way to look great
as individuals who stand out.
Alma Cervantes, fashion
merchandising major at
Fresno State University and
strong supporter of indie
clothing, said clothing styles
run on a constant cycle and
are highly influenced by the
media. "The media says,
'We haven't [promoted] this
[style] in a while,' and pretty
soon famous role models like
Zooey Deschanel are wearing
high-wasted shorts. Suddenly,
everyone else is too," Cervantes
said.
When taking a step back
and objectively looking at my
own closet, the answer is plain
and simple. Every individual
is constantly searching for
themselvesinacrowdofpeople.
As college students under the
pressure of being different, our
biggest nightmare is blending
in. We are all innovative jazz

artists. We all have the same
mission and are all fulfilling it.
Although the general vintage

theme seems to be popular, we
are creating our own identity in
hopes of standing apart.

Illustration by Taylor Stone

Save someone's life: give blood UPCOMING EVENTS
JAREN HUMPHREYS
CO!IIIIIBUIOL__

Every few months, I find
time to save lives. I am not Superman. Spiderman, Thor, and
I am definitely not Batman. I
am your everyday superhero.
Every three months, I go into
a special vehicle that, just like
the Batmobile, comes with
tons of features . In this vehicle,
I can save lives. How can I do
that? I give blood.
Every time I give blood,
I feel tired and hungry, but
I also feel like I've just done
something amazing. I may not
be in the surgery of the 6-yearold kid who has a hole in his
heart, but my blood could be

there. That guy who was in a
car wreck and needs blood to
survive-my blood could be
there.
I don't have my own TV
show; I am even unaware of
whom I am helping sometimes, but that doesn't matter
because it's not about any of
that. It's the fact that a college
student, like myself, gets to
help save lives. Sometimes, I
feel like I'm not doing anything
with my life, and I wonder
when I'm going to change the
world or make a difference. But
the truth of the matter is that I
might have already. Because of
my blood, someone's life could
be different.
It's the basic thing Christ

taught us to do: help others.
I am able to help others every
time I give blood. I might have
given a family their father back.
I might have given that kid a
full life. Who knows what you
can do when you give blood?
Fortunately, Southern
makes it pretty easy. On Jan.
28, there will be a blood drive
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m in
front of Wright Hall. You can
give blood and save lives. (Plus
you get a free shirt, and who
doesn't like free shirts?)
For more information, you
can go to bloodassurance.org.
They will help you figure out
all the cool ways you can be a
superhero, too.

VOLKSWGEN
SUNDAY
SYMPHONY
SERIES
March 3, 3:00 p.m.
Volkswagen
Convention Center
in Chattanooga, TN
Price: 25.00
ww·w.chattcso.org

t~

PUTARING
ON IT BRIDAL
SHOW
Jan. 27, 1-5:00 p.m.
Northwest
Georgia Trade &
Convention Center
in Dalton, GA
Price: $5.00

KEANE
Jan. 24, 8:oo p.m.
At the Tabernacle
in Atlanta, GA
Price:
General- $29.50
Ticketm,\ster$41.50

,.

•

TRIVIA
Every Thursday,
6:oop.m.
at Stone Cup
Coffee House in
Chattanooga, TN
Top three teams
win prizes
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Team X-Factors displayed in basketball intramurals
DAVIS WALLACE
SPORIS EDITQR

In basketball, team chemistry and awareness is the
formula for team success.
However, people cannot
forget about the x-factor on
each team. An x-factor is the
one who make;; crucial plays
for their team. Sometimes it
can be playing great defense
down the stretch or diving for
all the loose balls. Southern
contains various intramurals
teams each having distinctive
x-factors.
Ladies Division A
Amy Vitrano from Yao
Know What I ·Ming: Vitrano plays ~m essential role
for her te<~m ~he rebounds
and defends well. There is no
surprise that Yao Know What
I Ming allows less than 12
points per game. Vitrano is
part of that reason.

Silzie Vieira from NBD:
Vieira does a lot of little
things that help her team.
She has active hands on
defense, which forces a lot of
steals. She rebounds well and
plays with a lot of intensity
that encourages her team- •
mates.
Men's Division A
Lance Matthews from
Ch~manders: Matthews
brings a lot offensively to his
team. He is known for his
three-point shooting, but he is
not just a shooter. Matthews
is abJe to handle the ball when
need be, which frees up other
players on his team.

Men's Division B North
Kyle Leeper from Rampant Snails: Leeper does a
lot of dirty work for his team.
He plays defense, hustles
and rebounds well. Because
of Leeper's play, some ofhis
players can rest on defense
and attack more on offense.
Ozzie Walker from Lobsters: Walker brings good
three-point shooting along ·
with crafty moves. He is
tough tQ guard, so it will be
extremely hard to contain him
when he gets going.
Men's Division C North .

Jordan Vallieres from
Goon Squad: Villieres
Isaac Tyman from Blitzhas good shot selection and
krieg: Tyman brings a lot of
makes the right plays at the
· right time. His basketball IQ
tempo to his team. When he
gets his decision-making and
is the difference maker that
shoot selection going, it's hard helps his team the most.
to stop a fast-paced team like
Blitzkrieg.

PHOTO BY LoGAN FoLL

Franklin Do1·sey from Just Wanna Play goes up for a lay-up during his Men 's Division C South game.

One-on-One with Referee Jiin "Jimbo" Gearirig
any more of his games, and
he could do that! You can
go on SAU's website to the
officials evaluation page
.and make comments about
the officials. Boyd reads the
comments, which are completely anonymous, and then
forwards them to the officials. If a player needs to rant
politely, then I'll listen to it.

AsHLEY RICH

Co NUB liTER

· Jim Gearing.. senior sports
studies major, g{ves th inside
scoop on being a student and
a referee.
How did you become a
referee?
Mike Boyd asked me to work
for him for the next couple of
ye
after noticing my good
grade in the [sports officiating] class.

•
Does the atmosphere
of being a referee differ
from being a player on
the court?
I've gotten a greater appreciation of refs. I know what job
they have to do a lot better
now. I've seen players who
undermine the refs authoritY, which should never happen. As a player, I've gone up
and quietly corrected a ref,
but we talked about it nicely.
As a ref, you gain the respect
of the players. If you make
a bad call, they're more apt
not to blow up. If you give the
players respect, they'll give
you respect. And as a ref you
have to be approachable.

PHOTO BY LoGAN FOLL

_Referee, Jim Gearing, gathers the teams for prayer before the tipoff at a Men's Division C game.
How do you keep profesget in your face or just blowsional with your peers?
ing off steam. I blew a pretty
When there are players that
big call infutsal [game] a
are fellow refs, I tend to focus jew years ago, and this guy
a little bit more. They know
didn't like me as a ref and
the calls that should and
he gave me an ear full after,
should not be made, too. It
and I knew I blew the calls.
really depends on the player,
He was just venting about
but a friend has never gotten
how "badly a job" I did. But
mad after the game.
it's better he told me and not
someone else.
How do you react when
Can players do anything
a player gets mad during
about who refs their
the game about some of
your calls?
games?
.
If a player blows up at me, [I] The same guy who blew up at
me, [later that night] asked
toss 'em. You can tell pretty
quickly if a player is trying to me politely if I wouldn't ref

Out of all the calls you
make during a game, do
you ever second-guess
yourself?
It really depends on the
player. If it's a controversial call and several players
freak out about the call, then
I think about it. But all the
calls are so instantaneous,
so it's hard to think about it
before you react. There are
moments when I'm like, "Man
I shouldn't have called that... "
but my whistle was already
in my mouth and my hand
was in the air.
Is there a certain call you
always have a problem
making?
Definitely out-of-bound calls
in basketball,jutsal or soccer
I can be really unsure about.
Where I think I'm sure, then
the players react badly, and

that's it. Once a ref makes a
call, they have to go with it.
What advice would you
give players on the court?
Giving the official respect
even if they don't deserve itit goes a long way.
Do you plan on continuing working as a referee
after you graduate?
I hope so; I would love to
officiate more in general. I'm
sure wherever I get a job I'll
have opportunities at other
schools to ref That's where
being certifiedfrom a company like TSSAA [Tennessee's
Secondary Schools Athletic
Association] would come in
handy, which shows my credibility.
To finish up, Jim, what
advice would you give to
new refs in training?
The way you carry yourself
is the biggest. If you constantly second guess yourself,
whether in the hand signals
or whistle blowing, it doesn't
give the players confidence in
your judgments. Your signals
need to be clear cut, confident
and professional looking.
That way players will take
you seriously.
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[The Calendar]
Thursday,January24
ua, Convocation: Origins (Church)
SP, 3-on-3 Volleyball Team Meeting
(Hulsey)
Friday, January 25
ga, Field Fair (Church Fellowship Hall)
DEEP Exchange Weekend (2S-27)
ga, Social Work Major Applications Due
(Daniells 221)
2p, West Side for Jesus _(Wright Hall)
8p, Vespers, Ministerial Trainee Induction - Randy Roberts (Church)
9:3op, Hymn Sing (Talge)
6:03p, Sunset
Saturday, January 26
ga &to:tsa, Adoration, David Smith
(Church)
9:30a, The Fountain Sabbath School
(Thatcher South White Oak Room)
Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South
Wolftever Room)
Ministerial Trainee Induction - Randy
Roberts (Thatcher Chapel)
toa, One Accord Sabbath School (Student Center)

Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge
Hall Conference Room)
The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men
Only (CA Room 102)
Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only
(CA Library)
Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
Living Free: Concerned Persons (CA
Room 109)
to:tsa, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW
Spalding Gym)
Best Friends: Pet Therapy Group (CA
Room too)
Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room
lOS)

ua, Ministerial Trainee Induction- Randy Roberts (Thatcher Chapel)
11:3sa, Connect, Andy Nash (CA)
11:3sa, Renewal, Dave Smith (Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities (Wright
Hall)
3:30p, Evolution and the Omega Apostasy (Lynn Wood)
s:30p, Evensong, Organ: Ethan McGrath
Reader: Robby Raney (Church)

8p, 3-on-3 Volleyball Tournament (Des)
8p-top, Studio 4109 Live- Dessert will
be served (Dining Hall)
11:30p, Sigma Theta Chi Skating Party
(Hamilton Skate Place)
Sunday, January 27
8a-3p, Brunch at Deli (Village Market) & .
Salad Bar open from 8a-sp
ga-sp, Campus Kitchen Open
t-10:30p, Student Center Open
s-top, KR's Open (Student Center)
4p, Convocation: Symphony Orchestra
Concerto Concert (Church)
Monday, January 28
Summer Camp Recruiting (28-Feb. 1)
PRAXIS Exams, Lynn Wood
4p, University As~mbly
Tuesday, January 29 . ,. _ ·
Last day for So% tuition refund
sp, New Student Organization Applications Due (Student Life & Activities Office)
VVednesday,January30
g:tsp, Residence Hall Joint Worship
(Thatcher Chapel)

[Student Life Announcements]
Valentine's Banquet: The Student Association will be hosting its annual Valentine's event: "Art.
Love.Music." on Sunday, Feb. 10. Art will be showcased and the band Branches from California
will be performing. It's only $10 and will take place at The Old McKee Warehouse (near Plant Services) at 7 p.m. Don't miss out on this event! Tickets will be sold in the resident dorms, student center and dining hall.
The Campus Chatter is a weekly publication of the Student Association/Student Services office.
Announcements must be submitted by 12:oopm on Monday to chatter@southern.edu. Priority
will be given to announcements pertaining to the current week.

If you're looking for a place to stay.

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800

O'SPRINGS
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HAAs

l'lll -gunna start thiS
semester off right ~tth an
intense studY sesh·

startin9 oft the semester rigllt.

*"'

I KnoW
f6~dgirt,
created

the heavens
and the earth.
bUt \f He
created iust
'Jou. me and
na'Jstacks. \'d
be coo\ w\th
that.
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Studio 4109 packs cafeteria for first show of sen1ester
6 20

A cafeteria full of students
gathered to enjoy the music
and jokes of student-run Studio 4109 Saturday night. The
first show of the semester
opened with a sial about a student surviving the end of the
world. Tara Hargrove, assistant professor for the School
of Journalism and Communication, hosted the evening,
providing inspiration for a skit
about a public speaking class.
As usual, food was available to
be purchased in the cafeteria
during the show.
Attendee Ashleigh Sciulli,
junior liberal arts education
major, said that her favorite
part of the evening was the
music. Musical guest, Daniel
Hodgson, played his ukulele
and was a huge hit among the
students.
Another musical group,
Reforrniste, also provided entertainment. This folksy group
consisted of students Kaitlyn
Anderson, Aris Andrews, Ernmanuel Lernnah, Michael Tay-

lor and Nick Simons.
Kevin Christenson, student
director of Studio 4109, and
cast member Evan Johnson
were involved in a skit about
the Southern Accent. Through
a series of events throughout
the skit, both cast members
suppressed contagious laughter and struggled to go on with
the skit. Many of the students
in the audience found this to
be hilarious as well.
"I've never seen his face get
that red before!" Amy Miller,
junior liberal arts education
major, said about Christenson
suppressing his laughter.
In between live skits were
video shorts. One video of the
evening took a humorous look
at an overbearing roommate
relationship.
Brothers Derek and Ryan
Haas participated in a skit
about a nursing student actually thinking that he was a real
doctor after getting into the
nursing program and watching television shows about being a doctor.
Just as at past Studio 4109

shows, the "News Feed" was
included in the night's program. Christenson and Myron
Donley, sophomore theology
major, poked fun at Manti Te'o
and provided their own forms
of the word "YOLO" among
other current issues.
Studio 4109 also included a Les Miserable medley.
Krystal Morris and other cast
members sang "I Dreamed a
Dream" with lyrics agonizing
over the horrors of being a
freshman.
Finishing off the evening
was a rap by Christenson,
Donley and Anthony Simon
about the buying of textbooks
and how students are always
"broke."
When asked if she would
attend again, Sciulli answered
with a resounding "For sure!
I had never been before, so I
had nothing to compare it to.
I thought it was really funny,
and everything went smoothly," Sciulli said.
Studio 4109's next show is
Feb. 16 at 8 p.m.
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Professor Phil Garver retires after 37 years

Phil Garver teaches his Health For Life class in the Hulsey Wellness Center.

Health and Wellness, is retiring. Robert Benge, professor
for the School of Physical Education, Health and Wellness,
has been asked to move to the
position of dean after Garver
leaves. While the school is ex-

LUI<E EVANS
STAFF WRITER

After 37 years of service at
Southern Adventist University, Phil Garver, dean of the
School of Physical Education,

cited to move forward with the
new dean, they are saddened
by the departure of Garver.
Garver originally came to
Southern in 1976 as the intramurals director and GymMasters coach. During his

time here, Garver has accomplished a number of things for
the university, including the
implementation of four of the
schools Physical Education,
Health and Wellness academic programs and the development of the Husley Wellness
Center.
"Most people think of wellness from just a physical as- ·
pect, but Professor Garver
showed the university through
countless ways that wellness
is about living healthy in all
aspects of life," Benge said.
"You can't replace someone
like him, and I don't plan to. I
simply hope to be able to add
to his immense legacy."
Despite his numerous contributions, Garver said he feels
it is time to step down and
pass the torch to the next generation. The school is currently developing two new exciting
programs that Garver believes
need to be moved forward by
the same person for the next
several years.
"Southern's Quality Enhancement Program (QEP)
and the new Culinary Arts
degree are two exciting programs that the department
will be starting in the upcoming school year," Garver said.
"While I could be here to get
them started, I feel that the
person who will be running

them for the next 10 years after I am gone should take the
reins from the beginning."
Apart from implementing
new programs and developing
a cutting edge fitness facility,
Garver has had an impact on
a large majority of the student
body on campus. Garver said
that approximately So percent
of non-nursing majors have
taken a class from him at some
point.
"Professor Garver strives
to make sure that all students,
not just the ones in his program, come first and receive
the best learning experience
possible," Charles Cammack,
junior mass communications
major, said. "He is definitely
leaving a hard legacy to follow."
Garver said he does not
feel that his productive years
are behind him by any means.
While he said Collegedale
would always be his home, he
plans on traveling to Adventist
academies act:o:Ss~the country
and helping them out in any
way they can use him.
"My dream for retirement
is to continue to serve the Lord
in anyway he leads me," Garver said. "It's been an amazing
journey so far, and I can't wait
to see what God has in store
for me next."

Southern professor begins research on Inonster trucks
sors, Tara Hargrove, assistant
professor for the School of
Journalism and Communication, has been awarded a grant
to conduct an out-of-the-ordinary research study on mon-

RosANA HuGHES
STAFF WRITER

As a part of Southern Adventist University's research
grants that it awards to profes-
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ster truck rallies.
Hargrove says the purpose
of this research project is to
better understand the rhetorical force behind monster truck
events. She says it is important for us, as consumers, to
understand how the power of
persuasion and attraction that
allures crowds of people to
these events impacts our society as a whole.
Hargrove became interested in these events when she
attended a monster truck rally
while in graduate school with
her husband. Since then, she
said she has been interested
in the power that this cultural
phenomenon that draws so
many people to it.
While at the rally, Hargrove said she felt interested
and excited, but at the same
time, she felt a sense of not belonging. Since then, her goal
has been to figure out why she
felt that way.

In the preliminary research
that she did, Hargrove found
that the monster truck rallies
seem to glorify masculinity.
"It's this space where we
can kind of worship the masculinity, and it's OK to do that
there," Hargrove said. She
went on to explain how in our
society where feminism and
equality are prevalent, it is
not really acceptable to glorify
men for their masculinity.
Through what she has
found in preliminary research,
Hargrove has noted that these
events are geared towards
working class men, and it glorifies them through spectacle.
The trucks themselves are an
exaggeration of everyday life
and the focus is mainly on the
trucks, regardless of who the
driver is.
"Monster trucks seem like
the ultimate way for men to
remain kids. It's huge cars
crushing old cars and rolling

off ramps ... [These men] never
have to grow up," Ayarri Brisbane, freshman Spanish secondary education and English
major, said.
Throughout her research,
Hargrove will be attending
many rallies across the nation,
depending on the amount of
funding that her project receives, taking note on what
she observes. Mallory Mixon,
senior public relations major,
will help code live event materials and notes, as well as
gather literature, review material and print media sources
for analysis.
"I used to go [to monster
truck rallies] a lot as a kid
with one of my best friends,"
Mixon said. "I never looked
at monster truck shows in the
way that Professor Hargrove
has, but after looking at the researchthat she has done, it has
changed my point of view."
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Tri-state regional winners perforn1 at concerto co-ncert
PAIGE BURNETI
STAFF WRITER

Collegedale Church of Seventh-day Adventists hosted
the 23rd annual Symphony
Orchestra's Concerto Competition Concert on Sunday
night, which featured the eight
winners of Southern's annual
musician competition.
Denielle Wilson from
Greater Atlanta Adventist
Academy, Liliya Ugay from

Columbus State University,
Ethan McGrath from the University of Tennessee, Chartanooga, Martin Matheny from
Gainesville State College, Si
Yao Li and Wan Lin Yu, both
from Lee University, and Ereanna Thornton and Jonathan
~ Harper from Southern Adventist University were selected to
perform a 12-minute concerto
for the event.
Conducted by Laurie Min-

ner, associate professor of music, the 70-member student
orchestra accompanied these
winners in their pieces, which
ranged from Franz Liszt's "Piano Concerto No. 1 in E-flat
major," "Allegro maestosof
Allegro marziale animato," to
Beethoven's "Piano Concerto
No. 2 in B-flat major, op. 19,
Rondo: Molto allegro."
Minner said that the concert went wonderfully. She

noted that the orchestra back to the stage in order to
played beautifully and sensi- · receive the entirety of the aptively for the winners. She was plause, and the concert ended
also proud of her performers. with a standing ovation by the
"[The soloists] were right on audience.
their game," she said. "It was
The eight winners were
a pleasure."
selected from 19 competitors
The evening went smooth- that came from around the
ly, except for a strange crash, tri-state region. O'rlo Gilbert, a
which Minner could not ex- former professor in the School
plain. The audience seemed of Music, started the Symphomoved by the performances. ny Orchestra's Concerto ComSeveral of the soloists came petition Concert in 1990.

Photo By Malt Hadley
Denielle Wilson's performs and f!Oncerto concert.

Vegetarian culinary arts degree to be offered riext year
KATIE HENDERSON
STAFF WRITER

Starting next fall, the
School of Physical Education,
Health and Wellness is offering a degree in vegetarian culinary arts.
According to Southern's
website, the program is unique
and the program emphasis
will be on vegan· and vegetarian food preparations for a balanced, health-promoting diet.

The new program has since ages, international and ethnic hotels, camps and'several oth- of the most essential arts. It
been a long dream of the Phil _ cuisine and several more di- er places.
should be regarded as among
Garver's, dean of the School verse food fields. Though the
Garver said that he is "hop- the most valuable of all the
of Physical Education, Health focus of this degree is on a ing this becomes more than arts, because it is so closely
and Wellness.
vegetarian diet, instructions just abo~t skills ... use it as an connected with the life. Both
"I've been talking about in beef, poultry and fish will be outreach to the community as physical and mental strength
depend to a great degree upon
. well."
this and wanting to do this for offered as an elective.
According to "Counsels to the food we eat; therefore the
a long time ...twelve to fourGarver said this program ·
teen years," Garver said.
is not only exciting for the Parents, Teachers, and Stu- one who prepares the food ocThe thirty-nine credit hour school, but also for several dents" by Ellen White featured cupies an important and elcourse will be a program ·that big hospital systems. The new on Southern's culinary page evated position."
For further information on
provides instructions in food program will open career op- "The science of cooking is
safety, sanitation, purchasing, portunities in hospitals, res- not a small matter. The skill- this new program -visit ~outh
prepping, presentation, bever- taurants, corp9rate cafeterias, ful preparation of food is one . ern.edufculinary.
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address: Finding humility in leadership

t'hoto

Gordon Bietz washes Garrison Hayes'feet at presidential wing dedication.
GARRISON HAYES
SA

•

PRESIDENT

A few Fridays ago, I was
honored to be involved in the
dedication of President Bietz's
new office wing. If you have
not yet had an opportunity to
swing by there, I would highly
encourage you to do so! Dr.
Bietz's new digs are p?etty
awesome, with paintings· by
Nathan Green and a specially

commissioned sculpture they
have displayed at the entrance.
Towards the end of the dedication program, President Bietz and his Vice Presidents all
participated in the Ordinance
of Humility, taking it upon
themselves to wash the feet of
a few students. I was blessed
to be an1ong that bunch, and
that experience was one that I
will never forget.
As the all male Emmanuel

Quartet began to sing, "Can Je- my thoughts. Throughout the
sus Be Seen in You," I slipped program leadership had been
off my shoes, closed my eyes, mentioned several times, but
and listened to the words: what does true leadership
"Am I leading those that live even mean? It wasn't very long
in Christ, or do I blindly follow before I felt the hand of Dr. Bithe lost?"
etz on my shoulder. He knelt
Surrounded by . Confer- down before me, grimacing all
ence Presidents, church lead- the way to the floor - having
ers, and our very own univer- just come off of a major kneesity Head, the thought of what · replacement surgery, he was
true leadership means was in a bit of discomfort to say
very much in the forefront of the least. As a servant would,

he picked my right foot up and
washed it, then my left, joking a little about how my sizetwelve foot was too big for the
basin. He dried them meticulously, making sure no water
was left even between my toes.
Finally, he looked me in the
eyes, shook my hand and said,
"Thank you so much for allowing me to wash your feet."
I was humbled.
How could the leader of
leaders, the President of this
fine institution, the man with
the golden voice thank me for
allowing him to wash my feet?
His actions represented,
to me, the epitome of leadership. Being so humbled, and
honored, God quickly took the
opportunity to draw a Biblical
parallel between what I had
experienced with Dr. Bietz
and what Jesus' disciples, His
followers, experienced when
He washed their feet. How
humbling must it have been
. when Jesus _washed the feet of
His followers? As Jesus taught
us, and Dr. Bietz lived out,
true leadership isn't afraid to
get down and wash the feet
of those who are lower than
you. True leadership puts pain
and discomfort aside when
the time to serve comes. True
leadership truly is service, and
when true leadership passes
through it leaves lives changed
forever in its wake.

.Clash of the Titans hosts pool tournament
BEN LoWERY

Sun WRITER

petition, teamwork _and active
involvement. It consists of
several scored events aiming
to build sportsmanship. The
halls that win are rewarded
with various prizes throughout the year. The top five players will earn points towards

Talge Hall is hosting a pool
tournament as part of the
Clash of the Titans competition. Fifteen of Talge Hall's
best pool players will compete
to be champion.
The pool tournament beThe pool tournagan on Jan. 21. All 15 competitors will play in best out
ment provides the
of three rounds, playing down
opportunity to
to the semi and final matches
in the coming weeks. The pool
meet new people
tournament chan1pion will re. ceive a $25.00 gift certificate
and take home
for first place.
Jeffery Brownlow, freshprize money
man financial management
major, said he joined the pool
tournament because the pool their hall competition.
tournament -provides the opAdrian Perez, senior nursportunity to meet new people ing major, said, "It is really
and take home prize money.
cool that Clash of the Titans
The Clash of the Titans ··has all of these competitions
competition is a yearlong ac- because you get to participate,
tivity that incorporates com- even if you aren't very good."

'

Dustin Eisele takes an early lead in his Clash of the Titan pool match.
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Students experience working in various school systen1s
BROOKLYNN BoULWARE
STAFF WRITER

The School of Education
and Psychology is preparing
their student teachers for the
future. Students teach half the
semester in private schools
and the other half in public
schools, allowing them to
complete a dual certification.
The ability to teach in both
private and public school
is very beneficial because it
provides job opportunities
in two systems. This dualteaching opportunity not only
increases their chances of
finding work, but also offers
Southern students another
opportunity to learn.
"It teaches the students
that you can be a Seventhday Adventist Christian and
teach in public schools," John
McCoy, dean of the School of
Education and Psychology,
said. " It also lets students
compare a church school
curriculum, which is Christ
centered, to one that is not."
Danika
Ouzounian,
senior math major, said the
transition from attending
private school her entire life
to currently student teaching
at a public high school came
as a shock.
"Everything that I've seen
as normal my entire life is
not their normal," Ouzounian
said "It's also really good for
me, and it's a huge witnessing
opportunity."
As a Christian, being in a
public school can be extremely
challenging for some student
teachers because they are
often torn between the truth
that they know and the rules
they must follow. When
contacted by e-mail, Giselle
Ramirez, senior liberal arts
education major, said it was
difficult not being able to give
spiritual encouragement to
her students.

"The biggest challenge I
face at Apison Elementary
is not being able to share
the love of God with my
students," Ramirez said. "We
are not allowed to do so, and
it breaks my heart. I think that
is definitely the hardest thing
to do especially with some of
my students who come from
broken homes."
Despite the frustration they
may face, this year's student
teachers seem very grateful for
the opportunity the School of
Education and Psychology has
provided.
"It's really good that we
don't just stay in the private
world, it's a nice world, but it's
not the real world," Ouzounian
said.
When asked what she
felt was the most important
thing, Ramirez said, "The
most important thing I expect
out of student teaching is the
opportunity to learn more as
I teach. Kids can teach you
so much so I'm expecting to
develop more patience and
creativity. I want to be the
best teacher I can be and it
all starts with being the best
student teacher you can be."

Photos by Ryan Haas
Student teacher, Danika Ouzounian, offers assistance with homework to an Ooltewah High student.
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Taking care of your body is its own kind of ministry
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION EDIIDR

This is for all you
workaholic, perfectionist, and
overachieving dreamers: It
was one of the busiest weeks
I've had in my college career.
I was working on finishing up
a couple major projects with
some friends; it seemed like
everything was due that week,
and I was struggling, but not
only that-! was sick with
not just any mild sickness. I

was achy; both my stomach
and throat were hurting;
I had a runny nose; I was
light-headed and constantly
dehydrated. Catch my drift? I
was miserable.
When I got home that day,
I stopped and took a glance at
the clock. It was late and I still
had to work and do homework.
So, I took inventory of my
options and only two came
up as reasonable: finish all
that I had to do and feed my

sickness with exhaustion and
stress for a few weeks, or get
better that night and complete
the unfinished things upon the
return of my health.
I have to admit, that
choosing the latter was one
of the hardest decisions I've
made. The go-getter in me
wanted to stop and make my
classes and my obligations a
bigger deal than my health,
but the common sense that
God imparted on me in that

moment reminded me of two
verses: 1 Corinthians 6:19,
which reminds us that our
body is the temple of God and
Ecclesiastes 3:12, which, in
a nutshell, advocates for us
to enjoy our labor on earth
because it is the gift of God.
And from those two verses,
I would like to conclude two
concepts: Taking care of your
body is just as much of a
responsibility as any ministry
you can do for someone else.

And secondly, our health
helps our ministry, whether
it's just feeling great and ready
for the day, or being able use
your mental energy to make
wise decisions. It's time that
we, as busy college students,
acknowledge and embrace the
importance of our health and
taking care of us. Allow the
Holy Spirit to have full reign in
a body that is ready to receive
Him-that is ready to allow
the Holy Spirit to take control

The value of channeling our energy to defend the truth

Photos credit: Associated Press
CHARLES CAMMACK
CONUIBIJB)R

Those of you who were raised
vegetarian, reminisce with me
for a moment. Remember
when you were little and
you first snuck that piece of
chicken, telling your parents
you thought it was a weirdly
shaped scallop? Your parents
figured out that somehow
the friend whose house you
were at was actually allergic
to scallops, so that couldn't
have been possible. Then you
added that some friends at the
church had dropped by a dish
of scallops and asked you to
take it off their hands. Okay,
maybe this only happened
to me, but either way I was
defending my lie.
He won 7 Tour de France
titles (the top race in his sport);
he competed in three Olympic

games; he defeated cancer and
has raised millions of dollars
for research. Ifyou do not know
by now, the "he" I am referring
to is Lance Armstrong, who
finally admitted to having
taken steroids throughout his
career after years of denying
allegations. Armstrong did
not only lie about not taking
steroids, but he also victimized
those around him who wanted
to tell the truth. He reportedly
bullied, manipulated and even
sued people who wanted to
tell the truth. Why? He was
defending his lie.
Richard Nixon, Bill Clinton
and John Edwards are just
a few of what seems like a
laundry list of politicians
who have gone through great
lengths to defend their lies.
These men used money, power
and stature to hide espionage

and extramarital affairs. They
fired people, slandered names
and threw salt on innocent
reputations. They did what
they felt they had to do to
defend their lies.
I'm reminded of the story of
David and Bathsheba found in
2 Samuel 11. Many parallels
can probably be made between
how David used his power and
how politicians also use their
power to entice women; for
now, let us focus on another
part of the story. David slept
with someone who was not
his wife (Bathsheba) and
got her pregnant (see John
Edwards). David, then, sent
out messengers to Bathsheba's
husband Uriah, who was a
soldier, to come home from
the war.
Upon arrival to the palace,
David asked Uriah how the

war was going and then told
him to go home to his wife.
David was hoping Uriah would
sleep with his wife, so it would
appear that the baby was his.
The plan failed because Uriah
didn't feel it was right to sleep
with his wife and enjoy the
pleasures of being home while

' ' How
much
effort
have you
put into
defending
a lie?
his men were at war. Fast
forward a moment. Uriah has
returned to war, and David
sends a message to have him

sent to the front lines of battle,
basically so he would be killed.
David committed murder just
to defend his lie.
I know I have personally
gone to great lengths to
defend past lies, and not just
about eating chicken when I
was not supposed to. I have
taken for granted people's
trust, put others down, and
just been downright mean-all
to defend a lie. Think back for
a moment. How much effort
have you put into defending
a lie? Now, think about all
the time and thought you
put into that and imagine the
impact you could make if you
channeled that same energy
into defending truth. What if
we jumped through hoops and
were not scared to sacrifice
friends and family to defend
our faith?
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Don't let your life resemble rotten yogurt

KIMBERLY

KNoWLEs

O!!lllllfllll EDIIIlll

Once, I laid on a blanket.
The sky was all blue except for
little whispers of white vapor
here and there. Jet trails crisscrossed over top all of that
misty, swirling goodness. I
picked a fresh trail and decided
to watch until it went away, so
I would know the exact second
it disappeared. The only way
you could see something so
gradual is if you really stare
at it. Like yogurt with an
expiration date ...when does it
REALLY tum bad? You would
have to dedicate your life to

constantly watching, waiting
for the exact minute it became
rotten. It's all a judgment call
really, based on the amount of
mold you're okay with eating.
This was my thinking with
the jet track. I would have to
stare at it tirelessly in order to
know when it changed from
a whispery vapor to nonexistence. I tried to focus just
on the two squiggly white
trails, but my mind wandered,
thinking about things that have
been bothering me, all the stuff
I have to do, ... and by the time
I remembered I was supposed
to be watching the jet trail, it
was gone! It disappeared so

fast and without a trace that no
one else would have known it
was there just a second before.
It reminded me a lot of
life. Moments in life, events,
days ...we can miss them if we
are thinking about something
that has already happened
or that is going to happen.
Life is so unpredictable; we
are not guaranteed anything
tomorrow, there is only today.
I don't really know when I
stopped playing with Barbie's.
It was like rotting yogurt. I just
put them away and did not get
them out again. Honestly, it
doesn't really matter when the
jet trail disappeared, at which

moment the yogurt truly was
considered expired, or the last
time I played with my Barbie

We never
know when
we're doing
something
for the
last time
dolls. I think its just like that
with a lot of things in life-we
never know when we're doing
something for the last time, we

Photo by Matthew Hadley

don't know when we're seeing
the last glimpses of a jet trail,
we can't realize how close it
was to disappearing until it's
already gone. We never know
when that defining moment is
going to be, because everything
is so gradual.
Don't wait until you start
seeing signs of mold to eat the
yogurt! Soak in the sights of
a jet trail, take advantage of
opportunities and do whatever
you're doing right now with
all your might because "right
now" doesn't ever happen like
this again.

Having opinions stretches our Ininds and our worlds
ANDREA PAULSON

CaNnn••nna

Some people call me
opinionated because I have
opinions about everything.
Some hot topics can really
get me going, like how the
government spent our social
security and whether or not
Obamacare is a good idea. I
won't bore you with that song
and dance, today. Opinions
express who we are. Our
opinions don't just tell the
world what we stand for;
opinions have the power to
change the world.
Take a look at Martin
Luther: he had the opinion
that the Catholic Church was
not abiding by what the Bible

said. His opinions did not
guarantee the safety of his life.
In fact, the Catholic Church
took Luther to trial many times
with the intention of putting
Luther to death. Luther had
an important decision to
make. He could either keep his
opinions to himself, ensuring
his safety, or risk it all and
change the world. Luther
chose to express his opinions
and concerns. Because of that,
new churches have sprung
up under the umbrella of the
Protestant Church such as:
Baptist, Lutherans, Methodists
and Adventists. Not only
were his opinions and beliefs
revolutionary, they were also
necessary for spiritual growth.
God gave each human the

gift of reasoning. He gave us
the gift to think with our own
brain and decide for ourselves
if we believe A orB (ore or D).
He gave this gift to humansnot to any other species of
the animal kingdom. How
disrespectful is it, then, when
we do not repay Him by using
our brains? Have you thought
about what life would be like if
we didn't share our opinions?
First and foremost, this lovely
article would not be written
(a true tragedy). Facebook
would basically have no point;
it would just be a twitter with
pictures.
Life would be like 1984,
a book written by George
Orewell that depicts a world
run by a government who

provides a life of complacency.
All the government wants is
for no questions to be asked,
no opinions whatsoever. If the
citizens accomplish this, they
won't have to worry about being
vaporized. This same idea takes
us back in time to Rome where
a Roman poet, Juvenal, coined
the term "bread and circuses"
as a referral to the emperor's
gifts given to the people of free
grain and free entertainment
the government provided.
This helped politicians because
their people remembered their
generosity during election
season and the emperors
benefited because it helped
stent any civil unrest. It did
not benefit the people though,
although they did receive free

bread and free entertainment,
they also received something
else along with that wonderful
package vvthat wonderful
package: complacency.
If we don't have opinions
we run the risk ofletting others
decide what we believe, losing
ourselves in the process and
becoming a person we do not
recognize. We must listen to the
words of Charles Dana which
say, "Fight for your opinions,
but do not believe that they
contain the whole truth, or the
only truth." Life is to be fully
experienced, not to go through
the motions passively like how
early morning risers groggily
wake up. Take your brain, your
opinions, your beliefs, and
change the world, Southern!

·=
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!!2w to (reasonably)become a minimalist
L!EESTYI f EDITOR

At the end oflast semester,
our new housemate moved
into our Southern Village
apartment. I was rushing
to finish a paper when she
started moving her stuff and,
remembering the utter agony
and frustration of moving, I
asked her if she needed any
help. To my surprise, she said
she thought she would be fine.
I continued on with the
rushing and scrambling
that comes naturally to a
procrastinator, hearing the
sounds of doors opening and
closing and bags being put
down. No more than 10 minutes
later, the noises stopped. I
walked into her room and
saw a small pile of stuff on the
floor. I once again offered my
moving services to her, and it
was then that she informed me
she didn't have any more stuff.
The small, neatly organized

rectangle of bags on the floor
was everything she had to
move in.
When my roommate and
I move in or out during the
summer or right before school,
it's a long, painful, frustrating
process. It happens in 3 stages.
1: "We don't have that much
stuff, we'll be fine." 2: "Wow,
this is taking longer than I
thought." 3: I hate my life; just
throw everything away."
This year I discovered
minimalism. Respectable
dictionaries define the word
as either moderate reform in
politics or a style characterized
by extreme simplicity. Modern
bloggers describe it as a
lifestyle of "buy less, have less."
Most things they suggest are
extreme and not for everyone,
like selling your car and
basically everything you own,
but the concept is appealing
for those of us who are already
dreading moving day. Here are

some feasible tips on becoming
a minimalist that will hopefully
make all our lives easier.
Don't buy anything. Unlike
most resolutions or lifestyle
changes, this one doesn't
require a new purchase.
You don't need a planner,
an exercise machine, an
organizer rack, or a frame
for an inspiring quote about
minimalism to hang on your
wall. Think of everything you
buy from now on as one more
thing you'll have to pack (or
stuff somewhere).
Get rid of everything you
don't need. Take a day (or
two, or three) to reevaluate the
things you own. Start with your
desk; throw away those papers
from last semester unless you
know you'll use them again.
Move on to your closet and
reverse all your hangers. Every
time you wear something, put
it back with the hanger facing
the right way. At the end of six

months, donate everything still
reversed.
Budget. The key to owning
less is buying less, no? Budgetmanaging sites like mint.com
can help you see what you
spend most of your money on.
If perhaps the biggest piece of
the pie chart reads "shopping"
or "sporting goods," mint.com
will help you set a budget for
that category and remind you
when you're about to reach it.
Stop multitasking. (Gasp).
Being a minimalist is more
than just owning fewer
things. Though multitasking
is bread and butter to college
students, it makes us feel like
we can take on the world but
really just ends in cramming
unnecessary things into our
lives. Have more conversations
in which you're not looking at
your phone, don't eat at your
desk or in the car, and don't try
to watch a movie when you're
doing homework.

Do meaningful things. In
the same way we shouldn't
waste space, we also shouldn't
waste life. Don't focus on
money or prestige or what
people will admire. Do things
that you truly enjoy and will
mean something 20 years from
now.
In the beginning of Donald
Miller's latest book A Million
Miles in a Thousand Years, he
writes that living an empty life
is like watching a movie about
a guy who wants a Volvo. You
wouldn't remember this movie
and would probably want your
money back.
"Nobody cries at the end
of a movie about a guy who
wants a Volvo," Miller writes.
"But we spend years actually
living those stories, and expect
our lives to Q.e meaningful. The
truth is, if what we choose to
do with our lives won't make
a story meaningful, it won't
make a life meaningful either."

How to ball on a budget in Chattanooga
up a blanket by a tree on campus and enjoy seeing who got
the most creative with their
money.
So, the next time you look

in your pocket and all you see
is a ten-dollar bill, turn that
frown upside down, and try out
one of these ideas.

UPCOMING EVENTS
GRAND OLE
OPRY:THE
BAND PERRY,

SCOTIY
Photo credit: sxc.hu
EUZABETH CAMPS
CONTRIBUTOR

The lives of college students
are consumed by classes, tests,
homework, quizzes projects.
Many times, this leaves no
room for work, which is a big
problem once the weekend
rolls around and everything
costs money. Fortunately, all is
not lost. Here are some ideas
of what to do with only ten dollars.
1. Wal-Mart Hide and
Seek
Just put $5 of gas in your
tank and drive over to Wally
World. What better place to
play some good old fashioned
hide and seek? You've got

dozens of aisles and plenty of
clothing racks to use as obstacles, barricades, or simply to
hide inside, just like when you
were a kid.
2. The "Dollar Theater"
(Regal Hamilton Place 8)
Now that you've got $5 of
gas in your tank, that should
be just enough to get you to
the dollar theater, where you
can enjoy a great movie with
friends for $3. Feeling extravagant? Buy a soda or some
popcorn and split the cost with
a group of friends so everyone
can enjoy and still have some
money in their pocket at the
end of the night.
3· Hamilton Skate P la ce

Any day of the week, the
admission prices at Hamilton
Skate Place vary between $4$8, so head on over and enjoy a
night of fun, music and games
with your friends.
4· Coolidge Park
It will be warm soon and
who doesn't like to hang out
at the park in the afternoon?
Grab a guitar, ask your friends
to bring snacks, and head out
to Coolidge Park for a relaxing
afternoon with friends.
5· $10 Potluck
Take a regular lunch date
with friends and change it up
a bit. Tell your friends to bring
something to the potluck that
cost under $10 to make. Set

MCREERY,
ROY CLARK
AND MORE
Feb. 2, 7:00p.m.
Grand Ole Opry
House in
Nashville, TN
Price: $35-00$57-00
www.opry.com

JESSE COOK
Feb.5,
7=30-9 p.m.
UTC Fine Arts
Center in
Chattanooga, TN
Price:
$15 for students
$22 for adults

THE AMAZING
WORLD OF
CELL PHONE
PHOTOS
WITH
CREATECH
Jan. 31, 6-7:30 p.m.
Hunter Museum in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $9.95 or
free for members

STEPHEN
CRANE'S
THE RED
BADGE OF
COURAGE
LIVE ON
STAGE
Feb.3&1o,
2:30-4:15 p.m
Feb. 8, 7=3o9:15p.m.
Chattanooga
Theatre Centre in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $8-$to

•.
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"Still Kickin'," faculty basketball team, upholds their title
and Robert Hargrove) teamed
up to challenge students in
basketball. Not only does this .
team, "Still Kickin'," have
wisdom in the classrooms, but
wisdom and expertise from
their basketball glory days.
John McCoy, deaR of the
School of Education & Psy-

AsHLEY RiCH
CONTRIBUTOR

Nine faculty members
(Christopher Carey, John McCoy, Dann Bissell, Greg King,
Brennon Kirstein, Tim Trott,
Derek Sherbondy, Mike Btlyd

viously better than we are!"
Ce.nter during hi~ college
years. He's playeo basketball
Nevertheless, don't mistake
that for an admission of defor 27 years.
Boyd said that he's been
feat. "Still Kickin'" has p)ayed
together for the last several
playing basketball since age
seasons and won the division
nine.
He feels the game has
B tournament a few years ago.
Bissell said, "The B league has
changed significantly since he
definitely improved-Qver the
was a child.
"When I first began play- la~t couple of years and the
game& have been tough."
ing, there wasn't even a
All of these ballin' staff
3-point line. I think the influ. ence of the NBA has created
members leave it all out on
an 'I' am the team' culture in
the court. Bissell said that he
the sport." ,
"definitely feels the effects of
' McCoy has played basketan intense game later on in
the week." Throughout their
ball since he was 10. When it
comes to change in the sport,
basketball years, there have
been blown out ACLs, -rolled
he said, "There doesn't seem
to be· as much team playing
ankles, and torn ligaments!·
Despite their competinow. So many players want to
tive spirit, the staff members
make a name for themselves
participate in intramurals bethat the teamwork is put
cause of their own teammate
aside."
. When asked if they had any relationship; and the student
interaction they receive on
advantages as "more seaa different level than in the
soned" players, McCoy said,
classroom.
"There are some old school
At the end of the day these
plays that would give the SAU
professors deal with students
students the advantage."
Boyd, however, said what
in the classroom, go to faculty
gives them an advantage is,
meetings, come out to the
basketball court and are Still
"experience and knowing
Kickin'.
Logan Foil when to say, OK, they are ob-

chology, Mike Boyd, associate
professor for the School of
Physical Education, Health
and Wellness, and Datin Bissell, office manager for the
School of Physical Education,
Health and Wellness give us
the inside details. Bissell tore up the Iles P.E.

Still Kickin' gathers to discuss the game between halves .

.

Students part_icipate in volleyball tournament until 3 a.m.
.

JEFFERSON CLARK
STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 26, volleyballs
were served as the annual
3-on-3 volleyball tournament
· began in the Iles P .E. Center
at7p.m.
Mike Boyd, associate professor for the School of Physical Edu,cation, Health and
Wellness, coordinates the volleyball tournament. Teams of
three, which included faculty,
spouses and students, signed
up to play in the tournament.
This year, there were 18
men's teams and 16 women's
teams.
"It's the most 3-on-3 players I've reffed," Boyd ~aid.
Boyd and student referees managed four simultaneous
volleyball games.
To help shorten game time,
sets went to ortly 21 points
instead of the standard 25.
The first round of the tournament was single elimination
and double elimination in the
rounds that followed . .
Shawna Thomas, freshman

.

•

general studies major, she
decided to join "The Meow
Meows" for the entertainment
aspect. "The tournament
sounded fun [to play in],
even if we lose. Like we did,"
Thomas said.
F<:!usto Lorenzo, sopho- •
more computer systems
_ major, who came to watch
and support friends wlio were
playing. "The [team] names
are newsworthy," Fausto said."
Lorenzo was referring to some
of the teams such as "Some
Spike It Hot," "Itsy Bitsy Spikers," "Ya Tu Sabes," and the
''Volley Llamas."
Teams battled until approximately 3 a.m.
The tournament winning
teams were "K-Oss/' which ·
incuded Chanttal Herrera,
Jessica G~tierrez, Amalia
Abarca and Ana Bech!J.rd, for
the women's dhrision and
"Super Smash Bros," which
included Joshua Honore,
Brad Walz, Junior Erancica
and Joshua Condado, for the
men's division.

.-

Luis Rodas sets up Curtis

.
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[ The Calendar]
Thursday,January31
na, Convocation: African American Heritage, ·
T. Marshall Kelly (Church)
12p, SA Election Petitions Due
(Student Services Office)
sp, Social Work Major Applications Due,
Daniells 221
Friday, February 1
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips
(Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who
signed up-leaves Southern every 112 hour
(Meet at Wright Hall Steps)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Meet at Wright
Hall)
West Side 4 Jesus- Playing Flag Football
8p, Vespers: Student Missions, Marilyn
Laszlo (Church)
9:30p, HymnSing (Talge Chapel)
Sunset, 6:10p
Saturday, February 2
ga, Adoration 1 Service - Cherie Smith
(Church)
9:3oa, The Fountain Sabbath School
(Thatcher South White Oak Room)
9:30a, Boundaries in Dating
(Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
9:30a, Italian Sabbath School
(Miller Hall Chapel)

10a, Falling in Love with Jesus- Women Only
(CA Library)
.
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room
109 CA)
lOa, One Accord (Student Center)
lOa, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men
Only (CA Room 102)
10a, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
lOa, Brazilian-English Sabbath School
(Talge Hall Conference Room)
10:1sa, Adoration 2 Service- Cherie Smith
(Church)
·
10:1sa, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW
Spalding)
10:1sa, Selected Topics: Women Only
(CA Room lOS)
10:1sa, Best Friends: Pet Therapy Group
(CARoom 100)
11:3sa, Connect Church Service - LeClair
Litchfield (CA)
11:3sa, Renewal, Cherie Smith (Church)
1:30-sp, Cave Open (Student Park)
2p, Outreach Opportunities (Wright Hall)
Flag Camp (Children's Ministry)
Preach the Word (Evangelism)
Patten Towers (Door 2 Door Ministry)
6p, Evensong: CA Choir (Church)
7-9p, KR's & Student Center Open
8p, Warren Miller Ski Movie (Dining Hall)
8-np, Open Gym (lies P.E. Center)

Sunday, February 3 (Dining Hall Net
Open)
8a-3p, Brunch at VM & Salad bar 8a-sp
ga-sp, Campus Kitchen Open
1-10:30p, Student Center Open
S-lOp KR's Open
6p, SA Super Bowl XLVII Party (lies P .E.
Center)
Monday, 'February 4
12p, SA Media Applications/Portfolio Due
(Student Services)
3:30p, Undergraduate Council
s:1s & s:4sp, College Bowi
(Presidential Banquet Room)
7P, Student Week of Prayer (Church)
Volleyball Sign-up Begins, southern.edu/
intramurals
Tuesday, February 5
na, Convocation: Student Week of Prayer
(Church)
_
12p, Tornado Siren Test
6p, SA Candidate Election Orientation
(Robert Mercharrt Room)
7P, Student Week of Prayer (Church)
Wednesday, February 6
s:1s & s:4sp, College Bowl
(Presidential Banquet Room)
7P, Student Week of Prayer (Church)

[Student Life Announcentents]
• Tuesday,February12
6:00p.m., Presidential Banquet Room: Information session fo:r students interested in studying abroad this summer or during the 2013-14
academic year. Meet Odette Ferreira, Adventist Colleges Abroad Program Director, Sandra Rigby-Barrett, Program Director at Newbold College (England), Antonietta Riviello, Program Director at Istituto Avventista Villa Aurora (Italy), and Aila ~tammler, Program Vice-Director at
Theologische Hochschule Friedensau (Germany). For more information, please contact Beverly
Orrison in the Modern Languages Department at 236-2221.
·
Attention Adventist Creatives: If you enjoy painting, drawing, writing music and poetry, capturing art quality photographs, producing
videos and more, we want to connect with you. Share your gift with the world. The first ever inspire design and songWriting context is now
open and runs through February 22, 2013. Make.a difference with your artistic/songwriting abilities and be eligible to win an iPad. Sponsored by Pacific Union Conference Church Support Services. Check out the details at www.visitinspire.org/contest.

Apply for 2013-14 Financial Aid: Remember to complete your Financial Aid application online at www.fafsa.ed.gov before our March 31 priority deadline

[SA Announcentents]
Valentine's Banquet: The Student Association will be hosting its annual Valentine's event: "Art.Love.Music" on Sunday, Feb. 10. Art will
be showcased, and the band Branches from California will be performing. It's only $10. Don't miss out <1n this event! The deadline to purchase tickets is Friday, Feb. 1.
·

The Campus Chatter is a weekly publication of the Student Association/Student Services office. Announcements must be submitted by
12:oopm on Monday to chatter@southern.edu. Priority will be given to announcements pertaining to the current week.
Chatter Editor: Jessica Gutierrez
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Student Week of Prayer focuses on facing the storn1
SMIRNAPAZ

SuFFWama

The theme for this year's
student week of prayer is
"Praise you in the Storm." Unlike in recent years when the
main focus has been about
prayer, Gabriel Trujillo, assistant chaplain in the chaplain's
office said he wanted to emphasize on the stories of "how
God has led through storms in
[students] lives."
Every night, speakers boldly shared their personal stories in the hopes that students
feel encouraged to make a decision for Christ.
Monday night's speaker
Cody Harmon, senior theology major, shared his testimony about the grace of Christ
and tied it to the story of the
prodigal son."
When asked what he hoped
his message would do to help
students Harmon said, "I hope
that someone that is struggling
with the same thing I was will
find that it is much easier to be
saved than to be lost."
On Facebook, students
were asked to give their opinion on he ervice Monday
night. ltzel De Los Santos, junior nursing major said, "We

have an awesome God that
is always with His arms wide
open for his children! No matter how low we have gone, we
can always look up and He is
there waiting for us!"
The meetings were at 7 p.m.
from Feb. 4 to 8 and on Tuesday and Thursday morning at
11. Students received convocation and worship credit, but
when asked why she attended,
Danielle Schafer, sophomore
graphic design major, said, "I
did not just come for the convocation credit. I wanted to
hear what they had to say."
This year's Week of Prayer
was more student-led tlJ.an
any other year.
"I know a lot of the people
speaking personally, and I
think a lot of them have worthy testimonies," Sarah Bonet,
senior liberal arts education
major, said.
Trujillo hoped that something would stick with the students.
"So many tragedies, so
many people diagnosed with
cancer and dying, I felt moved
to have the speakers become
vulnerable and share their
testimonies with the school,"
Trujillo said.
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Students speak-up about new student center plans
On Saturday night, Workshop's Jan Van Den Kieboom
and Credo's Caroline Glime,
both members of the American Institute of Architects
(AlA), were present in Southern's current Student Center

GLENN WILKINS
CONDIIIUOR

Representatives from Wisconsin design and architecture
teams Workshop Architects
and Credo were present on
campus Feb. 3 and 4 to gather
information from students
about what they would like to
see in the new Student Center
that Southern is planning to
build.
According to workshoparchitects.com, Workshop specializes in "creating environments for social interaction
and creative expression," such
as student centers, Credo specializes in working with colleges and has worked with
Southern previously, as well as
other Seventh-day Adventist
colleges such as Walla Walla
University.

' '

On this trip
we're just gathering information ... our next

trip down here ...
we will work on
designs

''

with an assembly of about 20
students who were willing to

share their ideas and desires
for the future. A similar meeting also took place on Sunday
afternoon.
After briefly discussing
Southern's uniqueness among
other Adventist colleges, Kieboom mentioned the new student center as possibly being
"one of the bigger buildings on
campus," and invited students
to discuss Southern's needs
One possibility discussed
was to move the cafeteria and
student restaurants, Learning
Success Services and the Campus Shop to the new building,
effectively placing some major
student resources in one location. Adding new restaurants
and modifying menus were
also topics of interest.
One of the most prominent
topics, however, was the idea
of a large room that students

could change to accommodate
their needs, such as Southern's Life Group meetings, a
quiet place to study, and even
a place of worship for personal
use and for services such as
Afterglow and Southern's student-led Sabbath schools.
Students also shared ideas
of creating from practical
things such as a community
kitchen, a connection to student missionaries and a craft
center to more extravagant
dreams such as a movie theater, a karaoke and juice bar
and even a skating rink.
Even with so much feedback, the actual content of the
new student center is still unknown.
"On this trip we're just
gathering information," Kieboom said. "On our next trip
down here in a few weeks,

we'll be prioritizing these
ideas, looking at the relationships between all the pieces
and then we will work on designs."
Glime said she believes
student centers are important
to higher education.
"They're a piece of the
learning environment and of
any component, it's the most
lacking of the student experience [at Southern]," Glime
said.
The budget will be decided
in the coming months based
on Southern's needs. The architects' goal is to know where
the building will be, what it
will look like and what will
be inside by the end of the semester. They plan to have the
initial concept and budgets
put together by early summer
2013.

SA hosts Super Bowl party with alternate halftin1e show
mance of "I'm So Broke" while
throwing candy and small
footballs to the audience.
This group of three originally planned to perform,
"Thrift Shop," but were then
asked to perform "I'm So
Broke" instead. Many students were disappointed because they had seen the group
perform "I'm So Broke" at the
Studio 4109 show but many
also reported enjoying the
halftime show.
Rebecca Dahlberg, senior nursing major, tweeted,
"Props to SAU for not playing the halftime show at their
party."
The Baltimore Ravens defeated the San Francisco 49ers
34-31 after a 34-minute delay
in the third quarter caused by
a partial power outage.

AsHLEY NooNAN
STAFF WR!TfR

The Student Association
(SA) hosted their own Super
Bowl XLVII party in Iles P.E.
Center on February 3. The
game was displayed on three
large screens and SA provided
free pizza for students.
SA also arranged for a special halftime show. After a
video remake of "Threw it on
the Ground," starring Samuel
Nadarajan, senior computer
science and theology major, a
parody of "The Man of Steel"
trailer was shown featuring
President Gordon Bietz.
Anthony Simon, junior
nursing major, Joel Nino,
sophomore theology major,
and Ryan Becker, junior theology major, did a live perfor-

~outhrrn
sauaccent.com

•

When the lights came back
on the 49ers scored three
times in four minutes but
were not able to score enough
to win the Super Bowl XLVII
title. The Ravens' quarterback,
Joe Fiacco, was named Most
Valuable Player at the end of
the game.
According to CBS.com, the
price of a 30-second commercial during the Super Bowl hit
a record high of 4 million dollars.
David Soeharsono, freshmen nursing major, said he enjoyed Hyundai's commercial,
"Team", where a boy searches
for five boys who are performing "grown men tasks" to play
a game of tackle football.
"All the best commercials
are funny," Soeharsono said.
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Students gathered in the gym to watch the big game on HD projectors.
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Senate budget p.repares to fund more projects
After a somewhat slow first
semester, the SA Senate is
gearing up to start spending
big.
.
Senators shelled out just
around $5,000 for on-campus
projects over the course of the
fall term, but this spring they
will have a chance to award an
additional $10,000.
Last semester's projects included new equipment for the

Accent, Memories, and Strawberry Festival offices and a .
deep fryer and cotton candy
machine for SA social events,
among some others.
The first new project on
the table is new water bottlefriendly drinking fountains
in four locations: . Thatcher
Hall, Thatcher South, the girls
wing of Talge Hall and the
Talge weight room. The machines already exist in new
bathrooms at lies P.E. Center
and will cost Senate around

$2,500, with the full expense
shared with Plant Services.
Last week, the Senate finance committee handed out
more than $8,700 in appropriations to 28 different clubs.
Exact amounts for each club
were not available at press
time', but $500 was·the maximum amount any one club received.
Other changes include a
new Parliamentarian. Lauren
Cundiff, sophomore finance
and international studies rna-

jor, will take over duties from
Brianna Cheever, junior outdoor emergency services and
nursing major, who resigned
d!Je to scheduling conflicts.
Senators also have voted in
Nick Helton, freshman business major, to fill one of two
vacant spots. A Senate position remains open for a representative from Thatcher
South.
The Senate's campaign to
raise money for its Leadership
scholarship fund continues by

encouraging students to order
Papa John's pizza using the
online code SAU699. Ten percent of each pizza sold will go
toward the scholarship.
Upcoming Senate discussions include a possible mission project buying bikes· for
Cuban 'pastors and live-tweeting weekly Senate meetings.
Each senator could potentially
update their constituents on
votes for certain proposals in
real time.

Emergency power source installed for Wri
TIM WIU.UMSON

A new ·generator is being
installed on the south side
of Wright Hall. This generator will power the building in
the event of a power outage.
The project is part of a campus wide plan to ensure that
critical departments maintain
power in emergency situations. The current generator
for Wright Hall is only large
enough to power part of the
Information Systems office
and the Dining Hall.
Dave Allemand, associate director of Plant Services,
said the project should be
completed by spring break,
and the sidewalks should be
repaired soon. The new unit
produces soo kilowatts, which
is enough electricity to power
twelve to fifteen average-sized
houses.
The generator will ha~e
enough diesel fuel to power
Wright Hall for approximately
48 hours without needing to

be refueled. When power is
lost to the building, the new
system will automatically start
providing power before the
loss is noticed. According to
Plant Services the new unit
will cost the university approximately $10o,ooo and the
install will cost $25,000.
Allemand said that there
are plans to re-landscape the
area, but the designs have not
been completed yet.
As part of the campus wide
plan, the old generator will be
moved to the Village Market
to ensure reliable power for its
refrigeration systems. WSMC
has already been equipped
with a generator to guarantee
that they can broadcast emergency notifications to the public. Eric Schoonard, associate
director of Plant Services, said
that Campus Safety will receive a generator as well. Illes
P.E. Center, and other departments such as Plant Services
and Transportation Services
will get them in the future.
By Logan

Plant Seroices digs the trench where they laid the pipes for the new generator for Wright Hall.

Surge in nursing B.S. enrollment at SAU and nationwide
GEORGIA STANDISH

Sr.uFWRJna

Enrollment in Southern
Adventist University Nursing
Bachelors of Science program
has increased in recent years,
a trend also seen in nursing
schools nationwide.
·
l\ predicted nurse shortage, the nation's financial
downturn, and a call for more
effective patient care are all
reasons nursing stl,ldents are
deciding to pursue their four• year bachelors degree, rather
than graduate with a two-year
associates degree.
. Statistics supplied by Sylvia Mayer, B.S. coordinator

show the winter 2011 semester
had 97 B.S. nursing students
compared to 146 in the winter
2013 semester.
Students are advised to
complete one year of general
studies & entrance level nursing courses before beginning
their two-year associates degree. Ba-chelor's completion
requires one additional year.
Nurses are expected to be
in short supply nationally as
the current nursing force ages.
Aging workers may be forced
to work less hours as their own
health deteriorates and some
will retire altogether. Students
en'tering college view the fu-

ture health care industry as a
source of consistent and readily available careers.
However, nursing students'
favor of the upper-level B.S.
degree, which· takes longer to
complete than a standard A.S.,
may be in part due to the lack
of nursingjobs currently available in hospitals and other
health care settings. According to Mayer, students unable
to get a Job immediately out of
their A.S. program usually decide to stay in school longer in
order to increase their marketability.
Hospitals are tending to
hire more-qualified staff in •

order to achieve "magnetstatus," employing a certain
percentage of nurses with
bachelor's degrees. The employment of more educated
nurses is related to "better
patient outcomes, including
lQwer mortality and failure-torescue rates," according to research released by the American Association of Colleges of
Nursing.
The Institute of Medicine
also encourages the hire of
more-educated nurses, with a
call for hospitals to make 81>
percent of their nurses bachelor's graduates by 2020.
With the recent economic

downturn, many hospitals
have been forced to downsize.
The more qualified the employee, the more job security
one can expect.
"Completing my B.S.N will
give me better job prospects,"
says Josiane Vetiaque, senior
nursing major.
Nursing students looking
to better their chances of being and· staying hired desire
to finish nursing school with a
higher-ranking degree.
The rise in enrollment has
"stressed the system," Mayer
said, and has required the department to learn to utilize its
resources more efficiently.
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Authorities continue investigation
. of rescued boy
.

MIDLAND CITY, Ala. which was similar to a tornado
(AP)-By all accounts, as-year- shelter and apparently had
old in Alabama endured an running water, heat and cable
unforgettable horror: Held for television.
Ransbottom said the fam~y
a week in a closet-size bunker
underground, a captive of also had not been told much
a yolatile killer, his only about what happened because
comforts a Hot Wheels car and of the ongoing investigation.
other treats passed to him by An FBI agent had been staying
with the family, and relatives
officers.
Yet after being whisked learned of the child's rescue
to safety by federal agents in afteranotheragentatthescene
a raid that left his kidnapper called the agent who was with
dead, the boy appeared to be them.
The family was relieved and
acting like a normal kid: He
was running around, playing grateful for all the support in
with a toy dinosaur and other a community where ribbons,
action figures, eating a turkey fliers and vigils all symbolized
sandwich and watching the prayers for the safe
"SpongeBob SquarePants," return of the boy, whom law
relatives and Dale County enforcement officials have
identified by his first name,
Sheriff Wally Ols_on said.
"We know he's OK ·Ethan.
The boy's mother, in a
physically, .but we don't
know how he is mentally,>z statement released by the
Betty Jean Ransbottom, the _FBI, expressed her thanks for
boy's grandmother, told The all the hard work of so many
Associated Press on Tuesday. officers to bring her son home.
She added that she feared The woman declined to be
the ordeal would stay with identified, the statement said ..
"For the first time in almost
the child, who turns 6 on
Wednesday, the rest of his life. a week, I woke up this morning
Meanwhile, authorities to the most beautiful sight ...
grateful for a happy ending my sweet boy," she said. "I
embarked on a careful can't describe how incredible
investigation. Agents swept it is to hold him again."
On Monday, authorities
the 100-acre property for
explosives for a second day said Dykes h.ad a gun and
as part of an investigation so appeared increasingly agitated,
painstaking that authorities though it's unclear exactly
had not yet removed the body how his behavior changed.
of the abductor, 6s-year-old Negotiations -the details of
Jimmy Lee Dykes, officials which have not been made
public - were deteriorating.
said.
FBI officials have offered Agents ·stormed the bunker,
few details publicly about the whisking the boy to safety and
standoff and the raid that leaving Dykes dead.
Neighbors said they heard
ended it. For days, officers
passed food, medicine and what sounded like explosions
other items into the bunker, and gunshots, though the FBI

PHoro BY AssociATED PRESS

and local authorities would not
confirm if shots were fired or
explosives detonated.
A law enforcement official
in Midland City, speaking
on condition of anonymity,
said Dykes was killed by law
enforcement agents. The
official requested anonymity
because the official was not
authorized to speak publicly
about the investigation.
However, Dale County
Coroner Woodrow Hilboldt
said Tuesday that he had not
been able to confirm exactly
how Dykes died because the
man's body remained in the
bunker. An autopsy was to
be conducted in Montgomery
once the body is taken away.
It also wasn't clear how
authorities knew Dykes
was armed, or what kind of

PHOTO BY AssociATED PRESS

surveillance they used to track
his behavior and movement.
At the request of law
enforcement authorities,
Secretary of Defense Leon
Panetta had approved the
provision of'certain equipment
that could be employed to
assist in the hostage situation,
according to a U.S. official who
requested anonymity to discuss
a pending law enforcement
matter. It is not clear whether
the equipment was actually
used.
In Midland City, a town of
about 2,400 nestled among
peanut .and cotton fields,
residents were relieved that
the boy was safely rescued
from Dykes, a Il!an neighbors
described as an unstable
menace who beat a dog to
death and threatened to shoot
trespassers.
Children and teachers were
trying to get back to normal,
· though some children who were
on the bus where Dykes killed
the driver have not yet returned
to school, said Donny Bynum,
superintendent of Midland
City schools. Counselors and
clergy are·at the school to help
any distraught students.
Officials hope to eventually
throw a party to celebrate
the boy's 6th birthday and to
honor the memory of Charles
Albert Poland Jr., the slain bus
·driver. No date has been set,
Bynum said.

Midland City Elementary
School principal'Phillip Parker
said he stands at the entrance
to the school every day as the
children arrive. The boy is a
friendly, energetic child who
comes up, shakes his hand
and then continues on into
the school as if he's in a hurry,
Parker said.
Officials said there was
no indication that Dykes had
harmed the boy. State Sen.
Harri Anne Smith represents
Midland City and bonded with
the boy's mother during the
ordeal. Smith said the mother
was encouraged the day the boy
was abducted because Dykes
asked officers to bring fried
chicken - Ethan's favorite
food.
"That was good news for
her that Mr. Dykes was being
kind to him," Smith said.
The boy gave his mother a
big hug at the hospital, where
officers gave the boy a teddy
bear, Olson said.
"He's just a bundle of joy,"
Olson said.
For now, the boy's family
just wants things to go back to
normal - for all the reporters
to go home, for him to be like
any other kid.
"He h~s gone through a
terrible ordeal, and I don't
know if he will ever get over
it," said Debra Cook, the boy's
great aunt. "I just want him to
be all right...

:·
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Basketball relieves stress for college students

AsHLEY RICH
STAFF WRITER

Southern
Adventist
University men agree that
playing basketball relieves
frustration and stress during
the school week.
Jonathan Prieto, freshman
nursing major, has put
studying for classes especially
anatomy and physiology, and

chemistry on the top of his
"stress list" here at school.
"Basketball lets me get away
from that (study) environment
and helps me focus on
competition and having fun
playing the sport I love," Prieto
said. He later commented that,
"just being in the gym and on
the court brings me a sense of
calm and relaxation."
Phil Garver, dean of the

School of Physical Education,
Health and Wellness said
that, "Playing for the simple
reason to play is using what
skill the players feel they have
and practicing, exercising
and improving on it. When
someone sees improvement,
they feel good. They're with
their friends having fun, and
that's what makes it good for
relieving stress among the

guys."
He compared the feeling of
playing sports to a fishing trip
and how "it's not always about
the catch as more of the social
gathering with friends that
relieves tension."
Cynthia Myer, writer
for Livestrong.com, said,
"Exercise focuses your
thoughts somewhere besides
your problem. People talk

PHOTO BY LoGAN FOLL

about being "in the zone"
when they play basketball,
jog, ski, swim or engage in
other exercise activities. They
focus on the moment and what
they're doing and not on their
problem. This helps you relax
and dissipates stress. listening
to music or exercising with
friends can enhance this
relaxation effect."

MASTER'S DEGREES
From Southern Adventist University
Our goal is to help you
reach yours.
Convenient and Flexible.
Classes are designed to coordinate
w ith your work schedule. Many
classes, and some entire degrees,
are available online.

Master's Degrees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Computer Science
Counseling
Educati0n
Nursing
Religion
Social Work

Affordable.
Graduate tuition at Southern is
competitively priced. In fact, you may
be surprised at how comparable our
tuition is to public universities.

•

Call, visit online, or stop by
Graduate Studies In Wright
Hall to find out more about
the graduate program that
works for you .
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To the world you may just be one person, but ...
KENDRA STANfON LEE
CONTRIBUTOR

Eleven years ago this
week, I was a resident director
in a freshman building.
I was a second semester
senior working on my
thesis. I was months away
from graduation, and the
excitement was palpable. But I
had to get through the winter
first. The winter in northwest
Pennsylvania is seemingly
interminable and gray and
bitter and prompted me to
buy a sunlamp that I used
constantly.
That winter of 2002 was
especially heavy. My sunlamp
was always on.
Chuck lived in a fraternity
house off-campus. We knew
of each other as we had many
friends in common and were
both active in the political
science department. Two of

his fraternity brothers, Jerry
and Jeff, were on staff with me
in the freshman dorm.
My college boyfriend was
one of Chuck's RAs. We would
see him around campus, and
Chuck always had a quick
smile and a witty aside for us.
He was brilliant, an Adonis.
He would have become a
remarkable lawyer, offering
a voice to the marginalized
with his splendid writing and
speaking abilities.
Chuck did not survive the
winter. On February 11, 2002,
he took his own life. Jerry and
Jeff came to my room, and we
sat, angry and begging for the
hands of time to reverse. Our
boss, Josh, stood and listened
and made us all feel heard.
A decade has passed and
the pain and the ache and
the loss are still acute. I trace
back over the court case that

ensued following Chuck's
death. I think of his family
and wonder how they have
processed the pain. I think
about the paralysis I would
feel for the rest of my days if
the same happened to one of
my children.
I wasn't close to Chuck,
but my life was irreversibly
changed by his death.
As someone who has
suffered
from
major
depression, I do not hesitate to
advocate for others who suffer
similarly. Ifl am having a hard
time in mental health land, I
will not send you a postcard,
"All's sunny and well-wish
you were here!" Rather, I can
tell you my experiences and the
angels that have been placed
in my path to help me get well.
I can share my experiences
with months-long insomnia
when I was a sophomore in

college that were punctuated
by several weekends in which
I spent hours holding my
mother captive to my tears. I
have had racing thoughts and
wondered if the pain I had
been feeling for a year would
ever EVER fade. And I can tell
you that it did, and it does, and
it will for you, too.
I still work on a college
campus and I see many
young people at their best and
brightest. I see some at their
most disaffected, their most
despondent, on the worst days
of their lives.
I pray with them, and
I pray for them. When my
students are not in class, I fret
and I pester them. I make a
nuisance of myself, and I do
not apologize. I refer students
to the counseling center, and
if they don't make contact,
I do it again. I live with a

therapist (otherwise known
as my husband, my college
boyfriend, Chuck's RA).
I do not believe that anyone
is beyond help, or redemption.
I believe our world is a
widespread construction zone
but I believe that God is able
to build us up to endure. How
sweet His promise is in Isaiah
59:1, "Surely the arm of the
Lord is not too short to save,
nor his ear too dull to hear."
I wish so much that Chuck
and countless others could
have been in a place to receive
this help. I know this is not
always possible, but I pray
that our world will continue
to increase its value and
awareness for the importance
of sound mental health.
I will try mightily to do my
part in making this happen. Of
course, I am only one person.
But so, too, was Chuck.

A brother's love overcomes sorrow in its deepest fOrm
be more willing to help and
support. A tweet is only 140
characters; there's only so
This past weekend I much you can say with that... "
witnessed one of the swiftest, said Boulware.
And a couple days later,
most touching motions of
daring love I've seen. In the Chris Paul responded on
midst of his own devastation twitter saying that at the game
over the loss of his mother, on February 6 he would be
Hortencia Clayton, Laurence honored to have Leah and
Clayton channeled his energy Laurence be his personal
into a dream gift for his guests. Now the hashtag
little sister, Leah Clayton. became, "#LeeWillMeetCP3."
So many spiritual lessons
Leah cared for her mother
throughout her battle with can be gleaned from this story
breast cancer, and was left but the thing that stands out
drained and devastated by her the most to me is witnessing
how love-the love of 1
passing.
The dream gift was Corinthians 13-Can survive
for Leah to meet Clippers piercing pain and flourish into
basketball player Chris Paul, something beautiful.
We are not encouraged by
who is known on twitter as @
CP3. #HelpLeeMeetCP3 was the death of someone so dear.
the popular hashtag among Some of us are sympathetically
Laurence and his friends, as and some are empathetically
retweets and favorites flew to sorrowful for the loss of Mrs.
Clayton,AuntyTencia, etc. but
raise awareness.
People were "mentioning" I think she would be honored
anyone who could help, to know that the love that
including Paul's teammates, she taught and expressed in
ESPN,
the
Clippers, her son's life would persevere
favorite musicians and through pain to manifest into
athletes and many more on something beautiful.
Not even sorrow in its
behalf of Leah. Brooklyn
Boulware, a sophomore mass deepest form can extinguish,
communication major, even even dampen, the love that
wrote an article on her blog God has put in our hearts-a
that thousands read to get love that Twitter witnessed
the night that Laurence looked
more informed on the issue.
"After tweeting the hashtag past his pain, putting himself
for a while, it dawned on me aside to help his little sister
that if people really knew the experience a big love; a love
full story, they would probably that cannot be quitted nor
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Emma

ousted. And from that, let us
meditate on the scripture that
says, "For I am convinced that
neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither

the present nor the future, nor
any powers, neither height
nor depth, nor anything else
in all creation, will be able to
separate us from the love of

God that is in Christ Jesus
our Lord, " because love
never fails (Romans 8:38-39;
1 Corinthians 13:8).

Collegedale 423-396-4433
Order online @ www.papajohns.com
Not nlid witt~ ••Y .._, tcM1p01t$ or ditcontl. LIMittd cldlw:ry am,~... ,..,...)' appb'. C.-.....er ....,._,._. Jor allapptk1bk tales.

sPEciALTY PrzzAs

Menu

Small- Sll Medium- $13 Large- $15 X-Large $17
The Works- Pcppc:roni, Ham. Spicy Italian Sallllll&c, Fresh Baby
Portabella Mushrooms. Onions, Green Peppcn and Block Oli..,. •

The Meats- Pepperoni. Ham. 8ccf. Bocon and Sausage
Garden Fresh- Mushrooms. Green Peppers, Toma1ocs, Onions and
Block Olives

Spinach Alfredo- Blend ofSpinoch IIIII Garfic..Pazmesan Alhdo
Sauce.

BBQ Chicken and Bacon- Barboquc Sauce Topped with Grilled
All White Chicken, Bocon and Fle!b Onions. Go Hawaii.. -Add
Plaeapplo!

Tuscan Six Cheese- Mozzarella, P..--, Romano, Asiago.

Cheesesticks (l4pc)
Papa's Wings (lOpe)
Papa's Chlckenstrlps (7 pc)
Garlic Parmesan Breadstlcks
Original Breadsticks (lOpe)

DESSERTS

CREATE YOUR OWN
Cheese Pizza $7
Toppings
S. 75

S6
$7.5
S6
$5
S4

Dipping Sauce & Extras
$.50
Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce, Honey Mustard,
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, BBQ, Ranch and Pizza Sauce
Extras- Pepperoncinis, Anchovies, Jalapeflo Peppers
and Banana Peppers.

Provolone and Fontina.

Small

srDEs

Medium

$9
Sl.OO

Large X-Large

$11
$13
$1.25 $1.50 each

TOPPINGS: Popperoa~ Ra-. Beef, Baco., C~kkaa, Italioa Sau,..., Pork
Sausaae, Oaloa, c .... Poppen, Muhnoo- Black Olivea, C.- Olivea,

Tomatoes,l'llleappk, Jalapeao P-rs, BIUWia Poppen, Aadloviea

Fresh Clnnaple

S4

BEVERAGES
Pepsi, Diet Pep!li, Pepsi Max, Mouatain Dew, Diet Mo11ntain
Dew, Sierra Mist, Aquafina, Mag Root Beer
Two Uter
$2.50
20 OL Bottle $1.50
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Reduce the amount of mandatory worships
/

----

---GRACE

BoNDURANT

CC)NDIBlm)W

One of the great things
about attending a Christian
university is the ability to
attend worship services.
However, the university should
not force students to attend. At
Southern Adventist University,
freshmen are required to
attend 28 worships, 13 vespers
and 14 convocations per
semester. This is a very high
requirement too-impose upon
a college student. College
students are not children; they
are adults who are pursuing
careers, working jobs and
balancing relationships and
extracurricular activities. It is
not necessary to completely
abolish worship requi.rements
altogether, but it is unrealistic
and unfair to require such a
high number in order to attend
the university. The amount of

required worships for students
to attend needs to be reduced
to accommodate students'
busy schedules. Besides that,
forcing religion causes more
harm than good.
Not only does forcing
worship cause more harm
than good, it is unfair to
expect college students to take
such a large portion of their
time out of their already busy
schedules. The average student
is enrolled in 12 to 16 credit
hours. On top of that, most
students also have a job either
on or off campus. Having a job
and being a student is hard
enough to balance. For those
in intramurals, TISL club,
Studio 4109 or Gym-Masters
or any other non-academic
activity, finding time is very
difficult. Students on the GymMasters team practice for two
hours, four days a week, not
including weekend trips and

/

7 :00 pm Worship

10:00 pm Worship

performances. Sometimes
missing school is required
in order to travel to these
locations. A student's schedule
is no joke. After classes, work
and extra curricular activities,
students also need time for
homework. A reduction in the
required number of worships is
desperately needed.
It is understood that at a
Christian university students
are required to adhere to
moral standards, one of which
is regularly attending worship.
This question needs to be
asked: Is the university more
concerned with the appearance
of student morality, or the
true instilment of these values
within the students? Assuming
that the university is more
concerned with a student's
real spiritual conviction,
forcing worship attendance is
not the best way to achieve it.
The students who want to be

___vespers
there will be there whether it
is required or not. Students
that only attend because they
are forced ruin the atmosphere
for everyone else. On one
occasion, a student who
sincerely enjoyed worship
was sitting next to a student
who only came to satisfy their
requirement for the week.
While the one student was
trying to pay attention to the
service, the other was busy
texting, talking to friends and
being disruptive to the point
that the student who wanted to
be there could not focus on the
message. Moreover, students
who do not wish to attend
worship will not gain a better
appreciation of it by being
forced to go. In fact, it will
do more damage, making the
student even more resentful
toward the idea.
Worship is supposed to
be a positive and rewarding

PHOTO BY CoURTNEY BECKWITH

experience. Having said that,
requiring students to attend
more than they are willing
to can destroy a student's
attitude toward it altogether.
Even students who would
generally enjoy worship
begin to resent going because
it slowly consumes their
schedule. College should
not be completely about
requirements and classes. This
is also the time to make friends
and become socially active.
How can a student do that if
worship takes up all their free
time? The issue is not whether
worship is good or bad, but it's
a matter of quantity or quality.
If the number of vespers,
worships and convocations
were reduced, then attending
such services would become a
treat to be enjoyed rather than
a chore, or becoming another
facet of our routine.

It is the responsibility of the fainily to teach abstinence
SHELBY WEBB
CoNn••!.IIDI!

The National Survey of
Family Growth and Health
(2008) reported that by their
19th birthday seven in 10
teens, both male and female,
have had sexual intercourse.
The survey goes on to state that
on average, teenagers have had
sex for the first time at the age
of 17. "Condom-availability"
programs have been put into
effect in schools as a way to
help protect teens from the
consequences that unprotected
sex brings. However, I believe
that schools should not be

endorsing the sexual activity of
teens by helping them sidestep
the consequences through the
distribution of condoms.
I believe that the best
birth control is a strong,
intact family. One study
called Perspectives on Sexual
and Reproductive Health
shows that adolescents living
with both biological parents
were 38 percent less likely
to engage in sexual relations
when compared to adolescents
from other family structures.
Another study showed that
teens who had more adult
supervision were far less likely
to engage in sexual activity.

Yet, when a school hands out
condoms in an attempt to
encourage safe sex, it actually
weakens the authority of
families. If schools continually
depreciate families they will
contribute to the increase of
teen pregnancies and STDs
in a way that no amount of
distributed condoms will be
able to counteract.
Unfortunately, many
parents are too indifferent
to instill and enforce values
dealing with sexual purity
in their children. They
would much rather push the
responsibility on someone
else. Nevertheless, schools

cannot replace families and
instead must try their best not
to hurt them. I believe that the
best way to find this balance
is for schools to provide some
sort of abstinence program
after directly talking with the
parents. The ideal situation
would be that the families
would respond by taking it
upon themselves to educate
their children instead of
forcing them to be educated
on such a serious subject in an
impersonal environment.
I wholeheartedly believe
that it is a parent's responsibility
to pass on a system of values
to their children that helps

prepare them for the pressures
and temptations society
presents. Though when it
seems absolutely necessary,
abstinence programs should
be implemented; never should
condoms be distributed. As
one parent put it, "Though
abstinence is being taught,
giving a teen a condom and
saying 'abstain' is exactly the
same as giving him a keg of
beer on a Friday night and
saying 'don't drink it."'
If the family is too passive to
care, then it is the school's place
to educate kids on abstinence
and safe sex, not to give them
the tools to implement it.
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How focusing can help your flow of success
TRAVIS CRUMLEY

An Olympic runner
sprinting for the gold, a
programmer in an intense
Hackathon, and a musician
performing in Carnegie Hall.
What do they all have in
common? Focus, a sense of
challenge and confidence in
their ability to overcome that
challenge. They're completely
absorbed in their work and
they don't stop until they've
achieved their goal. According
to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi,
founder and co-director of
the Quality of Life Research
Center, that state of mind is
called "flow" - and it's not
exclusive to the best of the best.
Normally when you work on
something, you are constantly
distracted by friends, emails,
that kid who plays dubstep at

nine times the normal volume
and, most importantly, your
own thoughts. If you want
to study for a test, you'll
soon remember that you
forgot to feed your fish, the
refrigerator needs cleaning,
and oh, look somebody tagged
you on Facebook! The brain
is an amazing processor of
information. However, unless
you can devote your attention
entirely to one task, the extra
processing power of your
brain will notice non-essential
details and distract you from
the task at hand.
Though it may sound
counter-intuitive, flow is
actually more easily achieved
when you aren't full of energy.
Many computer programmers
do most of their work either
very late at night or in the early
hours of the morning. Why?
Because when everyone else is

sleeping, there aren't any social
distractions and since the brain
is only half-awake, it's forced to
devote all its processing power
to the task at hand.
However, don't expect
your essay to write itself if you
wake up at 4 a.m. You can't be
totally exhausted (so go to bed
at a decent hour) and more
importantly, you have to feel
up to the challenge.
Dr. Csikszentmihalyi's
chart of skill level compared
to challenge level predicts
that flow will happen only
when you feel confident in
your abilities, challenged, and
you're receiving good feedback.
Concentrate on a task until
you're done with it - don't
hop between projects without
getting something tangible
done, or else you'll begin to
despair of ever finishing.
Now you might be saying

"That's great! Buthowdolknow
if it works?" Well, currently
I am taking differential
equations, dynamics, linear
algebra, chemistry, linear
circuit analysis and issues in
physical science and religion,
two labs, French horn lessons
and I'm auditing orchestra and
wind symphony (21 credits in
all). I also tutor physics on
Thursdays, work at WSMC as
a producer and I'm developing
an iPhone app in partnership
with another student at
Southern. Yet, I've found that
as long as I feel confident in my
abilities, I can get up early on a
Sunday morning and polish off
work in half the time it would
take me if I slaved over it all
day.
In fact, one of the best
ways I've found to concentrate
properly is to schedule some
time each morning to spend

alone with God. I follow a
lesson plan of sorts, and
just spend 20 to 30 minutes
focusing on God through
reading and praying. Just that
bit of time at the beginning of
the day gives me a better grasp
of the scope of my problems
an important part of achieving
flow.
So the next time you have a
challenge ahead of you, buckle
down, turn off distractions, and
put on some inspiring music (I
especially like rainymood.com
with Jeremy Soule's Skyrim
soundtrack).
Concentrate
solely on the task ahead of
you. With confidence in your
abilities, a determination to
see things through and a grasp
of the issues at hand, you can
use your full concentration to
conquer the challenge at hand.

Shake off the inevitable and dreadful winter blues
UPCOMING EVENTS
DINNER.
SYMPHoNY
SERIESAMOR:
OPERA'S
PHOTO Bv LoGAN rou.

RAcHAEL liANKINs
CONUIBUIOR

The excitement of New
Years has ended, we've all
forgotten our resolutions, and
most of us are running on about
five hours of sleep. Welcome to
the winter semester, folks.
There is a dark period
of time that occurs at the
beginning of every year, which
I like to refer to as the PostChristmas-Not-Yet-SpringBreak black hole of misery.
We've all experienced it: the
winter blues that linger like that
socially awkward kid in your
Economics class. In the south,
winter is especially miserable.
Not only is it gray and dismal,
but we are consistently blessed
with downpours of cold rain.
For those of you who are
experiencing a Tennessee
winter for the first time, allow
me to inform you that this is
normal.
The bleak weather would
make any normal person

lethargic, but add 15 credit
hours of studying and you
have yourself a recipe for
depression. We .are cold, we are
tired and sunshine feels like a
dreamy memory. The most
desirable thing to do at this
point is to crawl into bed, wrap
up like a burrito and sleep until
spring.
However, some of us need
to graduate eventually, so
sleeping through life isn't an
option. It's a pity, I know, but
take heart! There are ways to
survive this winter season.
Here are a few ideas to help
combat those winter blues:
1. Discover your new
favorite hot drink. Winter
is the perfect season for that
warm mug of something
delicious. Whether it is a
stern Earl Grey or a tempting
raspberry hot chocolate,
pursue a hot drink you've
never tried before. Starbucks
is a good starting place. The
possibilities are endless and

you can order it decaf! I dare
you to have the barista choose
your drink for you. These
people make every hot drink
known to man and probably
have great combination
recommendations.
Be
adventurous and you might
discover something delectable.
2. Embrace winter
styles. Just because the
weather is dreary, doesn't
mean you're allowed to give up
on how you look. Pull out those
sweaters, scarves, boots and
jackets and take a few extra
minutes to make an effort.
I've been seeing way too many
hoodies and pajama pants on
campus this past month. I
understand the struggle but,
trust me, spending a few extra
minutes on your look will
improve how you feel about
yourself throughout the day,
and who knows, someone
might notice.
3· Don't take sunshine
for granted. Those blessed

GREA.TJ"ST
LOVE SONGS
AND DUEl'S
Feb. 10, 3-s:oo p.m.
Volkswagen
Conference Center
in Chattanooga, TN
Price: $25

WINTER. JAM

TRAIN
EXCURSIONS
Feb. 9, 8:oop.m.
Chattanooga
Grand Junction in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $7o-$750

THE
SCREWI'APE
LEITERS
Feb. 9, 8:oo p.m
Tivoli Theatre
in Chattanooga, TN
Price: $40.50-$91

Feb. 9, s:oo p.m.
Bridgestone Arena
in Nashville, TN
Price: $10 at door

golden rays are few and far
between so when they do
appear, take full advantage of
their presence. Lack of sunlight
is not only aesthetically
depressing, it is scientifically
proven to be detrimental to
our mental health. S.A.D., or
Seasonal Affective Disorder,
is a form of depression that
occurs from lack of sunshine.
Symptoms may include
oversleeping, loss of energy
and fatigue, overeating,

anxiety, mood swings, and
lack of concentration. Sound
familiar? You may be in need
of a little sunlight. Soak up the
rays while they exist, even if
you are covered in clothes from
head to toe.
Winter doesn't have to be
gray skies and despair. A great
scarf and a warm cup of coffee
will help you make it to spring
break. It's just around the
corner, I promise.
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Learning to properly roll a kayak and keeping your pride under water

PHOTO BY MARKus McGRArn

Hahna McGrath and sister-in-law Joy McGrath enjoy a day of kayaking on the Watauga River.
liAHNA McGRATII
CoNTRIBtiTQR

Kayaking has been something I've always wanted to
try. When I discovered that
Outdoor Leadership taught a
whitewater kayaking class I
was thrilled! I would have a ·
blast and.get P.E. credit. The
first day of class our teacher,
Bruce Foster, covered the
basics of boat anatomy, the
gear needed and the sundry
multitude of dangers associated with the sport. Among this
plethora of information were
such adrenaline-pumping
adventures as being sucked
by a relentlessly powerful
current into an undercut rock.
• Here you would die among
a jumble of old kayaks filled
with the skeletal remains of
past paddlers wl'i:o-had llkewise lacked the foresight to
avoid the hazard.
Mr. Foster also sang the
praises of what he touted
as the greatest sport in the
world; to me, it sounded like
one for adventure-hungry
purists. So, being one of these

individuals, my excitement
about-getting in a boat for the
first time began building.
However, I also experienced considerable trepidation regarding my first
Kayak Club roll session at the
Hulsey Pool. One basic and
necessary skill for kayaking is

the world, and the idea of exposing this fact while upside
down in water with my hips
lodged in a plastic vessel was
marginally intimidating.
A vital aspect of a solid roll
is to let your head follow your
torso back into an upright
position. Keeping your head

down" just before my poor
technique plunged me back
into the water. Beginning
paddlers will "lose" their roll
once they get on a river. Turbulent water adds an el.e ment
of stress which is enough to
cause muscle memory to diffuse swiftly into the current.
When a roll is missed,
banging on the bottom of the
boat signals "help." However,
approximately three seconds
of being tumbled along with
your head ricocheting off
rocks is enough to thoroughly
convince you that death is
imminent, and bailing out of
the boat is tempting. In this
event, however, waiting a few
more seconds for the "hand
of God" -someone flipping
. you topside up-would have
eliminated the necessity of
PHOTO BY MARKus McGRATII
hauling your boat ashore and
Hahna and Joy McGrat~ with companions ]ofikki and DBisy on the shore.
. emptying it of water.
being able to roll back into an
The directions of experiin the water while the rest of
upright position after flipping
your body surfaces is counter- enced paddlers are easy to
upside-down. This worried
intuitive, and as I craned my
ignore when your instincts
me because I am possibly the
neck toward the surface, I
are telling you the opposite.
most uncoordinated person in would hear shouts of "head
Forinstance,keepingloose

hips and paddling perpetually
will usually keep you upright,
but the natural tendency is to
stjffen and stop paddling.
I was a bit nervous about
paddling my first river, but
the moment my boat slid into
the beautiful Hiawassee, I was
hooked. It's a great river for
uncoordinated novices, and
as I took in the beauty around
me, I was suddenly struck
by the multitude of parallels
between kayaking and the
spiritual life.
So often we let our natural
tendencies override the voice
of the One who knows best,
and in stressful situations we
allow fear to drown out the
voice of wisdom. illtimately,
we can chock it up to pridewe think we knpw best, when
in reality we should lower our
heads in recognition of our
ineptitude. So, whether you're
on a river navigating your way
through turbulent waters, or
struggling to keep afloat in the
whitewater of life, remember
to listen to the voice of truth-

Techniques and players to look forward to in the Rees Series
DAVIS WALLACE
Sf!:!Rni Eum~s

Last week ended another
astonishing intramural basketball season. There w'ere
some undefeated teams like
"Yao Know What I Ming,"
"Goon Squad" and "Charmanders." There were also
some comeback victories like
the double overtime game
between "Just Shoot" and
"NBD"! Now, it is the time
of year to see which teams
will carry their regular season
momentum into The Rees
Series and there are certain
things that we all should look
forward to this year.

Upset Alert
There can't be The Rees
Series without at least one
upset. It seems to be a reoccurring theme in regards to
sports in the post season. The
term upset alert refers to an
underdog team that is on the
verge of taking down the more
popular team, also known
as David vs. Goliath. There
might not be any upsets in
the first round, but don't be
surprised if a team like "Who
Dat", or "The Gold Miners"
catch fire and ride their hot
hands.
Playoff defense

The stakes are higher when
time it's too late to pass the
a chaJDpionship is on the line, ball to an open player; which
so expect the defense to be
doesn't allow for an offensive
tougher. "Yao Know What
rebound for second chance
I Ming" plays a full-court
points.
"Charmanders" player
press that seems to fluster
opponents, so expect to see
Jimmy Dale's on ball defense
that after every made basket.
frustrates opponents as he
"Just"Shoot" switches to a 1-3- moves his feet well, stays
1 zone defense when need be
iri front of them, and puts a
in games that forces turnovers hand up when they attempt to
in the high post by a ball
shoot. If opponents can get
denial from opponents' power . passed Dale, they are quickly
forwards and centers. Expect
met at the rim by his teamto see more of that from start
mates Adam McQuistan and
to.finish. "Blitzkrieg" plays a
Jimmy Bunch. It's not easy
suffocating 2-3 zone defense
getting up a good shot against
that will collapse to anyone
those two in the lane. Like
within the paint, and by that
Dale, "Lunch Time" player

Brandon Strachan plays the
type of on ball defense that
drives you crazy; it's as if
he is on your hip the entire
game. His teammates Orion .
Reid and Brandon Shazier are
some more big men who play
with fast motors and swat
anything within reach.
We will see which players
can make the big play at the
decisive time. The drama in
sports cannot be compared
to any movie, 1V sitcom, or
reality1V show. It's authentic, unpredictable, and always
leaves us wanting more.

•
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[The Calendar]
.
Thursday, February 7
na, Convocation: Student Week of Prayer (Church)
3:30p, Deans/Chairs Advisory
sp, Voll~yball Team Meeting (Hulsey)
s:30p, Student Organization President's Meeting (Presidential Banquet Room)
7P, Student Week of Prayer (Church)

Friday, February 8
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up -leaves Southern every
112 holir (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
-West Side 4 Jesus- Playing Flag Football
8p, Student Week of Prayer (Church)
g:30p, HymnSing (Talge Chapel)
6:17P, Sunset

Saturday, February 9
9a, Adoration 1 Service - Pathfinders (Church)
9:3oa, The Fountain: (Thatcher South White Oak Rqom)
g:3oa, Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
10a, Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only (CA Library)
lOa, Heartbeat Sabbath School (Improv)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room 109 CA)
lOa, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room 102)
1oa, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
lOa, One Accord (Student Center)
10a, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Conference Room)
10:1sa, Adoration 2 Service - Pathfinders (Church)
10:1sa, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
10:1sa, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room ws)

11:3sa, Connect- LeClare Litchfield (CA)
11:3sa, Renewal, Pathfinder Program (Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
·-West Side 4 Jesus- Children's Ministry
- Face-Lift Chattanooga - Random Acts of Kiiidness
-Advent Home- Youth Ministry
6p, Evensong, Organist: Laurie George
7-9p, KR's & Student Center Open
7:30p, Rees Series - Basketball Championships (Iles)

Sunday,February1o
7P, Art. Love. Music. SA Banquet (Warehouse)
Monday,February11
ga-sp, Mid-Semester Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
LSAT Exam, Lyrui Wood Hall
3:30p1 University Senate
7:30p, Yiddish & African American Music: Soul to Soul - Double Convocation
Credit (lies)

Tuesday,February12
ga-sp, Mid-Semester Book Buy Back (Campus Shop)
Last day for 6o% tuition refund
lOa-noon, Future Student Expo (lies)
12p, Dean's Luncheon (Presidential Banquet Room)
7:30p, Museum Lecture Series, Lynn Wood Chapel, Randall Younker

VVednesday,February13
7:30p, SA Senate (White Oak Room)
9:1sp, Residence Hall Joint Worship
(Thatcher Chapel)

sta •
•

23-591

[Student Life Announcements]
Information session for students interested in studying abroad this summer
or during the 2013-14 academic year. Meet Odette Ferreira, Adventist Colleges
Abroad Program Director, Sandra Rigby-Barrett, Program Director at Newbold
College (England), Antonietta Riviello, Program Director at Istituto Avventista
Villa Aurora (Italy), and Ail a Stammler, Program Vice-Director at Theologische
Hochschule Friedensau (Germany). For more information, please contact
Beverly Orrison in the Modern Languages Department at 236-2221. Tuesday,
February 12
6:oop.m., Presidential Banquet Room.
Attention Adventist Creatives. If you enjoy painting, drawing, writing music
and poetry, capturing art quality pJ?.otographs, producing videos and more, we

want to conne¢ with you. Share your gift with the world. The first ever inspire
design and songwriting context is now open and runs through February 22,
2013. Make a difference with your artisticfsongwriting abilities and be eligible
to win an iPad. Sponsored by Pacific Union Cqnference Church Support Services. Check out the details at www.visitinspire.orgfcontest.
Apply for 2013-14 Financial Aid: Remember to complete your Financial Aid application online at www.fafsa.ed.gov before our March 31 priority deadline
FILM: The film "Hell and Mr. Fudge" will be shown at 3:30p.m. Sabbath, February 9 , at the Collegedale SDA Church. No admission. A free-will offering will
be collected.

[SA Announcements] ·
Art. Love. Music. SA Banquet: Shuttles to the Warehouse will begin departure at 6:30p. The doors will open promptly at 6:30p. University dress code is expected ...
NO jewelry.
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The SA Valentines Banquet n1akes an artistic revision_-l.jr (
MoRIAH ARTERBERRY
Sun WRITER

Southern Adventist University's Student Association
(SA) hosted this year's Valentine's Day event, "Art.Love.
Music." in Iles P.E. Center on
Feb.10.
After a year of not having a
Valentine's Day Banquet, SA
was excited to sell approximately soo tickets.
Andrea Erhart, SA Social
Vice President, said that the
inspiration for this event came
earlier this school year when
students suggested bringing the band Branches to the
school. She wanted to create
a place where the students
could show off their artistic
and musical talents.
"The original plan was to
bring the band to have kind
of an 'indie banquet' and have
it in the McKee Warehouse,"
Erhart said. "But right before
break, we were told that they
decided to tear the warehouse
down."

The event was moved to
the old box factory by the Service Department. At the end
of the two-week -selling period, it was discovered that the
box factory would no longer
be an eligible venue because
its maximum capacity is four

hundred people.
Although it created more
work, Erhart saw it in a positive light.
"The reason we had to
move the venue is because so
many people signed up and we
were not expecting it," Erhart
said.
Cassie Matchim, a member
of the Duck Squad, found the
change of venue to be the most
exhausting part of·the preparation.
"Changing venues was difficult because we had to set
up and take down everything
all in one day," Matchim said.
"We had about an eighteen
hour day."
When it came time for the
doors to open, the reactions of
the students were positive.
"After finding out that the
banquet was in the gym, I
didn't know what to expect.
But when I walked in, I was
pleasantly surprised," Alexandra Tesheira, junior health
science major, said.
The room was decorated
with an assortment of drapes,
unique table settings and
mood lighting. Along with
the art displays from Southern
students and live music, the
guests had the option to take
pictures on a set or in a photo
booth.

4.dventlst Umvers·
date, TN 3731 o

2 2 2013

Photo By Matt Hadley

Branches peifonns at the SA Valentines Banquet.

"Our primary interest was
more in the artwork that we
submitted for the show, so we
were kind of motivated to go
as a group because of that and
to have moral support," Alexandria Wise, senior health science major, said.
The band was the highlight of the evening. They
performed several songs, both
covers and originals, keeping
the audience engaged.
The food was provided by
L&V A Little Taste of Heaven,
a catering company based in

Nashville, Tenn. The menu
included spring rolls and fried
zuchinni sticks, chicken tetrazzini, salad, garlic bread and
cheesecake bites for dessert.
The caterer was scheduled to
arrive at 3:30 p.m. but did not
show up until approximately
8:oop.m.
Erhart said the Duck Squad
and SA carried out appetizers,
desserts and helped serve the
main course. SA asked for a
$1000 discount with the company.
"I think that was very gen-

erous of us because she arrived an hour after the event
started, and we ran out of salad," Erhart said.
Despite the catering delay, Erhart said she felt that
students still had a good time
listening to Branches perform
while they waited.
"The band really made the
night. At the end, seeing students up front cheering and
singing along made it all worth
it," Erhart said.

Greased rags catch fire in cafeteria dishroom
SARAH RUF
NEW

MEDIA

EormR

A small fire broke out in
the dishroom of the Dining
Hall early Tuesday morning.
Campus Safety officers and
firefighters from the Tri-Community Fire Department responded to a water flow alarm
at 12:34 a.m. and found the
fire already contained by two
activated sprinkler heads near
· the Food Service offices.
David Houtchens, fire systems manager for Campus

Safety, said that the cause of
the fire can be traced back to
hot rags, taken from a recent
dryer cycle and still greasy
enough to ignite a fire.
Although there was no major structural damage, the fire
destroyed laundry baskets,
aprons and kitchen rags.
Water seeped from the
second floor to the first floor,
damaging food containers in a
storage area.
Houtchens called the fire
"pretty unusual, especially
with no petroleum products

[involved]."
Trenton Schwarzer, Campus Safety patrol officer, said
that at one point smoke was
seen coming from the building, but it was not clear as to
when smoke was visible.
At least three Tri-Community Fire Department fire
trucks and three other emergency vehicles responded to
the incident. Alarms sounded
throughout Wright Hall and
the Student Center for about
an hour after emergency vehicles arrived on the scene.

Water floods dishroom after fire Tuesday morning.
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Gun control training for faculty and staff begins
and will focus on prevention
and response. The prevention
presentation done by de Souza
will instruct faculty and staff
on how to recognize the potential warning signs in a person's mental health, understanding the different types
of students to look out for and
knowing when to report an issue. Penrod will explain how
to respond to the situation and
form the safest plan.
"I think it is [important]
to provide tools to recognize
behaviors that could lead to a
crisis, to avoid a crisis and to
intervene before it happens,"
de Souza said.
By learning to recognize

KATIE HENDERSON
SuuW•m•

Faculty and staff will be required to attend an in-service
training on active shooter
prevention, response and
follow-up from Feb. 12 to 15.
Influenced by the Sandy Hook
Elementary shooting this past
December, the goal for this
training is to prepare the faculty and staff in the case of a
crisis.
Lead by Kevin Penrod,
director of Campus Safety,
and Liane de Souza, counseling services coordinator, the
training will be divided beDNeen Penrod and de Souza

the signs for what they are,
this training will prepare faculty and staff, and eventually
students, on how to respond
to an active shooter.
Timothy Brass, sophomore
global policies and service
studies major, said, "It's a
great idea, given the fact that
there have been several shootings, specifically schools and
movie theaters. It's important
for our faculty to know the
signs that lead to that act and
how to deal with these situations for the safety of themselves and the students."
Gordon Bietz, president
of Southern Adventist University, said, "It is important

for all of us to prepare for the
unexpected, so we will know
what to do in case of an emergency. Because administration cares about the wellbeing
of everyone on our campus, it
is important for the university
faculty and staff to prepare for
the worst and pray that it never comes to our campus."
Lorraine Ball, associate
professor for the School of
Journalism and Communication, spoke in favor of the
training.
"I think it's valuable to give
people strategies on what to
do when there is a shooter, but
I hope I never have to use it,"
Ball said.

Penrod agreed that this
training is important.
"It's happening all around
us, even in religious institutions. I don't want us to be
naive [about gun problems on
campus]. I want us to be informed," Penrod said.
According to the daily
crime and fire safety log for
the 2012-13 school year, there
have been two accounts of
weapon law violations on campus in the past three months.
"We don't want to close
our eyes and pretend nothing
happens in happy valley," de
Souza said.

Ant infestation plagues Southern Village apartinents
chalek, resident of Dogwood
and junior public relations
and graphic design major,
said. "The ants disappeared
for a while, but then, all of a
sudden, hundreds showed up
in our dishwasher. Every time
we would wash our dishes,
dead ants would be everywhere."
After the dishwasher incident, Southern sent someone again to spray inside and
outside the apartments. Ants
were not seen again in Dogwood until three weeks into
the current semester. Having
received several other reports
from residents, students were
instructed to contact Cindi
Young, administrative assistant for Financial Administration and director of graduate
and family housing, about ant
problems.
"While Cook's Pest Control
comes to the campus once a
month to spray all of the edu-

LUKE EVANS
STAUWamL

There have been several
reports this academic year of
ant infestations in Southern
Village apartments. In particular, the apartment complex,
Dogwood, has been sprayed
with chemicals several times
to little effect until recently.
JP Mathis, associate dean
of Southern Village, said that
ants had not been a consistent
problem in apartments until
this school year. She said that
it was midway through the fall
semester when reports first
began to come in about ant infestations. Mathis said she believes that ants have begun to
move into certain apartments
due to large amounts of rain.
"The first time we contacted Southern about our ant
problem, they sent someone
to come and spray the outside
of the apartment," Shana Mi-

~outhrrn
sauaccent.com

•

cation buildings, we do not
usually schedule them to spray
housing buildings unless there
is a particular problem,"
Young said. "After receiving
reports from Dogwood, Poplar
and Willow, I scheduled the
professional exterminator to
come and spray an extremely
powerful ant poison around
the infested apartments."
The morning after the professional spraying, the residents of Dogwood woke up to
hundreds of ants swarming
over the kitchen floor and cabinets. The students spent the
rest of the day cleaning and
throwing away vast amounts
of food that ants had gotten
into. Confused by the ants' reappearance, the residents contacted Young who informed

them the chemical would take
some time to come into full effect.
"Unfortunately, the ant
problem is not going to be a
quick fix, but it will work,"
Young said. "The pest guy
who sprayed has been working with Southern for 10 years,
and he will keep working until
the ants are gone."
While the chemical initially
appeared to not have an effect
in Dogwood, other students
reported that the ants in their
apartments had diminished
greatly.
"Towards the beginning of
the semester, there were ants
all over my bed and windowsill," Nitha Halder, resident of
Oak and senior nursing major,
said. "However, manyofthem

were already dead, and the
spray took care of the rest."
The residents of Dogwood
report that the ants in their
apartment ha e been reduced
significantly since Feb. 1.
Young believes the ants
swarmed after the exterminator came because the chemicals forced them inside. She
encourages students living in
Southern Village to inform her
immediately if they have future ant problems.
"Before the spraying, I was
receiving reports from five or
six apartments about ants.
Now, that number has gone
down to one," Young said. "I
know it can be discouraging,
but students need to keep calling me so that we can get the
exterminator to fix it."
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Student studies effects of sleep deprivation using Inice
Pauldurai expressed concerns about animal rigpts saying she had made sure everything was perf9rmed in a safe
way right down to the lights,
temperature and pressure.
"I have to be very careful
with the mice, making sure I
measure the injections very
carefully so that the mice do
not overdose," Pauldurai said.
Mice were sleep deprived
for 10 hours a day and, once
injected, are tested by running
a maze that they had already
been through. Thjs was to test
the brain's reaction between
already being sleep deprived
and the addition of different
chemicals.
~ou can clearly see ·a
change in the mice after in-

jection. Mice injected with
alcohol tend to look 'drunk,'
whereas mice injected with
stimlllants seem to be more
hyper," Pauldurai said.
The experiment ties into
biology as well · psychology,
which is · Pauldurai's minor.
The use of chemicals relates to
biology, whereas analyzing reactions relates to psychology.
· "We're really trying to analyze the ability of the mice to
learn and their memory recall
after not only sleep deprivation, but the consumption
of the chemicals that some
college students may [use],"
Pauldurai said.
Since the experiment is
both biologically and psychologically related, Pauldurai has

dent-leaders for student-leaders just shows the Student Association's dedication to giving
Student Association (SA) back and, ultimately, fostering
Senate is working to raise the an atmosphere of leadership."
remaining furids for a student
Forms of funding include
leadership scholarship.
donor contributions as well as
According to the scholar- a deal with Collegedale's Papa
ship's funding report, senators John's Pizza, which has agreed
must raise another $11,315.15, to give back 10 percent of all
which would make a total of online sales using the code
$25,000, in or6er for the SA
SAU699.
Senate student leadership
SA used the code to purchase all of the pizza served at
the Super Bowl party. Flyers
his is the first
advertising the code have been
printed and hung up around
year since it's
campus.
Ethan White, SA executive
vice-president,
said, "This is
been started
the first year since it's been
started that funding has really
that funding has taken off."
The scholarship began
three
years ago with graduate
really taken o
Steven Arauz, then SA executive vice-president. He noticed
scholarship to be put into that Southern's scholarships
place.
were "frontloaded," or offered
If the funding is met, the primarily during freshman sestudent leadership scholar- mesters, and it was his vision
ship will be awarded yearly to give back to upperclassman
to one or two upperclassmen that had contributed to cambased qn leadership contribu- pus.
tions on campus, beginning
Advancement, the adminin 2014. The award total is istratio'h and Senate supported
still under consideration but the scholarship, and $11~000
could range from $1000 to was raised during his term.
$1200 per student. However,
However, the scholarship lost
if the funds are not allocated Yhomentum due to numerous
by May, the money will move changes in SA positions. This
to Southern's general scholar- year's s_enate had the option
ship funds.
to discontinue the scholarship
SA and Senate are taking or keep it going. They chose to
this scholarship seriously.
ratify it
Garrison Hayes, SA presi"This scholarship proves
dent, said, "I think adding a that SA, and the student body
scholarship created by stu- as a whole, appreciates our

leaders," Hayes said.
Juniors and seniors that
choose to apply must, according to the terms of the endowment, "have a current GPA of
3.0 or above, [be] financially

BROOKLYNN BOULWARE

SnuWRmR

Jennifer Pauldurai, senior
biology major, conducted an
independent research study to
compare sleep deprived mice
and college students.
·
Officially called, "The Efficiency of Stimulants on Sleep
Deprived Mice," the experiment was supposed to be a
simulation of what goes on at
colleges across the country.
Mice were sleep deprived
and then injected with different chemicals that might be
found on a college campus.
Caffeine, ethanol (alcohol) and
ephedrine (a stimulant similar
to Adderall) were injected into
different groups of mice.

sponsors from both departments. Ann Foster, professor
for the biology department, is
the biology sponsor and Ruth
WilliamsMorris, professor f9r
the School of Education and
Psychology, is the psychology
sponsor.
"Jennifer's study looks at
sleep deprivation in an interesting way," WilliamsMorris
said. "It investigates as to how
human beings, in this case,
college students, may be impacted by sleep deprivation,
energy drinks, and other substances."
Although Pauldurai is finished with the mice now, data
and statistics for this experiment will not be available until sometime in April.

ice were sleep
deprived for
10

hours and,

once injected,
are tested by
running a maze
that they had
already been
through

''
Senate increases fundraising for scholarship

PAIGE BURNEIT

SnuWR!nR

worthy or deserving based
upon the SAU student aid
policy" and have held a leadership position.
Current SA officers are ineligible for the scholarship.

The scholarship board will
review applicants, select a student and submit the list to the
Loans and Scholarship Committee for approval.

thursday,
feb. 21
Look:
for an internship
Apply:
fora job
Bring:
your resume
Dress:
for success

s

2 - 5 p.m.

Church Atrium
and
Fellowship Hall
Check the website ...
www.southern.edu/meetthefirms
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German program director joins annual visit to

S<?ut~ern

RosANA HuGHES
5x.&FFwRma

·

Odette Ferreira, director
of Adventist Colleges Abroad
(ACA), made her annual visit
to Southern, along with the
British, Italian and German
ACA program directors. ·
The purpose for the directers' visit was to help promote
the programs that their colleges offer. Prospective students
are also given the chance to
speak with the directors in
person and have their questions answered with clarity.
During their visit, the directors held· an information
meeting in the Presidential

Banquet Room on Tuesday
for any students interested
in learning more about ACA.
Maria Antonietta Riviello,
program directol' for Istituto
Avventista Villa Aurora in
Italy, Sandra Rigby-Barrett,
program director for Newbold
College in the United Kingdom
and Aila Stammler, program
vice-director at TheologischeHochschule Friedensau in
Germany, spoke at the event.
Many former ACA students
were also present, which gave
them the chance to share their
experiences.
Students also had the op-

portunity to meet with the directors individually throughout the week.
The directors were also
able to participate in the third
annual Student Expo and reconnect with former ACA students.
ACA programs are designed . for more than those
pursuing a major or minor in
a modern language. The ACA
website states that students
majoring in other areas may
find a year abroad personally
and professionally rewarding.
"I imagine it would be a different view on life, and while I

already speak fluent Spanish,
I know I am far from perfection," Alexandra Alvarez, junior graphic design and Spanish major, said. Her sister,
Amanda Alvarez, freshman
clinical psychology major, said
she is also considering studying abroad.
"I want to experience a different culture and at the same
time be able to get a minor in
Spanish," Amanda Alvarez
said.
ACA recommends that students be at the intermediate
level of the second language
before studying abroad. How-

ever, if that is not the case, students should be prepared to
commit more time to studying
during their first few months
abroad.
Diego Parra, junior international studies and global
policy major, studied in Italy
and said it was important to
make the language learning
process as easy as possible.
"Immerse yourself as much
as possible with natives and
the language," Parra said. "It's
a whole lot more comfortable
to associate with Americans ...
but in the long run, you're only
stunting your progress."

Volkswagen Sunday Syinphony Series continues
BEN LoWERY
SJAFEWama

The Volkswagen Sunday
Symphony Series most recent
show, "Amor: Opera's Greatest Love Songs and Duets,"
was on Feb. 10.
In 2012, Volkswagen of
Chattanooga (VW) partnered
with . the Chattanooga Symphony and Opera, along with
Classical 90.5 WSMC, to create the concert series. It includes five performances that
began in September 2012 and
will continue through April
2013. The schedule includes a
repeat of programs performed
in the Tivoli Theatre, plus exclusive Volkswagen staff-only
performances.
Hans-Herbert Jagla, exec-,

utive vice president of human
resources at Volkswagen of
Chattanooga, said in an interview on Nooga.com, "Around
the world, Volkswagen has
recognized the importance of
supporting the arts. Some may
feel that investing in the arts is
wasteful in a challenging economy, but this is not the case."
The Sunday Symphony Series is open to the public and
VW employees. Individual
tickets are priced at $25 for
the public and $15 for Volk•
swagen employees.
Bringing an accessible and
affordable fine arts experience
for families in the East Brainerd area is also a goal, Jagla
said.
"There's been a population
shift to the East Brainerd area,

and it makes sense to accommodate for that shift in the entertainment offerings the symphony puts forth," Jagla said.
Four guest artists joined
the Chattanooga Symphony:
Cheryl Brendel, Rosella Ewing, Daniel Weeks and Brett
Hyberger. Without the help
of any electronic equipment
or microphones, the four artists performed in 10 of the 14
songs. Because the songs were
not in English, the artists told
the story beforehand in order
to let the audience know what
the songs were about.
In the middle of the event,
a drawing took place for tickets to future concerts. The
couple that won was brought
up front. After receiving the
tickets the man got down on

one knee and proposed to his
girlfriend. The drawing was
pre-planned and videoed by
family members in the crowd.
Kayoka Dan, music director and conductor of the symphony, said she appreciates
the opportunity to touch more
lives through beautiful music
with the new series.
"It is an honor for us to
perform at the beautiful Volkswagen Chattanooga facility
and to share wonderful music
in the community," Dan said
in an interview on chattanoogasymphony.org.
The Volkswagen Sunday
Symphony Series has two
shows remaining.
"Hurray for Hollywood"
will be on March 3· This concert will feature Hollywood

film writer George S. Clinton
as guest conductor and will
be part of the first Southeast
Tennessee Film Music Symposium.
On April 28 will be the Elvis and Mahler con~rt. The
show will feature Michael
Daugherty's Motown Metal,
which is a tribute to cars.
All concerts will be held at
the Volkswagen Conference
Center begi~ning at 3 p.m.
Food and drinks are available
for sale, including Starbucks
coffee. Southern students can
obtain tickets at the Student
Services Center for free. Tickets are also available at the
Tivoli box office, by phone at
423-267-8583, or online at
www.chattcso.org.

"Soul to Soul" performs Yiddish and Mrican American music
JEFFERSON

CLARK

SuFFWR!UR

On Feb. 11, the touring musical production "Soul to Soul"
performed in the lies P .E.
Center at 7:30 p.m. This event
was open to the community
and offered double convocation credit to students.
As advertised in the Chattanooga Now section of the
Times Free Press, this musical performance was "a celebration of two cultures." The
"Soul to Soul" performers include veteran Broadway singer Elmore James, actor and
singer Tony Perry, and Israeli
singer Lisa Fishman. It was directed by Zalmen Mlotek, artistic director at the National
Yiddish Theater-Folksbiene.
"Soul to Soul was the idea of
band leader Zalmen Mlotek,"

James said. After they started
performing in New York City
in the summer of 2008, the
group traveled around the US
and Canada. James also mentioned that they hope· to perform in Europe one day soon.
During the program, students clapped a beat or swayed
in their seats. Toward the end
of the program, students even
stood up, singing along with
some of the songs that they
knew.
As a double convocation
credit event, students came
if they could. Traci McLean,
junior biology major, said
. she came for the convocation
credit, but when it was over
she appreciated it.
·"It was really good. I liked
the history part ... It wasn't just
singing," McLean said.
For
Monica
Infantas,

sophomore nursing major,
the double credit was also a
motivation to attend the program. Like McLean, Infantas
said she ended up enjoying it
as well.
"It reminds me of Aladdin," Infantas said. "I like it."
Students were not the only
ones to attend this culturally rich musical experience.
Amelia Allen, a board member of the Jewish Federation
of Greater Chattanooga, read
about the performance in a
newspaper advertisement and
came with her husband.
"I can't even describe the
talent," Allen said.'"Fabulous!
Spectacular."
In reference to several familiar songs that were performed during the program,
Dennis said, "I liked their own
versions of songs we know."
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Photo By Ryan Haas
Tony Perry sings a Yiddish song at the "Soul to Souln concert.

When the program was
over and the students filed out
of the gym, the group continued to play. When a lively Yiddish song played, many of the

students spontaneously started dancing around the gym.
"I would have joined in, but
I was doubled over laughing,"
Dennis said.
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[ Caleridar]
Thursday,February14
ua, Convocation: SA Elections Speeches, lies
Noon-up, SA Primary Elections, Various Locations
3:30p, Graduate Council
Friday, February 15
Parents Weekend
7:45a-1oa, Senate Surprise day (Promenade)
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall
Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed upleaves Southern every 112 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
-West Side 4 Jesus - Playing Flag Football '
6p, Work Phi Alpha Induction (Talge Chapel)
6:30p, Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot)
8p, Vespers, Chris Picco/Nick Zork Concert (Church)
6:24p, Sunset
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
Saturday,February16
9a, Adoration 1 Service - Dave Smith(Church)
9:30a, The Fountain (Thatcher South White Oak Room)
9:30a, Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever
Room)
lOa, Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only (CA Library)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room 109 CA)
10a, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room
102)
10a, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
lOa, One Accord (Student Center)
10a, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall
Conference Room)
10:15a, Adoration 2 Service - Dave Smith (Church)
10:15a, Coile""g:iate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
10:15a, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room 105)
11:35a, Connect- Andy Nash (CA)
11:35a, Renewal, Dave Smith(Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
- Flag Camp (Children's Ministries)
- Patten Towers (Evangelism)
6p, Evensong, Southern Choirs
7-9p, KR's & Student Center Open
8p, Studio 4109 LIVE (Dining Hall)
8p, Pops Concert (Ackerman Auditorium)
Sunday,February17
10a, Parents Weekend Event (lies)
lp, Southern 6 Trail Race Registration Opens
~onday,February18

7P, President's Day Celebration (McKee Library)
Tuesday,February19
ua-Noon, Faculty Portfolio Workshop (Presidential Banquet
Room2)
Noon, SA Press Conference (Dining Hall)

~ednesday,February2o

Academy Instrumental Honors Festival (20-23)
7=30p, Convocation Credit, Italian Renaissance: Galileo's Muse (Ackerman)
7:30p, SA Senate (White Oak Room)
9:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship (Thatcher Chapel)

[SA Announcements]
A message from your president: I love you all! -Garrison Hayes.
Talent Show: Have talent? Want to try out for the Talent Show? Sign-up sheets will be
available in the Student Association office on Thursday, Feb. 14 at 1p.m. and the deadline for
signing up will be Friday, Feb. 22 by noon. Talent Show auditions will be held on Tuesday, Feb.
26 in Wood Hall.
Primary Elections will be held this week for the offices of SA An email with instructions of
where to go to vote via computer or Smartphone will be sent. The General Elections will be held
on Thursday, February 21 for the President, Executive Vice President and the Social Vice President.
SA Press Conference will be held on Tuesday, February 19 at noon in the Dining Hall. This
is a time to ask questions of the SA candidates about their platforms, what plans they have while in
office, etc. Slips of paper will be available for writing questions. A moderator will select questions
to be asked of the candidates.

[Student Life Announcements]
Attention Adventist Creatives. If you enjoy painting, drawing, writing music and poetry, capturing art quality photographs, producing videos and more, we
want to connect with you. Share your gift with the world. The first ever inspire design and songwriting context is now open and runs through February 22, 2013. Make
a difference with your artistic/songwriting abilities and be eligible to win an iPad. Sponsored by Pacific Union Conference Church Support Services. Check out the
details at www.visitinspire.org/contest.
Apply for 2013-14 Financial Aid: Remember to complete your Financial Aid application online at www.fafsa.ed.gov before our March 31 priority deadline
Amateur Radio Class: Are you ready for the next disaster or emergency? Amateur radio gets through when all else fails (even cell phones)! Sign up for the next
amateur radio class, sponsored by the Greater Collegedale Amateur Radio Club, and taught by Dean Saunders, .AA.4J(L. The class will meet for six Tuesday evenings at
7:00 at the McDonald Road Seventh-day Adventist Church, 5440 McDonald Road, McDonald, Tennessee, beginning February 26. For registration and/or information,
e-mail Jim Hoffer, KW8T, at kw8tjim@catt.com, or call him at 706-965-2425. There will be a small charge for registration and the textbook.
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REumoN EorroR: SIMONE MARsHALL

Have the obedience and faith of a fisherman

PHOTO BY RYAN

REuc1oN

Eono•

Have you ever heard the
expression, "He's a right-ontime God"? Sometimes, when
dark storms hit and cloudiness
takes over our sky, we are
tempted to doubt if God is ever
going to show up.
In Luke 5, there is a story
that impacts me and drives the
message of God's "TLC" when
it comes to our hearts. It's a
story that we can all relate
to; it's about being out at sea,
whether metaphorically or
literally, in a place that God
told you to go, and not finding

HAAS

Daniel Hodgson goes finishing in Tonga while serving as a student missionary.

SIMONE MARsHALL

the success you thought you
would. It's a story of not giving
up on hearing God-one that
reminds me that wherever I go
in God's name is a journey and
a process, not a destination.
In case·you haven't figured
it out, or have never heard this
story, here it is: Four fishermen
are standing on the shore
washing their nets. Jesus
walks up to Simon (Peter),
who is not yet a disciple, and
asks him to push away from
shore a little so that he can
speak to the multitudes. From
there Jesus taught, and when
He was finished, He asked

Simon to row out to the deep.
"Simon answered and said to
Him, 'Master, we have toiled
all night and caught nothing;
nevertheless at Your word I
will let down the net" (Luke

s:s).
Now, let's stop there. We
can probably recognize the
frustration in Simon's voice
because we use the same voice
when we feel like we've done
everything in our power and
still see no results. For Simon,
it was being patient out at sea.
For you and me, it might be
studying extra hard for a test,
pinching pennies to pay for

school, being extremely nice to
the guy or girl of our dreams
or praying day-in and day-out
for a loved one to be healed. At
this very point in time, you may
feel like you have done all you
can, and like the fishermen,
you have had no luck.
But when Jesus is in our
lives, our lack of success
does not amount to failure.
Because Simon chose to listen
to Jesus he was overwhelmed
with blessings. Despite the
discouragement of failure
Peter's consistent obedience
and faith is what led him to
success that night. It wasn't

his ability or his fishing finesse,
but rather, it was God's grace
that picked him up after his
fall.
I don't know about you,
but I know that today I am
praying to be more like Peterto get to the point where
discouragement does not deter
me from listening to the voice
of Jesus telling me to try one
more time. Jesusis our hope;
He is the One true promise of
this world, and if we welcome
Him in, He will show up right
on time to make sure that, like
Peter, we don't give up.

Who's your God?
ANoREW KNEcHT
CONDIB\RDR

Thomas Fuller, who lived
from 1608-1661 said, "He does
not believe who does not live
according to his belief." The
point I take from that is this:
when I look at my life and
notice that I'm thrilled to put
a Pittsburgh Penguins #87
jersey on to see Sidney Crosby
play, but complain about
wearing a tie to church to see
Jesus Christ shown in the
Bible. Who do I really believe
brings me joy? I let everyone
who mentions quarterbacks
know Joe Montana is the
greatest because he is and
his four superbowls prove
it! But mentioning religion
and praising God seems to
be awkward and pretentious.
Who do I really believe is
worthy of worship?
What percentage of your
speech is meaningful? How
much of your happiness is
found in God? Where do you
get your sense of identity and
value? "Take care lest your
heart be deceived, and you
turn aside and serve other
gods and worship them,"

Deuteronomy 11:16 (ESV)
You could misunderstand
me to mean that we should
be legalists and try to earn
our way to heaven or that
we shouldn't enjoy sports
or eating. I agree with C.S.
Lewis in The Weight of Glory
which says, "If we consider the
unblushing promises of reward
and the staggering nature of
the rewards promised in the
Gospels, it would seem that
Our Lord finds our desires
not too strong, but too weak.
We are half-hearted creatures,
fooling about with drink and
sex and ambition when infinite
joy is offered us ... We are far
too easily pleased."
What I'm trying to say is
that unless we believe what the
Bible says about our hearts,
we won't surrender the gods
we've made even when Christ
says, "That's my place."
The God who wants to be
our God says in Isaiah 46:4,
"Even to your old age and gray
hairs I am He, I am He who
will sustain you. I have made
you and I will carry you; I will
sustain you and I will rescue
you." (NIV)
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OPINION EDITOR: KIMBERLY KNOWLES

An evaluation of the music in our worship
ADRJEN CHARLES-MARCEL
CONIJtiBlnDR

The music resonates in my
ears, the sounds of the bass
guitar, cajon, singers and piano
tug at my mind. But I don't
want to give in. So I leave with
mixed feelings, letting Student
Week of Prayer continue
without me. Why? Monday
night's sermon did speak to my
heart. Should I have let music
be such a big deal to me? It's
just a different worship style
than mine, right? I fear that
it isn't that simple. I'm deeply
convicted that some of the
music we play for God doesn't
please Him.
Music is powerful. It's in

our iPods, cell phones, tablets,
laptops and cars. It's also in our
minds. Music is everywhere.
But how are we evaluating the
music that we listen to and
perform? Are we filtering the
flood of musical notes that
pour into our lives from all
directions? Are we doublechecking to make sure that no
negative music has crept into
our worship service?
Let's face it: we need to be
sure that our worship honors
God. It needs to be a time
for growing closer to Him,
yet many times the music is
more about entertainment
than about pleasing the
spotless King of the Universe.
Worse than that, we often mix

darkness with light. Did God
really envision persistent rock
beats and sensual silky-smooth
voices as "speaking to one
another in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing
and making melody in [our]
hearts to the Lord?" (Eph.
s:19,NKJV)
Most of us probably aren't
aware of what H. Uoyd Leno
pointed out in 1974 Ministry
Magazine from a 1969 Time
magazine which carried the
following: "In a sense, all rock
is revolutionary. By its very
beat and sound, it has always
implicitly rejected restraint
and has celebrated freedom
and sexuality." Somehow, it
doesn't seem like that "beat

and sound" should be in
church.
As Seventh-day Adventists,
we also have to wonder exactly
what Ellen White had in mind
when she penned the following:
"The things you have described
as taking place in Indiana, the
Lord has shown me would
take place just before the close
of probation. Every uncouth
thing will be demonstrated.
There will be shouting, with
drums, music and dancing.
The ..senses of rational beings
will become so confused that
they cannot be trusted to make
right decisions. And this is
called the moving of the Holy
Spirit" (28M p. 36).
I believe that we're living in

the end of time. Could it be that
this quote is referring to where
we're headed?
The music war has been
raging for years, and lots of
young people are tired of it.
But let's not focus on what
we think. Instead, let's take
a hard, serious look at the
Bible and, yes, at the special
counsels God has given us in
the writings of Ellen White
and ask: are we really standing
on firm ground when we play
our contemporary soft rock for
God? If we discover that we're
not, let's search those same
books, and find the principles
that will lead us to give God
pure, holy praise.

What does it mean to be a good valentine?
EMMANUEL ARAGON
CONDIBIDOR

A few days ago, a girl asked
me to be her valentine. Do we
still do this in college? Ask
people to be our valentine?
Apparently we do, but I don't
know anyone who minds. I
sure don't. While choosing
between the tremendous
varieties of~oups at the Village
Market, I was approached

Is there
an aisle
at the
VMfor
this kind
of thing?
by a fellow psychology major
and intermittent classmate of
mine. We made a few jokes
about Valentine's Day and then
moved on to talking about how
awesome it was that we were
frequently running into each
other. After holding up a novel,
heart-shaped chocolate dessert

with the words "I Heart U"
frosted on top, she asked me if
I wanted to be her valentine. I
gladly accepted.
That got me thinking, what
am I supposed to do now that
I'm her valentine? Do I need to
do anything? Should I buy her
something? What's too much?
What's not enough? What if
she's allergic to chocolate? Is
there an aisle in the VM for this
kind of thing? I looked up how
to be a good a valentine online,
and unfortunately, a lot of the
top hits weren't kosher enough
to put into actual practice. So
what does it really mean to be
a good valentine?
Then I remembered
something I did a few days
back that really got my wheels
turning. While making a
routine visit to Taco Bell with
some friends, I mentioned
to my friends that I thought
the cashier was extremely
attractive. This was initially a
mistake.
Throughout our entire
meal, they badgered me about
telling the girl at the cash
register what I thought about

If you're looking for a

her. I vehemently refused and
prayed that she would change
shifts before we left.
Then the worst happened;
my friend looked me straight in
the eyes and said, "I dare you."
Who did she think she was to
say those cruel words? Who
did I think she was for thinking
that statement actually had any
power over me?
Well, no matter who
my friend was at the time,
on my way out of that fine
establishment, I walked over
to the cashier and told her I
thought she was very beautiful
and that I hoped she had a
good day. She smiled wide and
thanked me. I said, "You're
welcome," and walked out as
nonchalant as I could manage,
all the while with my hands
trembling. My friends cheered
for me all the way to my car,
and I couldn't help but bask in
the accomplishment for a little
while.
So what does it mean to be
a good valentine? No matter
if you're a guy or a girl, don't
wait for it to be Valentine's
Day to make someone feel

p'a~e

ILLUSTRATION BY TAYLOR STONE

special. And don't let a box of
chocolates or a couple of roses
say what you're not brave
enough to say. Like Mama used

to say, "Use your words!" Tell
a girl she looks beautiful. Tell
a guy he's handsome. Yes, we
still say handsome.

to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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Facts you didn't know about Valentine's Day
RAQUEL

LEvY

L IFESTYLE E DITOR

As you've probably
already noticed, reactions to
Valentine's Day v·ary from
extrem.e love to extreme hate.
This year, however, I propose
we take the mature, scholarly
approach to this February
holiday and learn a bit about it.
Here are some interesting facts
or beliefs you probably didn't
know about Valentine's Day,
and the best part is it doesn't
matter if you're single or taken;
you're a college stu dent, so

r-- -

-

learn something today.
1. Everyone knows the story
of Saint Valentine and how the
holiday is believed to have
originated. What you probably
didn't know is that Valentine
is not only the patron saint of
love, lovers, engaged couples
and happy marriages, but
also of beekeepers, fainting,
epilepsy, and plagues. Yes,
plagues. Happy Valentine's
Day. ·
2. It's not sweethearts or
wives or husbands who receive
the most valentines on this

holiday, but teachers, followed
by kids and mothers. Let's all
collectively say "aww" and
leave an apple with a note on
our favorite professor's desk
today.
3· Just like in the film
Letters to Juliet (which I have
no doubt at least 30 percent of
you will be watching tonight),
each year the city of Verona,
Italy receives more than
1,000 valentines addressed to
Shakespeare's Juliet.
4· Started as a marketing
campaign by Japanese

\•

chocolate companies,
Japanese women are expected
to give chocolate or other gifts
to men on Valentine's Day.
This is sometimes referred to
as giri-choco, or "chocolate of
obligation." Men are expected
to return a gift on March 14,
known as White Day.
5· Though 73 percent of
people who buy flowers on
Valentine's Day are men,
women buy 85 percent of
valentines.
6. In the Middle Ages,
getting a valentine was much

simpler than today. Men and
women drew names from a
bowl and pinned that person's ·
name to their sleeves for one
week so everyone would see.
Many believe this is the origin
of the expression "to wear your
heart on your sleeve."
If you don't have someone
to celebrate with today, you
can celebrate with your newly
acquired knowledge. If you
do, impress your sweetheart
with your newly acquired
knowledge. It's a win-win.

- - - - ---,

-

UPCOMING EVENTS
JIM BRICKMAN
WITH THE ATLANfA
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

NEED CASH?
fRESHMEN AND SENIORS I
I
YOU could win $50 for

1

completing the NSSE survey.

I

The survey will come to your Southern email account. The subject line will say
something like "Your Opinion Matters to
Southern ."
If you are the 1'\ lOth, 75th, lSOth, or 300th
person to complete the online survey, you will
be a WINNER!
Also, ALL Seniors who complete the online survey will be eligible to receive free regalia from the
Academic Administration office, on a first-come, first served basis, while supplies last!

L-----------------~

February 14, 8 p.m.
..
Symphony Hall in Atlanta, GA
Price: $35·45-$103.70

DISCIPLE WITH FIREFUGHT
February 14, 7:30 p.m.
Warehouse Venue in Harrison, TN
Price: $12 advanced, $15 at door

CSO POPS: BIG BAND FEVER
February 15 and 16, 8 p.m.
Tivoli Theatre in Chattanooga, TN
Price: $52-$81

TO WRITE LOVE ON HER
ARMS'S HEAVY AND UGHT
TOUR
February 16, 8 p.m.
1he Loft in Atlanta, GA
• Price: $15

ANBERLIN WITH
PAPER ROUTE AND
ALLGETOUf
February 19, 7 p.m.
Center Stage Theatre in Atlanta, GA
Price: $25

GET Our CHATTANOOGA
PRESENTS: CHATTANOOGA
CHALLENGE

4· Co1-ne1~
'a{~

March 23
Downtown in Chattanooga, TN
For more information:
http:/ /www.getoutchattanooga.com
news/ chattanoogachallenge/

9408 Apison Pike Suite 102
Ooltewah, TN 37363
(423) 396-3080
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Love and sports: One freshman couple finds a balance
AsHLEY RICH

CoNTJlll!uroR

Isabella Kuhlman and Reuben Ramirez spend time together in the gym

With the intramural volleyball season starting on
Feb. 11, several games will
take place up to 9 p.m. as
well as on Valentine's Day,
which may leave some athletic
couples conflicted.
Valentine's Day the holiday
tliat celebrates love and is
observed by exchanging candy
and gifts, so to participate in
volleyball intramurals, ·it takes
dedication from teammates
to be successful. So what will
it be for Isabella Kuhlman,
freshman nursing major and
Reuben Ramirez, freshman
pre-physical therapy major:
love or sports?
-Isabella is on the Division
B Team, "Pretty Little Spikers," while Reuben is on the
Men's Division B Team, "High
Intensity Volleyball." Both
teams may play Valentine's
night, depending on their
schedules.
Since there are 88 volleyball teams this semester,
the gym is going to be packed
with a plethora of close
competitors. We can expect
to see a drop in numbers of
attendees on Valentine's Day,

which may affect some team
standings.
"I'd rather play a game
than do something for Valentine's Day," Reuben said.
"We've been together since
senior year of high school
and know each other so well,
that it's not that important
anymore."
Isabella, on the other hand
had a different approach.
"I would allow him to go play,
if we [are] doing something
special after the game," she
said.
Participating in the volleyball games might actually
be a fun and fresh new way to
spend Valentine's Day. Couples go out to eat, buy movie
tickets and other social gatherings when the main point is
to be together. To simplify the
conflicting attention at each
venue, playing a sport together allows one to showcase
their own individual strengths
and teach both people how to
use them together.
"I believe [sports] creates a
stronger connection between
couples because it's just one
more thing we can bond over
and do togeth~r," Reuben

said.
Even the simple demonstration of showing up at an
event, like All Night Softball,
is an easy way to show your
support to a loved one. Coming to college and having such
a wide variety of extracurricular activities open to your
disposal is enough to fill up
all 24 hours in a day. When a
relationship is added to that
busy schedule, there might
have to be a few "forfeited
games" to find a good balance.
There can be love for a
game, where you thrive when
you play it and it absolutely
energizes you. And then there
can be a love for a person,
whether it is friends, family or
significant other that connects
with your emotional, physical,
mental and spiritual feelings.
"A person can love you
back, whereas a game can't,"
Isabella said.
Reuben commented further
saying, "She's right; there
is no way you lose the love
of sports, but love between
people, there's only one special connection like that."

Five teams become champions at the Rees Series
#

PETER ScRIVEN
CoNTRJBuroR

For the past five weeks,
the Iles P.E. Ce~ter has been
home to another year of basketball intramurals.
At Southern, basketball is
a popular intramural sport.
While flag football saw a higher than expected turnout this
year, basketball surpassed it
with 55 participating teams.
Of those 55, only five had
the chance to be champions.
While winning the league is
what every team strives for
in January, taking the title
i not the only measurement
of success. lntramurals are
also about fun, exercise and
improvement.
Turning to Feb. 9, the
2013 Rees Series was as good
as it has been in years past.
Perhaps a thousand students
showed up at various points.
At 7:30p.m., the Men's Division C championship tipped
off, and "The Comebacks"
pulled out a win over "Fob
City" 29-28. Concurrently,

.
I

the Ladies Division B championship was decided 32-17
as"Just Pink" handled "The
Arbiters."
All four of these teams only
suffered one regular season
loss and were the top two
teams in their divisions.
The Men's Division B championship was decided when
the "Flying Rhinos" beat the
"Sticky Bandits" 53-31.
Again, both teams were
divisional foes and each had
only one loss. Then the Ladies Division A championship
brought a great game that saw
"Just Shoot" upset the previously undefeated "Yao Know
What I Ming" 34-30.
The night culminated with
the Men's Division A championship between "Blitzkrieg"
and the "Charmanders." A
close game in which both
teams exchanged leads was
decided when the "Charmanders" hit their free throws
and pulled out a 47-42 win
to complete an undefeated

season.
Adam McQuistan, junior
mathematics major, who had
a first half dunk for the "Charmanders," noted that falling
apart in the clutch was not an
option.
"We made our free throws
when we needed to and that
helped us pull through in the
end," McQuistan said.
Unfortunately, the play that
may be remembered most
was a flagrant foul called on
Isaac Tyman, senior physical
education major.
The game was still in reach
for "Blitzkrieg" when, trying
to stop the clock late in the
game, Tyman fouled Lance
Matthews. The official said
the foul was flagrant, meaning the "Charmanders" got to
shoot two free throws and got
the ball back as well.
Jacob DePas, senior
sports management major
of "Blitzkrieg" noted, "Down
the stretch we just didn't
execute."

Chris Bispham ofBlitzkreig lays up in the Division A championship game
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Let's continue to move
Forward Together! As your
current SA Finance Director,
I look back at this year and
see all the great things that
have happened and I am
excited to see what God
has in store for the coming
school year. Proverbs 29:18
starts out by saying, "Where
there is no vision, the people
perish". Next year as your
SA President, my vision is to
continue pressing forward,
working on your behalf to see
what God is going to do on
our campus.
My platform simply states,
"Forward Together".
Move Forward Together
Spiritually: I believe that as
a student body, we should
continue to push forward
in faith to not only reach
out to those in Chattanooga
and surrounding cities, but
around our country and in
different parts of the world.
Let's not limit ourselves to
just what campus ministries
is doing, but develop more

Ethan White

L

I am seeking re-election
for Executive Vice President
of Student Association
because I believe in the power
and influence of Student
Senate. It has been a very
exciting year being your EVP.

o

I

'

I

SA ELECTION PLATFORMS
student based ministries and
really see our campus grow
spiritually! Let's continue
moving forward spiritually
as a school, and see just what
God can do though us!
I definitely believe that
Southern is a one of a kind
school when it comes to the
hospitality that the students
share here on this campus.
You can definitely see Jesus
throughout the day in
different people you come in
contact with! Just imagine
if we could keep developing
this atmosphere even more!
As your SA President my goal
is to focus on strengthening
the unity of our school
and preserving this unique
atmosphere.
For the past three years
I have diligently served on
Senate and held two positions
on Student Association.
During my time serving, I
have carefully observed the
Presidents I have worked
under and have gained the ·
experience needed for this
role. The SA President has
the unique privilege of being
the intermediate between the
students and Administration!
As your SA President, I want
to utilize this office efficiently
to maximum its potential
to serve you as students.
Expect me to work hard and
effectively to assist your
experience at this University,
enabling it to be the best
·
that it can be! Let's continue
to move forward together
and see just what God has in
store for us here at Southern
Adventist University.
I believe, if re-elected, I can
continue to build upon the
success of this past school
year to make Senate even
more influential as the
most qualified, devoted and
passionate candidate.
I am the most qualified
candidate for Executive
Vice President because this
has been my job for the last
school year. During this time
we have restored to Senate
the influence and prestige this
body of Students once held.
There is no learning curve for
me to learn only to continue
to improve Senate and the
office of EVP. I will be the
first to admit there are still
flaws, but I am the candidate
who knows those challenges
and is in position to continue
to change and continue

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY14,2013

Teamwork
- Be always available for
questions and feedback.
- Sustain good
communication between the
administration, faculty, SA
officers, student body, and the
community so that everyone
is continuously informed.
- Allow the student body to
be a critical part of·decisions
regarding significant
changes on campus through
democracy votes and
petitions.
- Have the SA officers and the
student body support each
other ftnd work together to
achieve school goals.
3·
Service
- Emphasize on providing
detailed information on how
to achieve Christian Service
requirements for both current
and incoming students.
- Inform the students of a
variety of community service
opportunities not only on
Community Service Day, but
also throughout the school
year.
- Collaborate with Student

Missions on creating a peer
advising system composed
of former SMs to support
prospective student
missionaries.
- Have the student body
and all the clubs unite on a
semester-long service project.
In order for all students
to be able to get the most
out of their experience
here at Southern, having
resources that are accessible
and convenient are needed
so that we can make an
impact both on campus and
in the community. I want to
accentuate on establishing
a positive spiritual attitude
on campus and providing
opportunities for students to
show what they are capable
of. I have the leadership and
management skills, as well
as the focus and dedication,
it takes to bring tangible,
concrete progress in unifying
our campus. With God's
guidance, I seek to serve our
school and comntunity and
strongly lead the students of •
Southern towards a better

I see the potential. I see
students with talent and
passion. I see the resources

and opportunities available:
And I see the need for us
students to no longer sit back
and be told what it means to
be a Southern student, but
to ourselves be deliberate,
proactive, and decide who we
are as a people and a school.
The potential is huge.
The ideas are endless. From
daily music performances
outside the student center
and a growing arts culture
to a TED conference and
relevant campus debates and
panels. Or consider a plan
for student support groups
and a committe~ lobbying
administration on student

giievances and concerns.
That being said, it is not
justaboutmyideas.Every
one has ideas. Let us work ·
together in finding the best
ideas, the most important
needs, and together create
what it means to be a
Southern student. Together,
let us strive for excellence
socially, academically, and
spiritually.
My name is Marcus
Keenan and I am running
for Student Association
President. This is the vision
I dare offer. And now, the
choice is yours.

without missing a beat.
I will not resign! As my
only promise· during last
year's campaign, I was
devoted to my elected office.
I will continue to be devoted
to this elected office. Not
only devoted to the office, but
devoted to making Senate a
powerful force on campus as
the student's voice!
If I were not passionate
about SA and Senate I would
not be seeking re-election.
Many past SA officers told
me I worild not want to seek
re-election after being EVP
for a year. Well after being
EVP for a year I cannot see
myself not running again! The

Senators, Cabinet members,
and Administration I've had
the privilege of working with
have inspired me to continue
to give my gifts and talents to
this SA to continue to make us
the best and most prestigious
Student Association of
Adventist Colleges.
I will let my record speak
for itself; a senate which has
been very active and has
held a high retention rate
(only 1 resignation), serving
a full year as EVP, working
with different committees
to ensure finance (Winter 12
club appropriations returned
within 24 hrs.) projects,
·senate surprise days, and that

SA leadership scholarship
fundraising (Papa John's
SAU699 order today!) reaches
its highest potential.
All of the above
accomplishments would not
have been easily accomplished
without the help the amazing
Senators I've had the privilege
of working with! If you have
questions about the kind of
ship I run, I encourage you to
speak to any of the Senators!
I am thankful for the
op For the most qualified,
devoted, and passionate
candidate I invite you to vote
Ethan White for your next
Executive Vice President!

A& your Student
Association President, I will
bring Southern together
through the emphasis on the
following things:
1. Advancement
- Create a safer crosswalk at
Thatcher South to ensure the
safety of students, especially
when going to vespers.
- Begin the transition
towards the use of ID cards to
electronically get convocation
credit, eventually expanding
to worship credit as well.
2. TransparencyI

Marcus Keenan
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Shanti Hollis

My vision for the 2013school year is to the
raise the bar of Student
Association events. Rather
than planning generic events,
let's step outside the box and
take some risks. This year
while working as the assistant
to the Social Vice President
our committee has made an
effort to strive for innovation.
I would like to keep this
trend going and surpass your
2014

expectations.
Before this school year
is over I plan to create a
committee of students that
will work with me to create
events. This group of students
will represent the diversity
of the student body. This
is our home and I want my
committee to reflect you, my
family members.
As Social Vice President
I have one goal, to make
Southern your home. I want
to plan the parties that you
want to have. Whether you
like it or not, Southern has
already become your home.
We live here. We cry here. We
get bored here. Think of how
many hours you have already
invested into this place? Why
not add some fun to it? Do
you have plans for a party that
you would like to see? Are
you creative? Do you crave
adventure? Home is the place
where memories are made. So
let's make the best of them!

Creative film producers, editors and
designers: The Student Media Board is soliciting applications for students who wish to
be next year's Southern Memories Yearbook
Editor, Southern Accent Editor and Strawberry Festival Producer. Applications are available in the Student Services office. Deadline is
Monday, Feb. 18. These are paid SA positions
and represent great opportunities to broaden
your experience and strengthen your portfolio. For more info email Stephen Ruf--student
media board, chair, sruf@southern.edu.

Jeremy Grabiner

My goal is to propose
attainable, yet crucial, goals
for the betterment of this
school and for the students.
I have outlined three main
goals that encompass how I
wish to serve this next year.
1.
Senate
I will make it my foremost
responsibility to ensure
that the senators keep
good communication wi:fu
their constituents, present
legislation applicable to ;the
needs of the student body,
and make proper use of the
Senate budget. Having served
as a senator, I understand

'
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Wedding Dress for sale:
Wedding Dress for sale: Bought for $8oo. Asking $250 for
dress, tiara, veil. Only worn once. Size 4. White with platinum beading on bodice and skirt of dress capped sleeves and
dress train bustle to pull up train for reception. Rhinestone
tiara easy to attach with bobby pins. Veil sheer can cover face
or layered veil behind head
Contact Shelli at (423) 432-3172.

-·
Leather/Cherry wood desk chair:
Leather/Cherry wood Captain style desk chair wf rolling
legs, excellent condition. $so
Bissel Proheat 2X vacuum cleaner:
Bissel Proheat 2X multi surface turbo vacuum cleaner. Excellent condition, all parts included. Used once. $75
Bontrage Bike shoes:
Bontrage Men's Bike shoes, black, size 10, used once, Shima- no clip in's. $so
Call/ text Christine @ 423-504-3172
Needed: Small space in moving truck that will be heading to ....
the Lorna Linda area after graduation. A few miscellaneous
items need a ride to California. Please callgog-794-5785 for
more information.

some of the inner logistics
of Senate, and I feel that this
experience will help me be
efficient in carrying out this
duty.
2.
Communication
with Clubs
Part of the Senate's
responsibilities is also to
aid in the distribution of
club appropriations. Having.
served as an officer on a club
this year, I understand that
this process can sometimes
be frustrating due to
miscommunication from both
parties. My aim for the next
year is to simply improve

communication between SA
and clubs to help make it
easier for clubs to have the
resources necessary to best
serve the student body.
3· Global Cause
My freshman year at
Southern, there was a
movement called No More
Thumbprints that was
supported by the student
body. This movement's aim
was to help increase literacy
in El Salvador. I observed
how No More Thumbprints
broughtthestudentbody
together by formulating a
culture of service. I want

.

.

to replicate this culture
by finding another cause,
through advisement from the
student body, which we can
..;
support as a school.
My foundation in running
for Executive Vice-President
is to foster a culture of service.
I want make sure that I serve
the student body as VicePresident, that the senators
serve their constituents, and
that as an entire student body
we serve the local and global
community. Let us achieve
solidarity through service.
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n case you haven't noticed, it's Valentines Day. So if
you forgot to get that special someone a gift here's
a backup plan courtesy of the Accent. Just fill in the
blanks with the words you deem appropriate, then go
to the Accents website, sauaccent.com, and fit them
into the appropriate places. What you'll end up with is
a completely personalized, loving, and honest letter,
that will be sure to get your other half's heart fluttering.

l' 14, :.?o1

3
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.
. ------------l
If this works out this is the part that will go on the website.

I·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ! So it's Valentines Day! I
just wanted you to know that I think you're the
person on _ _ _ _ _ .

most

PLANET

Every tim
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Submitted by David Garner

It makes me want

all-
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to take you on a trip to _ _ _ _ _ __
CoUNI'R'

to the top of the

, and
I

ts

____ , the song of my people.

VALENTINES
DAY:
LAST DITCH EFFORT PICK UP LINES.

ryou probably already know this, but I
thousands of miles, just

would

( WORK PRETTY MUCH EVERY nME

to be by your side. Your _ _ _ _ _ __

- Roses are red, violets are blue, come over
here girl, I got a church hug for you.

FACIALFEA1

remind(s) me of

, because

it/they is/are so gigantic, just like your heart.

- Roses are red, violets are blue, lets go
to KR's, and have dinner on you.

Anyway, I love you like a

- Roses are red, violets are blue,
Dr. Samaan was right about me and you.

~

I

loves

1''·---·
plate of_ _ _ _ _ __

a hot,
AD.mcTrVE #3

- If you have another one of these,
tweet it out with a @Southem_Accent.

1

Love _ _ _ _ __
-------l
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·) VALENTINES DAY RYAN GOSUNG v
Hey girl,
I went to
the Campus
Shop and
got you a
stethoscope.

So you can hear
my heart skip a
beat on our next
vespers date.
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Candidates present ideas for upcoming school year
AsHLEY NooNAN

STAuWama

Craig Foster, junior health
science major, and Marcus
Keenan, senior general management major, have moved
on to the general election for
SA president next year. Polls
open for the general election
on Feb. 21 at 7 a.m. and will
close the same day at 11 p.m.
For convocation on Feb.
14, all the candidates gathered
in the Iles P .E. Center to share
their platform with the student body. Excitement could
be felt as Garrison Hayes, SA
president, and the candidates
took the stage. Hayes introduced each candidate before
they gave their speech.
Shanti Hollis, junior religious studies major, was the
first to speak. Hollis is running unopposed for the office
of social vice president.
"Next year, I have one goal
and one goal alone: to make
Southern your home," Hollis
said at the beginning of her
speech. "Home is the place
where memories are made, so
let's make tlie-best of them."

Jeremy Grabiner, junior
international business major
and candidate for executive
vice president, followed. Grabiner told students about how
he grew up in Zambia, Africa,
and caught many students attention when he spoke an African phrase. His goal of service is based around Matthew
20:28.

"I want to serve," Grabiner
said in closi.rig.
Ethan White, senior archaeology major, is seeking
reelection for the office of SA
executive vice president.
"I am proud to report that
the state of SA is strong and

I changed my

mind when
By Ryan Haas

Garrison Hayes introduces the SA candidates for next year's office.

I heard the

speeches ' '
is getting stronger," White
said. He said he believes consistency is needed in SA. He
said Southern's SA is the best

in North America. White's
promise, if reelected, is "to be
the best that I can be, to stand
by my record, and to strive to
make a more coherent and
more relevant SA and Senate."
Following White, Hayes
told the audience that intro-

ducing the three presidential
candidates was bittersweet for
him.
Foster discussed issues he
sees on campus including the
meal plan. He said the highest
amount a student paid on food
last semester was $3500.
"You are being deceived
when you sign up to go to this
school," Foster said about
the advised meal plan price
of $1,050. He said he wants
Southern to continue moving
forward.
Leonard Ang sophomore
allied health major, said his
plan for the student body was
to unite, improve and serve.
However, Ang was voted out
in the primary election.
Keenan said he believes the
potential of SA is huge. Keenan wants SA to address the ignored issues of Adventism and
Christianity.
"It's time to dare excellence," Keenan said. "Dare
excellence out of the SA that
serves you. Dare excellence
out of the school that you pay
for. Dare excellence out of

your very own dreams and excellence."
The primary election voting closed at 11 p.m. on Feb. 14
with 951 votes.
Megan Simpson, freshmen
English major, said she enjoyed the speeches. "I changed
my mind when I heard the
speeches and voted for another candidate," Simpson said.
Krantzy Boursiquot, junior
theology major, said he appreciated the candidate's different presentation styles but
thought something was lacking this year.
"I think last year's speeches were written and presented
better," Boursiquot said.
Hayes said it was interesting to hear the presidential
candidate's platforms because
they are all so different.
"With experience, some of
those ideas may or may not
be realistic in the long run,"
Hayes said. His advice for the
2013-2014 SA president is to
not make promises.

. Photo By Ryan Haas

Steven Rujread student-generated questions to potential SA officers.
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Visiting parents attend Grand Event and other university activities
ucation and Psychology and a
couples counselor, portrayed
herself and gave her professional opinion on love and
Valentine's Day.
Melissa Ledezma, sophomore nursing major, was the
special musical guest. She performed three songs that she
wrote specifically for the show.
Studio 4109 also took the
opportunity to interview the
Student Association presidential candidates, Marcus Keenan, senior general management major, and Craig Foster,
junior health science major,
on their news show, the Feed,
where they took student-generated questions from Facebook.
"I was honestly worried
that we wouldn't get a big
crowd since it was Valentine's
weekend, parents' weekend
and the Pops Concert at the
same time, but a lot of people
showed up," Christenson said.
The energy on campus
trickled through into the
Grand Event on Sunday in the
lies P.E. Center. The President's Circle 100. an elite and
growing group of supporters
and advisers for Southern,
sponsored the RSVP-required

AsHLEY RICH
SrAH_ Wiutfll

The Grand Event and Studio 4109 were showcased at
the seventh bi-annual Parents
Weekend for the first time.
"Different
departments,
schools and non-academic areas will be showcasing their
areas so that parents, guests
and students can see in one
place what is taking place all
over campus," Kari Shultz,
the director of student life and
activities, said about activities
for the weekend.
Studio 4109 made a smash
hit Saturday night filling the
cafeteria with people standing
in the back.
"The crowd went wild for
our opening sketch about Parent's Weekend," Kevin Christenson, Studio 4109's executive director and sophomore
international business and
management major, said.
The sketch demonstrated
the work faculty and staff put
into campus so that it would
be ready for the guests to arrive by using army sergeants
as an example.
Darlene Karst, an assistant
professor in the School of Ed-

Photo By Logan Foil
Parents had the opportunity to see the model of the new road plans at the Grand Event.

event. Donors are honored
and recognized for their annual commitment of $2,500
or more in publications or
they are invited guests to
homecoming weekend, other
unique social events and parents' weekend.
Gordon Bietz, president
of Southern, addressed the

crowd of parents and guests
and Bill McGhinnis, president
of the President's Circle 100,
joined him on stage.
"Their history goes back
over 40 years, having helped
build many of the buildings
students now have the benefit
of using like the Hulsey Wellness Center," Christopher Car-

ey, vice president for advancement, said.
Southern has been hosting Parents' W~ekend since
February of 2001 and alternates each year with Mother/
Daughter Weekend, which we
can look forward to in February2014-

Mike Boyd leaves role as intramurals director for more family time
of intramurals director since
he came to Southern in 2007.
Boyd said his experience
working in intramurals has
been completely positive with
one huge exception: it prevents him from being able to
spend time with his daughters
in the evenings. Boyd's role
as director often requires him
to work late into the evenings
five to six days out of the week.

LUKE EVANS
SnuWR!UR

Mike Boyd, associate professor in the School of Physical Education, Health and
Wellness, will be leaving his
role as intramurals director
after this semester to teach
the new Quality Enhancement
Program (QEP) classes.
Boyd has held the position

~outhcrn ~rrcn
sauaccent.com
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"I am in the gym almost
every evening, and my girls
are growing up without their
dad," Boyd said. "Every night
at eight I stop games so that
I can call and say goodnight
to my girls because I can't be
there in person. I need to start
being home with my family at
night."
When the school decided to
hire another full-time professor to handle QEP classes in
November, Boyd put his name
in for consideration. After
several months of review, the
school decided that Boyd was
the best candidate for the job.
"In my role as a full-time
professor, I will still be teaching all the classes I currently
teach now in addition to several new ones being implemented because of the QEP,"
Boyd said. "This new position
is giving me the opportunity
to not only be with my family,
but teach the kind of classes I
love."
Jacob DePas, senior sports
studies major, said he feels
that Boyd has done a great job
running intramurals over the
years.
"People give him a hard
time, but his job is one that

deals with a lot of conflict,"
DePas said. "I believe that he
handles his job really well and
that he is going to be hard to
replace."
While
many students
praise Boyd's performance
over the years, others remain
more optimistic about his po-

Everynjght
at eight I stop
games so that
I can call and
say goodnight
to my girls
because I can't
be there in
person ' '
sition change.
"At times, I have found
Boyd to be really confrontational and unapproachable
as a referee," Dalton Vaughn,
junior chemistry major, said.
"The new director needs to be

someone who is more calm
and collected in a high stress
environment."
Boyd said that whenever
a student has seriously approached him with criticism
about his officiating, he has
given them the opportunity to
try it out for themselves. He
said that in his experience, he
has found that students who
referee a game usually change
their negative perspective afterwards.
"When students come and
ref games for themselves it
usually changes everything,
and it's not just what I have
seen. They come and tell me
this for themselves," Boyd
said.
Boyd plans to continue to
assist in the intramurals department in any way the new
director can use him.
"I have felt extremely
blessed over the years and
consider myself lucky for the
time and experiences I've had
in the intramurals department," Boyd said.
While the new director
is yet to be determined, the
school is currently reviewing
applicants to replace Boyd.
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Senate sh.ows appreciation to students who "Ain't Got Time"
GEORGIA STANDISH
SnFFWama

Student Association (SA)
Senators provided balloons
and sweet pastries to students
at 7:45 a.m. on Feb. 15 as part
of Senate Surprise Day. Senators encouraged students to
stop at the Student Center
patio for Krispy Kreme doughnuts, heart-shaped sugar
cookies, hot cocoa or apple cider and red balloons that said,
"LOVE, Ain't nobody got time
for that!"
Ethan White, executive
vice president of SA and senior archaeology major, oversees Senate operations. He
explained that the Senate
consists of students elected to
represent districts, usually different halls in the dorms.
"Senate Surprise Day happens twice a semester to give
back to students and to connect with them," White said.
He also said that the purpose is to give senate constituents an uplifting surprise that
will brighten their day, while
opening the door for conversations and questions students
might have for their senator.
"It's not an open forum or
town hall meeting. It's more
a social thing, so students can
see their senators and get to
know fae"es; " White said.
Mario Ezra, freshman accounting and computer science major, is a senator to
community students. Ezra
said that though the Senate
is supposed to function as the
student voice, it is extremely

underused because constituents do not respond to senator emails. At past Senate
Surprise Days, Ezra said that
the event seems to come as a
genuine surprise to some students.
Students Seth Sutherland
and Keirsta Mackey, sophomore and senior nursing majors, respectively, both said
they did not know who their
senators were.
"I never get emails from
my senator," Sutherland said.
"Are you supposed to?"
Sutherland added that
if he did · receive emails, he
would respond. Nevertheless, Sutherland was quick to
praise the achievements of
Senate, crediting it with "good
projects" like the campus bike
sharing program.
Senator
Nick
Helton,
freshman business administration major, was serving at
his first Senate Surprise Day
and provided the Boo sugar
cookies for the event. Helton's mother had spent two
weeks baking and icing the
heart-shaped confectio~s, as a
money-saving measure for the
senators.
Sarah Graham, Senate
committee chair and freshman history major, came up
with the balloon design and
organized the sweet snacks.
"I speak for all the Senators when .I say we truly enjoy
meeting all the students and
the fact that we get to give
them something to enjoy,"
Graham said.

Photo By Georgia Standish
Balloons and doughnuts were passed out to students on Senate Surprise Day.

University cancels student-planned Harlein· Shake video
CouRnmr BEcKWITH
· N£ws Eonoa...._

Southern students' plan-to
participate in a national dance
craze was cancelled when administration intervened. The
Harlem Shake is a dance video
that has recently taken over
YouTube.
Walla Walla University,
Andrews.University, Oakwood
University, Southwestern University, LaSierra University,
Pacific Union College, Union
College and Southern Adventist University have all had
student-generated
Harlem
Shake videos uploaded to YouTube.
Brooklynn
Boulware,
sophomore mass communication-media production major,
was responsible for organizing
what she called the "SAU Official Harlem Shake Video."

· Boulware created a Facebook event informing people
that it would take place at the
Goliath Wall on Feb. 17 at 2
p.m. The event invitations
were sent to more than 900
students with more than 200
confirmed responses to attend.
Boulware said that on Friday she was asleep in her dorm
room when she was awoken
by Tisha Looby, assistant dean
of Thatcher South. Looby informed her that the students
t:ould not go through with the
plans due to administrative requests.
"It was because the 'official'
title made the event related
to the school, and they didn't
want it attached to Southern's
name," Boulware said.
\\'hen asked who was responsible for canceling the

event, Looby's response was
not pinpointed to one person.
"Basically, various administrators in consultation with
the president's office requested that the event not occur,"
Looby said.
Janelle Billingy, said she
senior social work major, felt
that this would have been a
good opportunity for the faculty and staff to work with the
students to make this event a
success.
"I understand them upholding rules that they feel
are necessary," Billingy said.
"I think it's harmless, and it's
a great way for students·to e.xpress themselves."
Several Adventist universities have made versions of this
video where the content was
considered to be provocative
and inappropriate. One ex-

ample is Pacific Union College
where the video contained
footage of male students dancing in under garments.
Cody Holthouse, sophomore biology major at Pacific
Union College, was unaware
of the actions that were taking place in the video and after seeing it said, "We are very
remorseful for our actions. We
look down on what happened
and wish it had never happened."
In light of recent events,
Boulware said she understood why the administration
stopped the video.
"But ours was going to be
PG," Boulware said. "We were
planning on having Gym-Master's being thrown and flipping in it."
Jordan Vallieres, junior
nursing major, said he had

mixed views on the topic. His
nursing class made a Harlem
Shake video and he said that if
it can be done properly then it
should not be stopped.
"If you can do it in a way
that is appropriate then it is
good. I would have participated," Vallieres said. "If you look
at the original Harlem Shake,
you have to realize that the
dance is inappropriate. But
what you have to remember is
it's a fad that will be done in a
week."
While Boulware agrees
with the decision to cancel the
event because of the videos
made by other colleges, she
said that it was all just "a misunderstanding."
"The world will go on
whether Southern has a Harlem Shake video or not," Boulware said.
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QEP creates new P.E. requirements for freshmen
BROOKLYNN BOULWARE

The Quality Enhancement Program for Southern
Adventist University will be
in full effect next school year.
Starting August 2013, incoming students will have to take
four physical education classes as opposed to the two currently required. The Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS), the accreditor
of Southern, is responsible for
the new requirement.
Leslie Evenson, the QEP
director, explained what is different about the program this
' year.
"The QEP was not a requirement before, but our
campus has always done
things like this just for the
good of our students," Evenson said.
Two of the four newly required physical education
classes are Fitness for Collegiate Life and Fit for Hire.
Fitness for Collegiate Life will
eventually replace the current
Fitness for Life class. Harold
Mayer, professor in the Scho.ol
of Physical Education,- Health
and Wellness, explained the
future of these courses.
"We'll keep Fitness for Life
for a couple of years to keep
up with everyone that is on
that catalogue but eventually

.

Correces

Kayaking instructor Mfchae/ Huskins (right), prepares his boat as Jacob Whitson slides in the pool.

Fitness for Collegiate Life will
replace it," Mayer said.
All students will be required to take Fitness for Collegiate Life and Fit for :t{ire,
specifically in their first and
last year, respectively. The

other two required physical
education classes are activity
courses that are up to the students to choose.
"Classes like golf, rock
climbing and skiing are acceptable choices, but we will

also be adding others such as a
triathlon class and indoor cycling next year that will fit the
requirement as well," Evenson
said.
The requirements will only
affect incoming students start-

ing next year. Evenson stated
that this school year was more
so a "pilot face, but next year it
will be in full effect."
"The Q is for quality, we're
trying to improve the quality
of people's lives," Mayer said.

New master's degree offered
SMIRNA PAZ

A new master's degree in
Global Community Development will be offered this Au~st for graduate students
~ho strongly desire to work in
international missions. This
degree is 33 credit hours, and
it will not be held in the typical location of a classroom but
out on a mission field. The
person that helped create the
new degree is Sharon Pittnlan,
professor for the social work
department.
"This program is very
hands-on," Pittnlan said. "The
first semester is online, and
the second semester the students gets sent to a non-profit
organization like ADRA (Adventist Development and Relief Agency) to work in [places
like] Africa.
Sara Saunders, a prospective global community student said, "I heard about this
degree at the very end of last
Seii\ester. It sounded like my
thing. It's lhe career I've want-

ed to do for a long time."
Mindi Rahn, instructor
of history and political studies, said that she is intrigued
about "combining international development while getting
churches involved and reach~
ing out to your eommunity."
This degree is unlike others
because it is not limited to any
department. There is no classroom setting or tests because
it is all mission work.
Twenty students ·are expected for the coming fall
semester, and the expected
growth is hoped to be about
6o students by the end of the
first year.
"Seventh-day Adventist's
are global., and we need to
send students out into the
world to attain practical and
biblical education," Ralm said.
However, Pittman said she
believes that this program is
not for everyone.
"If you are adaptable and
can live in places like Mrica then doing this program
would be great," Pittnlan said.
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Cyberstealing of U.S. data linked to the Chinese n1ilitary
WASHINGTON (AP) - As
public evidence mounts that the
Chinese military is responsible
for stealing massive amounts
of U.S. government data and
corporate trade secrets, the
Obama administration is
eyeing fines and other trade
actions it may take against
Beijing or any other country
guilty of cyberespionage.
According to officials
familiar with the plans, the
White House will lay out
a new report Wednesday
that suggests initial, moreaggressive steps the U.S.
would take in response to
what top authorities say has
been an unrelenting campaign
of cyberstealing linked to the
Chinese government. The
officials spoke on condition
of anonymity because they
were not authorized to speak
publicly about the threatened
action.
The White House plans
come after a Virginia-based
cybersecurity firm released a
torrent of details Monday that
tied a secret Chinese military

unit in Shanghai to years of
cyberattacks against U.S.
companies. After analyzing
breaches that compromised
more than 140 companies,
Mandiant has concluded
that they can be linked to the
People's Liberation Army's
Unit 61398.
Military experts believe
the unit is part of the People's
Liberation Army's cybercommand, which is under
the direct authority of the
General Staff Department,
China's "version of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. As such, its
activities would be likely to be
authorized at the highest levels
of China's military.
The release of Mandiant's
report, complete with details
on three of the alleged hackers
and photographs of one of the
military unit's buildings in
Shanghai, makes public what
U.S. authorities have said
less publicly for years. But it
also increases the pressure on
the U.S. to take more forceful
action against the Chinese
for what experts say has been

years of systematic espionage.
"If the Chinese government
flew planes into our airspace,
our planes would escort
them away. If it happened
two, three or four times, the
president would be on the
phone and there would be
threats of retaliation," said
former FBI executive assistant
director Shawn Henry. "This is
happening thousands of times
a day. There needs to be some
definition of where the red line
is and what the repercussions
would be."
Henry, now president of the
security firm CrowdStrike, said
that rather than tell companies
to increase their cybersecurity
the government needs to focus
more on how to deter the
hackers and the nations that
are backing them.
James
Lewis,
a
cybersecurity expert at the
Center for Strategic and
International Studies, said
that in the past year the
White House has been taking
a serious look at responding
to China, adding that "this

will be the year they will put
more pressure on, even while
realizing it will be hard for the
Chinese to change. There's not
an on-off switch."
The Chinese government,
meanwhile, has denied
involvement in the cyberattacks tracked by Mandiant.
Instead, the Foreign Ministry
said that China, too, is a victim
of hacking, some of it traced
to the U.S. Foreign Ministry
spokesman Hong Lei cited
a report by an agency under
the Ministry of Information
Technology and Industry that
said in 2012 alone that foreign
hackers used viruses and other
malicious software to seize
control of 1,400 computers in
China and 38,ooo websites.
"Among the above attacks,
those from the U.S. numbered
the most," Hong said at a daily
media briefing, lodging the
most specific allegations the
Chinese government has made
about foreign hacking.
Cybersecurity experts say
U.S. authorities do not conduct
similar attacks or steal data

from Chinese companies, but
acknowledge that intelligence
agencies routinely spy on other
countries.
China is clearly a target of
interest, said Lewis, noting that
the U.S. would be interested in
Beijing's military policies, such
as any plans for action against
Taiwan or Japan.
In its report, Mandiant said
it traced the hacking back to a
neighborhood in the outskirts
of Shanghai that includes a
white 12-story office building
run by the PLA's Unit 61398.
Mandiant said there are
only two viable conclusions
about the involvement of
the Chinese military in the
cyberattacks: Either Unit 61398
is responsible for the persistent
attacks or they are being
done by a secret organization
of Chinese speakers with
direct access to the Shanghai
telecommunications
infrastructure who are engaged
in a multi-year espionage
campaign being run right
outside the military unit's
gates.

MASTER'S DEGREE IN

SOCIAL WORK
Facilitate Positive Change in People's Lives
Southern Adventist University's
Master of Social Work program
prepares you for excellent
service and leadership in the
social work profession.
It works.
Our evidence-based program equips
you with effective intervention tools.

It's convenient.
Classes meet Sunday afternoon and all
day Monday, twice a month.
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You'll be ready.
Our approach is competency based.
That means you get hands-on skills and
experience 'in social work practice
while you're in schooL

Call or visit online to find out
how you can get started.
Master of Social Work
With a multi-disciplinary approach and
a variety of concentrations, a Master's
Degree in Social Work from Southern
prepares you to serve a wide variety of
people 1n need.
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Spiritual spring cleaning all yearlong
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Eonn•

You know the good ole'
practice of spring cleaning?
As soon as the weather starts
to warm and the birds come
out to sing, people blossom out
of chilly winter with a desire to
clean-to rid themselves of the
unnecessary and to showcase
the new.
Well, this principle of
spring cleaning is not new,
and it has been mentioned
in countless storybooks and
magazines. After all, it only
takes one afternoon and it ends
with drawers, closets, attics
and bedrooms organized to the
"T." But as much as we wish

that this romantic concept of
spring-cleaning was practical
and effective, it is not.
Here's the truth about
spring cleaning: if the area has
gone untouched for the 364
days before it, spring cleaning
in one day is nearly impossible.
The task will automatically
become long, arduous, taxing
and discouraging. It won't take
up one day, but rather days,
maybe even weeks, maybe
even months.
This concept can be applied
to our spiritual lives. There
are two types of spiritual
spring cleaners: the one that
has neglected spring cleaning
until the time it must be done,
and the type that has worked
diligently so that the spring-

cleaning experience can be less
painful.
To the spring cleaner who
has spent countless hours in
preparation for the big day,
the act of spring-cleaning
is a joy. They love packing
away winter clothes into
compartmentalized bins and
taking out spring/summer
clothes. They love doing
the polishing and perfecting
something that was already
good. I think this is the kind of
spiritual life that is referenced
in the Bible-one that is
persistent, consistent and
strong.
Then there is the spring
cleaner who is too caught up
with other things to entertain
the thought of maintenance.

They are convinced that only
one day out of the year is
allocated to this concept of
detailed cleaning. For some of
us, this spring cleaning might
be the Sabbath. We may try to
take on a week's spiritual life
in one day, therefore leaving
us frustrated and overwhelmed
by all the work still left to do
after sunset on Saturday.
Maybe for a few of us, spring
cleaning is the Christmas
season, a time when we
choose to delight others with
smiles, good cheer and gifts,
but neglect the spirit of love
the other 11 months. Maybe
for some, spring cleaning is
Easter, when we gather at
the feet of Sonrise's Jesus to
admire the sacrifice He made

and shed a few tears.
Everyone has his or her
own spring cleaning, and
everyone knows how much
cleaning needs to be done.
But I am confident that as
fulltime sinners, we all have
an area of our lives that could
use consistent maintenance.
It might begin with one day,
but it may take days, weeks,
months or years to clean that
particular area of your life.
This season, I challenge you
to allow God to show you that
area of your life-an area that
can't be lumped into the group
with all the other minor things,
a serious issue. I challenge you
to never stop pursuing His
perfection, because I assure
you, His clean is worth having.

Inquiring God about gaining more spiritual fruits
SIMONE MARsHALL
RF••c•oN form•

I skimmed to the bottom
of the list. There it was: selfcontrol. That's what I need,
I thought. How do I get that,
God? I asked.
It was during the summer,
a sacred studying time for
those of us preparing for postgraduate standardized tests
But even though everything
within me knew that I needed
to buckle down, I always
found a way to distract myself.
I watched YouTube videos,
called relatives I never talk
to, and started to draw. If you
know me at all, you know that
I definitely don't draw.
But for some reason,
my mind was struggling to
grasp the idea of self-control.
I wanted it so badly, but I
couldn't seem to lay hold of
it. Then, I decided to go to the
Book of Life, the Bible, to find
my answer. It has everything,
right?
So, I started at Galatians
1 and combed through until
Galatians 5:22-23, the fruits of
the spirit. There I was, prayer
answered and timing perfect.
But all I had was a list.
I said a prayer for
understanding and opened
my eyes again. It was at that
moment that I felt the Holy
Spirit come down and share
with me the insight to get what
I wanted and needed. Instead
of the fruits of the spirit acting
as a list, He made it into a
lifestyle.

PHOTO FROM SXC.HU

You see, on my way to
self-control, I had forsaken at
least three of the other fruits.
I had lost my peace and was
constantly feeling restless
and out of control. I had lost
the joy I had for the things I
was involved with. I had lost
my patience for God to still
be doing a great work in my
life. At that moment, the Holy
Spirit showed me that I needed
a heart full of love; an attitude
bursting with joy; peace that

surpassed my understanding;
patience to wait forever;
selfless kindness to treat
others well when I, myself, was
upset; inherent goodness to
want whatever was after God's
heart; unwavering faithfulness
to serve God when I didn't
understand; and gentleness to
treat others with tenderness
even when I felt like the world
was treating me badly. Then,
and only then, would my selfcontrol fall into place.

You see, God is a holistic
God. He takes into account all
of your heart and mind, hoping
for our complete surrender to
Him. Your desire for peace
can't outweigh your lack of
patience; your perfect selfcontrol cannot outweigh your
lack of kindness. God wants
it all. And when your efforts
go into pursuing everything
about Him, He will reward
you beyond what you had ever
hoped.

That summer, I gained selfcontrol through vices I never
thought were related to selfcontrol. I completed tasks and
jumped over hurdles I never
thought I could. There is power
in God's way and in the full
surrender to it. Today, I dare
you to ask God for something
that you need. He will answer
you. "Delight yourself in the
Lord and he will give you the
desires of your heart." Psalm
34=7

•
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Community student praises Campus Safety
CURTIS PREVO
CONJWIBUIQR

I love Campus Safety. In
fact, my favorite thing they do
is drive around campus finding
people to ticket.
No, I'm not kidding.
I am a community student.
I live about a mile and a half
from school, so it is not an
unpleasantly long drive. It
takes about three minutes to
get to campus, but it generally
takes about 10-15 minutes to
park and walk to the other end
of campus. That is the last
thing I need.
The other morning, I pulled
into the Hickman parking
lot with a couple minutes to
spare. Unfortunately, all of the
parking spaces were taken. I
then drove along Industrial
Drive, hoping to park between
the Spanish church and Herin
Hall. I saw something that
looked like a parking space, but
alas, it was false hope. It was
the third time in three weeks I
found the same vehicle doubleparked there. I ended up
parking in the ever-shrinking
Summerour lot and reporting
the violation to Campus Safety.
Community students get
the short end of the stick
when it comes to parking.
Faculty and staff get all the lots
closest to the buildings. Talge
residents get a gigantic lot far
away from everything, but
they also live in a building in
the center of campus. Thatcher
residents have a large lot by the
dorm as well as parking along
Cafeteria Drive. And now I

hear that the school is planning
on removing all the parking
lots and building new parking
structures on the outskirts so
that center campus will be free
of vehicle traffic.
There is a popular argument
that moving the parking farther
from buildings is beneficial to
our health. While I'm sure that
is true, I believe we are falling
victim to the law of diminishing
returns. Southern Adventist
University is built on the side
of a mountain. There were 162

steps from Talge to Summerour
before construction workers
destroyed the stairs to make
way for a facelift.
There are miles of trails
in the woods for biking and
hiking. Southern has basically
the best intramurals program in
the country and has extremely
high student participation.
The Hulsey Wellness Center
is open more hours than most
people <!I"e awake each day. It
took years of whining to get
mustard in the cafeteria. There

PHOTO BY CouRTNEY BECKWITH

Kara Patmon gets into Campus Safety vehicle.

are additions to the catalog for
incoming freshmen that will
require additional physical
education classes.
I don't think Southern
should feel the need to further
prove to anyone that we take
health seriously.
Health and reason are
not mutually exclusive. I
feel that parking lots and
faraway parking garages can
live together in harmony. We

obviously need more parking,
but there is no more space
on campus. Adding parking
garages makes sense, but
removing the lots we already
have does not make sense.
In the meantime, I appeal
to all community students:
when you see an egregious
parking violation, call Campus
Safety. And Campus Safety, I
thank you from the bottom of
my heart. I love you.

Female students should run for president
CHERIE LYNN MILURON

have made great strides in the
last several decades to become
more accepting of others.
However, there are many
I didn't want to write this
article. I've fought against the areas in our lives where equality
looming idea of slicing this is still an ongoing battle,
issue open for weeks. Is there desperate for those willing
anything worse than being to take a stand of support.
called a "feminist?" For many, Today marks 19 years since
it conjures up the idea of robust Southern Adventist University
women with hairy legs who students have elected a female
hate men and bum their bras candidate for the position of
out of anger and spite for their Student Association president.
In fact, during the roughly
lot in society. However, what
about the term "egalitarian?" 70 years since Student
At times, we praise ourselves Association started on this
as a society that prizes equality. campus, we have only ever
We look around and remark had three women serve as SA
at how open-minded we have president. Now, comes the
become. To an extent, it's true. critical question, "Why?" Why
Our world and .our institution are we afraid to have women

CONIJIIBlaQR

serve in this relatively powerful
capacity? Are there no women
who are capable of serving in
this role?"
This isn't a male issue. This
isn't fourth grade, and the guys
are not ganging up against the
girls. Rather, this is a schoolwide epidemic. Everyone has
a voice. Every individual has
the power to take a stand,
however, thus far, we haven't
said a word.
For almost 20 years,
we have let a large portion
of our student body go
unnoticed, underrepresented
and unheard. The issue goes
far deeper than the blaring
absence of women in elected
offices. An excess of questions

can be unearthed just beneath
the surface. It is supremely
difficult to elect any woman if
there are no women in the race.
Just look at this year's
election: Initially, there were
five men and one woman
running for SA positions. In
contrast, almost half of all
student organizations have
women serving in their head
office. Why the discrepancy?
If women are so involved
as student leaders, why are
they not running for the next
position up?
Clearly, the climate of the
student body towards electing
women in this position is both
frigid and unwelcoming. We
have created an environment

that is unwilling to lift a female
student up to this extremely
important campus position.
This bears an inquiry into what
type ofleadel"S we are releasing
into the world.
If we, as students, cannot
respect the abilities of
both sexes in our student
government, how will
we be able to encourage
egalitarianism in our future
positions throughout life?
What type of influence will
radiate from us? Don't let the
fear of being labeled cripple
you from creating an avenue
for good. Change can only
come with action. You know
the issue. What are you going
to do about it?
•
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Putting a positive spin on tough situations
RAQUELLEvY
l!FESJYI f EDITOR

A few years ago, I made a
permanent life resolution to
learn something positive from
everyone I meet. It worked well
for a while because, of course,
it's easy to find the positive in
the man waiting in line with
you at Starbucks who tells you
his compelling life story, or the
woman at the supermarket who
handles her screaming toddlers
with patience and love. It is not
as easy to do when a complete
stranger is yelling at you for
not doing something you didn't
know how to do, or when the
old man sitting next to you in

a beat-up van in Puerto Rico
is asleep a mere inches away
from your face.
The other day, I
remembered that crazy trip I
took to Puerto Rico to visit a
friend. The trip I took alone,
the trip in which I found a "bus
service" (read: old van) online
to take me from the airport
to the Adventist university in
Puerto Rico.
My frustration began when,
at the airport, I couldn't find
the place where the driver
was supposed to pick me up.
After 15 minutes of waiting at
the wrong place, I received his
angry phone call and heard
his rapid yelling in Spanish.
Finally, I got myself to the right

Terminal B (who knew there
were two?) with tears in my
eyes on a foreign island.
I was alone with my failure
for six hours in the back of a
van, filled with people I'd never
seen before and would never
see again when I remembered
the resolution I'd made to
myself. With the old man
practically sleeping on my
face, I didn't feel like learning
anything.
Then the old man woke
up and we got to talking, and
I learned he was intelligent
and accepting of cultures that
weren't his own. With him I
learned to be less self-centered.
My new old man friend
was the last to be dropped

off before me, and I was left
alone with the driver who had
yelled at me. I moved closer
to the front and he asked if it
was my first time in Puerto
Rico, which led him to give me
an impromptu tour, even in
the complete darkness, as he
drove me all the way to where
I needed to go.
I learned so much, and
not just about Puerto Rico. I
learned he lived an hour away
from where he was dropping
me off, and had a long way to
go before he finally got home
to his family. I learned that
driving me all the way up the
mountains usually cost more,
but he wasn't going to charge
for it and that he was a man

true to his word. He didn't even
accept a tip, no matter how
much I insisted. With him, I
learned not everything about a
person can be assumed with a
first impression.
You might be thinking the
lesson to learn from this is
not to travel to foreign places
on your own. And you could,
possibly, be right, but it's more
than that.
Here are a few quick tips
on how to learn something
meaningful everyday: have
adventures, think the best of
those around you and don't
ever be too prideful to learn
from someone who was almost
drooling on you in a beat-up
van.

W ellness Center secrets that could improve your ~orkout
LUKE EVANS
CONJW;IBt.aQR

Many students go to the
Hulsey Wellness Center
everyday but few are taking full
advantage of everything their
tuition is paying for. There are
numerous free or discounted
opportunities available to
students, ranging from stateof-the art fitness assessment
equipment to open-gym nights
in the Gym-Masters training
facility.
Hydrotherapy Tubs:
Located off to the side of
the Hulsey Pool are four
hydrotherapy tubs available
to students during pool hours.
These types of tubs are often
used by professional athletes

and are designed to increase
circulation throughout the
body and assist in the healing
of small injuries. While use of
the tubs is free, students are
required to clean them when
they finished using them.
Human Performance
Lab: The Human Performance
Lab, located on the second
floor of the Hulsey Wellness
Center is a top-of-the-line
fitness assessment facility
designed to let people know
how in shape they really are.
Two of the major highlights
of the lab include V02 Max
testing which determines the
maximal amount of oxygen
the human body is able to
utilize per minute of physical
activity, giving.a reflection of

an individual's physical fitness
and hydrostatic weighing,
which is the most accurate test
for body composition available
today in which individuals are
lowered into a tank of water.
All tests conducted in the lab
are free to students.
Discounted/Free
Massages: Students who are
covered under Adventist Risk
Management insurance are
eligible for free 40-minute
or 6o-minute discounted
massages from the professional
Pro Health massage therapists
that practice at the wellness
center. Students interested in
scheduling a massage should
call Pro Health at 423.710.
4888.
Exercise Classes: All

group fitness classes that take
place at the wellness center
are available to students for
free. Classes currently being
offered this semester include:
Pilates which is a class that
involves invigorating poses
and stimulating stretches
that sculpt the body and
soothe the mind. Boot Camp
is a class that provides
total body conditioning,
resistance training and highintensity aerobics through
circuit training. And Core
Conditioning is a class that
teaches new workouts to tone
and firm your core.
The Gym-Master's Gym:
Every Tuesday and Thursday
night from 7 to 8 p.m. the
Gym-Masters training facility

is available to any student who
would like to come and use
it. Students are encouraged
to come jump, flip and climb
for an hour while under the
guidance of Gym-Master
coaches. Due to limited space,
student use of the gym is on a
first-come, first-serve basis.

UPCOMING

EVENTS
~

JB

ANTIQUES
SHOW
Feb. 22, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and
Feb. 24, 12 to
4p.m.
Stratton Hall in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $15

DAVID
CROWDER
Feb. 27, 7 p.m.
The Loft in
Atlanta, GA
Price: 25

ANDREW

PETERSON:
THE

STORYTELLERS
TOUR

PHOTO BY RYAl'l

HAAS

· Hundreds of students visit the Hulsey Wellness Center daily.

Feb. 24, 7 p.m.
Lake Hills
Presbyterian
Church
in Knoxville, TN
Price: $15

·•
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One-oil-One with a great one: Guevara Samson
DAVIS WALLACE
SPORTS EDITQR

...

What's the major difGuevara "Gee" Samson is
ference between cross fit
an upcoming senior double
and insanity?
majoring in business admin"I would say that cross fit is
tougher than insanity because
istration and public relations. He decided to share his insanity would be a lot of calisthenics, push-ups, jumping
journey about weight training
up
and down. Whereas cross
and faith.
·a lot of cardia, weightliftfit
is
Why did you begin to
ing,endurance,gymnastics
workout?
and a lot of distance running.
"My whole life I have
I used insanity as a stepping
always been overweight, and
stone
for the cross fit produring the summer of 2006, I
gram."
•
was diagnosed with diabetes.
Did
you
go
back to your
The doctor told me the comdoctor
to
see
your
condiplications of diabetes like I
tionnow?
might lose an arm, might lose
"No, I didn't, but before I
a leg, but what really got me
came to college, I had to take
was when he said I could get
insulin shots for the first three
erectile dysfunction! That's
months. Then, I got off of
when I started to workout,
those, but I also had to take
but even then I was lifting
pills to regulate my insulin
weights, and I wasn't really
intake. Since I didn't need
losing any weight. It wasn't
medication
anymore there's
until last summer when I
been no need to see my docstarted to do insanity."
tor."
What is insanity and
What was the hardhow often did you do it?
est
part of your workout
"Insanity is a cardio-based
process?
workout that is designed to
"The hardest part was just
·help people get in shape. I
working
out. There would be
was doing this program six
days where I would cry and
days a week, and insanity re. throw-up at the same 'time. I
ally helped me lose weight.
would cry if I couldn't do five
How long wasiile duration of
push-ups because there are
the workout?
"It depends, the first month so many people my age doing
much more than five push- ·
of the workout it would be 30
ups.
That was the toughest
minutes, and then after that
part,
when I found out there
second month part of it would
was certain things I couldn't
be 50 minutes to an hour.
do. I kept pushing myself
So it all depends, but second
until
I could do the things I
semester I started this other
wanted
to do.
program called cross fit and
In regards to working
those workouts would last for
out, what is your ultimate
about 2 hours."

.Guevara Samson works out at Hulsey Wellness Center
goal?
"My goal right now is to .
compete in the 2015 cross fit
games; this is where they will
crown the fittest male and
the fittest female on earth
through various cross fit
workouts."
What advice would you
give to someone who is
trying to lose weight?
"The biggest thing I would
say is not to give up. I have
people who come to me and
say 'I W1\Ilt to workout with
you so I can lose weight,' but

when they s~e what I do and
see how hard it is they want
to give up. To be honest, that
makes me mad because I
went through that my whole
life and I know it stinks. I
went from 317 pounds to 229
pounds. I know how hard it
is to lose all that weight. The
first month is terrible, but
once you see results you want
to keep going back to the
gym."
Tell me about the regrets you had during this
process.

"My biggest regret was
that I wish I started sooner.
There's so many things now
that I can do now that I wasn't
able to do before and I wish I
could because people my age
did certain things already and
I felt that I missed out a bit."
Were you self-motivated or was someone in
your corner?
"I was self-motivated be:.
cause my biggest obsession is
Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson.
I tell people all the time that
one day I will look just like
him. That's how I self-motivated myself, by trying to be
as big as him."
"I would say to know what
you're doing it for. If you
don't know the reason why
you're doing this then the
minute it gets hard you're
going to give up. One of my
friends said he was going
to workout so he could look
better for his fiance, so every
time I worked out with him
I kept telling him that he's
losing weight for his fiance so
they could have a better life
together. That pushed him
and would make him work a
lot harder."
What's the biggest·
thing that has helped you
through this?
"I tell this to everyone I workout with, and that is to pray.
If you put God in your corner
before all these workouts
then you will be able to finish
them. It gives me the edge
I need to push through my
workouts.

Number of volleyball teams sets neW" season record
DAVIS WALLACE
SPORTS EDITQR

PHOTO BY LoGAN Fou.
Jared Leader prepares to send the ball over the net during volleyball intramurals.

The 2013 volleyball season
is under way, and just like
past years, there are more
volleyball teams this season
than there were last season.
Eighty-eight teams to be
exact, which led Mike Boyd,
intramural director and associate professor of the School
of Physical Education, Health
and Wellness, to create a coed division A, co-ed division B
North, co-ed division B South,
co-ed division B East. co-ed B
division West, ladies division
A, ladies division B North,

ladies division B South, men's
division AA, men's division A,
men's division B North and
men's division B South.
Sheeva Lotifan, sophomore
liberal arts education major,
said she thinks it's great that
so many people have chosen
to participate. "I really hope
my team doesn't rank 89th,"
Lotifan said.
We will see how many
players will manage to play on
their co-ed teams and division teams along with all the
referees ~d scorers working
late nights. This will make for
a stimulating season.
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[The Calendar]
Thursday,Feb.21
SA General Elections,
7a-up, online at www.sauvoting.com
ua, Convocation: Health Career Fair (Iles)
(Booths 10:30-ua & Noon-1:30p)
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
2-5p, Meet the Firms (Church Fellowship Hall)
7P, Modern Languages Film Series, Miller 201
Friday, Feb. 22
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Wal-Mart Trips (Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Wal-Mart Trips for those who signed up -leaves Southern every
112 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
-West Side 4 Jesus- Playing Flag Football
8p, Vespers, African American Heritage (Church)
6:31p, Sunset
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
Saturday,Feb.23
9a, Adoration 1 Service - Dave Smith (Church)
9:30a, The Fountain (Thatcher South- White Oak Room)
Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
10a, Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only (CA Library)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (CA Room 109)
10a, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room 102)

10a, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
10a, One Accord (Student Center)
10a, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Conference Room)
10:15a, Adoration 2 Service- Dave Smith (Church)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
10:15a, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room 105)
11:35a, Connect- Andy Nash (CA)
11:35a, Renewal - Dave Smith (Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
- Flag Camp (Children's Ministries)
- Patten Towers (Evangelism)
4p, Academy Honors Festival Concert, Church
6p, Evensong
7-9p, KR's & Student Center Open
8p, BCU Night, Iles
Sunday, Feb. 24
9:30a, Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
Monday, Feb. 25
Eating Disorder Awareness Week (25-March 1)
4p, University Assembly
Tuesday,Feb.26
6p, SA Talent Show Auditions, Ackerman Auditorium
VVednesday,Feb.27
.
Noon-lp, Faculty Portfolio Workshop, Presidential Banquet Room 2

[Student Life Announcements]··
Attention Adventist Creatives. If you enjoy
painting, drawing, writing music and poetry, capturing att quality photographs, producing videos and
more, we want to connect with you. Share your gift
with the world. The first ever inspire design and
songwriting context is now open and runs1:hrough
February 22, 2013. Make a difference with your
artisticjsongwriting abilities and be eligible to win
an iPad. Sponsored by Pacific Union Conference
Church Support Services. Check out the details at
www. visitinspire.org/contest.
Apply for 2013-14 Financial Aid: Remember
to complete your Financial Aid application online
at www.fafsa.ed.gov before our March 31 priority
deadline
'
Amateur Radio Class: Are you ready for the next
disaster or emergency? Amateur radio gets through
when all else fails (even cell phones)! Sign up for the
next amateur radio class, sponsored by the Greater
Collegedale Amateur Radio Club, and taught by
Dean Saunders, .AA4XL. Th~ class will meet for six
Tuesday evenings at 7:00 at the McDonald Road ·
Seventh-day Adventist Church, 5440 McDonald
Road, McDonald, Tennessee, beginning ;pebruary

26. For registration and/or information, e-mail Jim
Hoffer, KWS.T, at kw8tjim@catt.com, or call him
at 706-965-2425. There will be a small charge for
registration and the textbook.
SONRISE: A limited number of student tickets
for the March 30 SonRise Pageant will be available
beginning March 1.1 at the Chaplain's Office, while
supplies last. Tickets are free but required for all
performances 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. presented at
half hour intervals. We encourage students to participate as cast. To get involved, email sonrisecasting@southern.edu. Visit us at www.facebook.com/
SonRiseCollegedale and www.ComeSeeJesus.com.
Tickets will be. released to the general public at
Hamilton Place Mall by the elev(\tor (lower level),
Monday, March 18, at 6:oop.m. Ages 6 and under
do not need a ticket.
Dusk Til Dawn Advel).ture: Event
Summary:Event Details:In the Dusk 'til Dawn co-ed
teams of four will compete in the 5th annual race
hosted by the Outdoor Leadership Department.
This six hour race includes activities that unlike
any other adventure race! Your team will be chal-

lenged by physical tasks and obstacles, mental
challenges, and technical knowledge. All technical
gear is provided and race shirts will be given to each
participant. Awards ceremony to follow the race.
For more information email adventureprogramming@southern.edu. This year's adventure race will
be an all night event held on the campus of Southern Adventist University. Co-ed teams of four will
compete in a variety of challenges including caving,
rock climbing, ziplines, search and rescue, ropes
course challenges, and more. Prizes are as follows:
1st $200, 2nd $150, 3rd $100. Cost is $25 for Southern students and $30 for non-Southern Students
and $5 off if you 'Like' us on Facebook. All required
gear is provided and race shirts will be given to each
participant. Register at www.Racelt.com by searching "Dusk 'til Dawn" or simply click on the link
under contact info. Registration: Visit http:/ jraceit.
com/searchfevent.aspx?id=17~)76 to register and for
more information.
This year's race will be held on April13 at 8 PM.
When you register be sure to say you heard about us
on Facebook to receiv~a $5 discount. BE SURE TO
UKEUS!

[SA Announcements]
Talent Show: Talent show is March 16! If you all are interested, auditions begin February 26. Sign-ups are in 'the SA office. ·

If you're looking -for a place to stay,
'

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

O'SPRINGS
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Individuals face charges for Elisha statue damage

By logan

The Elisha statue lost its hand after individuals attempted to climb the statue.
ANNALYSE

HASTY

MANAGING E01ma

"Passing the Mantle," the
10-year sculpting project located on Industrial Drive, was
damaged on Feb. 23. The left
hand of Elisha, the smaller
statue, was broken at the wrist
by individuals who allegedly
attempted .to sit on the hand.
Josh Fraker, Campus Safe-

ty patrol officer, confirmed
that a surveillance camera
captured video of individuals
climbing on the statue.
"Around 4 p.m., two males
and one female came to the
statue area after eaving the
Brock Hall area," Fraker said.
"It appears one male climbed
the statue and sat in the hand,
at which point the hand broke
off. The three then left the

area."
Kevin Penrod, director of
Campus Safety, declined to reveal the students' names, but
he said he hopes that they are
willing to come forward. The
students will be given a short
amount of time before the
crime is passed to Collegedale
Police Department.
The video of the incident
is on file and the individuals

are encouraged to come to the
Campus Safety office immediately before facing criminal
charges for their actions.
"What we would like to do
is give them the opportunity
to handle it here on university
property," Penrod said. "Obviously, with it being granite,
a repair is going to be quite
pricey, so instead of having a
criminal prosecution for destruction of property, it would
be better if we could have an
opportunity to handle it here
on campus. "
At the time of the interview
the three individuals had not
been notified directly. Penrod
confirmed that Campus Safety
would work in conjunction
with Student Services for possible consequences.
If damages reach the monetary amount indicated by
TenD. state law, individuals
could face felony charges.
"... so it could be handed
over to the police. But we don't
want to go that way because
we don't think it was intentional. I am assuming it was
not a malicious destruction
of property, but it still should
not have happened in the first
place," Penrod said.

There are no ~mi!h l;\aJ ,;versi
area instru~"~~~~fiP,~ "'7315
ing or no clim~mg on the
monument.
"To me, it's a common
sense issue. This is a college.
We are not on a monkey bar
set on a K-12 playground,"
Penrod said.
Loren Howard, temporary
worker for the School of Visual
Art and Design, has been helping artist Wayne Hazen sculpt
the monument for nearly 11
years. Howard confirmed that
the statue's wrist had a stress
fracture which had been repaired with epoxy, and there
were plans to reinforce the
wrist with pins.
Howard said that after the
individuals initially broke the
hand off at the wrist, they tried
to set it back up onto the arm,
dropping it again and breaking the thumb in two places.
"We will most likely try to
pin it with pins and heavy duty
epoxy. Wayne will be coming
in late March to fix it. If it
doesn't fit we11, we will have to
build an entire new hand and
attach it. It will be about 100
hours of work," Howard said.

Black Christian Union celebrates ''Cosh
MoRIAH ARTERBERRY
SJAFEWRrniL

The theme to Black Christian Union's (BCU) annual
club night was "Cosby." The
event, which encouraged
everyone to participate by
wearing his or her best Cosby
sweater, took place in lies P.E.
Center on Feb. 23.
Charles Cammack, BCU
president, said that the idea
for doing the Cosby theme
came from a question about
which TV show had done the
best job at breaking down stereotypes in the black culture.
"This year we really wanted
to attack the stereotypes of
color and hone in on the fact
that we are all of one race, the
News ..................................................... l-5
Religion....................... ...................... .6
Opinion .........................................•.•••.7
lifestyles ..............................•.. ·-···-······8
Sport.-..•.................................................. 9
Chatter.................................................. to
Classifieds....... ............................ .. ...11
Humor ................................................... t2

human race, and the Cosby
show with Laurence's script,
did that perfectly," Cammack
said.
The night began with food
representing different types
of black heritage. The booths
included Trinidad, Haiti, Zimbabwe, Black America and
another African booth run by
Student Missions. Each station had a different set-up in
order to more easily represent
the country.
Jo-Anne Mabika, sophomore
psychology
major,
helped run the Zimbabwe
booth. In addition to serving Samosas, she found other
ways to teach people about the
country.
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Adjunct faculty, police captain dies of heart attack at 54
assistant professor of the
School of Education and Psychology, said. Hills was also
was a personal friend to Francis.
Francis earned a master's
degree from the outdoor education program and guest lectured for other classes, Hills
said.
Last week, the university
hung the American flag at
half-staff in Francis' honor.
"Jeff changed a lot of lives
here," Hills said. "We appreciated having him teach because
he brought a very interesting
perspective about God."
Former students of Francis flew in from around the
country for the funeral, held at
Highland Park Baptist Church
on Feb. 24.
Hills said Francis would
teach some of his classes from
Southern and Tennessee Temple jointly.
"That made for a really fantastic transfer of thoughts and
ideas. That led for very interesting conversations around

SARAH RUF
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

An adjunct faculty member
in the School of Education and
Psychology, Jeffrey Francis,
54, who also served as a Chattanooga Police captain died
Feb. 20 from a heart attack.
Francis taught winter
camping, canoeing, caving
and backpacking, among other
classes, during his eight-year
partnership with Southern.
"He was a bright light for
the university," Michael Hills,

the campfire," Hills said.
Melissa Boyd, senior liberal arts education major, took
canoeing and caving classes
from Francis. She said most
people called him "Cap'n."

mock to sleep in the cave.
"We thought it was hilarious, and we were a little jealous that we didn't think of it,"
Boyd said. "He had a great
attitude with us. He was our
teacher, and he was also areally good friend."
Boyd said there were so
many people at Francis' visitation that she waited in line for
two hours to greet the family.
"I never knew someone
could touch so many lives. So
many people loved him just as
much as he loved everyone,"
Boyd said.
Ruth WilliamsMorris, professor in the School of Education and Psychology, said she
remembered a presentation
Francis gave last fall in her
Personal and Social Adjustment class.
"[Francis] talked about his
"He was really Godly and
always open," Boyd said. "He mortality,"
WilliamsMorris
shared with [us] his love of the said. "Several years ago his
outdoors."
heart condition was so comOn one caving trip, Boyd promised ... his focus was not
and her classmates teased on beating death but living
Francis for bringing a ham- - well. This was a man that was

I never knew
someone
could touch so
many lives. So
many people
loved him just
as much as he
loved everyone

''

able to uphold the law, yet at
the same time, his Christianity overflowed and his belief
and his love for Jesus, even
for people who had broken
the law. When you met Jeff
Francis, there was something
so personal and welcoming
about him... I met the man
three times, but I feel like I
lost a brother."
Known for his community
involvement, Francis served
as vice president and chaplain
of Hamilton County Rescue
Services and was director of
CampJoyfortwoyears. Reestablished the BADGE program
for at-risk youth in Chattanooga and the Gang Investigation
Unit and received multiple
awards for his police service
and family work.
A devoted family and
church man, he also served
at his alma mater Tennessee
Temple University in various
roles, including dean of men,
chief of security, and at the
time of his death, adjuncJ: professor.

Black Christian Union celebrates "Cosby" style
for trivia questions led by Sanchez and video clips showing
student responses to questions about black history and
racial differences.
The play included a short
talk from Martin Lister, the
pastor of Orchard Park Seventh-day Adventist Church,
and a musical selection from
OnePraise Gospel choir. Although there were several different parts of the play, they
all correlated to make the

point that the difference of
race should not be an issue,
especially for Christians.
Kim McKenzie, senior
health science major, said she
was surprised to see the combination of religious undertones and humorous content.
"The main difference was
that this BCU night was not
only funny, but they added the
spiritual aspect," McKenzie
said. "I've never seen it before.
Usually it's one or the other,

but this year they did a good
job combining both and getting the moral across."
Kenric Rimoni, junior
business administration major, said he was very appreciative of this year's event.
"Every year BCU does
something unique. This year,
I thought it was phenomenal.
The skit was well written, the
food was on point and I think
it all came together to create
a unified experience," Rimoni

said.
Cammack said that he, as
well as the rest of the BCU officers, was pleased with the
event's popularity.
"The night turned out better than any of us could have
expected," Cammack said.
"God truly blessed, and so
many people pitched in to
make the night a success. It really put the icing on the cake to
a weekend full ofBCU events."

Staff to respond to survey addressing sexual orientation on campus
EMMA KHAN
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Faculty and staff are responding to a recent survey
sent out by Gordon Bietz,
president of Southern Adventist University, addressing
the topic of homosexuality on
campus.
A committee headed by
Kevin Kibble, assistant chaplain, with representatives from
the School of Religion, School
of Social Work and the residence halls, has been meeting
over a period of 22 months to
compile this survey and study
the results.
Bietz said that the committee is anxious to gain an understanding of the faculty and
staff perspectives on the issue.

This group was formed to
research ways to ensure that
Southern is doing its best for
students now and for the future.
Kibble said he is aware that
this is a growing topic in society and at Southern.
"We need to try to understand how to best minister to
this group," Kibble said.
After communicating with
other schools and performing
extensive research, the committee felt that the best course
of action to assess the opinions
of staff was to utilize a survey.
The results of the survey
will be used to formulate ideas
to further education for faculty and staff so that they can
help students who may strug-

gle in this area. One idea that
has been considered is a series
of voluntary seminars next
year.
"The ultimate goal is to
find a way to make sure that
this specific interest group
is treated with love," Ingrid
Skantz, director of Marketing
and University Relations, said.
Bietz said that he wants
to concentrate on providing
educational material for faculty and staff in order to create a safe environment for all
people.
"Having a safe environment doesn't mean approval
for all behavior, heterosexual
or homosexual, but we want to
be an institution that exemplifies God's grace," Bietz said.
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Wide margin wins -for Keenan, Grabiner in ele.c tions
SARAHRUF
NEW MEDIA

Emma

Southern students chose
Marcus Keenan as the Student
Association president for the
2013-2014 school year via aliday online voting on Feb. 21.
Keenan received 76 percent
of 1,004 votes cast, opposed by
Craig Foster, who received 24
percent of the votes.
For Executive Vice Presi-

dent, Jeremy Grabiner received 61 percent of votes.
Current Executive Vice President and incumbent Ethan
White received 39 percent of
the 1,007 votes cast.
Shanti Hollis, who ran unopposed for Social. Vice President, received 88 percent of
'Yes' votes out·of 1,000 votes.Keenan, senior business
management major, said that
he is excited about the plans

I hope that I
can make as
. many people
happy as possible

''

.hard with the current leaders
he has for next school year.
"We've already gotten to make Southern the best we
started for next year. It will can," Grabiner said.
challenge everyone, and I'm
Both Keenan and Grabiner
really excited about it," Keen- said hiring for the upcoming
year has already started. Holan said .
Grabiner, junior interna- lis said she would like to start
tional business major, said he interviews soon for a social
was also excited to work with committee assistant. Those inthe new SA team next year.
terested can apply at the Stu"I hope that I can make as dent Services-office.
many people happy as possible. I'm already working

Intercultural Communications class reaches record enrollment

.
By Ryan Haas
Linda Crumley teaches the Interculturcil Communications class in Brock Hall.

RosANA HUGHES
STAFF WRITER

A total of 36 students have
been enrolled in the Intercultural Communications class
that Linda Crumley, professo.r
for the· School of Journalism
and Communication, is teaching this semester. This large
number has resulted in the
class being split into two sections.
Crumley · is teaching the
two sections this semester.
The class is not supposed to.
have any ~ore than 18 students because it is designed

to .pe taught in a discussion
setting where Crumley is able
to form a large circle and allow studerits to think and talk
amongst each other. She said
the same quality of interaction would not-be achieved in
a larger class.
·
Crumley said that the class
is attracting students ·from
many different majors, and
. the maJority of students are
not from the School of Journalism and Communication.
"Most of the people • enrolled in my class are people
who are f:ulturally aware,"

I wanted

to see how
many of these
' stereotypes
.w ere true and
maybe dive a
little deeper
as tothe why
behind their
existence ' '

-

Crumley said .. "So, I am able cultures as long as it is not
to pull information from their their own culture.
"What interested me about
personal eJg>eriences and
compare that with theories [Southern culture] was how
that are discussed in class."
they're very different from
Guest speakers also come Northerners,"
Christenson
and talk about cultural events · said. "Here we are in the same
with the class.
country, only a few states away
The students are given mi- even, and yet we have such difmerous writing assignments, fer'ent aspects to our cultures.
one of which includes an etl).- Northerners have preconnographic study, which re- ceived ideas and stereotypes
quires the students to observe about Southerners. I wanted
and interact with people from to see how many of these stewhichever culture they have . reotypes were true and maybe
dive a· little deeper as- to the
chosen.
Students have been asked why behind their existence."
Crumley said that she is
to do 15 hours of participant
observation. From there, they trying to give her students the
will write lengthy descriptions . writing and research backof what they have observed ground experience to be able
and what they think it means. to take the cultural awareStudents are looking for the ness that they already have
variety of ways people com- and translate it into factual
municate, which may seem research.
normal to them but may not
Crumley said that the class
be considered normal to oth- is designed to benefit anyone
who is interested in doing iners.
Some of the research that' ternational work, by giving
students are doing their eth~ them an idea of how to mannographies on varies from the age situations when they are
cultural Sabbath schools and dealing with people of a differhow the people treat each oth- ent background.
"Communication is terribly
er to the culture of the South.
Kevin Christenson, junior important and becomes ininternational business · major, credibly more complex when
said he is doing his ethno- you add cultural differences
graphic study on the south.:: to the mix," Crumley said. "If
ern United States culture. you have a clue of how people
Although ·Crumley said ·she are thinking ...you have a betprefers international cultures, ter chance to adapt your own
she is allowing some students communication to theirs, and •
to do their research on local' you'll feel a little less lost."

Filtered water' bottle refill stations to be installed in the dorms
KAriE HENDERSON
STAFF WRITER

On Feb: 13 Stud~nt Association (SA) Senate voted to install filtered water bottle refill
stations in Thatcher and Talge
residence halls.
Ethan White, .SA senate
vice president, confirmed that

Doug Frood, associate vice pollution."
the project would be installed
· The project will "help cut
by the end of the year. ·
president of the financial ad· Since this past year, two ministration department, ex- doWn on the trash," White
water bottle refill stations · plained that the Senate funds said. By installing the water
have been installed in the Iles the project, and the parts to · bottle refill stations, the hope
P.E. Center. The stations are install the project cost approx- is to reduce the amount of
plastic the campus uses every
an installation on the backside imately $400 each.
of current water fountains, alJennie Camps, senior nurs- day.
When informed that the
lowing for the easy refill of wa- ing major, said, "I think it's a
ter bottles.
good idea because it'll reduce water would be filtered, Zech

Sharman, sophomore history
major, said he was more optimistic about the project because he said that he felt the
water in the dorm tasted too
much like chlorine.
· Lauren Behnke, senior
nursing · major, agreed with _
Sharman that filtering the water was a good idea.
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Health career fair provides students with networking .opportunities

Photo By Jordan Correces
Charlene Barrett, the vice president ofHuman Resources ofAdventist Care Centers, speaks to Southern students.

PAIGE BURNETI
SnFE WRrnR

The annual Health Careers
Fair was held this past Thursday at the Ties P.E. Center.
Booths opened at 10:30 a.m.

and ran until 12:30 p.m, and
free pizza was served after
convocation.
Hosted by the Southern
Union, partnered with the
Adventist Health System, the
Health Careers Fair is an op-

portunity for students pursuing medical careers to speak to
professionals in their fields of
interest. Booths for medicine,
dentistry, physical therapy,
speech pathology; counseling,
business management and

outdoor leadership, were sta- Adventist Health System corporate recruiter, spoke for
tioned throughout the gym.
Professionals were avail- convocation. He told stories of
able to answer questions.
other alumni that work in the
"I always enjoy meeting Adventist health system. Their
the students and finding out positive stories conveyed a
why they want to join our hope and privilege of- workprogralfl," Connie Fernandez, ing in the Christian system.
CEO of the Speech Pathology Gordon encouraged students
Hearing Center, said. "South- to seize the opportunity if God
em does a great job showing was calling them into the field.
Jessica Davis, freshman
care~r opportunities and how
[the students] can impact chemistry major, said she enjoyed her opportunity to speak
their community."
Students went booth to to the representative at the
booth, talking to professio~ · Lorna Linda Pharmacology
als or picking up free treats .booth.
"[I] want to go into the
and pens. At 11:30 a.m., Jim
Davidson, executive secretary medical field but [I'm] not sure
of the Southern Union, and his what," Davis said. She said she
wife, Bonnie, thanked South- appreciated the opportunity to
em students for coming.
see the possibilities.
'
"You have a unique opporHunter. Reid, freshman
tunity to extend the healing · nursing major, said he was
hand of Christ," Bonnie Da- also thankful for the.opportuvidson said. "We'd like to in- nity to participate in the fair.
vite y<lu back to the Southern
"I was actually thinking
Union to share your gifts right about switching my major. I
here at ho,me."
plan on going to the booths to
David Gordon, Southern see what I can find," Reid Said.
business major alumnus and

Senate confirms Chuck Hagel for defense secretary
WASHINGTON (AP)- A nominee, and said in a state- wide terrorism with smaller,
deeply divided Senate voted ment that "we will have the deficit-driven budgets.
on Tuesday to confirm Re- defense secretary our naAmong his daunting chalpublican Chuck Hagel to be tion needs and the leader our lenges are deciding on troop
the nation's next defense sec- troops deserve."
levels in Afghanistan as the
retary, handing President
He looked past the divi- United States winds down its
Barack Obama's pick the top sions and said he was grate- combat presence and dealPentagon job just days before ful to . Hagel. "for remin4ing ing with $46 billion in budget
billions of dollars in automat- us that when it comes to our cuts set to kick in on Friday.
ic, across-the-board budget national defense, we are not He also will have to work with
cuts hit the military.
Democrats or Republicans, we lawmakers who spent weeks
The vote was 58-41, with are Americans, and our great.:. vilifying him.
four RepubJicans joining the est responsibility is the secuRepublicans insisted that
Democrats in backing the con- rity of the American people."
Hagel was battered and bloodtentious choice. Hagel's only
Republicans had opposed ied after their repeated attacks
GOP support came from for- their onetime colleague, cast~ during the protracted political
mer colleagues Thad Cochran ing him as unqualified for the fight.
of Mississippi, Dick Shelby of job, hostile toward Israel and
"He will take office ~th
Alabama and Mike Johanns of soft on Iran. The objections the weakest support of any :
Nebraska - all three had an- rem_ained strong well after the defense secretary in modem
nounced their support earlier vote.
history, which will make him
"I continue to have seri- less effective on his job," said
- and Rand Paul of Kentucky.
The vote came just hours ous questions about whether Sen. John Comyn of Texas,
after Republicans dropped Chuck Hagel is up to the job . the Senate GOP's No. 2 Retheir unprecedented delay of of being our secretary of de- publican.
a Pentagon choice and allowed fense," Sen. Lindsey Graham,
Not so, said Democratic
the nomination to move for- R-S.C., said in a s.tatement. "I Sen. Jack Reed, who pointed
hope, for the sake of our own out that Hagel now has the
ward on a 71-~7 vote.
Hagel, 66, a former two- national security, he exceeds title and the fight is history.
term Nebraska senator and expectations."
"All have to work together _
twice-wounded Vietnam comHagel joins Obama's re- for the interest of the counbat veteran, succeeds Defense tooled second-term, national try," said Reed, D-R.I.
Secretary Leon Panetta. Hagel security team of Secretary of
The vote ended one of
is expected to be sworn in at State John Kerry and CIA Di- the most bitter fights over a
the Pentagon on Wednesday. . rector-designate John Bren- Cabinet choice and former
Obama welcomed the bi- nan at a time of uncertainty senator since 1989 when the
partisan Senate vote, although for a military emerging from Democratic-led · Senate de41 Republicans opposed his two wars and fighting "'w orld- feated newly elected President -

George H.W. Bush's nomination of Republican John Tower to be defense secretary.
In the course of the rancorous, seven-week nomination fight, Republicans, led
by freshman Sen. Ted Cruz
of Texas and Sen. Jim Inhofe
of Oklahoma, .insinuated that
Hagel has a cozy relationship
with Iran and received payments for speeches from extreme or radical groups. Those
comments drew a rebuke from
Democrats and some Republicans.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
the chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, dismissed the "unfair innuendoes" against Hagel and called
him an "outstanding American
patriot" whose ba<;kground. as
an enlisted soldier would'send
a positive message to the nation's servicemen and women.
Sen. Claire McCaskill,
D-Mo., questioned how the
confirmation proceSs devolved
into _a character assassination
in which Hagel was accused
of "having secret ties with our
enemies."
"I sincerely hope that the
practice of challenging nominations with innuendo and inference, rather than facts and
figures, was an aberration and

.

-

. . . .

not a roadmap," she said in a
statement after the vote.
Obama got no points with
the GOP for tapping the former two-term Republican
senator. GOP lawmakers excoriated Hagel and cast him as _
a radical far out of the mainstream.
Sen. John McCain, RAriz., clashed with his onetime friend over his opposition to President George W.
Bush's decision to send an
extra 30,000 troops to Iraq in
2007 at a point when the war
seemed in danger of being lost.
Hagel, who voted to authorize military force in Iraq, later
opposed the conflict, comparing it to Vietnam and arguing
that it shifted the focus from
Afghanistan.
McCairr said several GOP
lawmakers also had "a lot of
ill will" toward the moderate
Republican for his criticism
of Bush and his backing for
Democratic candidates.
Shortly after a White
House meeting with Obama
on immigtatiqn on Tuesday,
McCain voted against his onetime friend and fellow Vietnam veteran.
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Students compete for $300 in Bible Bowl
BEN LoWERY
STAFF WRITER

How old was Adam when
he died? What hour did
Jesus die? Who was the most
humble man, according to
himself? These questions and
more were asked during the
Talge Hall Bible Bowl. Talge
Hall, Campus Ministries
and the Student Association
(SA) sponsor the Bible Bowl,
which is also a part of the
yearlong Clash of the Titans
tournament.
The Bible Bowl started
on Feb. 19 and will continue

on Tuesday and Wednesday
Derek Schutter, sophomore
nights until the beginning of nursing major, said he signed
April. Two 30-minute matches up because the Bible Bowl was
will be played each tournament a great place to hang out with
night. The champions will win his friends.
$300 and score 40 Clash of the
"The Bible Bowl is much
Titans points for their hall.
cooler than people think,"
Michael Butler, senior Schutter said. "You have the
theology major and Talge chance to win money and learn
Hall chaplin, said that he is about the Bible while having
hoping the Bible Bowl will fun."
help connect the participants
The Bible Bowl is played
to each other and to God.
by answering a series of
"The participants will meet questions. Buzzer questions
new people and hopefully form are asked first, and the first
a bond as a team," Butler said. team to hit the buzzer has a

chance to answer. If the team
answers incorrectly, the other
team has a chance to answer.
The team who answers the
question correctly is awarded
with a team question, which is
worth more points.
Garrison Hayes, SA
president, is the host for the
games. Garrison said that he
has been enjoying his first time
being a game show host.
"It is a cool experience
because there is no pressure on
me," Hayes said. "I am amazed
when the teams answer a

question correctly that I was
completely stumped on."
In the second game of a
Bible Bowl event, one team
was winning by 30 points with
two minutes left. Hayes asked a
question that he called as being
worth 30 points. The losing
team got it correct, which tied
the game. He said it was a
spur of the moment decision
to lighten up the· spirits of the
outmatched team.
"This is the power of being
the game show host," Hayes
said.
PHoTo BY LoGA: · Fou

Edison Carrick (left), Leonard Finn (middle left), Guillerme Brazil de Souza (middle right), and Matthew Leonard carefully await their next question during the Talge Hall Bible Bowl.

Professor researches children surrounded by HIVIAIDS
JEFFERSON

CLARK

STAFF WRITER

Samson Chama, an
associate professor for
the Master of Social Work
program, has begun phase
three of his research project on
the affects on children living in
a household where a parent or
guardian has HIVI AIDS.
"Parents are juggling their
responsibilities with parental
care, and at the same time,
having to worry about their
illness," Chama said. This
study looks at the thoughts,
perceptions and emotional
toll taken on children in these
situations.
The topic of HIVI AIDS is
Chama's area of interest, and
before he came to America,

he worked for the government Zambia, there are numerous
in Zambia doing HIVI AIDS households being headed by
awareness and prevention children as young as 12 years
work. While working in the old. For his dissertation,
Department of Social Services, Chama designed a program
Chama went to communities to be implemented in Zambia
and focused on the needs of that would help find a way to
orphans who had lost one or support these households. By
both parents to HIVI AIDS.
providing education and skillChama continued the building opportunities, the
research with young adults and lives of these young children
how they are affected by having living on their own would be
a parent or parents with HIVI bettered.
AIDS.
To start, this research
"Even when I was in school, project has three phases: the
I made the HIVI AIDS area as initial phase involved focus
an important element in all groups of young people in the
of the courses I took," Chama Chattanooga and surrounding
said. "All of my assignments I areas. The second phase
tried to revolve around HIVI involved interviews with
AIDS."
workers in agencies that help
In America, children aren't the young people. The final
allowed to live alone, but in phase compiled results from

the two previous phases and
creating a survey to be taken
by the young people.
Chama hopes that after
revisiting the young people
with a survey, the information
obtained will hopefully aid in
the creation of programs to
better help young people.
With teaching and all that
goes into this research project,
Chama has been grateful for
the help from his graduate
assistant, Natalie Montaldi.
Montaldi has an undergraduate
degree in psychology and will
be graduating with a master's
in social work this summer.
"When I started working
here, [Chama] told me about
the project. He was very
passionate about it, so it got
me passionate about it too,"

Montaldi said.
It is Montaldi's job to help
gather information for the
research project and help
where needed. Last year,
Montaldi presented research
findings at the 24th Annual
National Conference on Social
Work and HIVI AIDS in Miami,
Florida. For the past two years,
she has been assisting Chama
on his research project.
The academic research
committee at Southern has
provided funds for this project.
As Chama envisions this
project expanding, his goal is
to find external donors that
will sponsor the program for
continual development and
growth.
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Faith and patience guide you through

PHOTO BY TAYLOR STONE

SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Emma

When walking somewhere
there are only two options:
either you can see where
you are going or you can't.
For all the times I've walked
to Hulsey Wellness Center
from my Southern Village
apartment, I have consistently
underestimated the amount
of time it would take me to
get there. As soon as my feet
power through the Collegedale
SDA Church parking lot, I

Southern students walk across the Walnut Street Bridge.

think it's an easy two minutes
to the gym. Every time, I am
disappointed, and I stroll into
the lobby five minutes later
sighing because it took way
longer than I anticipated.
The inverse is true when I've
walked from Hickman to my
little apartment over the hill.
I've made the walk down the
hill on College Dr. E, and up
the hill to Southern Village in
no more five minutes before.
We can't always look up
and see the destination God

is leading us to. And when we
can't see it, it's easy to feel like
the journey is going to take
longer than what we're ready
for.
But even though some
journeys in life are up hills
and around bends that we
never foresaw, God's way is
always the most effective and
efficient way to get to the next
destination. Does that mean
that He is going to make it
easy? No. But He promises us
to not extend us further than

what we can bear.
When we can not only
see our destination, but also
visualize exactly where we're
going and how we're going to
get there, we get impatient and
restless with what it takes to
get there.
Patience and faith,
however, are the virtues that
are required to make it through
this life as a Christian. There
may be destinations in your
life now that are way over
Kilimanjaro, but if God has

destined you to a destination
over such a large mountain,
know that He is leading you
step by step, not giving you any
more than you can bear, so that
you can reach your destination
safe and secure.
Now, I have learned to stop
counting on Hulsey's pillars
to encourage me through my
walk. Rather, I just take joy
in every footstep that gets me
there, recognizing that it's a
necessary part in the journey.

Lord, just be pleased with our praise
SIMONE MARsHALL
REIICION

Eonn•

Good
music
is
commonplace to the American
Christian church. It's not too
often that we go to a place
where the music is not up
to par, and usually in those
situations the friend we
came with just happens to
be a musical mastermind,
bellowing out glorious notes
you can't help but revel in.
We laugh and snicker when
a person gets a note or two
wrong because general
accuracy and strong delivery
in this art is easy to find.
But among the soaring
notes that vibrate through
our hearts and wale from
our mouths, are we genuine?
Worship is defined in the
Bible after Jesus meets the
woman at the well and shares
the opportunity to acquire
water that will never leave
her thirsty, the opportunity
of eternal life. As she begins
to question the universality of
His message, informing Him
that Samaritans worship on
"this mountain," He shares
that true worship does not

have a place, but rather, it's the
worship of God in spirit and in
truth.
I wonder how many times
our worship has either been
for ourselves or for a show for
those around us. As Adventists
especially, a church that I feel
has an exceptional amount of
musical talent, I wonder .how
many times we have muttered
the words "How great is our
God," or have chatted through
"It is Well." I wonder how often
our hearts stop singing while
our mouths keep moving.
The praise God requires
demands that we worship
God's existence in our life
and on this earth. We praise
His protection over us, His
provision for us, His passion
within us and His perseverance
in winning us.
There is a song called
"What if God" that the
OnePraise Gospel Choir has
sung. "What if God is not
happy with our praise? What
if He is not pleased with the
words we say?" the song
continues and answers with,
"We must change the way we
walk. We must change the way
we talk. We must live a life

that's pleasing to our King.
We must read God's Holy
Word; let His praises be heard.
Lord, just be pleased with our
praise." Worship is more than
just words, and just like the
"what I love about the birthday
girl" segment at a stranger's
birthday party, it can be hard
to give praises to someone we
don't know.
As Alexander ~acLaren
said, "Fruitful and acceptable
worship begins before it
begins." Worship is not a
moment or an hour. It's a
lifestyle that begins way before
praise and worship strums
your heartstrings; it's a state
of mind that begins long before
intercessory prayer addresses
the problems in your life;
it's a praise that takes place
long before the church offers
to pay your bills. Worship is
a choice that is made when
we know from Whom all
blessings flow. It's personal.
And often times, no song can
summarize it, no preacher can
preach it and no deacon can
fund it. It's indescribable and
uncontainable. It's the least we
can do to say thank you.

Southern students lead out in music during Week of Prayer.
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Black history month celebrates minority races
ALExANDRIA WISE
CONJJtiBtJIDR

Black History Month is an
important celebration for both
African American and nonAfrican American students
here at Southern. However, for
black individuals especially, it
is vital that we recognize how
we, as a people, are represented
in society. It is important to be
educated on our contributions
and achievements in America.
That's the cliche response,
right? But seriously, when I
hear questions like, "Why is
there Black Entertainment
Television?" or "Why do
blacks get a whole month
dedicated to them?" I take
special interest in the reality
of this celebration. So really,
why applaud this one race, my

race, for an entire month? I can
only supply my own opinion
on the reason why. I believe
that several individuals and
groups have lost sight of the
true potential and capability
of every individual regardless
of the color of their skin.
The reality is, unfortunately
we live in a society that
constantly feeds us stereotypes:
representations in fashion,
comedy, music, media, even the
church, on what to expect from
individual races. Sometimes I
sit and think about what nonblacks think ofblacks and what
their perspective is on our race.
There is the idea that all black
guys just like to match and
wear oversized clothes, that
black people are socially loud,
that we can all rap or sing and
like to play loud music from

our cars. Some even think that
we are more sexual than other
races, and one of the most
popular stereotypes: black
females have more attitude.
Assuming this truly was the
face of the African-American,
West Indie-American and
other classified 'black' culture,
one could ask, "Why wouldn't
there be a Black History
Month?" Why wouldn't
there be an opportunity to
recognize that there is more
to such a race? A celebration
that acknowledges that
blacks are, in fact, movement
starters, policy changers,
entrepreneurs, Oscar-winners,
comedians, presidents and
first ladies. This celebration
shows that although some of
us may speak loudly, we also
enjoy debates and activism.

It shows that even though
some of us may be stuck on
matching our clothing, we can
also design and model them
on an international level. And
it shows that even if some of
us African-American females
may have a little more attitude
than others, we can create a TV
personality that allows for a two
and a half decade enterprise
leading to authorship, acting
and philanthropy. These are
the realities and potentials
of every other minority here
in the United States, not
just blacks. If nothing else, I
would like to think that Black
History Month expands minds,
introduces perspectives and
reminds people that we are
not just the color of our skin,
but the characters we have
developed and are attempting

to perfect.
Based on history, ethnic
advancements should be
viewed as social growth and
celebrated as something
that will bring us closer to
suppressing stereotypes.
However, because I know race
will always be an undeniable
reality, I hope to at least one day
see a Hispanic History Month
and an Asian History Month.
And for those of you who
hate this acknowledgement
of minorities, I ask that you
realize that our society is
changing. America is a different
place than it was even a decade
ago. It is growing, changing
and diversifying; embrace it!
Because each of us is more
than a stereotype, more than a
traditional image, more than a
trite representation of our race.

Letter to the Editor: response to issue 16
MARcos ToRRES
CONQIBlaQR

There was a time when I
would have resonated with
everything Charles-Marcel
mentioned in his article on
worship. However, while
the issue of worship music
continues to evolve and shift
in my own life, I would like
to share some reasons why
I disagree with the views
presented in that article.
The author indicates in
the form of a question that no
negative music should creep
into our worship service. I
couldn't agree more. Any music
that makes one feel depressed,
anxious, or angry should not
be used for worship or, to be
frank, anything. However, I
have never experienced any
of these emotions during a
contemporary worship service.

The article points out that
we shouldn't mix darkness
with light. This is also true, but
how far does one take it? The
instruments used to worship
God in the Old Testament
are also used to worship
Nebuchadnezzar's statue in
Daniel. The concept of a hymn
is of pagan origin. The organ
was created for theatrical
purposes, not worship. And
God has never sent an angel
to reveal to us exactly what
music is heavenly. Therefore,
all music is cultural.
We cannot say exactly
which style God envisioned
for worship. Any position one
takes would be an argument
from silence. The Bible only
gives us principles. Principles
should guide all of our musical
selections (love, joy, peace,
patience ... ) and I feel that

much of modern worship
music is perfectly in line with
these principles.
Charles-Marcel
then
quotes the idea of rock being
revolutionary. The idea is that
rock music leads to rebellion.
While I don't disagree with that,
I would like to point out that
not all rock music does. Most
who are against contemporary
Christian music often quote
these strong "rock music is
rebellious" statements without
identifying their context. If I
walked into a church playing
AC/DC for worship (the type
of music behind many of
these statements), I would be
appalled. But Chris Tomlin?
Mat Redman? I have never felt
rebellious while listening to
these groups lead in worship.
On the contrary, I am drawn
closer to God. That being said,

lfyou"re looki
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while certain forms of rock
music may in fact make one
rebellious, it is erroneous to
assume that all do.
The Ellen White quote in
the article is also misused. It
says nothing about the right
style of instruments. Ellen
White condemns the way the
music was used (to manipulate
and hypnotize), not the
instruments. This statement
concerns an event that took
place during White's day with
a fanatical movement known
as "Holy Flesh." They used
music in such a hypnotic and
manipulative way that people
lost themselves in it. You can
have the same effect with slow
music like the Gregorian Chant
or Yoga music. Truthfully, all
music has a certain effect on
the human psyche. It's when
that effect leads you to sin that

42:J..305-610D

there is a problem.
Is all contemporary
Christian music good?
Absolutely not. But any good
hymnologist would tell you
that not all hymns are good
either. This is why committees
meet to determine what hymns
to put into the hymnal and
which ones to leave out. When
it comes to contemporary
Christian music, I propose we
do the same thing. Select that
which is good, uplifting and
conducive toward authentic
worship and reject all that is
negative, self-exalting and
conducive toward carnality.
There is a lot of contemporary
Christian music that is good.
In closing, the argument
should not be on rejecting
contemporary Christian music,
but on developing a criterion
for evaluating it.

·:
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Try cooking to relieve your stress
ERICASNGH
CONIRIRIITQR

Imagine ending one of your
craziest schools days, filled
with tests, angry professors
and bosses, only to come
back to your room to hours of
untouched homework. In one
simple phrase, this is stress
overload. We have to release,
but how? Many find relief in
procrastination and watching
Harlem Shake YouTube videos.
Others choose to relieve stress
by exercising and staying
active. However, not all of us
are YouTubers or exercise
buffs.
What if you tried cooking?
Food is the one thing that is
within my control when my
life seems so out of control.
Chopping and cutting
ingredients helps me release
anger out on veggies that I want
to release on my homework
or professors. Adding spices
and flavors creates an aroma
I wish I always had with me.
Preparing and waiting for the
food to finish cooking only
gives me a taste of the joy I
expect to get after seeing the
finished result. And voila! No
stress for me.
Some of you might be
thinking, "I don't know the
first thing about cooking ...
Ain't nobody got time for
that." Cooking is not only a
lot more enjoyable than you
may think, it doesn't need

PHOTO BY TAYlOR STONE

to take as long as you may
think. Save the complicated
recipes for the weekend!
You can still make delicious
foods in a short amount of
time in order to conquer the
mounds of homework and
responsibilities.
Here is a recipe I have
grown to love and is easy to
make. The greatest thing I've
found with cooking is that it's
easy to improvise on these
recipes. Feel free to try them
out, if not, hit me up, and I can
definitely make a dish for you!
(Well ... not really. In theory, I
support your efforts).

The Stir-fry (I'm not very
creative with recipe names, but
this one is too delicious to even

name correctly):
1-2 boxes oftofu (or veggie
meat of your choice)
1 Goya Sopita seasoning
cube (Look in the Hispanic isle
attheVM)
3 cloves of garlic
Dash of chili pepper or red
pepper flakes
112 chopped onion
1-2 cut broccoli head
1 cut bell pepper (any color)
A handful of chopped
mushrooms
A small handful of chopped
green olives
Black pepper to taste
Lemon juice, as much as
you want.
Heat oil in a skillet at about
medium heat and add the

Hidden study spots on cainpus
JACQUEUNE OLIVAS

and relaxing environment for
CONIRIBUIDR
when you need to read your
textbooks. The beautiful view
When it comes to studying, of the duck pond and the great
it is hard to find that perfect lighting add to the ambience.
spot. Sadly, sometimes the When it gets warmer you can
library just isn't cutting it. study out on the balcony and
Students often forget that benefit from vitamin D and
it is a quiet place and treat fresh air.
Hulsey Wellness Center &
it as a place to socialize. If
you're like me, staying in one Library:
For a morning study
location after a while becomes
routine, which makes it easier session, the Hulsey Wellness
to get distracted. There are Center is a great place. It has
many hidden places to study just the right amount of white
on campus, for whenever you noise, as well as energy-fueled
snacks from the Kayak to
need to change it up.
Mable Wood Hall Music keep your brain functioning.
Building:
Warning: Once it hits 3 p.m.
This is one of my you might want to change
favorite study spots because locations to avoid their busy
occasionally you can hear after school hours. You can
students in the practice also visit the W ellness Center
rooms. This creates a calm Library on the second floor.

You will find this cozy and
peaceful library open from 8
a.m.-sp.m.
Florida Hospital Hall:
The nursing building
is where all the hardcore
studying takes place. When
I walk into the building, I
instantly receive my second
wind and can continue
studying. The studious and
determined nursing majors
add to the atmosphere. You
can find a comfortable and still
area just about anywhere in the
building.
These are all places that
I have found to be great for
studying. They're hidden gems
that people wouldn't normally
think of, so save yourself that
trip to Starbucks and get to
studying!

seasoning cube, garlic and chili
flakes when it gets hot. Let it
turn into a paste and then add
the tofu or veggie meat.
Cook the protein item until
desired (I like to make my tofu
crunchy on the outside), then
drain it onto a plate and set it
aside. Add the onions and keep
the garlic in the skillet until
they are slightly brown. Then
add the broccoli, since it will
take the longest to cook.
Once it is somewhat brown,
add in the bell peppers,
mushroom and let the
green olives be last. Add the
seasonings as you go, dashes
of black pepper, some lemon

juice squirts, even some chili
pepper dashes as well. Once
the veggies have cooked for
about te-R minutes, add the
protein back in and mix it all
up!
This dish is also great with
rice. You can choose brown
rice or even wheat tortillas for
wraps. And one more thing,
you can add other veggies
if you don't like broccoli or
peppers.
Other good ingredients
to consider would be carrots,
bamboo shoots, snow peas,
baby corn, even tomatoes.
Whatever you want! It's in your
control.

UPCOMING EVENTS
.TRISTAN
·pRE~

WITHANYA
MARINA
Mar. 6, 9 p.m.
Terminal West at
King Plow Arts
Center
in Atlanta, Georgia
Price: $15

COUCHERON
PERFORMS
MENDElSSOHN
Mar. 7, 8 p.m.
Woodruff Arts
Center: Atlanta
Symphony Hall
in Atlanta, GA
Price: $21
atlantasymphony.org

FRIENDS

OF THE
CHATIANOOGA
PUBLIC
LIBRARY
BOOK SALE
Mar. 3-11
Weekdays 9 a.m.7p.m.
Sundays 12-6 p.m.
Eastgate Town Center
in Chattanooga, TN
Books from $o.so-$2

CSOPOPS:
THE
MATRIX
Mar. 2, 8 p.m.
Tivoli Theatre in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $19-$81
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Volleyball team of 15 brings fun to the
AsHLEY RICH

Co:mwurroR

With tile volleyball intramural teams totaling 88, it is
hard not to get competitive
and want to make a dent in
that number where your team
should be.
Notorious, a co-ed division
B East team, makes an effort
to keep the sport fun with all
15 of their teammates.
The team name, Notorious,
was actually picked based on
a favorite rapper of the team,
Biggie Smalls, whose nickname they changed slightly
and made their own.
"For our uniform, we
wanted custom shirts, but it
was really, really expensive,
and since Veronica and I both
had the SAU white shirt, we
told the rest of the team to get
the same," Monica Infantes,

sophomore nursing major and
capt ain of Notorious, said.
The group o"f friends decided that they wanted to create
the team just to have fun, but
with the large group, different
schedules and limited playing
spots, not everyone gets to
play or has played yet, but the
season is far from over.
''There are a lot of guys, but
not a lot of them usually show
up," Cody Morford, freshman
history major, said. "I don't
mind at all, I like that they
made this sport co-ed and
wish Southern did this with
more sports."
Even though they have
lost all four games they have
played, the losses have not
hindered their positive attitudes. Viewing a sport as
an opportunity to compete
against one's owh abilities

Jessica Perez returns a serve during volleyball intramurals.

and making learning from
your success and failures enjoyable is when a game really
becomes fun.
For many on the team,
this is their first time playing
volleyball, which makes it a
mini-challenge to those who
do know how to play, like

Cody Morford, a.Qd who give
instruction.
"Volleyball has always
been a part of my life since
I can remember. Back home
in California everyone plays
it and loves it, so I decided
I would get into it, too, and
so I played on a few teams,"

cou~t

Morford said.
This team does not let its
inexperience define it.
"We h ave a strong sense of
determination even though
we aren't the best team, and
that can be h ard to find,"
Morford said. "We may get a
bit frustrated at times, but we
never give up."
Participating in the volleyball intramurals is not all fun
and games though; Notorious will have to face several
competitive teams like the
Untitled Team.
Veronica Garci!l, sophomore public relations major
and co-captain of the team,
said, "Kelcie Grady, my
roommate, is a beast on that
team! Our goal is just to get
the ball over the net, but they
have like plays that include a
bump, set and spike:"

One-on-one With a great one: Silzie Vieira

DAVIS WAU.ACE
SPORTS EDITQR

Silzie Vieira, senior biology
major, gives her experience
and knowledge as an intramural scorekeeper.

What is in your job
description as a scorekeeper?
It really depends on what
sport is going on. My job is
to make sure those who are
signed up on the roster correspond with the roster list
thatis online·unless there is
a scab. And of course, keep
score of the game, keep track
offouls for basketball and
penalties for hockey.
Why do you have to keep
track of the rosters?
Everything is about fairness; if you're a student
here, you're eligible to play.
If you're not eligible then
we want to make it an even
playing field. We don't want
somebody from an "A league"'
team playing for a "B league"
because that's not fair to the
other "B league" team. And
if you're not a part-time student at Southern, it's not fair
to take somebody else's spot
and play when a Southern
student could play on that
team.
How do you balance
working at night and
going to school?
It can be very difficult at
times because you have to be

.

on point about time management. I have to make sure
during the afternoons that I
am on top of my studies and
homework. The good thing
about working for Boyd is that he is very flexible.
How did you get this job?
Back in 2007, I was at a
friend's flag football game. I
was "dressed up," and some
of the calls were J.)ery questionable, so I started to yell
at the refs. The refs shaped
up and made better calls, so
I started to yell at my friends
to J!lay better. Boyd saw this
whole thing as he was running down field. He pointed
to me and said, "I think you
can do this!" I said, "Yes, I
can!" So, Boyd told me to
send him an email with my
schedule, and we could talk
about the job.
Why did you keep your
job for so long?
It's a great job; I love the
hours, and it's flexible. Plus, I
love sports, and I am always
in the gym, so I might as well
get paid to watch my friends
play sports. Obviously, I am
human, and I do make some
mistakes, but I double check
because I want to be the best
that I can be.
What has been your worst
experience as a scorer?
The most controversial game
was a first round playoff

game during the 2010 winter
semester. I was with a firsttime scorekeeper, so I was
double duty because I was
teaching the new scorer how
to do the clock while I was
doing the books. Eventually, I noticed that the books
weren't matching the score.
So we took a time out to see
if we could get everything in
order. It turned out that the
books were right, and the
score was wrong. It ended up
being a tied game. We kept
playing and eventually took
one more time out because
the timekeeper thought they
had missed a point. We
looked at it, but no point was
missed. Of course, one team
was furious at this point. Because of the mass confusion,
the lower team inbounded,
shot and won by two. Then
came the controversial question of should the books stay
closed or should we re-open
them? I got a lot of heat for
that game even though I was
doing books, and I took the
blame for it because I did not
want the new scorekeeper
to get heat their first time
working.
What did you learn after
that game?
I learned that the books are
always right, never put a
new scorer on during a playoff game, and when the books
are closed, they are closed.

PHOTO BY RYAN

HAAS

Silzie Vieira referees for volleyball
intra murals.

I took the effort of writing
down first and making sure
that me, the scorekeeper, and
the refs are all on the same
page.
How did you feel after
that game?
It was really hard because in
basketball everything happens so fast. You have to be
on your toes all the time. I
was more afraid of counting

that I had a calculator next to
me to add up the points, and
I made the refs sign the books
after every halfjust to make
sure.
Anything you would have
changed?
No regrets; I have tons of
fun. I have had a really great
run. It's my jo/J. I wish I had
known how intense people
are about basketball and
football. That would have
saved me a lot of heat. I
learned that during basketball and football games. It
also has taught me to slow
down a little bit and keep my
eyes on t~e play at all times.
How would one get into a
job like that?
For some sports, we always
need scorekeepers, so my
advice is to go talk to Boyd
ahead of time before the
sport is being played and
ask, "Hey, do you need a
scorer for this sport?" More
often than not, he will need a
scorer.
Do you have any advice
for a new up and·coming
scorer?
Keep your eyes open. Watch
the play, watch the refs and
have your partners bac~;
sometimes it's just about the
support. It's not supposed to
be a stressfuljob, so have fun
with it!
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Gymnastics team does mission work in Dominican Republic
AsHLEY NOONAN
SnFFWRmR

MAR 1 4 Z013

On Friday morning, March
1, the Gym-Masters team left
Southern Adventist University for a ten-day mission trip
over spring break to the Dominican Republic where they
performed eight shows and
participated in outreach programs. It has been nine years
since the Gym-Masters team
has done a mission trip to the
Dominican Republic.
Before the team left, they
had reserved mats to use for
shows, but those plans fell
through. Most of the GymMasters shows were on carpet
instead of mats.
Their first gymnastics
show was for over 2,000 local
Seventh-day Adventist church
members.
Following that, the team
performed for a large audience at Dominican Adventist
University (DAU) for a family
festival, a half-time show for a
professional basketball game
in Santiago. They also did a
workshop with DAU physical
education majors and performed a show in San Azua.
Rebecca "'Dahlberg, senior
nursing major, said, "Gymnastics is not a big thing in
[San Azua]. It's still new and
the kids had never seen a gymnastic show."

McKEELI
Y .
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Collegedale, TN 37315

Photo By Scott Spicer
Gym-Masters assist Fletcher Academy in building project over spring break.

The team also performed in
San Cristobal with four teams
that had been formed after
Southern's first mission trip to
the Dominican Republic.
Their last show was at a
Catholic school in Santo Domingo for more than 1000
students.
Before the team left, Hector, the head Father, said,
"This is the first time your

church and our church has
done something together for
the youth."
The Catholic school will be
starting their own gymnastics
program in April.
Richard Schwarz, head
coach for Gym-Masters, explained that strengthened relationships and mission work
was a large part of the trip.
Projects that the team par-

ticipated in included raking
and bagging leaves at DAU,
visiting a children's hospital and assisting a building
project and a vacation Bible
school with Fletcher Academy.
Because of the Gym-Masters
help, Fletcher Academy was
able to finish the building
project the next day.
Schwarz said, "Our mission was to build relationships

in that country and I think we
helped that."
Jordan Webster, sophomore health, physical education and recreation major, said, "The trip was a life
changing experience. The
people blessed me ten times
more than we could have
ever blessed them. They have
forever earned a spot in my
heart."

Daniel Diet encourages health and spiritual fitness for Southern students
BROOKLYNN BoULWARE

S'DRW!IIIQ

More than too Southern
Adventist University students
are participating in the Daniel
diet that began March 11. The
fast will last for 28 days and is
sponsored by Campus Ministries as well as the School of
Physical Education, Health
and Wellness.
Katie Schuen, junior corporate/community wellness
management major and director of Campus Ministries

Wellness, said, "The Daniel
Fast is a restricted fast and is
a reflection of a diet eaten by
Daniel in the Bible."
Participants in the diet
are to eat whole, unprocessed
foods: all vegetables, fruits,
legumes, nuts, and seeds and
whole grains. The only acceptable beverage is water. No
sweeteners, bread, dairy, or
other animal products are allowed.
Students are encouraged to
choose and develop a personal
spiritual purpose for their diet.

"The main purpose of the
fast is definitely the spiritual
component. Without the spiritual component, the fast is just
another dietary plan," Schuen
said.
Many students participating in the diet are taking advantage of the spiritual side.
Cole Taylor, senior mass
communication media production major, is participating in the diet with his housemates and girlfriend.
"I think it'll be a good task
for me to accomplish. I want
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to use this opportunity to get a
better relationship with God,"
Taylor said. "I'm not a vegetarian, so this is harder for me to
accomplish than for vegetarians or vegans. I also have to
take time to prepare all of my
foods, which is time consuming, but teaches me patience
for sure."
In an attempt to make the
fast easier for students, directors of the diet have taken
additional action in campus
Food Service facilities.
"There will be "Daniel Fast

Approved" stickers in the [cafeteria] showing approved options for students interested.
KR's will also be adding new
wraps that will be available for
the participants in the fast,"
Schuen said.
Although there is no incentive or prize for participants in
the diet, Schuen said, "God's
reward for the participants of
this fast will be greater than
any reward our department
could supply."
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President's address: Relating faith and haircuts
GARRISON

HAYES

Haircuts are a big deal to
me. If I go too long without
one, I'm miserable and ugly.
If it's cut too low, I look like a
child. Not low enough, I feel
gypped. Needless to say, when
I get a good barber, I stick with
him. Unfortunately, I was recently forced to change my
barber.
My old barber wasn't bad;
he didn't mess up my hairline;
he didn't suddenly change

his prices or start treating my
scalp like a chore; he simply
graduated. I had been going to
my old barber for a few years
and what I liked the most
about him being my barber
was that he knew exactly what
I liked. I would set up a time,
show up, and get the exact
haircut I wanted every time.
It was simple. It was easy.
So now there's the new
guy. He's good, really good. I
really liked the haircut he gave
me, and the conversation was
good. The only problem was

that he asked a lot of questions. He had no idea what I
wanted and needed my help
guiding him through. On one
hand, I'm glad he didn't dive
in and assume his way through
my hair. On the other hand, I
immediately missed the simplicity of having a barber that
knew exactly what I wanted.
It wasn't that this was the first
time I'd had to explain what
I wanted to my barber, I was
just out of practice.
Having to specifically artieulatewhatlwantedforthefirst

time in a long time reminded
me of a reality many Southem graduates will be faced
with very soon. At Southern,
we are blessed with the ease
and simplicity of not having to
explain what or who we are.
We don't have to explain our
beliefs to each other, why we
go to church on Saturday, why
we don't participate in certain
activities, what haystacks are.
It's simple. It's easy.
There are, however, people
in this world who have no idea
whatorwhoweare. When we

Student media positions for
CoURTNEY BECKWITH

Southern Adventist University has selected new editors for next year's staff of the
Southern Accent and Southem Memories.
The media board interviewed applicants and has
made their decisions. Accent
editor will be Myron Madden,
sophomore journalism and
English major and Memories
editor will be Lexi Alvidrez, junior graphic design and public
relations major; no applications have been received for
Strawberry Festival producer.
Stephen Ruf, associate
professor of the School of
Journalism and Communication said in an email, "We are
still looking for a festival producer ... we've received no applications yet. Maybe we won't
have one next year?"
Madden is new to the Accent, but he is looking forward
to learning about the position.
"Everyone I've talked to
has left the impression that I
have big shoes to fill," Mad-

den said. "I'm praying that I
can step up to the challenge. I
have an appreciation for journalism, and I love the way that
words can sway an opinion."
Alvidrez has worked as a
designer for the Southern Accent for two years and is currently working as the assistant
editor for Southern Memories.
"I'm really excited," Alvidrez said. "I'm always looking for new responsibilities.
I've worked on the newspaper
and as an RA, and I'm always
looking for that new challenge
that allows me to express my
creativity."
Jaime Jacobson is the current Accent editor and was
on the board responsible for
choosing the new editors.
"The decision process was
intense, but I've worked with
Lexi on Accent and watched
Myron grow as a reporter;
they're both fantastic writers
and creative, hard-working
people. I think next year's student media organizations are
going to be run by great individuals," Jacobson said. -

,
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Myron Madden, upcoming Accent editor, and Lexi Alvidrez, upcoming Memories editor.
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experience the inevitableleaving the comforts of Collegedale-we will be faced with
explaining exactly what we
stand for, what makes us different, the little and big things
that make us, us.
Even though I don't suggest changing barbers just to
practice telling a new person
what you want your hair to
look like, I do suggest finding
someone new to share your
faith with. Be bold with who
you are as a Christian.
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Around the world in 10 days: spring break highlights
the local area. Amanda J ehle and I, both professors in
the English department, have
Spring Break found me in worked with the group for
an unusual place: sitting at the past three summers, and
the back of a church in Japan the past two summers, Jillooking at the apricot hoods lian Wills from nursing has
of Saniku Gakuin College's 45 coordinated the nursing side
nursing graduates. March is of the program. This spring
the end of the school year and break the three of us went to
the normal time for gradua- Japan to talk to faculty and
tion in Japan, and that is why administrators at Saniku, tour
this March found us, three fac- thefr hospital facilities, see our
ulty members from Southern, former students and seek to
attending Saniku's gradua- bUild a stronger relationship
tion. Sitting in the back pew, between our two schools.
we watched for our studentsBesides nursing stlldents,
Hikari, Koharu, Riki, Eriko, the currenf group of graduates
Shunsuke, Miyuki and Aya- included just 11 graduates in
ka-students who had spent English, and only one theoltime with us at Southern.
ogy graduate. I was impressed
For the past four summers with the school's commitment
Southern Adventist Univer-. to Adventist principles and
sity has hosted a study tour of its missionary spirit. We were
nursing students from Saniku thrilled to attend the bapLatJ.rie Stankovich (English), Amanda Jehle (English), Akiko Sa to (nursing faeulty from Saniku and chaperone for group coming
and Narita Red Cross Uni- tism of one young man, Kento SAU), Jillion Wills (nursing) dressed up in costumes from the shogun era.
versity in Japan. The. group shi Gotoh, who was a student
spends three weeks here in from the group who visited that included the seaside, a no question that the highlight schools, allowing Southern to
· doll festival, temples, a castle was sharing in the milestones continue to make our small
Tennessee taking classes in Southern last summer.
and even dressing up in samu- of our former students. We but important investment in
English, nursing assessment
We finished our Japanese
rai
costume offered more than hope that our visit forged the lives of these students.
and CPR, sightseeing, and visit with sightseeing and
touring medical facilities in shopping. A one-week visit we expected, but there can be stronger ties between our
LAURIE STANKAVICH
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Raphael (right) and David Otis (left) in front of the Colorado River.
RAPHAEL RODRIGUEZ
CoNTRIBUTOR

For spring break I decided to join the Grand Canyon Backpacking trip that the
Southern Outdoor Adventure

Program (SOAP) offered. I
heard of the trip last year, but
I didn't have the finances to go
on it. Luckily, I did this time
around.
This trip was the hardest,

but most rewarding experience of my life. Almost 40
miles of hiking, while carrying
a 40 plus pound backpack and
not showering for five days is
not easy. I definitely needed to
lean on someone greater than
myself to get through the experience. Looking back, I would
not have changed a thing.
The hardest parts, for sure,
were the hikes. The first day
was downhill hiking for about
eight miles, which took a toll
on my knees. The second day
was a mixture of uphill and
downhill for about five miles.
The day after that was 10
miles! The last day was tough-

est to get through. Nine miles
uphill. You can say I was calling on Jesus with each painful
step.
The experience brought me
a lot closer to Jesus for sure.
The hard parts taught me to
rely on Him for strength, and
the parts where we rested
taught me to reflect on the
beauty of His creation. Seeing
the canyon from the bottom,
getting to swim in the.Colorado river, and sleeping outside
underneath the stars made the
bard times worth it. The stars
were definitely one of my favorite parts.
If you are looking for a

once in a lifetime experience
that will challenge you in all
aspects of your life-physical,
mental and emotional-the
Grand Canyon trip does all of
that for you. It will be hard.
Expect that, but the payoff is
even be.tter. Getting to experience God in His nature is
priceless and working hard for
it makes it all the better.
· I want to give a shout out
to Andy Glas and Conrad
Reichert. They were the leaders on the trip, and they made
it super, super fun. Big shout
out to them!
__________ .J.

Social Work Master's program -receives early accreditation
According to a press release
"The path to accreditation
by Lucas Patterson, editorial is traditionally a four-year
manager for Marketing and process, but Southern was
Southern Adventist Uni- University Relations, "South- able to complete it in three.
versity School of Social Work ern Adventist University is the The Council on Social Work
graduate program is celebrat- only school within 90 miles of Education adjusted the time
ing full accreditation a year Chattanooga to offer a Master requirements after successearly.
ful site visits and a thorough
of Social Work degree."
The accreditation ceremoSouthern has been offer- review of the program's selfny will be in the Wright Hall ing the Master of Social Work · study documents," Patterson
lobby on March 14 from 6:15- degree to students since fall said.
p.m. to 7:15p.m. This will be semester of 2010. Since that
One aspect ot this program
.followed by a presentation in time, more than so students that makes it unique from
Thatcher Chapel at 7:30 p.m. have graduated from the pro- those at other universities is
by Benjamin Skinner, journal- gram.
that it is taught in a hybri? ~orist and _human·rights advocate.
COURTNEY BECKWITH

NEws EDIIQJI.

mat. Part of the students work
is completed by attending
classes on campus, but they
also have work that is completed online as well as in the
work field.
Rene Drumm, dean of
the School of Social Work,
said, "We have a high level of
hands-on learning opportunities for students, many social
work programs will require
only that students read a book
and pass the test on a subject. '
Our students actually go out in

the field and prove they can.do
it."
Students are given the opportunity to practice what they
are learning and this method
seems effective, which the students enjoy.
"I am learning so much
more than I did as an undergraduate," Zaire Burgess-Robinson, a social work masters
student, said. "This is a solid
program. I am definitely getting my money's worth."
•
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Student's letters of spiritual walk to be publisheq in April
him to highlight some of the
newfound ideas he had in letters to a close friend. As time
Oswald Walker, senior went on, and the letters innonprofit administration ma- creased, Walker felt the Lord
jor, never thought his spiri- leading him again to turn his
tual journey would turn into letters into a book.
a book. But as he wrote letters
"The entire book was into a close friend about his walk spired by God. It's· all about
with the Lord, he began to feel how I got from one state of
God pushing him to keep go- walking with God to a higher
ing. Two and a half months one. Readers will really be able
later, Walker had a completed to see an in-depth description
manuscript of his book, "The of my spiritual journey as they
Student and the Advisor," read through the book," Walkwhich will be launching in er said.
stores the first week of April.
After the first draft was
Walker began writing his completed, Walker recruited
book around Thanksgiving two other students to help
2012. He was inspired to begin
put the finishing touches on
his search for God after a con- his manuscript. Simone Marversation he had with Braam shall, senior journalism maOberholster, associate profes- jor,· edited the manuscript,
sor in the School of Business and O'Brian Lockhalt, senior
and Management, about the graphic design major, debusiness study tour lie had signed the cover page.
just taken to China.
"I believe that the book is
"Upon returning from something that everyone can
China, Professor Oberholster read and gain a better underasked me several deep ques- standing of their relationships
tions that made me rethink my with Christ. Oswald is a great
views on being a global citizen, writer, and it has been a real
ai:J.d, ultimately, lead me to ask privilege to be able to work on
deeper questions about my re- his book," Marshall said.
lationship with God," Walker·
While few people have
said.
·
read .the completed manuDuring his search for God, script, those who have praised
Walker said the Lord inspired the unique message it carries
LUKE EVANS

SuuWama

within its pages.
"This book awakened my
desire to know God more personally in the Word," Krista
Mattison, NDU social work
major, said. "It inspired me to
pursue God with all my heart."
All the work being done on
the book has been completely
funded by Walker using XuIon Press, the largest Christian self-pushing house in the
nation, · to print copies and
help market the book. Walker
estimates that the initial publishing process will cost approximately $2,500. To help
cover expenses, Walker took
on a second job and worked
straight through his Christmas
break.
"Not being able to go home
for Christmas was hard, but
I have really felt the Lord
working through me. God
sometimes calls us to make a
certain sacrifice, and I know
this was definitely something
he cAlled me to go through,"
Walker said.
"The Student and the Advisor" will be available for purchase starting in April at Amazon.com, in Barnes and Noble
and at various Adventist booKstores, as well as on profound
meditations.org.

Book cover of 'The Student and the Advisor. •

J

Writer's Club searches for non-:-lllelllber contributors
English professor Kathy God- families with the Collegedale
dard, "to give writers a forum Church in the Family Promise
for their voice to be heard."
Network and a field trip this
Southern's Writer's Club
Besides sharing their writ- semester to see a play in Atis a student organization that . ing with each other, the club lanta, Ga.
brings writers together once a also hosts "Legacy Lounge,"
According to the club's
month for dinner to share and an open mic night for writers webpage, each spring, the club
review individual literary proj- who want to share their works produces "Legacy" magazine,
ects.
with a wider audience than a publication dedicated to
The club meets once a just fellow members. Goddard . compiling the best studentmonth at ~ home of English related other club activities, generated "poetry, prose and
professor, Rachel Byrd, said including assisting homeless ari:." Goddard said that the
faculty sponsor and assistant
GEORGIA STA."'DISH
STAFf

WJUIEil

club selects ·winners by re- Goddard said. She encourages
viewing the submissions '\-\-ith- writers interested in submitout author's names attached.
ting their work to do so before
Submissions to "Legacy" March 23.
are open to everyone, even
Those desiring more innon-members.
formation about the Writer's
The 2013 edition of "Leg- Club or "Legacy" can visit the
acy" will be released in April "Student Organizations" page
and is available to club,:rfl.em- on Southern's English departbers, "the writers selected for , ment website or contact faculpublication, and anyone who ty sponsor Kathy Goddard at
wants to purchase a copy," kgoddard@southern.edu.

Final Wind Symphony to~r plans to go to the Pacific Northwest
AsHLEY RICH

SuuWRmR

• Starting May 7 from Nashville, Tenn. Southern Adventist University's Wind Symphony will be venturing to the
Pacific Northwest for their triannual extended tour.
The symphony facilitators,
Ken Parsons, associate professor for the School of Music,
and Doug Penner, the orchestra and wind symphony manager, plan the trip's details
with care, taking into account
the graduatin~ seniors of 2013,
which includes Dustin Gold,

•

senior music education major,
Paige Wright, senior music
performance major, Michael
Pichette, senior music education major, Josianne Bailey,
senior music and biology major, Brody Wiedemann, senior
math major and Simone Marshall, senior journalism major.
Though Karin Starkey, senior
music education major, and
Raymond Liu, senior financial
management major, are both
seniors in the ensemble, they
will not be going on the tour.
"I was looking forward to
my last time to really be with
everyone in band," Starkey

said. "My fondest memory is tion from state to state.
Southern is covering $250 for
all the bus rides hanging with
Several institutions are on each member.
friends for countl~s hours in the list of performance stops
"These trips are definitely
a row. I am going _to miss trav- such as Columbia Adventist worth every penny! This is reeling to new places with all my Academy, Portland Adventist - ally the_only time in your life
friends and getting to be with Academy, Puget Sound Ad- you will get this opportunity
them for days at a time," she ventist Academy, Fountain- to travel with such an incredcontinued.
view Academy, Upper Colum- ible group around the country.
The trip is devised of sight- bia Academy and Walla Walla My favorite memories from
seeing, entertainment oppor- University.
college have happened while
tunities and performances in
"Southern's Wind Sym- on a tour. You get to know
Washington, Oregon and Can- . phony hasn't been there [the people in the group so well,
ada. The buses will head out Northwest] in 13 years; it's and you become a family. Towith all our instruments sever- also doesn't involve flying the tally worth it, I can't say that
al days prior to the group's ar- instruments which is very·ex- enough," Starkey said.
rival, which will be flying from pensive especially for pe:ccusNashville, Tenn.., to Portland, sion," Parsons said.
Oreg. to provide transportaThe trip costs $1,250 but

.
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Guidance from the underrated books

SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION fDIJQI

Throughout the years, I
have heard multitudinous
sermons preached from
Matthew, Mark, Luke,
John, even the Corinthians,
Romans and Hebrews. I've
read devotional books that
consistently quote Psalms
and Proverbs, enlightening us
about the tokens of wisdom
from sage Solomon and
praiseful David.
If you are trying to
understand the relationship
between God and the church,
Hosea is the book for you.
Crafted for the hopeless
romantics of Christianity, this
story is the epitome of God's
endless, unconditional love,
patience and forgiveness. In
the book, Hosea was a faithful
husband married to Gomer,
an unfaithful, harlot wife.
Gomer's lack of faithfulness
and trust in her husband hurt
him. Though he expressed
his pain, Hosea continued
to love his wife, continually
extending a hand of grace
that was necessary for their
relationship to flourish.
Though she rejected him and
turned away numerous times

like the house of Israel did to
God, Hosea, who represents
God in this book, never stopped
loving her.
In fact, as the husband and
wife issue of faithfulness turns
into a God and Israel issue
towards the middle-end of the
book, God being love Himself
makes a promise that gives
Christians all over the world
proof that we can never be too
far away from God for Him to
not love us: "I will heal their
waywardness and love them
freely, for my anger has turned
away from them." Hosea 14:4.
Because bigger books
like Isaiah (66 chapters) and
Jeremiah (52 chapters) contain
different story lines and points,
the overarching theme can be
hard to grasp. This is not the
case with Ruth. The story is
simple and says volumes about
the rewards of faithfulness and
doing what is right no matter
what the consequences may
be. As recently widowed Ruth
remains faithful to her motherin-law, we are inspired to push
past obstacles and do the
same. This unbelievable story
of faith, loyalty and unusual
reward is enough to inspire
anyone to have faith in the fact
that God does not overlook the

righteous like Ruth.
"Through the Lord's
mercies we are not consumed,
Because His compassions
fail not. They are new every
morning; Great is Your
faithfulness." Lamentations
3:22-23.

Now, when I just think of
the word lamentations, I think
of lamenting, which means I
think of sorrow, which means
I think of tragedy. But in the
heart of this book, lay words
that have been tweeted,
posted on Facebook and made
into songs, "Great is Thy
faithfulness."
Though the prophet who
wrote this piece is unconfirmed,
it is believed to be Jeremiah, or
the weeping prophet. And even
though a large portion of this
book really is the lament of the
author, it is amazing to me that
in the midst of all that pain and
misery, he can acknowledge
the delight of the Lord, the
faithfulness of the Lord, and
the relevance of the Lord.
You may know Ecclesiastes
as the "Time for Everything"
book. Maybe even the book
of cynicisms written by the
wealthiest king of all time,
Solomon. But as the Andrew's
Bible puts it in its introduction

of the book to the reader, "The
author of Ecclesiastes was
neither a pessimist, nor a cynic
tired of life's inconsistencies.
He was simply a realist who
challenged the reader to live in
the world as it really is instead
of living in a world of false
hope."
This book contains jewels
of wisdom from an earthly
perspective many will never
have. There is advice for
friendship, "Two are better
than one, because they have a
good reward for their labor."
(Ecclesiastes 4:9); advice on
controlling our lusts, "He
who loves silver will not be
satisfied with silver; nor he
who loves abundance, with
increase ... " (Ecclesiastes
5:10); encouragement for
faithfulness, "Though a sinner
does evil a hundred times,
and his days are prolonged,
yet I surely know that it will
be well with those who fear
God... " (Ecclesiastes 8:12); the
book is packed from chapter
1 to chapter 12 with words of
wisdom and encouragement
for any and everyone.
Haggai is the second
shortest book in the Old
Testament, second to Obadiah.
Not much is known about this

PHOTO BY LoGAN FoLL

prophet, but the results of his
ministry and message were
powerful. In the beginning,
Haggai rebukes the people of
Judah sharing the message
that they need to rebuild their
temple. Haggai's message was
one of the only ones in the Old
Testament that was actually
accepted and followed, as
many prophets were scoffed
at and mocked, sometimes
even imprisoned and beaten
for their declaration. Perhaps
it was his way of sharing,
emphasizing the fact that he
was merely the messenger
for God's word. By the end,
Zerubbabel, the governor of
Judah, adheres and is chosen
as a signet for God, chosen and
royal as ever.
The lesson here for me
was how well Haggai hid
behind his message. People
didn't hate him or revile him
because nothing that he said
was any more or any less than
what the Lord had told him to
convey. Perhaps we can learn
from the deliverance of his
message how to better keep
our Godspirations short and
simple as well.
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OPINION EDITOR: KIMBERLY KNOWLES

Residence halls need more washers and dryers
Then, if you have any spare
time left at the end of your day
you clean up your room and
Being a college kid, your wash your growing laundry
days are filled to the max with pile, which you've neglected
things you must do. You get up for days. However, when you
early in the morning to go get go to the laundry room, you
your worship done for the day. find piles and piles of clothes
Depending on your schedule, lying on the counters and
you may have class from 8 a.m. clothes sitting in both washers
to 5 p.m., and you may go to and clothes running in the
work after that. Or maybe you dryers. You think, you can just
go to work in the morning and come back tomorrow early in
have classes 'til late at night. the morning when, no one is
Either way, you are busy from awake. So you set your alarm
sunup to sundown. On top of for an hour earlier.
all this, you have to study and
The next morning you get
do homework.
up and wander sleepy-eyed to
EMMYLOu DRusKY
CONJRIIILITQR

the laundry room only to find
both the washers in use and
clothes all ready going in the
dryer. It's still all right though;
you can give it one more shot
that afternoon when you have
a little break in classes. You
try once more and find that yet
again people have gotten there
just before you.
Has anyone else in the
dorms had an experience
similar to this one before? It's
fairly obvious that the dorms
need more washers and dryers.
In the laundry room on my
floor there are two washers and
two dryers. This isn't enough

for all the girls that need to
use it. However, on top of that,
there's usually only one dryer
that actually works, so wet
clothes start piling up waiting
to use the one good dryer. The
only way you're guaranteed to
get a washer is if you go and sit
in the laundry room yourself.
Tell me, who's got time
for that!? When you get a
washer you relax and go back
to studying. You're starting to
feel good, like maybe you really
will get your clothes all washed
today. Once your clothes have
been in the dryer for a while,
you go back to check on them

only to find that someone
was antsy about getting their
laundry done and has taken
your clothes out of the dryer
while they were still wet. So
while you sat happily in your
room thinking your clothes
were about ready to be folded,
they were really sitting in a
damp pile on the counter. Is
it that hard to let clothes run
in the dryer and actually get
dried?
While this laundry fiasco
doesn't happen everyday, it
still happens too often. We
need more washers and dryers
in the dorm.

Love: we should all take time for that
I<HANEISHA HAREWOOD
Co~mnalliDI!

A few weeks ago, I decided
to do something out of the
norm: I decided to eat at KR's
before my noon class. I ordered
my food, took a seat at a table
and noticed a red balloon.
From my angle, the balloon
appeared to be simply that,
a red balloon. As I adjusted
my position, I rea,P. the words
in bold letters: "LOve, Ain't
Nobody Got Time for that."
I recognize the slogan, "ain't
nobody got time for that" from
social media and from day-today interactions with people.
The phrase originates from
an Oklahoma woman, Sweet
Brown, who, when interviewed
after a fire broke out in an
apartment complex, responded
by saying, "Ain't nobody got
time for that." Needless to say,
it is not the phrase that caught
me off guard but the word that
preceded the phrase: love.
When taken in its entirety,
I find the message as alarming
and embarrassing as I find it
to be true. I thought of all the
possible interpretations of this
phrase.
I reasoned we are busy
college students so there are
more important things to
occupy our time. Maybe it was
a plea to teachers or managers
to cut back on the time we
spend doing work.
Deeper than that though, I
realized that since God is love,
what this message is actually
saying is that we have no time
for God. It is difficult to love
others when we don't know
God.

I do not intend to step on
anyone's toes; I am speaking
to you as much as I am to
myself. The reality of the
situation is that though we are
on an Adventist campus, it is
a loveless one. I cannot even
count how many times I have
had doors slammed in my face,
seen people mistreated and
belittled and people excluded
from activities. There are
people who have wronged us
and we are still holding onto it.
That is not love. Let it go. Give
it to God.
It seems that we are
so caught up in doing our
schoolwork that we do not
even take the time to reach out
to our brother or sister who is
hurting. It seems that we are so
caught up in our victories that
we do not take the time out to
congratulate someone else. It
seems like we are so "spiritual"
that we cannot even so much as
look or talk to someone who is
not on our spiritual level. More
importantly, it seems like we
are so busy that we do not even
spend time with our Creator. I
know that is true for me.
I do not know what the
problem is exactly, but I know
the problem isn't that we
don't have time. We simply
do not make time. We are so
scheduled that we don't have
time for God, and in turn, our
actions show just that.
It is near impossible to love
others if we do not take time to
know the one who first loved
us. Loving is so much easier to
give when we ourselves have
been loved.
We need to change,
Southern. We ought not to be

PHOTO BY GEORGIA STANDISH

Balloon from Senate Surprise Day on Feb. 15.

just Sabbath Christiarts. We
need to be 24/7 Christians.
It is the little things like
smiling. Little things like
offering a kind word to
someone. Little things like

saying "thank you." Little
things like holding the door
open for someone behind you.
Little things like spending
even ten minutes with God in
the morning. Trust me, you'll

find that those ten minutes are
the most rewarding. We must
make time for love. Love; we
should all take the time for
that.
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The nostalgia they want us to have
CHARLES CAMMACK
CONIIllBlliOL

The year was 1991. I was
close to entering the world,
Mike Tyson was dealing with
legal troubles and Terminator
2 was the movie to see. Two
years prior, Sega Genesis
entered the picture and
wowed the gaming world, but
there's no fun ·without a little
competition. Into the scene
bursts the Super Nintendo,
which ironically, like the
Genesis, has that sticker that
for some reason always makes
me cringe: "Made in Japan."
It was Genesis vs. Nintendo.
Sonic vs. Mario. The obsession
with the rivalry mirrored that
of the East coast vs. West
coast wars that plagued the
nineties as well. (Notice I said
obsession, not aggression).
Mary Kate Stone, junior art
therapy major, received her
first Super Nintendo from her
dad when she was just three
years old. On the other side,
there's Garrison Hayes, senior
film major, who wasn't allowed
to play video games at all when
he was growing up.
"I bought myself a
Gamecube when I was 14 or 15
years old," Hayes said.
Hayes and Stone represent

two completely different
gaming backgrounds, hanging
out together under one roof.
Stone is dating Justin Peter,
senior film production major
and Haye<;' roommate.
"Around August, a friend
of mine bought me a Super
Nintendo from a local comic
book shop," Stone said. "I
figured, why not just leave it
at Justin's apartment so more
people can play?"
So she did, and allowing
more people to play has
brought Hayes back to the
days he missed during his
childhood.
"My dad would always
say that video games are just
a distraction and a waste of
time," Hayes said. "He was
right."
Hayes is the Student
Association president this
year and he has been a club
president, a club chaplain and
Sabbath School director in
years past. He has amassed
quite the reputation and is
widely beloved on campus, but
even with all that discipline,
he has also fallen under the
spell of the Super Nintendo's
retroactive power.
It's interesting to note that
Stone, who owns the console,

has only played it five or six
times. She grew up with video
games but seems to have no
strong desire to play it.
One night, I entered Hayes'
apartment at around 10 p.m.
Hayes commented that he had
quizzes in all four of his classes
the next day, but he continued
to play Super Mario Bros. He
played level after level. Finally,
at about 11:45 p.m., he jumped
up, turned off the console and
went in his room to grab his
books. It was study time. I
was slightly bewildered by the
sudden change, it was almost
as if he had snapped out of a
trance.
For the past couple hours,
he had been encapsulated
by a game that involved one
character hopping across a
linear screen and jumping
on various things to earn
points, all the while listening
to a soundtrack that makes
polyphonic ringtones sound
like the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.
Maybe
my little
understanding of this
fascination is because of my
own upbringing, but I'm torn
with that reasoning because
Hayes and I have similar
backgrounds. The closest thing

PHOTO BY CHARLES CAMMACK

Garrison Hayes plays Super Mario Bros. on Nintendo in his apartment.

I had to video games as a kid
was Backyard Football and
Backyard Baseball featuring
Keshia Phillips and Dmitri
Petrovich. Who? Exactly. They
were my two favorite players
in these games and were
completely fictional.
As a child, I was forced to
spend time outside and was
given the "privilege" to watch
a 22-minute episode of "The
Cosby Show," or maybe two
if my parents were having
a good day. This took away
any appetite for video games
I would have had. You can't
miss something you've never
had before.

How to get over the mid-semester slump
Do that again if you don't feel
_ relaxed yet. Then, come back to
L!EESIYI Es Emma
your work with your syllabus
Years ago, a professor or planner and prioritize what
told us the second half of the you need to do .first.
Find ways to remind
semester usually decides how
well you do in the class. The yourself of the big picture.
problem is, motivation checks Yes, sometimes it sucks to be in
out right after spring break. school, but thinking long-term
After a week of adventure or will help motivate you. If you
just sitting around the house, graduate in May, think of every
the last thing we want is to
come back to school with a
project due Monday, a test
on Wednesday and 8 a.m.
classes. But we still must
power through. Here are ju&t a
few tips to overcome the mid~me. Cf sl!Jmp
When work feels
overwhelming, stop
altogether. In the wrong
mental state, you won't get
anything dine. Take a break,
go get a snack and take some
time to literally breathe. Stand
up from your desk, stretch
your arms out upwards while
you inhale, and exhale, letting
your breath out with a "ha".
RAQUEL LEVY

day as one day closer to being
done. Order your regalia online
and print the receipt to pin on
your wall. If you're pursuing a
dream career, imagine yourself
in your dream job, and know
these last few weeks of the
semester are vital to making
that dream come true.
"Just keep swimming."
It seems overly simple, cliche

and maybe irrelevant to quote
an animated fish, but it's
simple enough to work. In five
years, you won't remember the
tests or J!rojects you had due,
but if you throw in the towel
now, you will always regret it.
In the end, the best solution is
to keep going, take it one day
at a time, don't sweat the small
stuff and learn as you go along.

CHELSEA SOAPES
PH 0 T 0 GRAPH Y

And I sat at the house,
watching what was supposed
to be a nostalgic pastime, but
I wasn't feeling the nostalgia.
Stone, who grew up with the
game, "<,as more than satisfied
to watcli others play the
console while she played on
her new toy, the iPad Mini.
And then there was Garrison,
attempting to reinvent the
childhood days he never had.

LOTUS
Mar. 17, 8 p.m.
Track 29 in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $15 advance
$17 day of show

SOLO
PERFORMANCE
BY CITIZEN

COPE
Mar. 18, 8 p.m.
Track29 in

Chattanooga, TN
Price: $25 advance
$27 day of show

CHATIANOOGA
COFFEE
THRO\VDOWN
Mar. 17, 2 p.m.
Thri' e Studio
in Chattano ga, TN
Price: Fn
10 tor
t r

RI GL
B

Nashville* Chattanooga
Wedding Photographer
chelsea@chelseasoapesphotography.com
www.chelseasoapesphotography.com
www.facebook.com/ chelseasoapesphotography

0

G

.AND

BARNUM
&BAILEY

CIRCUS
Mar. 14, 7 p.m.
Mar. 17,1 p.m.
UTC McKenzie
Arena in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $15-$39
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K-OSS: the team to beat in· Ladies Division A
DAVIS WALLACE
SPORTS EDITQR

Out of the eight vollyball
teams in the ladies Division A

routed every other team by
more than 10 points.
Amalia Abarca, senior
nursing major and co-captain

The six team members of K-OSS prepare to shake hands after their win.

this season, e.fending champions, K-OSS have proven to
be the best team thus far. At
this point of the season, KOSS has a 8-o record and has

of K-OSS, said that she has
been playing with the team
for two to three years, so their
great chemistry is everything.
Abarca believes that Chant-

tal Herrera, captain of K-OSS
and junior nursing major, is
the glue of the team.
"She is the captain. She is
the one that sets up practices
and motivates us when we're
playing" Abarca said.
Not every game has been
easy for K-OSS; sometimes
they had to start games with
four or five people. This
resulted in the rotation being
thrown off or slow starts.
''When that happens, we
would call time out and encourage everyone on the team
not to give up and [remind]
them the game is not over,"
Abarca said.
Since K-OSS has been playing for a couple years, they
know how to handle adversity.
"Last year, we were losing
pretty bad in the championship game, so Chanttal called
a time out and told everyone
this may be our last year playing together, so let's just give
it our all so we can win it."
When players graduate, leave,
or play for another team,
it leaves spots open up on
the roster. This year K-OSS
added Signe Anderson, freshman general studies major, to
the team.
"I think Chanttal was the
one that spotted me, got a
hold of me and asked if I
would join the team," Ander-

son said. When asked why
K-OSS has been so successful
thus far, Anderson said, "We
are really organized, we all

about volleyball," Anderson
said.
It can be hard to remain
focused as defending champs,

Signe Anderson spikes the ball during the team's eighth win.

.know what we play and we
play those positions well."
K-OSS also includes team
members -Iessica Gutierrez,
junior nursing major, Annalyse Hasty, senior mass
communications major and
Brenna Phelps, sophomore
social work major.
So it seems as if the communication and teamwork is
right where it needs to be this
point in the season for K-OSS.
Anderson believes that it's
rewarding to be undefeated,
since they have played so hard
and well together.
"We are all passionate

especially with an unblemished record, but Abarca is
still driven from within.
"The fire to win is still there
for me when I set a ball really
well, and one of my attackers
spikes it really good. That just
makes me want to play better," Abarca said.
K-OSS is a determined
team, and it will really take a
mental and physical breakdown for them to lose in the
playoffs.

The best and worst models
of sportsmanship
..
DANIEL

FRISHMAN

ColnR.IJ!lliQI!.

In the heat of the moment
during competition we do
things we probably would not
do under any normal circum. stances. Jealousy, envy, passion, love, compassion, and
mercy; all of these emotions
can be experienced in one
intramural game.
Grantland Rice, an early
20th century American
sportswriter, said in 1927,
"For when the great scorer
comes to write against your
name, he marks not that
you won or lost but how you
played the game."
Because we are at Southern
our goal obviously is not to
enter the ranks of profession. al athletics. Therefore nearing
the end of the intramural season let us all reme~ber why

we play, and reflect on who
we are while we play. Here
aie some historical examples
to reflect on. Ask yourself how
you would react in the situation. My Top 8 worstfbest
examples of sportsmanship
throughout history.
Number 7- Can't hear you
During a boxing match in
1997, it appeared as if Mike
Tyson was about to lose so he
bites off Evander Holyfield's
ear.
Number 6 -Non-Friendly
Head butt
Zinedine Zidane of France
head-butts Italian player in
noth minute of the 2006
World Cup Final.
Number 5 - Cat Fight
Who will forget,1994 US
figure skating championships
when national favorite Nancy
Kerrigan was attacked by a
mysterious man with a metal

baton just before the competi- Ham and Everton. Paolo Di
tion injuring her and causing
Canio preparing to score, with
the match tied in extra time,
her to pull out? Her drop out
enabled Tonya Harding to
catches the ball in front of a
wide open net instead of kickgain the spot light and she
went on to win the title. It was ing it in and taking the lead.
Why? Because Di Canio saw
later discovered that the plot
injured Everton Goalie Paul
to injure Kerrigan was actoGerrard on the ground writhally carried out by Harding's
ing in pain. Di Canio stopped
ex-husband and a friend. Go
figure. Luckily for Kerrigan
the play and allowed Gerrard
she was accepted to the US
to be treated.
Olympic team anyways and
Number 2 - Getting the
call right
went on to win Silver in the
Andy Roddick was in the
1994 Olympics. ·
triple match point of his third
Number 4 - Disrespectful
sign
and final set against Fernando
Verdasco. Verdasco's secSouth Korean fans hold a
sign during a Japanese socond serve was ruled out and
the point and victory were
cer match that read, "Let's
awarded to Roddick. Rodcelebrate Japan's big earth-.
quake!"
dick, however, challenged the
· ruling stating the ball was in.
Number 3 - Stopping an
unfair goal
The call was reversed and the
point given to Verdasco, who
It was 2.000 in an English
rallied and went on to defeat
Premier match between West

Roddick.
Number 1 - People
making things right
Hours after his mother
died at a local hospital, Milwaukee Madison Highschool
basketball player Johntel
Franklin goes straight to his
basketball game where he insisted his team play. Franklin
airived in the second quarter
and because he wasn't listed •
on the pre-game roster was
given a technical foul. Darius
McNeal, the one shooting free
throws, in~entionally missed
both shots out of respect. The
crowd broke into a standing
ovation after realizing his
intentions.
Overall, we need to remember that playing sports
is about sportsmanship too.
Our character off the fields,
and court is what defines us.
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[The Calendar]
~

Thursday, March 14
na, Convocation: Social Work, Benjamin Skinner (Iles)
3:30p, Graduate Council
sp, Badminton/Tennis Team Meeting (Hulsey)
7:30p, Convocation: Current Issues: Human Trafficking, Benjamin
Skinner (Thatcher Chapel)
Friday, March 15
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up -leaves Southern every 112 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
8p, Vespers, Alvin Payne (Church)
8:30p, Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot)
7=45p, Sunset
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
Saturday, March 16
9a, Adoration 1 Service - Dave Smith (Church)
9:30a, The Fountain (Thatcher South White Oak Room)
9:30a, Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
10a, Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only (CA Library)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room 109 CA)
10a, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room 102)
10a, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
10a, One Accord (Student Center)
10a, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Conference Room)
10:15a, Adoration 2 Service- Dave Smith (Church)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)

10:15a, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room 105)
11:35a, Connect- Andy Nash (CA)
11:35a, Renewal, Dave Smith(Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
7:30p, Evensong
9p, SA Talent Show- "The Bietz Awards" (Iles)
Sunday, March 17
Sleep Awareness Week (17-22)
Social Welfare Issues & Policy Trip, Washington D.C. (17-21)
5:30p, Legacy Society Banquet
7:30p, Convocation: Symphony Orchestra Concert (Church)
Monday, March 18
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
Badminton/Tennis Tournament Begins
Soccer Intramural Sign-up Begins, southern.edu/intramurals
7:30p, Convocation: Advocacy Hu.m an Trafficking Panel: Kara Fagan
(Thatcher Chapel)
Tuesday, March 19
Student Missions Orientation Class Begins
11:30a, BRIDGE Luncheon, Presidential Banquet Room
...
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
7:30p, Convocation: Piano - Katherine Chi (Ackerman)
Wednesday, March 20
Senior Exit Exam, Lynn Wood
7P, Museum Lecture Series, Bryant Wood (Lynn Wood Chapel)
9:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship (Thatcher Chapel)

[Student Life Announcentents]
- Apply for 2013-14 Financial Aid: Remember to complete your Financial Aid application online at www.fafsa.ed.gov before our March
31 priority deadline

[SA Announcentents]
Tiie Bietz Awards - One of our biggest events of the year! Don't miss otit this Saturday night at 9 p.m. in the Iles PE Center.

•

9408 Apison Pike Suite 102
Ooltewah, TN 37363
(423) 396-3080
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The Bietz Awards Talent Show utilizes live tweeting
COUR'INEY BECKWITH

SOUTHERN ADVENTIST UNIV McKee L1b

Vol. 68 No. 19

NEW$ Eonoa

to590 5-29oo

11llsyeartheStudentAssociation Talent show, called the
"Bietz Awards," was hosted
by Studio .4019 actors, Kevin
Christenson, junior management major, and Myron
Donley, sophomore theology
major, with the help of prerecorded skits with President
Gordon Bietz on March 16 at
9p.m.
The · judges were Ryan
Pierce, graphic design manager for marketing and university relations, Ryan Plater,
sophomore graphic design
major and Kendra StantonLee, assistant professor in
the School of Journalism and
Communication.
The talent show featured
musical performances consisting of vocals, instrumentals
and a skit.
One of the new features
to the talent show was live
tweeting. People were able to
tweet to #SAUtalent, and their
tweets were then chosen and
displayed beneath videos on
the screens on either side of
the stage.
First place won $1500 and
went to Adam Sawyer, sophomore international studies
major, and Daniel Collins,
sophomore liberal arts education major. Second place won
$1000 and went to The Lone
Whistlers and third place won
$700 and went to Kaitlyn Anderson, junior financial management major.
Sawyer and Collins performed "Crazy" by Gnarls Barkley.
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"A lot of planning went into
it," Sawyer said. "We kept going through songs, and I've always wanted to do 'Crazy.' So,
we did it."
Sawyer sang the song while
struggling in a strait jacket before being dragged off stage by
two men in scrubs to illustrate
his insanity. His accompanist, Collins, played the guitar
while appearing deranged and
insane.
"Danny wanted to win, and
I just wanted to have fun,"
Sawyer said. "I saw all the
other performances during
rehearsal and didn't think we
would win.
The panel of judges made
their decision quickly after all
of the performances had finished.
"The nice thing is Ryan
Plater brings peer knowledge
and Ryan Pierce brings a musical background, so we were
able to view it from all perspectives and the deliberation
was rather swift," Stanton-Lee
said. "We agreed on who was
really entertaining, and Sawyer didn't hold back. He was
exceptional."
Garrison Hayes, senior
film production major and SA
president, planned the event
and said he was pleased with
how it turned out.
"I think this year was different with crowd interaction;
the live tweeting was new,"
Hayes said. "I also got more
seats because everyone always
complains that it's too crowded, and we almost filled them."
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Benjamin Skinner speaks on human trafficking for convocation

Benjamin Skinner speaks about human trafficking.

In his presentation, Skinner painted a picture of the
slavery situation in today's
world. He defined slavery
as people that are "forced to
work, held through fraud, under threat of violence for no
pay beyond subsistence."

PAIGE BURNETT
Sun Warn•

Renowned journalist Benjamin Skinner presented
March 14 at convocation on
his investigations dealing with
human trafficking.

"There are more slaves
[now] than at any point in human history," Skinner said.
Skinner is a· senior fellow
with the Schuster Institute for
Investigative Journalism of
Brandeis University and has
given over 300 speeches on

modern-day slavery worldwide. During his travels, he
discovered that a prominent
fishery in New Zealand, United
Fisheries, was hiring charter
vessels that used slave labor.
Prominent companies such as
P.F. Chang's China Bistro Inc.
and Costco were selling these
goods.
Many individuals were
shocked by this report:
"It makes you realize that it
is important to know who you
are supporting when you frequent certain restaurants, buy
certain products and shop at
certain stores. Unfortunately,
many monstrous acts of slavery are occurring as a result
of commerce and industry,"
Annette Heck, assistant professor of the School of Social
Work, said.
A follow-up session was
held that night in Thatcher
Chapel. Skinner explained the
treachery revolving sex trafficking. He told stories of the
girls he had met during his
investigation in South Africa

where he often posed as a sex
trafficker to get more information on what was going on in
the trades.
Skinner's award-winning
book, A Crime So Monstrous,
was sold after the meetings.
He stayed to sign books and
meet students.
Jordan Correces, junior
mass communication major,
was one of the students who
waited afterwards.
"His presentation and stories were very inspiring, and it
was really cool to meet someone who is doing so much for
people in so much need," Correces said.
Skinner expressed his hope
for new "converts" in the fight
against human trafficking. He
told students that the first step
to fight this crime is creating
awareness in oneself and then
to others.
"Build awareness and
then be empowered to get involved... take action," Heck
~
said.

KR' s Place plans to add patio for overflow seating
for architectural services and
Anna Montague, architect assistant for architectural services, in discussing ideas for
the patio and drawing the preliminary plans.
"We're pushing hard on it,
now that we've got the design
finalized. What we're trying
to do right now is get the construction drawings finished
for the building so we can get
a permit," Antone said.
The new patio is set to mirror Kelly's Garden, which is

RosANA HuGHES
5DFFWaJTFR

There will be a new student
patio added as an overflow to
KR's place by fall of 2013. The
patio will allow students to enjoy food in the outdoor weather, as well as provide an area
for the Student Association to
serve a pancake breakfast to
students on the promenade.
Mark Antone, director of
landscape services, has been
working closely with Fred
Turner, corporate architect

next to where the patio will be.
It will have several lunch ta-

bles and power outlets where
students will be able to plug
in their laptops and do homework.
There will also be a new enclosed pavilion that will house
all the cooking equipment.
There will be two grills, one
burner, a refrigerator, storage
cabinets and a sink that will be
limited to the use of the Student Association only.
"We will develop the usage

policy as we get closer to completion. We want the space to
be used for school sponsored
events so I would imagine
that other groups on campus
would be able to gain access to
that space," Karl Shultz, director of student life and activities, said.
Just outside of the pavilion
there will be a curved countertop that faces the promenade.
This will be the location where
food and snacks will be served
to the students by the Student

Association.

"When the kitchen/pavilion is not in use, the students
could use this curved counter
to sit, eat their KR's food and
people watch," Turner said.
Amberhope Velbis, freshman social work major, said
that because KR's is so popular, people will enjoy the new
patio.
"With the patio, more people will go outside instead of
being crammed in that small
room," Velbis said.

McKee Library promoting comfortable atmosphere with hot drinks
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The McKee library is now
offering herbal tea, apple cider and hot chocolate Sunday
through Thursday 7 to 10 p.m.
Daniel Maxwell, electronic
resources librarian, explained
that it is the library's hope to
create a Barnes & Noble feel
for the students.
"We want to create a context that is conducive to studying, thoughtfulness, mastering
and thinking," Maxwell said.
Maxwell explained further
it was a positive attribution to
the library.
"I think students today
have grown up with a model of

having something to eat and
rink while they study and we
want to make a positive con-

' ' It is the library's hope
to create a
Barnes &
Noble feel
for the students ' '
tribution to that kind of study

environment," Maxwell said.
Brianna Taylor, junior biology major, said she felt like
the library cares about the students.
"I didn't know about it, but
it sounds like it's a good idea,"
Taylor said.
The library plans to offer
cold drinks as the season transitions into spring and summer as well as start to offer
baked goods.
Ellen Lee, senior nursing
major, said, "It's a good idea
because it offers a good break
from studying."
The library is inviting
feedback from students about
what more could be offered.
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Southern students attend Southeastern Psychological Association
BROOKLYN BOULWARE
5u.EEWR!UR

Eight undergraduate and
master's students from the
School of Education and Psychology represented ·southern
at the 59th annual meeting of
the Southeastern Psychological Association (SEPA) in Atlanta, Georgia from March 13
to 16.
While at SEPA, attendees
were able to give presentations
of their research. After submitting abstracts of their studies, two of the students from
Southern, Tawanna Howard
and Michael Milmine, both senior psychology majors, were
accepted to present their inde-

pendent research projects.
Howard presented her independent project, "SkinDeep:
Body Image and Interpersonal
Relationship Quality among
College Women." The study
investigated research and the
relationship between body
image and the quality of interpersonal relationships among
college women.
"I felt like I was well prepared. It's . a very pre-professional setting. It's also
becoming more and more
competitive every year, and
this is the kind of research
skills ana experience that you
need in this field," Howard
said.

Experts, professors and
other college students attended the meeting. Students who
attended felt able to understand new insights presented
and comprehend the nuances
of the information explained
by the experts in attendance.
"The entire e'Xperience felt
really rewarding and fulfilling.
I didn't feel like I was lacking
or inferior to everyone else
there. Southern's undergrad
program left me feeling well
prepared, and in a sense, we
were better prepared than
others. We presented our research alone, but others did so
with advisors," Howard said.
In addition to presenting

their own presentations, stu- along with five others students were able to attend a dents, in the group indepensymposia, watch other panel dent research project, "The
discussions, network and also Facts of the Brain Matter: Stulook at other presentations.
dents Knowledge of NeurosciThis was Milmine's sec- ence," a paper pre8enta~on
ond year attending SEPA. He presented by sponsor Ruth
was able to present his study, WilliamsMorris, professor for
"Beware of What You Watch: . the School of Education and
Television Viewing Behavior." Psychology, and master's stu"What I saw was great. dent Stephanie Kulik.
"It's a great opportunity
Some of it was over my head,
some it was certainly not. Most to find out what's new in psyof it was very high level and chology, to network with other
thought provoking and stirred professionals and friends. It's
up a curiosity in me about another way for students to
other topics that I hadn't nec- see psychology in action," Wilessarily looked into," Milmine liamsMorris said.
said.
Milmine also participated,

Sym.phony Orchestra features Mozart and Shostakovich
BEN LoWERY
STA.EE WRITER

The Southern Adventist
University Symphony Orchestra performed the works of
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
and Dmitri Shostakovich on
March 17.
With Laurie Redmer Minner conducting, the concert
consisted of two symphonies.
The first was Symphony No.
25 in G Minor from Mozart
and the second was Symphony
No. 5 in D Minor by Shostakovich.
Cellist David Harris, sophomore mathematics major
said, "The Shostakovich piece
was very special to me because
it brought back nostalgic
memories of performing this
work in high school."
Shostakovich began the
symphony slowly while gradually speeding up through the
development and winding
down to the end.
"The intensity in Shostakovich's piece made me imagine how he was feeling when

he was composing it," Harris
said. Shostakovich would use
this design again in his 7th,
8th and 10th symphonies.
Mozart, however, only
wrote two symphonies in a
minor key, and both of them
were in G minor. In Symphony
No. 25 in G Minor, Mozart was
pouring out his bitterness over
his employer, the Archbishop
of Salzburg.
The Southern Adventist
University Symphony Orchestra is one of several performance organizations sponsored by the School of Music.
Orlo Gilbert founded and
conducted the group until his
retirement in 2000. He developed the group from 15-20
players to its current 70 players. The orchestra has a reputation for quality performance
on a worldwide scale. They
have tonred internationally
visiting places such as Greece,
Russia, Spain, Italy and more.
Other performances incluQ.e
Epcot O;!nter at Disney World
and· the World's Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee.
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Biology professor publishes research in professional journal
ted part of his research to the
journal. Corbit's dissertation
titled The Dyniunics of Hu- Aaron Corbit, assistant man and Rattlesnake Interprofessor for the biology de- action in Southern California
partment, is now a published found a case that was unusual
professor in the Journal of in the research and study of
Animal Physiology and Nu- rattlesnakes.
trition. While working on his
Corbit's research incorpodissertation, Corbit submit-· rated the use of radio telem5u.EEWR!TfR

etry, which consists of surgically placing microchips into
the snake.S in order to keep
track of their location. While
tracking a snake, he discovered ano~er that had an abnormal lump that would not
resolve. As it turned out, the
.snake was constipated, which
is a rare circumstance.

"This could have been due
to a drought in the area and
the snake's dehydration during hibernation," Corbit said.
This was Corbit's first submission to a journal an<;I his
fust instance of being published.
"Dr. William Hayes deserves a lot of credit pushing

through the review of this entry," Corbit said.
Corbit joined Southern's
biology department this past
fall from Chicago, Illinois
where he taught middle and
high school sciences.

Jury convicts Tennessee mother in newborn -twin's death

Lindsey Lowe listens to attorney during mul"'ier trial.

GALlATIN, Tenn. (AP)
- A jury found a 26-year-old
Tennessee woman guilty of
murder Tuesday in the 2011
smothering deaths of newborn
twins found in her laundrY
basket.
The jury of seven men and
five women convicted Lindsey
Lowe, of suburban Nashville,
of felony murder, premeditated murder and aggravated
child abuse. She was immediately sentenced to life in pris-

on by the judge."
toward the sky.
Lowe, who was often emoAt trial, jurors saw a video
tional at trial, didn't break of Lowe telling police she had
down as the sentence was pro- given birth alone on Sept. 12,
nounced. She was dry-eyed 2011, in the balhroom of her
when she turned to sobbing parents' home on a quiet culfamily members and friends de-sac in an upper-middlein the courtroom before being ... class neighborhood.
taken into custody.
The bodies weren't found
The defendant, who toted until two days later. A family
a Bible throughout much of member discovered one baby
the seven-day trial, told them dead in a laundry basket at the
softly, "I'm OK I love you all. home in Hendersonville, 20
He's with me," as she pointed miles northeast of Nashville.

When police arrived to investigate, officers found the second body under a bloody sheet
in the same basket.
Lowe was engaged at the
time but . became pregnant
during an affair with another
man, jurors were told. She hid
the pregnancy from her family
and friends, and the defense
and prosecution offered competing arguments as to why.
Hendersonville Police Detective Steve Malach testified
that Lowe told him during
an interrogation that she had
kept her pregnancy secret so
as not to disappoint her fiance
or add to the stress of a family
member's illness. In a video of
the interrogation, Lowe said
she "maybe" smothered the
babies.
"I was just trying to keep
them quiet," she said on the
video.
·
Two police officers who
found the babies in Lowe's
laundry basket were barely
able to contain their emotions
as they recalled the events on
the witness stand.
·
Officer 'Jeremy Fentress
described pulling back a
·bloody towel. He then had to
stop speaking for a few seconds before continuing: ~After
I pulled the bloody towel back,
I saw a deceased infant."
Fentress said he touched
the baby with two fingers and
found the infant was cold and
not breathing.
The second was found
by Sgt. James Garrett, who
fought back tears as he described how the two babies
were still attached by their
umbilical cords to a single placenta.
Prosecutors also introduced graphic autopsy photographs of the infants ..
Det. Malach testified that
police searehed the home
thoroughly but found no evidence that Lowe had made
any plans for the birth.
The defense argued that
.Lowe's confession was not
reliable because she was "di-

vorced from reality" at the
time.
Psychiatrist Dr. William
Kenner testified for the defense that Lowe had blocked
out her pregnancy, then suffered shock and delirium from
blood loss after she gave birth.
"Lindsey Lowe was pregnant, but she refused to accept
it, her mind refused to accept
it," defense attorney John Pellegrin had told the jury.
Prosecutor Ray Whitley
countered that by p'tesenting
evilience of Internet searches
on Lowe's iPhone for information on inducing labor.
Family, friends and church
members, who have ralli~d to
support Lowe, were sobbing
after the verdict was read by
Judge Dee David Gay.
The two murder convic- ·
tions both carry a life sentence,
which in Tennessee means
Lowe will serve a mandatory
Sl years in prison. Judge Dee
Gay will rule on whether the .
two sentences will be served
concurrently or consecutively
at an April hearing. Gee will
also determine whether Lowe
must serve additional time
for the aggravated child abuse
conviction.
Defense attorney Pellegrin
declined to comment after the
verdict.
District Attorney General
Ray Whitley said it was a "sad
situation for a young lady to
get a life sentence, but she's
the one who did it."
Lowe's father, Mark, and
sister, Lacey, testified on her
behalf during the trial, both
saying no one knew she was
pregnant. The sister said they
both had been in a wedding
just days before the birth and
Lindsey Lowe didn,t appear
pregnant when she undressed
in front of other women in the
wedding party.
The defendant didn't testify. "I just don't feel like I can ·
emotionally handle it," she
told the judge Monday, while
fighting back tears.
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Being a Christian requires you to be bold
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Eono•

Being a Christian is nothing
to scoff at, according to the
Bible. Numerous accounts of
Psalms tell us of the struggles
of being a follower of Christ.
Enemies are formed, lives are
threatened and relationships
severed because of the faith.
But since when was being
a Christian easy? Since the
days of Christ, we have been
the outcasts-the new guyswith a shockingly generous
lifestyle and the desire to
remain dedicated and faithful
to the cause. Not many people
would take on the trials that
Jeremiah experienced in God's

name, and neither would they
be willing withstand a king to
ask an outlandish request like
Queen Esther. Very few men
would go from place to place,
risking jail time and beatings
like Paul did and even fewer
would preach to an entire
community as he was scoffed
at and people sneered at him,
like Noah.
When we decide to follow
Christ, we are deciding to do
something unique. We are,
like 1 Peter 2:9 (KJV) says, a
peculiar people, and that's a
fact. The very notion that we
have something that surpasses
this world's understanding
means that we will get funny
looks for our praise, .our

lifestyles and our beliefs in
God's saving power.
The challenge is to never
give up and to hold onto the
principles God has placed in
your heart. Though they are
not like the world, we have
to accept our calling to be
different and stand out in a
world and, for us, a nation that
preaches blending in instead of
standing out.
Today, I put to you, that
we have to be as swift as Jesus
was with Satan on the high
mountain when Satan was
tempting Jesus (Luke 4:1-13),
ready to tell Satan that we
are children of the Almighty
King, that we are taken care
of, provided for and in need

of nothing this world has to
offer. We have to be confident
in our calling like Esther was in
hers, willing to risk her life for
her nation, according to God's
calling. We have to get over
our preferences and do what
God asks us to do like Naaman
did in the Jordan River when
the Lord asked him to dip in
the river seven times (2 Kings
5:2). We have to walk boldly
like Peter and John, who were
arrested by the Sanhedrin and
found themselves praying for
boldness to share the Lord God
Almighty wherever they went.
(Acts 4:23-31).
As you can see by these
examples, the boldness that
is required to be a Christian

is more than some of us are
comfortable with. But no
matter what feels comfortable,
we have to be willing to step
up and stand out for God.
Being a Christian means that
sometimes you'll get funny
looks and sometimes people
will think you're crazy, but
when they find out why
and they experience it for
themselves, I guarantee you
that they will understand. If
nothing else, heaven, which
is closer now than it ever has
been, will rejoice with you.
Just never give up.
"Let us not lose heart in
doing good, for in due time
we will reap if we do not grow
weary" (Galatians 6:9, NASB).

Tips and tithe: God wants your passion
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Eono•

I know I don't speak
for everyone when talking
about tipping the waiter at a
restaurant, but for those of us
who do, we recognize proper
tipping etiquette: for whatever
tab you order, tip at least
15 percent; at higher priced
restaurants, the tip expectation
is even higher (18 percent).
Sure, we might grumble and
groan about having to pay
even more than the tab, but
eventually, we end up giving
our 15 percent. It might be
guilt or courtesy, appreciation
or habit, but whichever way
the emotions fly, 15 percent
is still lying underneath the
napkin holder for the waiter
to come and take it.
So, taking this into
consideration, I wonder about
our tithe and offering. Some of
us are incredibly faithful with
our tithe, setting it aside as
soon as we get our paychecks.
Others of us have a hard time
laying hold of this principle.
We are thankful for our
waiter because they have
served us, but can they ever
out-serve Jesus Christ? We
are thankful for the restaurant
that just served us good food,
but does that out-do God, who
gave us the bodies necessary
to enjoy the food at all? Why
is it that God has to squeeze
out of us a small10 percent of
our income? Now, it's not that
God needs our money, but

He sure can use and multiply
that money into marvelous
things and to make marvelous
changes. In a similar fashion,
God can and always wants
our service, but He doesn't
need it in the long run. If we
were all to give, though, can
you imagine the changes that
would take place in churches
and communities?
God wants us to be
passionate about the same
things He's passionate about,
and one of them is trust and
love-trusting God enough to
give Him at least 10 percent
to manage. Don't let the lack
of restaurant etiquette fool
you. Just because God won't
give us a nasty look when we
continue to spend without
tithing doesn't mean He's
not hurt. We make it a small
deal-something that doesn't
really need to get done-but it
makes a huge difference in our
relationship with God. Paying
our tithe and offerings is the
least we can do to say thank you
to a God who always stands up
for us, who wakes us up every
morning, who gives freely from
His stash of blessings.
I wonder how it would be if
we could just see God as real,
if we could just think that His
feelings are hurt when we don't
trust Him with our money, or if
we could just give because He
might need that money to build
a new church or to start a youth
program with our financial
contributions.
Sure, giving to God in tithe

is different than giving a tip to
a waiter; it's definitely more
than that. It's a trust thing. It's
a demonstration of our faith.
It's giving God permission
to use our money to further
the kingdom. It's also a win-

win. God doesn't just take our
money and use it for someone
else. Rather, as Malachi 3:8, 10
(NKJV) says, "Will a man rob
God? Yet you have robbed Me!
But you say, 'In what way have
we robbed You?' In tithes and

offerings ... And try Me now in
this,' says the LORD of hosts,
'If I will not open for you the
windows of heaven and pour
out for you such a blessing
That there will not be room
enough to receive it."'
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Adventists and money are like wolves and steaks

KArrv CLEMENTS

outdoor exposure replaced
traditional hospital therapy.
CONUIBIUQR
Instead, by the late 196o's
I was raised in the Madison Hospital had been
Adventist Church in Madison, transformed into what every
Tennessee, where my mother normal hospital would be, even
worked at Madison Hospital; adding a large wing for more
this was the same hospital that beds.
my grandfather had left sunny
In 1976, Madison Hospital
California to work at as an was handed over to Adventist
anesthesiologist.
Health Systems/Sunbelt.
Growing up, Madison was a Twenty years later, they
tight community. We had our celebrated the partnership of
elementary school, Madison Madison Hospital with the
Campus Elementary. Next Baptist Hospital. Soon after,
to it was Madison Academy a large office building was
and down the road a bit was erected next to the formerly
Madison Hospital, then the Madison Hospital, called the
Middle TenP,essee School of "Baptist Plaza." Instead of
Anesthesia, which shared its being referred to as "Madison
parking lot with the Madison Hospital," it would be known
Campus Church. My mother as Tennessee Christian Medical
and grandparents were never Center. No longer was the
hospital following God's plan,
faraway.
I was proud to live in but their own plan instead.
In 2005, TCMC was sold
Madison. Looking around the
horrendous terrain, it seemed to Hospital Corporation of
beautiful to me because America and renamed TriStar
God explicitly told Ellen G. Madison Campus. AHS was
White that this was where a unsatisfied with the direction
school was to be placed. Even of TCMC, and with other
when faced with doubts and medical facilities under its
obstacles, Mrs. White persisted care. They sold many of their
until her school was built, and hospitals and clinics, TCMC
being one of them.
next to it, Madison Hospital.
Now, TriStar Madison
Madison Hospital was
to be a place where herbal Campus is largely a psych
remedies, hydrotherapy and ward, so far from the vision

that Ellen G. White had.
The following is an excerpt
of a letter written by Ellen G.
White to the Southern Union
Conference Committee in
1907,rightaftertheschoolwas
founded and the sanitarium
was being built:
"A mistake is being made in
the use of means in some parts
of the field. The workers need
to sit down and count the cost
of the tower they are building,
to know if they are able to
finish it.
In the past the work in the
South has been carried on by
the earnest effort and with
limited means. Now more
money than is necessary is
being invested in building
the sanitarium at Nashville.
This will not leave a correct
influence on the workers in
other parts of the field.
At this time, when there
is so great need of help in
many lines of work, any
extravagance in fitting up the
Nashville Sanitarium will leave
an impression on the workers
and on others that will not be
healthful. There is great need of
means to support the workers
in the field, and the strictest
economy should be practiced
with every advance step that is
taken. The tendency to invest

large sums of money in the
Nashville Sanitarium must be
guarded against."
It is because of ignoring
these words-and othersthat Madison Hospital fell.
But these words cannot only
be applied to the sanitarium,
but also any project that is
completed in the name of God.
Often we dive head-on into
"causes," exclaiming, "God will
provide!" But will He always,
if you continue to ignore His
design? I have seen, not only
with Madison Hospital but
also with many other Adventist
projects that often times
people ignore God's direction,
and instead try to lead the
project in how they see best.
This has led me to conclude
that the majority of Adventists
are absolutely terrible with
money-including me.
I have heard testimony
upon testimony about those
who prayed night and day for
the means to attend Southern,
and then miraculously the
means were given. But where
are those who could not afford
it?
Some are here, drowning in
loans. When prayer requests
are given, it is not for the
starving in Africa, nor those
who have never heard God's

PHOTO FROM SXC.HU

name in India; it is for money
to attend Southern Adventist
University. You do not hear
your students begging for a
new student center; you hear
them begging for lower tuition,
for a better way to get through a
college they know will prepare
them for their future careers
and for future success. They
cry not for extravagance, but
for less stress on their wallets
so they don't have to worry
about tests on Sabbath, or late
Friday night classes.
In my personal experience,
I have found that Adventists
and money are like wolves and
steaks. No Adventist event is
held without asking for money
(which at times is necessary).
But someday, no one will have
money to give because all of it
has been given. The one thing
Adventism doesn't teach you
is to work with what you have
because "God will provide."
Southern
Adventist
University prepares you for
success in all areas but finance
because "God will provide." In
reality, sometimes He doesn't.
Remember to prepare to work
only with what God has given
you, because at the end of time,
it will be all you have.

Letter to the editor: female students can run for president
NAME WITHHELD
CONII!!BLnQB

I didn't want to write this
article. I didn't think it was
an issue. But it is. And it must
be addressed, discussed and
debated.
"Why are there no female
candidates for presidency?"
was asked at this year's SA
election debate. The answer?
No female ran for the position
of SA president.

The article "Female students
should run for president" was
published in issue 16 of the
Southern Accent. It was here
that this question was asked. I
would like to address this.
Females are not bad
leaders. More than half of the
student organizations have
females leading them. Does the
majority of the student body
refuse to support females?
Well, considering over half

the student body is female,
probably not.
It seems that we blame
tradition, the system and
males. But we don't blame
females for not running.
A couple of years ago,
when Alec and Abdiel were
campaigning for the role of
presidency, the question was
asked, "Why don't we have a
white president?" The answer
wasn't that the student body

is frigid and unwelcoming
towards white people. The
reason was that no white
person was running for
president.
Perhaps the reason that
there has been no female SA
president is because there
hasn't been a female candidate
that the student body has
desired to get behind.
If we, as students, are
drawing a correlation between

a lack of female presidents and
assigning no other variable,
all the while claiming our
own casualty... where can we
get a refund for our statistics
class? This bears an inquiry
into the lack of level-headed,
critical thinking leaders we are
releasing into the world.
What type of influence will
radiate from us if we ignore the
facts? This is an issue. What
are we going to do about it?
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Urban exploring: the great indoors
JESSICA GoNZALEZ

Imagine discovering
a grimy menu featuring a
$4.65 New York steak for a
New Year's Eve special in a
restaurant that was abandoned
more than 30 years ago.
If the idea of connecting
with the past by searching
through the remnants of
buildings, factories, tunnels,
drains or the like sparks
an interest in you, then the
ever-growing sport of urban
exploring will, too.
Urban explorers search for
abandonedlocations,~ngto

envision what or who used to
occupy the space and fill it with
life. Although the decaying
sites may seem like eyesores
to some, urban explorers
find beauty in the breakdown
and typically document with
photographs.
George Nelson, sophomore
graphic design major, is one of
Southern's urban explorers. He

describes the practice as more
than just going to abandoned
places.
"It's going into the past and
seeing what people have left
behind. It's going into a place
that people once occupied and
spent part of their lives. Now,
the beauty of the decay and
the elements of nature have
taken hold of the structure. I
love going to these places and
documenting what I see and
sharing it with the world that
can't see it," Nelson said.
For urban explorers,
knowing that you are one
of the few people entering a
place others would not dare
to tread adds authenticity to
the experience. An adrenaline
rush is always included in
urban exploration, especially
when reaching a location that
is difficult to get to. People
invested in the hobby agree
that the challenge of arriving
at their destination is part of
the adventure.

Christopher Marshall,
junior financial management
major and urban explorer,
knows well the thrill found in
overcoming obstacles en route.
Last semester, Marshall
explored an operator's control
house on a railroad bridge.
To reach the house set almost
100 ft. over a river, Marshall
had to run through the woods,
climb up a steep hill covered
with rocks, cross the railroad
bridge (while hoping the train
didn't pass by), go up a rotting
wooden staircase that was as
steep as a ladder and crawl
through a broken window.
Despite the dangerous
journey, Marshall said it was
worth it; he and his friends saw
a huge train switchboard and
giant gears, levers and pulleys.
They also witnessed a beautiful
sunset peeking over the river.
On the other hand, Nelson,
too, took the chance to see
a gorgeous sunset outlining
the Miami, Florida skyline

when exploring an abandoned
hospital with a friend.
In the hospital, Nelson
found staff yearbooks dating to
1978, old Macintosh computers,
expired extinguishers, medical
equipment, an operating
room and much more. Several
hours passed and after sunset,
Nelson and his friend decided
to leave. However, the two guys
made a new discovery: they
were locked in the building.
The gate that the pair
drove through to arrive at
the hospital's parking lot was
fenced shut. After searching
for possible exits, both came
to the conclusion that they had
to cut the fence. With normal
scissors, the two cut through
the fence until Nelson's car
could fit through.
Urban exploring can also
involve other dangers, such
as the possibility of asbestos
exposure, so leading urban
explorers wear gas masks.
Marshall says they just "add

to the adventure and thrill of
seeing the majestic past."
The sport, however, has one
major rule: "Take nothing but
photographs, leave nothing but
footprints."
Scrappers, people who
loot for metal to sell, and
some taggers (graffiti artists)
view abandoned locations
as goldmines, but they ruin
the site by vandalizing. The
menu mentioned earlier
was found at a site that was
subject to scrapping and
tagging, and was filled with
today's trash. Though labeled
with the stereotype of "kids
trespassing into old buildings,"
urban exploration is practiced
worldwide by people of varying
ages and professions who have
respect for the locations they
explore.
For more reading on urban
exploring, uer.ca is a great
resource. You can also search
#urbex on Instagram to see
what others are seeing.

Couple's proposal video gains attention from major TV shows
RAQUELLEvY
l!FESJDES

EDIIO•

When Lis Ruhling, senior
nursing major, visited
boyfriend Matt Hartman, '11,
in California for Thanksgiving
break, she had no idea he
would propose. When the
couple stood on a rock in the
ocean by Laguna Beach, Calif.,
they had no idea their proposal
would be crashed, literally, by
a wave.
When they submitted the
proposal video to America's
Funniest Home Videos, they
had no idea their video would
get more than 900,000 views
on YouTube and they would
be contacted by NBC's "Today
Show," "Good Morning

America," "The Tonight Show
With Jay Leno" and "The Ellen
DeGeneres Show."
The video shows Hartman
and Ruhling standing on a
rock while waves rapidly crash
around them and, as soon as
Hartman gets on his knees
and pulls out a ring box, a
wave crashes into them and
sweeps both off their feet onto
the shore.
"I'm looking -out at the
waves, and I can see what's
going to happen," Ruhling
said. "As soon as he says 'Will
you marry me?' the wave
overcomes us."
Once ashore, Ruhling raises
her hands in joy and says,
yes. Thankfully, no one was
harmed, and the ring was not

lost. The video can be found
on Hartman's YonTube page
under "Proposal intruded by
giant wave."
Ruhling and Hartman
suspect the video gained
popularity when someone
posted it to Reddit, a social
news website. After that,
Hartman received numerous
calls and emails from news
outlets and television shows.
Nothing has been confirmed,
but the couple wants to accept
an invitation to be interviewed
and respond to rumors that the
video was staged.
Though
there
is
disagreement about who owns
the right to the video and the
couple has dealt with the stress
of legal issues while Hartman

PHaro BY JONATHAN HWANG

Matt Hartman proposes to Lis Ruhling before being washed ashore.

is in medical school, the couple
remain optimistic and are
excited for their June wedding.
"It's been fun, something
really special has been taken

to a whole new level," Ruhling
said. "In the end, I'm marrying
my best friend, and that's the
best thing."

UPCOMING EVENTS
CLOSED DOOR
PRESENTS:
THE SOUND
OF MUSIC

l

PllACDCALLY
PEllFEC'f
UPSCALE
RE-sALE EVENT
Mar. 24. 12 p.m.
Camp Jordan Arena

in East Ridge, TN
Price: so~
off retail

JAKE
SHIMABUKURO
Mar. 21, 7:30 p.m.
Athens Middle
School
in Athens, TN
Price•$21

MAROONs,
NEON T.R.EES,
OWL CITY
Mar. 24. 7!30 p.m.
Bridgestone Arena
in Nashville, TN
Priee: $35- 100

./j

PJIIIJ.IP
PHILLIPS
Mar. 24, 7 p.m.
Atlanta Beat/KSU
Stadium
in Kennesaw, GA
Priee: $25-$30

•
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One-on-one with a great one: Nikta Lotfian
DA.VIS wALLACE

SPOKTS Enrroa

Nikta Lotfian, junior health
science major, talks about
her love for playing sports
and why they are important
to her.
Who or what got you
into sports?
In middle scbool, I was
close to my teacher Mr. Furness. He was a P.E. major
when he was in college, so
during our P.E. and recess
time, he and the other teachers would play sports with
us. That's when I really got
into sports.
Is there a sport you like
best to participate in?
My favorite sports to play
are soccer and volleyball.
I've always played those
sports at a high level, so
that's why I like them.
Since Southern is
known for having one
of the best intramural
programs in the Adven-

The reason I came to
Southern was because my
cousin was here, and he
encouraged me to come her~.
Once I got here, I was really
excited about the intramural
program because I thought
I would lose the opportunity
to play sports once I got to
college.
Did it play a factor for
you to stay at Southern?
No, it did not, but it is definitely a reason why I am so
"happy at Southern. Intra murals is a plus.
What has been your
• favorite moment playing
in intramurals thus far?
Last year when our soccer
team won the championship. It was off of a penalty
kick, too. The experience
Photo by Ryan Haas· was so awesome because we
Nikt~ Lotfian p~ses the ball
had some close calls during
durzng a game.
our playoff run. One game,
we were down 0-1, then we
tist system, did that play
scored two goals in the final
a factor for you in attend10 minutes. It was really
ing Southern?

awesome winning B league
last year.
What sport would you
suggest students start
off with?
It depends. I think the
most popular sports are soccer, basketball and softball.
All three of those sports
require different skills so it
depends on what the person
is better at. Actually, I think
the best sport to start with
is volleybqll because a lot
ofSouthern students don't
take it seriously. But if they
want to play a sport where a
lot of Southern students are
participating, I would say
softball, soccer or basketball.
Preferably softball since it is
the first sportfirst semester.
Would you suggest an
average Southern student
play every intramural
sport like you do?
If they have the time to
play every sport, then they
definitely should. I think that

playing all sports allows you
to see what you're better at
and which ones you like most.
It's a good way to meet various people that like several
sports.
What is it about sports ,
that set it apart from everything else?
When it comes to sports,
there are so many different
things that you can learn.
There are so many different
emotions that don't come
from academics. I would
s'ay that a lot of the time
studying for a super intense
test, taking quizzes or doing homework assignments
may not be the most fun,
whereas ~ports are a good
way to exercise and have
fun while still being competitive. There's a lot of stuff that
goes into it that you don't get
from reading a book or doing
homework.

The drama of choosing intramural teams
DANIEL FRISHMAN ....

Co:.ruuuuios

The beginnings of intramural drama; has it happened to
you? Do any of these phrases
sound familiar? "Sorry I
didn't know you wanted to
play together; I wish you
would've to1d me earlier. (I've
been avoiding you for months
on purpose.)" "I'm not the
captain, so I can't make the
decision." "I don't know. I'll
have to talk to
my captain."
Our friends drop these
hints sometimes hoping we
understand their meaning
Not everyone takes the hint.
In fact, not everyone is so graciously denied admittance to a
potential championship team!
This week we will examine
the duplicitous, unscrupulous, surreptitious and just
plafn odd stories and strategies of Southern intramural
team formation. These few,
nonspecific stories serve as a
reminder to all of the necessity for intramural etiquette.
Let's begin.

It's all about who you
General Warning
These situations turn up
know
so
often
every year that their
:Team Broke Status' was
frequency
merits categorizalacking in the funds department and was unable to
procure enough funds to
purchase jerseys for the
entire team. A girl lacked in a
satisfactory skill level to make the team's final roster. What
she did have, however, was
enough for her to make the
team and in excellent standing, too. What did she have? A
very high amount of support
from her parents, enough
support in fact for the entire
team! And no, I'm not talking
about emotional support.
New girl or childhood
friends
A girl is really looking
forward to playing volleyball
with her new boyfriend. His
teammates, however, make
him aware of the inconvenient
truth that she is just not that
good at volleyball, and the
team doesn't want to play
with her. "I'm not the captain,
so I can't make the decision" he says to his Southern
beauty. The situation did not
end well for Steven, and he
did not win that t-shirt.

become a victim of generosity
gone wrong. Sure, everybody
deserves a chance•, but your
captain took it literally.

Photo by Ryan Haas
Vollyball at SAU is one of the most popular intramural sports.

tion. Be aware of the following types when c'loosing your
next team:
The Yes Man
It's game day and 22 people show up in uniform. The
game is getting ready to start
when you suddenly realize
that those 12 guys who you
thought were warming up for
their game on another court
are on your team! You have

The Drifter
These players won't make
up their mind until draft day.
Always looking for a better
option. They finally tell you
they will play with you. You
suddenly don't see them for
two weeks. Turns out they've
joined another team.
The Silent Treatment
Who said this is a femaleonly strategy? You have a

good conversation with a
team captain about playing
for their team. They show interest in having you play
on their team. You exchange
numbers. One week before
the draft, you don't see them
around anymore; your texts
and emails don't get returned.
They act surprised the next
time you see them. Be aware.
Intramural etiquette
sho"uld always be considered when choosing a team.
Sometimes people complain
if they don't make the team
they wanted but being told no
allows them to move forward
and look for other options.
Many more stories could be
told of frien~hips that have
been ruined due to poor
intramural management. In
the end don't be afraid to be
honest and say no. Be fair to
the players on your team, and
remember that intramurals is
not worth damaging friendships or relationships over.
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2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
• West Side 4 Jesus
• Preach the Word
• Advent Home
• Face-Lift Chattanooga
7:30p, Evensong, Southern Ringtones conducted by Laurie Cooper (Church)
9p, Asian Night (lies)

Thursday, March 21
na, Convocation: Hasel Lectureship (Church)
Bryant Wood
Last day to drop a class & automatically receive "W"
PreviewSouthern 105 (21-22)
Senior Exit Exam (Lynn Wood)
Noon-3p Sleep Awareness Day
sp, Soccer Team Meeting (Hulsey)
7P, Modem Languages Film Series (Miller 201)

Sunday, March 24
9:3oa, Senior Exit Exam (Dining Hall)
Monday, March 25
4p, University Assembly

Friday, March 22
.
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up-leaves Southern
every l/2 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
• West Side 4 Jesus
Withdrawals through Apr. 21 receive "W" or "WF"
Senior Exit Exam (Lynn Wood)
8p, Vespers, Asian Heritage (Church)
7=55P, Sunset
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)

Tuesday, March 26
Online Fall Registration for Returning Seniors >93 hours (26-29)
Wednesday, March 27
6:3.0 p, ACA Orientation (Miller 201)
7=30p, SA Senate (White Oak Room)
9:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship (Thatcher Chapel)

Saturday, March 23
9a, Adoration 1 Service- Tim Cross (Church)
9:30a, The Fountain (Thatcher South White Oak Room)
9:3oa, Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
10a, Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only (CA Library)
10a, Heartbeat Sabbath School (Fleming Plaza)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room 109 CA)
10a, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room 102)
10a, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
10a, One Accord (Student Center)
10a, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Conference Room)
10:15a, Adoration 2 Service -Tim Cross (Church)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
10:15a, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room 105)
11:35a, Connect - Elizabeth Roth (CA)
11:35a, Renewal, Tim Cross (Church)

jill

•

--

SOUTHERN
AIHENTt.C\f UNIVI'J5l'TY

Advancement Call Center
Building Relationships with Alumni and Friends

Congratulations
AHsa Luby .
· for being caller of the week!

We Thank

[Student Life
Ann-o uncements]
Apply for 2013-14 Financial Aid: Remember to complete your Financial Aid application online at www.fafsa.ed.gov before our March 31 priority decidline
Asian Night: Saturday night come and enjoy the ethnic food and culture at Asian Ni~ht
sponsored by the Asian club, in the Iles PE center at 9 p.m.! DON'T MISS OUT!

the following busines.ses for their support
through the incentives program for the callers.
These students have raised over $1 30,000
to date this year:
Aji Peruvian Restaurant
Applebee's
Cici's Pizza
Dairy Queen
China Kitchen
4 Corners Cafe
Tropical Produce
Agent Rodney Landrus from Allstate Financial
Services I:.LC

[SA Announcements]

China ....
Kitchen
., .. ,_cw

~~~-.a...

.,.,...,,....~•ma

""1"'1-

&&

SA Officers 2013-2014: If you are interested in being part of SA for next school year,
please stop by the student services office and grab an application!

•

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

O'SPRINGS
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University to be renamed after President Bietz
ANALyzE liAsnLY
MANAGING

EDUOR

Administration announced
Tuesday that the official
name of the university will be
changed. Southern Adventist
University from now on will
be known as Gordon Adventist
University.
The new name was decided
on after extensive consideration by administration, and
the decision was unanimous
among faculty, staff and students.
Ryan Haas, junior photography major, feels that naming
the school after President Bietz is the least the administration could do for him.
"After all the work Dr. Bietz
has done for this school it only
makes sense to commemorate his success by doing this,"
Haas said.
Dr. Bietz has been the
president for 15 years and he

has signed on to serve in this
position for another five years.
Some faculty are hopeful that
changing the university's
name will prevent Dr. Bietz
from retiring.
Karl Schulz, director of
student life and activities, said
that she suspects great mourning upon the retirement of
Dr. Bietz and hopes the name
change will hold it off for a few
years.
"Besides the fact that the
name change honors him,
maybe he will be more encouraged to stay with us longer.
That will postpone the blanket of sadness that will cover
this campus when he retires,"
Schulz said.
The Campus Shop already
has plans to bum all the merchandise printed with the old
name. The store will soon be
restocked with Gordon Adventist University items, some
even printed with Dr. Bietz's

s

Photo by Ryan Haas
New entrance sign displayed immediately atfrfJT\t of campus.

face.
President Bietz is flattered
by the new name, and had
nothing to do with voting it
into place.

"I've always tried to do
what is best for the students,"
Bietz said. "I am truly honored
to have this great establishment named after me."

There will be an official
ceremony and ribbon cutting
at the entrance sign on April1.

Faculty and staff use Frogger in crosswalk safety class

Randy Mash trains during crosswalk safety class.
COURT KNEE
NEWS EoUOR

Southern is taking the initiative by requiring faculty and

staff to take a crosswalk safety
class.
In the past year, two professors have been hit while in
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Religion ...................................................6
Opinion ................................................... 7
Lifestyles .................................................S
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Chatter ................................................... 1o
Classifieds ..............................................l l
Humor................................................... 12

various crosswalks on campus. University officials and
campus safety see this as a
real issue and have developed

days until

SEE HUMOR PAGE 12

8

a safety course that will inform
faculty on the proper protocol
for crossing the streets. This
will be a required course over
the summer for all new andreturning faculty and staff.
Pevin Kenrod, crosswalk
analyzer for campus safety,
thinks this is a good idea.
"Students are reckless and
don't look where they are driving and faculty are j,n• danger.
Unless we raise awareness of
this issue, someone is going to
be critically injured."
The class is comprised of
three parts. A lecture, simulation lab and a life application, all three sections must be
passed to continue working at
the university.
The lecture will be taught
by Raquel Bird, who has completed extensive research on
the crosswalk situation. The
simulation lab is a life size

game of the popular video
game Frogger. Faculty and
staff will act like the frog,
dodging their way between
speeding campus safety vehicles.
The life application section of the course is the most
pertinent. During this section,
faculties are expected to apply what they learn in class to
their everyday life as they encounter crosswalks. They are
required to create blog entries
about their experiences during
the class.
"I'm excited about taking
this class because I always
loved Frogger," Randy Mash,
professor in the School of
Communication and Journalism, said. "This will be a great
opportunity for everyone to
learn the importance of crosswalk safety while still having
fun acting like a frog."

Diggers find fossilized can of
Lorna Linda Big
Franks

1fit
SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

SEE NEWS PAGE 2
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Campus safety mistakenly tases, starts fire in student center
standing very still, so naturally, I told him to put his hands
up. He insisted on only raising

He insisted on
only raising
one hand so
I preceded to

tase the
suspect ' '

Photo by Logan Foil
Suspect caught breaking into vending machines.

believed. The smoke that set
off the sprinklers on Monday
was not caused by a Scorched
Roma as was first reported.
Campus safety received a tip

RvGuv HAA
HuMoR EonoR

Water damage in the Student Center may not be as
clear-cut as investigators first

at 11:34 Monday night of a
robbery in progress in the
student center. A dark figure
was seen through the window
breaking into the vending rna-

chines. Campus safety arrived
on the scene and reported no
signs of forced entry.
"When I entered the building, I observed a dark figure

one h and so I preceded to tase
the suspect. Th e suspect must
have dove out of the way because I missed and hit the Dr.
Bietz cutout causing it to catch
on fire," said officer Mad Steel.
Officer Steel then went on
to explain that after he extinguished the fire. the suspect
had escaped. There is a reward for anyone who has any
information about the suspect.
Damages to the Student Center are estimated to be in the
jillions.

European Club struggles to identify culture
RvGuv HAA &

share their commonalities.
This new club has approximately 7 people but numbers
at the event were nearly double club enrollment. Held in
lies gymnasium, the event did
not have many decorations
but different cultural food was

ANALVZE HAsTILY

HuMoR E01roR &

MANAGING

Eonoa

The European club had
their first event March 24. The
events goal was to celebrate
European culture and give
students the opportunity to

offered including Taco Bell,
Starbucks and cheese.
European Club president
John Michael David, feels that
the event was a success and
students were able to connect
over similar interests.
"We watched re-runs of the

Friends and talked about rock
climbing. It was really fun, "
David said.
Some students however
feel that club leaders missed
the point. "I mean, it's the European club right? Where was
the actual European culture,"

Amanda Allen, international
studies major said.
numbers
Membership
have not grown since the club
began, but the club still plans
to have a Nascar fieldtrip to attract other "Europeans."

Tunnel road leads to ancient Adventist discoveries
CoURT KNEE & JAMES JAcoB
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Because of environmental
issues with the planned loop
road, Southern will now have
a tunnel running directly beneath campus.
During the first day of digging, construction workers
discovered numerous ancient
artifacts and manuscripts. The
artifacts date back to the early
years of Adventism and were
in fact documentation of the
ancient Adventists that first
conquered this land.
"We are extremely excited
about these new discoveries that have resulted from
the road plan changing," said
Hichael Masel, archeology
professor. "These artifacts are

of great historical value."
The university is grateful
for the complaints by students
over the abolition of the prized
biology trail because it led to
the incredible discovery of
these artifacts.
"I'm glad they decided to
finally listen to us and to save
the most important aspect of
our campus: the bio trail. And
I think finding these artifacts
is God's reward for making the
right decision," Andrew Glass
said.
The archeology department has taken over the underground site, with Kartin
Mlingbeil and Masel heading
a team of students to uncover
remaining artifacts.
"We have been fortunate
enough to uncover a fossilized

can of Lorna Linda Big Franks
and some other delectable Adventist treats. These finds are
assurance of religious history
during these ancient times
and guarantee that our church
is practicing correctly," Mlingbeil said.
Digging will continue with
hopes of finding more artifacts to display in the Archeology museum. Several letters
believed to be from relatives
of Ellen G. White are filled
with family stories as well as
what appears to be the original Sam's chicken recipe. This
proves that the original recipe
is from Southern as opposed
to the common misconception
that it originated at Andrews
University.

Pholo pread by Ryan Haas

Asian Night celebrates unity in culture
MoRIAH ARTERBERRY

When she accidently became
Asi;n night planner, she was
prqvided with the opportuAsian club hosted their annity to travel to nine different
nual club night March 23 in
countries to learn as much as
Iles P.E. Center. The countries
she could about various Asian
represented included China,
cultures.
Vietnam, Indonesia, Pacific
When asked where the
Islands, Sri Lanka, Korea,
inspiration for the storyline
Philippines, India and Japan.
came from, .MyJeila Velasco,
Before starting the main proAsian Club social vice presigram, there ~ere several cui- .
dent, said that during the
tural dishes being served from
planning process, she was jugdifferent booths that were
gling several ideas on what the
representing different Asian
theme should be.
countries.
"I was really ·stressing out
·At 9:45 p.m. a short video
and school wasn't doing too
prefaced the live entertainwell, and I figured, man I am
ment. The storyline was of a
such a failed Asian, and there
young Asian girl named Anait was. I'm sure a lot of people
sia who felt as if she did not fit
related .to it because we all
any of the Asian stereotypes.
SuEF WpafR

don't amount to the stereo- ferent dishes, even though relations and graphic design
types of being Asian, but that I'm not from that part of the major, said that she really apdoesn't mean that we aren't," world, I liked being able to preciated the diversity of the
represent the countries," Her- ·program.
Velasco said.
.
"I really enjoyed the tribal
Following the video, the nandez said.
live program began with J erThe attendance to the event Indonesian dance, and I like
emy Pastor, senior nursing was overwhelming. With ail of how they included all cultures
major, playing "Woo Chang," the seats filled, several people in the program. They really
the tour guide. The show were forced to stand through- showed a lot of diversity in the
consisted of a short Korean out the entire program.
participants," Luby said.
"I didn't realize the amount
drama, comedy sketches and
Velasco shared that the
different dances from the nine of people there were until I event was a struggle to plan,
countries represented.
walked on stage to welcome and she had the most diffiIngrid Hernandez, senior ·everyone. I began to think, oh culty finding people who were
business and public relations man, they're all here to watch willing to stay and help for the .
major, helped serve food at our show. I hope they stay," entire process, but in the end
the Pacific Islands booth. She Velasco said.
it all worked out.
The energy of the audiwas also a part of the Pacific
"Everyone worked so hard
ence and the overall response for this night and I'm glad a
Islander dance.
"I really liked getting peo- to the program was positive. lot of people got to see their
ple to come and try the dif- Alisa Luby, sophomore public work," Velasco said.
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Potential amendment to student
. Association constitution in the works
GEORGIA STANDISH
5DFFW.m:w

The Student Association
(SA) constitution is undergoing review as current SA
President Garrison Hayes
has proposed various amendments. Hayes has specifically
recommended Tedistricting
the senate in order to promote
senator-constituent interaction and encourage students
to take advantage of the senate
as the student voice.
Hayes explained that the
SA constitution is, much like
the U.S. Constitution, a document of bylaws, rules and
regulations that direct the SA
government.
"It's a document that determines what we're about,"

Hayes said. Its purpose is to
keep SA on the right path toward goals of legitimate governing.
Hayes explained that the
constitution has been built
up _a nd modified little by little
over the years, with amendments being added occasionally to the end of the document, along with the name of
the author of the proposal.
Currently, Hayes has proposed one main amendment
to the SA constitution. Rt!districting the' senate from housing-based districts to department-based districts has been
a desire Hayes has had since
he came into office. Senators
presently in office have a district of students they represent, usually a specific hall in

..

the dorms or a portion of community students.
"The current structure is
broken. There is little room for
interaction between senator
and constituent," Hayes said.
Hayes believes departmental senators would be able
to more easily connect with
constituents by appearing in
department convocations and
classes. He also hopes that
senators could work with department clubs to move the
focus from social events to
helping students connect with
professionals in their fields.
Sarah Graham, senator
and freshman history major,
said she is hesitant about the
change.
"As I began to think about
this more in-depth, I realized

that the connection I have
with so many girls would be
broken. Since we live together,
it makes the bonds stronger.
This [housing district system]
makes it easy to visit ·them
personally and hear first hand
what they think," Graham
said.
Mario Ezra, senator and
freshman
computer
science and accounting major,
brought out another obstacle.
"[There is] the possibility
of not being able to find someone to represent a specific department."
Graham agreed. "Right
now, on senate, there are multiple senators with the same
major. If we were to change
districts, then only one senater can cover 'their depart-

ment," she said.
A second, more minor
aptendment Hayes has suggested would change the
minimum number of enrolled
credit hours to be considered
an SA constituent from eight
hours to six hours, allowing
more students to have their
voices and votes' heard by the
student government.
The judicial committee for
these amendments was chosen March 18, and a final vote
will be taken toward the middle of April to be put in effect
for the 2013-2014 school year,
Hayes said.
·
"The student body has
grown and changed, and it's
necessary to roll with the
times," Hayes said. "Change is
good."

Southern's Enact~~ Team Leads Region in Campbell Soup's National Food Drive
received from Campbell to assist in their project goals:
"Our clients and shoppers at the Center are looking
for practical information on

It is

just a group of
students who
are passionate
about ending ·
hunger now

I

I

i •
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Tammy Buscher (right) and the Samaritan ~ter have partnered with Enactusfor their "Let's CanHunger" project.

LUKE EVANS

Southern's Enactus team,
formally known as SIFE, has
partnered with the Samaritan
Center to help fight hunger in
the greater Chattanooga area
by participating in Campbell
Soup's "Let's Can Hunger"
project.
"Let's Can Hunger" is a
national campaign sponsored
by the Campbell Soup Com-

pany, in which Enactus teams
across America compete to see
which group can develop the
best comprehensive approach
to addressing hunger in their
communities.
The goal of "Let's Can
Hunger" is to collect a total
of 5,000 pounds of food. For
every pound of food collected,
Enactus teams receive a point
in the competition. After the
April 19 project completion

date, the teams that have executed the best campaigns can
win up to $5,000. Southern's
team has raised approximately 1, 700 pounds of food.
"Every week we have had
numerous volunteers come
out with us on food drives and
they have all been blessed by
the experience. It's not uncommon to have people give
us multiple bags or.to thank us
for our service to the commu-

nity," Simon Ionashku, senior
mathematics major and Enactus team member, said.
Enactus also partnered
with the Samaritan Center
to offer free gardening, couponing, cooking and nutrition classes. The goal of these
classes was to help those who
depend on the center to become more independent. To
fund the free classes, Enactus
used $8o of a $400 grant they

health, nutrition and finances.
The Enactus classes met this
demand l>erfectly and were a
great additiop to the Center's
service this spring," Marcella
Morales, marketing director
for the Samaritan Center, said.
Enactus has scheduled a
door-to-door food drive on
April 6. The campaign will be
stored and distributed by the
Samaritan Center. Stephanie
Brown, sophomore financial
management major and Enactus "Let's Can Hunger" project manger, said the project is
a perfect way for students to
help change the world.
"This isn't a project wh.ere
adults decided to get together
and help their neighbors,"
Brown said. "It is just a group
of students who are passionate
about ending hunger now. We
refuse to wait until we gradu-·
ate to change the world."
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Southern student dives into an aquarium internship

AsHLEY R.lCH
SunWama

Justin Bowyer, senior
outdoor leadership major, got
an internship at the Tennessee
Aquarium.
"The most dangerous thing
that I have to do is dive with
the sharks: .:rhese sharks are
so used to having divers in the
water with them ... but we still
stay out of their way," Bowyer

said.
Bowyer began searching for
internships in the Chattanooga
area and found an application
for the aquarium.
Bowyer's official tasks
include harvesting brine
shrimp, feeding jellyfish,
vacuuming seahorse tanks,
preparing food for River Giants
and Nickajack exhibits, filling
in for volunteer divers, making
gel food and testing water

samples for pH, ammonia and
nitrite.
"[The aquarium] likes it
if you can scuba dive because
they need lots of help with
that. And in general they prefer
biology majors, but it's not a
necessity," Bowyer said.
The aquarium hired Bowyer
despite his lack of experience.
"I have always been very
interested in marine life. I
have been a scuba diver for

PHOTO BY LoGAN FoLL

Justin Bowyer cleans a tank for Southern Appalachian Brook Trout.

over eight years and have dove
in many countries and oceans,"
Bowyer said.
One of the many things
Bowyer said he enjoys about
interning with the aquarium
is diving in the exhibits, such
as the River Giants, Nickajack
Lake and Secret Reef exhibits.
Six sharks are located in
the Secret Reef exhibit, which
makes the dive one of Bowyer's
favorites. Working behind the
scenes and seeing what keeps
these animals clean, healthy
and safe also makes the job
enjoyable.
Bowyer began working at
the beginning of January and
will end in April. Bowyer has
nothing but nice comments
about the faculty and staffs
laid-back demeanors and his
new work environment.
Carol Haley, assistant
curator of fishes at the
Tennessee Aquarium, said
that Justin has done so well
that they are giving him more
opportunities to learn.

"Typically, interns only
work with one or two people
while they are here, but he
has spent a week with each
aquarist so far, and there are
twelve of them," Haley said.
Though Bowyer does not
get paid for his work, the
aquarium recently hired him
to work with the Southern
Appalachian brook trout.
"These trout are imperiled
in the wild and are being
released into streams and
rivers as a conservation effort.
I enjoy fly fishing, so [it's] fun
working with trout," Bowyer
said.
Bowyer plans to marry in
August, then move to Colorado
where there are "bigger fish to
fry" in an accelerated nursing
program.
If anyone is interested in
pursuing a career in the field of
aquariology, "I would suggest
taking biology and chemistry
courses to help with that aspect
of the job," Haley said.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.
..

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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REuGION EorroR: SIMoNE MARsHALL

Working on acceptance of diversity of worship style
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION fniJDR

Southern has evolved over
the years. We have evolved
from the days of SMC when
Mrican-American students
were rejected simply because
of their color; we have
evolved from a school with
only a few majors to a fullon university; we've gone
from the Southern Review to
the Southern Accent; we've
changed buildings, added and
taken away majors, improved
our program and flourished
in student activities. We have
made the idea of change into a
reality for our campus.
So here we are today, where

different cultures and majors
thrive and flourish, varying
from students to faculty
members, from department to
department and everyone in
between. We have become a
campus that genuinely believes
and sees potential in "Unity
Through Diversity," as one of
our very own diversity clubs
on campus, Black Christian
Union (BCU), brought to our
attention in 2011-2012.
We have come to a point
where we are accepting and
appreciating different cultures,
hobbies and career paths. In
fact, we have evolved into
a mentality where we pity
the person who does not
investigate, appreciate, interact

with or partake in the cultures
surrounding them. Indeed,
Southern has come a mighty
long way. But we still have a
long way to go in the area of
appreciating wholeheartedly
the worship of others.
Though we entertain
them, we still have a problem
with different worship
styles, preaching styles or
church service formats. God
is universal and can speak
through anything, no matter
how awful. And I think that
all too often, we entertain the
worship of others-we allow
it-but we do not partake in
it. We don't eat each other's
spiritual food in hope of filling
up, but rather we wait to go

home and eat mommy's food
also known as the spiritual
comfort food we've been eating
for years.
We are blessed at Southern
to be exposed to so much
diversity. The differences in
our campus are what make us
beautiful. We are in a spiritual
garden being cultivated every
day according to our every
need, being taken care of by the
one and only Gardener, Jesus
Christ.
Within us, He has planted
seeds of inspiration that are
waiting to bloom into fruition;
He has planted seeds of life.
But the longer we stay on the
surface of the healthy, rich,
deep soil Jesus has provided

for us, the further life's wind
will blow us away from that
spot, and the harder it will
become for us to bloom.
Today, I challenge us,
Southern Adventist University,
to dig deep into situations that
we may have been tempted
to entertain before. Crave
God; look for God; find God
in the worship of others to our
Heavenly Father.
As Psalm 92 says, "It is a
good thing to give thanks unto
the LORD, and to sing praises
unto thy name, 0 Most High."
Not just in song, but through
preaching and teaching styles,
let our only objective be to
worship Him.

Letting God trim things that are out of our view

SARAH ANDREWS
CONJRIBUJDR

If you know anything
about maintaining healthy
hair, you know every so often
it is essential to get a small
amount trimmed from the
ends so they do not break off
or split further. Every time I
go to the hair dresser, I find
myself a bit anxious. Too
many times the beautician
has become "scissor happy"
and cuts off more than I
would have liked. After the
agonizing process of feeling
the comb through my hair,
hearing the scissors snip
away and seeing my curls fall
on the floor, I cringe until I
see the end result: a stronger,
healthier and fuller finish.
In my opinion, it takes
a great amount of trust to
allow someone to have full
control over something that
has the ability to change
one's entire appearance. I
am very adamant when I tell
the beautician I only want

a trim. I then have to leave it
in her hands, trusting she has
the discernment to distinguish
between healthy and dead hair;
I have to trust she will cut only
the dead ends and nothing
more. Even when I estimate
how much will be cut off, I have
to remember the beautician is
the professional and sees all
of my hair from an outsider's
panoramic view, whereas I
see only a limited reflection of
what the mirror will show.
God sees us from an
outsider's view. He does not
only see what the mirror will
show. He sees everything
outside of us, in front of us,
behind us, around us and in
us. He knows where we need
to be trimmed and how much
trimming must take place. I
know in the past I have treated
God like a hair beautician: I
have acknowledged that He
is a professional, but I have
still been hesitant to let Him
"trim" as much as is needed.
I have felt myself wanting to
say, "God, trim as much as you

see fit!" but I have been timid,
knowing this means God might
actually ask me to change some
things.
Maybe God would tell me
to go somewhere far out of my
comfort zone or do something
out of my character. It's
possible that God would send
me through some trials and test
my faith in Him. The questions
arise: would I drastically
change through the journey?
Would I be willing to set aside
my studies and give God back
His time? Would I be ready
to give up the relationships
I know are holding me back
spiritually? Would I be glad
or reluctant to sacrifice all my
plans to trot down the path
God has paved for me? What
if allowing God to have His
way with me meant my whole
appearance would drastically
change? Would I recognize
myself in the end?
I understood God's yoke is
easy and His burden is light,
and I wanted to experience
the extent of His renovations,

but first I had to let go and
give Him the scissors. The
trimming process can be
an agonizing one. It does
not always feel good to be
trimmed more than we expect.
Just as the beautician has the
power to cut all your hair off,
leaving you bald when you
give her the scissors, she also
has the opportunity to do the
opposite and prove herself to
you. At that point she wants
to establish trust with you as
the customer and show her
credibility. As the customer,
you have to trust her to trim
only what is necessary.
Christ has the power to do
what He pleases with us, but
He first wants us to allow Him
to prove Himself trustworthy.
He has the credentials. He just
wants to show us, but we must
trust that whatever He decides
to do is necessary.
When we come into the
knowledge of Christ, we are
warned that life will not always
be pure bliss. We are warned
of trials and tests ahead, but

PHOTO FROM SXC.HU

we anticipate them knowing
they will last for only a short
time. What if we know God
is trimming us, we feel it,
but it seems like it has lasted
"too long" -it feels like He is
trimming too much?
John 15:2 says, "He cuts off
every branch in me that bears
no fruit, while every branch
that does bear fruit he prunes
so that it will be even more
fruitful."
God wants us to be fruitful.
If He trims extra, it is because
He sees a need for it. He wants
to see us at our best. He sees
the "dead ends" that are out
of our view. As the beautician
trims our hair every six
months, Christ trims us every
day. The beautician can give
us a nice haircut, but once
we have received a little bit of
the trimming the Lord has to
offer, the finished product is a
stronger, healthier, fuller you;
something to think about next
time you need a little trim.
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OPINION EorroR: KIMBERLY KNoWLES

Exposing evil, but forgetting Jesus
JuAN Rmz
CONIJIIBUTQR

Pope Francis, as he is
called, was chosen on March
13. There have been a lot of
questions due to the fact that
he is the first Jesuit pope.
He has also been called the
'Figure of Unity' and, of course,
when talking about unity, one
cannot help but think about
the concept of Ecumenism,
the principle or aim to unify
Christian churches, and in this
case, many other religions as
well. As expected, there has
been an uproar in opinions,

which I have heard all around
campus as well as in the social
media regarding the signs of
the end of times and a new
world order.
Growing up in the Seventhday Adventist church, and
then leaving the church and
seeing things from an outside
perspective before returning,
I have seen a constant pattern
used by some, but not all, such
as the use of fear to persuade
people into accepting Jesus as
their personal Savior.
The reality is that people
are seeking for the truth in
a world where everything is

relative, and we are trying to
show them Jesus, who is the
way, the truth and the life.
I still remember the words
of a young lady to whom I was
trying to witness. She told me,
"I think the problem with you
Christians is that you focus so
much on exposing Satan and
his evil scheme that you forget
to talk about your Jesus and
his plan of salvation."
Prophecies are being
fulfilled and events are
unraveling before our eyes,
but the dilemma is not what
is happening or what will
happen, but where we are

as individuals and if we are
willing to surrender completely
to Christ.
Overall, it is so beautiful to
know that there is joy in the
hearts of those who believe in
Jesus Christ and have accepted
him as their Lord and Savior.
Further, the events taking
place only show the prompt
reunion between Him and
those who have waited so long
for His second coming.
As a theology major, I
believe the message given to us
about the good news of Jesus
Christ is neither of alarmism
nor of fear, but one of joy,

peace, security in Jesus, and
true consecration.
Concluding with Ellen
White's words, she says, "It
is my hope, that by spending
time with Jesus and getting to
know Him, we will fall in love
with Him more every day, and
that through this our lives may
be transformed to be a witness
to others. More difficult times
will come, this is true, but how
great it is to know, that if we
have deposited our faith in
Jesus, the all powerful Savior,
there is hope in the midst of
this Great Controversy."

An evaluation of video games affecting your brain and life
MELODY MoYERS
CONTRIBUTOR

After a long day in school, it
is easy for teens to immediately
go to the gaming console.
These games allow players
to escape their somewhat
demanding reality and enter
into a fantasy world of no rules
and impossible achievements,
all without leaving the comfort
of the sofa. Many people,
however, sq_~pect that the
fantasy violence can carry over sense that [video games] deals
into real life. Multiple studies with imaginary situations that
and expert's opinions on video are not close to the knowledge
games and violence have and skills people need for the
concluded a significant link 21st century, to claim that
between the two, in children learning magic spells is good
preparation for the knowledgeand adults alike.
Some academic researchers based workplace is just plain
have supported video game silly."
Violent video games are
play because it enhances
your abilities. It is easy as old as the gaming industry
to understand society's itself; however, as graphics
intellectual progress when and story lines progress, so
considering the advancement does their controversy. Most
of video games since their agree that violence has some
arrival in the 1980s, but can affect on the mind, but what
they improve our education? kind of effect do they have
Academic analysts claim that if the violence is artificial?
the benefits include "improved Research seems to support
problem solving, mastery of both sides. In "The Psychiatric
scientific investigation and the Times," the authors explain
ability to apply information to the video game ratings, "The
difference between T (teen, for
real-life situations."
Although video game play those aged 13 years and older)
is highly common, a link to and M (Mature) ratings may
reading does not seem to be not be violence, but whether
an issue. Statistics also show blood and bodies disappear
that there is no evidence - making violence look clean
indicating video gaming and consequence free." This
replacing reading among interesting fact is concerning
teens. In response to Academic in that some parents are not
Analysts previously stated, aware that their children still
Christopher Dede, Harvard may have access to these games
Graduate School of Education despite their mature rating.
professor, seems to counter Glazer's article claims that
the argument, saying: "In the studies had shown younger

PHOTO FROM SXC.HU

players were more likely to
be negatively affected by the
violent games, and the effects
lasted longer.
What about our spiritual
well-being? Is it possible that
these games play a dangerous
role in our lives? Research has
shown that these games can
affect the frontal lobe of the
brain, which is located in the
forehead region and controls
impulse, judgment, social
behavior and the ability to
recognize future consequences
resulting from current actions.
What does the Bible

about our forehead? Revelation
14:1 says, "Then I looked, and
there before me was the Lamb,
standing on Mount Zion, and
with Him 144,000 who had His
name and His Father's name
written on their foreheads." In
fewer words, our forehead is
significant in our salvation. We
are marked as God's children
or marked for condemnation
on our foreheads. This sets the
stage for the Great Controversy
in a new way that may have
been overlooked.
Regrettably, I have
learned this to be true in my
own personal life. In 2008,
I married a heavy gamer. I
understood what his hobby
entailed, and I supported him.
Two years later, my walk with
Christ began to change, and I
had noticed a change in him
as well. His change, however,
was quite the opposite. He
had submerged so deep into
this hobby that it became an
obsession. His personality had
ch;m~:edfrom a
carefree

person to a disgruntled and
abusive one. After confronting
him about his problem, he
agreed to quit. It wasn't long
until he was caught stealing
money to buy these games
in secrecy, and thus began
the demise of our marriage.
It was the most devastating
circumstance I had ever
encountered. I had personally
witnessed the downfall of a
soul over the course of four
years.
With mass shootings and
gun control laws being highly
considered, humankind are
all a part of the ongoing effort
to end violence. If they are
able to stop the problem at
the root, why not go forward?
Shouldn't we all become a part
of the solution? Individuals
should begin by boycotting
these types of brutal images
from their lives. Unfortunately,
laws will not treat the problem
most effectively. Teaching and
encompassing morality will.
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Why I won't be answering your anonymous call
RoDNEY BALMES
CONTRIBUTOR

Never pick up a phone
call from a number you don't
know. If it's really important,
they'll leave a voicemail.
That's the advice I should
have listened to on Feb. 10.
That day, I was scammed by a
very organized group of people
from a different country. These
kinds of scams go like this:
they call you saying one ·of
your family members got in a
major car accident and injured
someone, and if you don't
send them a certain amount of
money they'll kill or seriously
hurt your loved one.
For me, it was my dad.
They told me he hit someone
and almost broke his legs.
They told me they took my dad,

almost cracked his head with
constant beatings and that I
needed to pay them $1,ooo to
fix their car.
In hindsight, it sounds
really sketchy and clearly
sounds like a scam, but what
would you do if someone you
love dearly might be in real
trouble? Should you hang up,
hoping it's all fake? Or would
you do anything you can to
save them? I wrestled with
these questions and, because
my family is in Orlando and
the scammers wouldn't let me
call anyone else, I had no way
to know for sure.
The ordeal went on for six
hours. They told me, "If you
hang up, call someone else, or
text anybody, say hello to your
dad's funeral." I never felt so
scared in my life, and I drove

all around the city trying to get
money.
When I told them I didn't
have enough money, they
demanded my brother's phone
number. What I didn't know
was they would tell him I got in
an accident and was in trouble.
They had me call him, telling
me to say only these words to
him: ''I'm okay, do everything
they say, and everything will be
okay." Little did I know those
words proved to him that I was
really held hostage by these
people.
The six hours on the phone
with the scammers took so
much out of me that I had
no more energy left after it
was over. It ended when my
brother texted my friend,
Gelline, to tell me to hang up
the phone, that the police were

at my house in Orlando and my
dad was safe at work.
It was so hard to hang up
the phone; the only thing on
my mind was my dad's safety.
After six hours of praying,
not only for my dad, but also
for the perpetrators to show
compassion and driving like a
mad man looking for money,
I finally hung up. I instantly
called my dad, and I heard his
voice say, "Hey! How are you?"
I felt so relieved but burned as
well.
The scammers really got
me. Both my brother and I
stopped everything we were
doing and sent them money.
In the end, I learned some
things about my family and
myself. Knowing that my
brother would have done
anything for me to be safe

showed so much about his
character that I never knew,
and I learned I would also do
anything for my family. One
thing I will never do again
is pick up the phone when
someone I don't know calls.
Sorry in advance, but if
you need me you can leave a
voicemail or text me - I'm sure
you understand!
Note: These scammers
specifically target people who
are away from their families,
making college students ideal
targets. It has happened
recently to many people,
including at least one other
Southern student. Be wary of
unknown numbers, urgent
claims and call the police
immediately if you experience
something like this.

A little vintage with IllY Chattown: Collective Clothing
SARAH RUF

really cool for us," Aten said.
It's a labor oflove for Atenand perhaps a little therapy,
It may smell a bit like old too.
clothes, but that's the price of
"I started off with an
real retro fashion, the exact impulse to hoard things," she
ingredient that draws shoppers said. "My mom was a hoarder,
to Collective Clothing on St. so I really wanted to fight
Elmo Avenue.
the impulse of just collecting
Arguably Chattanooga's things I had no use for."
only affordable vintage
A new mom herself, Aten's
clothing destination, local fierce desire to make sure
artwork lines the walls of the vintage treasures find good
small shop, which is situated at homes is a guiding principle.
the foot of Lookout Mountain Inside the store, a solid wall of
near the Incline Railway. It's faded printed tees for sale offer
also quite unlike the popular a silent tribute to the couple's
pseudo-vintage stores Urban- passion for bands and tongueOutfitters and Anthropologie. in-cheek fashion. T-shirts
Here, broken-in cowboy boots, featuring howling wolves, a
rabbit fur stoles and 1960s favorite of Aten's, are also
florals are staples. Authenticity plentiful.
is king.
Cash-strapped students
Owner Sondra Aten, along can trade in items for store
with her husband, Travis, credit, which counts for more
travel the country scouring than clothing. Vinyl records,
small-town thrift stores costume jewelry, old postcards
looking for vintage finds to and prescription glasses with
bring back to Chattanooga. funky frames are just a few of
Aten said growing up in the the goodies you'd be able to
rural Midwest could be boring buy.
at times, so as a teenager, she
Hipster college kids are a
turned to thrifting for a hobby. big part of their target clientele.
And ever since wearing UTC student Shelby Perry was
second-hand clothing became browsing for something to
a big deal among artsy young match a new pair of tights. "I
people too cool for the mall, might get this shirt to go with
returning to those small town it, with little cats and bears on
thrift shops of her youth is now it. I'm a dork," she said, holding
her job.
up a faded sweatshirt. "It
"It's hard for us to go definitely looks like a nineties
somewhere like a big city shirt more than anything, I like
where there is a lot of hipsters quirky stuff like this here."
competing with you to get the
For the Atens, comments
cool stuff, so small towns are like that make it all worthwhile.
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Collective Clothing is now in its
fourth year of operation, and
the couple plans on opening
a second location on Frazier
Avenue later this spring.
They hope a store in a
highly visible locale like the
Northshore will attract people

who haven't heard of Collective
before, while still holding on to
their loyal customers:
"You're excited for them
because it's an experience. It's
kind of like time-traveling in
someone's closet, you know?"
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Advancement Call Center

UPCOMING

EVENTS
RUSSIAN
STALWARTS
A'I'LANTA

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
M;ar. 28, 8 p.m.
Atlanta
Symphony Hall
in Atlanta, GA
Price: $24-$75

Building Relationships with Alumni and Friends

FANS ROCK!

Congratulations
Marcella Arch ill a
for being caller of the week!
We Thank
the following businesses for their support
through the incentives program for the callers.
These students have raised over $130,000
to date this year.
Aji Peruvian Restaurant
Applebee's
Cici's Pizza
Dairy Queen
China Kitchen
4 Corners Cafe
Tropical Produce
Agent Rodney Landrus from Allstate Financial
Services LLC

China Kit<:hen
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FREE SHOW
ft. SHARK
WEEK,
THE POWER
PLAnnts, AND

THE POWER.
PLAYERS
Mar. 30, 8 p.m.
Track29in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: Free
SPRING

BREAK
SAFARI:
SPELUNKING
Mar. 27-Apr.15
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Ruby Falls in
Chattanooga, TN
Price:$25
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One-on-one with a great one: Karize Vieira
DAVIS

W AUACE

help on defense when the ball
is on the opposite side of the
pitch.

SroR]'S Enrroa

Karize Vieira, senior elementary education major, talks
about her soccer experience,
her time playing at Southern
and why soccer is such a big
deal in Brazil.

Why are you playing in
the Ladies Division A?

For soccer, I really like to
win. I played for this team
last year, and we won the
championship, so that was
really exciting. I try to be
competitive when it comes to
soccer.

Tell me about your soccer
experience.

It all started with my dad. I
used to play in the backyard
with him and my sister. We
would kick around a soccer
ball for hours. Then later I
played for a little league team
in middle school. That was
the point I knew that I really
liked playing soccer.
What position do you play
for your Ladies Division A
teamPFC?

PHOTO ljY LoGAN FoLL

Karize Vieira.from Women's Aleague team PJ"C waits for the ref
to make a call during her game.

Well, last year I played forward, but this year I will be
playing mid-field. At my new
position, I will have to get the
ball to the forwards and also

What is it about soccer that gets you more
competitive compared to
other sports?

For me, soccer is one of my
favorite sports, and I enjoy
it more than playing other
sports. Also because of my
culture. Since I am Brazilian,
soccer is king there. People
worship soccer in Brazil.

Plus, it'sjustfun to play.

.
Why do you think soccer is such a big deal in
Brazil?

It's a generation thing. Your
parents play so you play.
Not to mention that even if
you're poor, you can play,
making it a sport for all ages
and all economic backgrounds. There are stories
of soccer players that came
from nothing and became
legends like Pele.
Do you have any set goals
for this season?

A goal would be to win again.
I do have some personal
goals like being a better soccer player, being more aggressive and actually score a
goal.

What do you do in practice to improve your
game?

I usually like to go on to the
pitch with someone else and
have them be the goalie.
Then I would kick it at them
to see different ways I can get
the ball in the goal. Then also
dribble a little, but exercise is
a thing when it comes to soccer, so I do that too.
Why should someone at
Southern play soccer?

It's a great way to meet new
people and make new friends.
Since there are (at least)
eleven people on a team, .
you're bound to make at least
one friend. It's an easy way
to have fun and be involved
in intra murals at the same
time.

Kids learn better outdoors
Research shows it You know it from experience. Now, get
the degree that lets you do it

SACS Accredit d
In Outdoor Education
Designed for classroom teachers and outdoor professionals
right here in Chattanooga at Southern Adventist University.
An entire M.S.Ed. in three semesters (choose a summer or
winter/fall sequence).Aiso available: professional recertification credit in math, language arts. science; and social studies
using the outdoors as a learning laboratory.

Summer Cohort now form~"~ fer
June16-l7,l0131ntenMve
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[The Calendar]

Church Services, SonRise Resurrection Pageant
6p-7P Supper Served (Dining Hall)
gp, Table Game Night, Student Center- FREE SLUSHIES SERVED (KR'S)

Thursday, March 28

Sunday, March 31

ua, Convocation: Awards, Ties
Online Fall Registration for Returning Juniors >54 hours & Seniors (28-29)

l\1onday, Apri11

Friday, March 29
Last day to order May graduation regalia online, www.cbgrad.com Faculty Summer Textbook Adoptions Due, Campus Shop
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up -leaves Southern every
112 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
• Flag Camp Children's Ministries
Vespers, Various Locations
7:30p
• Outdoor leadership (Cherokee Council House)
• School of Journalism/Communications Club (Student Park)
• SALT Ministries (Wolfrever Room)
• Canvassers for Christ (Daniells Hall)
8p, Psych Club &EOP (Ackerman)
8p, Sunset
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)
Saturday, March 30

Progress grades for May graduates due & deadline to finish incompletes & home
study correspondence
Online Fall Registration for Returning Sophomores >23 Juniors & Seniors (1-2)
Tuition Freedom Awareness Week (1-4)
Abuse Awareness Week (1-3)
Undergraduate Council, 3:30p
Tuesday, April 2
Wednesday, April3
Online Fall Registration for Returning Freshman <24 hours, Sophomores,
Juniors & Seniors
·
(3-5)
g:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship, Thatcher Chapel

[SA Announcements]
DEEP Sabbath: Will be held on April13! It's gonna be an exciting day with Oakwood visiting us.
•

CLASSIFIEDS
2009 Honda Shadow Areo 750cc:

It is black with snake skin flame. It has engine guards, highway pegs, rack, back rest, and removable Memphis Shades Windshield. It has 15,500 miles on it. I am asking $5,000.00 Call me at 423-432-2411 or e-mail bryanstitzer@southern.edu
2009 Smart Fortwo Passion Cabriolet:

This car is fully loaded with heated Leather seats, auto lights, auto windshield wipers, it is an automatic with the option to shift
with paddle shifters, 6 CD changer, A/C, and gets average 39 MPG!!! I am asking $12,500.00. Call me at 423-432-2411 or e-mail
bryanstitzer@southern.edu
New washer and dryer set:
New Matching Washer/Dryer set for immediate sale. $650 for set of 3-4 cubit foot top load washer and 6.5 cubit foot electric
dryer, including hoses. Admiral Model AED4475TQ, super capacity, new console & knob styling, multiple cycles & options, super
wide-opening door, 5 cycles, multi-temperature & wash settings, energy efficient, white, only 1 year old with minimum use, originally from HomeDepot (a $8oo value). Contact Kayce (570) 417-3096.
Wind Symphony Performs "A Day in the Country'':
Southern Adventist University's Wind Symphony will perform "A Day in the Country" on April 7 at 7:30p.m. at the Collegedale
Church of Seventh-day Adventists. Highlighted pieces include Percy Grainger's Country Gardens, Eric Whitacre's Cloudburst,
and John Mackey's Hymn to a Blue Hour. The event is free and open to the public. For more information, call423.236.2814 or
visit southern.edu/music.
·
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Statue Hand For Sale:
I have one high quality statue hand for sale. Very nice, very detailed. It looks like a lot of time and love was put into the making of it.
Could be turned into a chair. Very comfortable to sit in. The hand is made of the highest quality granite. If interested call423-236-2100 .

.•
I have a pre-owned haystack for sale. Barely eaten. Vegan Sour Cream. Only been reheated 3 times! Paid extra when first purchased and
got the Guacamole Package. $15 OBO. You will save money buying pre-owned. New haystacks are selling for $30 plus at the VM. Best
deal in Tennessee! Trades for Sam's Chicken will be contemplated.

SonRl

Cba.o&e:

To make the experience more authentic, the organizers of SonRise have decided to start the program on Friday, March 29. The audience
will have to wait till Sunday for the resurrection scene. The actors portraying Jesus will actually be entombed for the entire experience.
Audience members will be required to stay in same-gender camps.
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Southern professor n1ourns friend and victin1 in BostQ;a,,~RARy
g raduate recalls "deep crack of thunder" at lllarathofl"egedare.TN
APR 1 8 2Ul3

Southern Adventist Umversil
37315

SARAH RUF & ANNALYSE HAsrY
NEW MEDIA EDITOR

&

MANAGING

EDIJOR

While the country mourns
the deaths of three people,
including an 8-year-old boy,
and more than 170 injuries
from two bombs that exploded
near bystanders at the Boston
Marathon on Monday, it is especially painful for Southern
Adventist University assistant
professor Kendra Stanton Lee
and adjunct professor John
Lee.
"My friend Denise underwent life-saving surgery yesterday," Stanton Lee wrote in
an email to faculty Tuesday
morning. "Her daughter Jane
was badly injured, as well. Her
son Martin, 8, was killed by
the blast."
The Lees and the Richards
were neighbors just a year and
a half ago, part of Boston's
Dorchester neighborhood.
"Denise Richard was one of
the first neighbors to make me
feel at home as a new parent
in Dorchester," Stanton Lee
told the Southern Accent in a
follow-up em;n.
"We had moved there in
2007 and had a baby the next
year. Denise organized a weekly neighbor walk. I joined the
walk one day, and it turned out
it was just going to be Denise,
her three children, and my
daughter and me. We walked
to a local park and Martin was
riding his bike ahead of us.
Denise kept yelling, 'Marrrtin!
Stop at the corner!' and Martin always would. He was a
very precious little boy."
Stanton Lee said that the
Richard parents are very involved with neighborhood civic organizations and their local
Catholic church.
"The family is very dedicated to improving the community," she said. "They were
always very friendly whenever
Isawthem."
Stanton Lee lost touch with
INDEX
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Medical workers aid injured people at the.finish line of the 2013 Boston Marathon following an explosion in Boston, Monday, April15, 2013.

the Richards after moving to
Chattanooga in December
2011. Yet she shared a horrible
feeling Monday with mutual
friends still in the old neighborhood: "We all woke up to
the worst possible news."
For Boston, the annual
Marathon is a huge event.
"My husband and I always
went to cheer on the runners,"
Stanton Lee said. "We would
likely have been there with our
two children had we still lived
in Boston."
The horrors of the attack
have left a deep impression on
Stanton Lee.
"I just keep thinking about
Denise-she was waiting to
see her husband who was running. I keep scanning through
a scenario in my head where
she's separated from her chil-

dren and her husband and
doesn't know what's happening and is in so much pain."
A second connection from
Boston to the Collegedale
community is a Southern
alumna who was running in
the Boston Marathon.
Jessica Marlier, '10, a Hixson middle school teacher, was
resting in a park four blocks
from the finish line after completing the race in three hours
and three minutes. An hour
after she crossed the line,
Marlier heard a sound like "a
deep crack of thunder."
"It's terrible, and I'm just
kind of in shock. I can't believe
it happened," Marlier told the
Southern Accent several hours
after the bombing.
"My training partner and
I were hanging out in a local

days until

Sun1n1er

13

park around four blocks away,
and I was just laying down because I was tired and sore,"
she said. "I heard the explosions and I thought maybe a
generator blew."
"It was strange because
we heard a lot of ambulances
and fire trucks. We got our
stuff, and we walked down to
the nearest subway station.
We had to walk an extra mile
because they had some of the
lines blocked off," Marlier
said.
"Then my phone started
going crazy and people started
calling. We stopped at a store
window to watch a TV, and
that's how we found out."
"The police are encouraging us not to leave our hotels
and go out," Marlier, 27, said
late Monday afternoon.

Marlier said she knew at
least fifteen people from the
Chattanooga area that participated in this year's marathon,
but that most had already finished the race when the bombings occurred.
During a press conference
on Tuesday, President Obama
said the attack was an act of
terrorism but said officials
do not know "whether it was
planned and executed by a
terrorist organization, foreign
and domestic, or was the act of
a malevolent individual."
Richard DesLauriers, FBI
agent in charge in Boston, said
at the news conference that
he vowed to "go to the ends of
the Earth [sic] to identify the
subject or subjects who are responsible for this despicable
crime."
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C-Squad completes Dusk 'Til Dawn four hours early
from caving and rock climbing
to search and rescue.
This year's winner was
the team known as C-Squad.
The team completed the race
at 3:05 a.m., four hours earlier than the official end of the
race.
''[Winning] was pretty exciting," Sam Freire, sophomore nursing major, said.
"We were very unsure of how
we would do. We didn't expect
to come out on top."
Trevor Stout, the coordinator of the night-long event,
said that Dusk 'Til Dawn took

MYRON MADDEN
CONJRIBUJDR

A total of 13 teams of adventurous students gathered
on the lawn in front of Maple
Wood Hall on April13 at 9:30
p.m. to compete in the fifth
annual Dusk 'Til Dawn race.
Dusk 'Til Dawn is an allnight adventure race that
challenges co-ed teams of four
to quickly complete various
physical and mental challenges all across campus in pursuit of a $200 prize. The race
includes activities that range

five months of planning and
advertising and required help
from many student volunteers
and collaboration with staff
from the Outdoor Education
Center to become a success.
"Everyone that participated seemed to enjoy it a lot.
They all said that it was a good
challenge," Stout said.
Some of the more challenging activities were a "gross
factor," which required team
members to find a coin buried
in a vat of mealworms and the
"leap offaith," which required
team members to climb a tele-

phone pole then leap onto a
trampoline below.
"It was definitely challenging to my abilities because I
don't go out rock climbing and
jumping off telephone poles
on a normal basis, but we were
having fun the whole time,"
Kelsey Wilkens, junior nursing major, said.
In addition to having fun,
Freire saw the experience as a
great way to shed some stress.
"Every opportunity that
I can get out and not have to
think about book work is definitely a pleasure," Freire said.

"This was a welcome relief
from scholastics."
One of the volunteers who
made the event possible was
Ryan Kloosterhuis, senior
outdoor leadership major,
who said that the race provided students with more than
just a "mental vacation" from
school.
"Dusk 'Til Dawn teaches
the students that they can accomplish anything. It also
shows that through teamwork,
you can get things done,"
Kloosterhuis said.

School of Computing hosts middle schools in Robotics Challenge
to gain points in a robot obstacle course.
The
"Gigabots,"
from
Shenandoah Valley Adventist
Elementary, won first place
in the competition and will
be participating in the Adventist Robotics League's North
American Division Invitational at Walla Walla University.
Four runner-up teams will be
going as well.
Tyson Hall, professor for
the school of computing, said
the tournaments are not only
about the robots and the competition.
"It's not battle hots. You

AsHLEY Noo:NAN
SIAEE WRJifll

On April14, Southern Adventist University's School of
Computing hosted twentyfive middle school teams for
the ninth Adventist Robotics League's Southern Challenge in Iles P.E. Center. Each
team, varying from four to ten
students, created one robot
assembled from Legos. This
year's theme, "Senior Solutions, " was to have the robot
assist senior citizens with everyday tasks. Teams competed

see a lot of learning taking
place, a different type oflearning," Hall said.
In addition to building the
robots and the robot chaltenge, there is a large emphasis put on teamwork and research. Teams were required
to interview a senior citizen in
their community and propose
a solution to the senior citizen's problem. During team's
presentation
times,
they
showed the entire process of
creating the robot and which
team members were responsible for what tasks.
More than 30 southern

students volunteered to help
with this event. Several of
those students participated
in robotic competitions when
they were in middle school.
Andrew Donesky, freshman engineering major and
referee for the competition,
competed in the Robotics
League Southern Challenge
when he was in middle school.
His team has been the only
group of students to receive a
perfect score.
"It's fun to come back here
and help teams learn more.
We are here to help them learn
more about science and tech-

nology," Donesky said.
Vmce Cantrell, junior computer systems administration
major and referee for the competition, also competed at the
championship level in robotics tournaments.
"Being able to q,mtribute to
the experience I once enjoyed,
for the kids currently competing, means a lot. Not only does
it bring back memories, it also
encourages me to see the kind
of time and teamwork that
these students put into their
success."

Southern students given opportunity to meet Tenn. secretary of state
officials, visit the capitol,
watch the legislature in action
and see government at work.
While visiting the capitol,
they asked the democratic minority leader's secretary if it
were possible to meet with Tre
Hargett, Tennessee's sec~etary
of state.

RosANA H uGHES
~uii~ERL-

______________

Southern Adventist University's Society of Political
Sciences (SOPS) attended
the Tennessee Intercollegiate
State Legislature's CampusCapitol Connection, where
they were able to meet state

~outhtrn ~ccrnt
sau~tccent.com

When they arrived, his secretary called him and said he
was busy, "but he asked who
we were, and she told him we
were with SAU from the SOPS,
so he said to send them up,"
Joanna Billingy, president of
the pre-law branch of SOPS,
said.
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Hargett told SOPS that he
wished them a life full of accomplishments that glorify
God.
"It was nice that he acknowledged that we believe
in God, and he was OK with
sharing his faith in the office,"
Billingy said.

President's Address: An open letter to you

JAIME JACOBSON
ANNALYSE.HAsrv

During their meeting,
Hargett answered multiple
questions from students on
practical ways for young people to get involved in government.
At the end of their meeting,
Billingy asked him if he could
address a statement to SOPS.

SA PRESIDENT

I have dreaded this issue
since the first week of school.
I've written and deleted this

letter time and time again,
and it ends the same way every time:
Thank you, and I love you.
Serving you this year as
Student Association President
has been the most amazing experience of my years inhabiting this earth. I couldn't have
asked for a more loving, supportive, challenging and Godfocused community to serve.
Keep getting better!
YOUR
smiles,
YOUR
"woot's!"
at
convocation,
YOUR participation, YOUR
support of SA, has been appreciated. I needed it each and
every time.

Okay, enough with the
sappy feelings and tears. Wait,
uh ... I'm not crying right now.
I wish to leave with you the
exact same thing I met you
with. I ran my campaign on
one word, "Arise!"
Get up, and do something.
Get involved. Make a difference. Don't allow your time
at Southern, or on this planet, pass by without making a
lasting contribution. Be the
change you wish to see.
Thank you for a great year,
Garrison Hayes
Student Association President 2012-2013
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Dr. Bietz and Kevin.Osusola end the year for Studio 4109

L~!gan

Kevi-a OSl.lSola plays the cello and beat boxes during Studio 4109."
AsHLEY

R:!cu, ...

STAFF WRITER

Saturday night's Studio
4109 show was not short of
an audience despite the Dusk
· till Dawn race taking place at

the same time. Host President
Gordon Bietz and special musical guest Kevin Osusola, beat
boxer for the band Pentatonix, and the ·band Reformiste
brought students, new comers
and parents .t o watch the end

gets.
"The conference was even
STAFF WRITER
bigger than I had in mind,"
Students from the School Kendall Rittenour, sophomore
of Journalism and Communi- mass communication major,
cation traveled to Las Vegas, said. "Every broadcast or meNev. to attend the National dia company I could think of
Association of Broadcasters- was there."
· Companies- represented at
(NAB)Show.
A donor helped send four the show varied from small up
Southern Adventist University and coming companies, to mastudents attended the world's jor companies such as ,Dolby
largest electronic media trade and Sony.
"Every company had really
show.
helpful
people to show you
More than 90,000 media
how
to
use their products,"
and entertainmen.t profesRittenour
said. "Larger comsionals from more than 150
countries and more than 1,500 panies like Adobe had guest
companies were represented speakers come in to demonat the show. Attendees could strate how they use the Adobe
look at exhibits_, talk with pro- products. Avid had Game of
fessionals and test new gad- Thrones producer Greg Spence talk about how they use Me-

THuRsDAY, APRIL 18, 2013

Life
goes
...
where you
focus

my sister . (Candice Osusola)
when they asked me to perform. They're [Studio 4109
cast] really prepared here. I'd
love to come back and perform, but I'm really busy on
tour with my band," Osusola
said.
Studio 4109 transformed
the gym into a fan club when
cast members Derek Haas,
Devin lilly, Kevin Christenson, Emmanuel Lemnah and
Bietz emulated British boy
band, One Direction. Reformisle debuted their new song
called ~Solomon" during the
show that required stomping
and shouting in participation
from the crowd,
1'J'm used to Saturday
Night live, and -I am pretty
impressed. Some of the jokes
are really good. I've never seen JAIME JAc<;>BSON
a team of Students do so well EDITOR
at a show like this," Ally Scott,
When I get a hold of somefreshman family studies mathing I care about deeply, I
jor, said.
·
After an ending rap by the carry it on my mind everycast and several closing re- where I go. I let my thoughts
marks from Bietz, the show dwell on it and my heart invest
ended leaving time to meet in it. I focus on it and obsess
Osusola and sign up for Studio over it until I've either.accomplished it or completely worn 4109 next semester.
"I basically went fan·girl it out.
Sometimes, in the past, it
like a twelve year old meeting
has
been my academics and
Justin Bieber. He [Kevin Osusola] was really cool about it law schoo~ plans as I focused
though, and we eventually got on preparing my future, or
the -picture," Brooklynn Boul- it has been my love for writware, sophomore mass com- . ing and I invested in it until I
successfully devoured a year
munication-major, said.
of being editor-in-chief of the
Southern Accent.
·
Whether it's school, Accent, my friends or even past
mistakes I've made, my focus
determines where I put my
energy-physical, mental and
emotional. In the past, I've
dia Composer in their complex_ put their time and attention wasted that energy on things
workflow of many people."
in, especially as ·it relates. to . that I now know shouldn't
The trip provided students technology," Ruf said.
.
have mattered so much. My
the oppqrtunity to see many
All attendees must wear most valuable lesson in the
upcoming and new technolo- passes that . come equipped past few months has been to
gies. Students were able to with barcodes that ctmpanies look to where I'm going and
see, touch, ask questions, and can scan to send interested compare it to where I want to
see demon'strations of "tomor- attendees more information be, which, ultimately, is Heavrow's technology."
about their products. Many en.
Several Southern faculty companies give away free
I find myself striving to
also attended the show. Ste- items, !told contests, or offer focus more heavily on readphen Ruf, associate professor discounts of their products. ing devotionals, attending
in the_ School of Journalism The show is held annually worships without a need for
and Communication, traveled and is open to students, pro- · credit, and fervently praying
with the group.
fessionals, professors, buyers for my frien~, because one of
"We felt it was a great op- and sellers.
the most important things I've
po_rtunity for students to be
"I would go again without learned througb my four years
expQsed to the latest technol- hesitation; It was a lot of fun at Southern and through some
ogy tliat will be what they use and a great way to stay up to amazing life experiences . is
to create content. Going to a date on current media· tech- that life goes where you focus.
trade show like this gives them nology," Rittenour said.
an idea of what skills they need
to master, where they need to

of the year show.
Carrie Jol!es, junior psychology major, said she followed Pentatonix when they
performed on The Sing-off
and was excited to see the performance.
The show kicked off with a
skit about the ever-controlling
approval committee, and how
it coUld possibly even limit
Studio 4109's &eripts. Bietz
began his monologue with
several jokes on what students
may call him: between Dr. Bietz and Gordon.
''You can call me Gordon ...
no, actually, you can really call
· me Dr. Bietz. NEVER call me
Gordon," Bietz said.
The audience was ecstatic
wlien Bietz commented about
how honored he was to l:tave
the university named after him
as reported in the last April
Fool's Accent edition. When
corrected by Kevin Christen--son, student director of Studio
4109, he insisted that everything in the Accent is real, so it
must have .been true.
In between tlie skits, Osusola sat solo on stage with his
cello and amazed th-e crowd
with his talents. He later performed the hymn, "Tum Your
Eyes Upon Jesus," adding a
rich, cello flair to the traditional song. The song inspired
supportive and astonished
cheers from the captivated audience, while some students
sang along.
"I was just coming to visit

Students attend NAB convention
BROOKLYNN BouLwARE
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Englis·h music major combines senior recital and Southern Scholars requirements

AVERY

McKrnm:v

Con Emma

Shauna Chung, senior music and English major, altered
her senior recital on April 14
in order to fulfill requirements
for both the Southern Scholars
Honor Program and a bachelor's in music.
Instead of playing challenging works from renowned

Chung used a PowerPoint
presentation to help explain
the background and inspiration behind each piece while
making sure to emphasize
what characteristics the audience should pay attention to
before playing it.
Chung began playing the
violin at 2 years old and started piano at 5 years old, which
was when Laural Im "GrandmaIm" became Chung's first
piano teacher. Im, who was
able to attend Chung's recital,
said she was incredibly proud
of her granddaughter.
"You can · make yourself
nervous talking and playing,
but she did a wonderful job,"
Im said.
Haruka Mori, senior allied health major, said she has
known Chung the three years
Photo by logan Foil
she has been at Southern. She
Shauha Chung plays a piece during her senior recital on Sunday.
said she was very impressed
composers, Chung said her helped me gain a deeper un- · with Chung's performance.
"She's doing fantastic-so
goal was to enrich the listen- derstanding and appreciation
much focus and concentraing experience. In order to of music," Chung said.
do so, she researched extraEach piece Chung per- tion. I could never "do that,"
musical .influences in the form formed was tied directly to Mori said during the intermisof imagination, literary move- the different musical influ- sion.
Peter Cooper, professor
ments, poetry, visual arts and ences starting with Robert
myth, integrating her research Schuml\nn's Arabeske in C for the School of Music and
Major, op. 18 connected to Chung's piano teacher all four
into her recital.
"My goal is to share ...what imagination and ending with years of college, said he felt
I've been researching and Franz Liszt's Mephisto Waltz Chung transformed the pieces
into works of art.
what I've learned because it's No. 1 associated with myth.

"I have seen her develop an
individual and personal voice.
When she makes music, she is
making her own music. When
you hear her play, you hear
her voice," Cooper said.
·
Scott Ball, dean of the
School of Music and Chung's
principal reader for her Southern Scholars paper, said the
recital showed exactly who
Chung was as a scholar and
musician.
"She did really, really well.
She distinguished herself as
a great student, so we knew
this would be a great climactic
event," Ball said.
Mark Peach, professor for
the history and political studies department and director of
Southern Scholars, said that
the senior project for Southern Scholars must be originai,
meet the standards of the profession and contribute to society. Peach said he was moved
by Chung's recital.
"That was an amazing performance," Peach said.
Chung plans to continue _
graduate work in English, but
she said she also hopes to be
like the musical mentors she
has had.
"In music, I just want to
be a servant for God," Chung
said.

Blacksmithing Club hosts open house with demonstration
CoURTNEY BECKWITH

NEWs forma

The
Southern · Smiths
Blacksmithing Club held its
open house on April 15 at 6
p.m.
The open house provided
more than 35 guests with refreshments while listening to
club officials talk about their
love for blacksmithing as well
as getting the chance to see a
demonstration of how to make
an iron hook.
Dusty Miller, club sponsor,
said that blacksmithing is a
neat way to look at our spiritual life.
"Our Christian life is like
the metal. It can be molded,
heated and shaped," Miller
said.
Southern has had a blacksmithing club for eight years
now, but they moved into the
new studio located behind the
green house on campus last
fall. The club has around 20
paid members, and the space
is large enough to allow 12
people to work at a time, two

on each anvil.
The club members are given the opportunity to meet every Thursday evening from 6
to 9 p.m. and work on projects
of their choice. There is no experience required to be a part
of the blacksmithing dub, and
they start out working with
club members at their current
skill levels.
John Henri Rorabeck, club
member and freshman outdoor leadership major, said
he was glad to use his creative
skills in a useful way.
"I've always enjoyed blacksmithing but haven't always
gotten to do it," Rorabeck said.
The open house also allowed viewers to see some of
the work that has been created
by club members and students
in the blacksmithing class.
There was an array of welded
tools, knives, tomahawks,
hooks, wind chimes, sculpted flowers and flint starters.
These were just a few items on
display.
Melissa Giebel, club secre-

Ryan Haas

Jeff Cla~son gives a demonstration at the blacksmithing club event.

tary and senior nursing major
said she felt it was it was an
exciting opportunity for everyone involved, whether or

not they consider themselves
artistic.
"It's a really cool art, and
there is so much you can learn

about life, practical living and
God, just by working with
metal and fire," Giebel said.
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Making it to the safety of God's finish line
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION EDDOR

The Boston Marathon
bo~bings have shocked many,

sobered others and broken
hearts of even more. For
some people, the travesty was
incredibly personal, affecting
people they knew, threatening
lives and even taking lives that
were and still are precious to
them. Others were riddled
with sympathy, not being able
to understand but still yearning
to help and comfort those in
pain. Having just organized
the Senior Class walkathon
this past weekend and having
witnessed individuals walk
and run from start to finish,
this happening was especially
alarming, and I couldn't help
but think the thought that it
could've been us.
I have plenty of friends who
run marathons, and I have a
feelingthatyoudo, too. In fact,
I knew a couple graduates of
Southern who were out there

that day, even heard of a few
family members and friends
who were directly affected by
the bombing. In light of this
tragedy, I am moved to think
of the race we are running.
Just like the people running in
the Boston Marathon, we are
running amongst a crowd of
many we don't know. But the
goal is common: to make it to
the finish line.
Today, I thank God that
His finish line does not look
like the shattered glass, busted
concrete and hurting people.
I thank God that His finish
line doesn't bring me tears
of sorrow, requiring energy
that I never had to begin with.
Today, I am grateful that God's
finish line is safe-that we
are guaranteed a mansion of
glory, streets of gold, and most
importantly, God's presence.
Today, I rejoice in the love
I will bask in-love that warms
my heart, will be showered
upon me and that is pure. I
rejoice in a love that is precious.
Today, I am thankful that God

PHOTO FROM SXC.HU

will say "well done" at the end
of this race.
Let us not forget the real
race we are running. We are
constantly discouraged by
people who don't want us to
run-people who don't want us
to experience the freedom and
glory of quickness to our final
goal-but today, I encourage us
to keep running. Do not let the
devil win in his plots of terror;
do not give in to his attacks
on our lives-attacks that are

meant to stop us from running.
Rather, let us listen to Paul and
lay down our burdens as they
come so we can run all the
more quickly to our finish line:
heaven.
In case we find this a
struggle, let words that David
received when he wasn't
hesitant to build God's temple
inspire you: "Be strong and of
good courage. Do not fear nor
be dismayed" (1 Chronicles
22:13). God's finish line is

beautiful. It won't have any
bombs or disasters, and no
innocent lives will be tainted
or taken.
God's finish line is the last
finish line we will ever cross.
It's the ultimate one. There
will be no greater feeling of
satisfaction or accomplishment
than to spend eternity with
each other and with our
Heavenly Father.

Morning, noon and night: devotions for every day
SIMONE MARsHALL

If you are anything like
me, I am always searching
for the perfect devotional
book-one that will suit my
spiritual needs right then and
there. While I cannot promise
that the words written from
the covers of the following
books will rescue you from a
spiritual crisis or inspire you
to revive the love that was lost
in your life, I hope they will
help. Some of them may be
more your style than others,
but never forget that nothing
at all can replace the Word
of God-the only book that
can promise pure wisdom,
guidance, encouragement and
love in one. Though the words
in these books are beautiful,
they are only a reflection of the
real beauty and promise found
in God's Word. Nevertheless,
I hope you enjoy the following
suggestions.
Jesus Calling by Sarah
Young
This little devotional has
touched the lives of many.
Her personal message is
telltale of her extremely
personal experience with
Christ and His love. Young's

PHOTO FROM JEUSUSCALUNGAPP.COM

Jesus Calling is also available as an app on iThnes, Amazon, and Android
Market.

writing style sucks her
audience in as her words speak
directly to the deep emotions
we feel and sometimes fail to
acknowledge and accept in our
walk with God. "Jesus Calling"

devotionals are not just Sarah
Young on her soapbox, but
Bible verses at the end of
every devotional. Best of all
is that her book is extremely
accessible for the masses.

It's a book, it's an audio CD
and it's even available as an
application for those with
iPhones or Androids.
Streams in the Desert
by L.B. Cowman
Judging by the deep,
beautiful blue on the cover
and the modern depiction of
streams flowing gracefully
on the rocks of what could be
a mountainside, I .assumed
this devotional book was a
new release. What I quickly
found out, however, was that
this was a new and improved
edited form and its older self,
which was originally published
1925. In this devotional, many
people have found inspiration
and have had their thirsty
spiritual lives quenched by the
words in this book.
Steps to Christ by E.G.
White
Our good old aunty Ellen
has written some valuable
words for us in this short book.
It is inexpensive and can be
found in bulk in the ABC, just
in case your reading it inspires
you to share with all your
friends. This book is a mustshare for many Adventists.
It is a book that has coaxed
us through our spiritual dry
spots and challenges us to

think of others the way that
Christ did in His ministry to
us. In this small book, there
are plenty of references to
the Bible, most of which are
King James. Depending on
how you plan to take in this
book-whether by chapter or
page-this book may not be
the quickest morning read. I
would encourage anyone who
reads this book to carve out a
good chunk of time for reading
and praying.
Bedside Blessings by
Charles Swindoll
Charles Swindoll has a
habit of reviving spirituality
through words. This book has
short and sweet devotionsdevotions short enough that
even the exhausted college
students whose eyes close and
snores soar through the air
as soon as their head hits the
pillow can make it through.
His imagery and expression
penetrates deep in to the soul
as he brings us to peace after
a long day of harsh toil. There
is an underlying theme of hope
and encouragement in this
book-exactly the thing to put
an exhausted heart to sleep
every night.
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The power of one: be the change you want to see
CASSIE MATCHIM

COND•••nn•

Something that's recently
come to my attention is the
tendency of people to complain.
This tendency especially seems
to magnify in a group setting.
Once a negative comment is
put forward, it's like a race to
see who can out-do the others
in terms of biggest complaint.
In a class once, we were
discussing the ways in which
a certain area of the school
could improve and as time
went on, hands flew up faster
and faster, as cries of: "Ugh!
Me too!" "It's so stupid," and
"That's ridiculous. They really

need to get their act together,"
echoed around the room. I
volunteered my opinion, but
my positive comment sank
amidst the sea of negativity.
People love to complain.
They love to talk about how
much change is needed and
how someone really ought to
do something about that. So,
why aren't more people doing
something about that? Why
aren't more people stepping up
to the plate and, to paraphrase
the popular quote, becoming
the change they wish to see in
the world?
I believe it's because people
don't believe in the power
of one anymore. What is the

power of one? The power
of one is the power of one
individual to make a difference
in the world. Maybe you think,
"Oh, I'm in college, I don't have
the time or money to make a
difference." Or, "I'm only one
person. What difference can
I make?" Well I am here to
tell you that you can make a
difference. Let me break it
down for you.
The power of one starts
with just that: one. It starts
with you and your vision,
your dream. It begins with
being dissatisfied with the
way things have always been
done and then turning that
dissatisfaction into action. You

have to ask yourself, without
weighing the costs, obstacles
or risks: "What do I believe
to be the best solution to this
problem?" There's your vision.
Now that you have your
vision, you find others
around you, in your sphere
of influence, that feel the
same way you do. United by
a common goal, you are no
longer one, but several. Do you
see how the train is picking up
steam? From there, the several
of you slowly expand your
circle. You find more and more
people who share your vision.
You write a petition, organize
an awareness event and tell
others to tell others. Slowly,

the idea spreads. Your circle of
influence grows. Pretty soon
your audience grows from
your best friend, to your state
representative, the president
of your university, or the
head of the Southern Union
Conference. Perhaps, even
the world. Think of Thomas
Edison, Henry Ford, Ghandi
and Jesus. All noble people
started with a radical idea and
followed it through until they
saw it become a reality.
It's not enough to be
dissatisfied. You must be the
change you wish to see in the
world. You must believe in the
power of one.

The cultural trend of caring more about our own spheres
MICHAEL HADLEY
COND!IIJIOI

There's a disturbing trend
occurring more and more in
the current generation that's
growing up, and it's going to
be more disturbing the older
we get. This trend is lack of
caring, and I don't mean being
loving or nice. I mean having
principles and cortvictions.
This leads to being uninformed
and uninvolved. We grew up
as a generation in the gos, full
of participation trophies and
gold stars for effort. We were
rewarded just for showing
up. But the older you get you
find out showing up isn't
what gets you the reward.
The reward comes after you
show up, and do something.
This is something we don't
do. We care more about our
own spheres. We've become
more narcissistic. We cultivate
our lives on social media;
we are the public relations
secretaries of our own lives.
This has further insulated us
from actually hearing harsh
truths about who we are and
is further fastening us to our
own ideals and beliefs. Instead
of searching out what we
believe to be true, we accept
things at face value. There is
no comparing of alternative
ideas or looking at the other
side of the coin. We create false
worlds and populate them with
people who think, look and act
just like us. All this leads to
one thing, more strife between
people with differences. It
makes us less kind, more

PHaro FROM SXC.HU

cynical and a lot less forgiving.
Our culture cultivated by an
entertainment driven public
has made things even worse.
We are more concerned with
the Kardashians, who is dating
who· or what the latest gossip
is. Whether it's celebrities
or people closer to us, these
things have only decreased our
already short attention span.
This is why a couple months
later no one is talking about
Sandy Hook or why we make
laws against guns and not laws

to help people. We are more
concerned with the apparent
problem rather than the deeper
cause. We don't care to know
more than the surface layer of
an issue; that's all we have time
for.
As this generation grows
up, it's going to make things
worse, not better. We need to
take action now to be informed
about the world we're growing
up in, the world we11 inherit. I
realize that the older you get,
things of true value become

meaningful to you, but maybe
starting earlier is a good idea.
Perhaps instead of watching
reality TV or reading gossip
posts, you read a book or read
articles about what's going
on in your government and
cou~try. Ignorance is what
creates prejudice. Being well
rounded is the mark of an
intelligent human being. This
means reading things you
disagree with because it is
important to at least be able to
understand the other side of an

issue. When you understand
an issue, you are able to talk
about the issue, not your
ideology. This is the problem
with American politics: we
debate ideologies instead of
ideas. When this happens,
there's no room for critical
thought. So, instead of pulling
a Netflix marathon, read about
something that's important,
something that affects
someone other than you. Strive
not only to be a good student,
but a good person.
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A peace that surpasses all of our understanding
CHARLEs CAMMACK

eating dessert. There were two
empty chairs, so my friend
and I sat down and talked with
The class was Aging and them. Halfway through the
Society. A few of my friends and conversation I realized that,
I decided to take it together for like us young folk, Ms. Nelva
an easy "A." From the research was merely appeasing the
we gathered, there were only. other lady during the meal and
a few journals and a final couldn't wait to get back to her
research paper, but nothing room. I learned later she only
too extensive. The first class eats one meal outside of her
period the syllabi were passed room because it's more of an
around and, with our "summer. annoyance than an enjoyment
mode" still hanging around, for her to eat with the other
we skimmed the pages. I don't residents.
"None of them can hear,"
remember which of us caught
it first, but there it was, in bold, Nelva said. "I spend the whole
"20%: 20 hours of service- meal repeating myself over and
learning."
over, louder and louder."
You'd think she'd be
Immediately, I raised my
hand to inquire of what most in heaven living in a place
certainly had to be an oversight surrounded by "peers," but
on behalf of the professor. none of the residents are ever
There was no oversight, she the topic of conversation.
"I need to start making
said; in fact, it had just been
adopted into the curriculum arrangements," she said during
for that class for the first time. a certain visit. "I want to make
What did the service-learning sure everything is in order
requirement mean? We had because I'm not getting any
to visit with old people, which younger."
I didn't show it, but hearing
I've felt should never be a
forced encounter after days those words hit me pretty hard.
of visiting nursing homes on I immediately thought of my
Sabbath afternoons. My friend great-grandmother, Leila. In
and I chose to visit the nearby almost every conversation
Morning Pointe assisted living we've had in the past year
residence in Ooltewah. The or so she always says, ''I'm
first day we went I met Ms. tired,. Charles, don't you
think it's time for me to go?"
Nelva.
Ms. Nelva was sitting in the "No, Big Grandma," (as we
dining area with another lady affectionately call her), "you've

CONTRIBIITQR
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Earlier in the year, art students assisted elderly residents with painting.

got a lot more years left."
When Ms. Nelva made
the arrangements comment,
I knew exactly what she was
talking about, but I guess I
hadn't really pondered its
reality. Over the past school
year, she became a part of my
community and the thought
of her not being in that·
community wasn't something
I wanted to entertain.
Webster's dictionary
defines community as "a
unified group of individuals."
There are umpteen sub
definitions under this, but all
of them point to this singular

premise: a community is not
necess~rily a physical place. In
fact, it usually isn't.
I'm about to finish my junior
year in college, which means
graduation will be here before
I know it. Though I've come to
love Southern dearly, leaving
the physicality of it won't be
hard. The lifelong friendships
I've created here are not tied
to this physical place, but
rather are an example of the
true meaning of the word
community. One day in the
near future, possibly even in
a year, Ms. Nelva will also
graduate. I think her peace has

Redefining your career potential
JEREMY MooRE
DESSIE HOElZEL
CONIRIBliTQRS

What role are your parents
playing in your professional
development? Is it possible
mom and dad might be
h'a mpering your ability to
step foot into the working
world with confidence? While
it is great to have a support
system to fall back on, the
statistics regarding parental
involvement are alarming.
Sociologist Laura Hamilton
found that greater parental
contributions in the lives of
college students correlated
with lower grades. A December
2011 survey by the Pew
Research Center found that 53
percent of 18 to 24 year-olds
live at home or moved back
in for a period of time. This
population was found to have
lower levels of critical thinking,

complex reasoning and writing
at the end of college.
These "b'o om era n g
graduates" represent the 40
percent of college graduates
who failed to obtain real world
experience relating to their
program of study. Internships
do matter. According to
consulting and research firm,
Millennia! Branding, nine out
of ten employers prefer hiring
an entry-level applicant that
has completed one or two
internships before graduation.
Fifty-five percent of the
national May 2012 graduating
class had an internship and/ or
co-op experience.
The type of internship is
important, too. Of the class of
2012, 63 percent of paid interns
received job offers compared to
41percent of unpaid interns.
Paid interns also spent more
time on professional tasks than
their unpaid counterparts.

The mainstream media judgments when conducting
can be a discouraging voice a job search. Instead ask
when it comes to finding yourself, ·-~:Does my degree
jobs after graduation. NPR qualify me for this position?
recently ran a news story about Is this the field in which I wish
unemployed college graduates. to begin my career?" If the
But jobs are out there. Entry- answer is yes, follow through.
level employment and
How you feel towards
college recruitment continue the likelihood of being hired
to increase. The National doesn't matter so long as you
Association of Colleges and are qualified. Regardless of
Employers surveyed more . how parents may react to your
than 6o companies regarding process of finding a job posttheir summer hiring and college, go with confidence.
found the total number of We've all been unsure of
open positions for just those ourselves at some point in our
companies exceeded 24,000. lives only to find we were more
Disappointingly, more than capable than imagined. Give
1,400 of those positions went yourself a chance. Buckle down
unstaffed. Where were the and complete the process.
applicants?
Schedule an appointment
Graduates focused on with Career Services if you need
finding a career are more assistance creating a resume,
successful than those simply networking, preparing for and
looking for work. The process interview and/or searching for
requires preparation and a job or internship.
effort. Avoid making snap

come from her understanding
of the meaning of community.
And then 1ih~re will be heaven:
the ultimate group of unified
individuals.

UPCOMING

EVENTS

PLAY ALONG

WITH THE

cso
Apr. 21. 11:30 a.m.
First Tennessee
Pavilion in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $25

ltf1':t BUG-A-

W

PAL'OzA:ts
Apr. 21, 8 a.m.
Camp Jordan
in East Ridge, TN
Price: $4

ANDY
GRAMMER
Apr. 18, 8:30p.m.
Center Stage
Theatre in
Atlanta, TN
Price: $26
NASHVILLE
FILM
FESTIVAL
Apr.18-25,
varying times
Regal Green
Hills Stadium in
Nashville, TN
Price: $12 per
movie
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One-on-one with a great one: Matt Vaughan
DAVIS WAllACE
SPORTS EDITQR

Matt Vaughan, sophomore
long term care administration
major, talks about his experience playing tennis and the
advantage it has compared to
other sports.
When was the first t:im.e
you played tennis?
I started freshman year of
high school. My family was
always into it, so I started to
watch it on 1V more. From
then on, I really liked tennis,
so I would take a racquet
outside and just practice by
myself. Every now and then
my Dad would help me, but
a lot of the game !taught to
myself or watched the pros.
What was the hardest
skill to learn when playing tennis?
The hardest shot was the
topspin backhand. That's the
one I really had to work on
over and over. When playing
with people, I would dwell
on that shot. You can teach
yourselfforehand, backhand
and the different spins, but
with tennis it really is just
trial and error.

What's your miJldset
playing an individual
sport compared to a team
sport?
When playing tennis, it is
all you. If you do well, you
can pat yourself on the back.
If you do bad, you have to
motivate yourself to get better. You can't blame anyone
else; it's purely you. That's
what I love about tennis.
When you go on a basketball
court or football field, you
give it your all. You're a team
player, but someone else
could make a mistake.
How does yotir mindset
change when it comes to
doubles?
When I play doubles, I
never get mad at my teammate when they mess up
because we're a team. So, I
try to focus on not making
mistakes and try encouraging my teammate even when
they mess up.
Can you talk about
your experience playing
in the tennis tournament
atSAU?
The tennis tournament is
awesome. The reason I like
it is because people are really
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Matt Vaughan is an avid tennis player.

into it, and you get to meet
and play with new people
and understand their skill
level. Most of the people I

know how old that guy is!
He's just so consistent. Actually, I think he won the Talge
Hall tournament last year. I
know he beat me in the semifinals.
Name one aspect of
your game you could improveon.
I need get to a consistent
serve and better placement
on my serve. If you can hit it
down the line with spin, that's
when you get aces, so I really
need to work on t[lat. Until
I can get a serve of140 mph
like [Andy] Roddick, I should
keep working on mine.
Do you think footwork
is the most important
part?
Sometimes people are
focused on just hitting the
ball instead of moving around
to hit the ball. Personally, if
my shot is off, I try to move
around and be quicker on my
feet. That gives me a more
comfortable stroke when I hit
the ball.

play now I met in the tennis
tournament last year. My
hardest opponent so far has
been Dr. Greg King. I don't

Lance Matthews, two-time racquetball champion
w

DAVIS
AU.ACE
SPOR'fS Enn:oa

Lance Matthews, senior
graphic design major and
two-time racquetball tournament champion, started his
love for racquetball back in

played. Last year, the racquetball tournament was a
round robin format. Everyone played everyone in the

total points scored on me in
the 12 total games last year,"
Matthews said.
This year, it was a double

1999·

"My mom is the one that
got me into the sport; she
played when she was in college, so she wanted me to
play."
Matthews also said that he
had his own personal coach
and played at the YMCA
until 2000. Matthews went
on an eight year hiatus from
racquetball when his family
moved to Florida in 2004.
However, when he got back to
the Collegedale area a couple
of years ago, he rekindled old
flames.
Once Matthews heard
about the racquetball tournament at Southern Adventist
University, he was excited
at the opportunity to play
against his peers but wished
it had been better advertised
because only 10 to 12 people

-
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Lance Matthews in raquetball !!Ourt on campus.

tournament, and at the end
of that, whoever had the best
record, won the tournament.
"I think 15 points were the

elimination format, and
Matthews cruised to another
championship, beating his
opponeJ}t 15-4, then 15-5.

Matthews said it was kind
of funny because he started
off pretty slow, and his opponents tended to not try as
hard, and that is when Matthews made his comeback and
took over the game.
Throughout his time playing at Southern, Matthews
has never lost an actual racquetball game, just a couple
of sets here and there. When
he plays matches, he has tried
his best to anticipate where
the ball is going to get the best
shot possible. Another technique of his is to have a good
racquet that has a lot of grip,
but his' number one thing is to
wear a glove.
"My glove helps me a lot. If
you're hitting and winging so
fast and hard without a glove,
your hit won't be as powerful," Matthews said.
Matthews knows all about
power when it comes to hitting a racquetball.
"I'm not a 100 percent sure,
but I think I can hit a [racquetball] at least 100 mph,"
Matthews said.
There has been talk of

Matthews playing against PE,
Health and Wellness office
manager and former racquetball professional, Darin
Bissell.
"We haven't set anything
up yet, but Boyd keeps bugging me about it," Matthews
said.
Matthews goes on to say
that Bissell taught his racquetball class for one day, and
they got to play cut-throat
(one vs. one vs. one), and he
only got five points on Bissell.
"I do want to play him in
singles even though I think
he'll destroy me," Matthews
said.
Matthews thinks his advantage on Bissell is his age.
"He's starting to get older, so
he might be slower too. I'll
try to keep it high and try to
out hustle him," Matthews
said.
Hopefully, this dream
matchup will come to reality,
and then we wjll be able to
find out who the true king of
racquetball at Southern is.
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, Aprilt8
na, Convocation: Enactus, Iles
3p, Senior International Student Workshop, Lynn Wood 320
7P, Modem Languages Film Series, Miller 201
Friday, April19
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall Front Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up -leaves Southern every
112 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
West Side 4 Jesus - Playing Flag Football
8p, Vespers: Concert, Church
8:30p, Star Watch, Hickman Parking Lot
8:17P, Sunset
9:30p, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)

'fliuRsDAY, APRIL

18, 2013

10:15a, French Sabbath School (Miller Room 201)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)
10:15a, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room 105)
11:30a, CPR: Christian People Revived Church Service, Thatcher Chapel
11:35a, Connect- Andy Nash (CA)
11:35a, Renewal, Dave Smith (Church)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (WrightHall Steps)
Patten Towers (Door 2 Door Ministry)
~
7:30p, Evensong, Organ: Sarah Ferguson, Reader: Robby Rainey, Church
Student Organizations/Departments/Schools Parties, Various Times & Locations

Sunday, April 21
No Field Trips or Tours (21-27)
Board of Trustees Meeting
Friends of McKee Library Used Book Sale (21-May 5)
Noon-6:30p, McKee Library Open
·
8p, SA Strawberry Festival (Iles PE Center)

Monday, April 22
Saturday, April 20
GRE Subject Exams, Lynn Wood
9a & 10:15a, Adoration: Dave Smith, Church
9:30a, The Fountain (Thatcher South White Oak Room)
9:30a, Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
10a, Falling in Love with Jesus: Women Only (CA Library)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room 109 CA)
10a, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room 102)
lOa, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
·
10a, Heartbeat SS (Improv at Fleming Plaza)
10a, CPR: Christian People Revived (Thatcher Chapel)
lOa, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Conference Room)

Tuesday, April 23
Anxiety & Depression Awareness Week (23-25)

Wednesday, April24
Student Appreciation Day, Various Locations
7:30p, SA Senate, White Oak Room

[Student Life Announce1nents]
- Student Appreciation Day is Wednesday, April24. Come check out all of the fun things (zip line, food deals, massage, golf cart, car wash, etc.) that are planned · ·
for that day. Posters with more details will be put up around campus next Monday.
-Volkswagen Symphony Series with Elvis Mahler on Sunday, April 28 at 3:00p.m. Tickets are FREE while they last at the Student Services office.

[SA Announcements.]

reception. Rhinestone tiara easy to attach with bobby pins. Veil sheer can cover
face or layered veil behind head. Asking $150 for set
Contact Shelli at (423) 432-3172

-The Strawberry Festival is on Sunday, April 21 at 8 p.m. in Iles PE Center.
This is a celebration of the year in pictures and video about 75 minutes lorig.
Yearbooks will be available at this event. There will also a strawberry treat
given out. This is a Southern tradition that you will not want to miss. ·
-Yearbooks will be available in tbe SA office beginning on Monday, April22 if
you miss picking up your copy at Strawberry Fest.
- SA Senate Surprise Day has been cancelled for this Friday, April19 and will be
-held on Friday, April 26. Look for details on posters and SA Facebook.

Your newly elected SA officers are looking for people to join Duck Squad - the
committee that plans all the SA parties. Our goal is to have parties that are simple, effective, and different, all whilst establishing new traditions and brining
everyone together. We are looking for creative people across a broad spectrtrm
of talents and interests - thinkers and doers. If this sounds like something you
are interested in email shantihollis@southern.edu or visit the 8£ office for an
application.

[ Classifieds]
Wedding Dress for Sale:

Complete Nutrition of Chattanooga is very passionate about helping people
achieving their health and fitness goals. They would like to show their appreciation to Southern students by providing a 22% discount on purchases during the
first Mon-Wed of each month. Please stop by our store next to Bone Fish Grill
on G).lllbarrel Rd near Hamilton Place Mall, or call at 423.710-3671, and ask for
Adam. -

Bought at Davids Bridal for $8oo. Size 4· White with platinum beading on bodice and skirt of dress capped sleeves and dress train bustle to pull up train for

•

....

If you're looking for a place to stay.

ask .for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

O'SPRINGS
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Meme by Brody Weidamann

Hey girt.
Can't walt
toaeeyou
camprockln
that adventlat
pproved
on•plece
lifeguard
awlmault and a
f nny pack.

Last week
of
classes
I. if

"I'm hip and cool. Just the other day I went to KR'S and orderd a Harlem Shake."
- Gordon Bietz
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Gym-Masters demonstrate how to be a warrior in themed home show
-:1<\:: ...

AsHLEY NooNAN

SuuWama

On April 6 and April 7,
Gym-Masters performed their
Home Show in lies P.E. Center for more than 1, 750 people.
This year's theme, "Be a Warrior: put on the full armor of
God," is based around Ephesians 6:10-18.
The theme was chosen by
Rick Schwarz, head coach of
Gym-Masters, and has been
the team's focus all school
year.
Alyssa Cotter, freshmen
nursing major and member

of Gym-Masters, said her
premiere Home Show was an
amazing experience.
"I was nervous about doing
my first Gym-Master Home
show, but it turned out pretty
well. It was a lot of hard work
that paid off," Cotter said.
Schwarz narrated the show,
portrayed as a grandpa, trying
to entertain his four granddaughters. He tried to occupy
their time with "old-school"
videogames. The Gym-Masters portrayed "Pacman" and
"Mario" in a routine, which appeared to be a crowd pleaser.
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The show emphasized that
a warrior does not worry about
himself but about others. It
is important for a warrior to
trust others and to wear the armor of God. The Gym-Masters
showed that the battle is not
with others but rather there is
a battle in each person. A warrior focuses on the King.
The Korean plank, similar
to teeter board, and a duo silk
routine were new this year.
There were different circus
acts including the Russian
bar and sword juggling in a
two high. One Gym-Master

showed his skills on the rings
like that seen in the Olympics.
There were a wide variety
of "warriors" represented in
this year's show, including superheroes, pirates and medieval characters that revealed a
warrior's strengths.
Before the show began,
Jessica Helm, sophomore
health science major, received
the "Daphne Alyse Knecht
Gym-Master Spirit Endowed
Scholarship." The scholarship
began last year after Daphne
Knecht, former Gym-Master,
died of brain cancer on Jan.

28, 2012. Helm is the second
Gym-Master to receive this
scholarship.
On "Daphne's Warriors"
Facebook page, Helm wrote, "I
consider it to be such an honor
to be associated with a character like Daphne's."
Schwarz began the idea of
having a themed Home Show
thirteen years ago when he
first became the head coach.
"It happened by accident
my first year. I wasn't planning on doing it every year
and then it just continued,"
Schwarz said.

days until

jill
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Students enjoy celebrated Gaelic artist from Disney Pixar's "Brave"

Photo by Logan Foil
Julie Fowl is plays instruments in addition to singing during her concert.

MoRIAH ARTERBERRY
STAFF WaiTER

Folk singer of the year,
Julie Fowlis, also known as

the voice from Disney Pixar's
soundtrack "Brave," performed for an evening convocation on April 8 in Ackerman

Auditorium.
Fowlis has won multiple
Gaelic Singer of the Year and
Album of the Year awards in

a variety of Scottish and folk
award ceremonies.
Vashti Daly, sophomore
biology major, said that
while she had seen the movie
"Brave," she had not heard of
Julie Fowlis prior to the convocation.
"It was a very passionate
and zesty performance," Daly
said.
Alyssa Cheung, sophomore medical laboratory science major, said that she came
to hear Fowlis simply because she was the voice from
"Brave."
"I really enjoyed it. It is definitely something that I would
listen to again," Cheung said.
Pam Dietrich, administrative assistance of Student Services, said that Bill Wohlers,
vice president of Student
Services, was traveling in
New York and met her at an
Art Presenters Conference.
Through that connection, they
were able to book Fowlis for a
performance.

"We have had her booked
since last February because
the student calendar needs to
be completed by April," Dietrich said.
The concert was open to
both community residents and
Southern students with tickets
priced at $5 for adults, $12 for
families and free with a Southern ID card.
Dietrich shared they were
not expecting the amount of
people that attended.
"Ackerman holds 250 people, and we were packed to the
point where a lot people had
to stand or sit out in the hallway," Dietrich said.
All of the songs performed
were in traditional Scottish
Gaelic. Fowlis, along with
her accompaniments, Eamon
Doorley, who helped with vocals, Duncan Chishlom on
the fiddle and Tony Byrne on
guitar, performed 16 songs in
total.

Students join Southern Union to create young adult ministry
ANNALYSE
MANAGING

HASIY

Emma

Three Southern students
have teamed up with the
Southern Union to create
UNITE Ministries Conference. UNITE is a new young
adult ministry targeting 18 to
25 year-olds that live in the
Southern Union. UNITE seeks
to connect young adults to one
another, God and connects
them with local church families.
Ryan Becker, junior theology major, is the director and
founder of UNITE.

"We realized that there
was a need for targeted young
adult ministry because there
is none, really. We wanted to
fill that need and figured this
would be the best way to do it,"
Becker said.
UNITE is a series of conferences along with an online presence, made up of a
website, blog and the UNITE
church network (UCN). The
UCN is a growing list of
churches that are safe environments for young adults to
be involved and 'find a community.
"A safe environment mean-
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UNITE is made up of Becker,
Michael Hadley, senior mass
communication major, Tony
Anobile, junior theology and
archaeology major and Rick
Anderson, YES Ministries
public school recruitment coordinator for enrollment services.
UNITE will have three conferences this suminer, mark-

ing the very beginning of their ally trying to do something
work. The conferences last one about it," Hadley said.
day and are free.
The Southern Union decidThe first conference will be ed to completely fund Becker
in Orlando, Florida, on May · and his team's efforts. Anyone
26. Next will be Asheville, involved with UNITE works
North Carolina on June 2 and on a volunteer basis.
then Chattanooga, Tennessee,
"It's not reinventing the
on June g. Each conference wheel. It's not rebranding
has a different speaker and is the church. It's reconnecting
capped at 200 attendees.
youth to the faith in a way that
"At these conferences, we is relevant. That's part of our
are going to be worshiping to- goal: to reconnect people with
gether and exploring effective churches and other young
ways for young adults to live adults in their area," Hadley
their faith iq their daily lives," said.
Becker said.
UNITE launched their
The idea for UNITE was website, uniteconference.org,
planted a year ago from a dis- one week ago and have already
cussion Becker had with Me- had online responses. The
lissa Tortal, Christian service team is also planning a fourprogram director for Service day conference in October and
Learning. It was not until to expand next calendar year.
Becker was able to present
"This is not an end all to
the idea to several Southern young adult ministry. This is
Union youth leaders at this a step in the right direction.
year's prayer conference that Young adults are a group that
his dreams became a reality.
needs to be more focused on,
Hadley is content director that feel largely abandoned,
for UNITE and is in charge of and are looking for ways to inwebsite copy, publications and vest their faith. We want to see
blog management.
this grow, we want to replicate
"We hear that (young this throughout the NAD,"
adults] are leaving the church, Becker said.
we hear why they are leaving
Go online to uniteconferthe church, we have heard that ence.org/oneday to register
something needs to be done for conferences or get involved
about it. But no one has done by emailing info@uniteconanything about it, as far as I ference.org.
can see. So now we are actu-

•
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Senate makes monetary donation to renovate student missionary housing
AsHLEY RICH

Senate granted a financial
petition of $2,000 to Craig
Foster, junior financial director of Student Association,
to help Hospital Adventista
in Valle de Angles, Honduras during spring break. The
money helped buy new supplies for the hospital kitchen
anu rooms; new sheets for the
patients, Bibles and evangelistic materials were also purchased. A local orphanage in
need of financial support was
also helped by the donation.
Foster visited his sister
Latoya Foster, senior nursing major during spring break
who is volunteering at the hospital. Heariift about the needs
of the hospital and the ba~

here is
something
that everyone can do to
help support
the student
. . .
missionanes
emotionally.

''

economy in Honduras, Foster
decided to petition Senate for
funds. Garrison Hayes, Student Association president
allotted Foster $2,000 for the
trip instead of the original request of $8oo. ·
Depending on ones viewpoint, these situations have
not been a common topic for
Senate meetings, where their
time and money is placed in
student-based events. Foster
has been the only person to
ask Student Association for
money to take abroad, making
the chance of the request becoming apart of their budget
minimal. Doug Frood, financial adviser to Student Association, was not present in the
last few Senate meetings to
discuss these decisions.
"It was a one-time proposal

to purchase needs for the hos- pretty well by the student mispital not necessarily for the sions' office," Foster said.
But there is something that
student missionaries themselves," said Ethan White, se- everyone can do to help supnior vice president of Student port the student missionaries
emotit>nally. Writing them
Association.
Julie Norton, the student letters, perhaps even sending
missions' coordinator has them a package can make a big
discussed several different difference.
"If you don't do anything,
times with Student Association presidents about joining nothing will happen. They're
a causes to benefit the student · away from home, workmissionaries abroad; but it ing everyday while we have
has not been a tangible project fun. It can be really depressing at times, that's why I talk
until Foster's petition.
"We'd love to' partner more to Latoya everyday," Foster
said. J.atoya will have spent
with SA!" Norton said.
Everi if Senate does not one year abroad, and will resee fit the financial support turn home May 12. Because
abroad, [Southern has] stu- of Latoya's strong and selfless
dent missionaries abroad who example, Foster plans on be·might need the attention in- coming a student missionary
himself.
stead.
"They are taken care of

·Experiential Learning program expands at Southern
BEN LoWERY
SuFFW.ma

Southern is looking into
expanding its experiential
learning program. The university gives credit for several
items considered experiential
learning arready such as CLEP
exams, independent study
and high ACT scores in math.
Students who are certified iJ}
SCUBA, lifeguarding and WSI
(water safety instructor) also
apply.
The Senate is looking into
expanding this program to
include previous work experience and having the person
turn in a portfolio to document fulfillment of course objectives. For instance, people
in the military, business, industry, management, etc. have
done work in a real world setting.
Dava Berrong, junior nursing major, said she does not
understand why the system is
potentially set up for you to
take classes you already have
experience in.
"I think it's a good idea
for Southern to have this in
place," Berrong said.
Robert Benge, professor in
the School of Physical Education, Health and Wellness and
~hair of the university Senate
said, "If these people want to
come to Southern to work on
a degree then I think this previous work experience couid
count for some of their class
work. As long as it applied to
the degree they were working

The scuba diving class traveled to Blue Grotto Springs in Florida for their checkout dives.

on."
The Senate this year appointed Benge with the task
of researching this issue and
bringing a report and recommendations to the Senate.

Kathy Goddard, assistant
professor for the E~sh department and secretary Senate
said, "This will not be in place
for next year. If the school did
implement credit for experi-

ential learning, it would go
through a more in-depth evaluation before any committee
with autbority would approve
it."
·
Benge said he plans on.

having this ready for the 201415 school year.
"I have one more year on
the senate and will continue
to work on it next year," Benge
· said.
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·Daniel Diet participants celebrate with an Agape Feast
next year. Now, I know without a doubt that He does."
The fasting period was
definitely not easy. Kather-

The diet
involved giv. ing up food,
with a focus
on eating
healthy and
connecting
LOJ?"
After fasting for 28 days, students gorged themselves with fruits, vegetables, and bread at an agape feast.

important part of the diet.
"I've been living on a lot of
rice cakes," Kirstein said with
Daniel Diet coordinator a laugh.
Following the worship
Katie Schuen, junior community wellness major, arranged service, attendees were led to
a final celebratory worship Hulsey where Schuen, Caitlin
and meal for Daniel Diet par- Hobbs, senior health science
ticipants and their guests at and accounting major, and
the Hulsey Wellness Center on sponsor and adjunct professor
March 7·
for the online campus, Lilly
Brennon Kirstein, chap- Tryon, had organized a true
lain for the Chaplain's Office, feast of fresh vegetables and
led attendees in a foot-wash- fruit, bean soup, hummus,
ing ceremony, communion tabouleh and bread. Brook
and short message be~ore the Bernhardt, sophomore allied
feast.
health major, said that the
"The Daniel fast ends to- feast was an appropriate way
night," Kirstein said. "There to end the Daniel Diet.
"The diet involved giving
are two main benefits of fast'ng: exercising character de- up food, with a focus o~ eating
e!opment and spiritual per- healthy and connecting with
eption."
God," Bernhardt said. "Now
During the 28-day fast, we can come together and celtudents avoided all processed ebrate it."
oods, sugar and even bread. .
While enjoying the food,
inding alternatives was an paJ1icipants were able to stand
GEORGIA STANDillH

SuFF Wam•

and share their testimonies
and experiences during the
28-day fast. Andres Palacios,
senior theology major, admitted to struggling with a craving.
"[I was tempted when]
friends would bring pizza
when they'd come over to
study," Palacios said.
Palacios said he eventually
caved to the allure of pizza, but
it wasn't worth it.
"It didn't even taste good.
I realized I had two options:
quit, or keep going. And it's
the same with our spiritual
life," Palacios said.
Some participants had
decided to tie the fast with · a
particular spiritual goal. Bernltardt said she sought wisdom
once food was removed as a
distracter.
"My spiritual aspect was to
see if God wanted me to go to
Peru as a student missionary

enior' s excellence recognized
the award ceremony and welcomed the graduates by expressing the pride Southern
Southern's Social Commit- has for those entering the
ee hosted a banquet in recog- work world with a college deition of graduating students gree from Southern Advep.tist
n Sunday, April 7, in the Din- University.
ng Hall.
Recipients were chosen
Seniors gr11-duating in by the deans of each school
ay 2013 enjoyed an evening based on the most outstandf Italian cuisine and mu- ing students from a total of
ic provided by Dining Hall 18 departments and schools.
taff while faculty presented The banquet hosted a total of
wards from each school.
l_lpproximately 400 attendees,
Ben Wygal represented • . eluding staff, family rnemresidept Gordon Bietz at bers and other guests.

Awards were given to students who met a grade point
average requirement and displayed leadership qualities,
among other qualifications.
Shauna Chung, senior music and English major, said
she was notified she would be ....
receiving the English Major of
the Year award before the banquet. •
"I was so thankful for the
department's kindness and
opportunity to represent
them," Chung said.

with God''
ine Huddleston, senior liberal
arts education major, said she

struggled with and overcame
physical repercussions of the
fast.
"I had caffeine tremors for
days. The migraines ended after day three. Because of this
fast, my life is changed forever," Huddleston said.
Judit Manchay, sophomore
theology major, said she grappled with another dilemma .
"I really don't have time. It
took time to cook for myself.
'fhe cafeteria really helped,"
Manchay said.
"It's not cheap to eat '
healthy on campus," Adam
Sawyer, sophomore literature
evangelism major, said. "That
should be changed."
At the end of the night,
successful participants were
awarded at-shirt with the slogan "I completed the Daniel
Fast with God by my side."
"The Daniel fast was cen- '
tered on God," Schuen said.
"He's the only one who.. deserves glory."

j[
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SOUTHERN
IVEINTY

ACVENTl~iT ~

Advancement Call Center
Building Relationships with Alumni and Friends

We Thank
the following busipesses for their support
through the incentives program for the callers.
These students have raised over $142,000
to date this year.
,
Aji Peruvian Restaurant
Applebee's
Cici's Pizza
Dairy Queen
China Kitchen
4 Corners Cafe
- Tropical Produce
Agent Rodney Landrus from Allstate Financial
Services LLC
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Social Work students address issue to senator

JANELLE BILLINGLY
C OND IBUI

Fourteen Social Welfare
Issues and Policy students
went to Washington D.C. on
March 17 to meet with senators
and staffers from the United
States Senate to discuss pieces
of legislation that they are
passionate about.
The bills that the students
presented to the office of
the Tennessee Senator Bob
.Corker covered the issues of
gun control, federal salaries,

mental health care reform
and accountability of law
enforcement officers.
The students researched
and prepared for this trip
weeks in advance, creating
policy briefs and researching
their topics.
"I felt prepared," Leah
Castellano, senior social work
major, said. "I figured it would
be easy enough."
This experien ce was a
great learning experience
for many of the students and

allowed them to witness many
historical monuments.
Tania Barry, senior social
work major, said that she
appreciated the opportunity to
get an un-close of the American
government and was reminded
how easy and necessary it is
for the common man to be
involved.
"What an honor to be
in the highest court in the
land where greats, such as
the current justices and my
favorite, Thurgood Marsh all,

PHOTO CO.:TIUB!iTED BY JA. 'F.l.I.E BILL!. 'GLY

Social Work students and faculty present bills in Wasington, D.C.

sat. I gained a sense of renewed
pride in my country," Barry
·
said.
While in Washington D.C.,
students were given a private
tour through the United
States Capitol after presenting
their bills to Senator Corker's
office. They were also given
the opportunity to meet with
professionals in their field.
This trip allowed Southern
students to experience the rare

opportunity of seeing social
work and policy in action.
Kristie Wilder, assistant
professor for the School of
Social Work, said she hopes
students saw how policies
connect us to our broader,
national community.
"I hope students were able
to take away how social change
happens at the federal policy
level," Wilder said .

MASTER'S DEGREE
IN BUSINESS
Business With a Biblical Perspective
You'll acquire the skills you need
to be successful in today's workforce-based on the biblical
principles of hone~, integrity,
and high ethical standards.
It's convenient.
Each class is held one day a week
Full- and part-time tracks are available,
and the MBA can be completed in
as little as one year.

It's affordable.
Southern's competitively priced
program IS a valuable investment in
your future.

Call or visit online to find out
how you can get started.
• Master of Business Administration

(also online)
• Master of Financial Management
• Master of Science in Administration
• Dual Degree--MSN and MBA

(also o nline)

•
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Life is short and eternity and is long, long, long
SAMSON CHAMA
CONTRIBUTOR

-------

On this anniversary of my
son Chakomboka Chama's
passing, I reflect on the
goodness of God, on His
continued presence and on
His will as it has unfolded
during this one year. It was a
beautiful Sabbath morning on
that April14. That morning as
my son prepared for church,
he looked poised and ready
for the Sabbath, which was his
best day of the week. After the
sermon elapsed and church
was over, my son and Justin,
his friend, were waiting for me
in the lounge where I eventually
joined them, chatted and
headed for the car. On our
way outside the sanctuary
my son introduced me to his
friends, a motion he always
cherished. There, he and his
friends briefly exchanged
notes about a Collegedale
Alumni basketball tournament
that was scheduled for that
Sabbath evening.
After a short while of
resting at home, Justin pulled
in our yard with his parents,
and they took my son to spend
the Sabbath afternoon with
them. I assured my son as
soon as he left the entrance
door that when he came back
home, I would go with him to
the tournament. Soon, my son
called me, and we chatted for
a while-my last conversation
with him on earth.
A few hours after talking
with my son, I felt an unusual
but strong urge to go out-just
out-I didn't know where. So,
I got in my car and decided to
drive. As I neared Standifer
Gap School, his old school,
I received a call from one of
my son's friends who was
crying uncontrollably on
the phone, shouting that my
son was missing. A flood of
confusing and mixed thoughts
hit my mind as I tried to make
meaning and contemplate on

what had happened to my son.
At that point, I felt compelled
to quickly utter a prayer in
which I asked God to intervene
in whatever situation my son
was in. This was a test of faith
on my part because as I tried
to focus and rest my mixed
thoughts on Jesus, the devil
was busy throwing all kinds of
confusing suggestions into my
mind.
Later that Sabbath evening,
we received confirmation
that my son had died from
drowning and that his death
was sacrificial as he attempted
to save his distressed friend,
Justin. This was it; life on
earth can be taken in the snap
of a second as the Lord deems
it fit. Although my journey
since my son died has been
difficult and painful, I thank
God continually for a closer
and richer relationship that
has ensued from this tragedy.
Based on this experience, I
have drawn a few lessons that
might be helpful as we daily
walk with Jesus:
1.
Life is short but
eternity is long, long, long: As
followers of Jesus you need
to live each day with the full
realization that your life on this
earth is short. As James says
[4:14 -ESV] no one knows what
tomorrow will bring because
we are a mist that appears for
a little time and then vanishes.
Yet eternity is long, long, long.
We all need to be ready and live
lives that truly reflect Jesus,
as we do not know when our
time and hour will come. Our
guarantee for eternity only lies
in a genuine, truthful and daily
walk with Jesus, a walk that
takes away all fear and worry
of death and a walk that ushers
one into Jesus' presence at
every moment of one's earthly
journey.
2.
Setting our priorities
right: Our earthly lives are
in preparation for heaven.
Accordingly, heaven ought to
be our first priority now more

PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY SAMSON CHAMA

Chakomboka Chama was sixteen when he died last April while rescuing a friend who was drowning.

than ever. Nothing on earth
can compare with the glories
that Jesus is preparing for us
as He solidly promises in John
14:1. No amount of training
and education attained, money
saved, or accolades acquired
can compare with what awaits
us in heaven. Whatever is
gained or attained on earth
should be used for the sole
purpose of praising God and
blessing others. What should
be our life priorities then?
The fundamental life priority
should by God's grace be to
cultivate values that make
an impression here on earth
and in heaven. These values
include love, care, hospitality,
gentleness, meekness, trust,

warmness, sacrifice, reverence,
happiness, friendship and
humility. These values are
eternal and they will play a
crucial role in shaping us for
heaven.
3.
Making Jesus the
Supreme Commander of our
lives: Jesusneedstobeawarded
the full commandership of our
lives, especially as we profess
to follow Him. This takes full
commitment, surrender and
trust. He needs to be given
space to lead and navigate
our lives and He will never
disappoint, as His way is
always the best. He will
provide mercy and grace
sufficient for unanticipated
but expected trials. In all the

bumps and suffering both
great and small, He will lift us
up to a level where we begin to
live lives of glory and praise.
Jesus knows what we best need
both now and for eternity;
he deeply understands our
life complexities that often
emerge and unfold when least
expected. He has the answers
to all of life's perplexities and
according to His unfathomable
wisdom takes care of them
volitionally. We need to show
our full resolve to trust the
Lord and let me be the supreme
commander of our lives. Rest
assured that you will not regret
your decisions to honor the
Commander.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

O'SPRINGS
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Fixing the old before building the new

PHOTO FROM So!ITHER.1'.EDU
CONTRIRIITOR

Back when you were in high
school, you may remember
getting brochures from more
colleges than you knew existed.
Given you are here at Southern
now, I assume you received
a few from them as well. I
remember those brochures
boasting about all Southern
had to offer. Everything
seemed available from the
different options for food and
chur es in the area to the
astonishingly high percentages
of people who have met their
spouse at Southern. However,
one thing they failed to brag
about was the living quarters.
One would be hard pressed
to find a dorm resident who
is completely satisfied with
the dorm accommodations.
While living in Talge Hall I
have discovered why potential
students hear so much about
the proverbial gems, such

as the fitness center, and so
little about the dorm rooms.
The dorms are very noisy,
mold grows on the walls
and the rooms look like our
grandparents lived in them
when they were here. Not to
mention the attacks of scalding
hot water that we must fight off
during every shower. While a
large renovation is needed
and even in the works, there
are a few simple things that
I feel would make a large
difference;Iproposethatthese
improvements begin with
insulation.
I say begin with insulation,
not improve the insulation,
because the dorms, or at least
the older wings ofTalge, are not
insulated at all! Correct me if I
am wrong, but insulation is an
essential part of every building
in any climate right? The
walls are 8-inch thick cinder
block with a brick sheath on
the outside, providing next to
no insulation value. One may

also be surprised to know that
the crawl space door (small
access door to the underside
of the ground floor) in Talge
stands wide open allowing for
any rodent or misbehaving
student to run wild underneath
the building. I looked in that
door and discovered that
there is no insulation in the
floor either! Thin sheets of
tin and a mere four inches of
concrete separate us from the
crawl space and outside air! A
variety of problems arise from
this practice of not insulating.
The most obvious issue
is the temperature: very cold
in the winter and hot in the
summer. You have only to walk
up the unheated, uninsulated
stairwells in Talge to realize
this. Not insulating also allows
sound to travel freely, which is
why we never need to leave our
own rooms to join in on our
neighbor's party!
The problems don't end
with temperature and noise.

Poor insulation is the root
of the entire mold issues the
dorms battle! Everyone has
had their car windshield fog
up on a cold, rainy day. This is
caused when the moisture you
bring in seeks a cold spot (the
window) when it evaporates.
The same is true in a dorm
room. Moisture goes straight
to the un-insulated exterior
wall where it condenses and
forms mold. The only remedy
we have been given is running
the bathroom fan 24-7, sucking
precious little remaining warm
air out of our rooms.
This may seem like a difficult
fix, but in reality, it is not. There
is a system that Southern is
currently implementing in the
renovation of Summerour Hall
that places sheets of foam right
against the inside block wall.
An inch and a half thick piece
of foam has more than double
the insulating power of a block
wall and is easily installed and
overlaid with drywall.

An even simpler solution is

available for the floor. All that
needs to be done is to hire one
professional to take a couple
days and crawl under the
dorm to spray the underside
with insulating foam. One
application will resolve any
issues with heat and air loss,
and a lock on the crawlspace
door will keep out any mice,
possums or more unpleasant
creatures that might like to
share residence with us.
Put quite simply, before
Southern devotes millions of
dollars to new student centers,
dorms and whatever else is in
the master plan, I think they
should take a look at caring
for the buildings they already
have.
We, the students, are paying
big money to live in poorly
constructed dormitories. As for
the scalding hot water, I believe
a temperature-regulating valve
would do the trick!

Changing our hirearchy of sin by letting God guide
MosES MAlER
COND••mna

"Everything seemed fake.
We're focusing on saving souls
when our own church members
struggle with homosexuality.
When they talk to the church
about it, the church tells them
that there's something wrong
with them and that they need
prayer."
My friend made this
comment while explaining to
me why she left the church.
The conversation was thought
provoking and left me thinking
about the implications it
has on our global church.
How many people leave our
faith because we condemn
homosexuals? The way we
have approached the issue of
homosexuality as a church
has been overwhelmingly
judgmental and has caused

many to leave as a result.
How is the church to deal with
this issue so controversially
polarized between judging the
sinner more than the sin and a
disregard of sin?
I believe that the church
should be a safe-haven where
the world can be enriched,
blessed, nourished and
transformed. However, in the
church there are countless
homosexuals who have been
given the line "love the sinner
hate the sin," but it does
not make them feel loved.
People are not transformed
by condemnation. The issue
of homosexuality is an issue of
sexuality. Do we spend as much
time critiquing heterosexual
purity as we do homosexuality?
Consistency is lacking when it
comes to sexual purity in the
church. We tend to be "hushhush" about heterosexual

divorce but immensely critical
of homosexual tendencies.
As church members, do we
undermine our ability to love all·
humanity by judging individual
sins? You and I cannot be a
true friend to someone by
constantly focusing on his or
her sins. True friendship, is, as
Galatians 3:28 says, to show
that we are all "one in Christ."
Christ regarded true friendship
as doing good "unto the least
of these." The "worst" sinners
of Jesus' day were His constant
companions:
murders,
apostates, lepers, embezzlers
and prostitutes. The majority
does not understand the
struggles of an individual.
We cannot judge individual
decisions because we each deal
with sin in a radically different
way.
A professor recently shared
a story with me that opened my

eyes to this reality. A pastor in
Africa was concerned about
the spiritual health of one of
his members. The member
had made a habit of having
numerous extramarital affairs.
One day after church, the
woman came to the pastor in
tears, "Pastor, I need to share
something with you." The
pastor had been praying for
wisdom on how to approach
the lady with his concern and
was delighted that God led her
to him instead.
"Pastor, last week I was able
to purchase some meat at the
market. I was so hungry that
I took a significant portion of
the meat and ate it myself; I
did not share much with my
children."
The pastor was surprised
when he realized that to her,
she struggled not with sexual
purity, but with selfishness.

Individually, God leads us
in different ways. For us to
condemn based on our own
judgment can negatively
intervene with the work of
God.
I do not believe we
can determine who is the
"worse" sinner among us. I
do not believe we are called
to condemn homosexuals.
However, certain issues will
remain: should homosexuals
be baptized, married or
disfellowshipped? I do not
have answers for the world
church, but I do believe that
they should deal with sin as
God leads. That being said, I
have found an answer in my
own life. I have found that a
homosexual is a child of God,
and I am in no place to direct
his Christian walk. That is the
work of the Holy Spirit.
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The big man on campus with an even bigger heart
DAVIS WALLACE

SPORTS Emma

Jackie James, director
of recruitment, has been
working at Southern Adventist
University for nine years
and has recently accepted a
position as a youth and young
adult pastor at Camelback
Seventh-day Adventist Church
in Phoenix, Arizona.
"I feel a passion for church
worship , church life ," James
said. "This is an opportunity
for me to continue some of the
work that I have been doing,
but now from a church base."
James said he is excited
about doing something
different in his life.
"A decision process like this
can be difficult, but through
prayer, God will guide us
through anything as long as
we trust in Him," James said.
After he interviewed for the
position, he was given about a
week to do some reflecting,
and he said it was ultimately
an easy decision to make.
One can notice that James
is rarely alone around campus.
He's always around people,
telling a joke, poking fun at
someone he's known since they
were 10 or smiling at people
he's met for the first time. If
you're a Southern student
and you haven't met Jackie
James, then your "Southern
experience" is incomplete.
Maybe James is so
important to the Southern
community because he's been
here for nine years and has
had the opportunity to travel a
lot and spend time at different

academies. It's just in James'
personality to be involved with
people and the community. If
you ask him why he thinks he
is important, he'll smile and
say, "I am one of the few large
good-looking black men on
campus."
Marc
Grundy, vice
president of enrollment
services, has a better answer.
"I have never met an
individual that genuinely
loves people as much as Jackie
James," Grundy said. "No
matter where he goes, Jackie
seems to know at least half
the people in the room, if not
everyone, and very quickly
people feel like they are
'besties' with James. Feeling

accepted and worthwhile is
a key in the age group that
James primarily works with,
and his talent in this area is off
the charts."
It is going to be hard for
James to leave Southern after
so many years.
"It hasn't quite hit me yet,
but it is a hard thing to think
about leaving to go some
place different, to wake up
some place different and not
seeing the familiar faces that
have been a part of my life for
the past eight to nine years,"
James said.
He knows this won't be an
easy adjustment, but it's just
a part of the nature of life in
general.

FROM

Enrollment director, Jackie James, sits in his office sedning emails to
prospective students.

"You have to start over
sometimes. It's not going to be
easy, but I am looking forward
to learning a new city," he said.
"Phoenix is the fifth largest
city in America, so that means
there's a lot of people out there
who don't know anything
about Adventism or Jesus, so
I am really excited about that."
James says that if you want
to be involved with campus
and church life like he is, you
need to "find something you
are passionate about, that
you feel can add value to your
community."

Lesser known job and intership sites
RAQUEL

LEv

l!FESJYI FS

Emma

Forthoseofusstillindenial,
there are 22 days of school left.
That means, there are 22 days
left to secure a summer job,
internship or permanent job
if you 're graduating (gulp).
It also means there are 22
days left to comb through the
same job search sites over
and over. The problem with
the most popular job sites,
like "Monster," "Indeed" and
"SimplyHired" is not only the
limited postings you see but
the thousands of applicants
competing with you. A good

option is to expand your job
and internship search to some
lesser-known but still credible
sites.
Idealist.org. Idealist is
a site that sets out to connect
people and organizations
in order to do more to
help the world. Its search
includes jobs , internships
and volunteer options in
nonprofit and community
organizations, government
agencies and businesses with
volunteer programs. Their
search also includes postings
internationally. You can
find jobs in business, media,
teaching, arts, nursing and
others.

TweetMyJobs.com. A
division of CareerArc Group,
TweetMyJobs.com enables
job seekers to find relevant
job postings, and they claim
their methods to be faster than
traditional job search sites.
When you sign up for free, you
enter what types of positions
you're looking for and choose
job channels to follow. Then,
TweetMyJobs will send you
job recommendations through
email, Twitter or your cell
phone. This way you can get
updates on new jobs as soon
as they are posted.
Niche job sites.
Sometimes the best place to
look is the one that's going

to show you exactly what
you're looking for. Dice.com
is the top site for technology
jobs, with companies like
Dell and Apple posting jobs
regularly. Jobsinthemoney.
com is targeted for finance
jobs, Medzilla.com for
healthcare, pharmacy and
science, SchoolSpring.com for
education and MediaBistro.
com for media production,
journalism, editorial positions
and advertising.
These should not be your
only job or internship search
sites, but it's important to
widen your search and, most
importantly1 just keep looking.

UPCOMING

EVENTS
~

e1

JARSOFCLAY

J Apr. 14. 8 p.m.

12th and Porter
in Nashville, TN
Price: $12

tathANNUAL
4BRIDGF.S
AllT FESTIVAL
Apr.J.4,
varying hours
between 10 a.m.
to8p.m.
First Tennessee
Pavilion in
Chattanooga, TN
Price: $7 for
one day, $10 for
both, under 18 free

SPARK, A

RIGHT BRAIN
CELEBRATION
Apr.n-21,

varying hours
between 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
Downtown
Chattanooga, TN
Pnce: Free

AN EVENING
WITH BILL
COSBY
Apr. 14, 7 p.m.
Tivoli Theatre
in Chattanooga, TN
Price: $48-$65.50

•
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Juvi, de.f ending chan1p.s hustle to position this_season
DAVIS WALLACE
SPORTS EDITOR

4

Sean Ancheta, senior allied
health major, currently plays
for the Men's Division A team
Juvi.
"I was an SM last year my
cousin. Aida Ancheta was on
the team this past year, and
he told me how good they
were, how great the chemistry
was and how, overall, it was a
great team, and I'll have a lot
of fun."
This was just what Ancheta
wanted to hear-he had been
looking for a team, so when
Juvi offered him a spot on the
team, he accepted.
Even though the season
hasn't begun the way Juvi
wanted, the team is still positive.
"We are still building our
team chemistry. Usually, the
PHOTO BY LoGAN
Sean Ancheta,from men's A-league team Juvi, prepares to throw in the ball to his teammates.
only way to build chemistry
is to practice. If we don't
practice that's never going to
few. things that need to hapthe beginning instead of when pretty solid attacking team."
happen."
pen in order for them to make · we are losing. We also have
Whil~ Ancheta doesn't repliAncheta has faith in his
. it to the championship.
tQ organize our midfield. Once cate his game after anyone, lie
team but believes there are a
does like the way the Barcethat happens, we will have a
"We needed to hustle from

lana Futbol Club plays.
"I support Real Madrid,
but I like the way Barcelona
plays because it includes a lot
of passing. It's more effective,
less running and you con- ·
serve more energy. You keep
possession of the ball, which
is what you want to do in any
sport."
Ancheta and his team are
working un incorporating
triangle passing.
"Each player should be in a
spot on the field where you
create a triangle, [so] you can
pass the ball around your op_.
ponent very easily. It's all one
touch passing in the form of a
triangle."
In the t:nd, Ancheta wants .
to go out how any senior
would, and that's on top.
Finally, he wants to be a better leader on the field and get
his teammates pumped up
and ready to play every game.
The more games Juvi plays
together, the better they will
get.

J ehnifer Pauldurai lives for tennis
DAVIS WALLACE
SPORTS EDITQR

Tennis requires quickness,
self-motivation an·d sometimes patience. It is different
from other sports because
there is no one to rely on in
a singles match but yourself.
Some students play tennis for
fun and good exercise; others
compete at a high level.
Jennifer Pauldurai, senior
biology major, has experience
both.
"I played tennis all my life,"
Pauldurai said.
Pauldurai's dad taught her the
game as he was the one that
loved tennis first.
"I was actually named after
[tennis star] Jennifer Capriati. My dad has always had
high hopes for me."
Although Pauldurai never
took anyformallessons, she
went to a few tennis summer
camps' growing up but really
grew as a tennis player when
she played in middle school
and high school.
"I grew up outside of DC, so
there were a lot of competi-

tive schools, even in middle
school," Pauldurai said.
Pauldurai started off as
ranked number three in
singles as a freshman in high
school but quickly moved up
to the number one ranking as

have been ranked higher
regionally."
At Southern, Pauldurai plays
tennis at least once a week.
"My friend and I go to the
- .tennis courts every Saturday
night around 10 and play tennis until Campus_Safety kicks
us out."
Pauldurai loves tennis because it's one of those things
where if someone is just
learning you can play at their
level.
Pauldurai doesn't believe she
is as good as she makes it
seem.
I've just played tennis forever,
so I know how to beat people.
If you're better than me, I can
read you really well and find
your flaws."
PHOTO BY LoGAN FOLL
Since graduating from high
Jennifer Pauldurai smashes a tennis ball towards her oppo~ent. school, Pauldurai has gone
went with her team was to the back to help and be an asa sophomore and kept that
sistant coach for her former
regionals.
'
ranking until she graduated.
middle school and high school
"My region was very big, so
In addition to that, Pauldurai
teams.
was captain of her team, MVP the highest I was ranked in
"That's where my roots were,"
that was number 10. Not to
and on the All-District Girls
Pauldurai said. "It's my way of
team through high school.
make excuses, but I think if I
giving back."
grew up in this area, I would
The highest Pauldurai ever

-
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[The Calendar]

2013

10:15a, Selected Topics: Women Only (CA Room 105)
11:3sa, Connect, Campout at Shellmound Campground
11:35a, Renewal, Gordon Bietz, Church
1:30-5p, Cave Open, Student Park

Thursday, Aprilu
\.,.

na, Convocation: The Price of Freedom, Church, Simon Ivascu & Wesley Pop
National Alcohol Screening Day
3:30p, Graduate Council
7-9p, Residence Hall Housing Fair, Dining Hall
7:30p, Choral: Freedom Singers, Ackerman (Convocation Credit)

Friday, April12
8a-12:30p, Sign-up for Free Walmart Trips (Wright Hall Eront Desk)
1-3:30p, Free Walmart Trips for those who signed up -leaves Southern every
112 hour (Meet at Wright Hall)
2p, Outreach Opportunities: (Wright Hall Steps)
• West Side 4.Jesus
8p, Vespers, Church, Destiny Homeshow
8:up, Sunset
9:3op, Hymn Sing (Talge Chapel)

2:30p, Outreach opportunities (Wright Hall)
• Flag Camp
• Face Ljft Chattanooga
• West Side 4 Jesus
7-9p, KRs Student Center Open
7:30p, Evensong, Church
8:45p, Dusk to Dawn Adventure Race, Iles
gp, Studio 4109 UVE, Dining Hall
gp, Safari Night, Lynn Wood Hall

Sunday, April14 .
ga-sp, Adventist Robotics League, Southern Challenge, Iles
National Volunteer Week (14-19)
7:30p, Symphony Orchestra Concert, Church (Convocation Credit)

Monday, April15
PRAXIS Exams, Lynn Wood
3:30p, Undergraduate Council

Saturday, April13
9 &10:15a, Adoration, Gordon Bietz, Church
9:3oa, The Fountain (Thatcher South White Oak Room)
9:30a, Boundaries in Dating (Thatcher South Wolftever Room)
10a, Falling in Love with Jesus: 'Women Only (CA Library)
10a, Living Free: Concerned Persons (Room 109 CA)
10a, The Quest for Authentic Manhood: Men Only (CA Room 102)
10a, Prayer Group (CA Room 103)
10a, Brazilian-English Sabbath School (Talge Hall Conference Room)
10:15a, Collegiate Sabbath School (AW Spalding)

Tuesday, Aprilt6
Campus Research SymposiUJll & MSN Presentations, Various Locations

Wednesday, April17
6:30p, Volunteer Banquet, Presidential Banquet Room
9:15p, Residence Hall Joint Worship, Thatcher Chapel

.[Student Life Announcements]
ENGAGED ENCOUNTER WEEKEND

will be on April12-13, 2013 at Southern Adventist University. Our guest speakers will be Alan Parker, Barry Tryon and Nicole Parker. For more information please
email: parker@southern.edu.

INI'ERPRETING THE BffiLE:
so many voices-so what? This Sabbath, Apri113, in the Lynn Wood Auditorium at 3:3opm, with guests Michael Hasel, Martin Klingbeil, John Nixon, Edwin Reynolds as the moderator.
·

CONVOCATION AVAILABLE:
The senior class officers are hosting a Walkathon fundraiser for Apri114 at 9 a.m., starting at the Duck Pond. Convocation credit will be available. Registration is
FREE but donations will be collected the day of the event for the class project. All students, employees, and community members are encouraged to participate.
Register at SAUClassof2013Walkathon.eventbrite.com. Hope to see you there!
Volskwagen Symphony Series with Elvis and Mahler on Sunday, April28 at 3:00p.m. Tickets are FREE.
While they last at the Student Services Office!!

·[SA Announcements]
DEEP Sabbath: Will be held on April13! It's going to be an exciting day when Oakwood students visit us.
The Campus Chatter is a weekly publication of the Student Association/Student Services office.l\nnouncements must be submitted by 12:oopm on Monday to
chatter@southem.edu. Priority will be given to announcements pertaining to the current week.
Chatter Editor: Jessica Gutierrez

.
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Ah vending
machines. When
I'm hungry
you're empty.
And when
you're full
you still
don't
work.

Classifieds:
Duck Signs for Sale:

This fish is irrelevent, ·
. ,. . .
'

I

•

I have 993 duck signs for sale. Only used once. Not sure why I bought them,
kinda useless. Thought placing them all over campus would be a funny joke.
Didn't work. Oh well. Could be used for fire kindling. My loss is your gain.
$7.50 for all993,

Looking for Vespers Date:
Hi there females. I am a single, slightly lonely, student here at Southern
Adventist University. I really would love to date you good on a Friday night
from the hours of 8 to 9:30. Who knows, we could even hit up Afterglow if
things are starting to spark between us ... haha. I like jokes by the way. If
your interested, callt-888-THEOMAJOR.

1\itv t:c.
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Campus
Ministries
Introduces
UQuest
Missions
LmsA CASALLAS
STAFF WRITER

Campus Ministries started
new student-led mission trips
called UQuest missions. The
mission project, which started
in August 2013, is departmentally focused, and can be local
or international. The missions
are also flexible with student
schedules and can last from
five days to three weeks.
UQuest Missions, gives
students from all different departments an opportunity to
use their skills for missionary
work
Marcella Archilla, senior
fine arts major expresses her
anticipation for the upcoming possibilities of her going
on a trip. "I'm really excited to
be using my talents to make a
differences across the world,"
she said.
"The idea ts that we want
missions to become a way of
life," said Karen Glassford,
short-term missions coordinator.
One UQuest mission that
is still in the making will allow
computer science students to
fix donated laptops and provide a community with a computer lab. Unlike local Internet cafes that are usually filled
with spam, these computer
labs will provide a safe browsing environment for students.
Proceeds will go to fund new
computers and programs for
the lab.
Journalism students will
have the opportunity to document trips and create footage
to inspire others to sponsor
further UQuest missions. This
part of the mission is important because people usually
give offerings to churches expecting the General Conference to send it to the places
that need it the most.
While the General Conference does this regularly, people
Continued on page 3

"It is as easy for
me to walk with one
leg as it is for anyone else to walk with
two."

JORDAN CORRECES
Puoxo EonoR & STAFF

WSMC's Music Director and announcer, Tyler Rand, in the radio station's studio.
WRITER

Southern Adventist University's radio station, WSMC,
decided not to replace the station's student workers with
automated announcers and
network produced programming.
The station considered
switching to machines because
of financial cuts this year.
WSMC originally planned to
be fully automated by January 2014, however, station
director Scott Kornblum strategized with his workers to create a new plan.

Former WSMC music director Tyler Rand said taking
student announcers off the air
will lead to the station dying
off.
"WSMC is the only major
classical radio station in the
country that is comprised of
solely student announcers",
Rand said. "They're the identity of the station."
However, the WSMC budget still has to be tightened.
One option is cutting more of
the expensive produced programming and using student

announcers to fill in that time.
Another is for student workers
to automate their own hours
for pre-recording shows and
use their downtime to help
out with public relations and
other pending work Many of
these options would weaken
the live aspect of the radio station, but many of the student
workers preferred this to being let go.
Southern has asked all departments to be more cost efficient and effective. According
Continued on page 3
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Southern to sync calendar with schools
KATIE HENDERSON
STAFFWRmR

Gordon Bietz, president
of Southern Adventist University, met with the presidents of Southwestern University and Union College to
discuss the synchronization
of the three universities' academic calendars, which will
come into effect as early as
the 2014 school year.
If this partnership is approved by University Senate
and University Assembly, it
will result in the shared resources of classes and faculty among Southern, Southwestern and Union.
Bob Young, vice president of academic adminis-

tration, said sharing classes
and faculty is beneficial be-

attending Southern. It also
means that the Southern will
not have to hire extra faculty
every year if enrollment increases.
The change · also means
that Southern, Southwestern
and Union may start and end
school at the same time, altering the dates and lengths
of breaks, holidays and the
time of graduation.
Marcus Keenan, Student
Association president and
senior general management
major, also believes that the
change can be beneficial but
expressed some reservations.
"Are we going to align
everything, including spring
break, or will we continue to
Continued on page 3

cause students will be able to
take classes from either Union
or Southwestern while still
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Dollhouse modernized and relocated

NEREAH ALUOCH

This fall, the biology department is trying a different
approach to revamp the usage of class time called flipped
teaching. With this method,
students either watch a video
lecture or read a Power Point
presentation before class,
and class time is reserved for
hands-on activities and asking
questions.
Ecology was the first class
to make the switch. After midterm break, General Biology
will also transition to the new
format.
Ben Thornton, professor
for the biology department,
said he enjoys asking students
specific questions by name because it forces them to come to
class prepared. He said using
names is a motivator for students because they do not want
to look unprepared in front of
their classmates. He also said
students are less likely to fall
asleep in class when he calls
them by name. To keep students attending and preparing
for class, in-class quizzes will
replace those online.
Though professors are
excited about this program,
some students are hesitant
about the change.
"I'm terrible at speaking up
in class, so the fact that I'm going to be summoned for an answer is really uncomfortable. I
don't like that," said Rashida
Tsoka, sophomore chemistry
major.
Despite the opposition,
Tsoka said she remains hopeful that other students' questions will broaden her point of
view.
Though this method is just
a trial run for the biology department, Aaron Corbit, assistant professor for the biology department, says change
is necessary to compete with
free classes.
"There's
competition,"
Corbit said. "You can go online
right now and get classes for
free. We're trying to change
and stay ahead of the curve
with this new technology."

1

Photo By
ANNA BARTLETI
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Southern Adventist University's oldest building, the
Dollhouse, was taken to plant
services last week for repairs
before becoming an office for ·
vice president of advancement, Christopher Carey's,
temporary office.
"We're just adding insulation, heating, and air," said
Eric Schoonard, director of
plant services. "It's going to
get painted and we have to
put shingles on it because the
shingles are old."
The Dollhouse will serve
as Carey's office only until the
new student center is built.
Carey said moving his office
to the Dollhouse will allow his
old office to be utilized for new
staff. He hopes to raise awareness of the campaign and collect funds for the new student
center. Carey says the Dollhouse is a reminder of Southem's heritage.
"It is a symbol of dedication, sacrifice and creativity of
those that preceded us," Carey
said. "I think we lose track of
what it means to live frugally.
Having my office in,.. the Dollhouse will change my perspective, and it will be fun."
The Dollhouse has been
a part of Southern's campus
since 1916, when Southern
Training College purchased
the Thatcher farm and moved
the school from Graysville,
Tenn. to Collegedale.
Constructed in 1906, the
Dollhouse is the oldest building on campus, and the only
building that still remains

Correces

The Dollhouse transported to Plant Services for repairs before being permanently located to the new Alumni garden
•
next to Lynnwood.

from the Thatcher farm.
"The Dollhouse was built
by James ("Jim") Thatcher
for his daughter Evande," said
Dennis Pettibone, author of
the book "A Century of Challenge: The Story of Southern
College 1892-1992."
Southern acquired all of
the buildings on the property
when it purchased Thatcher's land. Shacks were repurposed as dormitories, the
president's family lived out of
a chicken coop and the Dollhouse was utilized as the president's office.
Since then, the Dollhouse
has served many purposes. According to "A Century of Challenge: The Story of Southern
College 1892-1992," "The little
one-room doll house served a
variety of needs: music studio,
pest house when a smallpox
epidemic struck the school,
storehouse for seed, beehive
supply shed, shoe repair shop,
barbershop and in between
times a dormitory room and
prayer room."
Carey said once the new
student center is built and
he has relocated his office,
Southern hopes to make the
Dollhouse more available to
students. Some of their ideas
are to have times when students can meet with the president in the dollhouse, perhaps
use it as a barber shop again
or for prayer groups.
"The concept is to make it
a fiber of campus as it once
was," Carey said.

Corrections:
In the Sept. 19 issue of the

it was renamed Creamy Bean
4 Corners Cafe by the current

Southern Accent, the article
"VM removes green dots"
incorrectly stated that students were allotted $1,500 a
semester for the meal plan.
The correct amount is $1,150
according to the university
website.
In the Sept. 19 issue of the
Southern Accent, the article
"Cafeteria opens the year with
new innovations" incorrectly
stated that Greg Cook, the new
director of food services, is the
former owner of the Creamy
Bean 4 Corners Cafe. The cafe
that Cook co-owned was called
The Creamy Bean Factory, and

owner after Cook had left. The

article also incorrectly stated
that students might recognize
some of Cook's panini recipes
from the Creamy Bean 4 Corners Cafe. When ownership of
the cafe changed, so did the
ipes, meaning that the
served in the cafeteria 1co•cu1ulc1
those sold at The Creamy Bean
Factory, not the Creamy Bean
Corners Cafe.
The reporters at the Southern
Accent care about accuracy. If
you find any errors within our
pages, email us a correction at
accent@southern.edu.
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SA Presidential Address
MARcus KEENAN
SA PRfiDfNJ

Southern Adventist University,
Be honest-do not waste
the breath and time that God
gave you on hiding the truth.
Be truthful and trustworthy.
Be a person who can stand tall,
walk upright, and is at peace.
Be known for your character,
humility and integrity.
Reject the status quonever settle for the way things
are. Fight for something better. Fight with all you have.
You may fall, but get back up
again. Never stop rejecting.
Never stop fighting.

Live your own lifechoose today whom you
will serve. Do not let family, friends, culture or tradition decide what is right and
wrong, who you are or what
you do. Decide and know for
yourself. Do not live your
life for anyone else's expectations but God's, or you will
surely never know true happiness.
Micah 6:8 (NKJV) says,
"He has shown you, 0 man,
what is good; and what does
the LORD require of you but
to do justly, to love mercy,
and to walk humbly with
your God."

Campus Ministries Introduces UQuest Missions
Continuedjron1page1
While the General Conference does this regularly, people are now more interested
in project-based giving, which
is exactly what the journalism
student's documentation will
accomplish. The stories can
be aired on the Hope Channel,
3ABN and shown in churches.
Overseas miSSIOnS will
require Southern to partner
with The Evangelist Resource

Center and The Quiet Hour.
These organizations will provide communities with medical and dental care, vacation
bible school, student speakers and help determine which
churches need the most help
with construction.
Students who are concerned with paying for a trip
like this should not let that
stop them, said Glassford.

"We want to find out what
students passions are," Glassford said. "We want to know,
if money were not an object,
what would you dream of doing for God?"
More
information
on
UQuest mission trips is available at the Student Center, in
the Campus Ministries wing
and online.

THURSDAY, SEYrEMBER 26, 2013

WSMC school radio
Continued from page 1
to Rand, Southern wants
the radio station to someday
be self-funded because WSMC
is more a community service
rather than an integral part of
the school.
"We are a communitybased and focused organization," said Rand. "But
Southern could do more to
incorporate the radio in university life. It could be used to
promote, making Southern's
presence greater from a public
relations point-of-view."
Emma Khan, a WSMC radio announcer, said the big-

gest problem with the station is the students' lack of
awareness of its existence. She
believes WSMC is relevant
to students as well as a tool
Southern could utilize.
"Classical music gives us
a sense of where we come
from," Khan said. "I think the
university needs to help with
the funding of the station. "It
could be a great recruiting tool
for Southern. It's unique."
rom their products after a
decision made by the administration.

Calendar sync
Continued from page 1
Keenan said. "Graduation
is already extremely late as it
is. When I go home, half the
universities that I can attend
locally are already in summer
session. If I attend a summer session right away, I am
already missing the first few
days."
Some students however,
such as Antonio Anobile, senior archeology and theology
major, do not share Keenan's
concerns.
"One of the big problems we
have is that nothing ever lines
up." Anobile said. "My break is
different than all my friends'
breaks at other schools, and
even different than breaks at
public universities. I do think
that this might present a logistical issue for those that have
been banking on this."
In regards to finances,
Young said this change will
not increase tuition but lower

it over time. Young also said
that one of the primary reasons the universities are undergoing synchronization is
because they are being challenged by the government.
"The government is forcing institutions of higher education to reexamine the way
higher education is done,"
Young said. "The cost of higher education is gradually rising
and, rising higher than inflation. Student debt is growing
and has become larger than
credit card debt."
The presidents of Southern, Union and Southwestern
were unanimous in their decision, and the issue has been
transferred on to undergraduate council, where it will be
discussed and passed on to
University Senate. If University Senate approves, then it will
be sent to University Assembly
for a final vote.
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This weekend at Southern
Photo spread by jordan Correces an.sJ Vincent Cantrell

Lawn Concert Vespers at Goliath Wall

Joker Release Party at lies Gym
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Dancers and Pharisees: Why we should dance

Photo by jordan Correces
Coleen Moralde (right) performs a cultural Korean dance at last years' Asian Night
GRACE BONDURANf

Corrortauroa

The official attitude of the
Adventist church towards daneing is, in a word, "Don't." They
lump all forms of dance together as equal and call it "evil,"
"sexual" and "perverted."
Are there some forms of dance
that fit this description? Absolutely. However, is that reason

enough to ban dancing altogether? Of course not. Some dancing
can be wrong, but this is true of
all things, not just dance.
There is holy music and sinful
music, good movies and bad
movies, honorable books and
dishonorable books. Do we condemn music, movies or books
altogether because some of
them are bad? No, that would be
ridiculous. We should have the

same attitude toward dancing.
Is it fair to call ALL forms
of dancing evil? No. The same
mentality spurred the mass
hysteria of book burning in the
Puritan era. The Bible makes it
clear that not all forms of daneing is evil.
Throughout the Bible we
see that God validates dance,
condemns those who oppose it,
and even goes as far as to com-

mand his children to participate
in dance.
In Exodus 15:19-20 and
Ecclesiastes 3:1-4 (NIV), we see
that dancing can be wholesome
and holy, and that it touches
God's heart just as a good song,
movie or book would.
If God has created our bodies
so fearfully and wonderfully,
able to express through movement what cannot be said in
words, why should we condemn
it? To do so would seriously
limit our God.given ability, and
a valuable part of expression
would be lost. Can you imagine
a world without music? Similarly, God never intended a world
without Qance.
The Bible is very clear about
those who self-righteously turn
up their noses toward dance. II
Samuel 6 (NIV) describes the
dance of King David, who is
frequently referreq to as a man
after God's own heart.
After David dances, he is
condemned and chastised by his
wife, Michal, for his "undignified" and "vulgar" actions. Does
God share Michal's view? The
Bible states that David is the
favored one, while Michal is not.
In Luke 7:30-32 (NIV), Jesus
speaks directly to the Pharisees,
the self-proclaimed experts in
the law. In his metaphor, Jesus

is providing the "music," but the
Pharisees refuse to dance.
Adventists should be on guard
to not be like the Pharisees,
who are unable and unwilling to
dance to the life-song that Jesus
is playing in their lives.
In Jeremiah 31:3-4, 13 (NIV),
the Bible encourages and even
commands God's children to
dance. God knows dancing produces a unique kind of worship,
different from other forms. If
God himself invites his children
to dance, then who is the church
to forbid them?
The church, like the Pharisees,
has been notorious for forbidding
things that God not only permits
but also commands. God longs to
see the day when his church will
stand up with the attitude of Peter, even in the face of religious
persecution.
Adventists, I urge you to cast
off the oppressive chains of the
Pharisees a11d .become free dancers for the Lord.

The Missing Link: Why Adventist Congregations Are Aging
CHERIE LYNN MILLIRON
REliGION

EDITOR

For the last several decades,
a question has been on the tip
of the metaphorical tongue of
almost every Christian denomination: Where have all the young
people gone?
If you've been involved in
any church, you've probably
seen a congregation desperately
tryin-g to theorize answers to this
inquiry. While the Seventh-day
Adventist Church may not be
at the forefront of this youth
epidemic, we certainly are not
immune to this crisis.
If you study from coastto-coast, you'll realize that
Adventists attempt to counter the
generational gap in numerous
ways. Often, we think the answer
to our problem is a change in
worship style.
Spend a few minutes with
church members, and you'll hear
individuals who are writhing
with suggestions as to how to fix
the problem.
"Perhaps, if our music is

louder, we'll attract a hipper
crowd," says a middle-aged lady,
wearing a matching floral jacket
and suit.
"No, no, no," an elderly gentleman chimes in sharply, "We
shouldn't change atiything. The
truth will attract them alone."
A youth pastor in the corner
eagerly joins the discussion, "I
understand what you're saying,"
He says, "but we have to adapt
our methods to the changing age.
I think we should start doing
Bible studies at Starbucks to
meet people where they are."
And thus, the conversation
goes on endlessly. People are left
with little more than disjointed
ideas and ever-growing frustration.
However, this past Saturday, a
far different approach was taken
at the Reynold's Symposium
on Adventist Retention. Rather
than leaving participants with
vague suggestions and ambiguous ideas, speakers sought to dig
more deeply into the heart of the
issue.
Instead of focusing on the

symptom-"How can we stop
our youth from leaving the
church?" -the General Conference commissioned a study to
ask the question, "Why are our
youth leaving the church?"
In asking the "why," many
trends emerged. However, one
area that was repeatedly brought
up is that young people are
frequently isolated from the
local church through their youth
programs. Rather than teaching
integration to a home church, we
are often unintentionally segregated away.
Doug Jacobs, professor for
the School of Religion, pointed
out that the trend only continues
when Adventist education is factored in. As we move away from
our local cities in order to attend
Seventh-day Adventist academies and universities, we leave
churches without the vivacious
input and service of the younger
generations. Often, we establish
ourselves elsewhere, leaving
small towns with a rapidly aging
church population.
Additionally, many Adventist

youth struggle to feel comfortable enough to express their
questions about denominational
and lifestyle standards. Doubts
that are not addressed frequently
keep us from p)anting firm roots
in the Adventist church.
Personally, I've always
thought that church programs
change when you get to Earliteen/Youth Sabbath School
ages. Suddenly, the emphasis
shifts from teaching Bible
stories to teaching moral lessons
(avoiance of alcohol, drugs, etc.),
and teenagers suddenly find
themselves amidst a Scripture
starvation, thirsting for more
than proof texts. While we are
beginning to find answers, we
are only scratching the surface of
a glacier-deep issue.
So, what do you think? Where
are your friends and family?
Why are so many Seventh-day
Adventists in their late-teens
and early-twenties leaving the
church, and where are they going?

#whyweleave

TOUR
A LIFE-SIZE
MODEL of the
ANCIENT
HEBREW
TABERNACLE
Sep 28- Oct 6, 2013
8304 Standifer Gap Road

(423)954-0174
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from 1-7 pm daily
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Technology in the Classroom
ELIZABETH CAMPS
OPINION EDITOR

Every year on the first day of
classes, we receive our syllabi
from each of our professors.
The first few classes are then
spent reviewing the syllabus
and having the professors tell
us what their classroom rules
are.
In the syllabi there is usually
a section regarding electronics in the classroom. Some
professors don't mind having
students bring their laptops
to take notes, while others
strongly prohibit it.
Personally, I think all professors should allow students
to bring their laptops and/or
tablets to class in order to take
better notes.

While I do understand some
of the reasons why they don't
want electronics to be brought
in, I think those reasons are
not strong enough to prohibit
all electronics in their classroom.
Some professors may be
afraid students are using their
electronics for non-school related purposes. But the reality
is that if they don't let students
bring their laptops, they're
still going to use their smartphones to get on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, etc. Either
way, it is going to happen.
It is especially frustrating
when the professor who has
banned electronics is the same
professor who likes to zip
through multiple chapters at a
time, and speak at a very a fast

Photo by Jordan Correces
Technology being used in the classroom

rate. Yet the professor still expects the students to capture
everything that was said.

!Letter to the Editor I
I enjoy reading the Southern Accent, especially the
opinion articles. However, as
I read the Seventh-Gay Adventist article, I was baffled as
to why this story was lacking
an opposing viewpoint, especially with so many quotes
from Southern Adventist
University students who are
involved in the groups mentioned in the article.
Page 74 of the student
handbook states, "The university does not condone
non-marital
heterosexual
conduct or homosexual conduct or the encouragement
or advocacy of any form of
L

sexual behavior contrary to
the Seventh-day Adventist beliefs."
However, you have taken a
more middle-of-the-road approach, and I feel that this policy is no longer abided by and
is, in fact, ignored in fear of
offending certain individuals.
What I find truly shocking
is the lack of an article discussing why homosexuality
is wrong or providing an opposing viewpoint in the opinion section, when there were
two columns discussing such
minor issues like dance and
dress code.
If the administration ig-

nores this pressing issue,
which is defined by the handbook as unacceptable, how
can they expect students to
follow the handbook guidelines for other rules such as
dress code?
In conclusion, I think it
would have been more appropriate for Dr. Beitz to
spend his article addressing
the university's stance on
homosexuality than vaguely
reminding us not to wear
shorts.

I

-John Reece, sophomore
business administration and
public relations major

_j

!R esponse from the Editor I
While I understand your
frustration with the lack of
opposing viewpoints in the
Seventh-Gay Adventist article, I would like to point out
that the article was written in
the news section of the paper,
and, therefore, called for objectivity. It would have been
unethical to only seek out
negative viewpoints and omit
the positive just because of
what we believe.
Also, I would like to acknowledge that the article
was not addressing the mo-

rality of homosexuality; it was
informing the Southern community about a controversial
film dealing with Seventh-day
Adventism. It was not our intention to encourage or advocate the practice of homosexuality-we only sought to report
how people felt about the film
and why it requ1red security.
Furthermore, it is important
to note that, despite your
claims, none of the individuals quoted in the article are
Southern students.
Lastly, Gordon Bietz was

asked by the Accent staff to
contribute an article about
the dress code because of
recent reports that he had
reinforced the importance of
the issue. Bietz is in no way
associated with the publishing of the Accent and could
not have known that we were
planning to print an article
regarding the film screening.

-Myron Madden, Editorin-Chief

If all professors would allow
electronics in the classroom,
I truly believe that students

would be able to capture more
of what was said during. class,
and possibly raise the grades

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Should professors allow electronics (Kindles,
iPads, laptops, tablets, etc.) in the classroom?
"It's hard to say because if students used them
responsibly, then all professors would allow them.
But most professors have problems with it because
of students being on social media. Usually, halfof
the students on laptops are playing games, while
the other half are using laptops for note-taking."
- Shelly Payne, sophomore religious education major

"I think they should. I'm a nursing student, and
during class, we learn different kinds of procedures. When I watch the videos on YouTube, it really helps me in class."
- HanBi Hong,junior nursing major

"Yes, I do think they should allow electronics,
and the reason I think so is because I am actually
auditing a class this semester, but I didn't feel like
buying the books, so I have them [electronic versions] on a phone or a kindle or laptop-various
things like that."
-Melissa Sawnson, transcripts/advisers manager

"Yeah, I think it's really important to allow electronics. Some people type faster in today's day and
age, so they can take notes faster and more accurately [with electronics] than they could if they
were just scribbling on a page trying to keep up
with the professor."
- Greg Manestar, sophomore international business
major
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"The Scarecrow"
by Chipotle
This video is a mustsee. There's no w~y
around it.
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If you haven't heard
about and downloaded
Apple's beautiful latest software update for
your phone, you've been
living under a rock.
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Lawn M o vie a t
Cambridge
Square in Ooltewah
Sept. 28, 8:15p.m.
Intersection of Lee
Highway and OoltewahGeorgetown Road
Bring lawn chairs or blankets
and enjoy a classic: Homeward Bound.
Lupi's Pizza Pies, Southern
Burger Bar and vendors will
be open.
Cost: Free
Chattanooga Market
Chili Competition
Sept. 29, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
First Tennessee Pavilion,
1826 Carter Street,
Chattanooga
Cost: Free Admission $1 samples; $4 bowl
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Trending online videos are
typically humorous, giving us
a smile and a good chuckle,
which is why they usually
spread like wild fire across the
Internet. Chipotle's latest ad
to go viral does quite the opposite-stirring up feelings as
well as controversy.
Released September 11,
"The Scarecrow," co-directed
by Brandon Oldenburg and
Limbert Fabian and is a rather
heartbreaking and eye-opening short film. It accompanies
Chipotle's new iOS app-based
game of the same name.
The vid~o depicts a scarecrow working at an animal
factory farm and witnessing
the horrific and unnatural
treatment of the animals before they are processed for
meat and branded as things
like "wo% beef-ish."
The scarecrow is deeply
saddened, but soon becomes
motivated to make a change,
coinciding with Chipotle's
marketing phrase, "Cultivate
a Better World."
"The video seriously made
me want to be a vegetarian for
a little while," said Lexi Alvidrez, junior public relations
and graphic design major, as
she reacted upon first seeing
the film. "It's very powerful ...
and ironic, too. You expect it
to be a fun and cute animated
video, but it turns out to be
heartbreaking."
While this powerful story
plays out, the hauntingly

Characters from Chipotle's short "The Scarecrow"

beautiful Fiona Apple cover of
"Pure Imagination" from Willie Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory's sound track, which
was recorded specifically for
the film, plays throughout.
In the beginning, the song
has an eerie tone, with ironic
lyrics that contrast with the
depiction of the animal factory.
However, after the film
reaches a turning point, the
song changes to a more inspiring tune. Created by Academy
Award-winning Moonbot Studios and featuring an original
song, with excellent animation
and a powerful storyline, it's
no wonder "The Scarecrow" is
such a hit.
Some critics, however, such
as Adweek.com and Salon.
com, have called the film "manipulation," "deception" and a
"bait-and-switch," claiming it

has an underlying anti-meat
message and pointing out that
it portrays only twisted animal
factory farming.
The solution presented
when the scarecrow begins to
make a change seems to depict
ortly healthfully grown nonmeat products.
There are no scenes of the
scarecrow humanely killing
animals for food. In addition,
it's interesting to find that
cover singer Fiona Apple is
an animal rights activist. Yet,
despite its film, Chipotle has
made no signs of pulling meat
from its menu, though it has
made the menu more vegetarian and vegan friendly.
As a vegetarian myself, I'm
ecstatic to see a beautifully
made viral video promoting
a more plant-based diet, and
though I have much respect
for Chipotle's film and the

"Cultivate a Better World"
campaign, one must wonder
if there's a bit of hypocrisy on
Chipotle's part in producing
an anti-meat video while still
serving meat..on the menu. Or
perhaps Chipotle is like the
scarecrow himself, saddened
by the things he sees and must
do at his job. Perhaps Chipotle
is slowly working towards and
waiting for the day when they
themselves, like the scarecrow, can make a change by
taking meat off the menu. I'll
give them the benefit of the
doubt.
Nonetheless, if. haunting
scenes from "The Scarecrow"
stick in a carnivore's mind and
make them think twice before
chowing down on another
sweet little sad-eyed cow in
the form of a hamburger, I'm
all for it.

How to Handle Awkward Situations
RACHAEL

HAma:Ns

Humanity is inevitably awkward.
Regardless of how you look,
what kind of music you listen
to or how awesome your hobbies are, we are all bound to
be socially awkward at one
point or another. Sometimes,
we need an exit strat~gy when
confronted with an uncomfortable encounter. Here are
a few situations that come to
mind:
When someone doesn't
remember your name:
I understand names are
difficult, and frankly, I don't
expect you to remember my
n~Ipe ifwe~ve only met briefly.

However, if you're still try- your hand with confidence and
ing to call me Rebecca after a smile.
the fifth or sixth interaction, I
Third wheeling in an elmight get offended.
evator:
Solution: When meeting
Occasionally, I get trapped
someone, repeat his or her in an elevator with a couple
name to lock it in your mind. that cannot help but gaze
For instance: "It's nice to meet fondly into each other's eyes as
you, Rachael" or "Rachael, we ride to the third floor. As
what a beautiful name."
they begin to murmur sweet
Are you going for a nothings to ·one another, I'm
handshake or a hug?
practically clawing at the door
One person extends a hand, for fresh air.
the other opens their arms and
Solution: If you're a couple
you do this awkward shuffle, that must speak to each other,
finally landing in an uncom- comment on the weather or on
fortable side hug. It's weird.
a class-something dull and
Solution: Be confident in neutral. That way, we don't
your exchange. If you want a feel like we're eavesdropping
hug, make it clear and the oth- on something intimate. If
er person will comply. If hug- you're the third wheel, and the
ging freaks you out and you couple does not care for your
prefer a handshake,
ena' comfort,· join in on tlie ro-

mance and sing them a sweet
love song on the ride up.
Asking people to repeat
themselves:
My hearing is sometimes
compromised by loud noises,
distance or other external
interferences, so I occasionally ask people to repeat themselves. However, if you murmur the second time, I am just
going to pretend I heard you.
Typically this involves me nod-.
ding my head and smiling with
a blank look on my face, a reaction that's awkward for both
of us.
Solution: Speak audibly.
Awkward situations are inevitable, but a little bit of confidence and a good sense of
humor can do wonders. So go
forth and be cool.
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Anlputee strives to sullllllit world's greatest n1ountains
ANNALYSE

HAsTY

SPOIIU Emma

Brandon Peggau, junior
public relations major, had his
right leg amputated below the
knee due to bone cancer when
he was three months old.
"The theory is when my mom
was pregnant with me, she
worked in a battery factory.

She describes the dust from
crafting the batteries being so
thick in her office that she had
to wipe everything down all
the time," Peggau said. "She is
a nurse, and she assumes that
breathing the dust in caused
me to have cancer because
there is no history of cancer
in the family. However, it isn't

proven."
Peggau said his perception of
being an amputee is different
from others like him because
he has never experienced
using both legs.
"It's not really tough for me
because I have never walked
on two legs. It is as easy for me
to walk with one leg as it is for
anyone else to walk with two."
Although Peggau never
enjoyed most sports because
the prosthetics he had when
he was younger made running
uncomfortable, he does love
a different kind of sport:
climbing.
"It wasn't until I got older
that I got a really good
prosthesis and was able to run
comfortably," Peggau said.
"But I have never let being an
amputee hold me back from
what I wanted to do. Now, I try
to rock climb every day."
Peggau was first encouraged
to climb when he saw a video
of free soloist climber, Alex
Honnold. After contacting
Honnold over Facebook,
Peggau was inspired to
become a better climber.
"If I could just choose
anything to do, it would be to
mountaineer for the rest of
my life and get sponsors from
companies like The North
Face," Peggau said. "But I
hope to use public relations to
work at a place like Paradox
Sports one day. I think that

would be a really good way to
do what I want to do but still
make money."
Paradox Sports is an
expedition-based organization
in Colorado that helps disabled
athletes participate in a variety
of activities such as kayaking,
rock-climbing, ropes courses
and mountaineering.
"I rockclimbto mountaineerit is just a stepping stone for

me. I am going to Wyoming
in July with Paradox Sports
to climb my first mountain,
Grand Teton."
Peggau dreams ofconquering
mountains like Mount Everest,
Annapurna and 1<2. His first
mountaineering
experience
will be inside the United
States, but he believes that it is
only the beginning.

THIS DAY

IN HISTORY 26
1981
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SERENA WILUAMSI

1961
ROGER MARIS HIT HIS BOTH HOME RUN OF THE SEASON,
TYING BABE RUTH'S RECORD FOR MOST HOME RUNS
IN ASINGLE SEASON.
• 1981 WAS THEFIRSTSEASON THAT THE llll EXltNOED
ITS SCNEIIJL£ TO 182 GAllES. PRQR TO THE START IJ THE SEASON,
MARIS WAS ASICEO IF HE THIIDIT THE ADDITDIIJ EIJIIT IIIRE DAllES
W1W PUT RUTN'IIIIIIE lUI RECCIII AT RISK. HE IIDPOIOEO IV SAVINO,
"NN880V Will TIBIIIT~ UICIC UP THE EOROS MD YOU'll SEE THAT ITI ARARE
YEAR WIIDI MYIIOY HIT1110 HOMERS. LET Al.tll£ 80."
• MARIS HIT HIS 80TH 11011£ U llf SEPTDIIER 28111 Off
IAI.TIIIII£ ORlll£l PITCIIER JACK FliNER. HE a.D HIT HIS BtST
llf OCTOIER 1ST MAIST THE IOml RED SOX.

Top 5 reasons we will miss intramurals
CHARLES CAMMACK
CONOIIUJDR

If you're a fan of baseball,
you've probably been watching
as New York Yankees pitcher
Mariano Rivera, arguably the
greatest closer of all time,
makes his final round.
It seems that each city he's
stopped in has paid tribute
to him in his final season,
and even though the Yankees
aren't exactly contenders, you
can tell he's simply enjoying
the game and making the most
of these final memories.
Ironically, it's softball season
here at Southern, and some
of us probably think we
have Rivera's skills, when in
reality we have no more skill
than Dmitri from Backyard
Baseball.
That being said, for many of
us like myself, it's our senior
year. Like Rivera, we will be
making our final stops in the

various sports we choose to
participate in throughout the
year, pausing for a moment
to consider: -we will never
experience anything like this
again.
Now visualize with me
for a moment. It's Tuesday
morning, and you realize you
have a softball game later that
day but you also have enough
homework to last you until
next Tuesday. What do you
do? You kill yourself doing
homework until right before
the game and then you run
to your game, thus almost
committing academic suicide
in the process. But you know
what? It's all worth it. I'll
explain why, but in order
to do so, I've polled some
seniors, and with their help,
I've gathered a list of the top
five reasons we will miss
intramurals:

5· Championship T -shirts:

The professionals have rings
and trophies, but we here at
Southern have something
more
practical:
t-shirts.
There's something about
those shirts that set you apart
from the rest and those who've
won take a certain pride in
that shirt. If you have a friend
whose won one, ask him or her
where his or her community
service t-shirt is, and then ask
them where their intramural
shirt is. I'm guessing the latter
will be easier for them to find.

4· Exercise:
For those of us who don't
frequent Hulsey's gym floor
or drink our daily protein
shakes, that one-hour a night
game is the most activity
we may ever get. Tho~e of
you who are offended that
intramurals can be thought of
as exercise, especially softball,
relax. Exercise is relatively like
anything else, and the physical

exertion experienced will be
missed.

bragging rights are fun when
kept in the right context.

3.Lessonslearned:
Patience is probably one of
the first things that comes to
mind for some of you. You've
learned to have patience with
your referees, or patience
with teammates who aren't as
committed as you. There are
others, like Diego Constante,
senior physical education
major, who have learned what
trust really means.
"I learned that sometimes
it's important to trust other
people that you are working
with because you can't be
successful on your own,"
Constante said.

1. Social interaction:
Sophie Anderson is a senior
health science major doing
her Mariano Rivera tour. She
captured what I think every
Southern student will miss the
most about intramurals: the
social interaction.
"Every team I play with, a
bond is formed," Sophie said.
"I will miss being able to hang
out with friends and just
having a good time."

2. Friendly C._ _ _ __
We don't like to throw the
C-word around a lot, but let's
be honest: we like beating our
friends. There is nothing wrong
with friendly competition, and

Whether you're on your final
lap or have a couple more to
go, take the time this year
to enjoy each moment, each
game and each cheer, because
what we have here is truly one
of a kind.
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instagram
@sauaccent

@southern_accent

Behind the
scenes for
feature story on
Brandon Peggau. Check out
the sport section on page 9
for the full story

#vmdots mhmm. Dont even get me
started. Mhm mhm
Michael Huisman, SO Business Admin.
@CaiiMeMichael24

Students don't eat in the cafe? Evaluate the differences. Call in a marketing professor. Adapt.
#VMdots #foodevolution
Rebecca Byard, JR Health Science
@rebarene

Taking away the #vmdots is ridiculous. Obey
the law of supply and demand. Students want
to buy food from the #vm, so let them.
Madison Keiser, SR General Mgmt.
@Madkei

I'm not in the dorm anymore, and boy am 1glad
since there's no more #VMdots! I feel bad for
those solely on the meaf plan
Ashely Gomez, JR Nursing
@ashleyg1493

Photo by Crystal Sepulveda

Southern
alumni, Joshua
Martin, plays with
children at the
Westside 4 Jesus
outreach. Check
out our instagram
@sauaccent

Photo by Jordan Correces

give me back my hot Cheefos .. #VMdots
Jonathan Pino , SO Nursing
@jonathanpino_

#Southern Sleepers IS GONNA BE A
THING!!!! Lol. ..
Garrison Hayes,
SR Film Production
@Garrison628

Dr. Asia on Academics
from Asian night 2012
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CLASS
STANDINGS
FRESHMEN - - - - - - - - .

SOPHOMORES

Often heard saying things like

Often heard saying things like

"Oh, yeah, I'm a biology major."
"My future husband is right there in
Talge!"
"Where's the pepper?"
"Required worships? But we're
adults!"

"Lol, I've changed my major five
times."
"My boy/girlfriend is a senior!"
"I'll never get tired of Naked juice."
"Required worships? But we're
adults!"

SENIORS

JUNIORS
Often heard saying things like

Often heard saying things like

"Is it too late to change my major?"
"No really, I think he/she's the One."
"I'm getting a little tired of Naked
juice."
"Required worships? But we're
adults!"

"I'm a senior in years but not credits."
"I'm single."
"I'm so sick of Naked juice."
"Paying bills? But I'm just a kid!"

SUPER SENIORS
Often heard saying things like
"No, really, it's because I was a
Student Missionary for a year!"

WHAT IT IS

VS~

WHAT IT FEELS LIKE

-------------------------------------SOUTHERNADVENTISTUNTVERSITYEDn70N---------------------------------

SEEING A CUTE GUY

SEEING A CUTE GIRL
What it feels like

What it is

,
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What it is

What it feels like
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New patio
nears
completion
TESS MORGAN

After months of construction, the outdoor patio is finally near completion, cooking equipment included.
The patio would have been
completed sooner, but the
health department delayed
plans after they highlighted
problems with the cooking
area being in an open space,
said Marty Hamilton, associate vice president of financial
administration. To resolve
this issue, the cooking area
will be in an enclosed space
and kept locked.
Hamilton said students
will not be allowed to use
the cooking equipment, but
they still benefit from it. The
primary users of the cooking
equipment will be the Student
Association and Karl Shultz,
director of student life and activities.
Shultz said one of the uses
for the new area will be to
occasionally serve pancake
breakfasts and other treats to
students as they walk along
the promenade.
"The opportunities that it
will provide for students will
be far reaching." Shultz said.
"This multipurpose space will
provide a wonderful place for
students to hang out."
Although the outdoor patio does not have an official
name yet, Mark Antone, director of landscape services,
said the patio will be completed in a few days.
"There are a few more pavers to install, then final touches to the garden area around
the patio." Antone said. "The
next phase is building the
kitchen/serving area."
Antone al.s o said that when
the serving area is not in use,
there will be bar stools and
electrical charging stations
that students can use.
Although the patio will
have a door leading to KR's
Place, the patio will not be associated with it, Shultz said.

Photo By Logan Foil
LAC presenters wave flags at showcase to represent Latin American countries

STUDENTS BAMBOOZLED
CAR GIVEAWAY MISLEADS LAC NIGHT ATTENDEES
ANNA BARTLETI

Latin American Club
(LAC) Night, the first cultural
event since the "no dancing"
rule enforcement, bamboozled
students with a supposed new
car giveaway and garnered
mixed reviews on Sept. 29,
2013.

The controversial highlight of LAC night was a car
giveaway. Students were given
tickets at the door and told
they would be entered into a
drawing to win a new Volkswagen Beetle. By the end of
the evening, it was revealed
that the actual prize was a
remote-controlled car.
Some students suspected
the prize would be a toy, but
many students were upset.

"I already saw the poster
and knew, OK, that's a fake,"
said Asheka Lawrence-Reid,
sophomore English major.
"But then when we got there, I
saw this little red Volkswagen
Bug outside. I don't like that
they built up [the winner's]
hopes and everyone's hopes
for getting a car that they
falsely advertised."
Garrison Hayes, senior
film production major said
LAC went a little to far.
"I understand that it was a
joke, and it's funny in hindsight, but I really struggle
with the amount of emphasis
that was placed on the car,"
Hayes said. "That's when
they blurred the line between
a funny joke and a mean
prank."
Patricia Duvra, junior

Business Administration
major and winner of the
supposed car, was extremely
disappointed.
"I've had fun with [the toy
car], but I'm just upset that
they had the car outside that
made me think I was going to
get an actual car."
Duvra was referring to the
"Win Me" sign on the Volkswagen Beetle parked outside
Iles gym before the show.
Elizabeth Camps, LAC
president said in a statement,
"It was not our intention to
lead students to firmly believe
that they would receive an
actual car. We did not plan on
there being a sign on the car
that said 'Win Me.'"
Camps said the sign was
placed without her consent
•
Continued on page 4

"SIDESHOW"
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Check out the
video on Vimeo
• SEE NEWS PAGE 3

#LATENIGHTGRUBBING
"College students
are 87% more likely
to order late-night
meals."
• SEE LIFESTYLE PAGE 8

Thefts decline in residence halls
BRITTANY wARD
STAFF WRrnR

Dormitory thefts have
declined since last year, according to a document released by Josh Fraker, campus safety patrol supervisor.
During 2012, there were
13 reported thefts in Talge
Hall and 57 reported thefts
in Thatcher and Thatcher
South. Since January of this

year, however, there has only
been one reported theft in Talge Hall and 21 in Thatcher and
Thatcher South.
Although there have not
been as many reported thefts
in 2013, there are still several
months until the year comes
to a close.
The majority of thefts take

place in the female residence
halls, Thatcher and Thatcher
South. Fraker said that most
of the missing items are stolen from laundry rooms. He
emphasized the importance
of not leaving clothes unattended in laundry rooms,
especially expensive brands
such as Victoria's Secret or
il Continued on page 2
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"Allowing
this freedom
could affect
more than
that
particular
student, it
could be a
detriment to
the school."

Continued.from page 1
North Face.
Fraker also said that when
these thefts are reported, there
are measures that campus
safety can take. If the victim
has an idea of what time the
items were stolen from the
laundry room, campus safety
can check the card scanner on
the door to see who entered
the laundry room around the
time of the crime and investigate further from there. When
items are stolen from a dorm
room, the victim usually has
a suspect in mind and can
have the matter taken care of
quickly with the help of campus safety.
The assistance of campus
safety is not as frequently
needed in Talge Hall. Dwight
Magers, dean of Talge Hall,
said that he only gets reports
of thefts a few times a semester.
"Not much in Talge, never
has been, very sporadic," said
Magers.
Thefts are usually committed by community students,
Magers said. These thefts usuallytake place around holidays
or school breaks.
Fraker emphasized the importance of reporting these
crimes. People often don't report them because they think
the crime is too small or the
items will never be recovered.
"Campus safety is more
than happy to help in these
matters," said Fraker.
To acquire more information on thefts or other crimes
that have taken place on campus, visit campussafety.southem.edu and read the Annual
Security Report.

:~11

spam," said Donovan Sailo
a recent associate of nursing
graduate.

36.992
Hacking

Worm

Though the attacks have
not risen or lowered, it is up
to the users to make conscious decisions on what
emails they choose to open.
"More malware attacks
and viruses target our users
daily." Moniyung said. "While
we put a lot of efforts into
securing our servers and network perimeters, the users are
our first line of defense."
Moniyung advised users to
keep their anti-virus software
up to date or obtain an antivirus software program on
their personal computer. This
will help the IS department
keep viruses out of student's
computers.
"Weakness is based on
the weakest link," Moniyung
said. "Allowing this freedom
could affect more than that
particular student, it could be
a detriment to the school and
their family."

Adware

Rogue Software

Chart showing the amount of malware blcoked through IS shields

BRANDON PEGGAU
Suu Warna

Southern Adventist University's Information Systems
(IS) has started an awareness program to help better
protect users from harmful
computer viruses.
IS currently offers an
awareness survey to faculty and staff to assess their
knowledge of defending their
computers against harmful computer viruses. With
this survey and an upcoming
training program, they hope
to better protect users from
cyber attacks.

In the Sept. 19 issue of the
Southern Accent, the article
"Cafeteria opens the year
with new innovations" incorrectly stated that Greg Cook,
director of food services,
is the former owner of the
Creamy Bean 4 Comers Cafe.
A correction was published
in the Sept. 26 issue, stating
that Cook's restaurant, the
Creamy Bean Factory, was
renamed Creamy Bean 4
Comers Cafe after he left, but
this is inaccurate. After Cook
left, the cafe was renamed 4
Comers Cafe by Sun Chupg,
the current owner. It was
never called the Creamy
Bean 4 Comers Cafe.

The IS department
recently released a cyber
attack overview chart illustrating how much suspicious
activity was deflected from
Southern's network in the
past 30 days.
The chart shows that
nearly 92 percent of emails
were filtered. Nearly 10 million emails have been blocked
while over 8oo,ooo were
delivered and nearly 30,000
were quarantined.
"If this security wasn't in
place, there would be a higher
probability that we would be
exposed to problems," said

In the Sept. 26 issue of
the Accent, Vincent Cantrell
was credited for the photos
published in "This weekend
Southern." The photos were
actually taken by Levi Parris
In the same issue, Katie
Henderson was credited for
the article "Southern to sync
calendar with schools." The
article was actually written
Maurice Fider.
In the Sept. 26 issue,
the article "Student workers
almost replaced by machine"
incorrectly stated that Tyler
Rand is the former WSMC
music director. Rand is still
the WSMC music director.

Herdy Moniyung, director of
I~.

Malicious programs that
are blocked range from hacks
nearing 37,000 to nearly
8oo malware viruses and 41
exploits.
The IS department is
able to keep a high protection
rate because of the protection
programs that block emails
that appear malicious and
quarantined emails that are
suspicious.
"The quarantine feature
really helped clear up my
inbox so I could focus on the
emails that were relevant and
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Building to be repainted, challenges cainpus uniforinity
TEss MORGAN
SnuWann

Plant Services sent painters to the Annex building Friday morning.

The Art Annex is in the
process of recieving a unique
exterior graphic that challenged campus uniformity.
When routine repairs were
being made to the Art Annex,
the School of Visual Art and
Design (SVAD) approached
Marty Hamilton, associate
vice president of financial administration, with the idea
that a graphic should be placed
on the outside of the building.
The graphic, which reads,
"Art Annex" was approved.
However, the uniformity of
Southern was brought into
question when this new idea
. was proposed.
"My primary concern was
to present a more simple
graphic solution that fits the
campus decorum and rep-

First archeology
lecture

STC awareness

.
campaign

NATASHA MIRILOV
SnuWam1

NATASHA MIRILOV
SnuW•m•

Sigma Theta Chi (STC),
Southern Adventist University's women's club, is making
an effort to become more
active this year. This is the
second year STC is making an
effort to make female students
aware of the organization.
Instead of only having a
biennial mother-daughter
event, STC is hosting an event
each month this year. Members of the club handed out
welcome packages and calendar magnets at the beginning
of the school year so that
female students are aware of
the upcoming social events.
"This is an avenue for girls
to meet new girls," said Kamilah Brathwaite, student dean
for Thatcher Hall. "Through
STC, we allow girls to enhance
their college experience."
This is a good opportunity
for the students to interact with each other and the
deans. Susan Pennington,
assistant dean for Thatcher
Hall, believes that by being a
part of the ladies' lives, it will
be easier for them to trust the
deans.
With mostly females on
campus, it is difficult for the
deans to find each woman
individually and interact
with her. These events are
notmandatory,butthey
give women an opportunity
to create communities and
build relationships with other
women and their deans.

resents SVAD as well," said
Hamilton. "Our conclusion
was to create a basic graphic
that identifies the building to
our students and puts more of
a face on its location."
It will help restore the deteriorating exterior as well. The
Art Annex is one of the older
buildings on campus and is located next to Campus Safety.
It houses ceramics, sculpting,
the new SVAD fabrication lab
and Online Campus.
Originally, the Art Annex
was going to be tom down
and relocated to a brand new
building. Due to a lack of
funds, the building of a new
Art Annex will be postponed
until further notice. For now,
a new graphic will help to
transform the current Art Annex.

"Sideshow" short film finally completed
DEBBIE

HALL

SnuW•nn

Sideshow, the new animated production from the
School of Visual Art and Design (SVAD) was released on
September 23 after being resurrected by professors and the
Collaborative Studio class.
Sideshow was released
Monday, September 23, but
production started in 2010.
"Sideshow didn't finish
on time," said Jesse Rademacher, associate professor in
the achool of Visual Art and
Design. "It went into a holding
position until someone cared
enough to finish it."
The individuals who came
back to see Sideshow finished
were Rebecca Johnson, Melissa Caldwell, Danny Cooper,
and Jesse Rademacher.
Sideshow was directed by
animators Cassidy Stone and
Guian Goulet, produced by
Rademacher and Hendel Butoy, professor in the School

of Visual Art and Design, and
worked on by students of the
Collaborative Studio class.
"Due to Sideshow's production team being small, we
were encouraged to work on
tasks that lay outside our field
of expertise, thus teaching us
the importance of being flexible in terms of accepting and
completing tasks we would
otherwise not take on," said
Princy Peuse, who graduated
from Southern in 2011 with a
degree in animation.
Sideshow tells the story of
Benson, a human "monster"
who, egged on by his retainer,
exists to scare spectators as
a circus sideshow. Inspired
by a bird, Benson chooses to
stop scaring the audience and
performs a whistled duet with
the bird instead. Infuriated,
the retainer turns his whip on
the bird before accidentally
knocking himself out and into
a sign labeled "monster." The
bird is presumed dead until

Benson picks it up and it begins whistling again.
Karoline Benedicto, an art
therapy major, said Sideshow
reflects real life.
"This short animation can
relate to many things that affect our lives, such as politics, advertisements, media,
brands and so forth," Benedicto said. "They put on a fa1;3.de to attract people, tricking
them to believe anything they
want, despite the cruel truth
behind the scenes."
Business administration
major Kimberly Solis said
Sideshow shows that life isn't
always they way it seems.
"The short film shows that
there is more to a person than
just the surface," Solis said.
"You can't be judgmental to
the people around you because you do not know what is
going on in their life."
Sideshow can be viewed
at vimeo.comjsvadanimation/
sideshow.

Kyle McCarter, a professor from John Hopkins University, held a lecture on Sept.
24 in Lynn Wood Auditorium
on the origin of the alphabet.
McCarter, North America's leading expert on ancient
Hebrew inscriptions, talked
about the Tel Zayit inscription, located in the Beth
Gurvin Valley, the Ophel inscription, found in an ancient
storage jar in Jerusalem and
the ostracon, which was discovered at Khirbet Qeiyafa.
These three inscriptions testifyto the existence of literacy
during the time of King David
and are believed to be the oldest inscriptions ever found.
"I always believe in what
the Bible has to say," said
Hannah Goldstein, a junior
social work major. "But when
you have evidence from hundreds of years ago, there is no
need for anyone to doubt it."
Daniel Perez, Lynn H.
Wood Archaeological Museum coordinator, said that
archaeological findings are
important because there is no
other way we can understand
how people lived in the past.
"In the future, people will
know about us, our culture
and ethics through what we
leave behind-even if it is
something like a cell phone,"
said Perez.
For more information
about archeological lectures
visit www.southem.edu/archaeologyjlectureseries.
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Students bamboozled
continued from page 1
by an LAC member who did not
know the car would not be given
away.
"We tried to be careful in the
way we advertised to avoid any
perceived dishonesty, but unfortunately, there was confusion and
for that we apologize," Camps
said in the statement.
In addition to the car giveaway, the other highlight of the
evening was how LAC handled
the first cultural event since the
no dancing enforcement.
The "no dancing" rule was
quickly addressed once the performance began. Judit Manchay,
LAC chaplain, wore a banner
with the words "Dance Police"
written on it and dramatically
interrupted the would-be opening
dance performance. A video of
Southern Adventist University
president, Gordon Bietz, was
shown in which he explained that
dancing of any kind was against
Southern's policy.
Students had mixed feelings
about how the rule impacted the
night.

"I thought it was very creative
how they found new ways of
entertaining the audience without
dancing and that the theme of the
Spanish soap opera was really
good," said Ashley Rich, sophomore public relations major.

~e tried to be careful
in the way we advertised to avoid any perceived dishonesty, but
unfortunately, there
was confusion and for
that we apologizl'
Lindsey Brown, junior longterm care administration major,
believed that the event was not
as great as it would have been
with dancing.
"Dancing is the highlight of
a culture-it's a show of joy,"
Brown said. "They didn't seem
like they were that happy. It's
like they were forcing it. It didn't
have the same feeling."
LAC officers, however,

thought the lack of dancing did
not have a huge overall impact.
"Being onstage and seeing
how students were all engaged,
I could tell they didn't really
miss it," said Nehiel Rivera, the
LAC officer who played Marc
Anthony during the show.
Mischka Scott, junior social
work major and LAC member said, "Everything that we
planned went really well even
though we did have some hiccups."
LAC chaplain Judit Manchay
agreed.
"In the end, we did have some
unexpected dancing among the
audience that the LAC did not
condone. Maybe next year we
can have people enforce the rule
while standing in the audience."
Although there were many different opinions about the night,
many students still enjoyed the
event.
"It may have been better with
dancing, but I enjoyed the music
and skits," said Jerson Reinshagen, freshman biology major.
"I'll be back next year."

New screens installed in cafeteria
KATIE HENDERSON
I

FAD REPORIJR

Plant Services and the audio
visual department recently installed two new screens and projectors in the cafeteria. The new
equipment will cater to the several social events such as Studio
4109, alumni banquets as well as
other student-run events.
The existing screen has been in
use, and had no built-in projector
since before 2000. In 2008, the
decision was made to move one
of the used gym projectors to the
cafeteria.
"[The old screen] was getting
old and dim but it was better than

nothing," said Gary Horinouchi,
audio visual manager.
Administration approved the
new equipment and installments
when the old screen started to
break down. It was decided, because many of the programs
require screens in multiple locations, that the new screens would
be installed on the west and east
walls of the Dining Hall.
"When Studio 4109 started
having three or four programs in
the cafeteria and since a portable
screen was needed to be set up
on the east side, we felt we could
save time by having a built-in
projector and screen on the west
wall as well," Horinouchi said.

The new projectors are now
high definition ready with 16: lO
format, an aspect ratio that is primarily used to connect tablet and
computer displays.
"A note of appreciation should
go to Eric Schoonard, director of
Plant Services, for scheduling,
Scott Clukey, exterior building
maintenance technician, for installing the screens and projectors, and Larry Turner, electrician master technician, for wiring
them up," Horinouchi said. "They
are really the unsung heroes in
our books."
The AV department hopes to
have the projectors up and running by the end of this week.

To sponsors of the Dave Cress Memorial Golf Tournament
Oneida Indian Nation • Integrated Concrete • TAG Manufacturing, Inc. • Professional Accounting & Management
• The Alford Group • Southeastern Spine • Michael Bradley, DDS • Hydro Chemicals, LLC • Kentucky-Tennessee
Conference of SDA • Sanders Irrigation Supply • Collegedale Credit Union • Law Offices of Tom Bible: Harry Miller,
Attorney • Jimmy & Lynn (Cress) Jones • Georgia-Cumberland Conference of SDA • Four Corners Car Wash •
Thrifty Med Pharmacy • Comprehensive Dentistry • Garden Plaza, Greenbriar Cove • FSG Bank • Jellico Community
Hospital • Lambert Concrete • Kellogg • Life Care Centers of Ooltewah • Southern Union Youth Ministries •
WSMC • Village Market • College Press • Coca Cola • Little Debbie • Hunter Museum • O'Springs • Jason's Deli
Funds raised through this event help students through the Dave Cress Memorial Endowed Scholarship
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Senior projects to
benefit Southern

Photo by Natalie Thomas
Embedded systems major, Joseph Bird, sketching out the plan for
his senior project
NATALIE THOMAS

SuFFWama

The School of Computing
will be using this year's senior
projects to assist the community.
Three of the upcoming
projects include a web application for recruiting, a computing department web portal
and a fitness application.
The students were allowed
to choose their own teams,
and all of the projects will be
collectively supervised by two
faculty members from the
School of Computing.
One of the faculty supervisors, Michael Dant, associate
professor for the School of
Computing, said that the students will spend at least five
hours a week for the next 15
weeks working on their projects because they can have a
lasting impact.
"The senior projects are
often used either on campus
or off campus," Dant said.
"Sometimes [the students]
do android applications for
Southem ...there are all different types of projects."
One project that had a lasting impact was a Bible video
chat application created for a
previous senior project that is
still used on campus today.
Hoping his project will
continue the trend of useful
applications is Vince Cantrell,
junior computer systems administration major. Cantrell
and his team are working on
plans to create a single web
portal for both students and

faculty from the computing
department to visit. The program will verify their department and then direct them
to different services based on
their user roles.
"Previously, these tasks
used to have to be run through
a single person in the department who would have to manually enter everything into our
servers," Cantrell said. "We're
excited about this project and
are looking forward to rolling
it out at the end of the semester."
Joseph Bird, senior computer science embedded systems major, will be working
on a web application that will
be used for recruiting. The
project will be called Lightwrighter and will consist of a
user programming a beam of
light.
"The goal is to present programming language in an easy
environment so people understand," said Bird. "It is not always as it is portrayed in the
movies."
He hopes that his senior
project will spark potential
Southern Adventist University
students by allowing them to
see the problem solving side
of programming. A student interested in joining the School
of Computing will be able to
make a more accurate decision on if programming is the
job for them based on Lightwrighter.
"I'm excited for the project
and what use it will be to the
school," said Bird.

'
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Challenges in coexistence: are we
~erely agreeing
to disagree?
CHERIE LYNN MILURON
RELIGION EDIIQR

"There will be no peace
among the nations without
peace among tl)e religions.
There will be no peace among
the religions without dialogue
among the religions." This was
said by Dr. Hans Kling.
Kling is a firm proponent of
interfaith dialogue, the name
given to conversations between
people or institutions of different religious backgrounds
• aimed at positive treatment and
acceptance.
It's a topic that has been on
my mind a lot lately. How do we
interact with people of other religious backgrounds? Is there an
achievable balance?
Let me begin by saying that I
firmly believe that we are called
to love each and every person,
regardless of his or her religious
beliefs. We are not to condemn
or judge other individuals. This
is the premise by which the rest
of my argument hinges: love is
preeminent.
However, I am left with a
question: where do we draw
the line? And where does love
transform into some sort of acceptance? These are difficult
waters to navigate.
I'm not saying that you will
automatically become agnostic
if you surround yourselves with
agnostics. However, can anyone
remain continually in the company of agnostics without being
influenced on some level?
We pick up speech patterns
from our friends. They often
influence our clothing styles because we tend to share the same
interests. This influence takes
form in minor ways at first, as
our preferences quietly adapt to
each other.
Additionally, the Christian often fails to ask, "What role does
the Great Commission play in
interfaith conversations?" We
are called to preach, disciple and
baptize. Is there any room for
evangelism when we are accepting all truth as equally valid?
We are reaching a point where
we merely agree to disagree. Is
that what God intended for us?

I don't believe so. We have to
take it to the next step. We are
supposed to bring light to the
world around us.
I'm not suggesting that we
start shoving doctrine down
people's throats. This isn't license to beat your friends from
other religions over the head
with a Bible. I am just pointing
out that the premise by which
interfaith dialogue is founded
seems largely incompatible with
Seventh-day Adventist belief.
As the quote above illustrates,
interfaith dialogue is often a
soapbox for world peace. From
the Bible, we know that world
peace will never take place.
Compromise is not the avenue
for religious change.
So, does that mean you should
unfriend all of your non-Christian or non-Adventist friends
on Facebook? Absolutely not.
Some of the dearest people that
I know are not Adventist. In addition, there are people of other
faiths who have a closer relationship with God than some
Adventists. What I do believe is
that when we make the decision
to engage in interfaith dialogue,
we must be extremely careful.
My main issue with interfaith dialogue is that we seem
to think we must deemphasize
our beliefs in order to establish
relationships with other people.
That isn't biblical. Relationships
and beliefs go hand-in-hand. It
is unrealistic to think that you
will never have to discuss your
beliefs with someone from another faith.
We should encourage such
conversations. Please don't
check your religious beliefs at
the door in order to help everyone get along. Rather, we must
come to the table fully aware of
what we believe and where we
are coming from.
We must come with a heart
full of love and an open mind.
Yet, we must not amputate ourselves from what we have already studied and know to be
true. Don't let go of your religious identity in order to grow
closer to your friends and family.
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Lessons learned from Buddhists, shamans and atheists
D. LUKE GoNZALEZ
CONJR!BliJDR

When it comes to the essay of
life, "worldviews" is one of the
few sections we cannot leave
blank. Whether one is a priest
in America or a shaman in the
most remote jungle, nobody can
escape the far-reaching talons of
the need to choose a worldview.
We must confront this issue,
and religion is one of the ways
humanity has chosen to do that.
We use religion to shape our
worldview. I claim t<5 be a Seventh-day Adventist. I see personal challenges as character builders and blessings as gifts from the
Almighty God.
Growing up, I interacted with
Buddhists, shamans, Sikhs, atheists and agnostics, and my worldview has been enlightened by
these experiences. Engaging in
interfaith dialogue has helped me
to appreciate my own religious
worldview as well as have greater respect towards other worldviews, helping me find common
ground between their beliefs and
my own.
Yet, I have met many individuals who would argue that we
should avoid such conversations.

These people see persons of other
faiths as advocates of falsehood
who hold no truth.
"To the law and to the testimony!" they quote, "If they speak
not according to this word, it is
because there is no light in them"
(Isaiah 8:20 KN).
These advocates seem to suggest that any contact with those
of other faiths would somehow
contaminate oneself with falsehood, so it is better that no such
interaction occurs.
I believe this is more a condemnation upon those opposed
to interfaith dialogue than those
for it, suggesting that they are so
ungrounded in the faith that they
cannot divide truth from falsehood.
The main issue is that when I
read the Bible, I see a different
picture when God's chosen people interact with those outside of
their religion.
Looking at the centurion in
Luke 7, we see a man who is not
a Jew. In fact, according to the
religious t>eliefs of the time, you
couldn't interact with such an individual and remain "clean." But,
Jesus not only heals his servant,
he also admonishes us to look at

the centurion's faith as an ex·ample for others to follow.
But, what exactly was it about
his faith that was so admirable?
The centurion, drawing from his
experience as a commander in
the Roman army, demonstrates a
worldview of God as commander
over the world in a way that was
alien to the Jews at the time.
Notice: Jesus commends the
centurion's faith, and, in effect,
his worldview, which was drawn
from a pagan army that was merciless to God's people. Here was
God calling out the Jews for their
unbelief and giving them a pagan
example to admonish them for
their lack of faith.
As I have dialogued with a shaman on goat heads and religious
healing or a Buddhist on learning to forgive and to love, I too
have learned from their religious
beliefs and have gained a deeper
appreciation for what Christ does
for me.
Interfaith dialogue does not
destroy faith. Interfaith dialogue
rebukes and enhances faith, helping each of us to grow closer to
the God we serve.
D. Luke Gonzalez is a senior
theology major. ·
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·Double standards on campus

Photo by Ashley Noonan
Magazine display at Mckee Library

MARcos ToRRES
CONDIBliTOR

I felt uneasy when I read Dr.
Bietz's article on dress standards, but I had no need to
fear. As usual, Dr. Bietz was
very balanced.
However, I would like to express my thoughts regarding
two aspects of this subject. The
first is how this whole dress

standard thing always caters
to men, and the second is the
double standards we promote
on campus.
I am a man-red blooded
and all. Yet I find myself increasingly irritated at how the
topic of dress standards always seems to cater to men by
pointing the finger at women.
"Be modest so you don't
cause your brother to stum-

ble."
The end result is that many
women have their backs
against the wall. No matter
what they wear, it's always a
problem.
Many long for the day they
can just wake up, put on something trendy and walk out the
door without a guilt trip.
As a church, we despise the
objectification of women so

More money for meal plan
DEBBIE

HALL

CmiDIBUIOR

All movies have it: disgusting cafeteria food.
Before arriving at Southern
Adventist University, I heard
stories of the food. My older
sister would tell stories of
greasy casseroles that could
not be identified.
For the past three years I
have been here, however, the
food quality has improved immensely. I love the different
choices we have.
We now have the cafeteria
with a regular deck, salad bar,
international bar, kimchi bar,
fruit bar and a panini/pasta
bar. We also have the Campus
Kitchen, K.R.'s Place, the Kayak and the Deli at the Village
Market.
I work at the cafeteria and
see the work the supervisors
do. They work hard every day
to make the best food they can.
The supervisors work un-

der stress every day. They are
short on time and have a million things to do in that short
time.

'iowcanyou
buyfoodon
campus when
you can only
spend $8.85 a
day''
Student workers come and
go leaving the supervisors
shorthanded at times, and
they have to deal with times
when they don't have the ingredients they need.
However, the drawback
comes from the meal plan.
They food quality has gone up,
but the meal plan has stayed

the same. Students get $1150 a
semester according to the university· website. That allows
students to spend $8.85 a day.
How can you buy food on
campus when you can only
spend $8.85 a day? Some people spend more than that on
one meal.
If we want better food, we
need more money on our meal
plan.
It would increase tuition
but even an additional $200
would allow us to have more
money to spend on the food
we want.
Some of us are poor college
students who rarely get off
campus to buy food elsewhere.
We have no room in our dorms
and mini fridges to stock up on
food. We need money to eat.
Debbie Hall is a sophomore
mass
communication-photography major.

prevalent in our culture, yet
while we may not treat them
as objects to be lusted after,
we treat them as objects to be
feared.
In order to manage our fears'
we impose a never-ending
barrage of dress standards on
women. We must remember
that while modesty is important, men must also have selfcontrol. We should be modest,

but we shouldn't have to build
our wardrobe on a guilt trip.
I am also frustrated with
double standards. I am typing
this article in the library. Behind me on the magazine rack
is a cover photo of a woman
with her breasts displayed for
all to see. A bit more skin and
you would have a pornographic cover. For a school that promotes conservative Christian
values and requires female
swimmers to wear one-piece
suits, this is just strange.
If we are going to ask women to dress a certain way, let's
do our part and learn to view
them as daughters of Jesus,
priceless and infinitely valuable. If we are going to require
modesty on campus, then let's
be consistent.
Of course, we cannot get carried away. Christianity is not
about skin coverage but about
love for God, others and self.
Standards are there and we
cannot and must not get rid of
them. Therefore, I am not calling out for fewer standards or
for more, instead I am calling
out for balance and consistency.
Marcos Torres is a senior
theology major.

#SAUstandards

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
What did you think about LAC Night?
"I thought it was very creative how they found new
ways of entertaining the audience without dancing
and that the theme of the spanish soap opera was
really good."
-Ashley Rich, sophomore public relations major

"LAC did a good job compensating for the lack
of dancing and replacing it with funny video clips
and skits about not dancing. They went with the
flow and I loved that they threw chanclas into the
crowd. And the video about the morn: that was my
childhood!"
- Yeshara Acosta, masters student in social work

"The food was delicious, oh my. The food was
amazing. But I didn't like the lie [about the car]
they told at the end."
-Adam Sawyer, junior religious studies major

·=
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Late-night grubbing: late night treats

l\rllil'I,'S
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CHARLES CAMMACK

# hashtagconversations

For those whose meals are
spread a little later in the day,
this article is for you.
Breakfast comes around
noon. Lunch, if you're blessed,
takes place at ·five. And a little
din din comes ne<H" midnight
on a great day. Or maybe you
go with the snack-throughoutthe-day approach and sprinkle
a meal or two in there. Whatever the case, college students
tend to eat late.
"College students are 87
percent more likely to order
late-night meals than the average diner," according to
GrubHub.com. If you happen to be stumped on what
to choose, here's a short list
of Southern students' favorite
late-night treats:

#hashtags have now
morphed from #socialmedia and infiltrated #conversations all thanks to a
recent popular skit starring
#jimmyfallon and #justintimberlake. # hastagseverywhere #whenwillitend
#itsonlybegun

Cat-stache

5· Assorted Chips
Every non-beverage vending machine has them.
Whether it's Doritos, Lays

potato chips, pretzels or the
"healthy" Sun Chips option,
they're usually a walk away.
Chances are you're probably
closer to a bag of chips than
you are to fruit. The first quality of a late-night snack is convenience, and chips definitely
meet that criterion.
"Pretzel chips are my favorite because they sound like
they're healthy," said Keightee
Weekes, sophomore business
administration and public relations major.

4· Cookies and Milk (or
Silk)
Obviously, nothing comes
close to grandma's homemade
chocolate chip cookies. But at 1
a.m., when you've been studying for the past five hours and
everything seems to be 3D,
that's when that little box of
Entenmann's cookies becomes
grandma's cookies. All you
have to do is zap them in the
microwave for a couple seconds so that when you break

the cookie, there's a little bit of
melted chocolate.

3· Pop-Tarts
If you live in Talge Hall, you
have no choice but to be a fan
of the brown sugar cinnamon
or strawberry Pop-Tarts because that's what those latenight vending machine runs
offer you. Believe it or not,
outside campus are mouthwatering choices. S'mores and
cinnamon roll are my personal
favorites.
"Pop-Tarts with some milk
are my favorite late night
snack because they just get me
in the mood for bed, n said Jose
Rios, sophomore general studies major.
2.PB&J

You can't go wrong with taking it back to the "days of thy
youth." A peanut butter and
jelly sandwich is always quick
and easy to make. There are,
however, some ways to spice
it up. Many students try peanut butter and Nutella, peanut

butter and banana or some
mix it all together. Whatever
your variation of the sandwich, it always seems to fill
you up just right.

1. Cold Cereal
I'm taking this opportunity
to plug the fact that Raisin
Bran Crunch is high in fiber
and is clearly the best latenight cereal option out there.
Relax, I'm aware of my grandpa qualities, but the point remains the same. I have yet to
find someone who opposes a
late-night bowl of cereal. As
my good friend would always
say, "it's easy!"
Disclaimer: This is not an
article about healthy eating
nor am I in any way endorsing that it's healthy to eat late
at night. THIS IS JUST FOR
FUN!

Charles Cammack is a senior mass communicationsnewmedia
#LateNightGrubbing

High on life: living independent of artificial ups and downs
Sadly, there really is no escaping the mustache frenzy
that has engulfed America.
Not anytime soon, at least.
For here we have, in all its
glory, a new twist on the
mustache: the cat-stache.

I
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Illustration by Jordan Correces
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RicerRocks
Outdoor
Festival: Canoe/Kayak
and SUP race
RiverRocks Outdoor Festival
will continue through Oct. 13
with lots of activities
Oct. 6, 10:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Ross's landing, downtown
Chattanooga
Price: Spectators free, contestants fee

-

Open Farnruhouse and
Demonstrations
of
1830s Cherokee life
Oct. 6, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Red Clay State Park
Price: Free
Closed Door Entertainment Presents: Les
Miserables
Oct. 20, 2 p.m.
Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga
~rice: $2o - 28.5_0

With graduation in mind,
plenty of art projects and
chemistry problems to finish,
college students practically
torture themselves trying to
get through another year of
hard work and dedication.
During these pivotal years,
the stress and pressures of
what they know as normal life
runs extremely high. It's in
these moments that they feel
everything they've worked for
is beating them down. They
end up turning to pleasures
that keep them from experiencing life free of dependencies.
Starbucks may have a welltrained staff, a comforting environment and a positive social responsibility, but Bruce
Goldstein, toxicologist at the
University of Florida, reports
that the amount of caffeine in
one cup of coffee typically affects the human nervous sys-

tern for 10 hours.
College students are often
using coffee as a crutch and
excuse to get five hours of
sleep and still function as an
intelligent person.
Scholars have found that
coffee interrupts our sleep
cycle at night, especially
when caffeine is still running
through our veins.
As a past employee for Starbucks, I have experience consuming more shots of espresso
in a day than cups of water.
After a significant amount
of weeks, my body began to
depend on the high amounts
of caffeine. When I missed a
dose, I was stricken with an
immediate headache. Motivated by my knowledge of the
cardiac side effects, I weaned
myself off the habit I so easily
started.
While some turn to the jittering effects of coffee, others
turn to the heightening effects
_?f something college stud_e nts

have become more familiar
with since the 1990s: the study
drug.
Adderall, Ritalin and Dexedrine are prescription drugs
used to maintain attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD).
In a study conducted by
Alan D. DeSantis and Audrey
Hane, 34 percent of students
interviewed at an American
college confessed to using the
stimulant before cramming for
a test. The professors found
that one of the main justifications for using the drug was
the self-medicating argument.
"Within this argument, students claim that they probably
suffer from ADHD themselves;
so taking stimulants becomes
both physiologically and morally justifiable," said DeSantis
and Hane. Students assumed
they had ADHD because of
their difficulty concentrating,
fatigue and boredom in class.
On campus, most stimulants are used to fix what we
have broken by losing sleep or
cramming for a test. However,
an even more common problem in the lives of college students is using stimulants as a
time-passer or an escape from
reality.
As pop·culture shifts and the
new norm of this generation
is to do what makes us happy,
students are turning to relaxing and worry-free marijuana.

"Someone who smokes marijuana daily may be functioning at a reduced intellectual
level most or all of the time,"
stated the National Institute
on Drug Abuse.
The effects of stunting brain
cells then causes more stress
when learning becomes difficult. The cycle goes on and on.
Drugs are not only very
dangerous and addictive but
are actually keeping students
from performing at their full
potential. In reality, relying on
anything is unpredictable and
harmful.
This generation is used to
having instant gratification
and taking the easy route, but
in my trip through the ups and
downs of school, I've found
that true gratification is the
progress made and the relationships I experience.
"One of my favorite quotes
is, 'there is no drug or stimulus on earth that will make life
meaningful,'" said Annalyse
Hasty, senior mass communications major.
Coffee may b e delicious and
that magic study pill may be
convenient, but there is no
greater satisfaction than finally graduating and being able to
claim the year as another success, independent of all artificial help.
Lexi Alvidrez is a junior
public relations major.
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Anthony Taylor trains for the Cohutta Triathlon.

Couple trains for Cohutta Springs Triatholon
ANNALYSE

HAsrY

Srous Enno•

The Cohutta Springs
Triathlon is a fall tradition that
has been impacting students
at Southern for 30 years.
Held at the Cohutta Springs
Conference Center in Crandall,
Georgia, the triathlon consists
of a half-mile swim, an 18-mile
bike ride and a four-mile run.
Each year, students and
facu1ty participate in this open
event as either an individual
competitor or as part of a
team.
Cole Taylor, senior mass
communication
media
production major, discovered
that the training involved in
preparing for a triathlon is
intense and requires major
commitment.
"It is really time consuming."
Tayor said. "It takes time
to actually do the events,
especially in sequence. I have
a lot more respect for people
who do triathlons now. I
thought it wou1d be something
you could pick up a few days
before and just go do it."
Taylor has been training
seriously for about a month,
but he said he wishes he had
spent more time preparing.
"Training has been pretty
difficu1t for me." Taylor said.
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"I was not in great cardio
shape when I started. Running
is okay, and biking is okay, but
the swimming is the hardest
part. I have been practicing
swimming for the longest, and
I am just now getting to where
I can do the distance."
Taylor has been training
with his girlfriend, Caroline
Rybicki, senior allied health
pre-physical therapy major.
They both have a goal time of
less than two hours, but Taylor
said his one goal is to finish
ahead of Rybicki.
"I can't let my girlfriend
beat me," Taylor said. "She
does help me, she is a good
runner, she has been running
for years. It is nice to have
someone to train with. When
you are doing it by yourself,
you are more apt to give up,
but we push each other to keep
going."
Rybicki said that she really
enjoys training even though
she agrees that swimming is
the hardest part.
"Ireallylikegoingtothepool
and swimming laps," Rybicki
said. "I know Cole wants to
finish ahead of me, and that is
fine. If I see him ahead, I am
going to try and catch him. I
do not want to beat him, but I
am competitive, and since we
have been training together, I

king for
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think we are at the same level."
Taylor and Rybicki said that
they plan to continue training
for more triathlons and get
faster times.
Aris Andrews, junior nursing
major, is also racing solo in
the triathlon this year. Last
year, Andrews swam for a
team of three and found that
swimming was the easiest
portion.
"I have always been a
swimmer, so that part is easier
for me." Andrews said. "The
biking will be the hardest. I
usually ride mountain bikes,
and this is the first time
I have ridden a road bike
consistently."
Andrews' father also
competed in the Cohutta
Triathlon and did well, placing
high up in the ranks.
"Knowing how well my dad
did is a great motivator,"
Andrews said. "I want to have
fun, and I hope this is the first
of many races for me. I want to
do this one and try it out, see
where I make mistakes and
then get better."
The race is on Sunday, Oct.
6, and it begins at 12:30 p.m.
Watch Twitter @southern_
accent #SAU sports for
updates about Taylor, Rybicki
and Andrews' race times.
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THE SHOT HEARD 'ROUND THE WIRD IN BASEBALl
IS THE TERM GIVEN TO THE GAIIE·IINNING HOME IIJN
BY NEW YORK GIANTS OUTRELDEA BOBBY THOMSON.
AS ARESUlT OF THE "SHOT" THE IIANTS WON
THE NATIONAL LEAGUE PENNANT AGAIIST THE BROOKLYN
DODGERS. THE GIANTS WON THE GAME 6·4 AFTER
OVERCOMING ADOOBLE-DIGIT DEFICIT IN THE STANDINGS
IN THE WEEKS PRECEDING THE PLAYOFF. iHE BIMTS WIN
THE PEINANn• RADIO AINOUNCER IIJSS HOOOES HOWLED.
iHE GIANTS WIN THE PENUITI THE GIANTS WIN THE
PEJINAITI• HE KEPT SCREAMING llml HE LOST HIS VIICE.
WATCH THIS AMAZIIO IIOIIEIIT IN BASEBALL HISTORY HERE:
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Futsal Teants: Goals
Men's Division A
InterEbaum
"Our goal is to play hard,
have fun and make Tobi and
Ebaum proud! We play to
win the game."

e-LEMON-ators
"We wou1d like to win it
all! Our main purpose is to
improve our work as a team.
Our team has the skills,
but we have never played
together before. So once we
get to know each other on
the court, we will be able to
accomplished our goal. Better
yet, we wou1d like to glorify
God as we play. This seems
easy to say; however, once
you are in the court it is hard
to control your emotions. For
that reason, we try to keep
in mind that we are going
to have fun and try to give a
good testimony."
Men's Division B
Tuhon
"Fun, Fair, Forceful, and
Fast. This is the motto of our
team."
Munchldns

"We want to have a fun and
successful season as well as
do better in the playoffs than
AC.-F.C. REAL UNITED."

Bubba Scrubs
"We just want to use what our
mammas gave us: feet. We
have guys on the team who
just want to hang with buds,
try their luck at a position
other than goalie, and show
off their fancy footwork."
Ladies Division
HERicanes
"We hope to make it to
championships again this
year. Our goal this season is
to draw together as a team
and win all the way with a
Christ-like attitude."
Goal rush
"The team's goal for this
season is to practice passing
with precision and accuracy.
With good teamwork and
effort, yet still remembering
to have fun, Goalrush is here
to win!"
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@southern_accent

So what you're saying is ... If I refuse to do my
homework, the university will #shutdown?
Max Giron SA Mass Comm. New Media
@maxgpx21h

Cannot believe they did not give away a real
car!! That was emotional abuse! I would have
gone insane!! Made me soo mad!! #LACnight
Jessica Perez, JR Nursing
@futchocojess

Dancing isn't a salvation issue, if you feel like
your representing God while dancing .... Do it. If
not. ... Don't. #dowedance
Sarah Graham, SO History
@sarah_ashley37

Took a copy of the @ Southern_Accent to class.
Looked up, and 45 min went by. Thanks southern accent!

I feel so bad. I actually told people the car was
real as I handed them tickets. #LACnight

Lindsay Crerar, JR Social Work
@ljcrerar

Corrinne Jordan, SO Public Relations
@CorrineJordan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
GLOBAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Southern Adventist University now offers a Christ-centered master's degree that
may be a perfect fit for you if:
• You have a heart for global service and
building thriving communities through
servant leadership.
• You feel called to work with
populations in need.
Contact Graduate Studies on the Collegedale,
Tennessee campus for more information .

...
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SOUTHERN STUDENTS
WHO MAY BE CELEBRITIES
IN DISGUISE

Bethany Otis

Amber Heard

Alexander Wicklund

Adrien Brody

Graphic Design

Health Science

SHOULD YOU
GOTO

CONVOCATION?
Brenna Phelps

Emily Blunt '

Marketing

-~

Brandon Burks

Can ·t-tind-the\\ ay-to-dass tired .

Bob Nlarley

.

Nursing

.

.
..

•

I hm long until
con\ o starts'!

.

~

Hayley Baker

Carey Mulligan

Psychology

Caleb Wolff

James Dean

Nursing
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Did you
forget to MAl\ UP
this morning·.)

..!'\ 0. !" 111 jUS!
really tired .. :·
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A in ·t nobody got
t11nc to can: about
your whining .
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Jennison Nafie

Alexis Bledel

Health Science

Danny Collins
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.
......

Ashton Kutcher

Liberal Arts

That cull: girl
\\ill he there ... \\ ith
an empty scat
beside her..

Too bad~ You·re
already there~

BONL'S

.

.
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Ryan Haas
Mass Comm/Photography

Hilary Clinton

Dillan Forsey
Film Production
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Elijah Wood
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STAFF WRITER

Southern Adventist University's WSMC radio station
plans to remove Emily Kurlinski's operational management
position next year to work
with the university's budget
cut.
The removing of the operational management position was WSMC director,
Scott Kornblum's, proposal
to the school board. This was
the alternative option to save
funds other than replacing
student radio announcers for
network-produced programming. Ultimately, the budget
cut had to do with the school
board's request to all departments to work more effective
and efficiently.
Though these losses will
put more responsibility on the
student workers, Kornblum
was very optimistic about the
changes.
"I don't think we've been
more focused on our mission
as we are now," Kornblum
said. "I'm actually very excited about it."
Removing_ the operational
management position next
year conveniently worked
out for Kurlinski because she
is hoping to attend graduate
school in 2014.
"I certainly have concerns
about W~MC discarding the
operations manager position,
though I do understand the
challenge in filling a position
that requires extensive classical music knowledge, broadcasting experience and Adventist affiliation."
Boyd Buhl, WSMC's underwriting sales representative, will finish his last day at
the radio station on Oct. 9 to
follow up on a new job opportunity. Buhl said his decision
in leaving has nothing to do
with the changes at WSMC.
"It just happened to
be bad timing," Buhl said,
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THE CONVERSATION
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EDITOR
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ALL NIGHT
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Enrollment services affects Southern students affected by government shutdown

SHUTDOWN AFFECTS SAU
MYRON MADDEN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Since the United States
government halted its services
on Oct. 1, Southern has been
working to identify students
who have been negatively impacted in order to assist them
however possible.
"We have tried to seek out
all of the students that we
know have been affected to
help them during this time,"
said Marc Grundy, vice president of enrollment services.
"We will do absolutely everything that we can to make sure
that all of our students are taken care of."
Students most affected by
the shutdown are those who

rely on federal housing subsidiaries, food stamps and
WIC funding. Grundy said
many of these individuals may
find themselves in a "financial
pinch," but the university is
open to helping them where
the government currently cannot.
"If, for example, I know
that a student that normally
gets $100 a month in WIC
funding isn't getting that and
is having a tough time providing food for themselves and/
or their children, we're going
to help supplement that student with those funds from a
private donor," Grundy said.
The funds given to help
struggling students will be do-

nor-based so the expenses of
students who are not affected
by the shutdown will not increase.
Student finance counselors
are also working with students
whose parents have been temporarily laid off or otherwise
impacted by the shutdown.
The finance counselors are
identifying families whose
breadwinners are no longer
getting paid and delaying their
monthly payment requirements without charging late
fees.
Doug Frood, associate vice
president of financial administration, said finances will
not be a problem for students

•

STAFF WRITER

Speaker, trainer, filmmaker and actor Jesus Nebot,
spoke about illegal immigration on Sept. 26 at the convocation dedicated to Latin
American Heritage and later
showed his film "No Turning Back" in Thatcher Chapel,
where convocation credit was
also given.
"No Turning Back" is about
an illegal immigrant who gets
caught in the middle of a hit
and run case, starring the

convocation speaker, Jesus
Nebot. The showing of the
film caused differing opinions
because it contained a heavy
amount of swearing.
Elizabeth Camps, Latin
American Club (LAC) president said the LAC club has
input on who speaks for Latin
American convocation, but the
decision is ultimately made by
Student Services and LAC had
nothing to do with the film
shown.
"The speaker was already
chosen when I became presi-

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE WWW.SAUACCENT.COM

• SEE SPORTS PAGE 9

MANDATORY
WORSHIPS?

Continued on page 3

Convocations draw mixed reviews
VERONICA GARCIA

"Keeping 44
teams on a tight
schedule was the
hardest part."

dent," Camps said.
"I was just told 'this is
what's happening and we
need you to do intra, prayer
and announcements.'"
Many film attendees were
upset.
"The movie had countless
profanities and the speaker encouraged students to
support an act our country
deems illegal. It seemed like a
double standards issue," said
Ashley Noonan, junior public
relations major.

•

Continued on page 2

• SEE REUGION PAGE 6
FOR DEBATE COLUMN
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Convocations
Continued from page 1
"I have never been so disappointed in Southern. I felt I
was selling my values over for
convocation credit."
Blythe Jimenez, junior accounting major, said things
like this really do happen in
the world, and we need to look
at the bigger picture-not the
language that was displayed.
"I felt like the point of the
movie was to capture the message as you would in all other
movies, despite the profanities and all other negative aspects of any movie," Jimenez
said.
Pam Dietrich, administrative assistant at Student Services, spoke to Nebot's agent
before approving the film.
"We made it very clear
that we were a conservative
Christian university," said
Dietrich. She said she was
assured that the film would
meet Southern's standards by
Nebot and his agents. She said
that though Nebot apologized
before the film started playing, and students understood
the message he was trying to
portray with the film.
"It was a great message
and worthwhile. Its just unfortunate that the movie was
what it was," Dietrich said.
"We make every effort to
make sure our programs are
of the highest standard and
won't be offensive to even the
most conservative students. I
take full responsibility, and I
am sincerely sorry."
The title of Nebot's presentation during the morning convocation was "Illegal
Immigration: A Humanitarian Perspective." Nebot began
capturing students' attention by asking questions that
would make them become
aware of how many students
were impacted by immigration.
"My presentation aspires
to open immigration from different perspectives," Nebot
said.
Nebot said calling people
illegal immigrants is the same
as calling people driving over
the speed limit illegal drivers.
Nebot said that there are
currently 12 million people
living in the shadows today
and presented a convincing
explanation for this. He said
that during World War I, a
large portion of United States
citizens had to go to war.
When so many people left at
once, a lot of jobs became vacant and needed to be filled.
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University launches new culinary arts program
NEREAH ALUOCH
SuuWR!nR

This semester, the School
of Physical Education, Health
and Wellness launched a new
vegetarian culinary arts certificate program.
The program is a 35-credit,
yearlong program, which includes a required internship
at the end of the program.
The success of the current
certificate program will determine whether an associates or
bachelors degree program will
be offered in the future.
Various faculty members
have dreamed of offering this
program for the last five years.
"We noticed that within
the Adventist education institutions in North America
there weren't any culinary degrees for students," said Leslie
Evenson, wellness institute
director. "With health being
a large part of the Adventist
message and who we are, we
felt it was a vital component
that hasn't been addressed up
to this point."
The program has nine fulltime students and one parttime student who have been
drawn into the program from
different walks of life.
Konner Dent, sophomore
general studies major, started
at Andrews University as an
engineering major. Last summer, he heard about Southern's culinary program and
decided to check it out.
"I found that a lot of vegan
food was very tasteless," Dent
said. "Newspaper tastes better
than most vegan food sometimes. I want to redeem that,
especially since vegan usually
means gross to some."
The vegetarian edge sets
Southern's culinary program
apart from other colleges and
Immigrants came in and filled
those positions.
Once the war was over, US
citizens wanted their jobs back
and they began to put pressure on the government to
get rid of the people who took
their jobs. The pressures from
constituents led to the establishment of the United States
Border Patrol.
Nebot closed by saying we
need to stop looking at this
issue with anger and animosity and start looking at it with
compassion.
"We can be victims and
look at them as illegal aliens
or as economic refugees like
our grandparents were in the
past," Nebot said

Maggie Pickens, Savannah Brown, and Phillip Pritchett (right to left) cook corn chowder, farrow soup, and vegetable
stock soup in cooking class for Southern's new and expanding culinary program.

universities with culinary programs. Like many other students, Savannah Brown, sophomore general studies major,
is glad meat is an optional portion of the certificate program
as it isn't her main focus.
Students are aspiring
to open a bakery or start a
cooking show with the skills
learned from the program,
and faculty have great connections with those in various
areas of the food industry that
provide students with career
and internship opportunities.
"For those students that
are not certain about choosing a life-long career, choosing the culinary program can
give them a taste of college life
with the added benefit of lots
of hands-on learning experiences," said Crystal Whitten,
associate professor for the PE,
health, and wellness department. "Choosing this program
as the first year of college

could provide them with valuable training not only in professional food preparation but
insights into the role of food in
maintaining health and preventing disease. This type of
training would benefit those
entering any of the health professions: wellness, religion,
etc."
Currently, the class meets
for lectures in Hulsey Wellness Center and an off-campus
kitchen for labs. Challenges
with kitchen space have allowed for learning opportunities that prepare the students
for real life situations. The students have experienced lots of
growth together, which has
created more of a community.
"The progress we're making excites me," said Brown.
"At first it was really, really
hard. We started at an average
rate, but it required us putting
in our best effort. We're on our
feet for eight hours and it is

~outhcrn

hard work, but I have to go in
there with a smile on my face.
You're in a small working area
with a whole bunch of people.
Everyone's attitude reflects off
of others."
Next month, the culinary
program will host raw food
chef, Sheri Yohe, and her son
for three weeks. She will teach
their cooking class, Fresh and
Raw, as well as offer evening
classes for the community.
For students who are interested in learning cooking
skills but can't devote a year to
developing professional skills,
the Food Preparation class is
another great option.
"It's hard work but some
really love it," said Evenson.
"For those who love to minister to people with food whether to nourish, lift their spirits
or celebrate an event with
them, it is an amazing career.
We hope it grows; it's off to a
start."
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Summerour renovation includes new Jesus statue and touchscreen

LmSA CASALLAS

Summerour Hall, the new building for Education and Psychology, will be completed in December of 2013

SJAFF WRITER

Part of the new additions to
Summerour Hall will include a
statue of Jesus kneeling next
to a girl on a bench and an
interactive touchscreen in the
main entrance.
The statue and touchscreen
project is titled, "I Am The
Way," and is being led by John
McCoy, Dean of the School of
Education and Psychology.
The purpose of the statue is to

provide a visual reminder of
our Christ-centered mission,
and it will be a place for students to meditate and reflect
in a spiritual atmosphere.
The statue on campus will
be created by Victor Issa, a
sculptor from Colorado. The
entire piece will be completed
in less than 10 months-just
in time for the opening of
Summerour Hall in August of

Shutdown cont'd
Conrinued)Ton1page1
unless the shutdown stretches
on for months.
"If people start losing their
jobs because the economy is
not going anywhere, parents
might get laid off [permanently] and that might affect
[students'] ability to stay,"
Frood said.
As for now, Frood said student employees do not need
to worry about losing their
jobs, even though the government will only reimburse the
university for less than half
the money allotted to work
study.
"We're employing students
no matter what," Frood said.
Although the shutdown
has ceased government-run
statistics from being updated,
Daniel Maxwell, McKee
Library director of libraries, said the impact has been
minimal so far.
"We don't feature any government websites right now
at all," Maxwell said. "Most
of our databases come from
private companies that have
no connection to the United
States government. Most

come from EBSCO, which is
running and continuing to do
business."
Frood said the unavailable databases will only affect
individuals working in the
records office when they are
looking for government-gathered statistics on Southern

tudent employees do not need
to worry about
losing their jobs,
even though the
government will
only reimburse
the university for
less than half the
money allotted to
work study.''
and other universities to get
comparisons.
"None of us should be
happy about the government
being closed," Frood said.
"But fortunately for us, it's not
having a dire impact that we
should be worried about."

2014. The bronze statue will go
in the small garden area near
the main entrance of Summerour. A female model who is a
current student or alumnus of
Southern will be chosen from
donor suggestions.
Students are excited about
having the statue on campus,
and psychology students look
forward to having it in front of
their building.

"I think it's really cool that
the first statue of Jesus on
campus will be going in front
of the new psychology building," said Emmanuel Aragon,
psychology junior. "It reflects
the Christian standpoint from
which some controversial topics encountered in psychology
are taught by our professors."
The second part of the "I
Am The Way" project is the

70-inch touchscreen, which
will be the first on campus and
has been described by McCoy as a "giant iPad." Visitors
will be able to use the device
to find professor's offices, see
reports for emergency announcements, look up student
missionaries, find honor roll
information and see a map of
important locations nearby
such as churches and schools.
So far, a total of $20,000
has been donated, which puts
the project quarter of the way
to the $8o,ooo needed to
complete it.
The construction portion
of Summerour is 95 percent
finished, said Mark Antone,
director of landscape services.
Antone said the inside is ready
for primer and paint, and the
windows and tiles are almost
complete. Site work for landscaping will start soon and,
will include sidewalks and surrounding gardens.
Completion for the construction portion of the building is estimated for December,
although the School of Education will not be able to move
into the new building until
May of next year.
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Southern
researches
for Review
and Herald
JENNIFER REYNOLDS
STAFF WRITER

Last spring, Southern Adventist University's Market
Research Institute (MRI) began marketing research for the
Review and Herald Publishing
Co.
After functioning for 150
years, the Review found itself
attempting to cope with a new,
culturally different generation
of consumers.
"The Review is suffering
because the primary market
for their products is shrinking and they need to appeal
to a new market," said Lisa
Goolsby, associate professor
for the School of Business and
Management.
Headed by Goolsby, marketing students have been collecting data, conducting online
surveys, leading focus groups
and pursuing the marketing
answers the Review needs.

• • The Review is
stdfering
because the
primary
marketfor their
products is
shrinking ... ' '
The data consists of the
buying habits of the Review's
customers, customer demographics, spending patterns,
comparison of Adventist literature purchases to Christian
literature purchases and optimal promotional methods.
It has been over a year in
the making, but the information will soon be released to
the Review and Herald executives. Goolsby said the data
would not be released to the
public because of client confidentiality.
This study is important
because this new generation
is culturally different from
its grandparents. Technology now fuels new consumers buying habits. Hardcopy
books aren't as important as
they were so years ago, leaving young adults unaware of
the publishing organization.
"I know absolutely nothing about [the Review]," said
Dianne Wagner, senior nurs-
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Career Services combines with First Year Experience
LEXIECENrER
STAFF WRITER

This year, career services
has joined forces with First
Year Experience (FYE) in order to get to know the student
body and help each individual
find his or her life calling.
Career services has added
FYE to their team so they can
accommodate the large student body. FYE focuses on
the freshmen class. They help
the freshmen in every area
from academics to social life.
Through career advising, they
hope to help students find
their paths in life.
Renita Klischies, FYE coordinator, said students should
start the exploration process
during their freshman year. If
a student doesn't know where
to begin, she tells them to start
crossing things off their list.
"Go from building to building," Klischies said. "As goofy
as that sounds, it works. Find
where you fit in."
FYE provides career advising to the freshman class.
Klischies sees this as beneficial
because through career advising, she is able to make other
resources available that may
benefit students such as tutoring major. "I love the old stuff
that I've read, but I don't get
their new magazines."
Despite what little the new
generations knows about the
Review, many people, such
as Andy Nash, professor for
the School of Journalism and
Communication, see its potential and understand its
struggle.
"They were absolutely crucial to the start of this church,
and have struggled for the
past few years," Nash said.
"[They] are seeking to renew
their place in the life of the
church."
The MRI hopes to change
the disconnect between the
Review and Herald's products
and potential customers. It is
working to release the information that the Review needs
to spark interest in its younger
customers.
The Market Research Institute has been functioning
since January 2010. Their
mission is to provide high
quality professional market
research, an academic business lab, student employment and scholarships. Most
senior marketing majors
have worked at the institute
and applied their classroom
knowledge to marketing issues.

ing, the disability branch or
counseling services.

' ' They also took
students on a tour
ofLynnWood
Hall, pointing out
all the different
services available-even a back
way out.,,
To help students connect
with career services, Klischies
and Cheri Durst, retention and
first year advising coordinator, came up with an idea. All
Southern Connection students
received a cupcake voucher,
which could be redeemed for
an actual cupcake in the FYE
office.
This gave Klischies and
Durst an opportunity to meet
freshman. They also took
some students on a tour of
Lynn Wood Hall, pointing out
all the different services available-even a back way out.
At the end of this promotion, a total of 150 freshmen redeemed their cupcake

voucher. Though the numbers ing to students about their
may not show this promotion future. While talking with a
as a success, Klischies is still career coach, they look at who
happy with the direction FYE you are, where you want to go
is going.
and what your purpose is. The
"The whole point was to coaches want to know what
try to get them up here so we your life goals are and from
could expose them to the re- those, direct you to a certain
sources and educate them on career path.
that," said Klischies. "All in
Janelle Billingy, career
all, I feel we got awareness out coach for career services, said
[to the students]."
career services wants to help
Awareness can lead to stu- out in anyway they can.
dents benefitting from the ser"Career Services can just
vices offered. Alyssia Dewey, talk about jobs ...but what
sophomore public relations we're really hoping to do is remajor, went to career services ally look at more who the perfor guidance and found that son is-your life calling and
talking with a career coach what that looks like for you,"
helped. She got feedback on said Billingy.
what careers could work for
First Year Experience has
her along with possible job op- a Facebook page and twitter account (@southern_fye)
portunities in her field.
"It's worth going just to talk and welcome everyone to like
to them," said Dewey. "Taking them. Its updates include
the time to consider what do I helpful information, upcomwant to do and talking about ing events and anything perthat with another person, who taining to first year students.
was there to listen and knows Cheri Durst also welcomes
more broad stuff than I do, students to friend her on her
helps focus you."
personal Facebook. She urges
Career services concen- students to reach out to her via
trates on second year to alum- private message if they would
ni students. They are taking a like further infOrmation or
holistic approach when talk- help.

thursday,
0 (,
Look:
for an internship

Apply:
fora job

Bring:

,

,

your resume

Dress:
for success

Church Atrium

and
Fellowship Hall
Check the website•.•
www.southem.edu/meetthefirms
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AV stops charging for services

WSMC cont'd
continued from page 1

Photo By Jordan Correces
Ryan Wick runs the sound board at the Collegedale Church.
sphere."
The AV department's goal is to
improve the quality of their services and efficiency, said Gary
Sewell, associate vice president
of Information Systems.
In addition to the programs and
events already supported by AV,
the department handles Studio
4109 LIVE and manages the web
streaming and audiovisual needs
for the Renewal church service
and Friday night vespers. Without
the aid of additional employees,
more responsibility will fall on
the current AV team.
Craig Christensen, junior computer science embedded systems
major, has been working for AV
since 20 10. Christensen does not
feel that much has changed.
"How we handle requests is
different just because we don't
charge, it is no longer a limiting
factor," Christiansen said. "But
where it would have been limited

MAURICE FIDER

The audiovisual department
(AV), will no longer charge oncampus organizations or departments for services. The decision
was made by financial administration to simplify budgets and
prevent frivolous spending on
equipment or services already
available on campus.
Some student leaders feel the
level of service once provided is
no longer available.
"The cutbacks on AV affects
Student Association (SA) because if you can only use house
lights and house sound, you can
only produce the same program
year after year," said Shanti Hollis, SA social vice president "I
don't feel like I have as much
freedom to use the gym and other
campus locations in a way that
would provide a creative atmo-

by the club's budget, it is now
limited by [AV's] budget."
Michael Butler, assistant chaplain for Campus Ministries said
AV is doing an excellent job despite the limitations.
"We have been giving them
a lot of work as of late," Butler
said. "I am actually pretty happy
with how much they have been
able to do in such short notice.
They make my life a little bit
easier."
Financial administration hopes
to end all intercampus charges for
resources. This year they started
with AV and the service department, but other departments such
as Transportation Services and
Quickprint are next on the list.
AV provides audio, camera
operation, web streaming and
theatrical lighting. These services
benefit major SA events, convocations, Campus Ministries and
clubs on campus.

"I absolutely love the university and radio station. If I could
stay, I definitely would."
Some student workers do not
share the director's enthusiasm.
Tyler Rand, WSMC's music director and senior music theory
and literature major, feels that
both Kurlink.ski and Buhl's positions are extremely important and
difficult to replace with student
workers.
"My concern is that they are
expecting students to step up,"
Rand said. "I don't believe that
a student worker will be able to
handle the responsibilities [of the
position]. Emily's job has a specific skill set."

Rand has similar views with
the replacing of Buhl, especially
when it comes to WSMC's biggest event, "From the Top ."
"Whoever steps into his position will be placed with a huge
amount of work," Rand said. "We
really need someone to come in
and take his 'From the Top ' responsibilities."
Scott Kornblum said that each
department has to do what they
can to bring down costs, and feels
it is wrong to blame the school
board.
"It was a university-wide sense
of responsibility to try to stop tuition from escalating," said Kornblum.

EUROPE 2014

JUNE 18-JULY 15
There ore still o fe~ spots left on
the European History Tour

Linda Marlowe retiring from the School of Nursing
LUISA

CASALI..AS

CONDIIUTQR

Linda Marlowe, progressions
coordinator for the School of
Nursing, has announced that she
will retire later this month. Marlowe's retirement celebration
was Wednesday, Oct. 2, where
students and teachers gathered to
wish her goodbye.
Since the beginning of her career at Southern Adventist University in 1972, Marlowe has
been involved in many university
committees. She has served as
chair of the employee social committee and taught the etiquette
section of the Meet the Firms

course. Marlowe is also involved
in church activities, and she is an
associate leader in the primary
Sabbath School.
Marlowe's bright spirit and
selfless heart has touched many
students who have come to her
for guidance. Many faculty and
students had positive things to
say about Marlowe.
"Speaking with Mrs. Marlowe,
you can definitely feel she lives
her life with the Holy Spirit guiding her," said Julie Montgomery,
junior nursing major.
Marlowe said working at
Southern has been different from
working anywhere else.

Earn 6 hours of history credit.
For more information contact Porn
Dietrich of pdietrich@southern.edu
or ext2814

,

g

h

"In the beginning, I fully expected to work in a corporate
world, but somewhere along the
line, my work became a ministry," Marlowe said. "Once your
work becomes a ministry it's no
longer work. Working here has
been a blessing in my life."
Marlowe is looking forward to
spending time with family and
friends and said she will stay involved with the community and
the church.
"I told them it was just a possibility, but I may become a Southem Light Volunteer," Marlowe
said.
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Why don't we like Ellen G. White?
CHERIE LYNN MILURON

Ellen Gould Harmon White.
Before you read the rest of this
article, I want you to pause a
minute and think about her name.
What images come to mind? Do
you envi ion an antique picture of
a shadowy figure in a large black
dress? Does it remind you of sitting with your family in the back
pews of a small Adventist church,
playing with felts to pass the eternity the sermon seemed to take?
Or do you have a more negative
association with the grandmother
of Seventh-day Adventism? Does
your stomach tighten up as you
remember the time the Sabbath
School teacher pulled you aside
to tell you that your skirt was not
in accordance with Sister White's
writing? Do you think of the few
occasions you tried to read her
books on your own and found
yourself lost amidst a sea of outdated words?
If you ' ve never heard of her
before, Ellen White is one of the

DEBATE I

three founders of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. She was given
unique messages from God, and
her prophetic ministry is crucial
to a proper context for the birth
and beliefs of Adventism. Whether your experience with Ellen
has been happy or painful, exasperating or inspiring, James Nix,
director of the Ellen G. White
Estate, wants to encourage you to
broaden your attitude and opinion. This past week, Nix spoke
at Southern on three separate occasions for Southern's Ellen G.
White and Adventist Heritage
Lectureship. His purpose was not
to bore listeners with stuffy lectures intended to prove her call
or evaluate her theology. Rather,
Nix's goal was to bring Ellen into
the 21st century.
To do this, Nix chose to tell stories about Ellen, seeking to help
us understand her personality
and character. He shared how she
was a matchmaker, lovingly plotting to bring her son and another
woman together while in Australia. He spoke of the struggles dur-

MANDATORYWORSHIP

YES, we should

NO, we shouldn't

•If we did not have required
worships, we might unintentionally deprioritize our relationship with God. Time with
God would get pushed behind
all of our deadlines and study
groups.

•They require too much of
our time. As a college student,
I'm doing a lot to balance my
social relationships, educational
experiences and physical wellbeing without the plethora of
worships.

•Required worships can be an
evangelistic tool. For students
who may not share our faith .

•It forces God on people.
Mandatory worships could be
considered disrespectful to people who do not believe in God.

•Worships encourage us in
our spiritual walk. It is helpful
to worship with other students
who are struggling with the
same problems we are.

•Required worships do notalways have an overly spiritual
atmosphere. The fact that so
many students are being forced
to attend often detracts from the
spiritual environment.

•It gives students an opportunity to speak out on what they
have experienced with God,
rather than only listening to faculty, pastors and professional
speakers talk about God.
•We're on a Seventh-day
Adventist campus, spending
$25,000 for a Christian education. The entire purpose is to
have a spiritual atmosphereotherwise we might as well
study anywhere else.

•We're adults. We should not
have to be forced to study the
Bible. Bible study should come
out of our own relationship with
God.
-corporate worship settings
have little to do with the everyday spiritual experience.
Worships are a way of telling
parents their children are getting an Adventist experience so
they feel like they are paying
for something.

ing the later years of her marriage
to James White. He commented
on her sense of humor and playful
nature. In listening to his stories,
Ellen was taken from a 100 yearold prophetess to a compassionate woman who enjoyed life and
laughter.
However, in the midst of a talk
that he gave on Wednesday night,
Nix shared a startling statistic;
during the past several decades,
studies have been done to show
the current rate of EGW literacy.
During the last few years, this
number has been declining rapidly. While the detailed reports
are not completely available, preliminary findings show That only
two percent of Seventh-day Adventist young adults read Ellen
White regularly.
Personally, I'm not surprised
that the number is low; however,
I am surprised how low it is. Ellen White study seems to be a dying practice. This is heart-breaking news. The spirit of prophecy
is a gift. Why would we leave a
gift of such magnitude and im-

Photo by Jordan Correces
james Nix speaks about the life of Ellen G. White.

portance wrapped?
A large portion of this illiteracy seems to be the antiquated
language. After all, her diction is
rapidly becoming more and more
outdated. Yet, is that the only reason we don't read Ellen White?
Do we think her statements are
irrelevant to our modem age?

Do we feel condemned by her
words? Do we have questions
about her prophetic inspiration?
Or do we just not understand her
role in Adventism? Share your
thoughts

#EGWin2013

Preparing the workers: a look at
the ministerial candidate recognition
THoMAS OLSEN

This past weekend, I had the
honor of witnessing the School
of Religion's annual Ministerial
Candidate Recognition service,
in which 20 theology and pastoral care seniors were recognized.
In this ceremony, the faculty
of the School of Religion recognizes each candidate's call to
ministry and publicly acknowledges their preparation to enter
the ministerial field. This means
that as the candidates to interview for positions as pastors and
chaplains in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, they have the endorsement of Southern Adventist
University behind them.
The speaker for this year's service was Elder Dana Edmond,
president of the South-Central
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. He began Friday night
with a vespers service on evangelism and the difficulty of receiving an unwanted call to minister
in an undesirable location.
Edmond used Jonah's counterexample of fleeing God's call
to Nineveh as his tool to demonstrate how God wants us to
respond to His call in our lives.
Although his energetic and lively
style is not typical of what we ex-

perience here at Southern, excite- School of Religion to come to the
ment for this message pervaded front with their spouses and line
the room and even brought out a up before the candidates.
few "Hallelujahs" from his audiA prayer of blessing was ofence.
fered for them. It was an emoOn Sabbath morning, Edmond tional time as the candidates were
spoke for Sabbath School. Af- each one step closer to answerter being slated to speak another ing the call that God had placed
sermon, he decided to change the . in their hearts. Experiencing that
program and use the majority of special moment with them was
Sabbath School to offer a ques- the most incredible part of the
tion-and-answer session.
weekend.
During this time, he answered
As I watched the weekend unquestions from students about fold, a particular passage came to
topics ranging from his stance mind, "He told them, 'The haron women in ministry to what vest is plentiful, but the workers
he looks for when interviewing are few. Ask the Lord of the harcandidates and his suggestions vest, therefore, to send out workfor keeping youth in the church. ers into his harvest field,"' Luke
As a natural storyteller, nearly all 10:2 (NIV).
of Edmond's answers featured a
God has a call for every one
reason for his response or an ex- of us, no matter our chosen field.
ample of what he meant.
This call by the Lord of the HarFollowing Sabbath School, vest is not an easy one to answer,
Edmond spoke for church. After and we often spend years in prepthe sermon, Greg King, dean of aration to answer His call. Yet, if
the School of Religion, invited all we are ready, willing and able to
20 of the ministerial candidates, carry out His ministry to the ends
along with their significant oth- of the earth, God will do the imers, to stand along the front of the possible in our lives and in the
chapel.
lives of those in the world around
There, he spoke to them all, ad- us.
dressing the responsibility they
were given and the commission
Thomas Erik Olsen is a graduthey had been called to. He then ate student with computer science
called every pastor in the con- degree.
gregation and professor in the
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High on life: finding alternative sources of satisfaction
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Scarlett Takes a Tumble

And no, this time it's not
the famous Scarlet from
that old viral YouTube
video. This time it's actress
Scarlett Johansson who
took a rough fall while on
set for a movie. The look
caught of her face while falling has gone viral and made
for some interesting Photoshop work.

"I QUIT!" viral video
lands

Marina Shifrin is one
spunky girl who decided to
quit her overkill job via a
YouTube video. While doing some fancy footwork,
she lets her boss know she's
out of there. After receiving much attention on YouTube, Shifrin was invited
onto Queen Latifah's talk
1 show. While being interviewed, the host proceeded
to offer Shifrin a job on her
show, saying, "I like to be
surrounded by cool, creative, interesting people."

I

scan this
QRcode
for video
Government shutdown
There are no words without
getting into a heated political debate. But meanwhile
in England ...

Only after finally submitting part one of this article at
2 a.m. and being tempted to
open one of my many bags of
coffee to keep myself awake
did I realize how hypocritical
I looked.
Coffee is delicious. Out
of the three substances described in part one, coffee is
the most loved and probably
the only reason most of us
own mugs. While coffee can
be used in moderation when
meeting with a friend or on
a cold night, it can also be
abused, and the massive caffeine intake can be carelessly
glanced over.
Sometimes, coffee is necessary when a project takes
longer than expected, but how
grand would it feel to be able
to conquer life without relying
on artificial substances to fix
bad habits?
Angela Pifer is a nutritionist and advocate for healthy
and delicious alternatives that
provide the same pick-me-up
coffee offers.
"[People]
are
always
amazed at the difference they
feel by eating whole foods,"
Pifer said. "They sleep better, feel more energized and
don't experience the 3 o'clock
slump."
While coffee usually results in jitters, a crash and
increased stress levels (Huffington Post), foods that are
high in fiber and protein, such

as peanut butter or a fruit
smoothie, will help elevate
blood sugar levels providing
and maintaining sufficient
amounts of energy.
Nadine Taylor, dietician
and author of Green Tea: The
Natural Secret to a Healthier
Life, said that although caffeine works best when used in
moderation, green tea is another natural source of energy.
Green tea is loaded with half
the caffeine of a cup of coffee and catechins that supply
the human body with natural
health remedies, like regulating blood sugar and fighting
disease, Taylor said.
Diet effects brain function
more than people think. The
term "brain food" isn't just a
cruel trick moms use in order
to torture their kids. In actuality, ~ost food that nourishes
cognitive function is pretty
tasty.
According to the Daniel Diet
Plan, olive oil and almonds are
two ways students can gain the
brain power needed to focus in
class and study for tests.
"Sleep used to be kind of ignored, like parking our car in
a garage, and picking it up in
the morning," said David Rapport, director of the New York
University (NYU) Sleep Disorders Program.
College students would be
lying if they said that they have
never tried to get away with
sleeping four hours and then
expecting not to fall asleep in
class the next day.
Sleep is another major

Illustration by Jordan Correces

problem in our generation. If
students were able to get the
amount of sleep needed every
night, they wouldn't be using
crutches to fix their mistakes.
Rapport clearly understands
the intentions of students
when he notes that they may
be'willing to sacrifice sleep for
school, but lack of sleep is what
ultimately keeps students
from focusing in school. Studies in the NYU Sleep Disorders
Program have proven that
sleep helps improve memory,
spur creativity, sharpen attention and improve grades.
If students pay careful attention to health and well being, the only thing that's missing is a healthy family life.
Students sometimes feel the
need to alienate themselves
from people and turn to an escape route, such as marijuana,
while feeling overwhelmed.
In today' s culture, family is a
very subjective word and holds
multiple meanings. Speaking with honesty, my family

life is not the greatest, but I
am blessed to have friends
that give me the healthy family environment that everyone
needs.
With roommates, housemates and suitemates, everyone has the chance to create a
new, welcoming and peaceful
environment, even if the one
at home isn't working out.
'While students basically
ceate "homes" within friend
groups, they have the opportunity to keep each other accountable in sleep and diet and
support one another through
the stresses of school. This is,
above all, the most satisfying
form of stim\.llant.
As American journalist
Charles Kuralt said, "The love
of family and the admiration
of friends is much more important than wealth and privilege."
Lexi Alvidrez is a junior
public relations major.

Four reasons to become a student missionary
CHRIS JANETZKO
CONJRIIUTOR

Many people have excuses
for not becoming a student
missionary (SM), which is
completely understandable. I
know it's not an easy decision
to make. God had to do some
major work on me before I
made the life-changing decision to be an SM. Now I have
four good reasons why everyone should experience life as a
student missionary.
1. Career experience
Many students are afraid of
putting off a year of school.
You want to Jump into your
career and make something of
yourself. What many people
don't realize, however, is that
there are a huge variety of positions available for student

missionaries. You don't just
have to be a pastor, teacher or
nurse. You can do graphic design, maintenance, computer
work and many other things.
Take a look for yourself at
hesaidgo.net. If you don't see
something that grabs your attention right away, check back
later; the available positions
change all the time.
2. Grow as person and
grow closer to God
·
I won't lie, being an SM is
crazy hard. There will be times
when all you1l want to do is
buy a ticket home. The beauty,
however, is that you will grow
as a person and learn many
things about yourself. Most
importantly, you will learn
to rely more on God and not
yourself. In those moments
when you feel weak and lost,

God will catch you. God will be
there fighting for you in those
moments of weakness. You
just need to accept that you
can't go on without His help.
3· Experience a new culture
There are so many benefits
to traveling to a new part of the
world. Y-ou get the opportunity
to make new friends, try new
foods, learn a new language
and see things that you would
never be able to otherwise.
You can learn so much from
another culture. Some things
will seem strange, but you'll
quickly learn that just because
it's strange, it's not necessarily a bad thing. Experiencing
a new culture can make you
a more accepting and understanding person.

4· God has asked you
Most importantly, God has
asked all of us to spread His
Word and to serve others. He's
chosen you to do this, whether
it's now or so years from now,
at home or in another country.
I do believe though that all of
us are called at some point in
our lives to intentionally serve
others. If you don't feel God
calling you now, I just ask that
you keep listening for that
call the rest of your life. It will
come.
For more information on being a student missionary, visit
the Student Missions office
adjacent to the student center
or go to www.southern.edu/
studentmissions.

Chris Janetzko is a senior
mass communication major.
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True Blue and Fresco win all-night softball
ANNALYSE

HAsrY

SPOrn Emma

All-night softball is a
tradition celebrated each fall
by Southern students. This
year the tournament started
on Saturday Oct. 5 at 8:30
p.m. and ended around 6:oo
a.m. Sunday. Troy Walker,
intramural director, said his
first year organizing the classic
tournament went smoothly.
"It went well. I was really
encouraged by all the praise
that I received that night and
even after that the tournament
went really well. We had some
minor issues but nothing
overwhelming," Walker said.
"Keeping 44 teams on a tight
schedule was the hardest part.
I cannot thank the umpires
enough, they were the ones
that stayed all night and kept
the games moving."
Tension at the end of the
night for both the women
and men's divisions was high
as both found themselves in
double games fighting for the
win.
For the ladies, True Blue
had to pull off two consecutive
wins from No Fear, a team
they had lost to earlier in the
night. Game one resulted in a
one run win by True Blue and
the second a 5-1 sweep naming
True Blue as champion.

For the men, team Rawhide
was also hopeful for two
consecutive wins against team
Fresco. Game one was won by
Rawhide 7-1 but in the second
game Fresco won 8-1, nanring
them champions for the third
year in a row.
Brooklen
Kroeger,
sophomore nursing major,
center outfielder for True
Blue said she had a great time
playing this year in her first all
night softball tournament.
"This was my first time
playing in all-night softball
and it was so much fun! I
had great teammates! Trying
to keep each other awake in
the wee hours of the morning
was hilarious and made it
even more fun," Kroeger said.
"Winning it felt awesome and
everyone had great attitudes."
In addition, each top team
for the individual divisions will
receive 2013 championship
t-shirts. Those winners are:
Ladies A: Lucky 13
Ladies B East: Fresca
Ladies B West: The Runs
Men's A: Fresco
Men's B East: Dream
Crushers
Men's B West: Homeward
Bound

True Blue: JP Mathis, Sophie Anderson, Katie Welch, Laurie Minner, Cierra Prouty, Holly Keener, Judy Sloan,
Brooklen Kroeger, Emily Hammond, Lauren Erhard, Traci Sherbondy, Astrid Banegas

-

Cohutta Springs
Triathlon Results
Fresco: Michael Butler, Greg King, Brandon Kroeger, Chris Lovato, Jeff Richardson, Chad McLennan, Josh
Condado, Jimmy Bunch, Jonathan Blackburn, Christian Bunch, Josh King, Chris Sauder, Castwell Fider

Southern Triathlon Times

Katie McGrath
2:08:43

Nichlas
Ewing
1:30:56

Bianca Barbosa
1:54=43

AnnikaSeibold
2:01:18

Nathan Frain
2:08:49

Jeffrey Brownlow
1:36:43

Tyler Newmyer 1:56:23

Rob

Kyle IV
2:01:30

Leah Killian

Austin Long

Jessie Helm
1:57:24

David George

Alex Ludders
2:1.4:24

1!3{.09
~

low

Jeff

2:04=35

2:10:17
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(S, Oct. 12 Cont.)

TH, Oct. 10

GYC SE Community Outreach, 4-6p
Supper served, 6-8p, Dining Hall
Pre-Event Concert, 6p, Collegedale Community
Church - Patricia lsom
BluePrint: The Story of Adventist Education,
6:30p, Collegedale Community Church
Desserts served, 8-1 Op, Dining Hall
Evensong, 7p, Church, Organist: Satoru Yamaji,
Reader: Carl Reiter
GYC SE Closing Charge, 7p, lies PE Center, Kameron DeVasher
Men's Club Bowling Night, 8-1 Op, Holiday Bowl,
Chattanooga
Studio 4109 LIVE, 9:12p, Dining Hall

National Depression Screening Day, 9a-3p, Student
Center
Convocation: Civil War, 11 a, lies, Daryl Black
PreviewSouthern 101 (1 0-11)
Meet the Firms, 2-Sp, Church Fellowship Hall
Graduate Council, 3:30p
Modern Languages Film Series,
7p, Miller 201

F, Oct. 11
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every Y2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
SA Senate Surprise Day, 7:4?-1 Oa, Promenade
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall
Steps
GYC SE Vespers, 8p, lies, Speaker: Kameron DeVasher
Afterglow
Star Watch, 8:30p, Hickman Parking Lot
Sunset, 7:10p

S, Oct. 12
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, Hymn Fest
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 1Oa, Talge Conf. Rm.
Be a REAL Man: Learn the Design Sabbath School,
10:15a, Behind A. W. Spalding
GYC SE Divine Service, 10:30a, lies PE Center, Kameron DeVasher
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, Hymn Fest
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, Volker Henning
GYC SE Sabbath Afternoon Seminars, 1 :30-3:30p,
,Church
Westside 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall
Patten Towers (Door 2 Door Ministries), 2p, Wright Hall
GYC SE Outreach Training, 3:30p, lies PE Center

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Sun, Oct. 1_3
Student Center Open, 1-1 0:30p
Wind Symphony Concert, 7:30p,
(Double Convocation Credit)

Church

M, Oct. 14
Columbus Day
Canadian Thanksgiving Day
Duck Walk, 7a-7p, lies Track
University Senate, 3:30p

T, Oct. 15
Payday: Salary
Duck Walk, 7a-7p, lies Track
Senior Class Organization Meeting, 11 a, Lynn
Wood Chapel
Tornado Siren Test, 6p
Archaeological Museum Lecture, 7p, Lynn
Wood Chapel, Michael Hasel

W, Oct. 16
National Bosses Day
McKee Library Closes, 5p

TH, Oct. 17
McKee Library Open, 9a-5p
MIDTERM BREAK (17-20)
No Classes
University Health Center
Closed (17 -20)

STUDENT LIFE ANNOUNCEMENTS
Last ACT Exam Date: October 29 @ 1 p.m. Please call
Lauree Fogg at 423-236-2782 or come by Counseling
& Testing Services, 3rd floor LWH to reserve a seat &
for additional info.
GYC Southeast Conference: On campus October
9-12, we will be having a conference themed: Called
Apart. Convocation on Thursday evening @ 7pm in
Thatcher Chapel and vespers credit will be offered Friday evening. Find out more information at Facebook.
com/GYCSoutheast.
Did you like InTents? You will really like the "lnTentsity" of a LifeGroup! This is the last week to join! For
more information send an email to lifegroups@southern.edu.

CALLING ALL Graduating Seniors:
Senior Class Officers organization meeting:
Please make plans to attend on Tuesday, October 15, 2013 from 11 am- 12pm in the Lynn Wood
Hall Chapel so that you can nominate, discuss,
and vote for the 2013/2014 Senior Class officers.
PS. In order to be elected to a class office, you
must complete and turn in a senior contract
which can be obtained at https://www.southern.
edu/records/forms/Pages/undergraduateforms.
aspx.
Minimum qualifications for holding office in any
student organization and university committees
are: 1. Be a current student (in this case, be expected to graduate by May 2014), 2. Maintain a
minimum cumulative GPA of 2.00, 3. Maintain a
record of good citizenship

OCT.10
Shaina Ahles
Sarah Bonet
Rachel Burchell
Jordan Marin
Jose Meneses
Mandana Mobasseri
Joshua Toppenberg
Scot Anderson
Rodney Bussey
Linda Marlowe
Vinita Sauder
Scot Anderson
Rodney Bussey
Linda Marlowe

OCT.11
Jon Green
Patrick Hayes
Jordan Hill
Steven Kim
Elizabeth Paiva
Rayna Robinson
Alaina Stephenson
Courtney Williams
Usa Williamson
Ronda Christman
Blake Laing
Steve Tsu

OCT.12
Paul Byrkit
Joey Eugene
Martha Lajpop
Benson Prince
Katie Sawalha
Edy Sosa
Genevieve Wood
Jamie Hall

OCT. 13
Joey Baham
Dennis Campbell
Nathan Frain
Jeffrey Garrett
Wendaly Gutierrez
Esther Lee
Andres Palacios
Viktorija Rimko
Evan Robinson
Jeanna Stewart
Judy Sloan

OCT.14 cont.
Aaron Cisneros
Joseph Dobbs
Lorraine Duncan
Anna Fink
Joshua George
Nicole Hanson
Medgine JeanBaptiste
Carrie Mallory
Zachary Reynolds
Chris Hansen

OCT. 15
Andre Garcia
Hillary Gow Sujo
Brittany Jepson
Shaina Naibaho
Charlie Possenriede
Ric Griffin
Mindi Rahn

OCT.16
Ethan Comley
Alysha Griffith
Denise Huang
Alexander Stele
Laura Tanner

OCT.17
Julie K. Alves
John Eberhardt
Jeena Foronda
Katlyn Goodwin
Nick A Helton
Holly Huang
Andrew Miller
Rachel Nam
Lizanette Paulino
Melissa Swanson
Molly Theus
Candace Tyler
Krista Walter
Rosalva Jacinto
Dwight Magers
Brittany Poarch
Melissa Swanson

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Message from your President:
"Do you ever feel like a plastic
bag, drifting through the wind,
wanting to start again? You
just gotta ignite the light and
let it shine. Just own the night
like the 4th of July. 'Cause
Southern you're a firework!"
SA Senate Surprise Day: Prepare to be surprised!
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@ southern_accent
#NamethePatio at Krs?
The Dale, Southern's Hospitality, Bietz BBQ, Duck
Crossing, Georgia's Kingdom

@SouthernAccent Now everyone knows what some
Hispanic kids go through! My parents did the same
thing to.me but w/ a cellphone. #bamboozled

Georgi~

Standish, JR Journalism
@G_Standish

Double standards@ lawn vespers: Shorts on guys=no
prob Shorts on girls (same length)=UNACCEPTABLE
@SouthernAccent #true story #SAUstandards
Amanda Ruf, SO English
@BigRufOnCampus

Jashira Nieves, SR liberal arts ed.
@jashiritaaa

@Southern_Accent So KR's outdoor patio has officially
opened. It was "under construction" during my 1st yr. at
Southern. It's my last year.
Michael Forde, SR Health Science
@MikeyGuy77

I really appreciate this. I think when we talk about women's dress being a stumbling block we're just supporting
rape culture. #saustandards

I can't wait to walk out of my apartment and not worry
if my shoulders or kneecaps are the cause of sexual
frustration. #SAUstandards
Kaylie Dobbs, SR Social Work
@kayliedobbs3

Camille Blackburn, JR Nursing
®Camilleb1223

MASTER'S DEGREE I
SOCIAL WORK
Facilitate Positive Change in People's Lives
Southern Adventist University'•
Master of Social Work progra,n
prepares you for excellent
service and leadership in the
social work profession.

You'll be ready.

It works.

Call or visit online to find out
how you can get started.

Our evidence-based program equips
you with effective intervention tools.

It's convenient.
Classes meet Sunday aftemoon and all
day Monday. twice a month.

jfu SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

Our approach is competency based.
That means you get hands-on skills and
experience in social work practice
while you're in school.

Master of Social Work
With a multi-disciplinary approach and
a variety of concentrations, a Master's
Degree in Social Work from Southem
prepares you to serve a wide variety of
people in need.
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NEW APP!

TEXT FROM GIRLS
DECODER

Wondering what those texts from that girl really mean? Now you can
know with the TFG-D app, which translates entire conversations.
*Disclaimer: TFG-D is still in the testing stage. Accuracy not guaranteed.
. ,

-

.

:~r/'

..

-

YOU ACTUALLY WANT

DECODED

~

AN ITUNES PLAYLIST

TO LISTEN TO

tf I ask you a really
complicated question,
fNtYb4i you suggest
ITlfMitlng In person to go
over ft together.

~llldlo

of the Year
•• Student
Proud of You
•Wanna Hang Out?

ltlrlgiDN5

Passed!

5TOR£

iTunaSiore

f'Urdlued
... PI..AYU5TS

• Favorite Food Today
Bonus Check

G. Bietz
Mom
Crush
A&P II
Cafeteria
HR

•a I Regret Cheating

Your Ex

• Unhappy Without You

Your Ex

•• Made Cookies

•a Cleaned the Bathroom

Roommate
Suitemate
Housing

a Coming to Visit

Sibling

• Sunshine Today

•• Chocolate in the Air
•• No Homework!

Collegedale

Stood Up for You

Best Friend

I ~that-bRa'
. . . . . . . . ac~Qrl . .

. . . . 'piav
tWer

fNf!l..t

•

Little Debbie
Professors

Gas$$

my "*'d.

MOREAPPS

-

SOUTHERN NEEDS

Want a "Text
from Boys
Decoder" app?
Check out next
week's Humor
Page.

,

'
\.

I

,----·------,
.
'
Here I am! Nano
'
...

version!

Countdown to KRs scones
coming out of the oven.

.. ,'

t

--------.,~

--

#

Live updating parking spot
finder
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Library moves Writing Center
NATAUE THOMAS
SuuWRrnR

McKee Library recently
added new features aud rearranged old features to improve students' study experience. One of these features is
the Writing Center, which has
been moved from the basement of the library to the main
floor.
The Writing Center was relocated to the space previously
used for reference books, giving students who need help
with their writing assignments
better access to library resources, such as the librarians

and the remaining reference
books. It was moved to make
it more accessible to students
and easier to see.
Despite the increased visibility, Becky Whetmore, Writing Center coordinator, said
that the number of students
who use the Writing Center
is about the same, but she expects it to increase when they
notice the new location.
In order to make space for
the Writing Center, the library
staff disposed of reference
books that could be accessed
digitally and moved the rest
to the basement for storage,
where they are still available

for student use. Many books
from the periodicals section

• 24 iPads in iDstniCtioD labt

have also been relocated to
make more room for students
to study. The remaining books

170 students participate in Soul Workout

By Jordan Correces
Stacy Stubbs, Katie Schuen and Douglas Abbott (left to right) make smoothies for the participants in the "Soul Workout Challenge" at their gathering. They celebrated the end of the challenge.

DEBBIE HALL
SuuW.m1

The Soul Workout Challenge, a 28-day challenge on
exercise and scripture memorization, took place Sept. 16 to
Oct. 13. Like the Daniel Fast,
Soul Workout Challenge originated in the Campus Ministries Student Wellness deptartment.
Participants memorized 14
Bible promises that were selected by the wellness leaders
and were required to engaged
in aerobic activity for 30 minutes a day, six days a week.
It was recommended that 50
percent of those workouts be
done outdoors.
"The purpose of the Soul
Workout Challenge is to
strengthen your heart, sharpen your mind, and deepen
your walk with the Lord," said
Katie Schuen, Campus Ministries wellness director.
Schuen came up with the
new project and created it specifically for students who were
interested in fulfilling the Soul
Workout Challenge purpose.
"After prayerful consideration, God laid this burden

upon my heart for a campus
wide event that would improve physical wellness and,
most importantly, spiritual
wellness," Schuen said.
There was no specific trainer for the challenge because
students exercised independently or in small groups with
a student leader. If an individual wanted a specific exercise
plan or had never exercised
regularly before, Schuen, a
certified personal trainer, was
available to help. Daily email
challenges were sent to 170
students.
Judy Sloan, physical educatien, health and wellness professor, did not directly help
with the event but provided
support and encouragement.
Sloan wants to "encourage
those who participated to recruit friends and repeat the
event. This way, there would
be lots of small groups working on memorizing the bible
and exercising."
The challenge ended with
a party at the wellness center
where popcorn and smoothies were served. The participants completed a survey and
received a t-shirt. Southern's

chaplain Brennan Kirstein,
gave a worship thought and after he spoke, students shared
stories and testimonies.
Che-lei Trott, junior biology major, was one of the Soul
Workout Challenge participants who also took part in the
Daniel Fast.
"I did the Daniel Fast last
semester and it was a rewarding experience," Trott said.
"I thought this would also be
something good to try."
Participants said the challenge brought many of them
closer to the Lord.
"The first week was especially a blessing because I was
able to focus on God," said
Malissa Salazan, sophomore
elementary education major.
Many students enjoyed the
challenge.
"I wanted to learn more
Scripture, and this was the initiation. I enjoyed it," said Ana
Aguilera, sophomore phycobiology major.
Students are advised to be
on the lookout for next semester's challenge: the Creation
Lifestyle Challenge.

are those used most frequently.
A Silent Study Zone was
placed in the room previously occupied by the Writing
Center due to requests from
students for a quiet place to
study. The room is in the basement, so there is no cell phone
reception and audio usage is
prohibited.
The library's main floor has
been reconfigured as a Collaborative Floor for group work
and discussion and the second
floor has been reconfigured as
a Quite Floor for independent
study. Carol Harrison, McKee
Library's circulation manager,

said that groups working on
the second floor will be encouraged by the librarians to
move to the first floor.
Among the new services is a
fax machine that will be available to students free of charge.
always
"Students have
asked for faxes, and we've always had to send them to the
card desk where they charge
$1," Harrison said.
The computers in the instruction/presentation
lab
have been replaced with 24
iPads. The room can be reserved by professors for class
or by students who need to
practice for a presentation.

Class drop cont' d
Continuedjronzpage1
"This [change] is good for
the students to commit to
their courses," said Ray Carson, chairman of the committee made the change. "After midterms, they have two
weeks to decide whether they
want the class or not."
However, students are unaware of the recent changes
made to the schedule. Zier
said that enrollment services
is making an effort to notify
students about the upcoming
deadline by sending out mass
e-mails, highlighting the date
in the planner and putting up
signs around campus.
"This holds students more
accountable and forces them
to study harder," said Alyssia
Dewey, sophomore public relations major. "Although, Ireally wished that I knew about
this."
Aaron Gunther, office man-

ager of student finance said
that students are not aware
that dropping a large amount
of classes may cause them to
become ineligible for federal
student aid.
"Many students don't realize that the government is
measuring them," Gunther
said. "Some people enroll for
classes, take the loans and
then drop the classes and keep
the money with no intent of
paying any of it back."
The Satisfactory Academic
Progress (SAP) measures a
student's GPA, the amount of
classes started and the amount
of classes finished. If a student's GPA drops significantly or a student drops a large
percentage of classes, they
become ineligible for federal
student aid. The government
is trying to prevent students
from misusing the system.
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Potential changes
for academic
calendar merge

'fHuR.sDAY, 0croBER,

Students assist in 280-foot rappel

MYRON MADDEN
EDIIDI!•IN-CH!EF

The vote that determines if
Southern's calendar will merge
with Union and Southwestern;
calenders were brought to faculty senate. The faculty senate
decided to table the vote until
the next faculty senate meeting on Oct. 11.
Possible changes from
the merge include: Thanksgiving break extended to a
full week. Christmas break
extended to three weeks. Fall
break shortened to one day.
Spring break would be a week
later than currently scheduled.
Each semester would begin
on a Monday, not Thursday.
Graduation would be moved
to the second week in May.
Winter graduation would be
on a Thursday. Three extra
days of classes would be added: two in first semester and
one in second semester. Finals
would take place from Monday to Thursday, not Sunday
to Wednesday.
Some concerns voiced
by
senators
include:
Changing breaks may affect
flight plans and costs. Winter
semester will start on Martin
Luther King Jr. Day, meaning
community service day would
be affected for at least two
years. The graduation date
would be the same as Southwestern and Union's, and parents with children at different
schools would have to choose
which graduation to attend.
Date changes may cause conflict for students hoping to
work at summer camp and
freshman orientation would
be impacted.
To find a description of what
Student Senate discussed regarding the calendar merge,
go to www.southern.edu/sa/
senate and view the October
9th minutes.

24 2013

BRANDON PEGGAU
SnFFWRmR

Students from Southern's
Rope Technician class volunteered at a fundraising event
where over 70 participants
rappelled down the 20 story
Suntrust building in downtown Chattanooga.

The event took place Oct.
3 and 4 and was provided by
Over the Edge, a non-profit
fundraising organization.
The opportunity was available to anyone who collected
$1,000 or more in dqnations
for the Boy Scouts of America in Chattanooga. Many lo-

cal businesses contributed to
make the event possible.
After arrival, participants
were directed to a processing
desk where their loose belongings were collected and then
moved to a staging room on
the 15th floor. There, Southern students and leaders from

Over the Edge provided participants with a full body harness, a rappelling mechanism
to help them descend and a
brake system that would stop
them if they rappelled too
quickly.
After a test rappel down a
10 foot wall, volunteers from
Southern and Over the Edge
personnel clipped the participants into the anchor and
coaxed them over the edge of
the building to begin their descent.
The first "edger" was Ted
Gocke, local Christian radio
station J103 disc jockey. He
described his experience as
terrifying at first but said he
arrived on the ground satisfied
and happy.
Southern students and
a few other local volunteers
were also allowed to rappel the
day before the actual event.
Over the Edge will be back
in Chattanooga again next fall
so those who did not attend
will have another opportunity
to rappel.

Community service requirements provide new opportunities
BRITIANY wARD
5TAEEWRmR

In the fall of 2011, Southern
expanded its community service requirements, dividing it
into three levels.
Level one requires three to
five hours of basic community
service. Levels two and three
require at least 15 hours of service learning experience.
In order for the service to
be considered service learning, it must include work that
directly relates to skills developed in classes taken at Southern. All students who have
enrolled since the fall of 2011
must meet these new requirements in order to graduate.
One student who has recently had his level three ser-

lfyou'r lookln

kt rth

vice leaning project approved
is Adam Sawyer, a junior religion and French major. His
project is teaching choir at
Lester Coon Elementary for
an hour and a half each week
for a full school year. He will
be working with elementary
school children of various
ages. Sawyer chose this project because he has a passion
for teaching.
"I think that teaching is a
noble profession. Teachers
have the ability and capacity
to equip the minds of the leaders of our future," Sawyer said.
Sawyer was approved for
this project because he has
taken several music and teaching courses here at Southern,
and this is an opportunity for
him to use the skills that he

- y,

has learned in his classes for
volunteer service.
These projects are important because they align with
Southern's mission.
"One of Southern's cretosa fiber that runs thick and
through this campus-is service," said Renita Klischies,
first year experience coordinator. "Southern is about serving, we serve everywhere."
Megan Sutherland, an office
worker in the Christian service
department, said Southern
decided to institute these new
requirements partially because a large majority of students were completing these
service hours before they were
required. The change was a
way to measure the service
hours more officially.

Sutherland said these experiences look good on resumes.
She also said that claiming
that 100 percent of Southern
graduates have completed this
service is beneficial to the university's image.
There are some classes that
require these service learning hours specifically for their
courses, and those hours can
be applied to this requirement.
There is also the option
of finding a project outside
of specific courses. Students
must explain how the service
will utilize knowledge gained
in a class and have it approved
by the Christian service department.
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Enactus provides temporary
employment for students
JENNIFER REYNOLDS
STAFF WRITER

Enactus is connecting students with employers through
its GenLink program.
This program enables students to connect with local
community members by helping them on an as-needed basis. So far, it has provided opportunities for four students
and services for eight community members.
"We try to identify where
these needs are," said Stephanie Sheehan, director of Enactus. "It takes commitment and
ingenuity."
Students need community
relationships and resources,
and older community members need social interaction
and assistance. The goal is to
put them together to create a
working relationship.
Students involved in GenLink were positive about their
experiences.
"I like that the jobs are very
flexible ... that I can do [them]
on the weekends," said Emily
Smith, sophomore liberal arts
education major.
The requests for assistance
are assorted and can range
from cleaning to chatting.

Marissa Hagan, senior general
management major said each
person wants something different done.
"It varies, mostly older ladies who want someone to assist them," Hagan said. "One
lady wanted her shower to be
scrubbed extensively."
Smith said the jobs are a
great fit for college students
because they are not difficult.
"You're working for older
people, so a lot of it is cleaning stuff and typing. [It's] just
doing things they can't do
anymore or don't know how
to do because of technological
changes," Smith said.
Most of the requests received are from Garden Plaza
of Greenbriar Cove, a senior
living community. Requests
for assistance are sent to GenLink, moderated and then
sent on to GenLink hired students. These jobs are temporary, varied and flexible. GenLink hopes to put a drop box
for requests and flyers in the
assisted living center of the
community.
The infrastructure of GenLink was laid in the 2011-2012
school year and the program
was up and running by the
winter of 2013.

The annual Mark Twain
Celebration will take place
during Alumni Weekend on
Friday, October 25 at 2pm.
The guest speaker will be
Victor Fischer, principal editor of the Mark Twain Papers at the Bancroft Library,
University of CaliforniaBerkeley.
Fischer will talk about
what it means to "edit" Mark
Twain, with a special focus
on Mark Twain's letters.
Fischer has been an editor
at the Mark Twain Project

of The Bancroft Library since
1967.
More than forty volumes edited by the Mark Twain Project have been published by the
University of California Press
to date and in 2007, the Project launched The Mark Twain
Project Online, a web-based
edition of Mark Twain's works
(marktwainproject.org).
The Project is based in the
Mark Twain Papers of The
Bancroft Library, at the University of California-Berkeley,
the world's largest and most

comprehensive archive of
manuscripts and documents
by and about Mark Twain.
In addition to the lecture,
many of the items belonging
to McKee Library's Duane
and Eunice Bietz Collection of Mark Twain materials will be on display during
the event. This collection was
generously donated in October of 2010 and is now a focal point of McKee Library's
special collections.

.

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM FOR RENT AVAILABLE NOW.

FOR SALE: Free 2002 Suzuki GSX-R Sport Bike, it

Looking for a clean individual. Newly built house with 4
bedrooms 3 bathrooms; located 3 miles from SAU.
Fully furnished: living room entertainment center, kitchen
and laundry room. Epb 130 TV channels, wifi Internet and
Netftix access. $435/ month (utilities included). For more
...
information contact Ahad Kebede at
240-821-0561

is in excellent condition with no dents or dings, 100%
mechanically okay .If interested please contact me for
pictures, I bought the motorcycle for my grandson as
his birthday gift last year August and am giving it out
to a good home. Contact me at franklewinson@yahoo.
com
Attention seniors! Oct. 25 is the deadline for both
December and May graduates to turn in senior contracts to
Records & Advisement.

Strawberry Fest documents life at WSMC

Advancement Call Center
Congratulations to our Callers of the Week:

Savannah Brown 1 John Olare 1 Edy Sosa 1 Konner Dent
THANK YOU to the following businesses for their support through our incentives program:

China Kitchen 1 Dairy Queen 1 Gigi's Cupcakes 1 McKay's 1 Menchie's
Outback Steakhouse 1 Rain Thai Bistro 1 The Ice Cream Show

Students have raised more than $2 I ,000 so far this school year!

Lucas Tanaka, Senior Film Major, documents Tyler Rand's life at the WSMC
radio station for his second time directing Strawberry Festival. "There's
something special about being able to tell real stories," said Tanaka, "There
are so many great stories happening all around us that we don't even realize." Strawberry Festival allows Tanaka to explore these stories in an exciting and unique way for the students. "I feel confident to create something
significantly better than last time," he said. Tanaka believes that their new
theme and concept will change at least one person's life.

Photo By jordan Correces

To ap~

·1 your resume

and two wnting samples to
Anna Bartlett at
abartlett@southem.edu

RELIGION
Called apart: GYC Southeast conference
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'~hat if He is
ready to pour out
the latter rain, but
we are holding
Him back by our
complacency?''

CONDIBUIDR

As the time until GYC Southeast (GYCSE) 2013: Called Apart
conference turned into weeks,
days and hours, the excitement in
my heart grew.
The event began with pastor

Casey N.
Kameron DeVasher preaches at GYC Southeast conference
Kameron De Vasher preaching a moment's notice.
radical sermon about the role of
I wish I could say the entire
angels, showing us if we are to student body came the first two
enact on earth as it is in heaven, nights, but they didn't. The Spirit
we would have to be like the an- moved upon those who did atgels: ready to work for God at a tend, though. I could see the faces

of hungry souls light up as they
caught hope in the message.
Although attendance was
sparse to begin with, the event
gained momentum toward the
weekend. Sabbath was more than
mere words can describe. Pastor Steve Wohlberg from White
Horse Media gave a shocking
Sabbath School message on the
dangers of the counter-movement. De Vasher then challenged
our view of ministry, from the lay
person to the theology student.
Since when has it been the pastor's job to grow churches? In
reality, the early church didn't

work that way. The laity worked
and grew the church, the minister
merely worked as an evangelist.
Sabbath ended with DeVasher
challenging us to take back our
church, to work in it the way
we are supposed to. To be workers, not watchers. What if God
is waiting on us? What if He is
ready to pour out the latter rain,
but we are holding Him back by
our complacency-our self-centeredness?
GYCSE isn't just a conference-conferences end.
Our
generation of youth for Christ
continues. It constantly grows
and searches, challenges and believes, learns and shares. Our
generation of youth for Christ
isn't stagnant in time and place.
1t is a movement of young people
that burn with passion for Christ.
Now it's your choice. The preaching is over, will you carry the momentum and make an impact for
Christ? The hearing is over. The
doing is now.
Casey Vaughn is a freshman
theology major

How are we to deal with anger?
Why we
SHOULD-

Why we should

•Vespers is the start of our
Sabbath rest. It is our first opportunity to make a break from
the every day norms we are accustomed to.

•Vespers marks the end of all
things school-related. Why extend the school's influence over
this day too?

•A modest dress code demonstrates our focus on heavenly,
not worldly goals.

•Why should it matter what
I
wearing? Aren't we encouraged to come "just as we
are?"

•Modesty helps keep our
minds focused on the worship.
With distractions everywhere
taking just about ~very form,
any way to reduce these distractions is positive.

•The focus becomes less about
the worship service and more
about what the students are
wearing. Deans and RAs tum
into fashion police, refusing to
grant attendance credit to anyone who does not meet the standard.

•Without a dress code, Vespers may begin to look more
like convocation. The special
nature of God's given day of
rest might become overshadowed by yet another school
gathering.

•It places an artificial limit on
God's acceptance of a willing
and open heart. Someone may
dress differently, but should
that be used as an indicator of
whether or not their desire for
worship is genuine?

•For some young men, it may
be their only opportunity to
flex those tie-tying skills.

•Does clothing really determine the value of an individual's desire to worship?

NOT

am

DENEE

McCLAIN

CONDIBUIDR

There's a lot that gets me
angry.· It would be nice to
pretend life is happy-golucky, but there's a lot that
can tick us off. Someone says
the wrong thing to you on the
wrong day or your professor
is maki~a million and one
crazy demands. Life is crazy
sometimes and it makes us
angry. We should be angry,
shouldn't we?
When something or someone makes me mad, the world
knows it. I rant at whoever
will listen to me, cutting and
stabbing at whoever or whatever made me angry with the
cruelest words I can find. I go
on until I feel like the object
of my anger would feel thoroughly humiliated if only they
had been present to listen to
my rant. By then, I'm hot from
all that talking and only slightly satisfied.
I can't help thinking that
anger can't be good for us. All
it takes is a simple search in
the concordance for the word

'anger' to see that the Bible
warns us of the consequences
of that emotion more than a
few times.
Proverbs 29:22 (NKJV) says
"An angry man stirs up strife,
and a furious man abounds in
transgression."
Ecclesiastes
7:9 (NKJV) says "Do not hasten in your spirit to be angry,
for anger rests in the bosom
of fools." And Proverbs 22:24
(NKJV) says "Make no friendship with an angry man; and
with a furious man do not go."
I could keep listing verses,
but the bottom line is clear:
becoming angry only leads to
some less than desirable consequences.
My favorite verse on anger,
James 1:20 (NKJV), hammers
the last nail in the coffin by
telling us the main reason why
getting angry is pointless: "For
the wrath of man does not
produce the righteousness of
God." No matter how angry I
get, no matter how many rants
I might go on or clever barbs
I launch from my lips, nothing good or even remotely

righteous will come out of it.
All of our anger is completely
useless.
What should we do when
we are angry? How should we
react when our professors, our
friepds or just random people
get under our skin?
One extreme may be to
throw our hands in the air,
say, "let God handle this"
and sit back and do nothing.
Sometimes, however, that's
not enough. Maybe a better
choice for all of us would be to
pray and ask God how to handle the situations that send us
into fits. Maybe He wants us
to speak up, to confront someone, to take the issue to someone in authority, or to simply
wait and allow Him to work.
It's nice to know that He is
always in complete control of
every situation. It makes all
that angry ranting seem completely unnecessary.
De nee McCalain is a freshman
theology major

#SAUAnger
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Women, submit to yOur husbands
GRACE BONDURANT
CONTRIRIJTQR

I find that a lot of women
and even men have an issue with Ephesians 5:22-24
(NIV): "Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands
as you do to the Lord. For
the husband is the head of
the wife as Christ is the head
of the church, his body, of
which he is the Savior. Now
as the church submits to
Christ, so also wives should
submit to their husbands in
everything."
After all, "It's the 21st century! Women's rights! Equality!" But it's not about being
a lesser sex. Submitting to a
man means permitting them
to spiritually lead you and
your family. It's allowing
them to do what makes them
a man: provide, protect and
profess his love. In submitting to a man, a woman is essentially encouraging him to
step up to the role God has
ordained for him.
A lot of independent women out there try to take care of
themselves and be their own
man. This takes away the

guy's ability to do what he was
made to do, to provide, protect
and profess to the world, "this
is my woman, I take care of
her." In submitting, it doesn't
mean you are incapable of taking care of yourself, it means
you allow your man to be a
man. It's not unlike how God
doesn't need us to do works
for him. He is perfectly capable of doing it himself. But
because of his great love, he
came down to our level and
essentially submitted himself
to be sacrificed, so · that we (Matt. 19:5 NIV)." This is a itual leader, protecting her, ·
may be disciples and be a part profound mystery-but I am honoring her, taking care of
of his plan and glory. If Christ talking about Christ and the her, standing up for her and
submitted himself for us, who church. However, each one of · claiming her. It is the perfect
are we to be too proud not to you also must love his wife as relationship when done right.
submit before others?
he loves himself, and the wife The woman builds up the boy
Husbands ought to love must resr>ect her husband. to become the man God intheir wives as they love their See, it's a two-way street.
tended him to be, and the man
own bodies. He who loves his
Notice, the command is honors the wife, both building
wife loves himself. After all, no not just for women to submit the other up - a never-ending
one ever hated their own body, to their husbands. Husbands cycle oflove and growth.
but they feed and care for their are also commanded to love
Women mess it' up by bebody, just as Christ does the their wives and treat them like ing too proud, too focused on
church- for we are members members of their own body. women's rights and feminism,
of His body.
Husbands have a duty here as all the while missing the point.
"For this reason a man will well: to treat the woman like Being strong and independent
leave his father and mother a queen, to make her without doesn't bring you more freeand be united to his wife, and stain or blemish. He does this dom; it robs you of the beauthe two will become one flesh by guiding her, being her spir- tiful gift that a man can offer

...

Photo by Jordan Correces
you. Men mess it up by disregarding their role as a man,
choosing instead to dishonor
women and use them, scar
them and take advantage of
them. The world tells guys
this is the way to "be the
man," and to "get some" from
as many girls as he can. But
the world lies. Being the man
is about giving your life over
to your wife.
Women, submit to your
husbands. Husbands love
your wives.

Grace Bondurant is a junior
nursing major

We're payin', so hear what we'resayin'
MICHAEL

SANTOs

CoNTRIBliTQR

Southern is a fantastic
school. It is a one of a kind
educational experience that
you can't get anywhere else.
Friendly people, helpful staff,
a beautiful campus, the aroma
of Little Debbie · snack cakes
and numerous spiritual, social,
and physical opportunities are
some my favorite things about
being here at Southern Adventist University. However,
there ~re a few things that I
think could be improved in
our classrooms. With tuition
alone costing students nearly $9,500 per semester, we
have the right to submit suggestions. As paying students,
we make up the majority of
Southern's income. Administration hires professors, but it
is the students' hard-earned or
reluctantly borrowed tuition
dollars that pay professors
each month. If Southern was a
publicly traded company, students would hold a majority of
the shares, and would, therefore, have controlling interest
and majority ownership of the
university. This is OUR school.
It is time for our voices to be

heard! Here are four suggestions on how we can improve
our time in the classroom:
1.
Respond to emails
in a timely manner.
This February, the day before spring break, my grandma passed away, and my sister
and I had to fly out to California the next day. -Being responsible, I emailed all of my
teachers informing them of
the situation and that I would
be missing class. One teacher,
however, did not reply, even
after school was back in session. That really offended and
bothered me. Whether or not
a professor is tech-savvy, all
have the capability to read and
respond to emails in a timely
manner. Of course emergencies happen, but when faculty
are leaving on planned trips,
they should set up automatic
replies informing students
where they can direct their
questions. The Student Finance Department has a great
policy-if they do not respond
to your email within 24 business hours, they will credit
$24 to your account. Perhaps
other departments should

implement this policy. Bottom line is, be courteous and
responsible by replying to our
emails! We don't email professors to say "Good Morning," we email them regarding
questions about the classes we
are paying for.
2.
Make use of Eclass!
Technically, all of Southern
should have switched from
gradebook programs lik~ Micrograde to E-class already.
However, some professors
have flat out rejected E-class
and have decided not to use it.
The main advantage of E-class
is that students can always see
their current grede online, as
opposed to other gradebooks
where grades are only periodically sent out. If professors
don't want to make use of Eclass, at least send out class
grades weekly!
3·
Listen to end-ofcourse evaluations!
End-of-course
evaluations are very helpful tools
that identify weak and strong
points of professors' courses.
However, year after year, it
seems students are still mak-

ing the same complaints about
the same courses. A weak point
of end-of-course evaluations is
that current students receive
no benefit from suggesting
changes or issuing complaints
after they have finished the
course. Mid-term evaluations
would be useful in that professors could identify and remedy
problems mid-course so the
students who made the suggestions or complaints could
see actual improvement. Unfortunately, the anonymous
nature of the course evaluation would ·be compromised
if professors were able to see
evaluations before final grades
were posted. For the moment,
the best solution to this is to
simply listen to what students
say in course evaluations and
implement those changes.
4·
Teach the material
thoroughly!
Many students I interviewed complained that in
some classes, teachers do little
"teaching," leaving struggling
students to teach themselves
everything outside of class. I
have heard of some teachers
mentioning that it is not their

job to teach, but the students'
own responsibility. However,
if students have to learn all
the material themselves, then
why have teachers at all? With
this logic, we would simply
need a textbook and a proctor for administering quizzes
and tests. We could reduce
our tuition costs significantly
if we eliminated teachers from
the picture. However, that is
not a good idea. I believe that
the best learning comes from
a combination of student initiative and teacher-student
interaction.
These are some of the biggest problems students are
currently experiencing in
some classes. If we could address these problems, we
could greatly improve students' course satisfaction
and overall satisfaction with
Southern. We are the customers. Make us happy! Remember, the ceustomer is (almost)
always right! We're payin', so
please, hear what we're sayin'!

Michael Santos is a sophomore financial n.wnagement
major
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Fall fashion finds its wa to Southern
LExiE CENTER
CONTRIBUTOR

Meet Instagram's newest
star: Yogurt the Pirate Dog.
Hailing from Bangkok, Yogurt is a Chihuahua with
only one eye, and she is
challenging other trending
pets like Grumpy Cat for
the title of "most adorable
animal on the Internet."

Snoopybabe
Aah, but there's another pet working its way
up the Internet ladder!
Snoopybabe the cat, also
hailing from China, is taking the Internet by storm.
First gammg . popularity in his homeland, this
smooshed-faced feline is
starting to work his charms
here, too.
So the question is, in this
classic dog-versus-cat battle, which pet will become
the new face of memes
across the Internet, the
new king of the adorable
Internet pet throne? Who's
melted your heart?

tJPC~f))JJNC.

1~\TJ~N'I,S
Inter Tribal Cultural
Gathering POWWOW
Immerse in Native American culture with dancing,
storytelling, games and activities
Oct. 28, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Red Clay State Park
Cost: $5 parking
Patten Performances
Presents Ballet Hispanico
Oct. 28, 7:30 p.m.
·UTe Fine Arts Center
Cost: $24/Adult, $21/Senior, $15/Student

The chill winds of fall are
upon us and it's time to say
goodbye to our beloved summer attire. Transitioning from
summer to fall fashion, we put
aside our flip-flops, dresses
and other summertime pieces
in exchange for boots, sweaters and scarves.
Being from Florida, it's hard
to say farewell to what I'm accustomed to wearing most of
the year. Don't get me wrong,
fall is probably my favorite
season to shop for, but accepting that the fall season is here
to stay can be difficult. When
the cold days come, though,
playing dress-up can be quite
fun.
Here are some of the top
trends happening this fall season:
1. ' Graphic
sweaters
paired with skirts:
The phrase "stay comfy, stay
stylish" fits perfectly with this
trend. Sweaters with personality and pizazz make pulling
off this look lots of fun. Pairing it with a bold pattern, solid
color or statement skirt will
round out your outfit for the
perfect "comfy casual" look.

Photograph by Aron Crews

Hats/Beanies:
After hitting the snooze
button repeatedly and with
15 minutes to spare till class
starts, the panic-stricken
grabbing of random articles
of clothing begins! There's
also your "bed" hair to worry
·about. While buns are great
go-to styles, beanies are also
great ways to have natural
looking hair while hiding the
"bed head."
3· Hairstyles:
Similar to how we style our
clothes, our hair is also a blank
canvas ready to be shaped.
Ombre hair is a hot craze for
2013 and is making its mark
. 2.

here at Southern as well. The
wet-look is also a top pick.
Probably the most common
and fun style to play around
with is braids. The endless
amount of creative possibilities is dumbfounding.
I'm trying new things myself
this year. Just have fun and
see what you come up with!
Sometimes it's when you're
messing around that you hit
the jackpot!
Trends forming here at
Southern:
While fashion magazines
tell us what's in, sometimes
their suggestions aren't affordable or true-to-life. Being

college students, having a new
wardrobe each season isn't
very realistic.
Some trends have developed
among students and· are sticking. Pullover sweaters seem to
be a go-to choice for the men
since the cold has set in. I've
also seen a good amount of
plaid being worn, especially by
theguys.
·
"Plaid has never gone out of
style and never will," says Steven Collins, sophomore journalism major. _
Pops of color are always fun
and make a gloomy day bright
anytime. I've noticed this
trend grow on campus and
that women are fond of it.
Whether you're a trendsetter, follower, or you march to
the beat of your own drum, we
all have a reason for why we
wear what we wear.
As fashion designer, Alexander McQueen, once said, "It's
a new era in fashion - there
are no rules. It's all about the
individual and personal style,
wearing high-end, low-end,
classic labels, and up-andcoming designers all together."
Lexie Center is a sophomore
public relations major

#SAUFashion

Ten things to do in your twenties
MAURICE FIDER
CONJBIBUJDR

I recently saw an article
on Facebook entitled "20
Things Every Twentysomething Should Know How to
Do" by Tyler Huckabee, writer
for RELEVANT magazine.
The list ranged from how to
hold a conversation to staying
well-rested, basic instructions
we've heard over throughout
our college lifetime. So here
are my "Ten Things for Your
Twenties."
1. Stop complaining and
make a difference
We have the natural sense
to express how we truly feel
about someone or something.
I'm not saying you shouldn't
have an opinion, I'm saying you should get up and do
something about it. You can
take that energy and make a
difference, big or small.
2. Travel
I had a professor who said
it best: "You never know what
will happen after graduation
so take advantage of the time
you have now." Some people
have never been outside their

home state. Save a little money here and there and map it
out. It doesn't matter if it's international or domestic, just
get up and GET OUT.
3· Put time into your
hobby, interest or talent
What is that one thing that
you are better at than anyone
else? It can be sports, photography, cooking, writing, gardening and, yes, even knitting.
These are the things we have
to be intentional about keeping up with, but they can help
us when we are stressed.
4· Be aware
Why do we get an education? Is it not primarily for us
to learn and grow? So do just
that and absorb anything and
everything you can. Be aware
of what's happening around
you. Then when you're having a conversation, you can
respond intelligently rather
than, well, you get the point.
5· Listen
You're not the only person
in the world. You're not always
going to be right. You will en-

counter people, opinions and It could be as simple as going
cultures that you don't agree a week without driving to class
with. Not to say you have to or even as crazy as training for
accept everything you hear a triathlon. Just get up and get
but be open to hear a different out, try something new and
side.
make some memories.
6. Look the part
9· Be involved
We spend so much money
One of the greatest things
on clothes, so why don't we we.can do as humans is to give
wear them? Let's get real. We of ourselves. · Volunteer at a
practice now what we'll do food }lank or animal shelter.
in the real world. So look the . Give your time to a ministry
part: educated, sophisticated on campus. Go out of your way
and well-groomed. And know to help a friend or stranger in
what some gel or hairspray need. Be like Christ and be a
cando.
servant.
7. "Leave a message af10. Believe
ter the beep"
Finally, know what you beEveryone needs a break now lieve and why you believe it.
and then. So when you get one, This applies to many things in
don't waste it. Unplug and en- life. I challenge us, as Southern
joy what, who and where you students and Adventists to unani. I challenge you to stack derstand why we believe this
all your phones in a pile when world is not our home. Knowlyou go out to eat with friends. edge is power. Understanding
Enjoy soine intelligent and hu- through a personal sense why
morous conversation.
we do what we do, well, it is
8. Live a little
one of the greatest tools we can
Go on an adventure. Chal- have.
lenge · yourself. Do something
Maurice Fider is a senior
outside of your comfort zone. public relations major
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Chattanooga offers 111o~e than just intra~nurals
ANNALYSE HAslY
SPORTS EmmR

Chattanooga is known for
its promotion of an active
lifestyle. Here at Southern,
we also promote active
living, therefore we provide
many outlets for physical
activity on campus, including
intramurals. For the avid
student athlete, however,
sometimes five weeks of
their favorite sport is just
not enough. Chattanooga
offers several sports leagues
available to students who
want to get off campus and
play more. Here are some
Chattanooga sports you may
not know about:
Hamilton YMCA
The Hamilton YMCA offers
several competitive sports
leagues at their complex near
Hamilton Place mall. Because
Southern students have the
opportunity to try new things
here on campus, I recommend
the YMCA as a place for more
serious athletes. They offer A
league divisions in volleyball,
3 on 3 basketball and many
others. The Hamilton YMCA
can be a great place to play
some competitive teams and
even semi-pros from around
the area.

Website: ymcachattanooga.
org/Hamilton
Urban Rocks
Urban Rocks Gym is
Chattanooga's full service
indoor rock climbing gym.
They provide a welcoming
atmosphere for all levels of
climbers and non-climbers.
Although we do have our own
places to climb on campus,
bouldering and many different
climbing routes are offered at
Urban Rocks. They also have
multiple climbing classes for
students who want to learn but
may not have the room in their
schedule to take rock climbing
class for credit. Urban Rocks
also offers summer camps,
group lock-ins, team building
and birthday parties. Consider
this place for your next club
activity or outing with friends.
Student passes are available
for $12.
Website:urbanrocksgym.
com
Chattanooga
Sport
Leagues
Chattanooga Sports Leagues
(CLS) is an organization that
provides different organized
team sports in different areas
around the city. They have
kickball, volleyball, football,

soccer, dodge ball and
softball. Much like Southern's
intramurals, you can sign up
as a team or as an individual.
This league is a great way to
meet people in the area and
get involved in some highly
athletic teams. CLS requires
payment to join but everyone
gets a t-shirt-not just the
champions.
Website: playcsl.com
Chattanooga
Football
Club
In addition to being
premier
Chattanooga's
soccer team, the Chattanooga
Football Club (CFC) hosts
multiple camps, games and
has open play time. Open time
to play soccer with your friends
at the CFC complex happens
every day. The complex is
located on the corner of South
Willow St. and Union Avenue
in downtown Chattanooga.
There is a $2 entry fee from
3:30-9 p.m. daily, but the
complex is open 24 hours a
day. · Check it out next time
you want to play soccer
when all of Southern's fields
are filled up with students
playing American football.
website:chattanoogafc.com
Camp Jordan
Camp Jordan is a 257-

THIS DAY

IN HISTORY 24
OHCANADAI
ON THIS DAY IN 1112. THE TORONTO BLUE JAYS IECAII
THE FIST TEAM FROM OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES
TO WtN THE WORI.D an. THE lUI JAYS IIFEA'IID
THE ATlANTA BRAVES IN EXTRA INNINOIIN DAME I
TO CLAIM THEIR FIRST CHAMPIONSIIP.

HEY SOCCER FANS

OJI THIS DAY IN 107. THE FlRST 8GCCQ CUll Ttl R\.0,
THE SHEFJIILD SOCCER CLUB, WAS FOUNDED IN EaAND.

SHEfFIELD IS Til OLDEST SOCCER CLUIInU. PLAYII
ASIOCIATION FOOTBALL

acre city operated recreation
facility located approximately
one mile off interstate 75 on
exit 1. They offer indoor and
outdoor soccer, baseball,
softball, ultimate Frisbee and
volleyball. Camp Jordan is a
good resource for students to

join different sports leagues
and get involved in a city
funded program.
Website:
eastridgeparksandrec.com

#SAUspo11s

Flag-football tean1s talk about the current season
Ladies Division A
True Blue
"Us girls just wanna have
fun! Make friends, get good
exercise, and enjoy this great
Fall weather."

Photos By Aron Crews
ANNALYSE HAslY
SPORTS EDITOR

Every SAU athlete knows
that cooler weather only
means one thing-flag foot-

ball. This classic American
sport brings out the Adrian
Peterson in all of us. Here is
what some of this year's captains have to say about their
teams:

Ladies Division BEast
Black Mambas
"The team is centered
around having fun. We have
a great group of girls - some
who have never played before
- but we have done very well
so far and plan to go as far as
we can. Winning the season
would be great, but that's not
our main focus."

Can't Touch This
"We are very excited for
this season, although it's half
over our team is doing great!
We are s-o and want to keep
it that way. Can't Touch This
is all about having fun while
playing football. We have a
very talented team and are
looking forward to playoffs,
but win or lose, the glory all
goes to God."

Ladies Division B West
DipN'Shine
"Our team goal for this season is to have fun, to become
closer as a group and to win as
many games as possible."
Men's Division B Central

End Zone Divas
"We want to be the ultimate divas of football that
pull flags with flare and catch
touchdowns with pizazz. We
want to create a Christian environment on the field and be
diva friendly to all of our competitors."

Zebracorns
"We play for the sheer joy
of feeling the grass beneath
our feet and the feel of the
wind in our hair! Oh, and the
fun of it. Fun is all we can
have, seeing how we have only
scored one point (not touchdoWn, POINT)."
DatPass
"When we put together our

team the goal was to win the
championship. Our defense
has played great through the
first five games only allowing
six points so far this season.
We will continue to rely on our
defense as we wrap up the season and begin the playoffs. As
they say, defense wins championships."
Discount Double Check
"Our team is out there to
do our best every game and to
be in the top three when the
season ends."

Men's Division BEast
Tropic Thunder
"Our team strives to keep a
Christ-centered character and
to play hard every game along
with a shutdown defense and
an electric offense."
Men's Division B West
SupaHeroes
"Our goal is to try to win
it all while having fun and releasing stress from school together with friends."

.,
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THE

TH, Oct. 24
Convocation: Showcase of Service & Philanthropy,
11a, lies
Last day for 40% tuition refund
No tuition refund after today
Alumni Homecoming (24-27)
Society of Adventist Communicators, Salt Lake City
(24-26)
Graduate Council, 3:30p
SA Supper, 5:30-6:30p, Field in between the Village
Market and lies
Alumni Banquet, 6p, Dining Hall

F, Oct. 25
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every 1/2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
Deadline to request December/
May Graduation, Records
Outreach Opportunity: West Side 4 Jesus (Wright Hall
Steps)
Mark Twain Celebration, 2p, Library
Vespers, 8p, lies, Josh Wilson
Alumni Vespers, 8p, Church, Steve Haley
Sunset, 6:53p

S, Oct. 26
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, Dwight Nelson
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm.
Fountain Sabbath School, 9:45a, White Oak Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 1Oa, Talge Conf. Rm.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2013

{S, Oct. 26 Cont.)
French Sabbath School, 10:15a, Miller Hall201
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, Dwight Nelson
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, LeCiare Litchfield
Community Service Opportunities, 2p, Wright
Hall Steps .
Alumni Missions Program, 4p, Church
Evensong, 6:30p, Church; Organist: Lori
George, Reader: Jim Herman
Alumni Program, 8p, lies
Southern Shuffle, 9:30p, Wood

Sun, Oct. 27
2nd Annual Beyond the Columns Brunch,
Alumni & Senior Class, 1Oa, Student Center
1Oth Annual Antique/Classic Car Show, 11 a,
Wood/Talge Parking Lot
SA Fall Festival, 6-9p, Student Park

M, Oct. 28
Senior Portraits, 1Oa-6p, Student Center, Sherrie
Norton Room
Missions Emphasis Week
3 on 3 Basketball Sign-up Begins

IT, Oct. 29
W, Oct. 30
Payday: Salary
Wind Symphony Tour
(30-November 2)
Residence Hall Joint Worship,

TH, Oct.
Convocation: Student
Missions, 11 a, Church, Ray Moaga
Last day to drop a class
3 on 3 Basketball Team Meeting, 5p, Hulsey
Student Missions, 7:30p, Thatcher Chapel,
Ray Moaga (Convocation ·Credit)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

OCT. 24
Amber Abernathy
Whitney Aumack
Katelyn Bernet
Celina Castillo
Jeffrey Hamberger
Hayeon Kang
Joy Lim
Danielle Quailey
Amanda Richards
Heather Schlund
Josh Waggoner

OCT. 25
Brianna Bertain
Jade Henry
Gerry Lewin
Heather Woods
Boyd Buhl
Clarice Esquilla
Seth Shaffer

OCT. 26
Melissa Allen
Evan Chung
Megan Durby
Louann Johnson
Jennifer Nichols
Deborah Parada
Alicia Salazar
Sheri Munger

OCT. 28
Amber Arthur
Amber Eresmas
Andrea Feria-Zurita
Chad Fink
Amanda Forbes
Jenny Kim
Jonathan Vega

OCT. 29
Krystal Campbell
Steven Collins
Robert Hutton
Nathaniel Melville
Stephanie Owen ·
Jana Pritchett
Michael Santos
Brad Thomas
Hea Eun Yu
Ron Johnson

OCT. 30
Monique Brimmer
Josie Lass
Amy Nagasawa
Rachel Onjukka
Alex Pinkard

OCT. 31
Teri Klinger

OCT. 27
Alexander Brady
David Bunzey
Takamar Comete
Joel Dieguez
Timothy George
Rachel Goodling
Cannen Hartwell
Mary Kyle
Doreen Mayes
Jessica McKee
Aaron Snelgrove
Ryan Tidwell
Kevin Brown

STUDENT .LIFE ANNOUNCEMENTS
2014 Europe Tour: Has four spots left! The tour will be June 18- July 15. · Get 6 hours of credit while visiting Europe. Contact the Office of
Student Services for more information. Ext 2814 or pdietrich@southern.edu.
Did you like InTents? You will really like the "lnTents-ity" of a LifeGroup! New LifeGroups's have begun on Wednesday at 6 p.m., Friday at 5
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. This is the last week to join! For more information on these and other LifeGroups's call extension 2441 or send an email
to lifegroups@southern.edu.

STUDENT ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Message from your President: #welcomeback #8weeksleft #secondhalfcrunch #letsgo #gottowritethosepapers #thanksgivingcountdown
#christmascountdown #whoyoufooling #gradcountdown
SA Fall Festival: Hey you, city kid! Ever wondered what the out-of-doors is like? Hey you, country kid! Ever miss home? At this year's Fall
Fest there is a something for everyone! So take a break from that "studying" and have yourself some good old fun! See you Sunday, from
6-9 p.m., at the Student Park!
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w1tter
@ southern_accent

Ahhh Thursdays .. No one is paying attention cuz they
are reading the #sauaccent

"You know what would give my students a relaxing fall
break? Homework." - All Professors Ever. #nolazysundayhere #pewpew @ Southern_Accent

Michelle Froom, SO general studies
@m_froomii ·
Ryan Haas, SA mass communication
@ryanhaas

We often read EGW expecting to be condemned. Let us
read to broaden perspective. #egwin2013

Will my tweet make it in the accent if I pretend to say
something insightful? #studio41 09

Moses Maier, SO global policy & serv studies,
@mmaier1776
Carissa Belonio, SO liberal arts education
@hi_imcarissab

@ Southern_Accent I spend too much of my money on
besst wraps and heaven in a cup #krs #freshmanfifteen

I don't know what's prettier, the #lostboys or their guitars. #studio41 09
Alyssia Dewey, SO public relations
®Aiyssia_Dewey

lan Durias, FA medical lab science
@As_iaan

MASTER'S DEGR.EE
IN NURSING
s;et an MSN on Tuesdays
Enjoy tlu! confidence, respect.
and career opportunities that
come with an advanced degree.
Your life.
Classes meet one day each week. so
you can manage work and other
responsibilities on your time.

You choose.
Full- and part-time options allow for a
customized study plan that works for
you. We also offer accelerated RN-toMSN programs, post-master's certificates, and a dual MSN/MBA degree.

You succeed.
MSN graduates from Southern Adventist University have I 00 percent job
p lacement in their chosen field.

CaD or visit online to find out
how you can get started.
Master of Science in Nursing
• Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
•
•
•
•

Adult Nurse Practmon"er
Family Nurse Practitioner
Nurse Educator (also online)
MSN/MBA (also online)
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NEWAPP!

TEXT FROM BOYS

--DECODER-Wondering what those texts from that boy really mean? The
companion to "Texts from Girls
Decoder" is now available!
*Disclaimer: TFB-D is still in the testing stage. Accuracy not guaranteed.
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IF A, FACULTY MEMBER
NAMED THEIR CHILDREN
like

KANYE WEST .P'-'
KIM KARDASHIANOC

Kanye West, world famous hip-hop
musician, and Kim Kardashian, LA
based reality TV star, welcomed a ·
baby girl on June 15, 2013, christening her "North West," with no middle
name,· according to an article from
www.dailymail.co.uk. What if Southem faculty had follw.ed this trend of
punny names for their children?

Gordon Bietz (President) .................................................... Dropda Bietz
Chamra Anthony (Assoc. Dean: Thatcher) ....................... Milk Anthony
Scott Ball (Dean: School of Music) ...................................... Bouncy Ball
Randy Bishop (Professor: Biology) ................................ Cardi.nal Bishop
Marc Boyson (Professor: SVAD) ............................ Girldaughter Boyson
Deyse Bravo (McKee Ubrarian) .................................... .Applause Bravo
Boyd Buhl (WSMC Sales Rep.) ................................................. Red Buhl
Rachel Byrd (Professor: English) ..............:.............................. Blue Byrd
linda Case (Food Services) ..................................... Pencil & Justin Case
Conni Cash (Office Mngr: Nursing) .......................: ............... Lotsa Cash
JaniCe Conerly (Adjunct: English) .............................. IceCream Conerly
Eli Courey (Computer Support) ........................................ Indi.an Conrey
Randy Craven (Dean: SVAD) ....................................... Chocolate Craven
Unda Crumley (Professor: SJ&C) .................................. Cookie Crumley
Judy DeLay (Programmer Analyst) ..................................... Don't DeLay
Troy DeWind (Asst. Dir: Landscape Serv.) ............... Gone Wid DeWind
Rene Drumm (Dean: Social Work) ..................................... Bass Drumm
Scott Edens (Adjunct: Business & Mgmt.) ........................ Garden Eqens
Jeff Gates (Professor: Nursi.n g) ........................................... Pearly Gates
Kevin Kibble (Chaplain) ......................................................... Bits Kibble
Valerie Lee (Instructor: Biology) ............................... Quick & Frank Lee
John McCoy (Dean: Ed. & Psych.) ........................................ Real McCoy
Mark Peach (Professor: History & Political Studi.es) ....... Georgia Peach
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Renewable
scholarships make
future enrollment
cheaper
KATIE HENDERSON
lEAp REPORTER

Starting fall of 2014, enrollment services will make freshman scholarships renewable
in order to make tuition more
afforable for incoming freshmen.
The four freshman scholarships, also known as the
leadership, lightbearer, state
replacement, and academic
scholarships, require a minimum GPA of 3.0 and can
range from $2,000 - $6,ooo
in funds based on the qualifications of the student. Making freshman scholarships
renewable means the same
amount of scholarship dollars
awarded to incoming freshmen will be awarded for the
four years those students attend Southem.
This new change will provide incoming freshmen a
much simpler way to plan
financially as they make the
transition into college.
Many students choose to
go to a local or community
college because of Southern's
higher tuition costs.
"The new scholarship program is our way to help students be able to choose Southern instead of being forced to
settle for the communityflocal college option because of
finances," Marc Grundy, vice
president of enrollment services, said.
"Our goal is to make Southern affordable for absolutely
every student and family that
would like everything that
Southern has to offer."
Enrollment services is
also planning to increase the
amount of need-based funds
awarded to current students
starting in fall of 2014. An annual $10 million is awarded to
students each year in the form
of scholarships, helping students to continue attending
Southern.
Kalyn Whinnery, Junior
nursing major, said, "I think
it's a fantastic idea. [More
scholarship money means]
paying for school would be
less stressful."

Robert Young, senior vice president of the academic admistration, talks about his views on the motion to link
Southern Adventist University's calendar with Union College and Southwestern University.

UNIVERSITY SENATE
VOTES ON CALENDER MERGE
JORDAN CORRECES
Sun WRITER & Puoro Eonna

The majority of University
Senate voted on Monday, Oct.
28 to approve the motion to
link Southern's calendar with
Union College and Southwestem University's.
Two senate members present opposed. The motion will
now move to University Assembly November 25 at 4pm.
"We voted in favor of administration going ahead with
the plans that they have to collaborate with the other colleges," said John Beckett, senate
secretary and professor for the
School of Computing.
Marty Miller, associate professor for the School of Psychology and Education, voted

in favor of the motion but
said the motion presented at
the meeting consisted of only
voting the concept of linking calendars with Union .and
Southwestern, not the specific
details.
"If we are going to have the
option of collaborating with
our sister institutions-sharing professors and courseswe really don't have much
choice but to link our calendars whether we like it or not,"
Miller said. "Overall, I feel
hopefully optimistic that the
positive outcomes from this
important first step will be
worth it. The University administration will be prayerfully working on the exact details
of the calendar ahead."
Academic administration

senior vice president, Robert
Young, supports the threeuniversity collaboration.
"I think we can do things
less expensively together than
if we do them apart," Young
said. "And it reduces the pressure to increase tuition."
Some of the Senate members think that there will be
some challenges with linking
calendars, but if this will be
more efficient in the long run,
then they will be worth it in
the end.
"Since change appears to be
coming to higher education in
the years ahead, whether we
like it or not, it is important
that we are proactive," Miller
said. "God really knows how
this will all work out in the
end."

Honteconting weekend attentpts
to reunites aluntni with students
LEIGHANIE DIAZ
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, 1,000
Southern alumni arrived
from all around the world for
Southern's alumni Homecoming Weekend.
This year's "Experience the
Spirit" themed weekend honored the classes of 1933, 1943,
1953, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1983,

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE

1988, 1993, and 2003.
Various events and activities
were hosted for the alums including School Spirit 'N Sports
night, where current students
and alumni competed in basketball tournaments, and the
10th annual Antique / Classic
Car Show. Other events included a film & showcase cafe,
Nicaragua missions reunion, a
blacksmithing workshop and

WWW.SAUACCEI~T.COM

an alumni service project,
where current students and
alumni worked together to
remodel Southern's Prayer
Garden.
"The main goals of host;ing Homecoming Weekend
on campus are to strengthen
relationships among our
alumni, faculty, staff, and

•
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FALL FEST,
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"I felt like
a pair of lips,
not a person.''
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Fall festival changes

•

Photo By Logan Foil
jordan McCullough aims to knock over all the pins at the Young Americans for Liberty booth during Fall Festival.

VERONICA GARCIA
SuuWarna

Student Association's (SA)
Fall Festival was held at Student Park this year instead of
off campus at Hidden Hills,
where it has been for more
than five years.
Marcus Keenan, SA president, said transportation issues and changes in the Audio Visual department caused
them to move Fall Festival on
campus, but the new location
made also it easier for students to attend.
"We're all students," said
Keenen. "It makes it easier for
people to come if it's on campus."
Students could walk to Fall

Festival and come and go as
they pleased without having to
worry about transportation.
"I liked that it was on campus," said Bethany Puffer
freshman psychology major,
"I didn't have to worry about
getting lost or finding parking."
Fall Festival is held each
year in order to raise awareness of all the clubs on campus
as well as bring in money for
these clubs.
Tickets the clubs earn for
activities can be exchanged for
75 cents per ticket.
Having the Fall Festival
on campus also made it a lot
easier on the clubs and volunteers who ran booths this year
because they no longer had to

transport materials off campus.
The festival also had a variety of other differences from
last year. Hayrides were no
longer incorporated because
the City of Collegedale did
not allow them, said Keenan.
A bungee jump was included
this year that hadn't been used
last year.
Along with the changes
there were a couple of things
that came back this year. The
popular car smashing came
back as well as the live performances.
"Even though it was off
campus I still enjoyed myself
as much as I did last year,"
said Emily Lopez sophomore
graphic design major.

Letter to the Editor
I am so excited by Collegedale Church members'
response to the invitation to
"adopt" a Southern Adventist University student. Presently, many church families
and students are interacting,
getting to know each other
and, for students, enjoying
some of the advantages having a home away from home
provides. I hear many good
things.
However, I recently received a letter sharing the
experience of two church
members who decided to
pool their meager resources

and invite two Southern students that they adopted and
their friends over for Sabbath
lunch. These church members spent much of their limited monthly income on a nice
meal and prepared a table
with their best china settings.
At the last minute, both students cancelled the Sabbath
lunch appointment, apparently choosing instead to join
friends for something that
seemed more interesting. The
church members were devastated.
If you are a Southern student who requested adoption

by a member of our church,
remember that adoption
works both ways. The family adopts a student, but the
student also adopts a family. Please be considerate as
families reach out to you. I
know that your experience
this semester will be all the
more special because of your
adopted family. And I know
that the family that adopts
you will be blessed as well.

THURSDAY, OcroBER 31, 2013

Future housing changes are
not affecting student senate
MAURICE FIDER
SuuWR!UR

Future changes in student
housing could lead to the restructuring and changing of
the election process of Student
Association (SA).
A future dormitory, part of
Southern's Capital Improvement Campaign, could change
how housing is conducted.
Currently, senators are elected
by their prescient's, which are
different groups split up by
housing assignments such as
dorm hallways, s~mthern village, and community students ..
There are currently 25 SA
senators who represent the
student body. Both community students and students
living in school housing are
represented and spoken for.
Each senator is in the process ·
of contacting all their constituents to get feedback on what
they want as student body.
In planning for the future
change, former SA president,
Garrison Hayes held discussion with last year's SA Senate
to pass a proposed changed.
This change was to have senators elected by educational
departments rather than by
housing assignment. This proposal was not passed as not all
of SA Senate was in favor.
This year's senate is not currently considering any changes. Jeremy Grabiner, SA executive vice-president, is open
to a senator bringing up the

incorrectly stated that the
next university senate meeting was on Oct. 11. It actually
took place on Oct. 28.

In the Oct. 24 issue of the
Southern Accent, the article "Potential changes for
academic calendar merge"
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Dave Smith
Senior Pastor
Collegedale SDA Church

same proposal or a new idea.
However, he said the restructuring proposed last year was
not without flaws.
"Feasibly, it is too much effort to make happen, in theory
it is really good," Grabiner
said. "There are several difficulties becan&e a lot of people
switch majors constantly."
Grabiner used nursing majors,
who could have an evening
clinical during Senate meeting, as an example to why this
change would be difficult.
SA senate is vital to the
Southern student body and
they continue to work to be
the middleman between students and administration .
However not many students
know who their senators are
or even what SA senate does.
Alyssia Dewey, sophomore
public relations major, is a
current SA senator who is
passionate about her position
and responsibility given by SA
Senate.
"I am a senator because I
think that it is really important
that the voice of the student
be heard. And the University
Senate comprised of faculty,
does not always strive to make
sure that the voice of the senators are heard," said Dewey. "I
feel it is my duty to be proactive about collecting information from my constituents and
compiling it into a form that is
useful to the university senate,
so that they will actually use
student opinion."
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For questions or comments, please e-mail accent@southem .edu. For all aqvertising
inquiries, pl~e l'-mail Emma Khan at studentadmgr@gmail.com
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New
on-campus
center connects
faith and learning

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2013

New wing to be added to Collegedale Church

NEREAH ALuocH
STAFf WaiTER

Southern Adventist University recently developed a
Center of Teaching Excellence
and the Integration of Faith
and Learning. The center is a
resource that will help professors keep an ongoing conversation of faith in the classroom
by providing teaching methods that they can incorporate
into their classes.
The goal is to help students
see how what they are studying relates to their spiritual
lives. The center exists to
make Southern an environment that provides opportunities for spiritual growth by
supporting the professors who
serve the students.
"There should be a distinct
difference between classes
taught at Southern and the
same classes taught in a public university because of our
Seventh-day Adventist Christian worldview," said Cynthia
Gettys, director of the center.
The center currently helps
professors plan semimonthly
faculty showcases, workshops
and curriculum redesigns.
Some students have noticed
differences in the way their
classes at Southern are taught.
"My biology professors always weaved in the fact that
human life could only be made
by an intelligent creator and
design no matter what section
we were studying," said Patricia Duvra, junior business major. "There is always some aspect of God being emphasized
here at Southern."
Gettys said that she thinks
it is too early to identify the
impact the center has had on
students, but she hopes that
students will grow stronger in
their beliefs as a result of the
changes the center will help
make.

Photo By jordan Correces
Collegedale Church Administrative Pastor, Wolf )edamski, shows an illustration of the future church addition
that was recently approved by the Church Board.
JORDAN CORRECES
STAFF WR!HR

& Puaro

EDITOR

Collegedale Church pastor David Smith's proposal
to build an addition to the
church and renovate a wing

Hom~coming
Continuedfrompage 1
students," said Evonne Crook,
director of alumni relations.
"Showcasing the great things
happening at Southern, and to
engage alumni in the life of the
university."
Activities such as the showcase of service and philanthropy convocation, lecture
series, Southern Scholars and
BCU reunion suppers are all
designed by the alumni council to provide the grounds for
alumni and students to connect personally.
"Through events such as
Homecoming
Weekend,
Southern strives to connect
alumni and students for the
purposes of mentoring and
support," said Crook.
Not all who attended agreed

of the Collegedale Church was
approved by the Church Board
and the Board of Trustees.
Wolf Jedamski, Collegedale Church administrative
pastor, said, "It was proposed
to build a children's ministries

facility which would provide
a secure building to accommodate cradle roll through
junior Sabbath School classes
and the church's day care program."
The building project is es-

timated to cost about $7 million. Collegedale Church plans
to raise these funds through
private visits to donors and
organized fundraising campaigns. A completion date for
the project will not be set until
the funds needed are raised.
The Collegedale Church
currently struggles with not
having enough space for adult
Sabbath School classes and
small groups. The new addition will allow the current
children's Sabbath schoolrooms to be renovated and
repurposed into adult Sabbath
schoolrooms.
"The existing space dedicated to these functions would
· be remodeled and would make
it possible for up to 15 additional adult Sabbath School
classes or small groups to
meet in the church at the same
time," Jedamski said.
Another concern being addressed by the remodel is the
safety of the children. Currently the children's classes are
scattered around the church.
The new wing, dedicated to
the children's ministries, will
place the children all in one
location.

weekend cont'd
that alumni weekend was as
student oriented as it could
have been.
"I hayen't seen (lny close
relationships with the alumni
and the students," Zachary
Reynolds, sophomore mass
communications major, said.
"I personally would have liked
to see alumni go to the dorms
and talk to the students and
share stories."
Other students like Bohdana Gayle, a sophomore
business major, found that
compared to other university
alumni homecomings, Southem's might have missed the
mark.
"Compared to Oakwood's
alumni weekend, Southern's
Homecoming Weekend is
kind of a joke," Gayle said.
"[At Oakwood] the students

If you're looking for a pi c to stay,

ask for the outhern ra e.

Roger Hall, alumni of 1967, pounds burning metal at the Blacksmith
Workshop event during alumni weekend.

and alumni both come together to plan the weekend and all
the activities and it's so much
fun."
Students are encouraged to
participate in alumni weekend
by performing in the music
organizations, participating
as speakers for various pro-

grams, taking leadership roles
in reunion activities, and volunteer their help throughout
the weekend.
''Virtually every area on
campus is involved in some
way. It is a university-wide
team effort," said Crook.
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Students create new club based on True You

Photo By Logan Foil
jordan Reichert strikes a blow on the van at the True You booth during Fall Festival.
LINDSEY MITCHELL
I

fAD REPOUfl

TrueYou @ SAU is a new
club at Southern created by
students who have attended
TrueYou workshops in Chattanooga.
TrueYou is a non-profit
organization based in Chattanooga that offers intensive
weekend workshops focused
on helping people discover

and accept their true selves.
Going through the TrueYou
experience impacted participants to the extent that they
started a TrueYou club at
Southern.
Annalyse Hasty, senior mass
communications major and
TrueYou @ SAU vice president, said, "Going through the
workshops as a participant allowed me to discover and believe in who I am and what my

life's purpose is. I learned how
to live fully alive and how to
really love people."
Brooke Firestone, senior
nursing major and club treasurer, explained that the
TrueYou organization is able
to create an environment
where people feel comfortable
sharing through team building activities, small and large
group talks, and by learning
about how people relate to one

another.
"It is such an eye-opening
experience
and
personal
growth opportunity to see that
other people have the same
struggles, fears and dreams as
you do," Firestone said.
While having experienced
a TrueYou event is required
to be an officer of TrueYou @
SAU, general club membership is open to all students at
Southern for a $5 membership fee. Club members as well
as non-members are able to
attend events sponsored by
TrueYou@ SAU.
The club has hosted two
events so far this year, most
notably the screening of Invisible Children held on September 27 at the Goliath Wall attended by over 400 people.
The majority of people who
went to the screening had not
attended an official TrueYou
workshop. Kaitlyn Anderson, senior accounting major,
played music for the Invisible
Children event but had only
heard of TrueYou through
word of mouth.
"I don't know a lot about the
actual TrueYou weekends,"
Anderson said. "I would consider joining the club because
they have held awesome

events so far and seem to be
really involved in the community."
The officers encourage students with little knowledge of
the TrueYou organization to
come to club events to learn
more about the club's mission.
Hasty said, "We strive to
emulate how Jesus loves people right where they are in
their emotional and spiritual
journey. We support members
by celebrating life's accomplishments and being present
in the pitfalls."
"Any student at Southern
is welcome and encouraged
to join the TrueYou @ SAU
club." Firestone added. "It is
in no way exclusive."
The
Chattanooga-based
TrueYou organization is hosting a fall festival on Oct. 31 at
6:30 PM at The LaunchPad in
Chattanooga. Blackburn said
this will serve as a club event
as well as an opportunity to
get to know the TrueYou community in the area. Students
are also invited to attend the
next monthly club meeting on
Nov.13.
More information about
the club can be found on their
Facebook page, TrueYou @
SAU.

Spiritual retreat rejuvenates students after In-Tents
LExiE CENTER
5J.&EEWRmR

Southern Outdoor Adventure Program (SOAP) and
Campus Ministries planned a
retreat to continue the spiritual atmosphere that was created during In-Tents. Twentyfour students attended the
retreat that took place Oct. 11
and 12 at Gee Creek Campground.
"It would be sort of a follow-up on what had been on
the hearts of those who attended In-Tents," said Conrad
Reichert Jr., graduate outdoor
leadership assistant. "But, of
course, others could join the
trip too."
During the retreat students
were given an hour in the
morning to reflect and talk to
God how ever they wanted to.
Jessica Sepulveda, sophomore liberal arts education
major, climbed into a tree with
her Bible talked with God. She
wanted to go on this retreat
because she is thinking of getting re-baptized.

"I wanted to see what they
have," said Sepulveda. "Maybe
something to spark me more
and be more encouraged to be
with God-read more and pray
a lot more."

' ' Jfeellike
Jmclo er
to God when
I'm out ide,
Savannah Brown, freshman
general studies major, said
her favorite moment was the
alone time with God. She said
the "hustle and bustle of college" was getting to her and
she was happy to be able to get
away for a while.
"I feel like I'm closer to God
when I'm outside," Brown
said. "It was a good retreat."
Other activities were also
available to those that went. A
playground and nature trails
were open. On Sabbath afternoon, some students went on
a hike to Gee Creek.
The goal of this retreat was

to bring people closer to the
Creator through nature. Kevin
Kibble, one of Southern's assistant chaplain, modeled this
retreat after a Campus Ministries staff retreat that happens
before school begins. Campus
Ministries spends a week in
Gatlinburg, Tenn. spending
alone time with God, reading,
praying and journaling.
"Of course, [Campus Ministries] has a week before school
starts to do it every day," said
Kibble. "But at least it's an introduction to having students
together, alone with God."
There was a cost of $10 per
person to go on this retreat,
but SOAP provided all the necessary camping gear. Reichert
arranged the location, gear,
transportation and a Sabbath
lunch. Kibble was in charge of
organizing the worships and
vespers. He also promoted this
retreat at In-Tents by passing
out interest cards. Funding
was provided through Campus
Ministries and SOAP.
Kibble said the feedback
received from his life group

leaders along with students
that went was promising, and
he believes it was a success for
their first time putting on a
spiritual retreat together.
SOAP and Campus Minis-

tries are tentatively planning
another retreat for next semester. It will follow student
week of prayer and tentatively
last for two nights instead of
one.
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Wellness Week emphasizes
holistic lifestyle
VERONICA GARCIA
Suu W•m•

Campus Ministries is sponsoring Wellness Week starting
Nov. 4 on the promenade to
encourage students to incorporate a holistic lifestyle. The
theme for the week is creation
lifestyle.
"Wellness is holistic and
there are eight different dimensions of wellness that we
promote here on our campus,
so I chose the Creation model," said Katie Schuen, student
wellness director. "We don't
want to just focus on promoting physical health, we want to
focus on the whole person in
mind, body and spirit."
Some of the events planned
for the upcoming week include
free massages, smoothies and
a jump rope and spike ball
competition. On Nov. 7, there
will be two health-focused
convocations and on Saturday
evening the week will end with
an extreme dodge ball tournament.
Nicole Davis, freshman religions education major, said

she thinks wellness emphasis
week educates students on
beneficial ways to take care of
themselves.
"A lot of people focus on getting good grades or getting fit,
but [wellness week] helps create a balance." Davis said. "It's
only for one week, so students
can see how it works. Then
they can start applying it to
their lives."
Wellness is focused on lifestyle transformation and giving people the resources needed to make a transformation
that will last. Challenge cards
will be passed out every day
during wellness week that will
include steps to aid students
in making changes in their life.
These cards will also include
bible verses.
"Our motto has always been,
'Choose Wellness Today,' so
we want students to choose
wellness each and every day
of their life," said Schuen. "Remembering that God is the
center of everything, and without Him, you cannot be well."
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This degree prov1des recent B.S.
graduates with the equivalent
of five years of work experience.
Time relativrty at rts finest.

Position yourself for job growth and
enhancement and straight-forward
access to administrative roles.

Graduates can expect to eam up to an
additional $12,000 to $20,000 annual
salary-a feather in your cap and money
in your pocket.

• Software architecture, engineering
and development
• Network security
• Distributed systems - cloud computing
• Embedded systems - small electronics
in all new technology
• Algorithms
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The dying embers of religious freedom
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tory, it has not always been
this way. Some of the very
Welcome to the United first people to seek religious
States of America. Here, along freedom here were mercilesswith freedom of speech, press, ly slaughtered because they
and choice, we have the free- were Protestants. In 1564, the
dom of religion. We actually Spanish killed the French Huexpress that freedom every guenots, who had settled near
single day. We have prayer in present-day Jacksonville, FL,
some of our classes, pray be- because they were, according
fore we eat, talk about God, to Pedro Menendez de Aviles,
and have worships. Not only "Scattering the odious Luare we allowed to have wor- theran doctrine in these Provships here, but we are also re- inces."
quired to attend them.
Sometimes we don't realonly did reliize what a freedom that truly
gious persecution
is. We even have our religion
happen back in
as part of the name of our unithe beginning of
versity. Religious freedom is
something that we should not
our country's extake as lightly as we do. All
istence, it is still
over the world, many people,
happening
even in our own country, have
died for choosing to stand up
today.,,
for what they believed in.
Not only did religious perYes, we do have religious
freedom here in the United secution happen back in the
States, but looking back in his- beginning of our country's
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Why we should eat at the
cafeteria:

Why we should eat out on
Sabbath:

•The cafeteria Sabbath meal
serves as a time to fellowship
with other believers on Sabbath. It's just like a potluck. I
see other believers. We share
together about our week and the
different church services. It's
the highlight of my Sabbath!

•It's special. Sabbath is supposed to be distinctive. It's one
of the only times I get to go out
to eat. Sabbath is set apart by
eating at a restaurant. The cafeteria is just a part of the everyday grind for me.

•By eating at the cafeteria,
we are supporting the school.
We are putting money into the
school to keep Adventist education running instead of in other
restaurants.

•I can spend less money. God
wants me to use my money
wisely. By eating out, I am being a better steward of my money. The cafeteria is expensive!

!•If the cafeteria didn't serve

•Eating out lends me more

i' a Sabbath lunch, I wouldn't

opportunities to get out into

eat. I have no car, no opportunity for weekly potlucks, or
a friend's house to crash. In
addition, I'm a terrible cook.
The cafeteria lunch on Sabbath
keeps me alive.

nature. When I'm headed to
Ocoee for all Sabbath afternoon, it takes less time to grab
a quick bite to eat somewhere
else than wait in the long cafeteria lines.

•We aren't reaDy paying tangible money in the cafeteria
on Sabbath. It's a card swipe
of money that we've already
paid. At a regular restaurant,
we would have to spend money
on Sabbath. Paying at the cafeteria isn't exchanging money.

•We're spending money either way. I don't see eating out
as any different than eating at
the cafeteria. We're spending
money on Sabbath either way.
What's the issue if I want to
choose my preferred food rather
than eat whatever the cafeterill
serves up?

l

existence, it is still ha,ppening today. Though the extent
may no longer be as extreme,
people are still being hurt because they stand up for what
they believe in.
Hurt does not just mean
physically, many are also injured mentally and emotionally. Recently, there was an
unnamed· teacher in California who l}ullied his student
because they were reading
the Bible for homework. The
teacher told his student that
the Bible was a work of fiction,
but the student countered the
teacher to support the Bible's
truth.
This should not be an issue in a country that claims to
have religious freedom. Our
President, Barak Obama, himself said, "This is America, and
our commitment to religious
freedom must be unshakeable. The principle that people
of all faiths are welcome in this
country and that they will not
be treated differently by their
government is essential to
who weare."
As students of Southern Adventist University, we need to

Aron

Crews

Krantzy Boursiquot prays in Talge chapel

appreciate our religious freedom more. It may not be ours
to claim for much longer, and
while we have it, we need to
try to show as many people as
possible how precious it is. We
need to make use of it by going
out and ministering to those
around us. Some people in
neighborhoods near us don't
even know what we · believe.
We need to tell them while we
still can.
According to Bible prophecies, we will not have our religious freedom for long. Even

though it could mean that we
will have to worship in the
quiet of our own homes, we
need to remember that it also
means we will soon be with
our Lord and Savior in heaven.
We are nearing the end of
the earth as we know it. The
question left to answer is,
"Will we stay strong to what
we believe in, or will we take
the easy route and believe
what we are told to believe?"
The choice is yours.
Olivia Betat is a freshman
nursing major

Fall festival: the kiss curse
PAIGE BURNETT
CONTRIBUTOR

If you were at Fall Festival
on Sunday, you may have seen
me. I had pigtails, painted on
freckles and rosy cheeks and
I wore a big cardboard sign lit
up in the shape of a Hershey
Kiss. It read, "Give a ticket, get
a kiss!" I was delivering chocolate candies for people. But
what you didn't see was my
first encounter with sexism.
I didn't realize that people
would actually think I was
going around kissing folks
on the face. I mean Southern
is pretty standard about that
kind of stuff. Despite the large
Hershey Kiss that was glowing
on my cardboard suit, I still
received questions.
It wasn't the questions that
bothered me though, it was
the way people treated my answer.
When club member was
helping me put on the cardboard sign, a group of guys
approached me and asked if
it was a real kiss. I laughed at
their question and told them
that it was just candy. "And
I'm engaged," I added.
"So?" one young man said

tome.
I was taken aback. "So?" All
I could do was just stare at
him. His friend laughed and
said something about it being
awkward and they slunk away
leaving me feeling very uncomfortable.
"They're probably freshmen," my fellow club member
said to me. I ignored my discomfort.
But it didn't stop with freshmen. I got comments from
several other guys such as,
"Too bad" or ''You wish it was
real," making it much harder
to overlook my uneasiness. I
wasn't sure what it was about
the words they were saying,
but it hurt me. It didn't makf
me want to go cry in a corner,
but I knew something was very
wrong. I felt like something to
be used rather than to be loved
and respected. I felt like a pair
oflips, not a person.
The Bible says in Proverbs
12:18 (NIV), "The words of the
reckless pierce like swords,
but the tongUe of the wise
brings healing." As followers of Christ, we need to be
thoughtful about the way we

talk to each other. The things
we say can have an impact that
lasts a lifetime. Our words can
become walls that the Holy
Spirit has to get through in
order to reach someone else's
heart. Unkindness can block
Him from reaching our own.
For a generation with such a
passion for social movements,
it seems odd that we've become so cruel and unfiltered
in what we say to others. Let's
stop trying to think of the most
clever comeback or biting retort. Let's stop trying to excuse
meanness with humor or wit.
Let go of the desperate need to
be heard above the noise and
start to whisper what hurting
hearts need to hear.
We can't let our mouths
be loose cannons for our
thoughts. We need to protect
the weak and broken around
us, and heal the woundS' that
words can make. "Death and
life are in the power of the
tongue," says Proverbs 18:21
(ESV). It's time we start speaking life.
Paige Burnett is a senior public relations major
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tory, it has not always been
this way. Some of the very
Welcome to the United first people to seek religious
States of America. Here, along freedom here were mercilesswith freedom of speech, press, ly slaughtered because they
and choice, we have the free- were Protestants. In 1564, the
dom of religion. We actually Spanish killed the French Huexpress that freedom every guenots, who had settled near
single day. We have prayer in present-day Jacksonville, FL,
some of our classes, pray be- because they were, according
fore we eat, talk about God, to Pedro Menendez de Aviles,
and have worships. Not only "Scattering the odious Luare we allowed to have wor- theran doctrine in these Provships here, but we are also re- inces."
quired to attend them.
Sometimes we don't realonly did reliize what a freedom that truly
gious persecution
is. We even have our religion
happen back in
as part of the name of our unithe beginning of
versity. Religious freedom is
something that we should not
our country's extake as lightly as we do. All
istence, it is still
over the world, many people,
happening
even in our own country, have
died for choosing to stand up
today.,,
for what they believed in.
Yes, we do have religious
Not only did religious perfreedom here in the United secution happen back in the
States, but looking back in his- beginning of our country's
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Why we should eat at the
cafeteria:

Why we should eat out on
Sabbath:

•The cafeteria Sabbath meal
serves as a time to feUowship
with other believers on Sabbath. It's just like a potluck. I
see other believers. We share
together about our week and the
different church services. It's
the highlight of my Sabbath!

•It's special. Sabbath is supposed to be distinctive. It's one
of the only times I get to go out
to eat. Sabbath is set apart by
eating at a restaurant. The cafeteria is just a part of the everyday grind for me.

I •By eating at the cafeteria,
we are supporting the school.
We are putting money into the
school to keep Adventist education running instead of in other
restaurants.

•I can spend less money. God
wants me to use my money
wisely. By eating out, I am being a better steward of my money. The cafeteria is expensive!

•If the cafeteria didn't serve
a Sabbath lunch, I wouldn't
eat. I have no car, no opportunity for weekly potlucks, or
a friend's house to crash. In
addition, I'm a terrible cook.
The cafeteria lunch on Sabbath
keeps me alive.

•Eating out lends me more
opportunities to get out into
nature. When I'm headed to
Ocoee for all Sabbath afternoon, it takes less time to grab
a quick bite to eat somewhere
else than wait in the long cafeteria lines.

•We aren't reaDy paying tangible money in the cafeteria
on Sabbath. It's a card swipe
of money that we've already
paid. At a regular restaurant,
we would have to spend money
on Sabbath. Paying at the cafeteria isn't exchanging money.

•We're spending money either way. I don't see eating out
as any different than eating at
the cafeteria. We're spending
money on Sabbath either way.
What's the issue if I want to
choose my preferred food rather
than eat whatever the cafeteri&
serves up?

existence, it is still happening today. Though the extent
may no longer be as extreme,
people are still being hurt because they stand up for what
they believe in.
Hurt does not just mean
physically, many are also injured mentally and emotionally. Recently, there was an
unnamed teacher in California who l}ullied his student
because they were reading
the Bible for homework. The
teacher told his student that
the Bible was a work of fiction,
but the student countered the
teacher to support the Bible's
truth.
This should not be an issue in a country that claims to
have religious freedom. Our
President, Barak Obama, himself said, "This is America, and
our commitment to religious
freedom must be unshakeable. The principle that people
of all faiths are welcome in this
country and that they will not
be treated differently by their
government is essential to
who weare."
As students of Southern Adventist University, we need to
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appreciate our religious freedom more. It may not be ours
to claim for much longer, and
while we have it, we need to
try to show as many people as
possible how precious it is. We
need to make use of it by going
out and ministering to those
around us. Some people in
neighborhoods near us don't
even know what we believe.
We need to tell them while we
still can.
According to Bible prophecies, we will not have our religious freedom for long. Even

though it could mean that we
will have to worship in the
quiet of our own homes, we
need to remember that it also
means we will soon be with
our Lord and Savior in heaven.
We are nearing the end of
the earth as we know it. The
question left to answer is,
"Will we stay strong to what
we believe in, or will we take
the easy route and believe
what we are told to believe?"
The choice is yours.
Olivia Betat is a freshman
nursing major

Fall festival: the kiss curse
PAIGE BURNETT

tome.
talk to each other. The things
I was taken aback. "So?" All we say can have an impact that
If you were at Fall Festival
on Sunday, you may have seen I could do was just stare at lasts a lifetime. Our words can
me. I had pigtails, painted on him. His friend laughed and become walls that the Holy
freckles and rosy cheeks and said something about it being Spirit has to get through in
I wore a big cardboard sign lit awkward and they slunk away order to reach someone else's
up in the shape of a Hershey leaving me feeling very un- heart. Unkindness can block
Kiss. It read, "Give a ticket, get comfortable.
Him from reaching our own.
"They're probably fresha kiss!" I was delivering chocFor a generation with such a
olate candies for people. But men," my fellow club member passion for social movements,
what you didn't see was my said to me. I ignored my dis- it seems odd that we've becomfort.
first encounter with sexism.
come so cruel and unfiltered
But it didn't stop with fresh- in what we say to others. Let's
I didn't realize that people
would actually think I was men. I got comments from stop trying to think of the most
going around kissing folks several other guys such as, clever comeback or biting reon the face. I mean Southern "Too bad" or "You wish it was tort. Let's stop trying to excuse
is pretty standard about that real," making it much harder meanness with humor or wit.
kind of stuff. Despite the large to overlook my uneasiness. I Let go of the desperate need to
Hershey Kiss that was glowing wasn't sure what it was about be heard above the noise and
on my cardboard suit, I still the words they were saying, start to whisper what hurting
but it hurt me. It didn't mak~ hearts need to hear.
received questions.
It wasn't the questions that me want to go cry in a corner,
We can't let our mouths
bothered me though, it was but I knew something was very be loose cannons for our
the way people treated my an- wrong. I felt like something to thoughts. We need to protect
be used rather than to be loved the weak and broken around
swer.
When club member was and respected. I felt like a pair us, and heal the wounds that
helping me put on the card- oflips, not a person.
words can make. "Death and
The Bible says in Proverbs life are in the power of the
board sign, a group of guys
approached me and asked if 12:18 (NIV), "The words of the tongue," says Proverbs 18:21
it was a real kiss. I laughed at reckless pierc~ like swords, (ESV). It's time we start speaktheir question and told them but the tongue of the wise ing life.
that it was just candy. "And brings healing." As followers of Christ, we need to be
I'm engaged," I added.
Paige Bumen is a senior pub"So?" one young man said thoughtful about the way we lic relations major
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This thing called life
JEREMY MooRE
CoNTRIBUTOR

Last fall, I encountered Daniel Klein's Travels with Epicurus: A Journey to a Greek
!~land in Search of a Fulfilled
LI~e.
.
Out on a walk ?n ~he zsland
ofHy~ra, a vacatzonzng Greek
Amerzcan comes upon an old
Greek man sitting on a rock,
sipping a glass of ouzo, and
lazily staring at the sun setting i~to the s~a. The wealthy
Amerzcan notzces there are olive trees growing on the hills
behind the old Greek but that
they are unte7!ded, with olives
just dropping here and there
onto the ground. He asks the
old Greek, "Who owns the
tr~.es?"
. ,
'J!Ley are mzne, the Greek
re~lzes.'
'Don t you gather the ol-

ives?" the American asks.
"Ijust pick one when I want
one , the one man says
"But don't you real~ that
if you pruned the trees and
picked the olives at their
peak, you could sell them? In
America, everybody is crazy
about olive oil, and they pay a
darned good price for it ,
"What would I do wi~h the
money?" the old Greek asks
"Wh~ you could bufld
yourself a big house and hire
servants to do everything for
you ,
·~nd then what would I
do?"
"You could do anything you
want!"
"You mean like sit outside
and sip ouzo ~t sunset?"
His perspective makes sense.
Why work if the labor will not
create a signifiCant change in

y~ur lifestyle or what you do
wtth your time? . .
The old man IS m the sunset of his years .and has either
done well for himself and has
no particular financial worries
or he has abandoned all hope.
Regardless, ~e does what he
wants a?d he s not too ope_n to
be convmced to do otherwtse.
The joke changes context
when viewed from differing
age experiences. Imagine a
re.latively health~ 3~-year-old
wtth a young family m place of
the old Greek on the rock. You
would probably think that individual a fool. They have their
whole life ahead of them. Yet,
they squander. What may not
matter to one individual can
~ake ~ substantial difference
m the hfe of another.
When we work, we e~p~oy
the talents of others, even If m-

•
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directly. By employing their
abilities, we recognize and
subconsciously acknowledge
that we are interdependent.
While one individual may
have substantial resources,
it is unlikely they will be able
to capitalize by their effort
and ideas alone. I have yet
to meet an artist that makes
their own brushes and paints.
I have known a few to create
their own frames but none
their own canvases.
Prior expertise is inherited
and built upon by each generation. By embracing interdependence we allow opportunities for others to develop
their expertise in areas that
may be far from our reach, or
otherwise, neglected by our
busy-ness. Cultures that create opportunities for meaningful work last the longest.
Advanced societies collapse
via neglect and/or exploitation.
There is unarguably a sub-

stantial reward for work when
we are young. What is or isn't
accomplished or gained later
in life is less likely to have a
bearing on how one lives and
their overall life satisfaction.
However, in young adulthood,
it paves the paths of destiny.
The key to happiness lies in
being intentional.
Communities consist of
ideas arising from divergent
perspectives and combined efforts. Learn to acknowledge,
collaborate, and appreciate
one another in an interdisciplinary fashion while you are
at Southern. You have more in
common now than you will ten
years after graduation. Distance between is likely to grow
as you live and work within
homogenous groups. Besides,
you need one another more
than you may realiz_e.
Now, let's get on with this
thing called life.
Jeremy Moore is career services coordinator major

Required·convocations for staff
"The biggest problem is the lack of belief in a higher
power, which we know to be God.-

I

Lorenzo, junior computer systems administrator

I

"We've forgotten how much we really have in common with the rest of humanity. We reduce them to
descriptors-race, gender, orientation, education
level-and then proclaim that we know all about
them. We've lost sight of the beautiful complexity of
the human race, and as a result we struggle to not
only understand but to live the life of selfless, crazy
love that God has called us to."

I

-A~el

major

-Kayla Ewert, senior nonprofit management communzca,
tions and international studies major

OpiNION EnnoR

Each semester, students
at Southern are required to
go to a certain number of
convocations. I have heard
countless debates about why
we shouldn't be required
to go or why the required
amount should be a smaller
number. It's very rare to see
someone in agreement with
the policy.
While I don't enjoy having to sit through 50 minutes
(and sometimes more) of
lecturing for fear of getting
fined when I could be doing
a number of other things, I'll
admit there have been several times when I have truly
enjoyed the message given
by the speaker. There have

been many times when I have
gone into Iles P.E. Center and
sat down grumpily but left
pleasantly surprised by how
much I learned in those 50
minutes.
Don't get me wrong, I don't
enjoy being required to go
to convocations. I've always
thought attendance should be
optional. However, I understand why students should go
to convocation. Our experience here at Southern is supposed to be about learning,
becoming well-rounded individuals and having the opportunity to meet and listen
to great people. So why should
the requirement be limited to
students?
That's right; why shouldn't
faculty and staff be required

to attend a certain number of
convocations each semester
as well? Yes, I am aware that
they have to teach several
classes a day, grade papers
and spend time with their
families, but we also have to
attend several classes a day,
write the papers they have
to grade and spend time
with our Southern family
and friends, as well. Besides,
aren't we supposed to never
stop learning?
It makes sense that our
faculty and staff should have
the same opportunity to continue to learn and become
well-rounded individuals
And if not, can we at least
get a convocation reduction,
please?

'What's wrong with the world mama, people living like they ain't got no mamas.' (Black Eyes Peas,
Where is the Love). It's obvious that problems in the
world are no secret. From droughts and dried rivers to starving children everywhere, to murders between civilians or keepers of the peace-problems are
no surprise. Yet I think the greatest problem of all is
not external, but neither resides deep in the hearts
of anyone anywhere. The problem I feel is greatest
today is the lack of intentionality. While some may
argue that 'what the world needs now is love sweet
love' (Jackie DeShannon), I ask you , what is love
without intentionality. If we were more intentional
about what we "liked" on Facebook, what we listened
to, what we watched, what we did, who we are-then
maybe, just maybe things might be different."
-Joanna Billingly, junior global policy and service studies
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No car? No problem: 5 date ideas that don't require wheels
ANNA BARTLETI
NEws Emma

Tiny living, hobbit style
Talk about tiny home
living to the extreme. Dan
Price of Joseph, Oregon has
been living for more than
20 years in a small underground home he built himself. He calls it his 'hobbit
hole.' The home is located
in a horse pasture. Paying
$wojmonth to the landowners, Price is able to live
simply on just $5,ooojyear.

40-year-old tantrum
Kids having tantrums:
we've all been there, done
that. We've also endured
it, too. This dad's sense of
humor helps those around
endure his son's episode.

1JJ•(;())JINC.
l~l7 1~N'I,S
Hunter Museum of
American Art
The Hunter offers free entrance the first Sunday of
every month
Nov. 3, 12 p.m. - 4:30p.m.
Downtown Chattanooga
Price: Free

Classical's Top Hits with
the Chattanooga
Symphony & Opera
Nov. 3, 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Volkswagen Conference
Center - 7351 Volkswagen
Drive, Chattanooga
Price: $25/ticket

Tall elegant candles, a crisp
white table cloth, fine china
and a four-course meal at a
fancy restaurant are hard to
pull off when you are a college student stranded on campus where candles are illegal.
Fortunately, you aren't stuck
without options. It's possible
to still have fun and memora.ble dates without a car. Here
are five date ideas you can do
without leaving campus or
lighting candles.
1. The Hiking Date
Hiking or taking a walk is a
good idea for a first date. You
can walk and talk while enjoying the nature around you. It
can eliminate the awkward "I
don't know what to say" scenario of dinner dates. The Biology Trail is a great place for
a nature hike, or for a more
urban venue, try the Collegedale Greenway.
2. The Play Date
If you are skilled at playing pool, Ping-Pong, foosball
or Xbox, ask your significant
other out to the Student Cen~
ter for some game time. This
is a chance to demonstrate
your patience and skill but not
to show your date up. Don't be

a sore winner or a sore loser.
Remember, it's about getting
to know each other and having fun.
3· The Picnic Date
As meal plan money dwindles, a surprise meal is sure
to be a hit. If cooking isn't an
option, purchase food from an
on-campus eatery and invite
your date on a picnic. There
are lo~s of tables around campus where you can have lunch,
or you can spread a blanket on
any spot of grass in traditional
picnic style.
· 4· The Star Date
Most students spend their
days stressing over homework
and trying to find breaks long
enough to exercise and eat. We
don't take much time to stop
and smell the roses or look at
the stars. Asking your significant other to go stargazing will
come as a refreshing break
from the normal hectic routine. Plus, it's easy. Just grab
a blanket and find a grassy
spot to enjoy the evening sky
together. Just remember to
keep an eye on the clock so you
don't stay out pa:>t curfew!
5· The Dinner and a
Movie Date
Yes, you can still do dinner

Illustration by Jordan Correces

and a movie without a car.
Take the greenway to Four
Corners and eat at one of the
restaurants there. Following
your meal, stop by the Blockbuster Express Kiosk located
outside Rite Aid and pick out
a movie. Return to campus to
watch the movie together. Afterward, walk your date back
to their place of residence, and
you have completed classic
date night.
However you choose to
spend your time getting to

know each other, remember
that your limitations can be
your assets. With creativity
and a little preparation, you
can still have fun and memo'rable dates without a car.
Good luck!

Anna Bartlett is a junior
mass communications major

a
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Redefining chivalry: a code of honor truly worth practicing
LIFESTYLE EDROR

"Chivalry is dead" is a phrase
many have heard said at some
point or another. Today, many
women are wondering where
the iconic chivalry of ages and
generations past, has gone.
Of course, this does not apply
to all men. There are many,
including-I'm proud to sayhere at Southern, that gallantly practice respect, courtesy and manners toward the
opposite sex. They hold doors
open, allow women to go
ahead of them in line and do
many other things that make a
woman feel like a lady.
But, how do they treat others when no one's looking?
Today's misconception of
chivalry is that it revolves
around gallantry toward women. However, the original code
of chivalry understood and
practiced by knights in the
Middle Ages involved much
more than respecting women.
It was a.moral system that idealized so many qualities, most

of which are described in
"The Song of Roland," an epic
French poem that dates back
to around 1098 A.D.
Some of these qualities included fearing God, protecting the weak, living by honor,
obeying those in authority,
speaking the truth, never giving up, helping orphans and
widows, shunning meanness
and deceit, and many more.
Opening a door for a woman is great, but how do you
treat others when .s he's not
around? How do you live your
life when no one is looking? If
you open a door for a woman
but shut a door in the face of
someone else, what kind of
chivalry is that? True chivalry
isn't about manners toward
women, it's about character.
"We are all at our best when
it counts. But what are we like
when no one's looking? That's
where character comes inbeing consistent even when it
doesn't seem to matter," said
Bill Hybels, author of "Who
You Are When No One's

Looking."

''

Weare
all at our
best when it
counts. But
what are we
like when no
one's
looking?

Many of the chivalrous qualities previously listed from
"The Song of Roland" are qualities that can be found in the
Bible. Honesty, fearing God,
caring for the less fortunate,
etcetera are all traits God calls
men and women to have. Even
those who aren't Christian can
probably agree with the belief
held by many that moral integrity is the cornerstone of
humanity.

"When I listen to the evening news or read the morning paper these days, my reaction is always the same," said
Hybels. "What's wrong in our
world will not be set right until people- who love God and
who refuse to cave to these
overwhelming challenges put
the things they believe into
action, things like courage
and discipline and love."
For knights in the Middle
Ages, the code of chivalry was
their way of life-their moral
system by which they lived. It
went beyond gallantry toward
ladies. It encompassed qualities that both men and women
should strive toward, that God
wants us to strive toward.
Chivalry isn't a set of manners.
It isn't a way to treat ladies. It's
a way oflife.
1 Peter 2:17 (KJV) says,
"Honor all men. Love the
brotherhood. Fear God. Honor
the king."
Shana Michalek is a junior
graphic design and public relations major
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Equestrian sports build relationships through commitment and competition
ANNALYSE

HAsTY

SPORTS Emma

Photo By Garrett Nudd
Bethany and her 11 year old Oldenburg mare named Flawless

The equestrian sport is
defined as a sport that tests
horsemanship. These include
events like jumping, cross
country, dressage, vaulting,
polo
and
many
more.
Equestrian sports involve
hours of training and around
the clock care for the horse and
rider team. The world that the
equestrian athlete lives in is
also unique because it involves
creating a trusting relationship
with a 1,200-pound animal.
Competition, even on the
smaller scale, takes many
hours of preparation and
serious commitment. As an
equestrian athlete myself,
I feel that the sport is truly
unparalleled
because
of
the relationship required
between horse and rider. The
competition is exhilarating,
the relationship is rewarding
and the commitment is serious
in the world of equestrian
sports.
Bethany Otis, junior health
science major, owns four
horses of her own and rides as
often as she can between work
and school.
"I really started getting

into competition around age leasing a gelding in the area
12. I was homeschooled so but has bigger plans for horses
I had a lot of opportunity to in her life.
do showing," Otis said. "I still
"My ultimate goal is to run
ride a lot now but I have not a horse ranch for troubled
shown in a long time because I kids, like an equine therapy
am busy with school."
.place. I like the way that you
Otis enjoys competing can put a child with a horse
because it gives her and her and something clicks," Kay
horse a goal to work towards. said. "That happens with kids
Achieving that goal requires and other animals too, but not
a lifestyle that separates like it is with a horse. Horses
equestrian sports from all the are just so honest and they can
others.
connect to people in a really
"It is just a whole different special way.
game. I mean obviously you
Equestrian
sports
do
are working with an animal require a certain commitment
but the trick is that you have to a lifestyle and daily care
to work together with the of your team member. That
animal," Otis said. "Competing level of devotion for most
is super involved. You have to riders, typically translates
take care of the horse; it's not over into the plans they create
just like going out and playing for their future. Also being an
a sport."
equestrian athlete has other
Otis also pointed out that in benefits as well.
a team sport everyone involved
"I enjoy it mainly because
is a human, so it is that certain it is a big stress relief for me to
kind of interaction, which is go out to the bam and be with
great. But she feels that "there the horses. For me, it is more
is just something really neat than just riding a certain way
about the bond you get to have or getting ready for the show,"
with a horse."
Otis said. "There is nothing
Jennifer
Kay,
senior else like it in the world and I
nursing major, got her first love doing it no matter what."
horse when she was 5 years
old. She has competed before
coming to college and is now

#SAUsports

From victim to victor: overcoming the odds
SOPHIE ANDERSON
CONTRIBUTOR

"She will not make it
through the night," my mom
heard the nurses whisper as
they sewed up my incisions
in the neonatal intensive care
unit on March 18, 1990.
I was born two months
early with a condition called
chylothorax, a rare condition
in which the lungs and chest
cavity are full of fluid. The fluid was quickly drained the moment I was born through cuts
in my sides and tubes with respirators. My heartbeat was irregular, and I was given shock
therapy to put my heart back
into a regular rhythm. Within
my first few moments in this
world I was whisked away to
-surgery.
However, I did make it
through that first night. I
went back for regular checkups on a monthly basis. The
doctors were surprised to see
that I was able to walk and
even more surprised that by
the time I was one year old I
had caught up with "normal"
growth rates.

When I started high school,
I wondered if I would be able
to pursue my dreams of joining the gymnastics team or
if I would be hindered by my
shaky start on life. I decided
to try out anyways. I made the
team during my sophomore
year and continued through
my senior year. I was able to
be a part of gymnastics and it
became something bigger in
my life: a ministry.
During high school I became extremely competitive
in sports and athletics. I was
determined to beat the odds
of my condition and be on the
same level as every other girl
my age. I became so competitive I could barely play pickup games without feeling the
drive to win and doing everything in pursuit of personal
victory. I hated losing and everyone knew it.
During my senior year, as
I prepared for college, I began
to reevaluate my attitude and
even my participation in athletics. One night while playing floor hockey, I was pushed
through the doors of our gymnasium.

In the locker room I realized things would have to
change. So there, on the floor
of my high school locker room,
I gave my athletics and future
to God. I decided that whatever plan He had for me, or
whatever He wanted to do
with my life, it was all up to
Him. He saved me at the start
and he would do what He
wanted with me now.
I came to college with a
new mindset-one of praise
and Glory for what God could
do through me, rather than
striving for athletic glory
that I could gain for myself. I
continued to fall in love with
gymnastics and was able to
enjoy three amazing years as a
Gym-master here at Southern,
where I feel God has a hand in
all the team does.
It has been a long journey, and through Christ I was
able to overcome any physical
limitation I was born with. I
learned to overcome my anger and enjoy sports. He saved
my life for a reason, and although it has been tough since
my shaky start, I would not
change my story for anything.

Photo By Annalyse Hasty
Sophie Anderson, senior health science major
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

T
TH, Oct. 31
Convocation: Student
Missions, 11 a, Church, Ray Moaga
Last day to drop a class
3 on 3 Basketball Team Meeting, 5p, Hulsey
Student Missions, 7:30p, Thatcher Chapel, Ray
Moaga {Convocation Credit)

F, Nov. 1
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every Y2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
Non-refundable Commitment Housing Deposit of $250
due for New/Transfer Student for Winter 2014
I Cantori Tour {1-3)
Vespers, 8p, Church, Student Missions, Ray Moaga
Sunset, 6:46p

S, Nov. 2
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, Dave Smith
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm.
Fountain Sabbath School, 9:45a, White Oak Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 1Oa, Talge Cont. Rm.
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, Dave Smith
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, Andy Nash
Cave Open, 1 :30-5p, Student Park
Student Missions Expo, 2-5p, Student Center
Flag Camp {Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall Steps
Evensong, 6:30p, Church, Organ: Heather Peel &

Sun, Nov. 3
Daylight Saving Time Ends, Set clocks back one hour
SAT Exams, Lynn Wood
Student Center Open, 1-1 0:30p

M, Nov. 4
Last day to order December
Graduation regalia online, www.cbgrad.com
Student Wellness Week {4-8)
PRAXIS Exams, Lynn Wood
Floor Hockey Sign-up Begins, southern.edu/in
tram urals
Undergraduate Council, 3:30p

T, Nov. 5
Florence Oliver Anderson Nursing Seminar,
8a-12:30p
Senior Portraits, 1Oa-6p, Student Center, Sherrie
Norton Room
Online Winter Registration for Returning Seniors
>93 hours {5-6)
Tornado Siren Test, Noon

W, Nov. 6
Senior Portraits, 1Oa-6p, Student Center,
Sherrie Norton Room
BRIDGE Luncheon, 11 :30a, Presidential
Banquet Room
SA Senate, 7:30p, White Oak Room
Residence Hall Joint Worship,
9:15p, Thatcher Chapel
9:15p, Thatcher Chapel

TH, Nov. 7
National Stress Awareness Day
Senior Portraits, 1Oa-6p, Student Center,
Sherrie Norton Room
Convocation: Save a Life Tour, 11 a, lies
Online Winter Registration for Returning
Juniors >54 hours & Seniors {7 -8)
PreviewSouthern 102 {7 -8)
Deans/Chairs Advisory, 3:30p
Floor Hockey Team Meeting, 5p, Hulsey

STUDENT LIFE ANNOUNCEMENTS
2014 Europe Tour has four spots left! The tour will be June 18 - July 15. Get 6
hours of credit while visiting BELGIUM, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, ITALY, HUNGARY, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS, CZECH REPUBLIC!! Contact Pam
at pdietrich@southern.edu or call ext. 2814 for more information.

Senior Portraits: Seniors come get your fancy yearbook pictures taken November
5-7, 12-?p.m. in the Sherrie Norton Room. No appointment needed, just stop by.

STUDENT ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Message from your President:
"Let the peace of Christ keep you in tune with each other, in step with each other.
None of this going off and doing your own thing. And cultivate thankfulness. Let
the Word of Christ-the Message-have the run of the house. Give it plenty of
room in your lives. Instruct and direct one another using good common sense.
And sing, sing your hearts out to God! Let every detail in your lives-words, actions, whatever-be done in the name of the Master, Jesus, thanking God the
Father every step of the way." Colossians 3:15-17

OCT. 31
Teri Klinger
NOV.1
Rachel Boggess
Makenzie Loveridge
Rhya Moffitt
Katelyn Pauls
Trevor Sutherland
Nathan Thomas
Laurie Minner
Deanna Moore
NOV.2
Leanne Minimo
Sonia Moral
Blair Otis
Phil Paik
Jimin Yu
NOV.3
Rebekah F. Chesnut
Judith Clark
Zach Henski
Heather Howard
Hannah Lust
Jerome Masilamony
Kathleen Napitupulu
ZacOwnbey
NOV.4
Jordan Bruso
Jonathan Dant
Ryan Ernst
Janet Gray
Celandra Henry
Isaac Hermens
Mindi Hudson
Sam Knight
Caroline Neil
Heather Peggau
Jason Pendergrass
Brianna Taylor
Rashida Tsoka
Kristiana Wrate

NOV. 4 (Cont.)
Steven Crosby
Greg Merchant
NOV.S
Rebecca Dahlberg
Jeffrey Futcher
AlisaLuby
Melissa Martz
Sebastian Mayer
Andres Ochoa
Randy Rahming
Moses Romero
Pedro Sauder
Lewis L. Szerecz
Emily Taylor
Dalin Williams
Robert Bovell
Liane de Souza
David George
NOV.6
Kyle Akins
Rebeca Amich
Lisa Becker
Astrid Conibear
Timothy Davis
Rebecca Gates
Lucia Hudgins
Ana Lewkowicz
Denee McClain
Emily Moses
Anastasia Oliver
Sarah Park
Gabriel Parra
Teresa Severance
Philip Van Arsdale
Astrid Conibear
NOV. 7
Alexi Bellchambers
Laurence Clayton
MarciCorea
J. Aron Crews
Wes Donesky
Scott Kornblum
Michael Weis
Scott Kornblum
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Bring back Ryan Gosling! @Southern_Accent
Humor page was on point this week. #DropdaBietz
@Southern_Accent ·
Kaylie Dobbs, SR Social Work
@kayliedobbs3

Alternate use for @Southern_Accent during boot season pic.twitter.com/6LubGdYZOX
Georgia Standish, JR Journalism
@G_Standish

#SAUdebate Vespers is a Southern sponsored event.
Since it is done by Southern we should abide by school
dress rules.
Sarah Graham, SO History
@sarah_ashley37

#SAUhumor You ask for the vespers date to see if
she's worth burning a hole in your wallet for, among
other things
Gammy Honore, SO Health SCience
@GamsiAm

#sauhumor if a man asks a lady to vespers it simply
means he wants to go to vespers with a friend. (This
does not reflect every case)
Moses Maier, SO Global Plicy and Service Studies
@mmaier1776

Okay, I've been trying ... But I really can't let the emptiness of this gym slide .... #sauvespers
Garrison Hayes, SR Film Production
@Garrison628

Bietz, because thou hast hardened thine heart against
my weary sleep-deprived students, I shall smite Southern with ladybugs.
Max Giron, SR Mass Communication
@maxgpx4h

ABC. The Andy Griffith Show. I bet he's gonna sing
Wrecking Ball next. #SAUvespers

Myron Madden, JR Journalism & English
@MisterMadden

Today was "music on the promenade" -- the reason? well ...
because there should be no
reason NOT to play music @
josuexew
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ACTUAL SNIPPETS FJROM PREVIOUS ISSUES
qf the

SOUTHERN ACCENT
September 1975

September 2005

September 1929
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sign vandalized

the room with all its fittings:
neat. no doubt, and full of chann
When enough young smiles shall light
it and enouah young voices warm,
But aa yet a cell. a dunseon: and the
weauy month. to spend
All alone, with t:hronp about her-thoull&llcU here, and not a friendl
An uplifting poem for new students among us.

"For a few hours on Saturday the university sign read "Redneck Unisity" after vandals brok out the flood lights and painted the sign. The
graffiti was covered with camoflauge spray paint later that afernoon."

-•t

August 1929

hall ,..ady IG
Mrs. Brown
In tilts ,..,, •• 111on modest atlire.

For lht! modesl Talqe ""'"

r(!il~nt:e

r()f

The new peanut butter machine wu
aiven a trial Jut Friday. and produced
the first peanut butter made at the

Collep.
To determine the exact skirt length for
any student, measure the distance from
the middle of the kneecap to the floor
when the student stands in stocking
feet. Two-thirds of this distance is the
correct measurement fro-n the Aoor to
the skirt bottom.
Sbortsleeves should reach to· the inaide
bend of the elbow. and the same cue
should be taken to
for shrinkace
as suggested in planning the lensth of a
skirt.

11t ovacy has be<:onoe even more
prt!(;oous since Mrs. Shoron
~!«win has taken rite job of
house~el!l)ef

February 1 930

lhe lnl!n"s

hiJII. For IM ~~~t!~k·
~· •!_bas ~dd!d !O !ht' lhrlll,

"For the modest Talge man,
privacy has become even
more precious since Mrs.
Sharon Brown has taken the
job of housekeeper for the
Men's Residence Hall. For
the streaker, it has added to
the thrill."

provide

"Dress Standards for Southern Junior College"

January 1 930

December 2008

The firet great benefit to be found in
dormitory life U. that of repluity. The
r .... bell rinppromptly at S:30. In dole
aucc-ion come breakfaat, cl...-. dinner.
work, afternoon atudy hour, lipu out.
aleep. The 8irl who atepl choeduUy to
the rhythm of the daily routine fiDda
ewry moment of her time provided fw,
and ueually UnP'f'OVa in health and effi.
cieacy u the reault of her reaular babita.

March 1930
A new filing cabinet has been placed in
the President"s ol6ce.

January 1 951
.And cw:ryone will w:ant to see
Catherine B~own 's pret~y gold; teet:Ji.
'fl-iey*re one of hc(·· Ebristmas pre5ents.
The constant struggle to find good content.

December 2008

Back when things cost cents instead of dollars.

Thankfully the s:30am wake-up call has gone by
the wayside.
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As a tribute to past attempts at Southern Accent com-

ics by Christina Weitzel.
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HICKMAN SCIENCE CENTER PENDULUM USED IN "WRECKING BALL'' PARODY
BRANDON PEGGAU
ANNA BARTLETI

&

Suu WRmR & N£Ws EDITOR

The rumor circulating on
campus that students rode the
Hickman Science Center pendulum for a "Wrecking Ball"
parody is true, but the rumor
that Southern's electronic sign
was hacked is false.
Ben Schuen and Hunter
Jones confirmed that they
used the pendulum on the first
floor of Hickman Science Cen-

ter in a video parody of Miley
Cyrus' music video "Wrecking
Ball" and posted it on Instagram.
Contrary to the rumor, no
one actually sat on the pendulum.
"The video looks misleading, but I was actually on my
knees the whole time," Jones
said. "I wasn't touching it at
all. I made sure of that:''
Both Jones and Schuen said
they made sure nothing they

did would affect the pendulum.
"We don't recommend
anyone else doing it," said
Schuen, who filmed the video.
The purpose of the parody
was to make people smile.
"We wanted to make avideo that would make people
laugh and brighten someone's day," Jones said.
The physics department
was unaware that any significant interaction had taken

place with the pendulum, but
they have been in the process
of installing cameras to monitor interaction with the pendulum.
The rumor that Southern's
electronic sign was hacked
was debunked by Issac James,
ecommunications manager. A
video circulating on Facebook
showed the "hacked" sign
supposedly displaying the
"Dramatic Prairie Dog" video
from YouTube.

The video spread on Facebook through shared links,
but James said it was nothing
more than a digitally altered
YouTube video. He said the ·
Facebook video was merely a
project from a student using
the program Adobe After Effects.
The prank was harmless,
so Southern will not be taking action against the student,
whose name was withheld.

Southern to
Campus Safety offers men's self-defense class
install new fire
·alarm systems
BRTITANY wARD &
MYRON MADDEN

Suu WRITER & EonoR-IN-CHIEF

New fire alarm systems
are being installed in several
buildings to enhance fire safety on campus.
These new systems will
detect fire, heat, gas and carbon monoxide. They will also
serve as a ma~s notification
for everyone in the building.
They are meant to have 100
percent coverage of a building, contributing to a faster
and more accurate evacuation
in case of emergency.
Ledford Hall received a new
fire alarm system last year.
Summerour Hall, which is
currently being remodeled,
will have a new system installed, and the Village Market is also in the process of a
new system installation.
When funds become available, new systems will also be
installed in Miller Hall, which
is currently without any fire
alarm system because they
were not required when it was
built in 1953. However, the
building does has a heat activated sprinkler system that
will immediately notify Campus Safety when set off.
Despite the lack of a fire
alarm
system,
Adrienne,
Royo, associate professor in
the modern languages department, said that she feels safe
working in Miller Hall.
"Plant Services is very con• Continued on page 2

CfH-CK (1LJf(JLJR NEW

TACO BELl:
ON THE
SABBATH?

Josh Fraker (right), official RAD coordinator, teaches Rayna Robinson (left), senior health science major, a blocking
technique as he thrusts a padded punch toward her. These techniques are currently being taught at the men's selfdefense class.
BRTITANY WARD &
MYRON MADDEN
Suu WRITER & EonoR-IN-CH!EF

as much as, if not more, than
woman do," Fraker said. "This

Campus Safety will be offering a self-defense class for
men starting Nov. 12. This
class is called Resisting Aggression with Defense (RAD),
and it was modeled after the
Rape Aggression Defense class
started for women three years
ago.
Josh Fraker, the patrol supervisor of Campus Safety,
wanted to hold classes for men
from the beginning but did not
have the funding at the time.
"Men need to know self-defense because men find themselves in confrontations just

''We teach
women,
we should
teach men
too. ' '
is an educational aspect of the
university. We teach women,
we should teach men, too."
The two classes will be
taught separately because
each gender faces different as-

wr· R~ITE WWW . ~ALJACCENLCOM

pects of violence and has different methods of defense.
"Women's class is taught to
get away, men's class is taught
to de-escalate, bring things
down a notch and then get
away," Fraker said. "You can't
have a class that says to defend
against someone approaching
you, you should always kick
because men aren't as good
at kicking as women are, and
women aren't as good at upper
body things as men are."
The class will be held in he
back of the Campus Safety
building and there will be
seven students allowed per instructor.

FALL FASHION
"Check yourself
before you wreck
yourself"
• SEE LIFESTYLE PAGE 8

DID YOU KNOW
YOU DON'T HAVE
TO WALK TO
PLANT SERVICES
TO ACTIVATE
YOUR CARD
• SEE NEWS PAGE 2

FOllOW li S ON !WITTER

<~SOUTI -WRN
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Card encoding moved to campus card desk

Photo By logan Foil
Olivia Robinson programs a card at the Campus Card Desk, the new location for card encoding.
TESS MoRGAN &
ANNA BARTLETI
STAFF WRITER

&

NEWs EDITOR

Following relocation from
Campus Safety to Plant Services over the summer, access
management has installed
software that allows the cam-

pus card desk to encode ID
cards as soon as they are
made.
In the past, students got
their ID cards made at the
campus card desk . and then
had to go to the access man-

agement office in Campus
Safety to get their cards encoded.
Now, access management
can program card access without cardholders having to
make the trip to their new of-

Workers test SAU plumbing system for leaks

fice location in Plant Services.
Students will be able to get everything activated at the campus card desk when they get
their cards made, except dorm
access. They will still have to
go to the dorms to activate
their cards for their rooms.
Judy Robertson, campus
card manager, said the changes have made card activation
easier.
"I am very happy that the
encoding process has been
moved to the campus card
desk," Robertson said. "It allows anyone receiving a card
to get access in one place."
The decision to make changes came about when Marty
Hamilton,
associate
vice
president, and others realized
the inconvenience the current process caused for many
students. This new arrangement does not force students
to have to go to Plant Services
for anything regarding their
cards. Plant Services simply
houses the software needed to
program the cards.
The only problem that has
been an issue is students getting locked out of the resi-

dent hall buildings and hallways due to the way the card
locks are set up. Dorm room
doors have Onity locks-also
known as dip-locks-which
are opened by dipping cards
into the slot. Exterior dorm
doors use CardKey locks-also
known as swipe locks-which
are opened by swiping cards
through the lock.
Deans have no control over
card access to the external
doors of the room, they can
only program cards to open
dip-locks.
Marty Hamilton said access
management is already in the
process of solving this problem.
"We have ordered the software .needed to grant the
dorms full access to all their
doors," Hamilton said. "It
should arrive sometime in November and be installed in December. That way we are ready
for second semester. Once we.
implement and install the
CardKey software at the residence halls, we can then allow
the deans to manage all residence hall doors from their
location."

Fire alarm systems cont' d
Continued.from page 1
"That's why we try to have
training, go on patrols and
try to ask the administration for money to keep enhancing the fire systems in·
these buildings," said Brooks
Kirschmann, Campus Safety
alarm systems engineer. "It
costs money, but we keep
moving forward and we try to
do the best we can."

scientious. I know they have
routine check-ins," Royo said.
"They really stepped up their
vigilance after a student died
in a fire a couple years ago."
Other buildings without fire
alarm systems include Herin
Hall, which has a pull station,
and Transportation Services,
which only has a fire extinguisher.
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The student voice since 1926
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Tanner Smith facilitates a machine pumping a non-toxic smoke into the sewer system of the Upper
Stateside Apartments. The smoke test will show any leaks in the plumbing system of the apartments.
Notices in the apartments informed residents that the smoke would not enter their residences if the
plumbing system was in good condition. This happened all over campus.
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phasizes holistic lifestyle" was
inaccurately attributed to Veronica Garcia. The article was

actually written by Nereah
Aluoch.
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Small groups encourage female students to "Lean In"
DEBBmliAu.
SnFFW1m1

Career services and the
computing and history departments presented a live
streaming on Oct. 28 of Lean
In, an organization that inspires women
to
achieve
their goals despite daily opposition. The
presentation
was given by
Sheryl Sandberg, chief operating officer of Facebook.
The Lean In program, based
on the book "Lean In" by
Sandberg, was launched this

fall to reach graduate and undergraduate students by creating Lean In circles on their
campuses.
Lisa Diller, dean of history
and political science, believes
the circles are a great way to
develop skills.
"I think it is far too easy for
young women to underestimate their giftedness and having support and peer accountability in following through
with growing the skills God
has given them is important,"
Diller said. "That is how the
Lean In circles can become
helpful."
Students have a choice to

either start a circle or join a
circle. Circles are small groups
that meet regularly to learn
and share together. Circles
alternate between education
and exploration meetings.
In education meetings, the
members of the circle watch
lectures and use the Lean In
discussion guides to learn new
skills together. In the exploration meetings, members share
opportunities, challenges and
experiences with each other.
"The Lean In movement is
not a one-time event," said
Jeremy Moore, career services coordinator said. "It is
communicating: listening as

much as speaking freely. We
have the opportunity to form
a couple of groups here at
Southern."
Dara Laing, a junior financial management-accounting
major, was one of the students
who went to the convocation.
"I believe the topic of women in the workplace is very important," said Laing. "I honestly think woman can have
whatever position they want
in the workplace if they want
it bad enough. I don't think it
is men that stand in our way
in the workplace. I think it is
other women and our own
opinions of ourselves."

Decision
Honor societies strive to become more active
to merge
classes has
not been made
KATIE HENDERSON &
LmosEY MITCHELL
lup REPO!UEIS

While Southern is moving
forward with the process of
merging calendars with Union
and Southwestern, there has
been no decision on whether
or not to merge classes.
"Southern has not chosen to
merge classes yet," said Robert Young, vice president of
academic administration.

''To keep the rate
of tuition
increases down,
the university must
find efficiencies
elsewhere. ' '
Young said the intention is
to share low enrollment upper
division classes that students
need to graduate.
Sharing courses will allow
each participating school to
reduce its instructional cost, a
reduction that can be used to
decrease upward pressure on
student tuition.
Southern, along with Union
and Southwestern, are aware
tuition cannot continue increasing at rates that exceed
family income levels.
"This means to keep the rate
of tuition increases down, the
university must find efficiencies elsewhere," Young said.
Young said the courses being shared are still being discussed.
#SAUMm~w

Photo By Natalie Thomas
2013 Lambda Pi Eta induction ceremony
NATASHA MIRIWV

SuuW1m1

Lambda Pi Eta Kappa Si,
Southern's chapter of the national communication honor
society is becoming more active on campus this year.
Some of the changes include bringing in officers,
having guest speakers talk
about graduate school, looking at possibilities for potential scholarships and having
better induction ceremonies.
The society held its first student officer led induction ceremony on Oct. 30 at Goliath
Wall. Students who applied
and were accepted attended
a special candle-lit ceremony
in their honor. In the past,
students that met the society's requirements were just
handed certificates the month
before graduation. Lambda Pi
Eta faculty sponsor and associate professor in the school
of journalism and communication Tara Hargrove's goal
is to show the members how

proud the university is of them
and have the students feel as if
they are a part of something
not only when they graduate,
but now as students.
"It is a real honor for students to be able to be in it. But
[before this year] it didn't feel
like as big of an honor to be in
the club," said Hargrove. "This
year, I want to emphasize that
this is an honor and these students are working hard in the
communications field."
Other honor societies on
campus are making changes
as well. One of them is Sigma
Tau Delta, the international
English honor society. Because the society has very few
members, Dennis Negron,
faculty sponsor, is working to
combine annual conferences
with the English departments
of University of Tennessee in
Chattanooga, Lee University,
University of Dayton and Covenant College.
Tri-Beta, the national biological honor society, is also
trying to make a difference for

its members. Neville Trimm,
faculty sponsor, is hoping
to get funds and encourage
members to do research.
"I would like to see us focus on research, getting students involved in writing and
reading," said Trimm. "It is
important for the university,
and it opens the mind of the
students."
Psi Chi, the international
honor society of psychology,
concentrates on academic
events. The local chapter's
purpose is to inform students
of career opportunities by
inviting guest speakers and
offering GRE preparation opportunities.
"With psychology being a
growing field, the local chapter helps to promote what
students can do in the field,"
said Emmanuel Aragon, junior clinical psychology major.
"Our goal is to help students
figure out what they can do
with psychology and in what
fields they can work."
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Enactus team will no longer attend regionals

Photo Provided By Alyssia Dewey
The 2012 Enactus team at the World Cup competition held in Washington D.C.
JENNIFER

RENows
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Southern's chapter of Enactus will no longer receive first
place trophies for competing
in Enactus regional competitions because the national En-

actus office has terminated regionals due to lack of funding
available to smaller schools
involved in Enactus.
"Enactus wants to help
schools save money by only
making them travel to one
competition rather than mak-

ing them go to regionals and
then to national competition
a few weeks later," said Carlos
Rosales, information manager
for Southern's chapter of Enactus.
Southern's Enactus team
has won at regional competi-

tions since 2002, but the team
has never won at nationals.
Because of the change, Southem will only be represented at
national Enactus competitions
unless the team wins at the
national level and continues
on to the international World

Cup Competition.
"It's important to keep in
mind that only one team from
the United States moves on
to the World Cup Competition," Rosales said. "A team
with a large amount of monetary support will have bigger
and better projects and results
than a team who struggles to
just get their name out at their
own school."
Southern may not receive
any more trophies from Enactus competitions without
more public awareness and
monetary support, but the
team is still optimistic.
"From what I've seen, our
competition teams are exceptional every year, and I don't
think they need anything to
improve," said Rosales. "Every year, our business professors and other faculty volunteer to train and critique the
competition team weeks in
advance before ·the competition so that the team gets a feel
of what the judges are looking
for."
The Enactus team will be flying to the upcoming national
competition April 1 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Southern's Enactus
chapter has been functioning
since 2002 and has worked
on several projects including
GenLink, Stephanie's Consignment Shop and Women at
The Well.

Student wins award at Adventist Communicators Convention
AsHELY NOONAN
MANAGING

Photo By Suzanne Ocsai
• . . • ~~becca Anderson, senior publ ~c ~~~~~i~ns major, recieves her award during the awards ceremony.

Emma

Five students from the
School of Journalism and
Communication attended the
annual Society of Adventist
Comniunicators (SAC) Convention in Salt Lake City, Utah
on Oct. 24-26. Students attended different seminars with
varying topics in the communication field including design
and crisis communication.
"If you're looking for a job
within the church or an internship, it's a good place to
network," said Suzanne Oscai,
senior art major.
While this was an excellent networking opportunity,
Oscai enjoyed spending time
with Southern alumni who attended the convention as well
as having the opportunity to
meet other Adventist communicators.
"For me, SAC is a great way
to connect with fellow communicators who have a passion for sharing our Adventist

message with others," said
Oscai.
On Oct. 25 at the award
ceremony, Rebecca Anderson, senior public relations
major, was presented the
Student Award not only for
her achievements in the classroom, but also for her three
separate internships.
"I think the fact that I love
what I do and am passionate
about people helped me win
this award," Anderson said.
Anderson feels very honored to even be considered as
a nominee.
"I give a lot of credit to not
only the professors, but my
time spent at Mount Pisgah
Academy, McKee Foods and
now Volkswagen Chattanooga," Anderson said. "They
have each given me different
skill sets that I believe will
help me be more successful after graduation."
Anderson will be graduating
in December 2013 and plans
to continue working for Volkswagen Chattanooga.

•
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Are yo
Are you
We want you to
WRITE FOR THE ACCENT

To apply, email your resumeand two writing samples to
Anna Bartlett at
abartlett@southem.edu

MASTER'S DEGREE
IN BUSINESS
Business With a Biblical Perspective
You'll acquire the skills you need
to be succes ful in tod y• work·
force-b ed on the biblical
principles of honesty, integrity,
and high ethical standard •
It' convenient.
Each class is held one day a week.
Full- and part-time tracks are available.
and the MBA can be completed in
s little as one year.

ltts affordable.
Southern's competitively priced
program is a valuable investment in
your future.

Call or vi it online to find out
how you can get started.
• Master of Business Administration

(also online)
• Master of Financial Management
• Master of Science in'Administrat1on
• Dual Degre
MSN and MBA

(also online)

7, 2013
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Buying Taco Bell on the Sabbath
ANDREW AsHLEY
CONTli.IBliTOR

Eating out on the Sabbath
is · a controversial topic at
Southern. Many people have
different opinions regarding
this subject. But how does the
Bible address this issue?
There are various verses that
talk about resting and keeping
the Sabbath holy, but there is
one in particular that addresses the whole subject. Nehemiah 10:31 (NLT) states, "We
also promise that if the people
of the land should bring any
merchandise or grain to be
sold on the Sabbath or on any
other holy day, we will refuse
to buy it."
In this verse, God's chosen
people, the Israelites, promise not only to rest and keep
His Sabbath holy, but also to
refrain from supporting nonSabb~th keepers. What was
God's purpose for this? The
fact was that the Israelites
were called apart to be a "royal
priesthood" and spiritual leaders for other nations. To support other people's commandment-breaking wouldn't be
setting the right example.

Here at Southern, our modem-day Israelite dilemma is
eating out on Sabbath. Many
have argued, "Well if I don't
buy from them, they're still
going to sell anyway. So what
difference does it truly make?"
Consider this scenario. What if
a serial killer asks you to hold
someone down as they stab
him or her to death? You're
not doing the killing, and the
serial killer will most likely
commit the crime whether
you help or not. However, the
fact remains that you are still
guilty of murder.
Likewise, paying a nonSabbath keeper to work on the
Sabbath is just as bad as working and intentionally breaking
the Sabbath yourself. Now, I
can already hear people saying, "It's so insensitive to compare the Sabbath to killing!"
My response to that would be
to ask, "Isn't salvation a life or
death issue?"
A question that we often hear
when a point like this is made
is, "What about the cafeteria?
How is that any different from
eating out on Sabbath?" To
answer that question, one can

1.. •TE 1Does Sotldrefri sqpqrtlhe Advenlist
DEB.t'i.
health -~ evtrydtry life

YES

NO

Illustration by Jordan Correces

simply look at the reason for
not eating out on the Sabbath.
As was stated earlier, we are
to be spiritual leaders and examples to non-Sabbath keepers and lead them to truth. Is
going to the cafeteria to eat on
Sabbath being a bad witness to
non-Sabbath keepers? No, it is
not sinful because the workers are Sabbath keepers. The
fact that they get paid to feed
God's people physical food is

•Vegetarianism does not necessarily equate with healthy
eating. Many vegetarians seem
to subsist off cheese. There are
a lot of meat-eaters who are
healthier.

•There are ample opportunities to get your fruits and
vegetables. The campus serves
great meals, even catering to
those interested in veganism.

•They might not have caffeinated soda, however, sweets are
not any better. We may ban
caffeine, but we revel in our
sugars and salts.

•We have numerous resources •Though exercise is beneficial,
for exercise on campus. Have f..there are few incentives to
you been to the Hulsey Well- do it at Southern. The school
ness Center lately? It's gor- could have more programs to
geous. With the Biology Trails, promote physical health. How
VW trails and Greenway, about a few incentives not tied
you can happily get involved to class that encourage healthy
whether you want to be indoors lifestyles?
or outdoors.
•S.O.A.P trips, intramurals,
clubs and student organizations give people a venue to be
active with others interested
in health.

•

.Constant meal access encourages students to snack instead of eating square meals.

is to show our light and our
truth to the world. When you
find yourself in a scenario regarding activities to do with
the Sabbath, be honest with
yourself and ask the following
questions: "Is this activity a
love thing or a me thing? Is my
light on or off? Is this a selfless
thing or a selfish thing?"

Andrew Ashley is a junior
theology major

Seeing God in the little things
J.

LoGAN MILLIRON

CONJRIBIUQR

•We have a vegetarian campus. You cannot get meat anywhere. How much more healthfriendly can you be? Those who
eat meat are already making a
big sacrifice to attend.

no different than a pastor being paid to feed God's people
spiritual food. Since many of
us have no alternative option,
it is a necessity for the cafeteria to serve meals so that college students can eat food on
the Sabbath day.
How many times do we
forget that the foundation of
God's law is love? This love
means selflessness. Our job
as Seventh-day Adventists

To me, religion is not just
about churches,
Sabbath
School, choirs, and Pathfinders. It's a baby crying, the
snow falling and the stranger
that walks up and tells a joke.
Religion does not have to be
about the place where people
worship and the time that they
spend there because humanity
struggles with the chaos of the
world despite worship services. Personal religion is defined
by our individual relationship
with God-each Christian's
perception of what God wants
for him or her in life.
I have learned to grow
strong in my faith and belief
as a Christian through nature
and the things God does in my
everyday life. I have never had
a great relationship with God.
In fact, for most of my life, I
haven't had any relationship
with Him at all.
Going to Senior Survival last
year changed everything. Senior Survival was a powerful
experience for me because two
men cared enough to reach
out to me with God's Word.

Senior Survival taught me
that God needs me, and I need
God. He is always there when
I need divine strength, and He
is always there as a safe haven
amidst the chaos of life. He is
there sometimes just through
the whisper in the wind or in
the smile of someone you've
never met. He is a truly great

' ' He is always
there as a safe
haven amidst
the chaos of
life.

''

God who speaks softly, yet
loud enough so that those who
listen will hear Him. I have
learned that He will do whatever He has to do in order to
wake some of us up.
God plays a part in each
life, and there are moments
every day where God reveals
some of His character. The
baby that loudly cries across
Walmart shows intelligent
design because such a small
being is given the capacity to
reach his mother. The beauty
of the snow falling reminds

me of how magnificent our
God really is. He shapes each
snowflake individually.
I truly believe God handcrafts each of these moments.
Moments like this are not to
be taken for granted. Never
assume God has left you alone.
He's there. Sometimes, things
as small as a single leaf falling
can turn your mind to Him.
The chaos of the world is
loud. It often forsakes silence,
and because of that, it is best
to sometimes take a step back.
I personally enjoy going for
a trail walk or a hike on the
weekends. Silence has power
because it gives you the ability
to hear the quiet "whispers"
that God uses.
God is a mighty God. His
quiet voice adds to His beauty
and demonstrates His character of love for us. The important thing is not what religion
is to you but what God is to
you. Keep an eye out for the
footsteps God leaves behind.
When you do, you will feel
God's presence in your life.
J. Logan Milliron is a freshman
computer science major
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Why call Campus Safety if they "can't" help?

AsHLEY R.rCH
CONUIBUJDR

Campus Safety prides itself
in being everywhere all the
time, meeting the safety needs
of students on campus. If only
their many "amenities" like
guarding the cross walks, the
occasional dorm drop-ins and
responding to unlocked doors
would include helping with car
troubles.

Campus safety holds convocations, worships and other
meetings to spread its reach of
information among students,
like giving out phone numbers and scenarios of when to
call them, but if your personal
scenario doesn't fit their examples, don't bother calling
because they won't come to
your rescue.
This is my first year hav-

ACtmNTASKS
Question: What do 1J0U think about tlafJ calendar merge?
"I think it's good that we're collaborating with other Adventist colleges. The colleges that we're connecting with are kind
of random, though. I think Walla Walla and a few others
would be a better choice."

- Rebeca Amich ,freshman nursing major

I "I have family at Union and a lot of times my brothers and I
are not together during breaks. So I think the calendar merge
is a good thing because we can finally be together at the same
time."

- Stephanie Bolin, senior liberal arts education major
"I love it because with our merged breaks we can meet more
people in the Adventist community. Future husband? Yes!"

- Guyelle Saintil,freshman social work major
"I am indifferent. I don't care what's going on at Union or
Southwestern. Only Southern."

-Vashti Daly,junior health science major
"I love it. It gives me more time with family. 'Cause before, I
spent half the breaks traveling home. Now I have actual time
with my people."

- Thea King, senior nursing major
"I am opposed to it because midterm break is vital for me. As
a nursing student, I don't know how I would have been able
to do it this semester without midterm break."

[

Krystal Campus, sophomore nursing major

#AccentAsks

Illustration by Aron Crews

ing a car, and when my old,
rusty car battery died down
the street from the University
Health Center, I immediately
called Campus Safety. When
I told them where I was, they
told me they couldn't come
jump my car because it was
"out of their jurisdiction" and
that I was "over the campus
border."
I couldn't believe they refused to help me get back on
campus even though I was
looking directly at the University Health Center sign down
the road. Thankfully, one
of the many people I called
helped me jump my car.
A couple of days ago, I got a

flat tire on my way to Talge's
morning meditation. Luckily, I was able to coast my car
into a parking space in front
of the boys' dorm. When
my boyfriend and I tried to
change my tire, we realized
that the bolts on the flat tire
were rusted and wouldn't
unscrew. So, we reluctantly
called Campus Safety to see
if they would help us get the
bolts off-not to change the
tire, just help us loosen the
bolts.
After being on the phone
with them for about 15 minutes, I saw one of the smaller campus safety cars drive
right by us on its way to the
girl's dorm.
Thinking they got the location confused, I flagged the
officer down and told him,
"We needed your help over
here!" He simply responded
with, "There's another vehicle coming to help you out."
A few minutes later, we
called 'campus Safety back
to figure out when they'd
come. They told us that they
couldn't help us with the tire
because it would be a liability
to them.
To fix the problem, we
temporarily pumped the flat
tire with a bicycle pump,
drove to a gas station, got
more air and then drove to
Sears where I replaced all of
my old tires.
Ever since then, I keep replaying these incidents in my

head and how Campus Safety
might have responded. What
if I got kidnapped or raped
for asking someone driving
by to jump my car? Would
Campus Safety help me then,
or would I still be located outside the campus border? What
if I left my car sitting in Talge
parking lot for weeks because
I couldn't change my tire?
Would they have piled tickets
on my car, or would they have
been forced to take the risk of
helping me?
Despite my current negative experiences with Campus
Safety, they do seem to carry
a positive and helpful attitude
when working with students.
They do help students jumpstart their cars and pump flat
tires.
"They have started my car
more than once," said Ashley
Herrod, alumna. "They have
even come to my apartment to
let me in when I locked myself
out, and I feel like I have been
able to call them whenever I
was in need."
Because of the helpful reputation they have with other
students like Ashley, I too relied on them for help with car
trouble. If they could go out of
their way to help previous students, then they should stay
consistent and provide the
same accommodations to current students.

Ashley Rich is a sophmore
journalism and public relations major

Be an adult ...when Southern says it's okay
AsHLEY NOONAN
M.tN&CINC

Epsm•

Being an adult equals responsibility. I pay for college,
and I am the one who will be
paying back thousands of dollars for those loans over the
next 30 years. I was "grownup" enough to take out those
loans without my parent's
permission, so why would I
need my parent's approval to
leave campus for Thanksgiving break?
Flashback to my freshman
year: In just a few days, I
would be making the 700-mile
trip home to see my family for
the first time in three months.
I opened my mailbox to find
my weekend leave had been
returned, unsigned. Irritated
to add yet another inconvenience to my day, I sought out
the nearest dean.
My leave was denied because I (along with three other

passengers) would be driving
through the night. I was informed that my parent would
have to grant their permission in order for me to travel
during the nighttime.
I thought I was an adult. In
the United States, a person
is recognized as an adult on
their 18th birthday. I had met
that milestone n~ne months
prior to this time.
At 18, you're old enough to
vote, enlist in the armed forces, get married, reserve a hotel room and, in some states,
buy a firearm, but at Southern, you can't choose when or
where to travel home for the
holidays without permission.
I have heard similar stories
to mine. Stories of freshman
having to get permission to
spend the night at their sibling's house or a dean threatening to call a student's parents for not meeting worship

requirements. The stories go
on and on.
The idea of being an "adult"
while living in the dorm is
a fairy tale. It's not real. I
stopped believing in fairytales
when I enrolled here.
It was my choice to attend
Southern. I knew the rules
coming in. I chose to live on
campus with imposed curfews, required worships and
other restrictions to spend my
loans on an education-an environment I feel is worth more
than just a degree.
What upsets me is the
"you're a grown-up but you
still aren't capable of making
decisions" mentality that pervades campus. If we're adults,
start treating us that way.
Don't tell us to be adults if you
won't give us the responsibility.

Ashley Noonan is a junior
public relations major
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Baby cries when mom
sings
This video is too precious
for words-it's no wonder
that it's going viral! When
the mom sings this song to
her 10-month-old baby, the
poor little guy is moved beyond words and begins to
cry. Warning: Grab tissues
before watching.

Scan this QR code for
video
Hard-core E.G. White
fan
So this guy really thinks
Ellen White is awesome. So
much so that he got a tat- ~
too of her portrait (because
nothing says love like a tattoo) Creepy? Obsessed? Not
all there? Probably all of the
above.

I
I
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Gaither Vocal Band
Soldiers and Sailors
Memorial Auditorium
Nov. 8, 9 p.m.
Price: $28 - $76.so

Chattanooga· Theatre Center
presents:
Raggedy Ann and Andy
Nov. 8-17, 2:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m.
Price: $10
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Fall fashion: Check yourself before you wreck yourself
MORGAN PRFSrON
CONTRIBUTOR

Ah, fall. A time that all fashion fanatics, both male and
female, treasure and look
forward to. However, with all
these fall fashion possibilities
comes faux pas. Yes, I see you,
walking down the Promenade
in your one-of-a-kind outfit
as confident as a fat chicken
surrounded by Daniel dieters.
Let me give you a heads upyou look like a hot mess. But
don't fret. I'm here to help you
through this article instead of
yelling at you directly on the
Promenade.
For the ladies:
Leggings-I love leggings. I
think they're great with a big
sweater or a cute dress. HowSocks and Sandals-this is a
ever, this is an item that's often abused. Please make sure trend that needs to be brought
your leggings are solid and not to attention. For some reasee-through. If you walk out son, you guys are wearing
your door wondering if they're sandals, particularly athletic
see-through, don't wear them. slip-ons, with calf-high socks.
Yes, we can see your business. This look makes me want to
Also, make sure they aren't take all your socks and sandals
the only form of covering you and throw them into the Duck
have on your legs. Leggings Pond. Don't do it! It looks
are tight, as they are meant to weird. If the temptation is too
be, so it can look gaudy and great, put your socks in a sock
awkward when they're your drawer and bury your sandals
main form of bottoms. That's forever. Let's be honest, you
why I suggest wearing a dress, won't need sandals until it's
sweater or tunic long enough , too warm to wear socks with
them .. I know you think it's
to cover your derriere.
cool, but I've seen it mostly in
For the guys:

Illustration by George Nelson

middle schools. So let it stay
and die there.
A little something for
both:
Layering-it's getting cold,
and if you're accustomed to
Tennessee weather, you know
it's just going to get colder. So
what do you do? Layer up of
course! But be aware of what
you're putting together. Clashing patterns, colors and textures can make you go from
a fine female or fella to a bag
lady or man. When the harsh
weather comes, I really worry
about community members
mistaking Southern for a

homeless shelter. Don't let
that happen! Educate yourself
by researching complimenting colors and textures.
Ladies, be aware of what
you're wearing. Modesty is
the best policy. To quote the
lyrical poet Ice Cube, "Check
yourself before you wreck
yourself." Guys, I know some
trends seem cool, but they're
not and you look ridiculous.
You guys deserve to look just
as good as the ladies. To all,
be sure to dress to thrill, not
to kill.
Morgan Preston is a senior
graphic design major

8 reasons Tennessee is one of the best darn states
SHANA MICHALEK
liFESTYLE fPIJOI

Tennessee is pretty swell.
You probably think I'm just
saying this since I was born
and raised here, which is true,
but the thing is I'm not the
only one saying it. And I have
some pretty good reasons to
back up my claim that Tennessee is one of the best states in
our nation. Here are eight (out
of hundreds) reasons why:
1. We've got a low cost
of living. Tennessee has the
second lowest cost of living in
the country, just behind Oklahoma, according to Bankrate.
com. In addition, Tennessee
carries the third lowest tax
burden, including no state income tax. That's pretty awesome, especially considering
we're in the middle of a recession.
2. We're one of the freest states. Some people these
days are OK with just a little
freedom. Not us Tennesseans, we like lots of freedom

and surely do enjoy it. We're
proud that Tennessee is the
third freest overall state in
the nation, ranked by Freedominthesostates.org. This
ranking is based on a combination of personal and economic freedom.
3· Our climate is mild.
In Tennessee, we have moderate winters and summers.
Yes, it still gets pretty hot and
pretty cold,. but compared to
so many other parts of the nation, our weather is grand. No
having to dig car out of snow.
No blizzards. No Florida heat
waves. No desert droughts.
Plus, we're one of the nation's
sunnier states.
4· But we still get seasons. Despite the mild climate, Tennessee still gets
seasons, and they're pretty
gorgeous, too. Fall colors,
spring blossoms, summer
greens and our proud '2-inch
dusting of snow, Tennessee
has it all.
5· We're the number

one state to retire to. Reasons one through four listed
above are the primary reasons
Tennessee is ranked the number one state to retire in, according to Bankrate.com. Retirees flock to states with low
costs of living, freedoms and
mild but beautiful weather.
Yes, we're all in college andretirement seems a long way off,
but years down the road when
you're wondering where to
retire, remember the state of
your good 'ol alma mater.
6. Southern hospitality reigns here. As a native
Tennessean, I think Chattanooga is a little lacking on this
one, but the further you go
into the lovely state, the more
you'll find Southern hospitality in abundance. Here, people
wave as you drive by, smile at
you on the sidewalk, call you
"sweetheart" and say things
like "bless your heart."
7· We're awfully pretty.
While Tennessee may not have
the grandeur of the Rocky

Mountains or stunning beaches, we still have gorgeous and
often overlooked landscapes,
ranging from flat lands and
lush woods to lakes and rivers
to gorges, plateaus and mountains.
8. We're home to great
music. Tennessee is the land
of music legends. From the
rock 'n' roll (Elvis Presley,
duh) and blues (B.B. King) of
Memphis to the heart of country (insert name of any country
artist here) in Nashville, we've
got a lot.
These are just a few of so
many reasons why Tennessee
is downright fantastic. Don't
get me wrong; I've been to other states that are pretty swell,
too. I love to travel as often as
possible, visiting many of our
nation's awesome states, but
I love coming back to Tennessee; it just feels like home. As
one who's lived here all her
life, experiencing all of the
highs and lows, I'm proud to
say it's one of the best places to
call home.
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Halftime: An intermediate look at the NFL season
DAVID RUMSEY

Copmu•uro•

The 2013 NFL season is
already halfway over. So what
do we know? The Broncos are
obviously the best team in the
league. Wait, what? They're
not? The Chiefs are actually
the best team in football? But
Peyton Manning is on pace to
throw for 5,838 yards (Drew
Brees' 2011 record was 5.476)
and 58 touchdowns (Tom
Brady's 2007 record was so),
meaning the Broncos are on
pace to score 686 points (The
Patriots' 2007 record was
589)!
However,
rattling
off
those ridiculous stats doesn't
change the fact that when
Peyton Manning went back
to Indianapolis for the first
time since being released by
his former team, he couldn't
out-duel his replacement,
Andrew Luck. That single loss
puts Denver a game behind
divisional rival Kansas City,
who has yet to lose a game.
And you would think that
since the Colts were able to
take down the Broncos and the
Seahawks earlier this season,
they should be the best team
around. Yet, they couldn't

beat the Chargers on the road,
and they have a home-loss to
the Dolphins, who looked like
they were going to challenge
the Patriots in the AFC East
until they lost four games in a
row.
Oh, the Patriots. We can't
ever forget about them, can
we? It looks like they're finally
starting to get a healthy lineup
together. The possibility of
having monster tight end
Rob Gronkowski and receiver
Danny Amendola at 100
percent is pretty scary. I
mean if they took down the
Saints without Gronk, what
could they do with him? Bill
Belichick showed everybody
the formula for beating the
Saints: shut down Jimmy
Graham. No other team has
been able to accomplish that,
though.
The Saints haven't lost
to anybody else and have
a chance to prove their
dominance in the NFC later
this season with games against
the Seahawks and 49ers. The
Seahawks blew out the 49ers
in week two, but I'm sure
the 49ers will be looking for
revenge when the teams play
again in December, this time

in San Francisco. The 49ers
looked lost at the beginning
of the season but have since
found their groove and haven't
lost since week three.
So we're sitting here at the
midpoint of an already very
exciting season, but can we
really draw any conclusions?
The Chiefs may be undefeated,
but they have to play the
Broncos two times in three
weeks late in the year. The
Broncos look unstoppable
sometimes, but will Peyton
Manning be able to hold it
together in the playoffs? You
can never count the Patriots
out in January if they can make
it there healthy. Will anyone
in the NFC take down the
Seahawks? And there's always
a chance of an unexpected
team making a run, maybe
a team like the Cowboys?
Okay, I'm just kidding, not
the Cowboys, but you get my
point.
Here's what I do know:
we're in for an exciting finish.

David Rumsey is a senior
communications studies
major

Intramural superstars: Stop it right now
GARRISON HAYES
COND!IBUJQR

Winning is awesome! That
rush of success, the feeling
that you have overcome your
competition and marched into
the land of champions-even if
only for a moment. We all love
winning, it's why most of us
play sports. Most people say
that they play to have fun, but
let's be real here: losing isn't
fun. We play to win.
Unfortunately, we can't
all win, but it is a fact of life;
someone wins, someone loses.
Losing isn't a very good feeling, and although it may not
feel like it in the moment,
it isn't the end of the world.
Sadly, many losers walk away
with hard feelings, often times
feeling as if the ref missed a
crucial call or someone was
playing unfairly. That feeling
is natural and common-so
common that society came up
with a short term to describe
it: a sore loser.
We pity sore losers. They're
in denial. They don't want to
shake hands after the game
because they don't believe

they actually lost. They don't
say "good game" after the final
whistle because although it
was a good game for the winning team, it was not a good
game for them. Sore losers
are, honestly, a little selfish.
We feel bad for selfish people
because they are blind to their
own inadequacies.
However, society has, in
some ways, forgotten to give a
nickname to those on the other side of the spectrum. The
just-as-bad counterpart to the
sore loser-the sore winner.
The sore winner is a terrible person to play against.
Sore winners are great at
sports! They totally annihilate
and crush their competition.
In football, they lead by four
touchdowns at the half and
still go for the three point conversion after the fifth touchdown. In basketball, as the
clock winds down and their
competition has accepted
their thirty point blowout loss,
the sore winner will still try
to make "one last shot." Sore
winners complain about "bad
calls" at the end of the game.
Yes, even after winning.

Let me be clear: sore winners aren't bad people. They
are simply too invested in
winning to see that they are
playing against other humans.
We've all been there in one
way or another.
So, to my dearest sore winner,
Stop it. Stop it right now.
I know, I know, it's very
fun to win, and it's awesome
to hear your fans cheering for
you, so enjoy those things! But
while enjoying it, take a moment to consider your opponent.
Remember, "Inasmuch as
you have done it to one of the
least of these my intramural
superstars, you have done it
to Me." (Matthew 25:40, Garrison Standard Version)
Sincerely,
Your concerned, and notso-athletic peers.

Garrison Hayes is a senior
film production major
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s, Nov. 9 {Cont.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Wellness Week Prayer Walk, 3p, Biology Trail
Supper, 6-8p, KR's Place
Evensong, 5:30p, Church, Master Chorale:
Bruse Ashton
Extreme Dodgeball, 7:30p, lies

TH, Nov. 7

Sun, Nov. 10

National Stress Awareness Day
Senior Portraits, 1Oa-6p, Student Center, Sherrie Norton Room
Convocation: Save a Life Tour, 11 a, lies
Online Winter Registration for Returning Juniors >54
hours & Seniors (7 .. 8)

MSW Open House
Sunday Brunch, 8-3p, VM
CK Open, 9-5p
Student Center Open, 1-1 0:30p
Symphony Orchestra Concert, 7:30p, Church
(Convocation Credit)

NOV. 7
Alexi Bellchambers
Laurence Clayton
Marci Corea
J. Aron Crews
Wes Donesky
Scott Kornblum
Michael Weis
Scott Kornblum

NOV.8

F, Nov. 8
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every V2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall
Phi Alpha Induction, 6p, Lynn Wood Chapel
Star Watch, 6:30p, Hickman Parking Lot
Vespers & Pierson Weekend, 8p, Church, Roger Hernandez
After Glow: THRIVE- Praise & Worship, After Vespers,
Church
Sunset, 5:40p
After Glow: THRIVE- Praise & Worship, After Vespers,
Church

S, Nov. 9
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, LeCiare Litchfield
Pierson Weekend, 9:30 & 11 a, Thatcher Chapel, Roger
Hernandez
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm.
Fountain Sabbath School, 9:45a, White Oak Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 10a, Talge Conf. Rm.
Be a REAL Man: Learn the Design, 10:15a, Behind
Spalding
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, LeCiare Litchfield
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, Cindy Nash
Outreach Opportunities:
•
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry)
•
Patten Towers (Door 2 Door Ministry)
•
Restore (Acres of Shade)

STUDENT ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
SA Senate Spirit Week: Join in the fun and participate
in SA Senate Spirit Week! We are starting off the week
with a bang and hosting Branches for all Southern's
students (don't forget your ID card) on Monday at
8p.m. in the Collegedale Academy Auditorium The rest
of the week will be full of fun celebrating YOU. We will
end the week with a special pancake breakfast to reveal the name of our new patio starting at 7:45am and
ending at 10am.

M, Nov. 11
Veterans Day
SA Spirit Week (11-15)
Online Winter Registration for Returning Sopho
mores >23 hours, Juniors & Seniors (11-12)
Floor Hockey Season Begins
University Senate, 3:30p

T, Nov. 12
Dean's Luncheon, Noon, Presidential Banquet
Room

W, Nov. 13_
Online Winter Registration for Returning
Freshman <24 hours, Sophomores,
Juniors & Seniors (13-15)
Lights Volunteer Lunch, 11 :30a, Presidential
Banquet Room
Residence Hall Joint Worship, 9:15p, Thatcher
Chapel

TH, Nov. 14
Convocation: Student Association, 11 a, lies,
JeffYalden
Graduate Council, 3:30p
Modern Languages Film Series, 7p, Miller 201
Motivational Speaker: Jeff Vaiden, 7:30p,
Thatcher (Convocation Credit)

Crystal Case
Marvelle Davis
Jed Hyde
Devin McPherson
Molly Thompson
Braden Way

NOV.9
Julian Annstrong
Jonathan Blackburn
Christen Case
Jenha Dedeker
Mariana Gonzalez
Joaquin Hernandez
Benjamin Kyle
Donny Laws
Gladis Lopez
Armando Morales
Jonathan Sanchez
Adam Brown

NOV.10
Asha Daniel
Jessica Drahozal
Jorge Hernandez
Pleitez
Annabelle Jedic
Vannida Kim
Michael Marr
Sydney Reed
Marc Simon
f.ndy Smith
Alan Parker
Carl Patterson

NOV. 11
Richard Aldridge
Josue Alvarez
Linda Applewhite
Sara Evans
Amber Kuo
· Sebastian Lopez
Elizabeth Pujols
Melissa Pujols
Amy Rains
Cecilia Simmons
Luke Steen
Daniel Wahlen
Janelle Wong
Autumn Zapara

NOV.12
Isaac Boateng
Leighanie Diaz
Jonathon Duman
Emil Harty
Shelby Hustad
Jeffrey Michel
Julianne Pictou
Kathleen Thompson

NOV.13
Crystal Bueno
Joshua Knight
Kaitlin Pasco
Christian Pinango
Michelle Ramos
Rebekah Schlotterbeck
Marty Hamilton

NOV.14
Marcos Bernal
Jonathan Bodinet
Nicole Davis
Janelle Glass
Ashley Gomez
Ashley Hollenbeck
Vivian Smith

STUDENT LIFE ANNOUNCEMENTS
2014 Europe Tour: Do you need history credit? Has four spots left! The tour will
be June 18- July 15. Get 6 hours of credit while visiting BELGIUM, FRANCE,
SWITZERLAND, ITALY, HUNGARY, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS, and
CZECH REPUBLIC!! Contact Pam at pdietrich@southern.edu or call ext. 2814 for
more information.
Senior Portraits: Seniors come get your fancy yearbook pictures taken November
5-7, 12-7p.m. in the Sherrie Norton Room. No appointment needed, just stop by.
Deacons and Deaconesses Needed: Collegedale church needs you! The
11 :35am Renewal service needs deacons and deaconesses who are willing to
commit to serving the church with their service once a month. This commitment
would begin next semester, starting in January 2014. If you would like to commit
to serving the Lord in this manner, or in any other way, please contact Katie Verrill
at kaitlynverrill@souther.edu.
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@ southern_accent
I never thought I'd say it, but after four years, I'm so
sick of pasta day.
Shana Michalek, JR Graphic Design & Public Relations
@ShanaNicole77

SAU is limiting how many people can come to graduation! I pay the same amount & am graduating with the
same degree as the May graduates! Ah!
Jessica Perez, JR Nursing
@futchocojess

And then to finish off Halloween the power goes out for
all the apartments. Thanks a lot Satan.
Obviously someone misinterpreted my request for more
ladies as for more ladybugs.
Christopher Hudson, SA Psyc-lndustraii/Organization
@chrishudsonjr

How do you go from making out to picking food out the
guys teeth? Couple in Starbucks parking lot. #highschoolers #ew #reallynow
@noontime111 my next lifestyle article! @ShanaNicole77

This couple in front of me at a table thinks they're actually in private .. #libraryproblems #saveitforlater #sauproblems #pda #notcool
Sarah Graham, SO History
@sarah_ashley37

Far too many men on campus without facial hair. I rest
assured in the fact that my guy Is not participating this
year. #NoShaveNovember
Cherie Lynn Milliron, SA Archaeology & Theology
@aveclemotjuste

Haluska chokes up in every class; always in reference
to God
Rachel Hankins, SA English & Business Administration
@rachaeldearest

Now since I'm older I highly despise #vespersdates.
Church really is not the place for that.
I'll always say that if there was one thing I wish I had
done in my time at SAU it would have been doing Student Missions for a year.
Jonathan Johnson, SA Psychology
@De_Milo33

Maurice Fider, SA Public Relations
@mfider21

Falling asleep while last min. This test is about to be all
God
Alisa Luby, JR Graphic Design & PR
@alisalue

Guess who came to class today? #collegelife #SAU
pic.twitter.com/JdQvgiMwHE
Anna Bartlett, JR Mass Comm-Writing/Editing
@bartlett_anna
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SOUTHERN STUDENTS BEFORETHEY WERE FAMOUS
"When I'm famous, you'll be able to sell this
newspaper on eBay for $0.99."

Georgia Standish

Pat1ick Henry

Dorothy Gale
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Not famous yet?
Tweet me what
you'll be famous
for when you
have your big
break.
~ Tell me on Twitter! #SAUhumor :.ill
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University limits
number of
graduation guests
VERONICA GARCIA

SuuW.m1

Southern has limited the
amount of people that each
student can invite to graduation this December. Each
graduate will only be allowed
to have seven guests.
Last year, graduates had no
limit on the amount of people
they could invite to graduation, and many people were
turned away at the door.
Eve Parker, academic administration administrative
assistant, said the graduation committee didn't want
to have to tum people away
this year and that in order to
keep within the fire marshal's
code regulations, they had to
calculate the exact number of
people each graduate could
invite.
"This will allow students to
plan more precisely," Parker
said. "Last year's overcrowding initiated a mild panic, and
we just didn't want that same
problem."
.
After closing its doors on
people last year, the committee decided that issuing tickets would be the best option
to avoid repeating the experi· ence.
Parker said that out of the
334 graduates this semester,
only about 300 are expected
to walk. Therefore, those extra tickets will be available on
a first-come first-serve basis
to those who request them.
"There should be enough
tickets to cover those who
need more," Parker said.
This change was updated
on the website in order to let
graduates know, but many
have not responded positively
to the change.
"This puts me in an awkward spot because now I have
to plan who I can and can't
invite," said Michael Watung,
senior nursing major. "I had
invited so many friends from
out of state, not including my
family. I wish they had told us
before I invited them."
This change will not affect
the number of guests that
May graduates can invite.
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NADVOTES IN
FAVOR OF WOMEN'S
ORDINAnON

Cejay Rich, speaker from "Save a Life Tour," teaches john Hannah, junior biology major, how to use the drunk driving
simulator.

STUDENT FAINTS AT SAVE A LIFE CONVO
ANNA BARTLE'IT

A student lost consciousness due to the graphic material displayed at the Save a
Life Tour convocation held in
lies P.E. Center on Thursday,
Nov.7.
Jonathan Sundin, senior
bio-chemistry major, said he
lost consciousness because the
video brought back memories
of a car accident he witnessed
last year.
"The graphics from the video didn't really affect me until
I saw people on the ground,"
Sundin said. "If I hadn't experienced the accident, I don't
think I would have fainted."
Sundin regained conscious-

ness and was able to walk outside by the time paramedics
arrived.
"He was OK, just a little
lightheaded," said Reyna Goodridge, Sundin's girlfriend
and sophomore general studies major.
The purpose of the Save a
Life Tour is to raise awareness
of the effects of drunk and distracted driving.
The presentation at Southem included a video showing
a montage of drinking and
driving clips from movies and
real-life occurrences.
The montage included
scenes of crushed vehicles, decapitated bodies and individuals undergoing surgery post-

accident.
Michelle Valentin, junior
psychology major, said she
found the presentation very
informative but thought the
graphic imagery was excessive.
"Using the strategy of scaring was unnecessary for me,
but for others more exposed
to drinking and driving, maybe this is something that will
motivate them to stop," said
Valentin.
After the presentation, Save
a Life Tour representative Cejay Rich invited students to
experience the drunk driving
simulator, which incorporated
a delayed reaction to simulate
• Continued on page 4

Cable blowout causes power outages
KATIE HEmJERSON
l UD REPORTER

Power outages closed Brock,
Mable Wood, and Miller Halls
for the entire day on Wednesday, Nov. 6, causing classes to
be canceled.
Campus Safety called Dave
Allemand, associate director
of Plant Services, at 2:30 a.m.
to report that the power went
out at approximately 12:30
a.m. the same day.
"The power outage was
caused by a [blowout in a]
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40-year-old splice on one of
the university-owned 12,000
volt power lines," said Allemand.
Although the cause of the
blowout has not been determined, Allemand believes
it may have been the result
of moisture getting into the
splice.
When the blowout was
found, it was discovered that
three splices had been damaged.
"It took Plant Service personnel about four hours to
I~

I. ( .I >M

isolate and find the problem,"
Allemand said.
Because of the size and age
of the wire, it was hard to find
a replacement part locally. The
nearest parts Plant Services
could find were in New York
or from the manufacturer.
However, Plant Services was
able to purchase the necessary
parts through Electric Power
Board (EPB) and repair the
blowout in a timely manner.
Each splice takes about
three hours to repair, accumu-
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• Continued on page 4
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SOUTHERN
MATRIMONY:
FACT OR FlcnON?
• SEE LIFESTYLE PAGE 8

NO SHAVE
NOVEMBER
''"What does it
say about a man
who cannot
produce more
thanafive
o'clock shadow."
• SEE OPINION PAGE 7

COMPEnTIVE
SPORTS
"Competitive
sports do
nothing to build
character,
they reveal
character."
• SEE SPORTS PAGE 9

SnJDENTS

REACT TO
TYPHOON HAIYAN
WITH PRAYER
• SEE NEWS PAGE 2
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Students pray for those ·affected by Typhoon Haiyan

Southern reduces operational budget

Led told his son that he and
others were securing buildings
and preparing a plan for the
entire campus of 300 students
plus faculty and staff.
After the storm passed, Led
made sure everyone on the
campus was accounted for.
"I just prayed for the safety
of my family," Lenard said.
"The buildings are highly
damaged by the winds and
they have no electricity, but
what matters the most is that
they're all safe.
Thankfully for Lenard, no
Photo By Associated Press one he knows was seriously
injured.
Residents walk past damaged structures caused by typhoon Haiyan, in
Tacloban city, Leyte province central Philippines on Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 .
Southern has seven student
Haiyan, one of the most powerful typhoons ever recorded, slammed into
missionaries currently serving
central Philippine provinces Friday leaving a wide swath of destruction and
in the Philippines. Maurice
scores of people dead. (AP Photo/Aaron Favila)
Fider, Student Missions Club
president, said that all of them
SuZANNE OcsAI
Nielsen-Gammon, Texas state are safe and are not in the area
CONJR!BUJQR
climatologist at Texas A&M affected by the storm.
On Friday, Nov. 8, Lenard University, Haiyan blew gusts
The United Nations reAng, junior allied health ma- up to 230 mph.
ported that the storm has disjor, posted a message on FaceAdventist News Network re- placed at least 67o,ooo- people
book. It was a message that ported that "ADRA aid crews and officials in the Philippines
many others like him, who have been on the ground in have counted over 1,700
also had family or friends liv- the Philippines since last deaths caused by the typhoon
ing in the Philippines, were week, tracking the typhoon's so far.
posting across social media anticipated path and poised
General Conference Presisites: "Please pray... "
for rapid assessment."
dent Ted Wilson, who was
Over _the weekend, SuLenard talked to his father, · in the Philippines when the
per Typhoon Haiyan hit the Led Ang president of Central storm hit, urged Adventists
Philippines, with a sustained Philippines Adventist Col- around the world to pray for
wind speed estimated at 190- lege, before the typhoon made those devastated by the ty195 mph. According to John landfall last week.
phoon.

STAFF WRITER

MAURICE FIDER

tional departments will have
more . budget changes than
others, however, educational
departments are the only sections of the operational budget that are being downsized.
Tom Verrill, senior vicepresident of financial administration, said Southern is
looking for ways to reduce the
auxiliary budget as well, specifically food services.
This purpose of the 1.1 million reduction in the operational budget is to lower tuition and keep it low. Southern
ranks in the lower 25 percent
of tuition cost compared to
other Adventist universities
and colleges.

Southern is in the process
of reducing the operational
budget by $1.1 million. The
operational budget consists of
three basic categories of operating components: educational, which finds academic and
administrative departments;
auxiliaries, which funds dormitories, food services and
campus shop; and industries,
such as the Village Market.
Academic department directors along With faculty are
in the process of looking over
department budget expenses
to identify where they can decrease spending. Some educa-

Blacksmithing club works on project

340 students decide to be student missionaries

Photo By Logan Foil
M elissa Rivera carries a flag during
Student Mission vespers.

AsHEKA LAWRENCE-REID
LEAD REPORTER

Three hundred and forty
students decided to become
Student Missionaries (SM) in
response to the annual Student Missions emphasis week
held from Oct. 28 through
Nov. 2. Seventy-one of the students who responded have fol-

lowed through by applying to
the student missions program.
"We still have more space.
Everyone could go if they
wanted to," said Julie Norton,
Student Missions coordinator.
Maurice Fider, senior public
relations major and Student
Missions Club president, said
the purpose of Student Missions emphasis week is to
raise awareness among students about the opportunity
they have to be student missionaries for a year.
"Students don't know the
opportunities they have," Fider said.
The entire week was designed to show students the
opportunities available. Joshua Arrington, freshman biology research major, was one
of the students who attended
the missions expo held at the
end of the week.
"I liked learning about all
the different countries that
students could go to," Arrington said.
Students who have been

SMs in the past expressed
their nostalgia during the
week.
"It was really special to me
because I went out as an SM,"
said Kim Quiambao, senior
nursing an_d religious studies
major who served as an SM
in the Philippines. "It's always
cool to hear about it again. It
gives me redirection and perspective on how I should be
living life."
Ray Moaga, youth director of the South New Zealand
Conference, flew in for the
week and spoke for convocation and vespers. He encouraged students to go out and
work for Christ as student
missionaries whether abroad
or on campus.
Jordan Layao, freshman
allied health major, said he
hopes to be a student missionary in the future.
"It was really inspiring, it
made me want to [pledge to be
an SM] but I didn't because I
knew I couldn't commit at the
time," Layao said.

Kevin Fox, freshman nursing major, anneals metal in the blacksmithing club. One of the goals of the club is to someday offer
a one to two year degree. Blacksmithing is a class offered for all
Southern students.

Photo Story By Jordan Correces
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Students brave ropes
course in the dark
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Music rnajors serenade students on way to class

SOUTHERN
SPOTLIGHT
AUSTIN MENZMER

...........
Illustration by Jordan Correces
Southern's high ropes challenge

LExmCENTER
SnuWanu

Southern Outdoor Adventure Program (SOAP) held its
Terror in the Trees high ropes
course event for Southern students from 7 to 9 pro on Oct.
31. Twenty-five students challenged themselves on courses
at least 20 feet above the
ground while in the dark.
"Usually, the ropes course
can be scary just in the day
time," said Conrad Reichert,
outdoor leadership graduate
assistant. "But at nighttime,
it's extra [scary], so let's call it
'Terror in the Trees.'"
A headlight and hanging glow sticks lit the way
for students attempting the
high ropes course. Students
started the course by climbing through a rope tube that
directed them into the second
phase of the course called "the
postman's walk."
Near the end of the course,
students either walked across
a log or climbed across a net
to get to the tower, where
they zip-lined to the ground.
Students were rewarded with
marshmallows, graham crackers and hot chocolate when
they finished the course.
"It was scary because it was
at night," said Eric Tirado, a
senior graphic design major.
"You had to jump and then
zip line and you didn't know
where you were going to slide
into."
While Tirado enjoyed the
night, he said that completing the course in the daytime
would add an extra thrill because students would be able
to see how high up they are.
Reichert said that SOAP is
tentatively planning to open
the high ropes course during
the day sometime next semester.

Photo by Tyler Rand
Instrumental group serenades students in front of Hackman Hall.
JORDAN CORRECES

Sun Warn• & Puam Eonoa

Classical music filled the
ears of Southern students as
they walked to class on Oct.
29. The music wafted from
multiple groups of musicians
organized by Tyler Rand, senior music theory and literature major.
Rand organized the event to
give music majors more opportunities to play for the student body and express their
love for classical music.
"The fact that students in
the School of Music don't par-

ticipate in student life bothers
me," Rand said, "They think
people don't like our style of
music."
Seven small instrumental
groups were organized along
the promenade and serenaded students as they rushed to
class. Rand said he was surprised by listeners' reactions.
"Most people stopped and
looked," Rand said. "A lot that
had time would stand there
for a second and listen. No one
ignored it, and a lot stayed for
a whole piece and applauded."

Rand wasn't the only student pleased with the outcome
of this event.
"I thought it was one of the
most pleasant surprises I've
had on this campus," said
John Butler, junior film production major. "If things like
that happened more often,
we'd all be in better moods."
Crystal Sepulveda, senior
nursing major, also enjoyed
the event.
"It was such a great idea, I
felt as if I was in a musical,"
Sepulveda said.

Biology majors assist in research at Erlanger
NEREAH ALUOCH
SuuWarna

Eight Southern students
majoring in biology are currently participating in several
research projects led by the
University of Tennessee College of Medicine physicians.
Students spend about four
hours a week at Erlanger Hospital collecting and entering
data for research. One of the
projects deals with whether
or not the recommended age
for mammogram screening
should be lowered.
Paris
Christodoulides,
sophomore biology major,
and Austin Krishingner, junior biomedical major, are
working with two doctors to
collect data and update patients' breast cancer status.
Christodoulides is hopeful
about the results.
"I like that we're actually

able to impact the entire nation because these doctors are
going to submit [the study] to
the national board to maybe
reconsider their requirements," Christodoulides said.
"If we actually find something
conclusive, that could be a
pretty big deal."
Another
project
being
worked on deals with how
patients view their physicians
through social media, and another is entering patient data
into a computerized database
used to compare the risk factors of strokes.
Despite the lengthy certification process and large
amount of paperwork needed
to do the research, students
are grateful for the skills they
are gaining.
"It gives me the opposite
end of the spectrum because I
want to be a doctor someday,"

Christodoulides said. "Working on the other side, reading the doctor's reports helps
me to get a different view of
things."
The research program has
provided a number of biology
students with the academic
and professional skills needed
to succeed in their future careers. Rick Norskov, professor
for the biology department,
said the program has been in
existence for two years and is
optimistic about the success of
the program and its potential
growth.
"I am impressed with the
quality of our students from
Southern who are involved in
this program," said Norskov.
"I'm proud to be involved with
them and to help them connect with physicians, and I
think the program is going to
grow."

Austin Menzmer is a
sophomore biology major
with a passion for history,
traveling and geocaching.
"Geocaching is a hightech treasure hunt in which
players use GPS devices to
locate hiddeD containers,
eaDed geoeaehes, that are
located around the world,"
!rfermMI' said.
lfen1mer has been geocwohing for four years and
...,. visitiDg historic
..... particulady those

sipiftaut to Adventist
heritage, to
~
es. ............... deeiaed to
create his own YouTu.be
account to doewDent his
georadling
adventures,
and within the past year,
Meuzmer's videos have received owr s,soo views.
"Since I really like history, I thought that my
geocaching videos should
be more history-focused,"
Menzmer said

Recently, he went on
the Adventist Heritage
Tour to New England He
will be postiDg a series of
videos that document his
geocaches in Ellen White's
birthplace in Gorham,
Maine, the William Miller Farm and many other
sites.
Meozmer says that
many of his viewers are
non-Adventist history lovers, which provides him
with a way to share the Adventist faith.
•I feel that it is a really
cool and unique way to
witness for God," Menzmersaid
Students can follow
Meozmer's tJ'1nleJs by subscribing to tnphotobug on
Youtube.
KNOW A STUDENT DOING
SOMETHING AMAZING?

TELL US!
accent@southern.edu
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services serves Southern

Convocation cont' d
Continued from page 1
the responses of an intoxicated driver. The drunk driving
simulation included the entire
display in front of the stage,
including a texting and driving simulator, the drunk driving simulator and a life-sized
casket.
Ashley Gohl, senior mass
communications major, said
the presentation made her
feel like she was back in high
school.
"I wish he'd shown more
statistics," Gohl said. "We see
death all the time in the movies, so honestly, many of us
won't be moved by [the presentation]."
Rich said the casket was a
reminder of the possible consequences of driving intoxi-

cated and the graphic material
can be effective depending on
the viewer. Some are desensitized and don't care, but some
are affected and make decisions to never drive impaired
again.
"[I want everyone] to make
smarter decisions with what
they do in this world," Rich
said. "Think a little more before you do things."
John Hannah, junior biomedical major, was the first
student to try the drunk driving simulator and said the
experience encouraged him
to make wiser decisions when
driving.
"I don't drink," Hannah
said. "But I definitely need to
not text and drive."

Power outage cont' d

If you are having roommate
issues, a hard time pinpointing what your career should
be, or just having a bad week,
counseling services has resources that can help.
Located on the third floor
of Lynn Wood Hall, counseling services offers multiple
resources for students here at
Southern.
"If you are facing any type
of addiction or even something as simple as a difficulty
with your roommate, they
have a lot of [pamphlets] and
advice they can give you about
that," said Jonathan Johnson,
senior psychology major.
Like many freshman, John-

son changed his major several
times during his freshman
year. After a visit with Jeremy
Moore, career services coordinator, Johnson was able to
gauge what the right path for
him was. Now he is interning
for the counseling center.
Counseling services arranges many awareness days
for students. National Stress
Awareness Day was on Nov. 7,
and in a couple of weeks, there
will be an alcohol awareness
day.
Counseling services also
provide educational workshops in the resident's halls
and holds presentations for
southern connection classes.
"Our goal is to provide emotional support to students at
Southern," said Liane de Sou-

za, counseling services coordinator.
Confidentiality is very important to them; everything a
student says is kept between
the counselor and the student.
The only reason this would not
be the case is when someone's
life is in danger.
If an individual threatens
to harm themselves or someone else, by law, counselors
are then required to contact
a doctor for further help and
will notify a dean.
"Our job, when we have
somebody in our office, is not
to tell them what to do, [but]
help you to sort through your
emotions so you can make a
decision," said de Souza. "We
give you the tools so you can
make your own decisions."

Illustration By Jordan Correces
The power outage at Brock Hall left the building empty with the only light
source coming from the windows.

Continued from page 1
lating to an estimated nine
hours of repair work.
"I'm estimating that the repair [cost] is going to be between two and three thousand
in total, but I don't know that
for sure," Allemand said.
Repairs
were
finished
around midnight and classes
were approved to resume the
next day in the affected buildings around 2 a.m. Thursday

morning.
"Had the power outage continued, it really would have
impacted our class schedules
for getting everything done
between now and the end of
the semester," Pamela Harris, professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication, said. "We're thankful we
got power back as quickly as
we did."

Advancen1ent Call Center
Congratulations to our Callers of the Week:

Gammy Honore 1 Ramey Miller 1 Patricia Duvra
THANK YOU to the following businesses for their support through our incentives program:

Abuelo's Mexican Restaurant 1 Rain Thai Bistro
Fresh To Order (FlO)

1 Village

1 Earth

Fare

Market

Students have raised more than $49,000 so far this school year!*
"Total includes both gifts and pledges.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500

:·
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Are you nosy?
Are you newsie?
We want you to
WRITE FOR THE ACCENT
The Southern Accent
is hiring Lead Reporters.
To apply, email your resume
and two writing samples to
Anna Bartlett at
abartlett@southern.edu
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MASTER'S DEGREE
IN COUNSELING
Let Us Help You Help Others

Con~

Classes are held in the eveni.ngs to
accomodate your woJ;k schedule.

~-

Southern's program prepares stude():ts
fot~ state licensure and provides
practical knowledge and clinical
experience.

G~inChmtRnPw~
The training you receive at Southern
will be grounde{j in Christiali principles.
but designed to prepar-e yol.l for work
in a variety of settings.

Cd Of'~ onlne

• Clinical Mental. Health Counseling
• School Counseling
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What ore tJUr thoughts abOut t'M North~ Divillon
ojJinning wonwn!! ortlinalima

CHERIE LYNN

I try to avoid discussing
women's ordination openly.
Usually, I only speak about
it behind closed doors with
those closest to me. It's not
that the opinions of other men
and women will affect my feelings about my calling, rather,
I hope to avoid human judgment. I don't want others to
decide if I'm living my life the
way they deem to be appropriate. It's supposed to be about
my relationship with God.
However, judgment is precisely what I'm asking of you
today. We hear the expression
"use good judgment" frequently. It's a call to use discretion
in handling issues. I'm asking
you to study and make a decision for yourself about ordination. Talk it over with your

"In the Bible, men are ordained as the priest. Even in the
family structure, men are called to be the priests of the
home. Women have a important role but not a priestly
role"- Jesse Congo, JR, Allied Health
"At the end of the day the focus isn't on church politics-it should be on spreading God's word. And if that's
what needs to be done to make it work, then let it be
done."- Joshua Honore, JR, Marketing
"I personally believe men were called to be leaders of
households/bod of people. I feel like women are good
leaders, but when it comes to leading a large body of
people, it should be a dude, in my thoughts."
- Samuel Thomas, MS, Health Care Administration

EDGAR DE LEON

=======

DEBATE I Shouldweordainatall?
While the ordination of women is a popular debate, ordination
in general is also being discussed. Some individuals feel that
ordination is not a biblical practice. Others support ordination
as the affirmation of a call to ministry.
NO

•Ordination is now only
viewed as an increase in pay
rate. Salary seems to be one
of the key issues. It's about no
more than getting a promotion.

•It's a way to distinguish
someone for his or her spiritual commitment. Someone
who has given their life to God
and His work in the Adventist church should be held up
in contrast with someone who
might have a lesser commitment.

.Ordination is not necessary
to be involved in pastoral
ministry. If you truly love God,
public approval shouldn't matter. You can serve God in many
different areas.

•Ordination
demonstrates
someone's readiness for further responsibility. In a sense,
ordination is necessary to show
who is prepared to serve God in
positions of greater leadership
opportunity, such as the role of
a conference president.

•There is little biblical support for the practice of ordination. Biblical examples are
practically unrecognizable from
our modem practice.

•God gives the church the
power to ordain. As a divinely established institution, the
church has the right to recommend sorneone's call.

•The church shouldn't handle
ordination. God is supposed
to ordain people to ministry.
The church does not have that
power.

friends. Dialogue with your
professors. Discuss it with
your family. Read the articles.
Study your Bible. Pray to God
with sincerity. Once you have
done that, take a stand. Take
whichever stance you believe
is most in line with what God
presents in the Bible. Follow
what you believe and be willing to stand up for it.
In classes, I sometimes hear
people raise their hand to
discuss ordination. The wellmeaning students begin their
statements with the words, "I
don't know where I stand on
ordination, but .... " While I understand.these individuals unwillingness to commit, it can
be hard not to feel frustrated.
I think to myself, "I would love
to be able to stay uninvolved
with this issue."
However, I don't have that
luxury. God called me. And

because God called me, I had
to enter into the discussion of
ordination because it relates
to my life.
It relates to your life, too.
Who should be affirmed to
ministry? I cannot answer that
for you. However, I can tell
you one thing: indecision is no
longer working. Our ambivalence cannot stand. This is not
an issue for theology majors.
This is not an issue for feminists. This is not an issue for
church leaders. Rather, this is
an issue for every individual in
the body of Christ. If we do not
address the discussion, there
is a good chance the church
will be permanently damaged.
Our leaders are studying ordination, but the church isn't
comprised solely of leaders.
Your opinion matters to the
current discussion too.

A step in the right direction: Why I support recommendation

"God calls us to His work regardless of race, socioeconomical status or gender. Who are we not to affirm
through ordination the calling God has placed in a sis1ter's heart to pastoral ministry?"
Manuel Gomez, SR, Theology

•Ordination is practiced in
the Bible. By one means or another, God calls people out to
serve Him.

MilliRON

REliGION EDITOR

"I don't feel like this is what we were instructed to
condone. But with the day and age we live in and the
generation I was born into, one that is all about feminism
and dogging tradition for new and fresh ideas, I say it
makes sense."- Samantha Paul, JR, Social Work

YES
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Why you should care about ordination

ASKS

L-

THURSDAY,

1

Controversies are bound to
happen. Through the years, we
have faced numerous issues as
Seventh-day Adventists. From
how low a skirt should fit to
what kind of BOCA burger is
best, we have looked for answers.
Today, in 2013, the Adventist church has met yet another controversy. This time,
our discussion comes in the
shape of woman's ordination.
The Seventh-day Adventist
church currently does not
ordain women on the global
scale.
Last week, the North American Division (NAD) voted in
favor of women's ordination,
but the vote did not change
the current policy. The NAD
is starting to see an opening
for the ordination of women.

Illustration by George Nelson
Remember, this vote wasn't to
ordain women in the NAD today. In 2015, when the General
Conference meets in session, a
final vote will take place.
Many people have been lobbying for change. This is 2013.
In our era, we have a black
president of the United States,
and women have been able to
vote for 93 years. However,
our church has missed the
mark by not allowing women

to be ordained. As it stands,
the world church does not recognize women for their pastoral call.
Change is good, but change
can be tough. As a young
Christian follower, I believe
that women should have the
opportunity to receive affirmation of the call of God to
· ministry in their lives. I can
throw out Bible verses to back
my view but so can people that
feel differently than I do.
Therefore, I firmly believe
as Christians that we should
pray and plead for the Holy
Spirit to guide our thoughts
and bring us to a decision. Although I recommend change,
there is a process to be done.
As of today, I believe that the
Seventh-day Adventist church
is going in the right direction.
Edgar De Leon is a senior theology major

Church unity: The issue that surpasses ordination
DANIEL GoNZALEZ
CONTRIB!JJDR

With the recent decision
by the Northern American
Division (NAD) and the election of Sandra Roberts as the
president of the Southeastern
California Conference, the
question of women's ordination has become an even
bigger issue.
What are we to do with this
decision? Is it the right decision? Regardless of the divisive biblical evidence, there
is a bigger issue at stake: the
unity of the church.
In order to understand my

point, we need to head back
to the 188os. Back then, the
church was going through
a crisis of righteousness by
faith.
I won't go into the theology
of it, but what is important is
how Alonzo Jones handled it.
Jones was known for being
a strong debater. While hespoke the truth and spoke
it powerfully and biblically,
Ellen White nonetheless condemned his actions for being
too divisive and not carried
out in the spirit of love that
Christ exemplified in his own
life.
Coming back to the pres-

ent, how has the debate on
women's ordination been
handled so far?
From what I've seen, it
looks like certain conferences
and individuals are attempting to force the General Conference's hand before final
the decision has been made.
While they may be in the
truth, is that truth being used
to grow the church or divide
it? While we may argue all
we want about this topic, in
the end, who is representing
Christ in these arguments?
Daniel Gonzalez is a senior
theology major

.. ..
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Dorm life: Why you should quit complaining
KATIE WELCH

'

CONIRIBIITQR

When I pick up the Accent
with anticipation of reading
intellectually stimulating articles only to find yet another
article complaining about living in the dorm, I get annoyed.
While it is true that no one enjoys being restricted or feeling
like they're not an adult, when
does an article become a onesided conversation with no
regard for rebuttal? As a resident of Thatcher, I would like
to present the unheard side of
this topic.
Adulthood: The concept
that turning 18 automatically
makes one an adult is inaccurate. Adulthood is achieved
by assuming responsibility
for yourself and your actions.
In our context, it means going to classes, finding work
and attending worships and
convocations.
Complaining
about dorm life does not portray adult behavior; discussing issues amongst each other
and making pointed suggestions for improvement is a
more productive and responsible approach. If we truly are
adults, then shouldn't we take
the high road and approach
these and other issues with
a degree of rationality and
open-mindedness? The faculty and staff at Southern know
you are capable of making
your own decisions and will
let you make them so long as
it is doesn't compromise your

'safety, life and beliefs. They
take on this responsibility
for you because they want to
see you be successful here at
Southern.
Weekend Leaves: You
can stay wherever you want
as long as there's a member
of the same sex over the age
of 23 present. If you happen
to be a freshman, you have the
same privilege, but it has to be
30 miles away from Southern,
with the exception of immediate family members. This is
not because they don't want
you to live your life, but because Southern wants to promote an on-campus environment where people interact
with each other outside of
classrooms. In regards to traveling after 2 a.m., Southern
is primarily concerned with
your safety. It is for this reason that they ask for parents'
permission to make sure they
are aware of the decision to
drive at this hour of the night.
It is not because they wish to
restrict your responsibility to
make your own decisions.
Dress Code: Modestythat's all they want. Despite
many of the comments I have
heard, the residence life staff
are not fashion police, and
they are not trying to deny
you worship or vespers credit.
Simply make sure your clothes
are a reflection of the standards Southern has set and
no issues will arise. Southern
wants people at worship and

vespers, and they want us to
get the credit we deserve. The
staff at Southern is trying to
prepare you to enter the professional world of your degree.
Professional dress is a big part
of careers in today's world.
The way you are dressed can
either break you or make you
in your profession.
Required
Worships:
Education with God is what
Southern is founded on.
In keeping with that goal,
Southern requires residents
to attend an easily attainable
amount of worships. In addition, the required number of
worships decreases as one advances in class standing in acknowledgement that more and
more time will be taken up by
academic pursuits. Southern
does its best to encourage and
facilitate your walk with God,
and the deans are open to suggestions regarding worships.
At the beginning of the year,
each student signs a contract
saying that he or she has read
the handbook and agrees to
the guidelines. Rebelling or
acting in a passive-aggressive
manner is not a productive
way to make positive changes.
This is not to say that students
of Southern do not have the
means to make change happen; it just needs to be done
in a more mature and responsible fashion.

Katie Welch is a social work
major

Be· a man: ·Grow a beard
Yes, status update.
No Shave November may be
CONTRIBUTORS
a really great opportunity for
a man to display a profile that
With all this talk about No otherwise would not be seen,
Shave November and the but, what does it say about a
memorable "before" pictures Jllan that cannot produce more
that are being plastered all than a five o'clock shadow?
over Facebook, it's hard not to Will he no longer be considthink about what all the fuss is ered manly? All this pressure
really about. Is it really about to produce facial hair can place
facial hair, or is it about manli- a great amount of stress on a
ness?
man that is just trying to get
In the animal world, the through everyday life without
one elected king of the jungle being the object of hair scrusports a glorious mane pro- tiny.
jecting from his coarse and
For some people the definiperfectly fierce jaw. It is tru- tion of mai).liness does not at
ly an outstanding sight. To all derive from the amount of
marvel at the sight of such a hair protruding from a man's
defined and splendid mane face. In fact, some claim that
makes us think that ·it's prob- a man can look manlier withably time for a "selfie" with out facial hair. But the idea of
that lion in the background. a man looking manly without

TANIA BARRY &
MARLENNY FRANCO-JOHNSON

facial hair is inaccurate. One
of the first physical evidences
of a boy becoming a man is the
change in the tone of voice and
the first dirt-looking glimpses
of what will later become a
thick mustache or beard.
Let's not try to convince
ourselves that a man can look
as manly without a painfully
birthed dense forest of hair
follicles. Enjoy 'No Shave November and let those follicles
grow. Moisturize, drink plenty
of water and comb that mane
on a regular basis. Let the forest appear and allow the girls
the "selfies" with your manes
in the background.

Tania Barry & Marlenny
Franco-Johnson are a social
work masters students

"I personally believe the new arrangement of tables in the cafeteria is awful. It's inefficient-I keep tripping over tables."

-Colin Willumson, SO mass communications media produ~
tion major
'1t' s harder to see people. I had to lap twice to find my friends."

-Kyle Houghton, JR history major
"It seems like people aren't so spread out so that makes it
easier to mingle, but it definitely looks a lot more cluttered."

-Claudia Ramirez, JR nursing major
"It's nice being able to get your condiments before having to
face the thought of who you are going to have to sit with. It's
weird having to walk though the sea of people to get your silverware."

- Aren Bruce, SO allied health major
"I'm use to it being straight. How are they going to do studio?
It's interesting, but it's weird to walk around."

-Emily Hensen, SO psychology major
"I don't like it. You can't just walk to the exit. It's inconvenient. I don't have time for that."

-Chris Lamb, JR nursing major
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MYRON MADDEN
EmroK•IN•CH!EF

One of the saddest
tweets ever made
Blockbuster @blockbuster
The last day to rent a movie
from a blockbuster store is
this Saturday, Nov 9. What
will your last rental be?
#BiockbusterMemories
12:59 PM- 7 Nov 13

This tweet by Blockbuster
video stores is one of the :
saddest ever seen. This is 1
history being made: the fi- I
1 nal extinction of the video I
1 rental stores. Break out the
tissues.
1
Jack Sparrow
1
reincarnated
I
(well, not for long)

I
I

In these two pictures of
Johnny Depp's character
Captain Jack Sparrow from
the "Pirates of the Caribbean" movies one is a real man
and, the other is a cake. An
amateur baker made this
five foot tall cake replicating Jack Sparrow for a baking competition. Safe to say
she nailed this one.

IJI•f~C)IIINC;

1~\TJ~N'I~S
Straight No Chaser cappella
group
Nov. 16, 7=30 p.m.- 10: oo
p.m.
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Auditorium
Price: $29.50 - $42.50
Chattanooga Market: CocaCola Big Band Day
Nov. 17, 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.
1st Tennessee Pavilion,
Downtown Chattanooga
Price: Free

Whether he's the shyest
freshman or she's the most
outgoing senior, everyone is
hoping to find that special
someone. Southern Adventist
University was nicknamed
Southern "Matrimonial" College because it used to be the
perfect place to find a spouse,
but many students have begun to doubt the matrimonial
myth.
If you're a nonbeliever but
still have hopes of meeting
your soul mate on the proniemide, here are four suggestions to help you find your
Southern spouse.
1. Go on dates. Find out
what you like.
It would be difficult to accuse Southern alum Justin
Moore of shyness. Before he
met his wife, Megan, in a survey of chemistry class, Justin
spent a lot of time trying to get
to know ladies.
''You find out what you like
and what you don't like," Justin said. "Until you put yourself out there and get to know
what type of person you think
you might like, you won't be
able to find the right one for
you."
One of the girls Justin dated
while in pursuit of the right
person was surprised to get a
call from him saying, "Hey, I
sit three rows in front of youwould you like to go to vespers
one night?"
"We went on one date, and
some of the things she did
drove me crazy!" Justin said.
"Looking back on it, girls I
thought 'I can't believe we
broke up' would have been the
totally wrong person for me. I
know because my wife could
not be any more perfect for
me."

Illustration by Jordan Correces
2. Don't be desperate.
A little over 40 years ago,
Dennis Millburn planted himself in front of the gymnasium
and watched the ladies go in
and out. He was on the prowl
for his Southern spouse. When
Bobbie, his best friend at the
time, came out and asked him
what he was doing, Dennis
told her about his mission but
did not consider her a viable
candidate.
''You don't have to feel desperate. If it's gonna happen,
it's gonna happen," said Marlene Colburn, daughter of
Dennis and Bobbie, who also
found her spouse at Southern. "I have friends that went
here that still have not married. The Lord has his perfect
timing, whether it's here or 10
years down the road."
3· Consult the Great
Matchmaker.
After going on a few dates,
Megan Moore knew that Justin was the guy for her. He was
handsome, he was kind, he

was confident-he was perfect. said. "Go to the cafeteria, sit
There was only one problem.
at the table by yourself, then
"Even though I knew he was wait until people come and get
this great guy, I didn't like to know guys and girls. Then
him! " Megan said.
after a couple years of that,
Megan knew that if she you need to zero in and find
didn't take action soon, Justin somebody."
might move on, so when they
Marlene followed the adsat down to have "the talk," .vice, and by her junior year,
she begged him for a week to she had a large variety of
pray about it. Megan spent the friends and was involved in
next week in constant prayer many campus activities. While
on a Gym-Masters trip.
playing in the Wind Sym"At the end of the week, I phony, Marlene met her huswas completely in love with band, Dave. After six months
him-like in love," Megan of friendship, Dave and Marsaid. "It's never changed, al- lene zeroed in on each other
most nine years later. It's pret- and were married within two
ty crazy what God can do when years.
it's His time, His plan and His
She said everybody has
person for you."
their mind set on one person
so they never give themselves
4· Be single. Make
friends. Get involved.
a chance to get to know other
Before Marlene Colburn people.
started the dating game at
"Be involved in ministries,
Southern, her father gave her outreaches, outdoor activiadvice.
ties and just mingle," Marlene
"Don't huddle in your little said.
groups because it's hard for
guys to ask you for a date," he

The golden moment in the midst of cold, hard stress
RACHEL HANKINS
CQNTRIBUTQK

Every now and then, I experience stress levels to a degree that I just want to crawl
in bed and hibernate until
next semester. Sometimes I
snuggle among my pillows
in an attempt to escape the
stress, but while lying in bed,
thousands of responsibilities
suddenly expose themselves
in my thoughts. l then realize that snuggling under the
covers isn't comforting at
all, and I become even more
stressed out because I'm not

being productive. My inability to prioritize accompanied
with a perfect method of procrastination means that I am
consistently stuck within a
vicious cycle of wearied emotions.
As college students, we are
plagued with stress. Not only
are we burdened with course
work and the responsib~lit:Y of
a low-paying job, we often encounter emotional stresses in
our relationships with others.
So how do we survive?
W:ell, I could create the generic list: get enough sleep,
exercise, do you_r homework

ahead of time, and so on, but
I've decided to introduce you
to a different method: music.
The other day, I experienced peace for the first time
in weeks. As I walked to class,
I discovered a golden moment
perpetuated by a song. The
poetry accompanied by a perfect melody reminded me that
life is beautiful, and my stress
seemed to wither away.
Music has the power to
move our hearts. Whether it is
a familiar chorus to a Beatles
song or the heart-wrenching
soundtrack to a dramatic moment in film, we find ourselves

either singing along at the top
of our lungs or moved to tears
by the sorrowful melody: God
created something beautiful
in the auditory senses and has
provided us with a method to
calm ourselves when life decides to attack with stress.
So find your song. When
your heart feels like it weighs
a hundred pounds, fill your
mind with a pretty melody,
and you'll discover that life
isn't so hard after all.

Rachel Hankins is a senior
English and business administration major
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Talking with Chuck: Josh Harris, center for Tortilla Flats
CHARLES CAMMACK
CONOIIlUQI

Chuck: When did you
start playing hockey?
Josh: I started playing
when I was in middle school,
probably around 10 years old.
Chuck: How did you become interested?
Josh: We would play for
recess and I just really liked it,
so I kept playing.
Chuck: There's an assumption that hockey is a very
dangerous sport, have you
ever been injured playing?
Josh: I've never been injured from hockey. In fact,
most of my sports injuries
have come from sports that
have the least amount of contact, like baseball for example.
I dislocated my leg making a
play in the infield one time.
Chuck: Interesting, what
position do you play?
Josh: Center.
Chuck: What's your job at
that position?
Josh: I'm sort of the general on the court. My job is big
on passing, setting up goals
and getting back on defense.

Chuck: So kind of like a
midfielder in soccer?
Josh: Exactly.
Chuck: What are the biggest differences and similarities between ice hockey and
floor hockey?
Josh: Well, they're both
really fast sports, but in [floor]
hockey, you definitely have
to have a lot more control.
You really have to play a lot
smarter in ice hockey because
there's checking and the rink
is a lot bigger than our floor
hockey courts.
Chuck: Any other differences?
Josh: I think ice hockey
takes a lot more teamwork
because of the size of the rink.
In floor hockey, we don't have
nearly as many subs because
it's not as physically exerting.
Chuck: How many years
have you been playing hockey
intramurals at Southern?
Josh: This is my second
year playing. I played Division
B last year, and we lost in the
semifinals.
Chuck: What is the best
part about hockey intramurals
at Southern?
Josh: I think this applies

to every sport at Southern, but
it's just fun to be on a team
with really good chemistry.
Chuck: Who's your favorite NHL player?
Josh: Alexander Ovechkin
Chuck: So I'm guessing
that the Washington Capitals
are your favorite team?
Josh: Yes sir, I'm from
Maryland, hometown team.
Chuck: Who is the best
hockey player at Southern?
Josh: Murray Cooper. He
can score from anywhere. (He
is the father of sophomore
nursing major Austin Cooper
and the chief administrative
officer of the Greater Collegedale School System.)
Chuck: Final question:
what's your prediction for the
season?
Josh: I think it's going to
be a toss up. There are several
good teams out there, but ultimately, I believe we will repeat.
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Charles Cammack is a senior mass communications
major with an emphasis in
new media

What's so bad about competition anyway?
JIM GEARING

I've
noticed
that
competition seems to bring
out the worst in people. I've
been playing, coaching and
officiating sports since high
school, and whoever decided
that sports were supposed
to build character obviously
never played competitive
It has been my
sports.
experience that competitive
sports do nothing to build
character-they only reveal
character.
It troubles me to see
kind, friendly, soft-spoken
individuals
turn
into
conmvmg,
self-centered,
cheating monsters on the
court. It seems that as soon as
we introduce a basketball or a
hockey stick, rational thinking
gets tossed aside.
As an official, I have had
a number of players lean on
me pretty hard after a call,
then approach me after the
game and apologize for when
they were "in the heat of the
moment." I have concluded
that it is for these reasons that
the Seventh-day Adventist
church is-on paper-against

competitive sports.
I have been a part of
competitive sports teams since
second grade little league. As
an aspiring P.E. teacher, I
encourage and support all
sports.
Competition can
be compared to what the
Bible calls "trying times."
Essentially, when we are
under stress of any level, our
true qualities are shown.
The classic Biblical example
is Job, who stayed true to his
beliefs under any situation. I
feel that competitive sports
can be analyzed from a similar
perspective. I have seen many
players lose their cool during
games and do or say things that
they would later regret and be
embarrassed by. Even from
a non-Christian perspective,
most people would agree
that short temperedness,
irritability and egoism are not
positive qualities. If we find
these qualities in ourselves
during competitive play, then
I think we need to reevaluate
our personality.
Everyone
should enjoy sports and
activity but at what cost?
My suggestion is not to
avoid all competition but

rather to work on properly
handling our feelings when
they arise. I've talked to many
people about this subject,
and they often start the
conversation with, "Yeah, I
can't play basketball anymore
because I just get too heated."
It's good that they have
recognized the problem, but
what are they doing to fix it?
"Trying times" are going
to happen in our lives, it's
a guarantee.
Rather than
attempting to hide our poor
character traits, why not
work on them? I will play
competitive sports 'til I'm
either dead or stuck in bed.
I feel that the big issue with
competition is the lack of
self-control displayed on
the field. Players, officials,
coaches and fans: let's see if
we can properly demonstrate
God's ideals in all areas oflife,
especially when you're down
by 20 in the fourth quarter.

Jim Gearing is a senior
international studies and
physical
education
and
recreation major
Photo By George Nelson

jim Gearing referees a game
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

T

F

TH, Nov. 14
Convocation: Student Association, 11 a, lies, Jeff
Yalden
Graduate Council, 3:30p
Modern Languages Film Series, 7p, Miller 201
Motivational Speaker: Jeff Yalden, 7:30p, Thatcher
(Convocation Credit)

F, Nov. 15
Payday: Hourly/Student/Salary
SA Senate Pancake Breakfast,
7:45-1 Oa, Promenade
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every Y2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall
America Recycles Day
Vespers, 8p, Church, Nicole Parker
Sunset, 5:35p
After vespers, AfterGlow: THRIVE-Praise & Worship,
Church
Prayer AfterGlow: CAYA, Church

S, Nov. 16
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, Dave Smith
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm.
Fountain Sabbath School, 9:45a, White Oak Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 10a, Talge Conf. Rm.
Be a REAL Man: Learn the Design, 10:15a, Behind
Spalding
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, Dave Smith
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, Andy Nash

S, Nov. 16 (cont.}
Outreach Opportunities:
•
Flag Camp (Children's Ministry)
•
Advent Home (Youth Ministry)
Evensong, 5:30p, Church, I Cantori
KR's Place Open for supper, 6-8pm
Diversions: Student Organizations, Various
Times & Locations

Sun, Nov. 17
Student Center Open, 1-10:30p

M, Nov. 18
Alcohol Awareness Week
(18-22)
Undergraduate Council, 3:30p

T, Nov. 19
Tornado Siren Test, 6p
Piano: Julian Gargiulo, 7:30p, Ackerman Auditorium (Convocation Credit)

W, Nov. 20
SA Senate, 7:30p, White Oak Room
Residence Hall Joint Worship,
9:15p, Thatcher Chapel

TH, Nov. 21
Convocation, 11 a, lies, Stephen Arrington
Senior Immigration Workshop, 3p, Lynn Wood
Convict to Crusader: Stephen Arrington, 7:30p,
Thatcher Chapel (Convocation Credit)

STUDENT LIFE ANNOUNCEMENTS
2014 Europe Tour: Do you need history credit? Has four spots left! The tour will be June 18- July 15. Get
6 hours of credit while visiting BELGIUM, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, ITALY, HUNGARY, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS, and CZECH REPUBLIC!! Contact Pam at pdietrich@southern.edu or call ext. 2814 for
more information.
Deacons and Deaconesses Needed: Collegedale church needs you! The 11 :35am Renewal service needs
deacons and deaconesses who are willing to commit to serving the church with their service once a
month. This commitment would begin next semester, starting in January 2014. If you would like to commit
to serving the Lord in this manner, or in any other way, please contact Katie Verrill at kaitlynverrill@southern.edu.
Men's Self-Defense Class: Campus Safety is hosting a men's self-defense class on Sunday, Monday, and
Tuesday of next week (17 -19th). The class will be held at the Campus Safety training room from 18:0021 :00 each night for a total of 9 hours of instruction.
The classes:
1.
Are free
2.
Build on each other (so attendance is required at the first one to come each subsequent night).
3.
Are for men only
4.
Involve classroom instruction on personal safety coupled with basic physical techniques designed
for men.
Students can sign up by visiting https://www.southern.edu/CAMPUSSAFETY/YOURSAFETY/Pages/rad.
aspx or emailing campussafety@southern.edu saying that they're interested in the class.

NOV.14
Marcos Bernal
Jonathan Bodinet
Nicole Davis
Janelle Glass
Ashley Gomez
Ashley Hollenbeck
Vivian Smith

N0\/.15
Helen Boram
Sierra Campbell
Zach Dye
Jim Gearing
Chris Lamarca
Stacy Leonard
Daniel Morgan
Johannes Myers
Josef Myers
Samantha Paul
Stuart Prewitt
Rachel Rupert
Kalyn Whinnery
Charlotte Athey
Doug Jacobs

NOV.16
Kaity Clements
Stephanie Cruz
Melissa McCauley
Randee Reed
Deborah Reeves
Anthony Simon
Tim Cwodzinski
Castwell Fider
Adrienne Royo

NOV.17
Earlene Baxter
Michael Deyampert
Edith Gonzalez
Cynthia Griffey
Tekoa Penrose
John Reece
Rachel Smith
Lindsey Sutton
April Wilson
Lorri Merchant

NOV. 18
Kaylie Dobbs
Ana Reed
Steve She
Kaitlynn Toay
Jim Wampler

NOV. 19
Anna Bach
Samuel Bernal
Jacqueline Dulanto
Weston Greenwood
Taylor Hamblen
Meg Jeffers
Aubrey Lang
Jacob Mertz
Sean Robinson
Kindra Romer
Grant Stephens
Dori Trivette

NOV. 20
Crystal Bueno
Joshua Knight
Kaitlin Pasco
Christian Pinango
Michelle Ramos
Rebekah Schlotterbeck
Marty Hamilton

NOV. 21
NayaAIIen
John Butler
Laura Chase
Sabrina Church
Tracie Dobie
Kyle Humphrey
Amy Knapp
Dustin Louder
Adam McQuistan
Felicia Soedargo
Tanner Thompson
Marcos D. Torres
Claressa Wilcox

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SA Convocation: Jeff Yalden,
a young motivational speaker,
will be having two convocations with us on Thursday,
November 14. Google him or
YouTube him if you need to,
but stop by and hear a great
speaker.
SA Senate Spirit Week:
Thursday is Stay Classy Day,
so do not forget to dress up
in your best! Friday is Pajama
Day, which means you can
wear comfy, modest clothes
all day! Stop by the St. Center
Porch for our special pancake
breakfast. #sauspiritweek
Message from the President:
Two weeks until Thanksgiving! You can do it!
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@southern_accent
Let's scrap the duckpond and upgrade to swans in the
fountain. @Southern_Accent
Mark Comberiate, JR Film Production
@leavingmarks

When I'm famous I'll be working for Marvel Entertainment.. .oh wait, I already did that #SAUhumor
Lexi Alvidrez, JR Public Relations & Graphic Design
@lexialvidrez

For SAU Business, English, History, Art, Command
Music professors, it feels like a snow day, without the
snow. #SAUnews, @Southern_Accent
Stephen Rut, Professor of Journalism & Communication
@stephen rut

Can the orchestra perform for every vespers?
#sauvespers

Unintended effect of #sauconvo: too terrified to drive at
all now... 0_0
Amanda Rut, SO English
@BigRufOnCampus

I wish #sauconvo came with food. #hungry
Jashira Nieves, SR Liberal Arts Education
@jashiritaaa

Preached at SouthernNews @Southern_Accent tonight. Over 60 said yes to mission work. 5 want to go
into full time ministry. God is good.
I'm looking for a person this morning in Southern who is
NOT wearing a tie. Haven't yet. Still looking. @Southern_Accent
Roger Hernandez, Ministerial &
Evangelisim Director of Southern Union Conference
@leadSU

Samantha Mascary, JR Social Work
@instafan38

#southernsleeprs @MrJohn Reece
pic. twitter. com/AKqG4m YjxK
Sarah Graham, SO History
@Sarah_ashley37

Pretty sure I just succeeded in taking the most awkward
senior picture. Haha

Kaitlyn Anderson, SR Financial Managment & Accounting
@kaittysue1

Really digging jamming out with hipster AI from Home
Improvement's band @branchesMusic
Keith King, SR Mass Communication
@keith_king

Branches @Branches Music
We'd be sad if you didn't..
RT @chrishudsonjr: Are we allowed to mosh during
@Branches Music?
Chris Hudson, SR Psyc-lndustriai/Organizationan
@chrishudsonjr
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INSTRUCTIONS:

CONTINUED:

1. Get scissors
2. Cut out Sam
3. Cut out outfits

4. Dress up Sam
5. ~ish changi'}-g
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easy
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Allied Health

Music
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WHY NOT GIVE
POLYGAMY A
CHANCE?

Southern app
removed from
app stores
DEBBIE

"Beyond being a
religious rite,
polygamy is also a
· financially wise
investment."

HALL

STAFF WRITER

The Southern app was removed from app stores in
June 2013 due to technical
issues.
"The app had several issues
that had crept up with changes to iOS and the university
website," said Isaac James,
eCommunications manager
for Marketing and University
Relations. ''We took the app
down while we worked on the
next version rather than having a broken app being downloaded."

With the new app,
students can look
forward to more
features being
available through
My Access.
Marketing and University
Relations are pointing students to the new university
website homepage for access
to the cafeteria menu and other website features until they
have the new app available in
the app store.
Some of the problems that
caused the app to be removed
were changes in Apple's developer policies that required
several changes, which would
require outsourcing, and with
the release of iOS7, the Marketing and University Relations staff knew that more
changes were coming. The
app was also having problems
stretching to the new size
of the iPhone 5, updating to
WSMC's new streaming service and there were problems
with the food service portion.
The app was launched in
2010 by Marketing and University Relations department,
which came up with the idea
for an app and then worked
with a freelance developer to
create it. The app's features
included a directory, a map
of the campus, the dining hall
menu, news, event calendar
8

Continued on page 3

• SEE OPINION PAGE 7

WHEN GAY
DOESN'T MEAN
HAPPY
Photo by Jordan Correces
Eric Schoonard, director of Plant Services, stands in front of old air conditioners collected from the demolition at
Plant 1 to be recycled Monday. The rest of the junk was already sold and recycled for over $165,000.

PLANT 1 DEMOLITION BRINGS PROFITS
TEss MORGAN

Southern has made over
by recycling the materials left over from the Plant
1 demolition project, said Eric
Schoonard, director of Plant
Services.
Mike Fisher, preventative
maintenance technician at
Plant Services, who oversees
the recycling portion of the
demolition, said the materials being recycled are copper,
stainless steel, brass and even
$165,000

brick.
"The materials that are being recycled are not being
recycled just for the money,"
Fisher said. "We have beams
and air conditioning systems
that are being reused on parts
of Southern's campus."
Fisher believes recycling has
been good for Southern because the materials that would
usually be thrown away have
been sold for pro:fit or put to
good use on campus.
Previously located right off

Apison Pike on the right before entering Southern's campus, Plant 1 is now just a flat
area full of building debris.
The decision to demolish Plant
1 was made because the building had not been in use since
last fall and because it would
cost more to run the building
due to how worn down it was.
With Plant 1 gone, the extra
space will be used to open up
the view of campus and will be
home to a new entrance sign.

Futsal Club raises money for Haiyan victims
SUZANNE OCSAI
CoNU•••nn•

Southern's Futsal Club
raised $300 for the Adventist
Development and Relief Agency's (ADRA) Philippine fund
at their futsal tournament on
Nov. 16 through team sign-up
fees and vendor sales.
The club donated 100 percent of the proceeds brought
in through sign-ups, which
were $15 per team. They also
invited other clubs to sell food
during the evening with 25
percent of sales going toward
the Philippine fundraiser.
The Education Club and
the Latin American Club partnered with the Futsal Club and
sold food at the event.
"I think it's a good cause

to help the people in the
Philippines," said Hananiah
Straughn, freshman English
major and secondary vice
president of the Education

tournament, and both years
they have donated the proceeds to help other people.
Matthew Dalley, senior health
science major and Futsal Club
president, said the club had
decided to donate the money
to ADRA before the typhoon
hit.
Originally, the money was
going to buy chickens or cows
for a village overseas, but after the natural disaster took
place, the club officers decided
to specify that the money go
directly toward helping the
Philippines in whatever way
Club. "It's good that people . was needed.
even across the world will take
"We wanted to do sometime to raise money."
thing to benefit someone else,"
This is the second year the Dalley said. "We want the club
Futsal Club has held a futsal to have a purpose."

''we wanted to
do something
to benefit
someone else.
We want the
club to have a
purpose.,,

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE WWW.SAUACCENT.COM

"I think church
is the place for
gay people."
8 SEE RELIGION PAGE 6

SOUTHERN
FORFEITS OVER
SABBATH ISSUES
"Southern's
Appellate Moot
Court Collegiate
Challenge teams
were forced to
forfeit in the
semi-final
competition because it was held
on the Sabbath."
• SEE NEWS PAGE 2

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
TRAINING ON CAMPUS
• ,SEE NEWS PA~E 3

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER q,SOUTHERN_ACCENT
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Students struggle to meet application deadlines
LINDSEY MITCHELL
I un REPRmfl

1

Photo Provided ByAutumn Zapara
Delegation from Southern that attended the Tennessee Intercollegiate State Legislature standing on the steps of the
Parthenon building in Centennial Park, Nashville Tenn.
NATASHA MIRILOV
SuuWam1

Southern's Appellate Moot
Court Collegiate Challenge
teams (AMC3) were forced to
forfeit in the semi-final competition because it was held on
the Sabbath during the 44th
General Assembly of the Tennessee Intercollegiate State
Legislature (TISL) on Nov. 1416.
AMC3 is a program where
students argue appellate cases
with their peers, arguing as
petitioner and respondent of
a legal problem. Last year, a
relationship was formed between the participants from
Southern Adventist University
and TISL. As a result, the delegation was excused from all
activities during the Sabbath.
However, administrators of
the TISL Supreme Court justices were not notified of the
special circumstances surrounding Southern's Appellate Moot Court Collegiate
Challenge (AMC3) teams.
Both of Southern's teams
were, forced to unwillingly
forfeit after entering the semifinals . An anonymous delegate
from Vanderbilt University
sued the court within TISL,
stating at "it was not fair
for the other teams to get full

points" based on a forfeiture
of a religious nature instead of
misconduct.

Both of
Southern's teaJJtS
were forced to
uJtwillill~Jl!l

forfeit after
eltterill~J the
semi:fi.Jtal.s.
Joanna Billingy, junior
global policy and service studies major and president of the
Pre-Law Branch of the Society of Political Sciences, filed
a petition in hopes that the
TISL administration will consider changing the format of
the competition to include any
teams with the moral conviction of keeping the Sabbath.
Billingy is not the only student hoping to make·a change.
"I am going to work with
the new administration and
the AMC3 officials to see if we
can change the rules to allow
Southern to progress through
the rounds without competing
during Sabbath hours," said
Alexander Brown, junior history major and 44th Governor
ofTISL. "This way we can possibly make it to the finals and

possibly win the competition
in future years."
Despite the negativity surrounding the event, Billingy
believes that something positive came out of the experience.
"I think that it is great both
teams made it to semi-finals,"
said Billingy. "This goes to
show that there are young
adults that are competent and
do keep the Sabbath within
the realm of law and government."
Preparations for Southern's
delegation started early September, where the team met
every Sunday to prepare their
briefs, bills and arguments as
petitioner and respondent of a
legal problem.
Since 1966, TISL's Senate
and House of Representatives
meet annually in November in
the Legislative Chambers of
the State Capitol. This experience teaches students many
useful skills on legislating,
arguing and public speaking,
it can also open doors to internships and school opportunities. This forum allows
undergraduate students to
swap ideas, express their opinions and learn how to govern
through mock sessions and
trials.

Pre-dental students
at
Southern are struggling to
meet application deadlines
for graduate dental programs
at public universities because
Southern's pre-professional
recommendations committee
meets too late.
Most dental programs require a recommendation letter
written by a pre-professional
recommendations committee
at the applicant's school by
the beginning of the academic
year, but Southern's committee meets in late September to
discuss individual applicants
and to write recommendation
letters, which is too late for
many public dentistry programs.
While the online application
doesn't officially close until
November, most schools operate on a rolling admissions
system, meaning they begin
accepting applicants as soon
as applications are received
and stop once enrollment is
full.
"Because they start receiving
applications in July and they
only accept a certain number
of students, the later you submit your application, the more
of a disadvantage you have because there are fewer slots left
to fill," said Harrison Filler, senior biology and international
studies major and president of
Southern's Pre-Dent Club.
Most public universities
discuss applicants in April,
months before Southern completes the same process.
Keith Snyder, chair of the

biology department, said
Southern's selections committee meets later than other
schools because they prefer to
make recommendations after
reviewing a student's dental
admission test scores.
"If we give a recommendation based on GPA that is
very different from their professional testing scores, we
would lose credibility with the
receiving professional institutions," Snyder said.
Rhonda Scott, chair of the
chemistry department, said
it takes time to collect the required paperwork from the
students who are applying.
"It is difficult for the committee to meet much earlier,
as it takes a couple of weeks
at the beginning of the school
year to identify which students
plan to apply to professional
schools that year," Scott said.
Because the majority of
Southern
pre-professional
students attend Adventist
graduate schools, which have
later deadlines, the meeting
time typically isn't an issue.
However, for students who
hope to attend public programs, like Filler, the later
meeting time may mean the
difference between getting accepted this year or not.
"I believe that the timing
just hasn't been well thought
out," Filler said. "I don't think
it's malicious and I don't think
there are ulterior motives to
prevent students from attending public programs. I just
don't think public schools are
on their radar."
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Band-Aid Fund helps students in emergencies
JENNIFER REYNOLDS
SnuWama

Started by the Fundraising
for Nonprofit class. in 2000,
Southern's Band-Aid Fund
provides one-time help for
students who are struggling
financially.
The
BandAid Fund is donation -funded
and run by the
student services
department.
Karl
Shultz, Kari Shultz
director of student life and
activities, and Christopher
Carey, vice president for advancement, oversee the fund.

In the past, some of the
money was used for car repairs, eyeglasses and to help
bury a child. There can be only
one request for money from
each individual student, and
Shultz said each student is
given approximately $200.
Faculty refer students to the
fund when they hear of a need.
Students then contact Shultz
in the student services department. There are limitations to
what the fund will cover, and
requests usually take three to
four days to process.
"There are parameters in
place driving the decisionmaking process to ensure the
money is used for their in-

tended purpose," said Carey.
"We'll check with the student finance office to make
sure they're truly in need. If
it's a car type thing we have
our car people check it out,"
Shultz said.
Student services also check
to see if other resources are
available. If the student services board approves the request, the school will pay for
the need directly to the vendor.
Many students, such as Misael Dominguez, a Southern
alumnus, have benefited from
the fund in emergency situations.
"My father had a heart at-

tack a few years ago, and when
my mom called me to tell me
about it I knew that I needed
to be there, but my family was
struggling financially and I felt
hopeless," said Dominguez.
Dominguez was directed to
Shultz, who used the BandAid Fund to purchase a plane
ticket so he could fly home.
"When I got to Florida I
learned that my dad's situation was worse than I thought
and that he was having a triple
by-pass surgery," Dominguez
said. "I truly have no words on
how to thank this program for
helping me and my family in
that time of need."

............
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Amberbope Velbis is a

Southern app cont'd

Campus Safety educated in hazardous material protocol

Continued from page 1
and live streaming of WSMC
90.5 radio.
Many students are not happy with the removal of the app.
"I was very frustrated with
the app because one day it just
stopped working," said Tess
Morgan, sophomore marketing major. "I always check it
to see what's on the menu in
the cafe. It's just inconvenient
to have to go online to check."
James said the new format
of the cafeteria menu will serve
many more users than the app
did. The cafeteria menu is now
on the home page of Southem's mobile website, which is
designed for any smartphone
user as opposed to the app,
which only worked for certain
devices.
While most students are not
able to use the app, some students are still able to. James
said that because everyone
has different versions of iOS,
it's hard to say why one person is or isn't able to use the
features of the old app.
With the new app, students
can look forward to more features being available through
My Access on the Southern
website. This includes grades,
courses, attendance and others.
"We hope to get it submitted to Apple in the next few
months. Because it involves
multiple departments, I'm not
sure of the exact timeline,"
James said.
Students who already have
the app may or may not have
to re-download it when it
comes to the store. The app
will be available to Apple
products and Android devices
and will still be free when it is
released again.

A tanker train carrying crude oil burns after derailing in western Alabama outside Aliceville, Ala ., early Friday,
Nov. 8, 2013 . The train exploded, sending flames and black smoke into the air and temporarily forcing one family to leave their home. A dozen cars derailed and nine were damaged.
BRITTANY wARD

SnuWamR

Campus Safety and other
service departments on campus took an introductory
course in dealing with hazardous materials on Nov. 14-15.
The class taught Campus
Safety what to do if hazardous
materials were to spill or leak
on campus. Campus safety
patrol officer Trenton Schwarzer said many trains carrying
hazardous materials pass
through campus everyday, so
it is important to be prepared
for an emergency.
Schwarzer said if a train
carrying such materials were
to get into a wreck while passing through campus, Campus
Safety is not to directly handle
the hazardous material cleanup because they do not have
the equipment or resources,
but they do have a procedure
in place for how to handle the
situation.

Campus Safety's first step in
response to such an incident
would be to identify the material exposed. This is important
because when on officer calls
911, he or she needs to inform
the proper authorities what

' ' Our job is to
identify [the
substance] and
do our best to
protect the
student body.
People first,
property second.

''

to expect to deal with when
they arrive on scene. Learning about hazardous materials
is also important because it
lets the officers know what the
best plan of action is for protecting students and faculty.
For example, if a substance
is spilled onto the ground in

a liquid form, the perimeters
around the spill would not
need to be as large as if the
leak were in vapor form. If it is
a vapor leaking onto campus,
Campus Safety would need to
know if they should and can
safely evacuate campus or if
they should simply have everyone move to the top floors
of whichever building they are
in because some gases tend to
stay closer to the ground.
"Our job is to identify [the
substance] and do our best
to protect the student body,"
Schwarzer said. "That's what
we're here for, that's our primary concern. People first,
property second."
Schwarzer has taken a more
extensive course in the subject, but said that this course
was a good refresher for him
and a strong introduction for
other officers who have not
received prior training on this
subject.

sophomore general studies
major with a passion for
music.
"Singins is just my escape from the world.• Velhis said "It is a stress reliever for me, and I really
feel like it's a gift that God
gave me to share."
Velbis bas been singins professionaU.y for two

years. but she started out
singing special music in
churches and in choir.
•It was at this time that I
decided that music was the
biggest passion in my life,"
Velbis said.
Velbis started writing
her own songs and buying equipment in order
to make Jaer own music.
She bepn posting videos
on YouTube and was surprised by the multitude
of positive responses. She
currently bas over 62,000
views on YouTube, and she
was recently on season two
of "'l1le Voice."
Although slie did not
make it to the third round,
Velbis is determined to
continue in the path of her
dreams. She will be going
to Nashville in February to
audition for the producers
again and will be releasing
her first full album next
year called '"1be Art of
Healing."
Velbis encourages others to go after their dreams
and utilize the precious
talents that God bas given
them. Students can listen
to Velbis' music at you-

tube.com/amberhopeo7.
KNOW A STUDENT DOING
SOf/IETHING AMAZING?

TELL US!
accen t<f:z"so u ttwrn. eel u
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NATALIE THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Victor Fischer, editor of the
Mark Twain Papers and Project at the Bancroft Library at
the University of CaliforniaBerkley, was the guest speaker
at McKee Library's annual
Mark Twain event, which was
held on Oct. 25.
Fischer, who has been editor
of the Mark Twain Papers and
Project at the Bancroft Library
for 46 years, described what
it means to edit Mark Twain's
letters.

' ' Itis
important to
study him
because he
was very
prominent in
American
literature. ' '

Illustration by Jordan Correces
Section in the library full of books by Mark Twain .

The event was held during alumni weekend and both
alumni and current students
were in attendance. Many of
the attendees enjoyed the presentation.

"I think the presentation
was really interesting," said
Courtney Beckwith, senior
mass communication photography major. "I grew up reading a lot of Mark Twain's work,
so getting to hear about his life
and hear about the personal
letters that he wrote ...was really neat and helped me visualize what type of person he
was."
Students were able to view
Twain's original material,
handwritten letters and authentic signed works.
"It is important to study
him because [Twain] was
very prominent in American
literature," said Deyse Bravo
Rivera, periodicals and special
collections librarian.
Duane and Eunice Bietz
donated the collection to the
McKee Library in 2010 and
since then it has become one
of the library's most valued
special collections.
"Every year it is a new perspective, a new speaker and...
new material," said Rivera.
The collection is kept in the
library's vault. Students who
are interested in seeing the
Twain collection can contact
Rivera to set up an appointment to view the material.

Just come to one of our meetings. There are no obligations. We'll answer all your questions and walk you
through how to find a plan on the Health Insurance Marketplace that's right for you. Plus, we'll give you
tips on how you might be able to get cost savings that could significantly lower your monthly payment.

COMMUNITYM
NOV 23, DEC 19 & JAN 21
10 a.m.- The Chattanooga
Choo Choo: The Fin ley
Lecture Hall
1400 Market St.
Chattanooga, TN 37 402

TING

DEC 4, DEC 13, JAN 7 & JAN 16
10 a.m.- Hilton Garden Inn
Hamilton Place
2343 Shallowford Village Dr.
Chattanooga, TN 37 421

JAN 31
10 a.m.- Brainerd
Crossroads BX
4011 Austin St.
Chattanooga, TN 37 411

:·
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ARE YOU NOSY?
ARE YOU NEWSIE?
THE SOUTHERN ACCENT
IS HIRING
LEAD REPORTERS
FOR THE WINTER 2014
SEMESTER.
To apply, email-ryour resume
and two writing samples to
Anna Bartlett at
abartlett@southern.edu

MAS ER OF SCIENCE IN
GLOBAL COM U ITY DEVELOPME T
Southern Adventist University now offers a Christ-centered master's degree that
may be a perfect fit for you if:
• You have a heart for global service and
building thriving communities through
servant leadersnip.
• You feel called to work with
populations in need.
Contact Graduate Studies on the Collegedale,
Tennessee campus for more information.

.,
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When gay doesn't mean happy
CHERIE LYNN MILLIRON
REliGION EDITOR

When we think someone
is sinning, we often feel compelled to react. We think we
can change them. We mean
well, but some of the most
heinous acts in human history
have been made in the name
of well meaning.
What if you believed you
were continually living in opposition to God? What if you
knew everyone you loved was
firmly convicted that you were
a sinner? What if you felt there
was no other way to be true to
your~elf? What if you feared
you'd never be able to marry

or have children?
At the end of the day, we
often keep the gay from being
happy. We judge them when
they are already in the midst
of internal judgment that condemns far more harshly than
anything we can muster.
It's not the biblical way. To
be honest, I firmly believe the
Bible is clearly against homosexuality, but at the same
time, I believe we should follow what the Bible says about
love.
It's not my job to tell you
that you are living against
God's Word; it's the Holy
Spirit that brings convictions.

While I realize that there are
concerns about those living
active homosexual lifestyles
holding leadership roles, I
think church is the place for
gay people. God wants those
who accept His message to
come and join the ranks. Even
when those struggles are as
taboo as homosexuality, He
wants us to lay them at His
feet.
Have you forgotten that all
church members are broken?
Rather than denying our issues, we should be supremely
aware of our own inferiority
next to God's perfection.
Being attracted to the op-

posite sex does not give you
the right to treat those who
feel attracted to the same sex
harshly.
At the end of the day, each
of us fail on our own. I don't
have all the answers, but I do
know Jesus' example teaches
us to love. Jesus' example
teaches us to welcome our homosexual friends and family
members with open arms.
We aren't supposed to try
and change them. Though
He may decide to use us, only
God can shape or inspire any

sort of transformation. While
it's important to have a biblical opinion on homosexuality,
please don't think you have
the license to shove that opinion down the throats of those
who identify as lesbian, gay,
bi-sexual or transgender.
At the end of the day, doctrine should lead us to form
relationships. Let go of your
homophobia. Let God create
actual change through the-authentic relationships that you
engage in with other sinners.

N elV podcast on cantpus:
Red Letter Round Table

If you happened across Adventist Review's refinished homepage this past week, you may.ftave seen a couple of articles on
Seventh-day Adventists in the midst of legal disputes. But,
wait a minute, I thought Adventist weren't supposed to sue!
TO SUE:

NOT TO SUE:

MARcos ToRRES

•It is an unavoidable reality in modern society. The
church needs lawyers. There
are times when lawsuits have
to be filed in order for the institution to effectively function and be protected.

•It's not the Christian thing
to do. How can we show Godly love to others when we're
trying to pry money out of ,
their hands for a perceived or
actualized wrong?

•My faith teaches me it's
okay to stand up for myself.
We have to uphold what we
believe to be right. If someone
is doing wrong, it needs to be
poi~ted out. I'm not against
the law being the one to bring
attention to it.

•Paul talks about it. Check
out 1 Corinthians 6: 1-6. He
definitely has some sharp
thoughts that do not seem to
view lawsuits favorably.

•There can be ramifications too serious to ignore.
If someone 's scam bankrupted
my elderly grandparents, we
might have to ask for some
legal aid. They can't be supported without that money.
What else is there to do?

•We are leaving our final decisions up to non-Christians.
What do they know about doing God's will? We will not
get a spiritual answer.

•What about when we're
the ones being sued? Adventists end up in legal trouble.
There's no way to avoid a lawsuit if you are the one in legal
trouble.

•It centers on worldly wealth
and possession. We should
tum the other cheek. Give up
our possessions. You can't
take your money to heaven
anyway, so what does it matter?

CnNIRIBliTQR

What is Red Letter Round
Table (RLRT)?
RLRT is a Christian talk
show that deals with faith issues faced by young people
across the board. It is hosted
by four Southern students
right here on campus: Tony
Anobile, Ruth Bonet, Stephen
Hall and myself, Marcos Torres. We wanted the program to
be a podcast, but since we are
all broke, we opted for posting
the shows on YouTube. So far,
we have recorded five episodes
and will be recording one more
for the semester. Our goal was
to get six episodes out and by
God's grace, it has worked out.
It has been tons of fun and a
blessing to all of us.
How did RLRT begin?
I had the vision to do a
down-to-earth, relevant, humorous and authentic podcast
for young Christians. I spoke
with Tony and Stephen, and
they were both down. Ruth
came to our first meeting and
became our fourth hostwhich has been awesome. I
wasn't certain if the program
would take off because so
many things fizzle out after the
first few weeks of school, but
everyone has been committed
and excited about the mission
of the program.
What is the mission of
RLRT?
The mission of RLRT is to
start the conversation on topics that are relevant to young
Christians from high school to

Correces

Members from "Red Letter Round Table", Anthony Anobile, Macos
Torres, Steve Hall (left to right)

college age. Topics like skepticism, experiencing Jesus,
things that make people leave
the church, dating, church
standards and many others.
A lot of young Christians are
raised with a super strict picture of God and, consequently,
they don't know what it really
means to follow Jesus. Many
of them have questions they
are too afraid to ask and often
when they do, they get rigid
answers that make no sense.
Our goal is to be a resource
for those young people by taking their questions and going
on a journey of discovery with
them. Sometimes we have the
answer and sometimes we
don't, but the point of RLRT is
not so much to end the conversation as it is to start it. In the
end, we hope to point listeners
to a relationship with Jesus as
the heartbeat of life and Christianity.
How can students get in-

volved with Rl.RT?
There are several different
things. First of all, like us on
Facebook. Secondly, listen
to the episodes and give us
feedback. If you want to be a
guest on our show, that would
also be super helpful because
we are always looking for
guests to join us. One of the
most helpful things that can
be done is to simply write us
and ask questions or recommend topics you would like
to see on the show. Finally,
spread the word! We don't
only want Southern Students
to be blessed by this but young
Christians everywhere. Jesus
is coming soon, and we want
to be aresource to help others
experience him in the midst of
our crazy culture.
Where can people find the
RLRT episodes?
You can check us out at facebook.comfredletterroundtable or you can YouTube us.

~

•Our disputes do not always
involve other church members. It's not as ifl can get the
next-door neighbor to go talk
to my pastor about the broken
leg their child attained from
jumping on a trampoline in
my yard. It's not happening.

•Legal disputes make the
church look bad. Well, in
particular, church member
vs. church member disputes.
We should keep our problems
within the family. We make
ourselves look foolish when
we can't come to an agreement. The church is the highest authority.

1
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College: Four reasons why you're doing it wrong

Illustration by Aron Crews
MICHAEL SANTOS
CONIRIIUJQRS

Southern's mission statement revolves around a
Christ-centered learning and
a holistic approach nurturing mind, body, and spirit. All
too often I see students living
highly unbalanced or off-kilter lives. Fortunately, it's never too late to change. College
is about getting an education,
but there is so much more to
college!
There are several aspects
of college that students must
balance in order to enjoy college to the fullest and get the

most for their money. In the
business world, we call this
maximizing your return on
investment. Southern is certainly an investment-an investment worth thousands
of dollars, and if you learn to
balance the following aspects,
I can guarantee you a much
richer, worthwhile college experience.
Spirituality: It's very easy
to let God fall in between the
cracks with our chaotic schedules, btit putting God first is a
must! Listen (don't just hear)
to the thoughts presented in
worships, religion class, ves-

pers, and church. If you're
looking for a blessing, you'll
find it. Bring up your questions, beliefs, and concerns.
You'll be surprised at how your
friends are going through the
same spiritual rut you are and
how more connected you'll become with your friend.
Education: There are so
many students who are needlessly underperforming in
the classroom-and it's not
because they're incapable of
learning. I encounter so many
students who are too lazy,
preoccupied, or apathetic and
put classes on the backburner.
You're at Southern first and
foremost for an education, so
by all means, get it! Manage
your time wisely, devote time
to studying, schedule tutoring
appointments. It sounds like
common knowledge to some
of us, but it's unreal how many
students fail classes they could
have passed if they'd only put
in some decent time and ef_fort.
Physical Wellness: It's
important to make time to exercise throughout the week,
even when you have tests. In
fact, your memory and con-

Why not give polyganty a chance?
MosES MAIER
CONIRIBtm)R

When discussing equal
rights, polygamy does not
naturally come to mind for
most people. This is a topic
of relatively little controversy
because most Americans generally accept the fact that polygamy is not beneficial to our
society.
The history of polygamy in
America is often linked with
the rise of the Mormon Church
in the mid-ninetieth century.
The religious institution of
The Church of Christ of Latter-day Saints believed in the
practice until the year 1890. At
this point in time, the official
Mormon Church elected to
discontinue this practice. As a
result of this decision, various
groups split off from the main
church and formed their own
organizations, which continued the practice of polygamy.
To the present day, there are
thousands of American citizens who adhere to this practice yet are unable to legally
live their religious beliefs because of state laws which prohibit it.

In reality, the individuals
wishing to practice polygamy
are, in most cases, sincere
people who wish to practice
what they believe. In all other
reasonable cases, the United
States has established the
right to practice as one believes. However-perhaps because of cultural dissent-the
issue of polygamy is outlawed.
If multiple men or women
give consent to marry multiple
women or men, then should
this not be a right protected
under the First Amendment of
the Constitution? Many people do not think it favorable
for children to be circumcised
at birth or for certain woman
to wear a niqab and burqa, yet
it is legal to do so in the United States. Though culturally
unfavorable, polygamy is also
a religious rite and to some a
secular want that should be
protected by the Constitution.
Beyond being a religious
rite, polygamy is also a financially wise investment. If a
man has six wives, each bringing tax deductions, and each
wife has two kids and each of
those kids bring more deduc-

tions, the man would essentially pay no taxes. With so
many children being delivered
from one family, names could
be consolidated, making it
easier for people to meet new
people. School records would
be more organized and family
businesses would be strictly
family businesses. Also the
multiplication of individuals
would one day increase the labor force, thus increasing the
circulation of money and improving the economy.
Recent momentum has
pushed Americans forward to
make new and better legislative reforms. Americans have
legislated against the circulation of 32 oz. soda drinks in
New York and are pushing for
legislation against Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil. Maybe
it's time Americans carry this
momentum to a new movement and embrace the beneficial productivity of polygamy.

Moses Maier is a sophomore global policy & service
studies major

·=

centration improves after
exercise. We have Hulsey as
well as a myriad of intramural
sports to choose from-walking from Hickman to Brock
doesn't count. On the flipside,
there are also students that
spend literally all of their free
time working out or playing
ball. Now, there is absolutely
nothing wrong with being athletic, but there is something
wrong if you're not able to
keep up with your classes.
Social Life: Friends are
important. They're a support
system and an indispensable
part of college. That's why I
urge you to socialize with the
right crowd. It doesn't matter if you're really busy, make
time to be with friends, even if
it's only 20 minutes. A physician I once worked for told me
that if she could redo her years
at Southern, she would study
a little less and have more fun

with her friends. Sometimes
you just have to learn to close
the books for a ·bit and socialize, and it wouldn't hurt to
get out of your comfort zone
a little more. I find it absurd
that there are exclusive ethnic cliques on campus. There
won't be segregation in heaven, so let's start now!
College can be one of the
most fun times of your life,
so don't miss out! Also, remember that this is Southern
"Matrimony" College. Don't be
afraid to start up a conversation with that person you've
been eyeing in class or on the
promenade. You never know,
your future spouse could be in
this half-mile radius!

Michael Santos is a sophomore financial management
major

ACCENT ASKS
Should girls parlicipate in "No shave November?
"No, because it's more socially acceptable to be shaved than
unshaved. It's based on social norms."
-Jefferson Clark, senior public relations and international studies major
"Yes, because it's a way to get back at the guys for not shaving
for a month, but no, because it is not socially acceptable for
girls to be furry."
- Bobbi Clayton, sophomore marketing major
"No, because for men it is a sign of masculinity where as for
women it's just gross."
- Jeremy Faehner, sophomore business major
Should stOres be open on Thanksgiving Day?
"No, because it takes away from the food and then family.
It also takes away from the fun of waking up early, pushing
through crowds and fighting for that last marked-down item."
- Jefferson Clark, senior public relations and international
studies major
"Yes, because Thanksgiving is not practiced as much as other
holidays. People want hours on Thanksgiving."
-Lenny Finn, junior nursing major
"No, because it detracts from spending time on Thanksgiving.
People will be more focused on family."
- Bobbi Clayton, sophomore marketing major
"Yes, because not everyone participates in Thanksgiving. You
still have to make money."
-Jeremy Faehner, sophomore business major
"I don't think they should be open. Thanksgiving started with
the ideas of giving grace to God. As time goes by, we move into
a consumer-based world where we constantly want to buy
things. It's contradictory and takes away from Thanksgiving."
- Silvana Riano, junior industrial organizational psychology and business administration
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You got a friend in me: 4 tips to make friendships last
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MAURICE FIDER
CONTRIBUTOR

Extreme Splits

Jean-Claude VanDamme,
in a video demonstrating
the precision of Volvo Dynamic Steering, does the
splits between two MOVING trucks. Can someone
say insane?

ManVs.Eik

A man visiting · Great
Smoky Mountains National
Park got a bit too close to an
elk he was photographing.
The elk came up to the man
and began to nudge and
1 head butt him. The man sat I
I crouched protecting himself for about seven minutes
until, finally, he slowly got ,
up and walked away. Leave
the elks alone people.

I
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Battles for Chattanooga
living History and
Tours
Chickamauga - and Chattanooga National Military
1Park - all area units

I

Nov. 22 and 24, 9 a.m. - 5
p.m.
Price: $3 for Point Park
Free to Clouds at Point Park
Visitors center and Orchard
Knob-General Grant's Location

Chattanooga Market:
Thanksgiving Market
1st Tennessee Pavilion
Nov. 24,

11

Price: Free

a.m.- 4 p.m.
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Recently, I was asked by a
friend to be a pseudo client for
their social work project. I had
to come up with a problem
and then act it out to make
it as believable as possible. I
chose to act as a young man
struggling with anger and regret, rooted in the loss of a
close friend. This friend was
killed by a drunk driver and
my character was angry at everyone, including my friend
who had passed.
In the scenario, I'd had a
falling out with my_friend and
I was angry with myself because I never forgave him before he died. However, I was
even angrier because he never
tried to set things right on his
end. After spending 45 minutes portraying this character,
I asked myself what I am doing to make sure my friendships in real life are staying
alive.
So now I give you four tips
for making a friendship last.
We all need them, and it is the
responsibility of both persons
in the friendship to work to
make the friendship last.
1. Give and take-it goes
both ways
A friendship is between two
people; therefore, both parties
are responsible for its survival. One friend should not be
working to keep the friendship alive while the other just

Illustration by Aron Crews

sits idly. Both of you should
initiate conversation, invite
each other to events and simply be there for each other.
2.
Honesty-still the
best policy
Be true. Don't tell a lie. It's
a waste of time to be friends
with someone if you cannot be
honest with one another. Honesty makes bonds stronger
and ties last longer. And let's
be honest, if you can't handle
the truth in the first place, why
are you even friends?
3· Time-make it a priority
Just like sports or studying,
the more you do it, the better
you get at it. So the more time

poseful so make sure everything you do is for a purpose
that benefits both of you. If
you invest in a friendship it
will last. If you don't, it will
die.
It is said that the friends
you make in college are the
you spend with each other, the ones you make for life, so
stronger your friendship will make the best of these life
become. Make the time .be- commitments! Give as much
cause if you don't, you'll only as you take. Be honest with .
them, make the time to invest
have yourself to blame.
4· Be i ntentional-give in one another and make sure
every interaction is an intenwith a purpose
Finally, if you are going to tional one. Then you will have
be someone's friend, be their friends for life!
Maurice Fider is a senior
friend. Like the saying goes,
"What goes around comes public relations major.
around." A friendship is pur-

' ' I asked myself
what I am doing
to make sure my
friendships in real
· life are
staying alive''

6 ways to beat the cabin fever blues
SHANA MICHALEK
l!FESJYI f

I
1

Emma

The winter months are just
around the corner and that
means one thing: cabin fever. Being stuck indoors for
lengthy periods of time can
feel awful, and with the bitterly cold weather outside,
it's hard to find many outdoor
activities. Here are a few lowbudget options to beat those
cabin fever blues:
1. Build a fort
Just because we're in college
doesn't mean we aren't still
children at heart! If studying
starts to feel redundant, grab
some blankets and pillows
and create a fort. Bring in your
snacks and homework and
you've got the perfect study
nook. If blankets and pillow
aren't your thing, find someone with a small tent and set
it up inside. Don't worry; your

roommate shouldn't judge
you too much.
2. Take a trip
When you need a quick
place to go to get out from indoors ·but are short on cash,
McKay's is always a fabulous
option. Full of cheap books,
music and movies, it's easy to
spend hours pouring over the
possibilities. Plus, if you're
aching for a movie night but
pining the loss of video rental stores, McKay's has many
DVDs for very low prices. If
you're not a natural bookworm or movie junkie, drive
over to Starbucks with your
laptop to get some homework
done or just sip on a decaf gingerbread latte. The peaceful
atmosphere will provide a refr~shing break from the norm.
3· Build a bonfire
This one may be a bit harder
to do since there aren't many

places to build bonfires on door activities in downtown
campus, but do some snoop- Chattanooga. There are many
ing and find someone who plays and concerts, such as at
lives off campus or find a spot · Track 49 or Tivoli Theater. It's
on campus where it would be also especially fun and easy
safe to build a bonfire, such to tour the Hunter Museum
as the fire pit in the picnic of American Art-admission
shelter at Student Park. Then on the first Sunday of every
bring your blankets, coats and month is free! The aquarium,
s'mores, of course, and cozy up movie theater, bowling alnext to your fire.
ley and roller skating rink are
other fun options to keep you
4· Take a scenic drive
Just because the weather warm and get you off campus.
gets nasty doesn't mean you 6. Plan a weekend getaway
can't enjoy the great outThis may be pricier, but if
doors. Going for a drive is an you get a group of friends to all
easy way to see the sights on split the cost of gas and lodga beautiful day while staying ing, it can be very reasonable!
warm and toasty. Find a friend If you're dying to get away
with a car, research some ~ce from campus for a couple of
.nic routes and go! There are so days, find a cool getaway spot
many beautiful spots within and grab your friends. It could
an hour's drive of campus.
be Florida, Gatlinburg, Atlanta, Asheville, Nashville, Texas,
5· Enjoy downtown
Though it may be cold, there or even good old Collegedale.
are ~till a lot of really cool in- The options are limitless!
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Motocross: It's harder than it looks
Scorr BROWNWW
CoNQ!I!.IJQR

Motocross
is
often
stereotyped as a non-athletic,
lazy sport where the rider
simply sits and the motor does
all the work. However, a rider
must navigate a motorbike
that weighs between 212 to
240 pounds around a track
at speeds that can exceed 6o
mph. Couple this with other
riders, ruts and obstacles,
and suddenly this become
an
extremely
physically
challenging sport.
Motocross
racing
enthusiasts often quote a
1980s study by the National
Sports Health Institute in
Englewood, California that
says: "Motocross is the second
most physically demanding
sport in the world behind
soccer."
Motocross is a strenuous,
circuit-based
sport
that
involves
natural
terrain
obstacles like doubles, triples,
whoops, table tops, walls and
rhythm sections. Tracks are
created from either clay or
sand and are designed to test
bike and rider. These tracks
are completed on 125cc and

250cc two strokes or 250cc
and 450cc four stokes. Riders
start side by side and all take
off at the drop of the gate. The
first person out of the first
comer is said to get the whole
shot. Professional athletes
compete in Supercross, which
runs January to May, and the
Outdoor National Motocross
series, which last from May
to August. The star racers of

''Motocross
is the
second most
physically
demanding
sport in the
world behind
soccer.,,
today include Ryan Villipoto,
Ryan Dungey, James Stewart,
Chad Reed, Eli Tomac and
Justin Barcia.
Motocross is just as
mental as it is physical. With
professional racers who train
24/7, it is often having the

right positive mindset that
sets the champions apart.
It is the last two inches that
separate the winners from _
losers. It's not just confidences
but also concentration that
is needed. When riders are
hurling
themselves
over
jumps as big as 10oft, a simple
mental mistake can result in
spectacular crashes.
My brother, Jeffrey, and
I were privileged to grow up
racing motocross. My fondest
memories of growing up
were made at the race track.
From the endless practice
sessions at our local track
to experiencing the thrill
of victory at championship
races. The dedication, wins,
competition and often the
pain of defeat and injuries has
taught me many life lessons.
Want to see a live
professional
race?
The
American
Motorcyclist
Association Supercross series
is coming to Atlanta's Georgia
Dome on February 22, 2014.
Hopefully, I'll see you there.
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Scott Brownlow is a junior
accounting major

Teant captains discuss hopes for hockey season
ANNALYSE

HAsTY

SPO!mi Eonoa

Floor hockey is in its
second week, and many teams
are already planning big for
the season. Here are what
some team captains had to say
about their hopes for hockey.
Ladies Division East
IcyHot-Sophie Anderson
"The goal of this year's
hockey intramurals is to have
fun and build team spirit
while playing the 'game of my
people' (the Canadians)."

Happy Go Puckies-Jenna
Dedeker
"This year we are hoping
to have fun playing together
again. We have played the
last two years and many of us
are friends outside of hockey.
We like to have a good time
and, let's be honest, we like
to win too! We won B league
championship last year asDem Oak Girls-and are
hoping to do our best and
go as far as we can this year!
We've lost and added a few
people, but we've got a great
team and I'm excited to play
with everyone!"

Pucker- Up-Caroline
Rybicki
"We come out to each
game excited to play together.
We play our best but our
main goal is to have fun and
maintain good sportsmanship.
Sports make a big impact
on people and it's not the
results or who won what game
that you remember but the
experience and what kind
of sportsmanship the team
played with."
Ladies Division West
Puck Chuckers-Christen
Case
"Some of us had never even
met before the first game, but
I can already tell that we're all
here to have some awesome
fun and maybe win a few
games!"

Lucky
Pucks-Lachella
Rada
"Playing hockey is new to
most of the team-so we're
really just an awesome group
of friends trying something
new, having fun, and giving it
our best shot."
Foxes-Itzel De Los Santos
"This semester, we decided

to begin a quest in search
of discovering what the Fox
really says. We have been
having a great time on our
journey, playing some foxy
hockey as a team. In the end,
when the season is over and
we win the championship, we
will let you know what the Fox
truly does say."
Men's Division A
Old
School-Dennis
Negron
"We are called Old School,
but we used to go by the name
Wheeze Kids. The Wheeze Kids
were pretty good, showing up
in the championship game in
four of the last seven years'
championships. We won two,
lost two, losing last year's
A-league
championship.
I think the team is deeper
this year, so we should be
competitive again, though
I have no idea what the
competition looks like so I
won't make any predictions."

Flats-Diego
Tortilla
Constante
"We won it all last year and
I expect us to repeat as the
Men's Division A floor hockey
champions. I expect us to have

fun and just play hard. A lot
of the guys this year it is their
last year here so I want them
to win and have fun."
Men's Division B East
Off
Constantly-Andy
Wildman
"The only goal we are
focused on reaching this
season is the one our

opponents' goalie is standing
in front of."

God's Little ChildrenBrandon Ford
"Our goal is to grow
spiritually and physically as a
team, to play hard and have
fun while striving to be an
example to the opposing teams
with Christ-like conduct."

#SAUsports
-

--------

---

---

Photo 8~ Logan Foil

Southern students play a game of floor hockey.
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THE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

T

F

TH, Nov. 21
Convocation, 11 a, lies, Stephen Arrington
Senior Immigration Workshop, 3p, Lynn Wood
Convict to Crusader: Stephen Arrington, 7:30p,
Thatcher Cha el Convocation Credit

F, Nov. 22
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every V2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall
Vespers, 8p, Church, Stephen Arrington
Sunset, 5:31 p
After vespers, AfterGlow: Surrender Concert, Church
Fellowship Hall

S, Nov. 23
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, Dave Smith
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm. ·
Fountain Sabbath School, 9:45a, White Oak Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 1Oa, Talge Cont. Rm.
Be a REAL Man: Learn the Design, 10:15a, Behind
Spalding
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, Dave Smith
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, LeCiare Litchfield
Outreach Opportunities:
•
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry)
•
Patten Towers (Evangelism Ministry)
•
Hospital Ministry (Singing)
Evensong, 5:30p, Organ: Satoru Yamaji & Thora Milton,
Reader: Robby Raney, Church
New York Study Tour Begins

S, Nov. 16 (cont.}
Supper, 6-8p, Food Services
Studio 41 09 LIVE, 8:03p, Dining Hall
Desserts available for purchase, 8-1 Op, Food
Services

Sun, Nov. 24
Student Center Open, 1-1 0:30p
Sunday Brunch, 8a-3p, VM
CK Open, 9a-5p
International Student Thanksgiving Party, 5p
Cowboy Jubilee (WSMC),
5:30-7:30 , Ackerman Auditorium

M, Nov. 25
Senior progress grades for December graduates
due and deadline to finish incompletes
& home study correspondence
Online Registration open for Newrrransfer
Students (25-January 13)
University Assembly, 4p
We Give Thanks, 5p, Lynn Wood Chapel

T, Nov. 26
McKee Library Closes, 5p

W, Nov. 27
THANKSGIVING BREAK
(27 -December 1) No Classes
Offices Closed, Noon

TH, Nov. 28
Thanksgiving Day
Offices Closed
Thanksgiving Dinner, 3p, Presidential Banquet
Room

NOV. 21
NayaAIIen
John Butler
Laura Chase
Sabrina Church
Tracie Dobie
Kyle Humphrey
Amy Knapp
Dustin Louder

NOV. 22
Crystal Campbell
Magdaly Dominguez
Andrea Erhart
Nathaniel McKee
Brooke Ray
Carlos Rosales
Amin Sohani
Dylan Thorne
Monica Tolentino
Christianna Walter
NicoleYim

NOV. 23
Justin Anders
Karoline Benedicto
Tamra Cox
Mario Dean
Jeron Estwick
Elden Ford
Elizabeth Hart
Bethany Otis
Jeremy Permaul
Stefan Zafiu
Stevenson Pangkey

NOV. 24
Paris Christodoulides
Yadiel Munoz
Stephen Rogers
Jason Smith
LJ Spencer
Josiane Vetiaque
Janesta Walker
Jason Smith

NOV. 25
Skyler Long
Tyler Muse
Erica Schneider
Michael Sikora
Don Hart
Philip Samaan

NOV. 26
Mina Farrar
Jaron Hobdy
Briana Keizer
Tom Kyser
Mark LaVertue
Tom Mattson
Shana Michalek
Jyra Mitra
Daniela Muniz
Danielle Nobuhara
Roselin Prado
Sherry Wallmarker
Sarah Shelburne

NOV. 27
Dave Colburn
George Cook
Christian Dye
Jennifer Kay
Astrid Rodriguez
Kimberly Miller

NOV. 28
TrinaAvila
Katara Cooper
Logan Foil
Rachael Hankins
Roy Mendizabal
Brian Miller
Karly Pratt
Perry Rogers
Melanie Roman
Joyce Azevedo
Frances Johnson
Robert Montague

STUDE T ASSOCJAJIO ANNOUNCEME TS
2014 Europe Tour: Do you need history credit? Has four spots left! The tour will
be June 18- July 15. Get 6 hours of credit while visiting BELGIUM, FRANCE,
SWITZERLAND, ITALY, HUNGARY, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS, and
CZECH REPUBLIC!! Contact Pam at pdietrich@southern.edu or call ext. 2814
for more information.
Deacons and Deaconesses Needed: Collegedale church needs you! The
11 :35am Renewal service needs deacons and deaconesses who are willing to
commit to serving the church with their service once a month. This commitment
would begin next semester, starting in January 2014. If you would like to commit to serving the Lord in this manner, or in any other way, please contact Katie _
Verrill at kaitlynverrill@souther.edu.
Thanksgiving Dinner: You are invited to participate in the 5th Annual Thanksgiving Dinner hosted by Southern for Students/student families and employees.
This home cooked meal will take place on Thursday, November 28 at 3p.m. in
the Presidential banquet Room -which will be transformed for Thanksgiving.
We plan to eat, watch some football, and enjoy fellowship. Please email me at
kshultz@southern.edu to let me know how many will be coming so that we can
make sure that we have plenty of food by Monday, November 25 by 5p.m.

Studio 41 09: SA will. be joining the Studio 41 09
crew and bringing you a special edition showing
you what our office is all about. Stop by and have
some laughs with us. You will not regret it!
Message from the President: Have a wonderful,
blessed and thankful thanksgiving!

u
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@southern_accent

Lindsey Joy Crerar

I think the @Southern_Accent
made a mistake. Don't worry! We
fixed it for you.
#SociaiWorkSuperheroes

Someone crocheted a hat and put it on the Elijah
statue!!!
Jeremy
@ljcrerar someone is a week late

Kaylie Dobbs, SA Social Work
@kayliedobbs

..
Lindsey Crerar, JR Social Work
@ljcrerar
Jeremy Grabiner, SR Management-International
Business
@jewish african

I don't care what @Southern_
Accent says, I will never stop
my sockslflipflops style. It's
comfortable and warm!

WHY IS THE AC ON IN BROCK?!?!?!?!?! #1MFREEZING #ITSWINTERPEOPLE
Suzanna Ocsai, SR Art
@SuzanneOcsai

Jeremy Grabiner, SA Management-International
Business
@jewish african

Guilt is a message of hope." -N.P #SAUVespers

Can you guess what state I'm in? Yes .... TN. Let's do
this #sauconvo Looking forward to meeting many ...

lsary Sanchez, FR Graphic Design
@lsaryAmairani

Jeff Vaiden, Motivational Speaker
@JeffYalden

So, if I fail the senior exit exam, does that mean I
can't exit? #May2014 #HowDareTheyAskMeMathQuestions #Collegelife

Jordan Sager
Just heard a girl say it's Southern's fault that she
hasn't learned anything. Hmm. Doubt it.

Anna Bartlett, SA Mass Communications Writing &
Editing
@bartlett_anna

keith_king
@jordanrsager Southern's
OBAMA'SFAULT!

He keeps saying he's not smart, but to be where
he's at, and overcoming what he's had to deal with
that's genius to me. #sauconvo
Jonathan Johnson, SA Psychology
@De_Milo33

fault?

More

like

Jordan Sager, SA Graphic Design & Print
@ljordanrsager
Keith King, SA Mass Communication
@keith_king

I you'r looking or

r h

pi ce to st _y,

ou h rn ra

•

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Coolest President since 1997
School break coming up soon
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Southern
•
Increases
physical
education
requirements
NEREAH

SA SPIRIT WEEK
WINNERS

ALuocH

STAFF WRITER

Southern has increased
the number of physical activity requirements for incoming freshmen. The change was
prompted by research that
encouraged increased activity
and made to provide students
with a more balanced education.
"Research showed that activity levels decline as students
progress through educational
levels," said Volker Henning,
associate vice president of academic administration. "Other
studies point to inactivity being a precursor to numerous
diseases."
·
Henning said a plan was developed to help combat the decline of physical activity. Part
of the plan is for students to
take two additional one-hour
physical activity classes.
Although these additions
may require some students to
take summer classes in order
to graduate in four years, Susy
Stevenson, freshman nursing major, believes the new
requirements could be an opportunity to learn new things.
"I feel like the requirements
only make people have to go
out and do things. I'm taking
a ski class next semester and I
wouldn't take that class unless
I needed it," said Stevenson.
''You learn so much from it,
and a physical education class
is never hard."
Despite Stevenson's positive
outlook, not all students share
her enthusiasm.
"I wish I could take summer classes to finish earlier instead of having to take
summer classes just to finish
in four years," said Alesska
Acosta, freshman nursing major. "At most schools, you can
take summer classes and you
would be able to finish in three
.years so you would still have
that option.

STUD10 .4109
STARTS LIVE
STREAMING
• SEE NEWS PAGE 3
Photo by Jordan Correces
Orel Smith, sophomore marketing major, dresses in zebra pajamas for Spirit Week.

SEMI-SPIRIT WEEK
ANNUAL EVENT GOES ALMOST UNNOTICED
VERONICA GARCIA &
MYRON MADDEN
STAFF WRITER

&

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Spirit Week went almost unnoticed by students at Southern this year because of a delay
in promotion.
Lenard Ang, Student Association (SA) public relations
director, said promotional
posters were supposed to be
displayed a week before Spirit
Week but were not ready until the Monday of Spirit Week
because the SA Senate social committee kept making
changes.
"They had a lot of good
ideas, but there was nothing
set in stone," Ang said. "As a

result, there were a lot of issues with solidifying decisions
and preparing in a timely
manner."
Jefferson Clark, SA Senate
social committee chairman,
said although the late promotion kept students from knowing about the event, many
worked to get the students
involved. The public relations
committee posted updates on
Facebookand senators spread
the news through word of
mouth and emails to constituents.
"Overall, I think those .who
participated in dressing up
during Spirit Week had a good
time showing spirit," Clark

said.
While the promotion was
limited, some students, such
as junior public relations
major Alisa Luby, who participated in every theme each
day, believes the lack of school
spirit on campus goes much
deeper than the delay in promotion.
"The problem isn't the exposure, the problem is the indifference from the students,"
Luby said. "I usually do all or
nothing."
Despite the lack of promotion, however, some students,
such as sophomore marketing
major Orel Smith, who parpc-• Continued on page 2

WHERE WILL
YOUR NEXT
HANG OUT BE?
"The ''hangout"
- as my friend
referred to itis the prelude
to dating."
• SEE LIFESTYLE PAGE 8

ANONYMOUS
DONOR DOUBLES
DONAnONS
• SEE NEWS PAGE 5

Talge fails 3 fire drills, passes 4th
ANNA BARTLETI

NEWs

EDITOR

Talge residents passed their
fire drill on the fourth try on
Nov. 21. The residents failed
three fire drills before they
finally passed the fourth one
by getting out in nine minutes
and 30 seconds.
Fire drills are held for all the
resident's halls once per se-

mester. Students are required
to evacuate the building and
check in with their resident
assistant who then gives their
check-in sheets to the dean on
duty in under ten minutes. If
students are not out within ten
. minutes, that resident's hall
will have another fire drill during that semester.
For the first three fire drills,
a couple of students kept the

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE WWW.SAUACCENT.COM

entire dorm from passing, but
it was not the same individuals each time. Campus safety
was unable to confirm if the
individuals responsible were
fined or faced disciplinary action.
Carl Patterson, associate
dean of men, said the reason
Talge didn't pass the fire drill
was because some students
• Continued on page 3

WHY

SOUTHERN
STUDENTS
SHOULD TIP
• SEE OPINION PAGE 7

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER §SOUTHERN_ACCENT
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Students hold science fair for Westside children
them that they really can do
it.''
The children were divided
into age groups and then went
through the stations in groups
of about 15.
"The kids were showing excitement about all the experiment stations happening, especially the silly putty station
where they made silly putty
from glue and borax," Taylor
said. "They all wanted to take
home as much silly putty as
they could."
Other experiment stations
included a stethoscope station
where children could listen to
their heartbeat, a tornado in
a bottle station and a station
where children learned about
eggs sinking or floating in salt
and fresh water.
Kameron Carter, nursing
major and Westside for Jesus outreach leader, said the
people in the Westside community look forward to seeing
more events like this happening in the future because the
children usually play sports or
games on Friday, so the community members see this as
a fun and educational change
for them.
"I was glad to see that these
kids could experience something in life that I . experienced," said Carter
Carter said Westside wants
to bring something big for
the children each month and
is hoping to work with other
groups such as the Chemistry
Club, Physics Club and Gym
Masters.
Westside takes place every
other Sabbath and the group
leaves from Wright Hall at 2
p.m. No sign up is necessary.

LUISA CASALLAS
STAFF WRITER

Southern's Biology Glub
teamed up with Westside for
Jesus to put on a science fair
at the community center in
Westside for the local children
onNov.15.
Brianna Taylor, senior Biology Club president and biology major, said that about 15 to
20 Southern students helped
assemble science experiment
stations where over 40 children, ages six though 12, could
participate and learn more
about the world around them.

''Lots of the
kids said they
wanted to be
doctors or
scientists
•
growtngup
but didn't
have the push
or drive, so
we wanted to
kindofshow
them that
they really
can do it.''

Photo Provided by Biology Department
Biology Dept. teams up with Westside for jesus Ministries to do fun science
experiments for the children.

Semi-Spirit Week cont'd
Continued.from p age 1
ipated in pajama day, had a
good time.
·
"I did enjoy it," Smith said.
"It was a way to have fun, and
it made me conscience of my
inner school spirit."
Clark said he noticed that
not many students were involved in Spirit Week last year
and tried to make this year
different. Cash prizes of $15

were awarded to the students
who showed the most enthusiasm throughout the week and
hashtags were created to keep
track of pictures and tweets
from the students.
Monday's theme was thrift
shop, Tuesday's· was sports,
Wednesday's was Southern
gear, Thursday's was "stay
classy" and Friday's was pa-

jama day. Along with the
dress themes, there were also
other events for students to
participate in. On Monday,
students · could bring gently
worn clothes to donate to the·
Samaritan center and there
was a concert by Branches. On
Wednesday, a photobootb was
set up for students.

"I think the purpose of going was to encourage science,"
Taylor said. "Lots of the kids
said they wanted to be doctors
or scientists growing up but
didn't have the push or drive,
so we wanted to kind of show

~nothern
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Online Campus enhances classroom learning
KATIE HENDERSON
SnnW1m1

Since the dissolve of the
Academic Technology department in June 2013, Online
Campus has started helping
professors integrate technology to enhance classroom
learning.
"The Online Campus team
[now] works with professors
to identify [the] best practices for the use of existing and
emerging technologies that
will positively impact t~ach
ing and learning, both in the
classroom and online," said
Pegi Flynt, Director of Online
Campus.

Fire drills cont'd
Continued from page 1
didn't wake up when the alarm
went off.
"Two of the episodes, people
were sleeping through their
alarm in their room, so we
figured out who was missing
and we told Campus Safety
and they went in and got them
out," Patterson said.
Brooks Kirschmann, Campus Safety fire systems manager, said he encouraged
residents to find buddies who
would wake them up in the
event of a fire drill.
"If both of you in your
room are sleeping hard, look
for somebody else on your
hall to come knock on your
door, make sure you're up,"
Kirschmann said. "Get to your
accountability spot and get on
check... the faster we get on
check the sooner everybody
gets to go back inside and we
don't have to do it again."
Some Talge residents felt
it was unfair that the entire
dorm had to repeat the drill
because of the actions of only
a few individuals.
"I felt like we were all being
punished for the students who
weren't getting out in time,"
said Chad Dees, senior international studies major.
Other Talge residents said
they understand the rational
behind repeating the drill.
"In a real fire, they want everyone to get out," said Orel
Smith, sophomore marketing
major.
Southern is required to have
fire drills because of state fire
regulations and codes.
"We either keep doing it
[until students pass] or the
state fire marshal could possibly come in and start levying
fines," Kirschmann said.

So far, Online Campus has
played an active role in the
new global community development graduate program.
"[Global community development] is a great example
of one that couldn't happen
without the technology that
we provide," said Ryan Harrell, media and creative design
specialist at Online Campus.
"That first semester of that
program is entirely online, so
that's major technology use
there. Part of what our goal is,
is to expose the instructors to
technology that they may not
know exist."
Harrel said that new tech-

nology always has to be evaluated for the classroom.
"We're looking at our clicker
system to find a better solution for [student response and
feedback]," Harrel said.
Along with finding a better
method of student feedback in
the classroom, Online Campus
is also looking into a way for
professors to pre-record their
lectures. This would enable
students to view the lectures
before class and make better
use of classroom time to understand and learn.
"If we can't maintain our
relevance among the changing
student population, we're go-

ing to be suffering even more,"
Harrel said. "We can't afford
[for] that to happen."
Before the change was made,
Online Campus was only responsible for supporting and
developing the online courses and programs. Academic
Technology used to take care
of technology in the classroom
and administer eClass, but the
shift in responsibilities made
Online Campus responsible
for these duties as well as Lecture Capture, Kaltura, Micrograde, Web 2.0 tools, Camtasia, Turnitln, eClass support,
student response systems and
multimedia and design.

Studio 4109 starts live streaming
•ua....._
Austin

VOD

Henner is a

freshman history major
who dreams of becoming
a politidan. Von Henner
recently attended the Ten-

aeasee
IDtercoJleaiate
State I.esisJature (TISL).
Students bad the CJP.POII"
tunity to prepare, present
and approve biDs that were
then transferred to Bill

Haslam, governer of Tennessee, for final approval.
If the governor signs the
bill, then it becomes law.
While at TISL, von

Screenshot taken from You Tube
MYRON MADDEN
Eonoa-IN-CH!ff

Studio 4109 LIVE, Southern's version of "Saturday
Night Live," utilized HD live
streaming for the first time
during its Nov. 23 show. The
performance was streamed
using YouTube's high definition live streaming beta testing platform.
"We chose to do live streaming because there were a large
number of students who were
unable to make it to this particular show," said Vince
Cantrell, executive director for
Studio 4109. "We had wanted
to live stream in the past in
order to allow parents to view
the show, as well as others
who were aware of the show
but otherwise unable to attend
live."
Cantrell said the live
streaming attracted over 120
people during the program.

Since more than 400 people
attended the actual event, this
means that the live streaming
added nearly a quarter of the
show's viewers.
The proposal to stream the
show live was passed through
the Marketing and University
Relations (MUR) department,
where Ingrid Skantz, MUR director, asked the Studio 4109
crew not to publicize it too
widely.
"They want to make sure
Studio 4109 isn't the first thing
that pops up when people
look up Southern," said Doug
Frood, executive producer for
Studio 4109. "They want to
make sure our content won't
embarrass the university. You
have to be a little acquainted
with the campus to understand the humor."
The show is usually posted
on YouTube a week after the
event. While this allows the

crew to fix technical problems and edit out content that
could be deemed inappropriate, Frood believes the future
programs will not be affected
by live streaming.
"Challenges I would have
managing the show would be
the same whether I'm streaming it live or having it posted
a week later," Frood said. "We
approach every show trying to
do our best and we try to keep
our humor within the construct of our religion and our
beliefs."
Cantrell hopes to continue
live streaming Studio 4109 but
said the future of the feature is
not guaranteed.
"We have other issues to
work around aside from availability of a streaming method,"
Cantrell said. "But as much as
possible, we will try to keep
live streaming."

Henner wrote a bill to
amend the law that prevents one from canyiDg
concealed handguns in
certain parks. However,
the bill was not passed
because it was written
as a repeal instead of an
amendment. Von Henner
plans to rewrite and resubmit the bill next year.
While his bill didn't pass,
von Henner did take home
the award for best gun lobbyist-the only award that
Southern brought back.
Von Henner said the
most important part of
his experience was being
around other people who
care about the same things
he does in the state gov-

ernment.

"'t was an amazing ex-

perience," von Henner
said "'twas letting me live
a sman piece of my dream
because I want to be a politician. and it was letting
me be a politician for four
days.•
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Chattanooga Lookouts representitive shares interview tips

Photo by Maurice Fider
Dan Kopf speaks at the PRSSA convocation.

LExiE CENTER
STAFF WRITER

The Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) hosted a convocation featuring Dan Kopf, the media
relations manager of Chattanooga Lookouts, a minor
league baseball team .
About 56 people attended
the convocation held on Nov.
13, said Maurice Fider, PRSSA
president. The members of
PRSSA invited Kopf because
they believed the focus on
sports would draw a bigger
crowd.
PRSSA Vice President, John
Reece, sophomore public rela-

tions and business administration major, said the convocation showed how versatile
the field of public relations is.
"Overall, I felt like the convocation helped broaden the
appeal of public relations to
non-School-of-Journalismand-Communications
students," Reece said.
During his presentation,
Kopf strongly suggested students learn Photoshop skills.
He said he would have appreciated this knowledge because
he has been asked to design a
logo and maintain the Chattanooga Lookouts website. He
also emphasized the impor-

tance of social media today.
Kopf gave tips on getting
internships and how to land a
job. He explained that all interviews are good practice and
said he has done many phone
interviews over the past few
years. One of his suggestions
was standing up when doing
a phone interview instead of
slouching in a chair.
Kopf said networking and
relationships are important,
especially in sports public relations.
"We know who we can call
on for a last minute press
event," Kopf said.

Cowboy Jubilee showcases Western entertainment
ries and poems. Cowboy Jubilee is produced by WSMC and
directed by McCallie.
The auditorium was burstBill McCallie, professional ing at the seams, said Scott
cowboy musician, and the Ca- Kornblum WSMC director.
hoot Band performed their an- People had to resort to the balnual "Cowboy Jubilee" in Ack- conies to find seats. After the
erman Auditorium, on Nov. concert, preserves, chocolate,
24. Every year, they come to . apple cider and homemade
showcase Western music, sto- biscuits were served.

JORDAN CORRECES

STAFF WRmR & Puom E01mR

"It was super fun," said Kornblum. "The people were
awesome and the biscuits were
delicious."
Many students also enjoyed
the event.
"I had a fun time at the
event," said Edgar De Leon,
senior theology major. "Cowboy Jubilee is different than
the traditional Southern Ad-

ventist University culture. It
was nice to see diversity on
our campus".
"Cowboy Jubilee was an
awesome experience, it was
great to hear different songs
at this time of year and very
unexpected, but all together
amazing," Jessica Sepulveda,
sophomore liberal arts education major said.

Students can experience
Cowboy Jubilee more than
just once a year. According to
WSMC's website, every Sunday from 6 to 7 pm, "Bill McCallie and sidekicks Snuffy
Hayes, Cactus Jack, and
Franklin the Wonderdog turn
back the clock to a time when
being a cowboy was an occupation rather than a hobby."

:·
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Anonymous donor
doubles donations
LINDSEY MITCHELL
lEAD REPORTER

An anonymous donor will
match up to $400,000 of the
donations made to the Southern Fund before midnight on
Dec. 31.
The Southern Fund began in
1997 and was designed to allow donors to support specific
projects at Southern through
monetary donations, rather
than donating to the university at large.
The fund currently supports
a variety of different projects
at Southern, including: funding part of the renovation of
Summerour, the creation of
new biology labs, new graduate programs and a multitude
of other projects.
The Southern Fund also
helps keep the cost of tuition
as low as possible.
"The Southern Fund is what
we like to call the lifeblood of
the university," said Cheryl
Torres, annual giving officer at
Southern. "It's what fills in the
gap between what tuition pays
and what we're able to do for
students, enabling us to keep
tuition as low as we can."
Torres said the tuition
amount is actually quite mod-

erate-particularly for a private institution. The amount
Southern spends on tuition
is 20 percent less than the
amount of money spent on its
students, especially considering Southern's average of a
15:1 students to faculty ratio
and almost continuous renovation and new building projects.
Anyone can donate to the
Southern Fund, including students. Because of the anonymous matching donor, Torrez said now may be a more
appropriate time then ever
for a student to donate to the
Southern Fund.
"Students who decide to
make a gift this semester will
know that whatever amount
they can give will be doubled
for a bigger impact!" Torres
said.
"This is a great way for students to say thank you and
to be a part of making it all
possible, both for themselves
and those who will come after them," Torres said. Interested donors can go online to
southern.edufgive, call 423236-2772, make a donation
by mail, or go in person to the
advancement office.

CLASSIFIEDS
Operation Christmas Stocking
RESTORE Ministry is collecting Christmas stockings filled
with up to $10 worth of school supplies from now until
Dec. 10. The goal is to get 50 stockings and donate them to
children in need. For more information contact katheriner@
soutbem.edu,loanyg@soutbem.edu, or ritaordaz@soutbem.
edu.

School of Musk Christmas c.tert
Celebrate the joys <1f the season with Soutbem•s chQirS.
symphony orchestra, m-ass- ensemble and bandbell's! The
varied concert repertoire will feature Francesco Durante's
Magnificat. Friday, Dec. 13 at 8pm, and Sabbath, Dec. 14 at
4 pm in the Collegedale SDA ChUtch.

HAVEYOU

SEEN
THESE

j[
SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY
-for-&loul

- Whenever you see one of these stickers, it
means every employee in that area has
made a gift to help students! Be sure to
THANK them for their generosity!

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

4i3-305-6800

O'SPRINGS
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Why computer science trumps theology (for me)
' ' We don't have to deliver ·
sermons or prepare personal Bible
studies if those are not our talents.
We simply need to search for outlets
that incorporate the gifts that God
has given to us., '

'technology is used to deliver
the gospel today. Our churchI am not an eloquent speak- es rely on sound systems and
er. I do not feel called to be a projectors to operate effecpastor or a chaplain. I do not tively every Sabbath. Many
have a deep understanding of churches have web streaming
every current theological de- as well, adding to the technological needs within our local
bate.
But I have a role to play in congregations. But, the use of
technology far surpasses Sabfinishing God's work.
We don't all have to be the- bath morning.
Many people carry one or
ology majors. We don't have
to deliver sermons or prepare more Bible versions everypersonal Bible studies if those where they go on phones and/
are not our talents. We simply or tablets. Even Ellen White's
need to search for outlets that writings have been brought
incorporate the gifts that God into this technological age
with a regularly updated app
has given to us.
for
Android and iOS.
As a computer scientist, God
Outreach
opportunities also
has led me to ways in which
CONIRIBUJDR

exist for people who can develop the software that is needed
today. Those are just some of
the ways in which my talents
can be used for God's glory
and places where God has allowed me to work for him.
But I'm just one member of
the body of Christ.
What can you do to get involved? What talent has God
given you that perhaps isn't
being flexed to its full potential? All of us have a crucial
part to play. The future nurses
and doctors here at Southern
will bring Christ's ministry of
healing to hundreds of people
every day. Our aspiring teach-

The chore of church-going
CHERlE LYNN MILURON
REliGION Emma

No matter what route you
took, you finally found religion. What came next? You
felt some sense of fulfillment.
You felt overjoyed at this newfound love.· Life seemed perfect. Sure, there were some
hardships, but you felt that
you could handle those since
God had your back and it
would all be okay.
But then something happened: the feeling began to
fade and temptation began to
look tasty once · again. Christ
was supposed to come back,
but years had gone by. The
flowery infatuation you felt at
first had buckled beneath the
weight of time. You were wear-

ingthin.
Church-going became a
chore. While Sabbath was once
the highlight of your week and
you adored seeing the friendly
faces of your church family, you now preferred to rely
more heavily on the rest side
of Sabbath.
You've heard the same sermon a million times, and
know the dirty secrets of your
church family. You know there
are problems. Why would you
want to be a part of something
like that? You could have your
own "church" with God at
home or out in nature. "Why
. does it matter?" you ask yourself.
At this point, many people
stop going to church instead
of trying to hold on to a dead
relationship. For some of us

infatuation fades and we have
nothing left to cling to. However, God wants us to grasp
onto His love even when the
warm fuzzies disappear. God
wants to reignite His relationship with you even when
you don't feel like studying
your Bible or going to church.
Push through indifference
and exhaustion. In order to do
that, you can't shut Him out.
When church-going becomes
a chore, that is precisely when
you need to stay.
God is the only one who can
pull you out of spiritual crisis.
Rather than being a feeling,
true love is a commitment.
When you dedicate yourself
to the commitment, God will
do everything in His power to
reignite your heart. And, trust
me, that's a whole lot.

ers and outdoor leaders will be
placed in roles that will allow
them to shape the lives. of another generation. Tomorrow's
business professionals will
be working in a secular realm
where the light of Christ living
within them will shine in an
ever-darkening world.
I found a place'within God's
church. It's a place where I

don't feel like I have to pretend to be something I'm not.
I can use what God has given
me. How about you? What do
you enjoy? What are your talents? Once you figure that out,
ask yourself, "How does God
want to use me?"
Thomas Olsen is a graduate
student with a computer science degree

TO TWEET:
•I can share my Sabbath
blessing with others. I witness to others when I share
passages from Scripture and
events from my Sabbath with
them.

NOT TO TWEET:
•I can be exposed to a great
deal of non-Sabbath content. I may just be trying to
post a picture of myself standing next to Shawn Boonstra,
but despite my best efforts,
my secular friends keep putting up trailers to "The Hobbit."
•People-watching and cyberstalking is not restful. Creepily stalking your best friend's
new beau can be exhausting.
It's not that social network usage is wrong, it just leads me
to focus on the lives of other
people instead of God.

•Where would I be without
my Bible app? I can study
more effectively with the Bible app. I can flip to whichever version the pastor is utilizing. Besides, it's significantly
less cumbersome than a typical Bible.
•In the midst of my hectic
life, it's the only time I can
check in on the lives of those
I care about. I am so busy
that I don't have time to click
into some of the pages of the
people that I feel need help.
Sabbath gives me the opportunity to do electronic visitations.
•I might miss out on a prayer
need. I have friends from
all around the world. Social
networks help me focus my
prayer life.
•Why wouldn't I use social
networking sites on Sabbath? There's nothing wrong
with it. God leaves Sabbathkeeping practices up to each
individual.

•It's a gateway "drug." One
minute I'm looking at pictures
of my nephew, the next I'm
suddenly onto memes featuring Sean Bean and Willy
Wonka. WhoQps ... Might as
well check my Candy Crush
score.

•It detracts me from other
Sabbath activities. Who
wants fo go on a Sabbath hike
wh~n they might lose cell reception?
•It's distracting. It can be
difficult to get a real blessing
from the sermon when my
cousin messages me about his
breakfast every five minues.

l
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Tipped off: Why Southern students should tip
JOHN REECE
CONJ'RIIIUQI

Recently, China Kitchen
ceased their delivery service
to Southern, and honestly
this isn't very surprising. The
average delivery driver tip
amounts to 10 percent of the
bill-which is less than the
average 15 percent expected
at restaurants. But for a delivery to Southern, most drivers can expect $o. Normally,
this statement is countered by
Southern students in one of
three ways:
#1.

They don't deserve a

tip
Saying that a driver doesn't
deserve a tip is completely inconsiderate. Normally, drivers don't just deliver food
but help make it too, which
is more than most servers do.
Just considering the gas used,
drivers have expenses that
servers don't. Most individuals counter this by saying that
restaurants charge a delivery
fee, but unfortunately, drivers
receive little to none of that
charge. The least you can do is
tip them for bringing you your
food.
#2, I don't have enough
money to tip

Saying

you

don't

have

enough money fo tip is irresponsible. My parents taught
me that tipping is a part of the
cost of eating out and that if
you don't have the money to
tip, you don't have the money
to eat out.

#3. They're already gettingpaid
This is true, but like servers, drivers get paid less than
minimum wage. For example,
Papa John's drivers get paid
$4 an hour, which is less than
the $7.25 minimum wage. In
addition, any tips received by
drivers are still taxed, so they
are really making less than
what you tip them. On average
a delivery takes 30 minutes, so
a driver can make two deliveries in an hour, which means
losing a tip knocks them down
to under minimum wage.
While most students are disappointed in China Kitchen's
decision to stop delivering to
Southern, they have brought
this upon themselves. It's
truly sad that we as Christians
have such an awful reputation
as tippers. Christ called us to
be generous stewards, and we
are failing in this regard. If we
want restaurants to continue
delivering, we need to start
tipping them now or Southern's reputation as the worst

place to deliver will only grow.

John Reece is a sophomore
business administration and
public relation major. He is
also a former delivery driver

#SAUTippers

Graduation limitations
MORGAN RODER
CONQIBIDQR

Seven. I want you to stop
and think of the seven people
that are the closest to you,
including family and friends.
"But, Morgan," you may argue. "I can't even fit my immediate family into that circle."
Well, then I hope you're graduating in M~y. Because that's
the dilemma 300 December
graduates have had to face
since they received an email
from academic administration
last month. Though we pay the
same tuition, go through the
same programs and receive
the same degrees, our graduation ceremony is held in the
gymnasium where space is
limited because it saves money.
If you're anything like me,
you've had that graduation
date circled on your calendar
from the day you started your
freshman year. Now it's here,
and for some reason, it's being
played down as if our big day
isn't quite as big and important as the May graduation.

I can understand wanting to
save money, but playing favorites? I know that the December graduates are a smaller
group, but why don't we get
the same treatment? Why is
my money going toward some
extravagant ceremony for
someone else? Most importantly, why are the people who
have helped get me where I
am today not allowed to come
and share it with me?
There's a girl in my nursing
class who is from out of the
country. Her family booked
airline tickets from Bermuda
and Canada months ago. Then
on November 1, each graduating senior received an email
limiting their graduation guest
list to only seven tickets. Are
those family members supposed to go and cancel their
flights? Absolutely not, but
what is going to happen when
they get here and they aren't
allowed into the gym because
it's booked to capacity and
they don't have tickets? Another one of my friends is the
youngest in her family. All of

her siblings are married, and a
couple of them have children.
Counting her parents and her
boyfriend, she's going to need
15 tickets in total. Is she supposed to tell her boyfriend and
in-laws, "Sorry, but you can't
come. Blood relatives only?"
I don't mean to complain,
but the situation at hand hardly seems fair. My classmates
and I have worked just as hard
as those graduating in May,
so why are we being limited?
If Southern is expecting such
a large crowd that they have
to put a ticket limit on it, then
why not spend the money we
graduates have paid and move
graduation to a larger venue
where all of those who have
loved and supported us can
come and share in our special
day? I don't think I'm asking for much when I ask that
my class and other December
classes be shown the same
special treatment the May
graduates receive. Just be fair.

Morgan Roder is a junior
nursing major

"We need a common goal, something that breaks down walls
more than just graduating. If Southern students had the opportunity to get involved with something that is not required
but something people want to do and something that is bigger
than just one person -that's how school spirit is developed."

-Emma Khan, junior public relations major
"I feel like overall we have a more difficult challenge of having strong school spirit compared to other universities. We do
• not have the same amount of access or privilege to events that
would bring a campus together."

-Maurice Fider, senior public relations major
"I feel in order to increase school spirit, we need to emphasize
on our amazing programs here on campus- showing that students have a variety of opportunities to make a difference on
this campus and the community. We need to create an identity as a school so that we have something to be proud of and
root for."

- LenardAng,junior pre-physical therapy
"Give us a mascot. I want a cute little duck that we name,
bring to events and put on shirts. How cute would that be?
But I guess Gordon Bietz is already our mascot."

- Paige Burnett, senior public relations major
"I'm not sure you can program someone to have school spirit.
At Southern the only way people will be proud is from each
other. It's not something that SA or the school can provide."

-Sam Napod,freshmanfilm and business major
"We are disconnected from each other, including myself. As
soon as we become more connected, we will get behind each
other's dreams more. We will be inspired by others and we
will define Southern and its school spirit."

-Marcus Keenan, senior business major
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Mike's Golf Shop's lat- '
est ad airing on TV is made
by Mike, shot on his camera phone and features
him yelling repeatedly into
the camera, "We buy golf
clubs!" Yikes. Worst part
is, it stakes its claim here in
Chattanooga.

MAURICE FIDER
CONIRIBUIDR

In recent talks with a friend,
I learned a new term that previously meant nothing more
Man Proposes During
to me than spending time
Rap Battle
with friends. The "hangout"Jacqueline Harper and : as my friend referred to it-is
her boyfriend, Adam Fel- 1 the prelude to dating. From
I man, were rapping durwhat I understand, the "hanging Britain's Don't Flop
out" refers to spending time
rap battle in front of more
with that potential significant
~ than 1,000 people. During
other without the pressure of
Felman's turn, he started
classifying the time spent as
rapping about their rela- I a date. A "hangout" typically
tionship, ending with, "So
takes the form of a group getalthough I'm about to get
ting together. It is usually no
lambasted on track repeat
1 for attempting this in a bat1 tle, please, I'd kill for you
Jackie. I love you. Will you
CHARLES CAMMACK
CONTRIBUTOR
marry me?" Needless to
say, she said yes.
Southern students by class

I

smaller than four people and
not so big that you loose the
potential for quality time.
Here are some places that
offer both a location to hangout with friends and that potential significant other with
delicious treats for your taste
buds. Enjoy!
•Starbucks:
Talk a little inside or hang
outside by the fireplace while
everyone enjoys their favorite
drink.
•Menchies or Sweet Frog:
Who doesn't like FroYo?

THURSDAY,
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separately. Plan on going
Dutch.
•Universal Joint:
Don't knock it because of its
name! It is cheap with a simple but good variety.
•Community Pie:
They specialize in Neapolitan pizza with the recent addition of New York style. Everyone comes hungry, everyone
leaves happy.
•Good Dog:
Hot dogs are their business, and they offer a variety,
including vegetarian and gluten-free.
•Aretha Frankenstein:
Their food makes up for
their decor. Some of the
Illustration by Jordan Correces best pancakes and waffles
Take a group of friends and - around!
talk over a cup of your favorite
These are just a few options
frozen yogurt.
that have served as faithful
•The Ice Cream Show:
and good opp.ons for "hangLocated downtown right off outs" involving food, so go
the Walnut Street Bridge, grab out and have some fun! Get to
a seat inside and enjoy your know people and get to know
ice cream or stroll across the Chattanooga; it is an amazbridge towards Coolidge Park. ing place and we can all use a
•Rembrandts:
break. Do you have a suggesLocated in the Bluff View tion for the perfect place to
art district, Rembrandts of- hangout? What do you think
fers a more refined setting to about hangouts versus dates?
chill with some chocolates and Use #hangoutvsdate to let me
decaf.
know what you think.
Maurice Fider is a senior
public relations major

Southern students by class standing: Where do you fit in?

IJJ,(;())JINC;
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Enchanted Garden of
Lights
Rock City Garden on Lookout Mountain
Open 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. until
January 4, 2014
Price: $21.95
Mainstreet Cleveland
Chrisbnas Parade
Downtown Cleveland, TN
Dec. 7, 6-8 p.m.
Price: Free
The Nutcracker Christmas Carol: A Holiday
Musical
Chattanooga State Humanities Theatre
Dec. 7, 14 - 7:30 pm - 9:30
p.m.
Dec. 8, 15 - 2:30 p.m.
9:30p.m.
Price: $10 for students

standing: Where do you fit in?
Many things define Southern students, but the single
biggest identifier is their class
standing. The journey from
freshman to senior can be long
and tedious, but there are a
few things that set each year
apart.
Freshmen Year: We've
only just begun
•The date-everyone-duringSmartStart freshman: "Will
you go on a vespers date with
me?"
•The "I'm Free!" freshman:
"I've been cooped up in an Adventist bubble all my life and
now it's time to explore all the
world has to offer!"
•The normal-eating freshman: Overspends meal plan a
month before the semester is
over.
•The SmartStart freshman:
Test-drives classes, ladies/fellas, jobs and hangs out in the
dorms with a bunch of people

that he/she will never see
again.
•The nightlife freshman:
Stays up until 4 a.m. each
night talking, playing video
games, watching movies and
doing all things non-academic.
•The on-campus freshman: Only goes to Collegedale
Church of Seventh-day Adventists. Walking to Connect
would be a commute.
•The SA event freshman:
"Let's go to the Joker Release
party!"
Sophomore Year: Why
am I here again?
•The romantic sophomore:
"I need a wifey/hubby."
•The forgotten sophomores:
This is the lost year for many,
both figuratively and literally.
They are lost in what they're
doing and we can't find them.
•The studious sophomore:
Time to get serious after
slacking off during freshman
year.
•The enlightened sophomore: "Wow, there's more

to school than my immediate
friends."
Junior Year: The one that
really counts
•The on-the-prowl junior: "I
need a spouse."
•The mentally checked out
junior: "I'm ready to leave"
•Tp.e indecisive junior: "Do I
really want to major in this?"
•The preoccupied junior:
"Oh no, graduate school, medical school or law school pressure! These are the last grades
that are relevant!"
•The wondering-what-I'vebeen-missing junior: "I've
never been to Christmas on
the Promenade ... "
•The just-let-have-my-freedom junior: "When are they
going to let me move out of the
dorm?"
•The I'm-so-done-with-this
junior: "I still have to go to
convocations and worships?"
Senior Year: Thank God
almighty we're almost
free
•The desperate senior: "I
need a spouse. I'm trying not

to graduate unwed!"
•The
1-need-to-graduatesenior: *Gasp* ''I'm one credit
short!"
•The !-just-realized-thereis-life-after-college
senior:
"Where am I going to live after
Southern?!"
•The career-crises senior:
"What am I going to do for a
living?"
•The in-denial senior: "Can I
bring my friends with me after
graduation and have an occasional vespers?"
After reading about each
year, it's interesting to see
where you fit in. Let us know
which is youdavorite or which
you most resonate with using the hashtags below. Note:
These are not definite rules,
merely amassed opinions of
various Southern students.
#SAUFRESHMAN
#SAUSOPHOMORE
#SAUJUNIOR
#SAUSENIOR
Charles Cammack is a senior mass communications
major
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Students run in Turkey Trot this Thanksgiving
ANNALYSE

HAsTv

SPOI!IS EDDDI!

this
Many
students
year anticipated indulgent
by
Thanksgiving
feasts
participating in turkey trots
to burn off calories before the
big meal. A turkey trot is a fun
&
th . h ld
run or tOotrace at IS e

said. "It was very cold but it
was still fun, and running with
people gave me the motivation
to keep going."
Over 1,000 people attended
the turkey trot in Chattanooga.
Keith King, senior mass
communication advertising
major, attended a gobble job

ha d a
ll y
great time and
am glad did
it.

on Thanksgiving Day. These ' '
races have been growing in
I
rea
pop~arity over the years _and
proVIde a healthy hohday
I
I
tradition for families.
Jeanna Stewart, senior
''
liberal arts education major,
went with her sister Lynzee
in Marietta, Georgia that had
Brival to a turkey trot this
over u,ooo runners. King,
year in Chattanooga. The race
his sister Jenessa ('12) and
began at the Sports Barn off
Andrew Hausted, freshman
Lee Highway on Thanksgiving
business
administration
Day at 9 a.m. Jeanna said that major, all attended the race
although it was cold, the 8k
together.
race was still fun.
"We kind of went last
"I started running recently minute. We just wanted to go
to train for a half marathon in
for a run, and we found this
March, and I thought that this
race so we went. Turns out
smaller race would be a good they were trying to break the
introduction. I am usually
Guinness world record for
more of a swimmer but the most people participating in a
distance was good for the foot race," King said.
training stage I am in," J eanna
The gobble jog is a 5k that

benefits MUST Ministries, a
powerful,
volunteer-driven
organization that addresses
the basic needs of individuals,
families
and
children.
Hausted finished the race in
20 minutes, and King in 26
minutes.
"It was 35 degrees, so
it was super cold but also
really fun," King said. "I have
wanted to do it for a while now
after seeing friend's pictures
on Instagram. It was worth
putting up with the cold. I had
a really good time and I am
glad I did it."

ByJeanna
.Stewart
Sisters Jeanna Stewart and
Lynzee Brival

Photo Contributed By Keith King
Siblings Keith and Janessa King with Andrew Hausted

Hockey intramural updates
ANNALYSE

HAsTv

Men's Division B West

SPOI!IS E01roa

Ladies Division East

Rank
1
2

3

Team
Icy Hot
Happy Go
Puckies
Fantasticks

Wins
3
3

Losses
0
0

Ties

2

2

1

Wins
3

Losses
0
1
1

Ties
1
1

Wins
5
4

Losses
0

2

2

Ties
0
0
0

Wins
3
3
3

Losses
1

2

1

Ladies Division West

Rank
1
2

3

Team
Chop Stix
Tribe
Foxes

2

1

2

Men's Division A

Rank
1

•

2

3

Team
Tortilla Flats
Old School
Goals Goalore

1

Men's Divison B East

Rank
1
2

3

Team
Off Constantly
Wonder Sticks
A Few Good Men

2
2

Ties
1
0
0

Rank Team
1
Yeah
2
Jagrnauts
3
Murray & the Jets

Wins
4
3
2

Losses
0
1
3

Ties
1
1
0

#SAU

sports
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Is I I Iw I
Is I
M

T

TH

I

F

TH, Dec. 5
Convocation, 11 a, lies, Student Association Town Hall
Meeting
Deans/Chairs Advisory, 3:3op
Basketball Team Meeting, Sp, Hulsey
Talge Christmas Concert (Convocation Credit), 7p,
Thatcher Chapel

F, Dec. 6
Sign-up for free Walmart trips, 8a-12:30p, Wright Hall
front desk
Free Walmart trips for those who signed up, leaves
Southern every Y2 hr., 1-3:30p, Wright Hall Steps
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry), 2p, Wright Hall
Kirsten Wolcott Memorial SK Run, 3p, Duck Pond
Star Watch, 6:30p, Hickman Parking Lot
Vespers, 8p, Church, Campus Ministries
AfterGlow: Open Mic, After Vespers, Church Fellowship Hall
Sunset, 5:29p

S,Dec.7
Adoration, 9 & 10:15a, Church, Dave Smith
Boundaries in Dating, 9:30a, Wolftever Rm.
Fountain Sabbath School, 9:45a, White Oak Rm.
Brazilian Sabbath School, 1Oa, Talge Cont. Rm.
Be a REAL Man: Learn the Design, 10:15a, Behind
Spalding
Renewal, 11 :35a, Church, Dave Smith
Connect, 11 :35a, CA, Volker Henning
Outreach Opportunities:
•
West Side 4 Jesus (Children's Ministry)
•
Patten Towers (Evangelism Ministry)

S, Dec. 7 {Cont.)

2013

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Cave Open, 1:30-Sp, Student Park
Evensong, Sp, Church, Festival of Lessons and
Carols
Wind Symphony Christmas Concert, 8p, lies
(Convocation Credit)

Sun,Dec.S
Sunday, December 8
Sunday Brunch, 8a-3p, VM
CK Open, 9a-5p
Employee Christmas Brunch, 9:30a, Dining Hall
Student Center Open, 1-1 0:30p
No Field Trips or Tours (8-14)
SAT Exams, Lynn Wood
Talge Open House, 6p
Jingle Jog: 2 mi. Costume Fun Run, 7p, Meet
at Christmas Tree
SA Christmas Party: Committed Concert,
8:30p, lies PE Center

M, Dec. 9
LSAT Exams, Lynn Wood
University Senate, 3:30p

T, Dec. 10
Christmas Open House, 4-6:30p, Campus Shop

W, Dec. 11
Biology Expo, 7:30p, Hickman Atrium

TH, Dec. 12
Convocation,
11 a,
Various
Locations,
Departments/Schools
Graduate Council, 3:30p
Modern Languages Film Series, 7p, Miller 201
Christmas Stories with Gordon Bietz & Ken
Rogers, 7:30p, Thatcher Chapel (Convocation
Credit)

2014 Europe Tour: Do you need history credit? Has four spots left! The tour will
be June 18 - July 15. Get 6 hours of credit while visiting BELGIUM, FRANCE,
SWITZERLAND, ITALY, HUNGARY, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS, and
CZECH REPUBLIC!! pontact Pam at pdietrich@southern.edu or call ext. 2814
for more information.
Deacons and Deaconesses Needed: Collegedale church needs you! The
11 :35am Renewal service needs deacons and deaconesses who are willing to
commit to serving the church with their service once a month. This commitment
would begin next semester, starting in January 2014. If you would like to commit to serving th~ Lord in this manner, or in any other way, please contact Katie
Verrill at kaitlynverrill@souther.edu.

OCIATION ANNOUNCEMENT
SA Ugly Christmas Sweater Party: Come dressed in your Christmas attire on
Sunday, December 8 at 8:30 pm at lies PE Center. The party will be featuring
the amazing harmonies of Committed! We are partnering with them to support
ADRA Philippines' relief work in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan. Donations
will be accepted during the concert. With your help and a dollar or two, we
can reach our goal of $1 ,000, so please bring money to support this effort - no
matter how much. TOGETHER we can make a large IMPACT.

DEC.S
DEC. 9 (Cont.)
Michelle Baylon
Suzanne Ocsai
Lakynn Cotten
Emily Smith
Alyssa Cotter
KinYeeWan
Shelly Davis
Usa Goolsby
Tadia Foster
Becki Wilson
Lucas Tanaka
Jennifer Nordell
Ariel Walters
DEC.10
Colin Willumson
Priscilla Amaya
DEC. 6
Olivia Cole
Leila Clark
Jay Delgado
Austin Cole
Kyle Gustman
Luke Foster
Trevor Heslop
Moises Machado
Use lngabire
Judit Manchay
Ana Kim
Zeiza Ramos
Hans Lee
Betsy Roberts
Emily Lopez
Amanda Uribe
Angela Mainord
Judy Delay
Fransheska Muniz
DEC. 7
Zachary Myers
Michael Babienco Kevin Rivera-Rodriguez
Zack Barrow
Christina Shin
Devin Bowyer
DEC. 11
Dustin Eisele
Mara Aguirre
Brenda Floras-Lopez
Caitlyn Bartlett
Jordan Layao
Connie Charles
Jonathan Lowery
Jenn Condado
Cherie Lynn Milliron
Jennifer Hernandez
Reuben Plasencia
Christopher Marshall
Abri Ranzinger
Jea Rin Park
Amanda Sutherland
Levi Parrish
Mia Walker
Alex Ronin
Barbara Beckett
April Threlkeld
Brenda Floras-Lopez
Alyssa Williams
Hollis James
Januwoina Nixon
Beverly Rawson
Laurie Stankavich
Bill Wohlers
DEC. 12
DEC. 8
Christopher Adkins
Andrew Ashley
Karina Benedicta
Jourdan Bardo
Jenny Cineus
Kayla Ewert
Nicole Durrant-St.
Andrew Hausted
Romain
Trisha lsom
Rachel Gonsalves
Aizik Landaverde
Alexus Gonzales
Elizabeth Leffew
Sheeva Lotfian
Natasha Trevilcock
Taylor F. Mittleider
Christopher Carey
Alberto Montes
Ken Caviness
Alyssa Sellers
Beth Snyder
Chelsea Walter
DEC.9
Elizabeth Hankins
Natalia Cummins
Carol Harrison
Jonathan Freese
Tim Korson
Steven Matott
Fred Turner
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What?! 15 reg days til the end of the semester?! 8
school days?! I see the end of the tunnel! #senioryear
@Southern_Accent
Jashira Nieves, SA Liberal Arts, Eduacation
@jashiritaaa

Apparently #SAU once had a home ec major. Maybe they
even had some of the classes suggested by @Southern_
Accent this past issue #lfOnly
manda King, International Studies (German)
trulymanda

veggie turkey @veggietweets @VeggieGrill really
good actually!
Daniel Martinez, JR Nursing
@Pelaying98

Me every morning-"I'M SO TIRED WHY DID I STAY
UP SO LATE IM GOING TO BED AT 8."
Me at night-"Oooh internet."
Rebecca Theus, SA History
@Benditl 1keBecca

Spoiler Alert: The tree works. #SAU
#treelighting
Mark Comberiate, JR Film Production
@leaving marks

#famousquotes made #southernappropriate
"Frankly my dear, I don't eat ham."- Rhett Butler
Georgia Standish, JR Broadcast Journalism
@G_Standish

I wish the ·@Southern_Accent came out on Tuesdays
too #boredinclass
Michelle Froom, SO General Studies
@mfroomy

Can't stop laughing #studio4109 @ryanhaas
#thanksgivingdinner
Sarah Graham, SO History
@sarah_ashley37

It might look manly but it certainly isn't professional.
Sometime I wish I didn't have to shave. #SAUMANES
#stupid idea
Chris Janetzko, SA Mass Communications
@Benditl 1keBecca
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TEN REASONS SAU CONVERSION CHART
A l\1atlzeJnatical Guide to Your Southern Experience

YOUR
PAPER
- - - - -didn't get
. l 30min nap=

Fuel for 2 hours of productive study-

TURNED IN

l$5.oo~~~~~

2~t~~~~~~~~~fi~~f~~~;i~~~~i~~

Taco Bell =

3/4ths the cost

l brave text message + l nervous

l enjoyable evening at vespers with a

1. Colle edale Police ticketed ou for ········································································································································
.
tg .c. t
·
.
Y
·l theology
20 years of mission work to Southeast
typ1ng oo 1as .
graduate + l RN = Asia

2. A duck ate it.

3. You ran out of student card charge walk to Thatcher
money and couldn't print it because Hall lobby=
you eat at the VM.
l intensive first
workout=
4. SAU alerts told you there was possibly a potential for hazardous ice l old Toyota from
outside, · so you couldn't leave the your parents + 4
friends=
dorm.
'
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•
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date

~
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•
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•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•••••••

••

••

••

••

••

••

•

•

•

••

•• •

•

0

•

•••••••••••

•

2 weeks of "recovery"
5 drive-thru trips + 2 Starbucks runs +
l drive to the University Health Center

l new laptop
5. Your suitemate told you to -t urn
for college +
the music down, but your topic was
University wifi =
'1\nalysis of Heavy Metal Melodies".
l load of
6. Your fish died and you though that stranger's laundry
counted as a family crisis.
put in the dryer=

the laundry room to "not touch other
people's clothes"

7. You didn't have time with all of l Naked juice x 5

24 needy children clothed in

6 TV shows watched all the way
through + sporadic freezing and
buffering
l passive aggressive note posted in

Campus Safety's fire drills.

-~~~~--~~--~-~-~--~~-~---···········~~~~-~~?.~~-~~-- ~--~-~~~~---· ······ ··· ········· · · ···· ···· ······ ··

8. Your mom called.

15 -weeks.of
Fitness for Life =

30 hours on the treadmill
remembering why you hated P.E. in
middle school

9. You fell into the Southern Adven- ....................................................................................................................................... .
l morning + l
l pounding heart before you realize

tist University round about fountain.

look at the clock = it's Sabbath

10. You drove past the new digital l Elijah statue+ l l Elijah statue- l stone hand
temporary lapse in
sign at night and now you're blind.
judgment=
Tf 7~J' didn 't_rour paper get turned in?
If!! me on Tzcittcr #.S~-1[ ~lnonor

